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College Calendar 
1949- 1950 
1949 FALL QUARTER 
September 13, Tuesday, 1 :00-5:00 P.M. Examinations to remove entrance 
deficiencies 
September 15, Thul'Sday, 4:00 P.M. 
September 1 S, 16, Thursday and Friday 
Sei>tembtt 14-20, Wednesday, 9:00 A.M. to 
Examinations lo secure advanced standing 
Opening Faculty Convocation 
Examinations to remove conditions 
Freshman Days 
Tuesday, S :00 P.M. 
September 19, 20, Monday and Tuesday~ 
8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M. 
September 21, Wednesday, 8:00 A.M. 
September 28, Wednesday, 4:00-6:00 P.M. 
October 29, Saturday 
October 29, Saturday 
November 23-28, Wednesday, 11 :00 A.M. to 
Monday, 8:00 A.M. 
December 13, Tuesday, 8:00 A.M. 
December 17, Saturday, 10:00 A.M. 
December 17, Saturday, 10:30 A.M. 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
Senior English Examination 
Mid-quarter Reports Due 
Final Date for Filing Diploma Slips 
for Fall Quarter 
Thanksgiving Vacation 
Final Examinations Begin 
End of Examination Period 
Graduation Exercises 
1950 WINTER QUARTER 
January 
IE~~ ~ebruary 
February 
March 
March 
March 
March 
March 
March 
April 
April 
April 
May 
!~~ Unt" une Unt' 
June 
June 
t
une 
unc 
uly 
uly 
July 
July 
August 
3, Tuesday 
3, Tuesday, 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M. 
4, Wednesaay, 8:00 A.M. 
11, Wednesday, 4:00-6:00 P.M. 
4, Saturday 
4, Saturday 
Examinations to remove entrance deficien-
cies, to secure advanced standing or to 
remove conditions 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
Senior English Examination 
Mid-quarter Reports Due 
Final Date for Filing Diploma Slips 
for Winter Quarter 
13. Monday, 8:00 A.M. Final Examinations Begin 
17, Friday, 10:30 A.M. Graduation Exercises 
17, Friday, 3 :30 P .M. End of Examination Period 
1950 SPRING QUARTER 
21, Wednesday, 8:00 A.M. 
22, Thursday, 8:00 A.M.-4 :30 P.M. 
23, Friday, 8:00 A.M. 
Examinations to remove entrance deficien-
cies, to secure advanced standing or to 
remove conditions 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
S, Wednesday, 4:00-6:00 P.M. 
29, Saturday 
29, Saturda.Y 
18, Thursday, 10:30 A.M. 
30, Tuesday 
4, Sunday, 10:30 A.M. 
s. Monday, 8:00 A.M. 
6, Tuesday, 5:00 P.l\f. 
9. Fri<lay, 3 :00 P.M. 
9, FridaY, 3 :~O P.M. 
9, Friday, 7:00 P.M. 
10, Saturday 
Senior English ~mination 
Mid-quarter Reports Due 
Final Date for Filing Diploma Slips 
for Spring Quarter 
Honors Convocation 
Memorial Day Holiday 
Baccalaureate Sermon 
Final Examinations Begin 
Senior Work Closes 
End of Examination Period 
President's Reception 
Commencement 
Alumni Day 
1950 SUMMER QUARTER 
FmsT TERM 
12, Monday, 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M. 
13, Tuesday, 8:00 A.M. 
4, Tuesday 
19. Woonesday. 5:00 P.M. 
Registration-Cl assifica ti on 
Class Work Begins 
Independence Day Holiday 
First Term Closes 
SECOND TERM 
19. Wednesday, 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M. 
20, Thursday, 8:00 A.M. 
26. Saturoay, 12:00 M. 
4 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Be~ 
Second Tenn Closes 
• 
Officers of Administration 
CHARLES EowIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D. 
RAYMOND MoLLYNEAUX HuGm::s, M.S., LL.D. 
QUINCY CLAUDE AYRES, B.S., C.E. 
President of the College 
President Emeritus 
Assistant to the President 
DEANS AND DIRECTORS 
HENRY HERBERT Kn.DEE, M.S., D.Agr. . Dean of the' Division of Agriculture, 
Director of the Agricultural and Home Economics Ext~nsion Service 
and the Agricultural Experiment Station 
J. F. DowNIE SMITH, M.E., Sc.D .. Dean of the Division of Engineerin(;:, Director 
of the Engineering Experiment Station and Engineering Extension Service 
P. MABEL NELSON, Ph.D. Dean of the Division of Home Economics 
HAROLD V. GASKil.L, Ph.D. . . . . Dean of the Division of Science, 
Director of the Industrial Science Research Institute 
HENRY D. BERGMAN, D.V.M. Dean of the Division of Veterinary Medicine, 
Director of the Veterinary Research Institute 
RALPH M. HIXON, Ph.D. . . • Dean of the Graduate College 
FRANK HAROLD SPEDDING, Ph.D., LL.D Director of the Institute 
for Atomic Research 
. Director of the Guatemala Tropical Research Center IRVING E. MELHUS, Ph.D. 
MAURICE D. HELSER, M.S. 
JAMES R. SAGE, M.S. 
Dean of the Junior College, Director of Personnel 
Registrar, Vice-Dean of the Junior College 
ANSON MARSTON, C.E., D.Engr. 
CHARLES MURRAY, D.V.M. 
Dean of the Division of 
Engineering, Emeritus 
. Dean of the Division of 
Veterinary Medicine, Emeritus 
OFFICE OF THE BUSINESS MANAGER 
BmrnE H. PLATT, B.S. . • • 
HARLAN S. K.mx, B.A. Purchasing 
BEN w. SCHAEFER, B.S. . . . 
JULIAN CLAUDE SCHILLETTER, Ph.D. 
J. F. HALL . . . 
EDGAR P. SWANSON, M.S. 
. Business Manager and Secretary 
Agent and Assistant Business Manager 
Superintendent, Physical Plant 
Director of Residence 
. • Chief Accountant 
Supervisor of Employment 
OFFICE OF THE TREASURER 
c. B. MURRAY • 
ESTHER R. BOWEN 
VERA ANDERSON 
. . . . Treasurer 
Assistant to the Treasurer 
Cashier 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
JAMES R. SAGE, M.S. . 
ARTHUR M. GOWAN, Ph.D. 
WAYNE E. DE VAUL, B.S. 
ESTHER L. RAWSON 
s 
. • Registrar 
Assistant Registrar 
Examiner 
Recorder 
6 OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
PERSONNEL SERVICE 
MAURICE D. HELSER, M.S. . 
MRs. MADGE I. MCGLADE, M.S. 
]ORN L. HOLMES, M.A. 
DORIS HOPPENRATH, B.S. 
. . Director of Personnel 
Assistant Director of Personnel 
Assistant Director of Personnel 
Acting Social Director 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
JOHN GRAY GRANT, M.D. 
]AMES F. EDWARDS, M.D. 
LYNN DODGE, M.D. • . . 
GAIL McCLURE PRoFFrIT, M.D. 
SARA KALAR MERRYMAN, M.D. 
PHOEBE T. Goccm, M.D. 
ANNE REDMAN, RN. 
LIBRARY STAFF 
ROBERT WILLIAM ORR, M.S., Director 
. . . . Director 
Medical Advisor for Men 
. Medical Advisor for Men 
Medical Advisor for Women 
Medical Advisor for Women 
Health Education for Women 
Supervisor of Nurses 
CHARLES HARVEY BROWN, M.A., B.L.S., Litt.D., Associate Director 
LEMOYNE W. ANDERSON, B.A., B.S.L.S., Assistant Serials Librarian 
FORREST FREER CARHART, JR., A.M.L.S., Loan Librarian 
MARJORIE ALICE CLARK, B.A., B.S., Extension Librarian 
JEAN OLIVIA Coox, A.A., A.B., B.S.L.S., Cataloger 
JEAN MARIE EVANS, B.A., B.SL.S., Cataloger 
BARBARA ANN GATES, B.S., Cataloger 
DOROTHY SWANSON HAMMOND, B.S., Order Librarian 
DOROTHY Morr KELTNER, B.A., B.S.L.S., Assistant Loan Librarian 
RUTH S. KRISTOFFERSEN, A.B., B.S.L.S., Reference Librarian 
JEAN McDONALD LAMB, B.S., Instructor 
MILDRED Hicxs McHoNE, B.S., Assistant Loan Librarian 
GRACE M. OBERHEIM, M.S., Classifier 
IDA FORBES ROBERTSON, B.A., B.S., Cataloger 
EVELYN Semi.DDT THRELKELD, B.A., B.S., Reference Librarian 
M. RACHEL VONDERHAAR, B.S., Instructor 
ELEANOR FRANCES WARNER, B.L.S., M.A., Serials Librarian 
EVELYN WIMERSBERGER, M.S., Head Catalogue Department 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS 
RAY c. CUNNINGHAM, B.S. 
MRS. BETTY COWLES, B.A. 
Secretary of the Y .M.C.A. 
Secretary of the Y.W.C.A. 
Officers of Instruction 1 
(Including names of Research and Extension Staffs2) 
CHARLES EowIN FRILEY, President, 1936, 19323 
B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1919; A.M., Columbia University, 
1923; LL.D., Hardin-Simmons University, 1929; LL.D., Agricultural and Mechanical 
College of Texas, 1940; Sc.D., Cornell Colll'ge, 1942 
PROFESSORS AND HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS 
JORN M. AIKMAN, Professor of Botany; Research Professor of Botany and Plant 
Pathology, A.E.S. 1945, 1927 
A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1917; A.M., ibid., 1921: Ph.D., University of 
Nebraska, 1928 
EDWARD SWITZER ALLEN, Professor of Mathematics 1943, 1921 
A.B., Harvard University, 1909; A.M .• ibid., 1910; Ph.D., ibid., 1914 
ARTHUR LAWRENCE ANDERSON, Professor of Animal Husbandry; Research Professor 
of Animal Production, A.E.S., 1946, 1920 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1916; M.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
ERNEST W. ANDERSON, Professor of Mathematics; Research Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering, E.E.S., 194 7, 1926 
B.S. (C.E.), North Dakota Agricultural College, 1926; M.S., Iowa State College, 1928; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1933 
FLOYD ]AY ARNOW, Extension Professor of Dairy Husbandry, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1927 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1940 
LIONEL K. ARNOLD, Professor of Chemical Engineering; Research Professor of 
Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 1948, 1925 
A.B., Ellsworth College, 1920; B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1926; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
GRACE M. AUGUSTINE, Professor of Institution Management and Head of the 
Department, 1944 
B.S., Columbia University, 1929; A.M., Ibid., 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1935 
QumcY CLAUDE AYRES, Professor of Agricultural Engineering and Assistant to the 
President, 1945, 1920 
B.E., University of Mississippi, 1912; B.S., ibid., 1912; C.E., ibid., 1920 
EARL S. BAIRD, Professor of Industrial Management, E.E.S., 1944, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1932 
ARTHUR LAWRENCE BAKKE, Research Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
A.E.S., 1925!. 1910 
B.S., Iowa :state College, 1909; M.S., ibid., 1911; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1917 
EDGAR LEE BARGER, Professor of Agricultural Engineering; Research Professor of 
Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1942 
B.S. (A.E.), Kansas State College of Agricultural and Applied Science, 1929; M.S., 
ibid., 1934 
ELERY R. BECKER, Professor of Zoology; Research Professor of Zoology, I.S.R.I., 
1935 1925 
A.B., University of Colorado, 1920; D.Sc., Johns Hopkins University, 1923 
EDWARD ANTONY BENBROOK, Professor of Veterinary Pathology and Head of the 
Department, 1919, 1918 
V.M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1914 
----
1The General Faculty consists of the President, Deans1 Business Manager, Rcidstrar, Per!OnncJ 
Director1 all Professors and Associate Professors, Librarian, Director of AJU!cuftural and Home 
Economics Extension Servic~ Director of En~necring Extension Service and such other members 
or the College staff as the rresident may designate. 
2The following abbreviations are used to df'signntc the st.aft's of the research organizations: 
A.E.S., Agricultural Experiment Station; A.H.E.S., Agricultural and Home Economics Extension 
Service; E.E.S., Engineering Experiment Station; I.S.R.I., Industrial Science Research Institute: 
I A.R., Institute for Atomic Research; S.L., Statistical Laboratory; V.R.I., Veterinary Research 
Institute. 
BFirst date after the name indicates date of af pointmcnt to present position; the second date. 
when the first fails to do so, indicates the date o first appointment in the College. 
7 
8 OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
PAUL CI.IFFORD BENNETI, Professor of Veterinary Pathology and Diagnostician, 
Iowa Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory, 1947 . . . 
B.S., West Virginia University, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1925; D.V.M., Oh10 State Un1vers1ty, 
1931 
DWIGHT W. BENSEND, Professor of Forestry, 1947 
B.S., University or Minnesota, 193 7: Ph.D., ibid., 1942 
HOBART BERESFORD, Professor of Agricultural Engineering and Head of the 
Department; Research Professor of Agricultural Engineering and Head of the 
Section A.E.S., 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924; A.E., ibid., 1941 
REX BERESFORD, Extension Professor of Livestock Marketing, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1<>16 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1911 
HENRY DALE BERGMAN, Dean of the Division of Veterinary Medicine, Director 
of the Veterinary Research Institute, Professor of Veterinary Physiology and 
Pharmacology and Head of the Department, 1943, 1910 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1910 
HARRY E. Iln:sTER, Professor of Veterinary Research; Assistant Director of Veter-
inary Research Institute; Research Professor of Animal Pathology and Head 
of the Section, A.E.S., 1947, 1920 
V.M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1919 
EMERSON W. BIRD, Professor of Chemistry and Dairy Industry; Research l,rofessor 
of Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 1947, 1923 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1929 
HENRY M. BLACK, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Head of the Depart-
ment, 1946, 1929 
B.S., Iowa State Colleg£', 1929, S.l\l.. Harvard l"nivcrsity, 1934. 
RALPH KENNETH Buss. Extension Profes..,or of Agriculture. A.H.E.S., 1Q48, 1906 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1905 
WARREN B. BOAST, ProfeSsor of Electrical Engineering, 1948, 1934 
B.S. CE.E.). University of Kansas, 1933, M.S., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1936 
KENNETH E. BOULDING, Professor of Economics; Research Professor of Economics, 
I.S.R.I., 1947', 1943 
B.A., Oxford University. 1931 ; M .A . ibid , 193 7 
JvA L. BRANDT, Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1920, 1912 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1905; M .S .. Simmons College, 192 S 
GROVER LEON BRIDGER, Professor of Chemical and Mining Engineering and Head of 
the Department; Rcsrarrh Professor of Chemical Engineering, I.A.R., 1948, 
1935 
D.S., Rice Institute, 1933; M.A., ibid., 1935; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1938 
CHARLES HARVEY BROWN, Professor of Library Science and Associate Director 
of the Library, 1946, 1922 
B.A., Wesleyan University, (Conn.), 1897; M.A., ibid., 1899; B.L.S., New York State 
Library School, 1923; Litt.D., Wesleyan University, (Conn.), 1937 
FRANE E?lu:RSON BROWN, Professor of Chemistry; Research Professor of Chemistry, 
I.S.R.I., 1943, 1917 
A.B., Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, 1911: B.S .• University of Chicago, 1913; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1918 
*GEORGE WU.LIAM BROWN, Professor of Statistics; Research Professor of Statistics, 
S.L., 1947, 1946 . 
A.B., Harvard University, 1937; A.M., ibid., 1938; Ph.D., Princeton University, 1940 
GEORGE M. BROWNING, Professor of Agronomy; Research Professor of Soils, A.E.S., 
1947 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1932; M.S., University of West Virginia 1934· Ph.D. 
ibid., 1938 • • . 
ROBERT EARLE BrCHANAN, Research Professor, Director's Office, A.E.S., 1948, 1904 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1904; M.S., ibid., 1906; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1908 
LYMAN C. BURNETT, Research Professor of Agronomy, A.E.S., 1916, 1906 
B.Sc., University of Nebraska. 1903; M.S.A., Iowa State College, 1906 
*On leave. 
' 
PROFESSORS 9 
- --- - ---· --- - -- -- ----------
CHARLES M. BUSBEE, Col FA., Professor of Military Science and Tactics and 
Head of the Department, 1946 
B.S., United States Military Academy, 1915 
ALFRED B. CAINE, Professor of Animal Husbandry i Research Professor of Animal 
Production, A.E.S., 1936, 1916 
B.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1914: M.S., Iowa State College, 1917 
C.:LAWSON Y. CANNON, Professor of Dairy Husbandry; Research Professor of Dairy 
Husbandry and Head of the Subsection, A.E.S., 1930 
B.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1913; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D .. 
ibid., 1927 
JOHN FRANKLIN CARLSON, Professor of Physics; Research Professor of Physics, 
I.A.R., 1948, 1946 -
A.B., University of California, 1928; M.A., •"bid., 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1932 
PERCY HAMILTON CARR, Professor of Physics, 1940, 1930 
B.S., Furman University, 1925; M.S., University of North Carolina, 1926, Ph.D .. 
Cornell University, 1930 
WALLACE LEWIS CASSELL1 Professor of Electrkal Engineering, 1041, 1939 '!\.5. (E.E.), University of Colorado, 1922; E.E., lb1d., 1928; M.S. (E.E.), Purdpe 
university, 1946 
ROBERT ANDREW CAUGHEY, Professor of Civil Engineering, 1930, 1919 
B.S. (C.E.), Pennsylvania State College, 1907; C.E., ibid., 1916 
HESTER CBADDERDON, Professor of Home Economics Education; Research Profe!sor 
of Vocational Education, A.E.S., 1943, 1929 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1924; M.A .• University of Chicago, 1928; Ph.D., Ohio 
State Unive~ity, 1938 
HORACE BELLATTI CHENEY, Extension Professor of Agronomy, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1942 
GERTRUDE E. CHITTENDEN, Professor of Child Development and Head of the 
Department, 1943, 1936 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1931: M.A .. lbid., 1936; Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1941 
LEsT1m ·EARL CLAPP, Extension Professor of Soil Conservation, A.H.E.S., 1947, lQJl 
B.S .. Iowa State College, 1923 
MARK PERKINS CLEGHORN, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1921, 1902 
B.S. (E.E.), Iowa State CoJJege, 1902; M.E., ibid., 1907 
EDGAR VERMONT COLLINS, Professor of Agricultural Engineering; Research Pro-
fessor of Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1947, 1918 
B.S. (Agron.). Iowa State College, 1914: B.S. CA.E.), ibid., 1914 
MERVIN S. COOVER, Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the Depart-
ment; Research Professor of Electrical Engineering, E.E.S., 1939, 1935 
E.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1914 
WINFRED FORREST COOVER, Professor of Chemistry, 1913, 1904 
A.B.. Otterbein College, 1900; AM., Ohio State University, 1903; D.Sc., Otterbein 
College, 1935 
CLARENCE HARTLEY CovAULT, Professor of Veterinary Medicine and Head of the 
Department; Director of Veterinary Clinics, 1937, 1917 
D.V.M., Ohio State University, 1911 
CHARI.Es CALVIN CuLBERTSO~, Professor of Animal Husbandry; Research Pro-
fessor of Animal Production and Head of the Subsection, A.E.S., 1932, 1919 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1918; M.S., lbid., 1925 . 
**}. C. CUNNINGHAM, Research Professor of l.ibrary Bibliography, A.E.S., 1934, 
1911 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1905 
FOREST CHARLES DANA, Professor of General Engineering, 1926, 1923 
BS. CC E.), University of Washington, 1914; C.E •• Iowa State College, 1924 
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A.B., Grinnell College, 1894 
CHARLES How ARD RICHARDSON, Professor of Entomology; Research Professor of 
Entomology and Economic Zoology, A.E.S., 1931, 1928 
A.B., Stanford University, 1912; M.S., Harvard University, 1913; Ph.D., Columbia 
University, 1921 
FRANx F. RmcXEN, Professor of Agronomy; Research Professor of Soils, A.E.S., 
1947 1942 B.t University of Saskatchewan, 1930; M.S., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., University of Dlinois, 
1941 
JOSEPH LEE ROBINSON, Research Prof~or of Farm Crops, A.E.S.; Extension Pro-
fessor of Agronomy1 A.HE.S. 1946, 1920 
B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and l\lechanical CoJlege, 1916; M.S., Iowa State Collegt', 
1918; Ph.D., ibid., 1933 
FRANK RoeoTXA, Professor of Economics; Research Professor of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, A.E.S.; Extension Professor of Agricultural Economics, A.H.E.S., 
1937, 1920 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1915; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1921 
BRt'CE A. ROGERS, Professor of Chemistry ; Research Professor of Chemistry, 
I.A.R., 1948, 1919 
B.S., Iowa State CoJlcge, 1916; M.S., University of Chicago, 1920; Ph.D., Har\'ard 
University, 1933 --..--
•0n leave. 
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LouisE MARIE ROSENFELD, Assistant Director for Home Economics, A.H.E.S., 
1946 1932 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
EARLE DUDLEY. Ross, Professor of History, 1943, 1923 
Ph.B., Syracuse University, 1909; Ph.M., ibid, 1910; A.M., Cornell University, 1912; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1915 
CHAI.MER J. Rov, Professor of Geology and Head of the Department, 1948 
B.A., University of Missouri, 1929; M.A., ibid., 1930; A.M., Harvard University, 1933; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1936 
WILUAM FREEMAN ROYALL, Capt., Professor of Naval Science and Head of the 
Department, 1948 
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 1927 
ARTHUR W. RUDNICK, Extension Professor of Dairy Industry, A.H.E.S., 1920, 1913 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1910 
ROBERT EUGENE RUNDLE, Professor of Chemistry; Research Professor of Chem-
istry, I.A.R. and I.S.R.I., 1946, 1941 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1937; M.S., ibid., 1938; Ph.D., California Institute or 
Technology, 1941 
BURRELL FRANKLIN RUTH, Professor of Chemical Engineering, 1942, 1938 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1925; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 
1931 
JoBN DOUGLAS RYDER, Professor of Electrical Engineering; Assistant Director; 
Engineering Experiment Station, 1947 1941 , 
B.E.E., Ohio State University, 1928: M.S., ibid., 1929; Ph.D., Iowa State Colle1e, 1944 
]AMES R. SAGE, Registrar, Vice-Dean of the Junior College:_, 1920, 1915 
B.A., Ohio State University, 1912: M.S., Rose Polytechnic msUtute, 1915 
CARL NICHOLS SANFORD, Professor of Aeronautical Engineering and Head of the 
Department, 1946, 1945 
B.S. (M.E.), Oregon State College, 1928; M.S., North Carolina State College, 1940 
VERNON G. SCHAEFER, Professor of Psychology· 1946 
B.A., North Central College, 1926; M.A., University of Chicago, 1931; Ph.D., North· 
western University, 1937 
JULIAN CLAUDE SCHILLE1TER, Professor of Horticulture; Director of Residence, 
1945 1922 
B.S., Clemson College, 1922; M.S., Iowa State College, 1923; Ph.D., 11>14., 1930 
FRITZ Scm.ENK, Professor of Bacteriology; Research Professor of Bacteriology, 
I.S.R.I., 1947 
Ph.D •• University of Berlin, Germany, 1934 
W. J. SCHLICK, Research Professor of Civil Engineering, E.E.S., 1939, 1914 
B.C.E., Iowa State College, 1Q09; C.E., ibid., 1914 
LOUIS BERNARD SCHMIDT, Professor of History, 1930, 1906 
Ph.B., Cornell College, 1901; A.M., ibid., 1906; Lltt.D., Ibid., 1934 
WILLIAM H. SCHRAMPFER, Professor of Industrial Economics, 1945, 1929 
B.A., University of Iowa, 1926; J.D., ibid., 1928 
LoUis H. SCHWARTE, Professor of Veterinary Research, V.R.I., 1945, 1925 
B.S., Cornell University, 1918; M.S., ibid., 1920; D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1928; 
Ph.D., ibid •• 1934 
FREDRICA VAN TRICE SBAlTUCJC, Professor of Speech, 1916, 1907 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1'905 
PHINEAS STEVENS SBEAnR, Professor of Animal Husbandry and Head of the 
Department; Research Professor of Animal Husbandry and Head of the 
Section, A.E.S., 1935, 1912 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1912: M.S .. Ibid, 1928 
GEOFFREY SEDDON SHEPHERD, Professor of Economics; Research Professor of 
Agricultµral Economics, A.E.S., 1943, 1927 
B.S.A., University or Saskatchewan, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925: Ph.D., 
Harvard University, 1932 
DWIGHT A. SMITH, Professor of Veteririary Medicine, 1946, 1932 
D.V.M, Iowa State College, 1932 
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EDWIN RAYMOND SmTH Professor of Mathematics, 1921 
A.J!.1 University of Dfinofs, 1905; A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1908; Ph.D., University of Munich, 1911 
] . F. DOWNIE SMITH, Dean of the Division of Engineering; Director of the Engi-
neering Experiment Station and of the Engineering Extension Service, 194 7 
B.Sc., University of Glasgow, 1923; M.Sc., Georgia School of Technology, 1925· ME .. 
Virginia Polytcchhlc Institute, 1928; SM., Harvard University, 1930; Sc.D., ibid., 1933 
GEORGE WADDEL SNEDECOR, Professor of Statistics; Research Professor of Statistics, 
A.E.S. and S.L., 1947, 1913 
B.S., University of Alabama, 1905; M.A., University of Michigan, 1912 
MERLIN G. SPANGLER, Professor of Civil Engineering; Research Professor of Civil 
Engineering, E.E.S., 1947, 1924 
B.S. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1919; C.E., ibid, 1926; M.S., ibid, 1928 
FRANK HAROLD SPEDDING, Professor of Chemistry; Director and Research Pro-
fessor of the Institute for Atomic Research, 1942, 1Q37 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1925; M.S., ibid., 1926; Ph.D., University of California. 
1929; LL.D., Drake University, 1946 
Lours BEVIER SPINNEY, Professor of Physics, 18Q7, 18Q3 
B.M.E., Iowa State College, 1892; B.S. (E.E.), ibid., 1893; Ds.C., ibid., 1948 
] AMES ABEL STARRAK, Professor of Vocational Education; Research Professor of 
Vocational Education, A.E.S., 1940, 1920 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921: M.5., ibid., 1922; D.Ed., Boston University, 1932 
WII.LIAM HENRY STEVENSON, Vice-Director of the Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, Emeritus, 1948, 1902 
A.B., Illinois College, 1893; B.S.A , Iowa State College, 1905: D.Sc., Illinois College, 1923 
GEORGE F. STEWART, Professor of Chemistry; Associate Director of the Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 1948, 1 Q38 
B.S., University of Chicago, 1930; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1933 
LOWELL 0. STEWART, Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of the Department, 
1938 1924 
B.S. (C.E.), Michigan State College, 1917: M.S. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1927'. 
C E., ibid., 1928 
HERMAN ] . STOEVER, Profc5sor of Mechanical Engineering, 1943, 1938 
B.S., Purdue Uni\'ersity, 192R; M.S., University of Illinois, 1930; Ph.D., ibid, 1934 
KIRK WHITNEY STOUDER, Extension Professor of Veterinary Medicine. A.H.E.S, 
1Q13 
D.V.M .. Iowa State College, 1905 
LENORE MARGARET SULLIVAN, Professor of Institution Management, 1043, 1928 
B.S., Montana State College, 1927; M.S., Iowa State College, 1929 
L\ DIA V. SWANSON, Professor of Child Development, 1943, 1924 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
PEARL P. SWANSON, Professor of Nutrition; Research Professor of ,:\;utrition and 
Assistant Director in Charge of Home Economics Research, A.E S .. 1 Q44. 1030 
B.S., Carlton College, 1916; MS., University of Minnesota. 1924: Ph.D., Yale Univer· 
sity, 1930 
ORLAND RussELL SWEENEY, Professor of Chemical Engineering; Research Pro-
fessor of Chemical Engineerin~. E.E.S., 194 7, 1 Q20 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1909: M.A., ibid, 1910; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 
1916: Ch.E., Ohio State University, 1935 
PAt'L CLIFFORn TAFF, Assistant Director and Rural Youth Leader, A.H.E.S., 1917, 
1908 
B.S A, Iowa State Collrge, 1913 
OSC'.AR ERNST TAUBER, Professor of Physiology; Research Professor of Entomology 
and Economic Zoology, A.E.S., 1946, 1930 
B.S., James Millikin University, 1930; M.S., Iowa State College, 1932; Ph.D., ibid, 1935 
HENRY PETER THIELMAN, Proft>ssor of Mathematics, 194 7, 1942 
B.A., Bluffton College, 1926; M.A., Ohio State University, 1927; Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
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*HERBERT C. S. THOM, Professor of Statistics and Agronomy ; Research Professor 
of Agricultural C~matology and Head of tl~e. Subsection, A.E.S., 1947, 1944 
B.S., George Washington University, 1937; M.S., •bid., 1945 
BYRON HENRY THOMAS, Professor of Animal Husbandry; Research Professor of 
Animal Chemistry and Nutrition and Head of the Subsection, A.E.S., 1948, 
1931 
D.S., University of California, 192 2: M.S., University or Wisconsin, 1924: Ph.D., 
Ibid., 1929 
SAM H. THOMPSON, Research Professor of Agricultural Economics, A.E.S.; Ex-
tension Professor of Agricultural Economics and Sociology, A.H.E.S. 1930 1914 
D.S., University of Minnesota, 1914; M.S., Iowa State College, 1923; Ph.D., University 
of Minnesota, 1938 . 
JOHN F. TIMMONS, Professor of Economics; Research Professor of Agricultural 
Economics, A.E.S., 1947 
B.S., University or Missouri, 1937; M.A., ibid., 1938; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1944 
*GERHARD T!NTNER, Professor of Economics, Mathematics and Statistics; Research 
Professor of Agricultural Economics, A.E.S., 1946, 193 7 
Ph.D., University of Vienna, 1929 
ARTHUR PERRY Twooooo, Professor of Vocational Education, E.E.S., 1944, 1930 
B.A., University or Iowa, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
THOMAS FRANKLIN VANCE, Professor of Psychology and Child Development, 
1927 1914 
A.B., (.;oe College, 1909; M.A., University of Iowa, 1911; Ph.D., ibid., 1913 
CLAUDE HALL VAN VLACK, Extension Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 
A.H.E.S., 1944, 1934 
B.S. (A.E.), Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., Colorado State College, 1936 
EDGAR F. VESTAL, Research Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 
1948 
B.S., Oregon State College, 1916; M.S., University or Wisconsin, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa 
State College, 1932 
RussELL M. VIFQUAIN, Professor and Personnel Officer, Division of Agriculture, 
Director of Short Courses 1947, 1920 
A.B.~ Nebraska Wesleyan bniversity, 1915; M.S., University of Missouri, 1917; A.B. 
(Ed.,. Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1927 
EMn. CONRAD Vou., Professor of Horticulture; Research Professor of Floriculture 
and Head of the Subsection, A.E.S., 1928 1914 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1914; M.S.A., Cornell University, 1918 
RAY E. WAKELEY, Professor of Sociology; Research Professor of Sociology and 
Head of the Subsection, A.E.S., 1944, 1930 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1917; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1924; Ph.D., 
Cornell University, 1928 
ALBERT LYELL WALKER, Professor of English 1942, 1935 
B.A., Park College (Missouri), 1929; M.A., University of Iowa, 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1936 
JOSEPH KENNETH WALKUP, Professor of General Engineering and Head of the 
Department, 1942 
A.B., Ohio State University, 1932; B.M.E., ibid., 1932; I.E., Ibid., 1941 
HENRY ALBERT WEBBER, Professor of Chemical ~ngineering, 1941 1923 
D.S., University of Colorado, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 19zS; Ph.D., Ibid., 1929 
MARTIN GEORGE WEISS, Professor of Farm Crops; Research Professor of Farm Crops, 
A.E.S., 19471 1936 D.S., Iowa :state College, 1934; M.S., Ibid., 1935; Ph.D., Ibid., 1941 
WALTER H. WELLBousE, Professor of Zoology 1934, 1921 
B.A., University of Kansas, 1913; M.A., lbM., 1917; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1920 
RONALD VAIZ WELLS, Professor of Religious Education and Head of the Depart-
ment ; Directoi" of Religious Activities, 1948, 194 7 
A.B., Denison University, 1935; D.D., Crozer Theological Seminary, 1938; Ph.D., 
Columbia University, 1942 
•0n leave. 
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CHESTER HAMLIN WERKMAN, Professor of Bacteriology and Head of the Depart-
ment; Research Professor of Bacteriology, l.S.R.I.; Research Professor of 
Bacteriology and Head of the Section, A.E.S., 1948, 1921 
B.S., Purdue University, 1919; Ph.D., Iowa St.ate College, 1923; D.Sc., Purdue Univer-
sity, 1944 
J.uas EDWIN WERT, Professor of Vocational Education; Research Professor of 
Vocational Education, A.E.S., 1940, 1939 
A.B., Adrian College, 191 S; M.A., Ohio State University. 1933; Ph.D., ibid., 1934 
HARLEY A. WILHELM, Professor of Chemistry ; Research Professor and Associate 
Director of the Institute for Atomic Research, 194 7, 192 7 
A.B., Drake University, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1931 
JOHN .ANDERSON Wn.KINsoN, Professor of Chemistry; Research Professor of 
Chemistry, A.E.S. and l.S.RJ., 1948, 1913 
B.Sc., Ohio State University, 1903; Ph.D .. Cornell University, 1909 
CARROLL P. WILSIE, Professor of Agronomy; Research Professor of Farm Crops, 
A.E.S., 1947, 1937 
B.S., University or Wisconsin, 1926; Ph.D., Michigan State College, 1931 
ROBLEY WINFREY, Professor of Civil Engineering; Research Professor of Engineer'-
ing Valuation, E.E.S., 1946 1922 
ltS. (C.E.), Iowa State Cotfege, 1922; M.S., ibid., 1926; C.E., ibid., 1942 
LEONARD Wou, Professor of Architecture and Architectural Engineering, 1946, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930.; M.S., ibid., 1932 
JAY WALTER WOODROW, Professor of Physics, 1921 
B.A., Drake University, 1907; B.A., Oxford University (England), 1910; Ph.D. Yule 
University, 1913; LL.D •• Drake University, 1931 
w ALLACE WRIGHT, Professor of Economics, 1938, 1930 
A.B .• Dartmouth College. 1919; M.A., Stanford University, 1924; Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
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ROBERT W. AHLQUIST, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering 1944, 1939 
B.S. (E.E.), Missouri School of Mines, 1924; M.S. (E.E.), University of Pittsburgh, 1935 
WII.LIAM H. Al:LAwAY, Associate Professor of Agronomy; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Soils, A.E.S. 1946, 1938 
B.Sc., University or Nebraska, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939; Ph.D., ibid., 1945 
VINCENT M. ANDERSON, District Extension Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1928 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924 
SAMUEL ARONOFF, Associate Professor of Botany; Research· Associate Professor 
of Botany, I.A.R., 1948 
A.B., University of California, 1936; Ph.D., University or California (Berkeley), 1942 
IRA W. ARTHUR, Associate Professor of Economics; Extension Associate Professor 
of Agricultural Economics and Sociology, A.H.E.S., 1940, 1925 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916; M.S., ibid., 1927; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1939 
JOHN CLIFTON AYRES, Associate Professor of Bacteriology; Research Associate 
Professor of Bacteriology, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
B.Ed., Dlinois State Normal University, 1936; M.S .• University of Illinois. 1938; Ph.D., 
ibid •• 1942 . 
MERLE P. BAXER, Associate Professor of Dairy Industry, 1946, 1922 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1923; Ph.D., ibid., 1931 
EDITH P. BARKER Mrs., Extension Associate Professor, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1918 
Nol.AN E. BARR.lex, Associate Professor of Architecture and Architectural Engineer-
ing, 1946 
B.A., The Rice Institute, 1935; B.S., wid., 1936; M.A., ibid., 1937 
WILLIAM V. BARTHOLOMEW, Associate Professor of Agronomy; Research Associate 
Professor of Soils, A.E.S., 1947, 1939 • 
B.S., Brigham Young University, 1939; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941; Ph.D., lbld., 1947 
HAROLD HUXFORD BEATY, Extension Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineer-
ing, A.H.E.S., 1946 1936 
B.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College. 1931; M.S. CA.E.), ibid., 1942 
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RONALD CHARLES BENTLEY, Extension Associate Professor of Economics and 
~ociology, A.H.E.S., 1944, 1925 
B.S., North Dakota Agricultural College, 1923; l\l.S., ibid., 1924 
LAWRENCE GEORGE BERNARD, Comm., Associate Professor of Naval Science, 1948 
B.S., United States Naval Academy, 1937 
CHARLES A. BLACK, Associate Professor of Agronomy ; Research Associate Professor 
of Soils A.E.S., 1946 193 7 
B.S., b;Jorado State College, 1937; M.S., Iowa State College, 1938; Ph.D., Ibid., 1942 
WENDELL HuGHELL BRAGONIER, Associate Professor of Botany· 1947, 1939 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1933; M.S., Iowa State College, fo41; Ph.D., ibkl., 194 7 
LEON A. BROCK, Lt. Col., Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 1948 
B.A., Furman University, 1924 
DAVID KINCAID BRUNER Associate Professor of English, 1947 1941 
A.B., Washington Universil)·. 1933; A.M., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., University of Dlinob, 1941 
RAY J. BRYAN, Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 1946 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1933; M.S., ibid., 1937; Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1940 
WALTER F. BUCHHOLTZ, Associate Professor of Botany; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 1945, 1931 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., lhid., 1930; Ph.D., ibid •• 1935 
RussELL HENRY BucKLEY, Lt. Comm., Associate Professor of Naval Science, 1946 
B.S., United States Naval Academy. 1939 
KENNETH DrxoN CARLANDER, Associate Professor of Zoology and Entomology; 
Research Associate Professor of Zoology and Entomology, I.S.R.I., 1948, 1946 
B.A., University of Minnesota, 1936; M.S., ibid., 1938; Ph.D., Ibid., 1943 , 
LOWELL L. CARVER, Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 1941, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State Teachers College, 1930; M.S., Iowa State College, 1937 
CAROLYN CASON, Associate Professor of Institution Management, 1946, 1940 
B.S., University of Tens, 1934; M.A., Columbia University, 1939 
CHARLES G. CASSEL, Major F .A., Associate Professor of Military Science and Tac-
tics, 1946 
B.S., University of DUnois, 1933 
DAMON voN CATRON, Associate Professor of .Animal Husbandry; Research Asso-
ciate Professor of Animal Production, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
B.S., Purdue University, 1938; M.S., University of Dlinois, 1945; Ph.D., Iowa State 
College, 1948 
STEPHEN J. CHAMBERLIN, Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1943, 1929 
B.S, (C.E.), University of· Dllnois, 1928; M.S. (C.E.), Iowa State College. 1931 
FRED F. CLARK, District Extension Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1928, 1916 
B.S.A., Iowa ~tale College, 1916 
HERBERT Cl..AP"" Coox Associate Professor of Go\rc:tnment, 1930, 1928 
B.A., IQwa,,~tale Teachers Cotlege, 1922; M.A., Unlvenlty of Iowa, 1925; Ph.D., lbla., 
l'92lr 
MARTELLE LOREEN CusHMAN, Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 1946, 
1945 . 
A.B., Western MiChigan College of Education, 1932; A.M., Unlvenlty of Mlchlpn, 
1937; Ph.D., Comell University, 1943 
GORDON C. DANIELSON, Associate Professor of Physics; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Physics, I.A.R., 1948 • 
B.A., University of British Columbia. 1933; M.A., Ibid., 1935; Ph.D., Purdue Univer-
sity, 1940 
HAROLD W. DAVEY, Associate Professor of Economics; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Economics, I.S.R.I., 1948 
A.B., Syracuse University. 1936; M.A., Harvard University, 1938; Ph.D., •Ibid., 1939 
LYNN DoooE1_ Associate Professor of Hygiene, 194 7 M.D., university of Buffalo, 1922 
RAY 0. DoNELS, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1941, 1938 
B.S .• Iowa State College. 1929; M.A., University of Iowa. 1937 
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CHARLES S. DORCHESTER, Associate Professor of Agronomy, 1937, 1913 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1913; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1923; Ph.D.:- Iowa 
State College, 193 S 
FREDERICK R. DUKE, Associate Professor of Chemistry; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Chemistry I.A.R., 1948 
B.A., ULiversity of South Dakota, 193 7; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1940 
LESTER THOMAS EARLS, Associate Professor of Physics, 1945, 1938 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1927; M.S., ibid., 1929; Ph.D., University of Michigan, 
1934 
RACHEL HARTMAN EDGAR, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1928, 1924 
B.A., Ohio State University, 1917; B.S., ibid., 1918; M.S., ibid., 1920; Ph.D., ibid., 1925 
LEONARD Z. EcoLETON, Extension Associate Professor of Poultry Husbandry, 
A.H.E.S., 1948, 1946 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College, 1946 
FLORENCE ANNA EHRENXRANZ, Associate Professor of Household Equipment; Re-
search Associate Professor of Household Equipment, A.E.S., 194 7, 1945 
A.B., University of California, 1930; M.A., ibid., 1936; Ph.D., ibid., 1938 
JOHN C. ELDREDGE, Associate Professor of Agronomy; Research Associate Professor 
of Farm Crops, A.E.S., 1939, 1921 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1915; M.S., ibid., 1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1933 
GLADYS EVERSON, Associate Professor of Foods and Nutrition; Research Associate 
Professor of Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1944 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1931; M.S., University of Iowa, 1933; Ph.D., University 
of Wisconsin, 1942 
FRED E. FERGUSON, Bulletin Editor, A.E.S. and A E.H.S., 1944, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
MABEL C. FISHER, Associate Professor of Applied Art, 1925, 1923 
Diploma, Pratt Institute, 1923 
RODNEY Fox, Associate Professor of Technical Journalism, 194 7, 1936 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930; M.S., Northwestern University, 1941 
RICHARD K. FREVERT, Associate Prof cssor of Agricultural Engineering; Research 
Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S, 1948, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937~ M.S., ibid., 1940; Ph.D., ibid., 1948 
W. G. GAESSLER, Research Associate Professor of Chemistry, A.E.S., 1931, 1911 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1911; M.S., ibid., 1929 
WILLIAM EDWARD GALLIGAN, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, 1939, 1926 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1925; M.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
FANNIE ALICE GANNON, Extension Associate Professor of Home Management, 
A.H.E.S., 1939, 1919 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921 
CHARLES ALBERT GOETZ, Associate Professor of Chemistry; Research Associate 
Professor of Chemistry, I.S.RJ., 1948 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., ibid., 1938 
EDNA PATZIG GouWENs, Associate Professor of Applied Art, 1947 
Diploma, School of Fine Arts, Fontainebleau, France, 1926 
J. A. GREENLEE, Associate Professor of History; Assistant to the Dean of the Divi-
sion of Science, 194 7, 1940 
B.A., University of Iowa, 1930; M.A., ibid., 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1934 
W. I. GRIFFITH, Associate Professor, Radio, 1946, 1925 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1899; M.D., Iowa State Teachers College, 1905 
LARRY C. GROVE, Extension Associate Professor of Horticulture, A.H.E.S., 1Q47, 
1932 
B.S., Purdue University, 1932; M.S., Iowa State College, 1933; Ph.D., ibid., 1937 
CHARI.Es SUMNER GWYNNE, Associate Professor of Geology, 1931, 1927 
A.B., Cornell University, 1907; M.S., Syracu..c:e University, 1925; Ph.D., Cornell Univer-
sity, 1927 
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How ARD LAVERNE HAMn.roN, Associate Professor of Zoology; Research Associate 
Professor of Zoology, I.S.R.I., 1947, 1945 
B.A., University of Iowa, 1937; M.S., ;bid .• 1938; Ph.D., The Johns Hopkins University, 
1941 
A. MAURICE HANsoN, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, 1945, 1934 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
EARL 0. HEADY, Associate Professor of Economics; Research Associate Professor 
of Econo~icsr A.E.S., 1946, 1940 .. 
B.S., Umvers1ty of Nebraska, 1939; M.S., 1b1d., 1940; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1945 
}EAN CHARLES HEMPSTEAD, Associate Professor of General Engincerin~, 1936, 1930 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.A., University of Pennsylvania, 1930; C.E., Iowa 
State College, 1942 
GEORGE OSCAR HENDRICKSON, Associate Professor of Zoology; Research Associate 
Professor of Zoology, I.S.R.I., 1945, 1925 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1921; M.S., Iowa State College, 1926; Ph.D., ;bid~ 
1929 
HowARD ]AMES HENRY, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1947 
B.S., University of North DakClta, 1933; M.S., University of Kansas, 1941 
GERTRUDE ANN HERR, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1924, 1913 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1907; ?.LS., ibid., 1917 
ARCHIE HIGDON, Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1946, 
1928 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1928; M.S., Iowa State College, 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1936 . 
CLIFFORD GEORGE HILDRETH, Associate Professor of Statistics and Economics; Re-
search Associate Professor of Statistics, S.L.; Research Associate Professor of 
Agricultural Economics, A.E.S., 1948, 1Q39 
B.A., University of Kansas, 1939; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941; Ph.D., ibid., 1947 
REUBEN HILL, Associate Professor of Sociology; Research Associate Professor of 
Sociology, I.S.R.I., 1948, 1944 
B.S .. Utah State Agricultural College, 1935; Pb.M., University of Wisconsin, 1936; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1938 
LAWRENCE R. HILLY ARD, Associate Professor of General Engineering ; Personnel 
Officer, Engineering Administration, 1946, 1936 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1936 
JoHN ]AMES LUEIT HINRICHSEN, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1940, 1929 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925; A.M., Harvard University, 1927; Ph.D., ibid., 1929 
ALvIN :a. HoERLEIN, Associate Professor of Veterinary Research, V.R.I.; Research 
Associate Professor of Animal Pathology, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
D.V.M., Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1940; Ph.D., Cornell University, 
1945 
MELVIN SIDNEY HOFSTAD, Associate Professor of Veterinary Research, V.R.I.; 
Research Associate Professor of Animal Pathology, A.E.S., 1948. 1946 
D.V.M., Iq,wa State College, 1940; M.S., CorneJI University, 1941; Ph.D., ibid., 1944 
HowARD BYINGTON HOLROYD, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1947 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, 1929 
PAUL G. HOMEYER, Associate Professor of Statistics; Research Associate Professor 
of Statistics, A.E.S. and SL., 1947 1937 
B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical Coflege of Texas, 1934; M.S., ibid., 1936 
HERBERT B. HOWELL, Extension Associate Professor of Economics and Sociology, 
A.H.E.S., 1947, 1934 . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934: M.S., ;bid., 1945 
RrcHARD B. HULL, Associate Professor of Technical Journalism; Director of 
Radio, 1946, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
JESSE GREENVILLE HUMMEL, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1910, 
1903 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1902; M.E., ibid., 1914 
LEONID HURwrcz, Associate Professor of Statistics; Research Associate Professor of 
Statistics, SL.; Associate Professor of Economics; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Economics, I.S.R.I., 1947, 1945 
LL.M., University of Warsaw, 1938 
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MAURICE JosEPH JoHNsoN1 Associate Professor of Veterinary Clinics, 1948, 1932 
D.V.M., Iowa State COilege, 1932 
ALMA H. JONES Mrs., Extension Associate Professor of Child Development, 
A.H.E.S., 19391 1922 . Master of Dfdaetfcs, Iowa State Teachers College, 1908; B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; 
M.S., Teachers College, Columbia University, 1925 
DoNALD R. K.ALDOR, Associate Professor of Economics; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Agricultural Economics A.E.S., 1948, 1939 
B.S., North Dakota Agricultural CoJlegc, 1938; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1939; 
Pb;D., Iowa State College, 1942 
JOSEPH MICHELS KELLER, Associate Professor of Physics; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Physics, l.A.R., 194 7, 1946 
B.S., Harvard University, 1932; Ph.D., University or California, 1940 
OSCAR KEMPTHORNE, Associate Professor of Statistics; Research Associate Professor 
of Statistics A.E.S. and S.L., 1947 
B.A., Cambridge University, 1940; M.A., Ibid., 1943 
SAM GEORGE KENzY, Associate Professor of Veterinary Research, V.R.I.; Research 
Associate Professor of Animal Pathology, A.E.S., 1948, 1938 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1934; D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1942; M.S., ibid., 
1948 
JOHN H. KEREERINO, Lt. Col. C.E., Associate Professor of Military Science and 
Tactics, 1946 
B.S., United States MDltary Academy, 1936; M.S. (C.E.), Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, 1939 
WALTER BERNARD KING, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1944, 1923 
D.S., University of ntinols, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924: Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
DoN KIRKHAM, Associate Professor of Agronomy; Research Associate Professor 
of Soils, A.E.S., 1946 
A.B., Columbia University, 1933; A.M., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., ibid., 1938 
WILLIAM KUNERTB, Associate Professor of Physics, 1916, 1907 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1904; M.A., ibid., 1910.; Ph.D., University of Chicago. 1921 
FRANCIS A. KuTISH, Research Associate Professor of Economics, A.E.S.; Ex· 
tension Associate Professor of Economics and Sociology, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1936 
B.S .• Iowa State College, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1941 
PAULUS LANGE, Associate Professor of En~lish, 1932, 1920 
A.B., Augustana College, 1918: University or Illinois, 1920 
HARVEY L. LANTZ, Research Associate Professor of Horticulture and Head of the 
Pomology Subsection A.E.S., 1946, 1916 
B.S., Oregon State Col\ege, 1916; M.S., Iowa State College, 1918 
JuLius ANSGAR LARSEN, Associate Professor of Forestry, 1947, 1924 
B.A., Yale College, 1908; M.F., Ibid., 1910; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1936 
LAWRENCE JACKSON LASLETI', Associate Professor of Physics; Research Associate 
Professor of Physics, I.A.R .• 1947, 1946 • 
B.S., California Institute of Technology, 1933; Ph.D., University or California, 1937 
HARLAND S. LAYCOCK, Capt. Sig. C., Associate Professor of Military Science and 
Tactics, 1948 
B.S .. Purdue University, 1940 
CHESTER DANIEL LEE, Extension Associate Professor of Veterinary Medicine, 
A.H.E.S., 1946, 1927 · 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1927; M.S., ibid., 1932 
SAM LEGVOLD. Associate Professor of Physics; Research Associate Professor of 
Physics, I.A.R .• 1946, 1935 
B.A., Luthl'r College, 1935; 1\1.S .. Iowa Statt' College, 1936; Ph.D., ibid., 1946 
BERNARD C'. l.EMKE, Associate Professor of Industrial Economics, 1<>46, 1937 
B.A .• l~nivr~ty of Wisconsin, 1932; !\I.A . ibid. 19H; Ph.D .. University of Minnesota. 
1946; C.P.A., State of Iowa. 1947 
GERAJ.D A. LINEWEAVER, State Boys' 4-H Club Leader, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1Q36 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929 
}oHN WALLACE LITHElU..AND, Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 1947 
A.B., Midland College, 1<>28; M.A .• University of Nebraska, 1937; Ph.D., ibid., 1947 
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EDWINA E. McCoNcHIE, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Women, 
1946 1945 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1936; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1942 
CLAm W. McDONALD, Resea.r:ch Associate Professor, Director's Office, A.E.S., Ex-
te1'Sion Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, A.H.E.S., 1945, 1919 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1919 
DEE MAIER, District Home Economics Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1943 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1921; M.A., University of Chicago, 1931 
DoN S. MARTIN, JR., Associate Professor of Chemistry; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Chemistry, IA.R., 1947, 1946 
B.S., Purdue Unh·ersity, 1939; Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, 1944 
HoWARD R. MELDRUM, Research Associate Professor of Agronomy, A.E.S.; Exten-
sion Associate Professor of Agronomy, A.H.E.S., 1948, ~921 
B.S., Iowa Slate College, 1921 
)ESSE W. MERRILL, District Extension Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1924, 190Q 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1909 
*JAMES P. MICRALos, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, 194 7 
B.S. (C.E), University of Wisconsin, 1938; M.E., Yale University, 1945 
RALPH A. MlcKEN, Associate Professor of Speech, 1948, 1944 
A.B., Intermountain-Union College, 1929; M.A., Montana State University, 1936; 
Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1947 
FRANK CLIFFORD Mll.LER, Associate Professor of Engineering Drawing 1938, 1920 
B.E. (M.E.), James Millikin University, 1909; M.S. (M.E.). Iowa State f!ollege, 1935 
V. ALTON Mooov, Associate Professor of History, 1930, 1925 
A.B., Meridian College, 1912: M.A., Tulane University, 1913; Ph.D., University of 
Michigan, 1923 
NELLIE MAY NAYLOR, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1928, 1909 
B.A., University of Iowa, 1908; M.S., Iowa State Co11ege, 1918; Ph.D., Columbia Uni· 
versity, 1923 
LEwts B. NELSON, Research Associate Professor of Soils, A.E.S., 1946, 1944 
B.S., University of Ida:bo, 1936; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1938; Ph.D., ibid., 1940 
lLzA Lou1sE NIEMACl', Associate Professor of Music, 1948, 1935 
Certfic.ite, Chicago Musical College, 1919 
JOHN A. NORDIN, Associate Professor of Economics, 1948, 1941 
B.A., University of Minnesota, 1935; M.A., ibid., 1937; Ph.D., ibid., 1941 
ARNE W. NoRDSKOG, Associate Professor of Poultry Husbandry; Research Associate 
Professor of Poultry Husbandry, A.E.S., 1945 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1937; M.S., Ibid., 1940; Ph.~ •• Ibid., 19'.4'3 
JOSEPH HENRY NORTH, Associate Professor of Speech 1946, 1936 
A.B., University or Wisconsin, 1934; A.M., Cornell University, 1936 
LEET. NuTTY, District Extension Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1929, 1917 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1917 
EowARD IIENRY OHLSEN, Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1946 1936 
B:S. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1926; C.E., Ibid., 1936 
ROBERT B. ORLOVICR, Associate Professor of English, 1946, 1940 
A.B., University of Illinois, 1929; A.M., Ibid., 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1941 
Huoo M. OTOPALIK, Associate Professor of P!?ysica1 Education· for Men, 1931, 1920 
A.B., NebrasJr.a University. 1918 
R. ALLEN PACKER, Associate Professor of Veterinary Hygiene, 1948, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940; D. V .M., Ibid., 1940; M.S., ibid., 1942; Ph.D., ibid., 194 7 
WILLIAM ROBERT PARKS, Associate Professor of Government; Research Associ'ate 
Professor of Economics, A.E.S., 1948 
B.A., Berea College, 1937; M.A., University or Kentucky, 1938; Ph.D., University or 
Wisconsin, 1948 
LAWTON MIKELL PATTEN, Associate Professor of Architecture, 1948, 1946 
B.F.A., University of Washington. 1928; B-~~h., Columbia University, 1933 ----
*On leave. 
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CHRISTIAN PETERSEN, Associate Professor of Applied Art, 1944, 1937 
CLINTON E. PETERSON, Research Associate Professor of Horticulture, A.E.S., 1948, 
1946 
B.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1947 
LouIS ERWIN PINNEY, Associate Professor of Physics, 1945, 1930 
A.B., University o( Missouri, 192 5; A.M., ibid., 1927; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1942 
HERBERT }ORN PLAGGE, Associate Professor of Physics, 1918, 1909 
B.S., Northwestern Univer.-ity, 1906; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1910 
ARTHUR R. PORTER, Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry; Research Associate 
Professor of Dairy Husbandry, A.E.S., 194 7, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1939 
FANNIE PoroIETER, Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1944, 1931 
B.A., University of Iowa, 1922; M.A., University of Washington, 1928 
ELVIN L. QUAIFE, Extension Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, A.H.E.S., 
1917 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1911 
CHARLES STEVEN REDDY, Research Associate Professor of Botany and Plant Pathol-
ogy, A.E.S.; Extension Associate Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
A.H.E.S., 1932, 1927 
B.S., Unvcrsity of Wisconsin, 1915; M.S., ibid., 1916; Ph.D., ibid., 1922 
PIERRE G. ROBINSON, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1930, 1922 
B.S., University of Chicago, 1914; M.S., ibid., 1922; Ph.D., ibid., 1925 
RALPH RUDOLPH RoTHACKER, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, 
1938 1922 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1918; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924 
Rov E. ROUDEBUSH, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1925, 1909 
A.B., Indiana University, 1903; M.E., Cornell University, 1907 
MABEL RUSSELL, Associate Professor of Applied Art, 1945, 1916 
Diploma, Pratt Institute, 1915; Ph.B, University of Chicago, 1925; M.S., Iowa State 
College, 1933 . 
VmGn. SALERA, Associate Professor of Economics; Research Associate Professor of 
Economics, I.S.R.I.J.. 1948 
B.S., University of California, 1935; M.A., ibid., 1936; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1941 
]oIIN FREDERICK SANDFORT, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1948, 
1939 
B.M.E., Ohio State University, 1933; B.I.E., ibid., 1934; M.S., Iowa State College, 1948 
JOHN Eu GENE SAss, Associate Professor of Botany; Research Associate Professor 
of Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 1944, 1928 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1924; M.S., ibid., 1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1929 
HARRY J. Scrn.rmT, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1941, 1Q26 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925; M.A., University of Iowa, 1939 
MAX L. SCHMIDT, Associate Professor of Modem Languages, 194 7 
B.A., St. Francis Seminary (Wisconsin), 1932; Ph.D., University o[ Bonn (Germany), 
1937 
IRA SCHROEDER, Associate Professor of Music, 1948, 1931 
B.Mus .• Bush Conservatory of Music, Chicago, 1927 
RonERT R.moELY SEALOCK, Associate Professor of Chemistry; Research Associate 
Professor of Chemistry, l.S.R.I., 1945, 1944 
B.S., Eur~a College, 1930; M.S., University of Illinois, 1932; Ph.D., George Wash-
ington University, 1935 
GEORGE SEYENIUK, Research Associate Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
A.E.S., 194 7, 1934 
B.Sc., Univtnsity of Alberta, Canada, 1932; M.Sc., ibid., 1934; Ph.D , Iowa State College, 
1~8 . 
GonIND RAM SETH, Associate Professor of Statistics; Research Associate Professor 
of Statistics, SL., 1948 
B.A., Hindu College, 1933; M.A., ibid., 1935; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1948 
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0. SETTLES, Associate Professor of Te.uiles and Clothing, 1924, 1923 
Pd.B., Central Teachers College, 1909; B.S., Columbia University, 1920 
27 
Tm:onoRE E. SEXAUER, Associate Professor of Vocational Education, 19291 1928 B.S. (Agr.), Iowa State College, 1909.,i.. B.S., (Ag.Ed.), ibid, 1918; M.S., ibid., 1918; 
M.A., Columbia University, 1926; Ph.u., Cornell University, 1928 
ROBERT SPENCER SHERWOOD, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1948, 
1937 
B.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1936; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
CARL R. SMITH, District Extension Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1946, 1931 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
FREDERICK G. SM1ra, Associate Professor of Botany 1948 
B.S., University of Chicago, 1939; M.S., University ol Wisconsin, 1941; Ph.D., ibid., 1943 
HILTON AT.MORE SMITH, Associate Professor of Veterinary Pathology, 1943 
D.V.M., Colorado State College, 1928; M.S., University of Michigan, 1935 
MAURICE WILLIAM SouL'rs, District Extension Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1946, 1933 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
WILUAM H. STACY, Extension Associate Professor of Economics and Sociology, 
A.H.E.S., 1922, 1917 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., Cornell Unverslty, 1922; Ph.D., Columbia 
University, 1935 
ARWARD STARBUCK, Associate Professor of English, 1924, 1913 
A.B., University of Arkansas, 1908; A.M., University of Chicago, 1922 
DEAN W. STEBBINS, Associate Professor of Physics, 1947 1935 
B.S., Montana State College, 1935; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1938 
MARIE STEPHENS, Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1926, 1920 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1911 
HAROLD STILES, Associate Professor of Physics 1915, 1914 
Ph.B., Kenyon College, 1896; A.M., Ha~ University, 1904; Ph.D., Northwest~rn 
University, 1909 
WILLIAM B. STILES, Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1946, 1934 
B.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1932; M.S. (E.E.), ibid., 1937; Ph.D., ibid., 1945 
EMME1T RrcHARD STUBER, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 194 7 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1927 
EDITH M. SUNDERLJN, Associate Prof ess:or of Child Development, 1944, 1934 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924; M.A., University of Iowa, 1931 
CLAYTON SUTHERLAND, Associate Professor .of Physical Education for Men, 1947, 
1941 
B.A., Coe College, 1923 
WILLIAM THOMAS SUTHERLAND, Lt. Com., Associate Professor of Naval Science, 
1948 
B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1938 
ERHARDT P. SYLWESTER, Research Associate Professor of Botany and Plant Pathol-
ogy, A.E.S., Extension Associate Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology and 
Director of the Seed Laboratory, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1930 
B.A., St. Olaf College, 1930; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1946 
LLOYD C. TEKsE, Lt. Col. V.C., Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 
1948 
D.V.M., Iowa State College. 193J 
WILLIAM H. THOMPSON, Associate Professor of Industrial 
0
Economics; Research As-
sociate Professor of Agricultural Economics, A.E.S., 1948, 1942 
B.S., Pennsylvania State Teachers College, 1934; M.S., Syracuse University, 1939i 
Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1948 
RonERT G. TISCHER, Research Associate Professor of l<"ood Processing and Acting 
Head of the Subsection, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
B.S., Louisiana State University, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1941; Ph.D., University of Massa-
chusetts, 1944 
LELAND ALFRED UNDERKOFLER, Associate Professor of Chemistry; Research Associate 
Professor of Chemistry, l.S.R.I., 1944, 1928 
A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1928; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1934 
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BERNARD VINOGRADE, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1948, 1945 
B.S., City College of New York, 1937; M.A., University of Michigan, 1940; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1942 
ADOLF FRANK VotcT, Associate Professor of Chemistry ; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Chemistry, l.A.R., 1947, 1942 
B.,\., Pomona College, 1935; M.A., Claremont Colleges, 1936; Ph.D., Unversity of 
Michigan, 1942 
ALICE HELEN WAUGH, Associate Professor of Applied Art, 1948, 1927 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1916 
ESTHER WHETSTONE, State Girls' 4-H Club Leader, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932: M.S., ibid., 1945 
WILLIAM RussELL WHITFIELD, Extension Associate Professor of Poultry Husbandry, 
A.H.E.S., 19471 1927 B.Sc., Universtty of Nebraska, 1927 
ELISABETH CURTISS Wn.us, Associate Professor of Home Management, 1944 
D.A., Wellesley College, 1928; M.A., Columbia University, 1930; Ph.D., University of 
Chicago, 1942 
GEORGE H. WISE, Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry; Research Associate Pro-
fessor of Dairy Husbandry A.E.S., 194 7 
D.S., Clemson Agricultural College, 1930; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1932; Ph.D., 
i/Jld., 1936 
JOSEPH G. WooEN, Maj. A.F., Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 
1947 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1947 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
ANDREW R. AANoAHL, Research Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and 
Soils.z A.E.S., 1947, 1941 
B.:s., North Dakota Agricultural College, 19J4; M.S., ibid., 193 7 
HAluu:ET ADAMS, Assistant Professor of Applied Art, 1944 
D. of Design, University of Kansas, 1930; M.A., Western Reserve University, 1934 
WII.I.IAM CARL Al.sMEYER Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, 1946 
B.S. (C.E.), Missouri School of Mines, 194l; M.S., Washington University, 1946 
MARVIN A. ANDERSON, Extension Assistant Professor of Agronomy, A.H.E.S., 1947, 
1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
KARLYNE ALICE ANSPACH, Assistant Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1948, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1936; M.A., Columbia University, 1941 
RAY E. ARMSTRONG, Research Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
B.S. (A.E.), Iowa State College, 1947 
RICHARD E. ATKINS, Research Assistant Professor of Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 1941 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1941; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942; Ph.D., ibid., 1948 
RALPH L. BAKER, Assistant Professor of Economics; Research Assistant Professor 
of Consumer Economics, A.E.S., 1948, 1940 
B.Sc., Ohio State University, 1938; M.Sc., ibid., 1940 
CHARLES VANDIVER BANXS, Assistant Professor of Chemistry ; Research Assistant 
Professor of Chemistry I.A.R., 1946, 1941 
B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers College, 1941: M.S., Iowa State College, 1944; 
Ph.D., ibid.. 1946 
THEODORE FRENCH BARTLEY, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Clinics, 1948 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1933 , 
Jap A. BATH, Assistant Professor of Psvchology, 1946 
A.B., Nebraska State Teachers College at Peru, 1932; M.A., University of Nebraska, 1933, 
Ph.D., ibid., 1942 
ffAny JoBH BECJtnmYER, Assistant Professor of Ceramic Engineering, 1946, 1939 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1939 
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RAY!.tOND R. BENEKE, Assistant Professor of Ecopomics; Research Assistant Pro-
fessor of Agricultural Economics, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940; M.S., ibid., 1946 
ERWIN CLARENCE BLECKLEY, Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, 1948 
B.A., University of Oklahoma, 1941; M.A., ibid., 1947; Diploma, University of Paris, 1948 
LEONARD J. BODENSTEINER, Extension Assistant Professor of Economics and Sociol-
ogy and District Farm Management Fieldman, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1936 
FRANx EDWARD BORTLE, A..~istant Professor of Mathematics; Research Assistant 
Professor of Mathematics, l.S.RJ., 1947, 1942 
B.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1931; M.S., ibid., 1932 
DAVID RAY BOYLAN, JR., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1948 
B.S. (Ch.E.), University of Kansas, 1943 
FRED A. BRANDNER, Assistant Professor of Mathematics 1943, 1922 
B.S., Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, 1921 ; M.S., University of Chicago, 192J 
ROBERT WILLIAM: BRECXENRIDOE, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engine'ering, 
1941 1929 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 19.1'4; B.S. (M,E.), ibid., 1938 . 
GEORGE STUART BRETNALL, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men. 
1937 
A.B., Cornell College, 1921 
IRENE HAYNES BUCHANAN, ~istant Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1943, 1937 
B.S .• Iowa State College, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1938 
MARIE ALVERTA BuooLFSON, Assistant Professor of Home Management, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1943 
CLARENCE EVBRETT BUNDY, Assistant Professor of Vocational Education, 1947, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., ibid., 1934 
LEE WRIGHT Bun.ER, Assistant Professor of Physics, 1921, 1919 
A.B., Simpson College, 1914 
WALLACE C. CALDWELL, Assistant Professor of Physics; Research Assistant Pro-
fessor of Physics, IA.R., 1948, 1939 -
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1940; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1948 
RICHARD B. CAMPBELLJ. Extension Assistant Professor of Forestry,_ A.H.E.S., 1945 
B.S. (For.), Iowa ~tate College, 1935 
FORREST F. CARHART, Ja., Assistant Professor of Library Science and Loan Librarian, 
1948 
A.B., Drake University, 1939; A.B.L.S., University of Michigan, 1941; A.M.L.S., 
ibid., 1943 
MARY AGNES FRANCES CARLIN, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition; Research 
Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1947, 19-45 
B.S., Columbia University, 1931; M.A., ibid., 1933; M.S., Comell University, 1943; 
Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1947 
WILBER JoHN CAULFIELD, Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, 1944 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1924; M.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1926 
· SHERRET S. CHASE, Assistant Professor of Botany; Research Assistant Professor 
of Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 1947 
B.S., Yale University, 1939; Ph.D., Cornell University, UM7 
WALTER HAruus CHIVERS, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Surgery, 1939, 1928 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1928 
WILLIAM RITCHIE CLENDENIN, AssIBtant Professor of Music, 1946 
B.Mus., University of Dlincis, 1940; M.S.M., Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1942 
THOMAS L. Coox, Assistant Professor of Economics, 1936, 1926 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1927 
HERBERT PREsroN CoRMAcx, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 194 7 
B.S., Kansas State Teachers College, 1928; M.A., University of Iowa, 1940 
JAMES MONROE CRALL, Research Assistant Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
A.E.S., 1948 
B.S., Purdue University, 1939; A.M., Unf\o~t;- of Missouri, 1941; Ph.D., 1614., 1948 
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NoavAL H. CURRY, Assistant jrofessor of Agricultural ·Engineering; Research 
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Ehgineering, A.E.S., 194 7, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940; M.S., ibid., 1946 
ALVIN C. DALE, Research Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 
1947 1941 
B.S. (A.E.)i University of Tennessee, 1941; M.S. (A.E.), Iowa State College, 1942; 
Certificate o Meteorology, University of Chicago, 1944 
MARIAN ELIZABETH DANIELLS, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1919, 1914 
A.B., Kalamazoo College, 1908; A.B., University of Chicago, 1908; M.S., Iowa Stale 
College, 1919 
DONALD T. DAVIDSON, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, 1948, 1945 
B.S.C.E., University of New Hampshire, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1948. 
ARTHUR WILLIAM DAVIS, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1944 1930 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., ibid., 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1939 
RUSSELL EDWARD DICKINSON, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 
1943 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers Colle1te, 1922; M.A., University of Iowa, 1938 
J oHN PARRY DODDS, Assistant Professor of Technical Journalism ; Research As-
sistant Professor, Director's Office, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1940 
ALBERT F. DoooE, Research Assistant Professor, Director's Office, A.E.S., 1948 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
•JOSEPH C. DODSON, Assistant Professor of Statistics; Research Assistant Pro-
fessor of Statistics, SL., 1948, 1941 
A.B., Henderson State College, 1937 
BEATRICE DONALDSON, Assistant Professor of Institution Management; Research 
Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition A.E.S., 1947, 1942 
B.Sc., University of Nebraska, 1933; M.A., Columbia University, 1942 
EDNA DOUGLAS, Assistant Professor of Economics; Research Assistant Professor of 
Consumption Economics, A.E.S., 1945 
B.S., Woman's College of the University of North Carolina, 1938; M.A., University of 
North Carolina, 1939; Ph.D., ibid., 1945 
EDWARD SAMUEL DYAS, Extension Assistant Professor of Agronomy, A.H.E.S., 
1923 1916 
BS., Iowa State College, 1920 
ALFRED J. ENGLEHORN, Research Assistant Professor of Soils, A.E.S., 1930, 1925 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925 
MERLE LINDEN ESMAY, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 194 7, 1946 
B.S. (A.E.), South Dakota State College of Agricultural and Mechanical Arts, 1942; 
M.S. (A.S.), Iowa State College, 1947 
WALTER H. EVANS, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1948, 1947 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Oklahoma, 1946; M.E.E., ibid., 1947 
LEROY EVERETT EVERSON, Assistant Professor of Botany ; Extension Assistant Pro-
fessor of Botany and Plant Pathology, A.H.E.S., 1948 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1948 
FAY FARNUM, Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 1943, 1916 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1909; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1926 
VELMER ARTHUR FASSEL, Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Research Assistant 
Professor of Chemistry, l.A.R., 1947, 1941 
B.A., Southeast Missouri State College, 1941; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1947 
LEONARD FEINBERG, Assistant Professor of English, 1946 
D.S., University of Dlinois, 1937; M.A., ibid., 1938; Ph.D., ibid., 1946 
HARVEY AUGUST F'EYERHERM, Assistant Professor of Zoology and Entomology, 
1947, 1940 
A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942 ----
*On leave. 
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ROBERT CHARLES FINCHAM, Extension Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 
A.H.E.S., 1948, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
W. CHESTER FITCH, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1947, 1939 
B.S., Montana State College, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
JAMES W. Frns, Research Assistant Professor of Agronomy, A.E.S.; Extension 
Assistant Professor of Agronomy, A.H.E.S., 1948 
B.S., Nebraska State Teacher's College, 1935: M.S., University of Nebraska, 1937 
JOSEPH FRANKLIN FosTER, Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Research Assistant 
Professor of Chemistry, A.E.S., 1946, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940; Ph.D., ibid., 1943 
RALPH LESLIE FREEMAN, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1947 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1939 
DEXTER FRENCH, Assistant Professor of Chemistry ; Research Assistant Professor 
of Chemistry, A.E.S., 1946, 1938 
B.A., University of Dubuque, 1938; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1942 
CORINE TWETLEY FREVERT, Assistant Professor of Speech, 1946 
B.A., University of Minnesota, 1932; M.A., ibid., 1933; Ph.D., Yale University, 1945 
GEORGE HENRY FROST, Assistant Professor of General Engineering, 1948 
B.S.E., University of Michigan, 1939 
CHARLES OLIN FRUSH, Assistant Professor of Chemical and Mining Engineering, 
1948 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
ELIZABETH GENEVIEVE FULLER, Assistant Professor of En~lish, 1931, 1916 
A.B., University of Illinois, 1915; A.M., University of Michigan, 1922 
ALFRED SENIOR GASKELL, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1Q46, 1Q41 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1933 
ROBERT E. GASKELL Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1947 
A.B., Albion C~lege, 1933; M.S., University of Michigan, 1934; Ph.D., Ibid., 1940 
HARLAN E. GEIGER, State Older Youth Leader, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 5 
ROBERT GETTY Assistant Proiessor of Veterinary Anatomy, 1943, 1941 
D.V.M., 6hlo State University, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College, 1945 
RussELL ELIAS GETTY, Research Assistant Professor of Forestry, A.E.S., 1948 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1936 
PHOEBE THERESA Gooom, Assistant Professor of H1giene, 1946 
1\1.D., Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, Edinburgh, 1939 
MARVIN EARL GOULD, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, E.E.S., 1944, 
1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
NORMAN ARTHUR GRAEBNER, Assistant Professor of History, 1948 
B.S., Milwaukee State Teachers College, 1939; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1940 
}EWEL GRAHAM, Extension Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition, A.H.E.S., 
1945 
B.$., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1925; M.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
]oHN ELLWOOD GRANsoN, Assistant Professor of Forestry, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937; M.S., ibid., 1938 
CHARLES OTTIS GREENLEE, Extension Assistant Professor of Economics and Sociol-
ogy and District Farm Management Fielclman, A.H.E.S., 194 7, 1943 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1919; M.S.A., ibid., 1920 
R. AusTIN GRIFFIN, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1948, 1934 
B.A., Simpson College, 1927; M.S., University of Iowa, 1929 
J. BRUCE GRI.FFING, Assistant Professor of Genetics; Research Assistant Professor 
of Genetics, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941; M.S., lhid., 194 7: Ph.D., ibid., 1948. 
PFR'PY ROBERT HAcKETI', Assistant Professor of Music, 1948 
B.M., Northwestern University, 1946; M.Mus., ibid., 1948 
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GEORGE SIMMS HAMMOND, Assistant Professor of Chemistry ; Research Assistant 
Professor of Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 1948 . . .. 
B.S., Bat.es College, 1943; M.A., Harvard Uruvers1ty, 1947; Ph.D., ibid., 1947 
ROBERT S. HANSEN, Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Research Assistant Professor 
of Chemistry, I.A.R., 1948 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1940; M.S., ibid .• 1941; Ph.D., ibid., 1948 
THOMAS CHARLES HANZEL, Capt. A.C., Assistant Professor of Military Science 
and Tactics, 1946, 1944 
B.S., State Teachers College of Minnesota, 1944 
ADA HAYDEN, Curator of Herbarium; Research Assistant Professor of Botany and 
Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 1933, 1910 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1908.i. M.S., WashJngton University (St. Louis), 1910; l\1.S .• 
Iowa State College, 1911; Ph.u., ibid .• 1918 
HARRY E. HEATH, Assistant Professor of Technical ] ournalism, 1948 
B.A., University of Tulsa, 1941; M.S.J., Northwestern University, 1947 
CHARLES LESTER HELTZEL, Capt. F .A., Assistant Professor of Military Science and 
Tactics 1946 
D.S., United States Military Academy, 1943 
LYELL DEWEL liENR~ Assistant Professor of General Engineering, 1947, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State l;ollege, 1934 
JoBN B. HEmucK, Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry; Research Assistant 
Professor of Dairy Husbandry, A.E.S.; Extension Assistant Professor of Dairy 
Husbandry, A.H.E.S., 1948 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941; D.V.M .. ibid., 1946 
FRANCES M. HETTLER, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1945, 1937 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1940 
MABEL I. PHIPPS llEWI'IT, District Home Economics Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 194 7, 
1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1919 
ELus A. Hlcxs, Assistant Professor of Zoology and Entomology, 1948, 1938 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1940; Ph.D., ibid., 1947 
Jmm EUGENE liILLicoss Assistant Professor of Music, 1947, 1941 
B.Mus., University ol Colorado, 1939; M.Mus., ibid., 1942; B.Mus.Ed., ibid., 1942 
OTTo W. HOFFMAN, Capt., Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 1<>48 
B.M.E., City College of New York, ·1941 
HELEN LUCILE Hot.ADAY, District Home Economics Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
NoJWA R. HoLLEN, Assistant Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1946, 1942 
B.A., University of Iowa, J934; M.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
JoHN LOUIS HoLMEs, Assistant Professor of Psychology; Director, Testing Bureau, 
1946 1939 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1935; M.S., ibid., 1938 
WJLLIAM ] • HooXER, Research Assistant Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
A.E.S., 1945, 1944 
B.E., Northern DUnol'i State Teacher's College, 1937; M.S., Purdue University, 1939; 
Ph.D., Unlversil.)r of Wisccnsin, 1942 
WILFRED TOMAN HOSMER, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, 1946-
B.S. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1930 
JoHN Huo, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1947, 1909 
B.M.E., Iowa State College, 1909; M.E., l/Jid., 1934 
DALE Ons HuLL, Extension Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 
A.H.E.S., 1945, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939; l\l.S., ibid., 1940 
. wlt.LLU( c. HUMMEL, Assistant Professor of English, 1946 
A.B., Allegheny College, 1939; M.A., University of Pittsburgh, 1940; Ph.D., l/Jid., 1946 
JAMES E. HUKPBREY, Assistant Professor of English, 1948 
. D.S., Lafayette COilege, 1927; M.A., University of Michigan, 1948 
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DELLA CANDACE HURLEY, Assistant Extension Editor, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1946 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1934 
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DUANE ISELY, Assistant Professor of Botany; Research Assistant Professor of 
Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S.; Extension Assistant Professor of Botany 
and Seed Analyst, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1944 
B.A., University of Arkansas, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1939; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1942 
NoRMAN LEONARD JACOBSON, Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry; Research 
Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry, A.E.S., 1947, 1940 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941; Ph.D., ibid., 1947 
ERLING N. JEN SEN, Assistant Professor of Physics ; Research Assistant Prof cssor 
of Physics, 1.A.R., 1946, 1943 
A.B., Drake University, 1932; M.A., Columbia University, 1933; Ph.D., Iowa State 
College, 194 7 
ELTON L. JOHNSON, Assistant Professor of Poultry Husbandry; Research Assistant 
Professor of Poultry Husbandry, A.E.S., 1948 
B.S.A., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1940; M.S., Purdue University, 
1942; Ph.D., ibid., 1948 
RALPH WALLACE JoHNsoN, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1946 
B.S., Franklin College of Indiana, 1911; M.A., Columbia University, 1918 
GEORGE E. KAl.DENBERG, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1946, 1943 
B.A., Central College of Pella, Iowa, 1921; M.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
VERN H. KERCH.BERGER, Assistant Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1948, 1945 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1942; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
ANITA KEZERa Assistant Professor of Child Development, 194 7, 1944 
B.S., Oklahoma Agriculture and Mechanical College, 1942; M.A., University of Nebraska, 
1944 
HEROLD LANG KoosER, Director of Visual Instruction Service, A.H.E.S., 1938, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923 
Roy MILTON KOTTMAN, Assistant Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1948 
ORLANDO C. KREIDER, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1945, 1928 
B.A., Simpson College, 1928; M.S. (Math.), Iowa State College, 1930; M.S. (Voe.Ed.), 
ibid., 1941 
RALPH EDWARD KRENzIN, Extension Assistant Professor of Agronomy, A.H.E.S., 
1947 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1939, M.S., ibid., 1947 
RUTH MARGARET SPRECHER KRisroFFERSEN, Assistant Professor of Library Science; 
Reference Librarian 194 7; 1943 
A.B., University of Oregon, 1942; B.S. (L.S.), University of Denver, 1943 
EowARD P. LANA, Research Assistant Professor of Vegetable Crops, A.E.S., 1947 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1942; M.S., ibid., 1943 
ARTHUR WRIGHT LATTA, JR., 1st Lt. U.S.M.C., Assistant Professor of Naval Science, 
1946 
B.S., University of Dubuque, 1943 
THOMAS S. LEITH, Research Assistant Professor of Animal Pathology, A.E.S., 
1941, 1916 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1914 
MARION C. LEPLEY, Assistant Professor of Applied Art, 1944, 1Q26 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922: M.S., ibid., 1931 
Lorm L. LEWIS, Chief Engineer, W.O.I., 1947, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
] ORN BRUCE LILJEDAHL, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering; Research 
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1946; M.S., ibid., 1947 
CLARENCE H. LINDAHL, Assistant Professor of Mathematics 194 7 
D.S., Nebraska State Teachers College, 1929; M.S., Untv;;fty of Colorado, 1935 
CHARLES BtraLL LIPA, Assistant Professor of English, 1945 1940 
A.B., Comell University, 1927; A.M., Jbid., 1928; Ph.D., 'ibid., 1940 
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ARNOLD RUFUS LIVINGSTON, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics, 1946 1942 
D.S. (Arch.E.). Iowa State College. 1926 
RoscoE ORRIN LoRENz, Assistant Prof cssor of Architectural Engineering, 1948, 1944 
B.A •• University of Iowa, 1936 
JAMES ALLISON LoWRIE, Assistant Profe..c;sor o{ English, 1946 
A.B •• Lafayette College, 1935; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1943 
RUDOLPH ]oBN LuBSEN, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, 1948, 1941 
D.S. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1930; M.S. (C.E.), ibid., 1932 
GAIL ARLENE McCLURE, Assistant Professor of Hygiene, 1938 
D.S., University of Iowa, 1929; M.D., ibid., 1931 • 
}ACK Mll.LER McGUIRE, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1947 
1941 
B.S., University of Iowa, 1933 
liARRIET TILDEN McJmsEY, Assistant Professor of Textiles and Clothin$, 1948, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State Colleee. 1923; M.A •• Teachers College, Columbia UnivCl'Slty, 1931 
MAR]ollIE MARIE McK.mr.EY, Assistant Professor of Institution Management, 1947 
B.S., Indtaaa University, 1940; M.A., Columbia University, 1946 
RICHARD MATTHEWS McWII.LIAMs, Extension Assistant Professor of Animal Hus-
bandry, A.H.E.S. 1946, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
FAITH M. MADDEN, Assistant Professor of Household Eauipment, 1943, 1936 
B.S., Nebraska Wesleyan Unh·erslty, 1926; M.S., Iowa State College, 1936 
RICHAJU> ELMORE MAxwELL, Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Research Assistant 
Professor of Chem=, A.E.S.1 194 7 B.S., Southern Me t University, 1943; Ph.D., University of Dllnois, 1947 
HAL W. MA YNon, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1948, 194 7 
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1944; M.S., ibid., 1947 
SARA B. KALoa MERRYMAN, Assistant Professor of Hygiene, 1942, 1930 
M.D.. Keokuk Medlc:al College, 1903 
GLENN H. Mnr-ER, Assistant Professor of Physics; Research Assistant Professor 
· of Physics, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 . 
B.S., Lake Forest College, 1942; Ph.D., Comell University, 1947 
MADGE Mn.u:a, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1942, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939: M.S., ibid., 1941 
RUSSEL D. Mruu, Assistant Professor of Physics, 1947, 1921 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1928 
WAYNE RoBEaT Moou, Assistant Professor of General Engineering, 1947, 1945 
B.S. (E.E.). Iowa State College, 1942 • 
WILEY BURTON MooRE, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 194 7 
A.B., Westminster College, 1928 
CAMPBELL C. MOSIER, Assistant Professor of Statistics, 194 7, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
EDNA ELmoR MUNDT, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Education, 1946, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935; M.S., ibid., 1943 
ELMER LEWIS MUNGER, Assistant ProfessQr of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1948 1936 
B.S •• (C.E.), KamM State College, 1936; M.S., i/Jid., 1938 
W. RAY MURI.EY, Extension Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry, A.H.E.S., 
1948 1947 
B:S., Iowa State College, 1947; M.S., ibid, 1948 
HILLMAN BURNElT MYRES, Lt., Assistant Professor of Naval Science, 1948 
B.A., Duke University, 1937 
CHARLES OWEN NEIDT Assistant Professor of Psychology, 1948 
B.S., Iowa State Cc;uege, 1946; M.S., ibid., 1947 
B. MILDRED NELSON, Extension Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutritior. 
A.H.E.S., 1948, 1946 · 
B.S., Northwest Missouri State Teachers College, 1941; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
• 
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IRENE NETTLE'ION, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Administration; Per-
sonnel Officer, 1948 
B.S.1 New Jersey State Teachers College, 1938; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia Uni· VCl'Slty, 1948 
VERNER HENRY NIEi.SEN, Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, 1947, 1932 
. B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
GRACE MYRTLE OsEIUIEIM, Assistant Professor of Library Science, Classifier, 1930, 
1923 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1920; M.S., Columbia University, 194i 
WALLACE Er.MER Ooo, Extension Assistant Professor of Economics and Sociology, 
A.H.E.S., 1946, 1935 · 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931; M.S., ibid., 1944; M.A., University of Chicago, 1948 
Gr.Ann TBEtlEsA OLsoN, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Education, 1939, 
1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., l!Jld., 1936 
RICHARD THOMAS 0THMER, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics 1947, 1939 
B.S. (E.E.), South Dakota State College, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1947 
RAYMOND C. PALMER, Assistant Professor of English, 1946 
B.S., University of Oklahoma, 1936; A.M., l!Jld., 1938; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1946 
CARLroN E. PARMELEE, Research Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 
1947 1940 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942; Ph.D., l/Jld., 1947 
ALVIN.PHILIP PARSONS, Assistant Extension Editor, A.ll.E.S., 1947, l929 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
iovAL Coos PAYNE, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Physiology, 1945, 1942 
D.V.M., Kansas State CoJlege, 1941; M.S., Iowa State CoJlege, 1947 
lsAAc I. PETERS, Research Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
B.S.A;.: University of Manitoba, 1942; M.S., Michigan State College, 1944; Ph.D., 
Iowa ::ttate College, 194 7 
ALOOR CoRllELIUs PETERSON, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics, 1943, 1938 
B.Sc. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1926; M.S. (C.E.), l!Jld., 1941 
Rum E. PEXTON, Assistant Professor of Household Equipment, 1947, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941; M.S., l!Jld., 1946 
JOSEPH C. PICKEN, JR., Assistant Professor of Veterinary Research, V.R.I., 1947, 
1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939; Ph.D .• l!Jld., 1947 
FRANX ARTHUR PIERSOL, Assistant Professor of Music, 1948 
B.A .• Grinnell College, 1933; M.A., University of Iowa, 1943 
WILLIAM K. PLUCKNE1T, Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Research Assistant 
Professor of Chemistry, I.A.R., 1947, 1937 
A.B., Peru State Teachers College, 1937; Ph.D., Iowa State Teachers College, 1942 
R1cHARD W. Pom., Assistant Professor of Botany, 194 7 · 
D.S., Marquette University, 1939; Ph. D., University of Pennsylvania, 1947 
T. WAYNE PORTER, Assistant Professor of Zoology and Entomology, 1948 
A.B •• Bowling Green State University. 1935; B.S., wld., 1936; M.A., University of 
Michigan, 1940; P~.D., University of Kansas, 1948 
Rov T. Qutcx, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1947 
B.S., Iowa State Colf ege. 1932; I.E., l!Jid., 1948 
FRANX K. RAMSEY, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Anatomy 1947, 1943 
B.S., Northern State Teachers Collegt. 1936; M.A., University of Montana, 1940; D.V M •• 
Iowa State College, 1946 
J. NEIL RAUDABAUGH, Extension Assistant Professor in Charge of Extension Studies, 
A.H.E.S., 1947 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., lhid., 193 7 
LUCILLE EMMA REA, Extension Assistant Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 
A.H.E.S., 1947, 1946 
B.S., University of IDlnois, 1933; M.A., Columbia University, 1940 
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GLEN ARTHUR RICHARDSON, Assistant Professor of Elect~c:al Engineering, 1947 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Kansas, 1941; M.S. (E.E.), sbl'tl., 1947 
MARION BLANCHARD RICHARDSON, Assistant Professor of General Engineering, 194 7 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1921; M.E., ibid., 1926 
DAVID Dow ROBB, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1948 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Kansas, 1943; M.S. (E.E.), ibid., 1948 
FRED RooERTSON, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1943, 1927 
A.B., Indiana University, 1923; A.M., ibid., 1927 
CHARLOTTE ELIZABETH RoDERUCK, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition; 
Research Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1948 
B.S., University of Pittsburg, 1940; M.S., Washington State College, 1942; Ph.D., 
University of Iowa, 1949. 
WINFIELD S. ROSENBERGER, Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
JANE SADDLER, Assistant Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1948, 1944 
B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1933; M.S., Iowa State College, 1945 
DAVID HILLERY SARGENT, Capt., Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 
1948 
B.A., Louisiana College, 1934 
ARmUR K. SAZ, Assistant Professor of Bacteriology; Research Assistant Professor 
of Bacteriology, I.S.R.I., 1948 -
B.S., City College of New York, 1938; M.A., University of Missouri, 1939; Ph.D., Duke 
University, 1943 
JoHN A. SCHULZ, Research Assistant Professor of Animal Chemistry and Nutrition, 
A.E.S., 1931, 1921 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1917; M.S., Iowa State College, 192 7 
FREDERICK SCHWARTZ, Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, 1946 
B.A., University of Iowa, 1935; M.A., ibid., 1936; Ph.D., ibid., 1948 
]AMES W. SCHWARTZ, Assistant Professor of Technical Journalism, 1945 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
PAUL FREDERICK SHARP, Assistant Professor of History, 1947 
B.A., Phillips University, 1939; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1947 
ROBERT H. SHAW, Assistant Professor of Agronomy; Research Assistant Professor 
of Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 1941 
B.S, Iowa State College, 1941; M.S., ibid., 1942 
EuzAeEm TAYLOR SHEERER, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Education and 
Assistant to the Dean, Division of Home Economics, 1946 
B.S., Seton Hill College, 1938: M.S., Cornell University, 1944 
CLIFFORD M. SIMON, Associate Bulletin Editor, A.E.S. and A.H.E.S., 1948, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
NORMAN 0. SLETTEN, Capt., Assistant Professor of Miltary Science and Tactics, 
1947 
B.S., Minnesota State Teachers College, Bemidji, 1935 
MARGARET W. SLoss, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Pathology, 1943, 1923 
B.S .. Iowa State College. 1923: M.S, ibid .• 1932: D.V.M., ibid., 193~ 
HELEN FLORENE SMITH, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1945, 1907 
A.B., Cornell University, 1902; M.S., Iowa State College, 1921 
STYRL VERNER SNYDER, Assistant Professor of Industrial Safety, E.E.S., 1948 
B.A.. University of Illinois, 1939 • 
GEORGE SPRUGEL, JR., Assistant Professor of Zoology and Entomology, 1948, 1946 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1946; M.S., ibid., 1947 
NORMAN V. STRAND, Assistant Professor of Statistics; Research Assistant Professor 
of Statistics, A.E.S. and I.S.R.I., 1948, 1935 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1934; M.S., ibid., 1935 
MARGHERITA TARR, Extension Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture, 
A.H.E.S., 1947, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
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BERYL S. TAYLOR, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1947, 1937 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1933 . 
LEO Al.MOR THOMAS, Assistant Professor of Geology, 1948 
A.B., 'University of Iowa, 1940; A.M., University of Missouri, 1942; Ph.D., ibid., 1948 
LoUis Mn.TON THOMPSON, Assistant Professor of Agronomy, 1947. 1946 
B.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1935; M.S., Iowa State College, 1947 
LEROY C. TIMM, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 193 7, 1934 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1931; M.A., New York University, 1933 
CARLYLE L. TRUESDELL, Maj., Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 
1947 
B.S., South Dakota State College. 1941 
HERBERT 0RDELL UsTRUD, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1944, 1939 
B.S. (C.E.), South Dakota State College, 1937; M.S. (C.E.), Iown State College, 1939 
RAYMOND A. VELINE, Assistant Professor of Electrical En~ineerin~, 1948, 1943 
B.S. (G.E.), Iowa State College, 1936; B.S. (E.E.), ibid., 1946 
LAWRENCE WAYNE VoN TERSCH, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1948, 
1943 
B.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1943; M.S. (E.E.). ibid., 1948 
}AMES JACKSON WALLACE, Research Assistant Professor, Director's Office, A.E.S.; 
Extension Assistant Professor, Manager of Iowa State College Foundation 
Farms, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1925 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
NoRvAL H. WARDLE, Extension Assistant Professor of Farm Safety, A.H.E.S., 1947, 
1945 
B.S., University of Idaho, 1937; M.S., ibid., 1946 
ELEANOR FRANCES WARNER, Assistant Professor of Library Science, Serials Librarian, 
1930, 1923 
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University. 1912; M.A .. ibid, 1913; B.S.L.S., University of Illinois, 
1919 
CLAIR BENJAMIN WATSON, Assistant Professor of Architecture, 1948, 1946 
B.F.A., University of Nebraska, 1935; M.F.A .. University of Colorado, 1946 
)<>HN WEBER, Jn., Assistant Professor of Architecture and Architectural Engineer-
ing; Research Assistant Professor of Architecture and Architectural Engineer-
ing, I.A.R., 1947, 1Q38 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925; M.S., ibid., 1927 
HERBERT LLOYD WEBSTER, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1948, 1939 
B.S. (E.E.), South Dakota State Collrge, 1938; M.S., Iowa State ColJege, 1948 
EDWARD PALMER WEGENER, Assistant Professor of Speech; Production Manager, 
W.0.1., 1947, 1943 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1938 
NEIL WELDEN, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, 1948 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925 
MILDRED KmosLEY WELLMAN, District Home Economics Supervisor, A.H.E.S., 1948 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1922; M.S., University of Illinois, 1947 
KARL WESTER, Extension Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, A.H.E.S., 1946, 1932 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
ELEANOR S. WILKINS, Women's Editor, WOJ, A.H.E.S., 19.43, 1936 
B.S., Oregon State College, 1919 
DALE ROWLAND WniIAMS, Extension Assistant Professor of Information Service, 
Assistant Extension Editor, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
BENJAMIN S. WILLIS. Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering 1927, 1924 
B.S:.r.. (E.E.), University of Minnesota. 1917; E.E., Iowa State ~lege, 1926: M.S. 
(E . .r.;.) ibid., 1929. 
LAWRENCE HERRICK WILLSON, Assistant Professor of Physics, 1920, 1919 
A.B., Valparaiso University, 1913; B.S., University of Chicago, 1914 
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EVELYN GEORGIANA Wn.n:RSBERGER, Assistant Professor of Library Science and 
Head of Catalog Department, 1946, 1924 . . 
A.B., Bates College, 1922; B.S •• Simmons College, 1924; M.S., Columbia University, 1939 
NoRA WORKMAN, Extension Assistant Professor of Applied Art, A.H.E.s.: 1925, 1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
WILLIAM F. WYMAN, Assistant Professor of Industrial Economics, 1948 
B.C.S., University of Denver, 1926; C.P.A., State of Colorado, 1926 
LESTER YoDERJ Research Assistant Professor of Animal Chemistry and Nutrition, 
A.E.S.1 1931, 1917 B.S •• 'l., Purdue University, 1916; M.S., ibid., 1917 
WILLIAM GEORGE ZMOLEK, Extension Assistant Professor of Livestock Marketing 
A.H.E.S., 1948, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
INSTRUCTORS, EXTENSION ASSOCIATES AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
DON.AU> AHMANN, M.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1943, 1941 
JARLES ALBERG, Staff Artist and Research Associate, A.E.S.; Staff Artist and Ex-
. tension Associate, A.H.E.S., 1947 
AM.UroA }UNE ALBERT, B.Sc., Foods and Nutrition, 1948 
CHARLES LLOYD ALLENDER, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1948 
CHARLES H. ANDERSON, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1946 
EDNA JANE ANDERSON, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1946 
] ACOB PETER ANDERSON, Sci.D., Assistant Curator of Herbarium, I.S.R.I., 1941, 
1913 
}oBN WESLEY ANDERSON, M.S., Chemical Engineering, 1948, 1946 
LEMOYNE W. ANDERSON, B.S. (L.S.), Instructor in Library Science and Assistant 
Serials Librarian, 1948 
MABEL ANDERSON, B.S., Institution Management, 1932, 1926 
MARioN R. ANDERSON, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
PHYLLIS JEANETTE ANDERSON, B.S., Textiles and Clothing, 1948 
RAY ] . ANDERSON, Military Science and Tactics, 1946 
RUSSELL K. ANDERSON, B.S., Animal Husbandry, 1948 
SYLVESTER ANGSTROM, B.S., Research Associate in Agronomy, A.E.S., 1947, 1946 
HERBERT RussELL ATKINS, Military Science and Tactics, 1946 
Auousros SmNEY AYERS, B.Ed., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1946, 1943 
BUELL 0. AYERS, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1946, 1944 
ELSIE BAADSGAARD, B.S., Physical Education for Women, 1948 
SHADY 0Lus BAILEY, A.B., llesearch Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
DURWOOD L. BAKER, D.V.M., Veterinary Clinics, 1947 
MARY JANE BAKER, B.A., Physical Education for Women, 1947 
MARION BARCLAY, M.S., Research Associate in Chemistry and Foods and Nutri-
tion, A.E.S., 1946 
DOROTHY M. BARINGER, B.S., Botany, 1947 
MAURICE E. BARINGER, B.S. (Ag.), Animal Husba~dry, 1948 
KENNETH KmTLANo BARNES, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Engineering, Re-
search Associate in Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
CLAUDE ]AMES BARR, M.S., Chemical and Mining Engineering, 1946 
GEORGENE VIOLETTE BARTE, M.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1948, 1946 
LAVERNE W. BARTON, B.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1946 
Lows N. BAss, M.S., Extension Associate Seed Analyst, A.H.E.S.; Research Asso-
ciate in Agronomy, A.E.S., l 946, 1945 
INSTRUCTORS 
NoRMA GRACE BAUM, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1947, 1946 
DONALD JosEPH BAUMANN, M.S., Chemistry, 1946 
BEVERLY VINCENT BAUMHOVER, B.A., Music, 1946 
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HowARD Em BAYLES, B.S., Extension Associate in Poultry Husbandry, A.H.E.S., 
1947 
GEORGE M. BEAL, M.S., Instructor in Economics and Sociology, Research Associate 
in Economics and Sociology, A.E.S., 1948, 194 7 
]oHN A. BEEL, B.S., Chemistry, 1945, 1942 
HowARD NoRMAN BENEDICT, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1946 
RussELL HERMAN BENEDICT, B.S., Agricultural Engineering, 1948, 1947 
RAYMOND ARTHUR BERG, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1948 
fLuuuET LOUISE BERGER, M.A., Child Development, 1948 
EMILY F. BEVER, B.S., Industrial Economics, 1947 
MARGARET AMELIA BIDDICK, M.S., Assistant Extension Editor, A.H.E.S., 1947 
DORIS HAWN BISHOP, B.S., Chemistry, 1946 
GLENN RAYMOND BISHOP, B.S. (M.E.), Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948 
CARL CURTISS BLICKENSTAFF, B .S.A., Instructor in Zoology and Entomology, Re-
search Associate in Entomology and Economic Zoology, A.E.S., 1943 
THEODORE WILLIAM BLICKWEDEL, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
HENRY D. BLOCK, M.S., Mathematics, 1947, 1946 
GEORGE EMMANUEL BOEHNKE, B.S., Assistant State Boys' 4-H Club Leader, 
A.H.E.S., 1946, 1944 
ROBERT WII..LIAM BOEKE, B.S. (G.E.), General Engineering, 1948, 1947 
JoE 'M, BOHLEN, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1947 
CAROL HoucK BOLLENBAC·K, M.S., Research Associate in Poultry Husbandry, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1943 
MADGE HILL BOWERS, B.S., Physical Education for Women, 1945, 1924 
ALBERT J. BRADT, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1947 
FRANK E. BRANDT, M.S., Speech, 1946 
LAURA S. BRANDT, B.A., Speech, 1948 
R. DEANE BRANSTETTER, M.S., Mathematics, 1948 
WILLIAM E. BREESE, M.A., Industrial Economics, 1948 
ROBERT BRE?.a:R, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
BERNADINE BRIMHALL, Ph.D., Research Associate in Chemistry, A.E.S., 1943, 1938 
CHARLES C. BRITTON, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1948 
MARK HAluusoN BROSIER, Instructor in Fireman Training, E.E.S., 1948 
MELVIN H. BROWN, M.S., Research Associate in Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 1943, 
1942 
ROBERT G. BROWN, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1948 
WILLIAM S. BROWN, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
CORNELIA BucK, B.S., Applied Art, 1947 
VERNON BULGRIN, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
Al.FRED J. BUREAU, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
HARRY GLENN BURRELL, M.A., Sports Editor, 1941 
ARTHUR E. BuaroN, M.S., Instructor in Architecture and Architectural Engineering, 
Associate Engineer, I.A.R., 1947, 1946 
MARY E. BURroN, B.S., Textiles and Clothing, 1947 
MARY LoUISE BUTLER, B.S., Mathematics, 1948, 1946 
TOM A. BUTLER, A.B., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1943, 1942 
KENNETH A. BusHER, Naval Science, 1947 
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CAROL H. BYRD, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
ROBERT CHARLES BYRus, Fire Protection Engineer, E.E.S., 1945 
MAX W. CALLEN, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1948 
ANTON B. CARLSON, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1947 
OsCAR N. CARLSON, BA., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1944, 1943 
G. G. CARNES, A.B., Aeronautical Engineering, 1944, 1943 
GEORGE V. C~sTAJN, Naval Science, 1947 
MARJORIE MADGE CHILCOTE, B.S., Child Development, 1948, 194 7 
WILLIAM I. CHILCOTE, B.S., Forestry, 1947, 1946 
PREMO CHIOTTI, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1945 
BURLIN CURTIS CHRISTENSON, Mechanical Engineering, 1946 
DARLENE CHRISTIAN, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
HELEN EDITH CLARK, M.S., Instructor in Foods and Nutrition, Research Associate 
in Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1945, 1943 
MARJORIE A. CLARK, B.S., Instructor in Library Science and Extension Librarian, 
A.H.E.S., 1945 
ROGER M. CLEVELAND, M.S., Research Associate in Agricultural Engineering, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1-947 
WILBUR DEAN CLINGMAN, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948, 1947 
MARGARET CoDLIN, B.S., Research Associate in Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1947 
RoGER D. CoLE, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
}EAN OLIVIA CooK, B.S., Instructor in Library Science and Cataloger, 1943 
LUCILLE McCRACKEN Coox, B.S., Home Economics Education, 1948, 1947 
DoROTHY S. CooKE, M.S., Instructor in Statistics, Research Associate in Statistics, 
I.S.R.I., 1948, 1944 
ARTHUR E. Corr, B.S., Extension Associate in Horticulture, A.H.E.S., 1947 
RAYMOND W. Cox, Naval Science, 1948 
RoBERT W. Cox, M.A., English, 1948 
JoHN E. CRANCH, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1947 
PERRY C. CRANDALL, M.S., Extension Associate in Horticulture, A.H.E.S.; Re-
search Associate in Pomology, A.E.S., 1946 
RoBERT PIERCE CROSSLEY, B.S., Lecturer, Technical Journalism, 1948 
CARL E. CROUTHAMEL, M.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1944 
ADRIAN H. DAANE, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1943, 1941 
NORMAN CARL DAGEFOERDE, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948 
] AMES GEORGE DARROCH, M.Sc., Instructor in Statistics, Research Associate in 
Statistics, A.E.S. and l.S.R.I., 1948, 1946 
STANLEY DAVIDSON, B.S., Assistant State Boys' 4-H Leader, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1942 
GRACE lLuU>Y DAY, B.H.Sc., Textiles and Clothing, 1947 
CHARLES THOMAS DEAN, M.S., Vocational Education, 194 7 
PETRONELLA VIRGINIA DE CEcco, M.S., Research Associate in Foods and Nutrition, 
A.E.S., 1947 
WESLEY FRANKLIN DECOURSEY, B.S., Chemistry, 1946 
SHERWOOD SEARLE DEFOREST, M.S., Extension Associate in Agricultural Engineering 
and Rural Electrification, A.H.E.S., 194 7, 1946 
MERCEDES PETERS DELAHUNT, B.S., Chemistry, 1942, 1920 
ERVIN L. DENISEN, M.S., Horticulture, 1947, 1946 
ROBERT F. DENISTON, A.M., Mathematics, 1948 
BRADFORD E. DENNIS, Military Science and Tactics, 1946 
2uGENE EDWARD DETER, B.S., General Engineering, 1947, 1946 
HARRIS E. PxcxEY, M.S., Mathematics, 1946 
INSTRUCTORS 
THOMAS R. DILL, M.B.A., Industrial Economics, 1Q47 
NEIL DISQUE, B.S., Associate Director, Information Service, 1948, 1947 
JOSEPH H. DIXON, JR., B.S., Civil Engineering, 1948 
JOSEPHINE MAUDE DouGHERTY, B.S., Household Equipment, 1945 
ELMER ALBERTIS DOUGLAS, Military Science and Tactics, 1946 
FRED E. DRESTE, JR., B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1946 
PAULINE G. DUDLEY, M.S., Home Economics Education, 1947 
·WILLIAM JosEPH DUFFY, Military Science and Tactics, 1924 
LLOYD DuMENIL, B.S., Research Associate in Agronomy, A.E.S., 1946 
LOWELL H. DUNIGAN, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1948 
MARION DWELLE, B.A., Editorial Assistant, A.E.S. and A.H.E.S., 1947, 1944 
WALTER G. DYER, M.A., Mathematics, 1946 
FRANK C. EDWARDS, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1945, 1944 
DoRIS M. EHRET, B.A., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
FRANK JOEL ELDERKIN, B.S., Agronomy, 1947, 1946 
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YNDALECIO JOSE ELIZONDO, B.S., (M.E.), Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 194 7 
DOROTHY EL WOOD, Modern Languages, 1946 
AMOS B. EMERY, B.A., Architecture and Architectural Engineering, 1948 
ALFRED E. ENGELBRECHT, M.S., Mathematics, 1945, 1939 
FRANK ROBERT EssER, B.S., General Engineering, 1946 
]EAN MARIE RuPPELT EvANs, BL.S., Instructor in Library Science and Cataloger, 
1948 
MAX VERNON EXNER, M.A., Extension Associate in Music, A.H.E.S., 1947 
WALTER V. FACKLER, ]R., B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
]uLIA M. FALTINSON, M.S., Assistant State Girls' 4-H Club Leader, A.H.E.S., 1947, 
1941 
NAOMI B. FARQUHAR, B.A., Speech, 1948 
RALPH BURTON FEARING, M.S., Chemistry, 1947 
MAX L. FELDMAN, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 . 
ROBERT CECIL FELLINGER, M.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1947 
DONALD R. FESSLER, B.A., Economics and Sociology, 1948, 1947 
MARY RYLAND FESSLER, M.A., Chemistry, 1946 
HELEN KING FmLAR, M.S., Applied Art, 1945 
MABEL ALICE FLEMING, B.S., English, 1912 
RODNEY RAE FLEMING, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948 
DAVID STANLEY FLIKKEMA, B.A., Chemistry, 1946, 1940 
JoHN V. FLORIO, B.Ch.E., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
JAMES A. FORET, M.S., Horticulture, 1947 
BARBARA ELLEN FORKER, B.S., Physical Education for Women, 1948 
RICHARD liAMI:r.TON FORSYTHE, B.S., Instructor in Poultry Husbandry, Research 
Associate in Poultry Husbandry, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
HENRY DONALD FoTH, M.S., Agronomy, 1948 
EDNA M. FOWLER, M.S., Bacteriology, 1944 
ERIC BEAUMONT FOWLER, M.S., Bacteriology, 1944 
DONNA PEARL FRANQUEMONT, M.S., Chemistry, 1948 
]oHN RONALD FRAZER, B.M.E, General Engineering, 1946 
FRANCES BAIRD FRIEDELL, M.S., Extension Associate in Textiles and Clothing, 
A.H.E.S., 194 7 
GEORGE MILTON FULLER, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 194 7 
MURREY W. FULLER, B.S., (G.E.), General Engineering, 1946 
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DONALD WILLIAM GADE, M.S., (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1948 
MARTHA PoLSLEY GAMBLE, B.S., Child Development, 1948 
EDMUND T. GARDINER, B.S., Extension Associate in Forestry, A.H.E.S., 1948 
ROSE¥ARY GARST, M.A., Economics and Sociology, 1948 
BARBARA ANN GATES, B.S., Instructor in Library Science and Cataloger, 1946 
LESLIE GATES, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1941 
RICHARD J. GAYER, B.S., Civil Engineering, 1948 
CARL GESSER, Mechanical Engineering, 1922 
HuGH W. GHORMLEY, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1946 
RoscoE R. GIFFIN, Ph.D., Economics and Sociology, 1947 
HERBERT T. GILKEY, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948, 1947 
JOHN B. GLASSBURNER, B.S., Industrial Economics, 1946 
ROBERT N. Goss, M.S., Mathematics, 1942 
IRMA CAMP GRAFF, Applied Art, 1944, l920 
RICHARD S. GRAFF, B.S. (G.E.), General Engineering, 1948 
ROBERT E. GRAHAM, M.A., English, 1948 
WILLIAM B. GRANDJEAN, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
DouoLAS GRAVES, B.S., Research Associate in Agricultural Economics, A.E.S., 1946 
JACK G. GRIFFIN, B.S., Agricultural Engineering, 1948 
EDWARD G. GRIMSAL, JR., A.B., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
HAROLD P. Guv, B.S. (A.E.), Agricultural Engineering, 1948 
MELVIN HAAs, Assistant Engineer, W.0.1., 1<>44, 1943 
RALPH HACH, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R .. 1Q48 
·GORDON M. HALVERSON, M.S., Research Associate in Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
RonERT HAMILTON, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
DOROTHY MAE SWANSON HAMMOND, B.S., Instructor in Library Science and Order 
Librarian, 1946 
HELEN HAMRA, M.S., Research Associate in Institution Ma\}agement, A.E.S., 1948 
LYNN ALBERT HANNUM, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1947 
ARLINE S. llARTEL, B.S., Extension Associate in Applied Art, A.H.E.S., 1947 
WALTER ROBERT HARVEY, M.S., Animal Husbandry, 1947 
ANSON M. HAYES, B.S.E., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1946 
KATHLEEN M. HAYES, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
ROBERT H. HEIDEL, M.A., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1947, 1943 
WARREN J. HEIMAN, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
RICHARD E. HEIN, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1943, 1942 
HARRY DANNER HENDERSON, B.S., Agricultural Engineering, 1947 
LoREN P. HENDERSON, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
R. B. HENDERSON, Naval Science, 1946 
PAUL JACOB HERMANN, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1947 
SARA ELEANORE HERNDON, M.S., Bacteriology, 1946, 1941 
DAVID Enwm HERRICK, B.S., Forestry, 1948 
LLOYD 0. HERWIG, M.S., Physics, 1947 
EDITH HEWITT, B.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1943 
DALE M. HILLER, A.B., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
DoRIS }UNE Hrrru:, M.A., Instructor in Institution Management, Manager of 
Men's Dining Halls, 1942 
EDWIN S. HODGE, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
RALPH HowARD HoEFS, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1947 
INSTRUCTORS 
BURT FREDERICK HoPFERTH, B.S. (Ch.E.), Chemistry, 1948, 1945 
MARVIN HOFFMAN, A.B., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
SERENA HOFFMAN, M.A., English, 1948 
CHAUNCY EUGENE HoovER, F.M. Engineer, W.0.1., 1948 
ERICH PAUL HoPXA, M.A., Chemistry, 1948 
ADDISON M. HowARI>, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
FRANCIS JAMES HUGHES, JR., B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1947 
FRANK B. Hu:u, JR., B.A., Research Associate, I.A~., 1946 
CORNIE LEONARD HULSBOS, B.5. (C.E.), Civil Engineering, 1946 
ELTON B. HUNT, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1946 
JOHN COURTNEY HUSEBY, Staff Artist, 1947 
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CHARLES DENNETT HUTCHCROFT, B.S., Research Associate in Agronomy, A.E.S., 1946 
LYDIA LUCILLE INMAN, B.S., Household Equipment, 1948 • 
MARQUITA LADoRE IRLAND, M.A., Home Management, 194 7 
MARY ALICE IVES, B.A., Zoology and Entomology, 1947 
WII.UAM E. Ivms, ~tary Science and Tacticst 1947 
}AMES W. JENSEN, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
EDWARD WILLIAM JERGER, M.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948 
MARY CATHERINE JESSE, B.S., Textiles and Clothing, 1947 
CARI.TON EonERT JOHNSON, M.S., Agricultural Engineering, 194 7 
DAGMAR HILDEGARDE JoHNSON, M.S., Home Economics Education, 1948 
ELLIOTT B. JOHNSON, B.S., Civil Engineering, 1948 
ERWIN RoY JOHNSON, B.A. (Ag.E.), Agricultural Engineering, 1947 
JANE RICE JoBNsoN, B.S., Chemistry, 1947 
RRonA ELLEN JOHNSON, M.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1948 
ROBERT G. JOHNSON, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
DAVID OWEN ]ONES, D.V.M., Veterinary Obstetrics, 1947 
ELIZABETH D. JoNEs, M.S., English, 1948 
ENNIS EDISON }ONES, M.S., Research Associate in Electrical Engineering, 1946, 1940 
JACQUELINE M. ]ONES, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
}OHN HAWORTH JONTE, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry, Research Associate, I.AR 
1948, 1947 
KATHERINE JORDAN, M.A., English, 1946 
MARGARET LoUISE KAGARICE, M.S., Extension Associate in Foods and Nutrition 
A.H.E.S., 1946 
PAUL WILI.IAM KEHRES, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
DoaoTHY LoUISE MoTT KELTNER, B.S., Instructor in Library Science, Assistant 
Loan Librarian, 1944 
JAMES V. KERRIGAN, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
GEORGE G. KETCHAM, B.S.C., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
CLEMENT KEvANE, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
RoBERT T. K.IEPURA, Mechanical Engineering, 194 7 
RoY H. KINSEY, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
MARY PHYLLIS Kmxl'Anucx, M.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1948 
ARTHUa CHARI.Es Kl.EINscm.m>T, B.S., General Engineering, 1948 
EDWIN A. KuNE, M.S., Instructor in Animal HU$bandry, Research Associate in 
Animal Husbandry, A.E.S., 1948 
WII.LIAM EDWARD Kr.mm, B.S. (E.E.), Efuctrical Engineering, 1946 
}AMES L. KN1c:KERBOCXER, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1947 
LAVERNE 0. KN.UDTSON, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
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ERNEST KOENIGSBERG, B.A., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
JoHN H. KOFRON, B.A., Research Associate in Statistics, l.S.R.I., 1947 
LESLIE GEORGE KRAL, B.S., Extension Associate in Economics and Sociology and 
Farm Management Fieldman, A.H.E.S., 1945 
MILLARD R. KRATOCHVIL, A.M., English, 1946 
SuzANNE MAE KUEHL, B.Sc., Research Associate in Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 
1946 
DoNN MAULSBY KURTZ, Military Science and Tactics, 1946 
JEAN LUTHER LAFFOON, M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1946 
JOUN EMIL LAGERSTROM, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1946 
JEAN CLARE McDONALD LAMB, B.S., Library Science, 1948, 1947 
ROBERT ]OE LAMBERT, M.S., Mathematics, 1946 
JORDAN Louis LARSON, M .S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948, 194 7 
KENNETH WENDELL LARSON, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanip;, 1948 
W. E. LARSON, M.Sc., Research Associate in Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
ROBERT LEACHMAN, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1946 
EDNA JEAN LEARNED, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1944, 1943 
OLIVE SHARPEE LEIKVOLD, B.A., Speech, 1947 
LESLIE RUDOLPH LEUTZINGER, B.S., Aeronautical Engineering, 194 7 
HARRIET WERNER LEWIS, B.S., Textiles and Clothing, 1948 
KENNETH EMORY LEWIS, B.S., Engineering Drawing, 1947 
PAUL H. LEWIS, M.A., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
MARY BETH LIEBERKNECHT, B.S., Mathematics, 1948, 1945 
HENRY HOMER LIMBURG, B.S. (M.E.), Engineering Drawing, 1946 
FRODE E. LIND, M.S., Botany, 1948, 1947 
M. VINCENT LINDQUIST, B.S., Research Associate in Statistics, A.E.S., and I.S.R.I., 
1948, 1947 
DONALD BRYCE LINDSAY, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1947 
Rum LITTLE, M.S., Research Associate in Institution Management, A.E.S., 1947 
J OIIN R. LONG, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
)ACK ALLEN LowN, M.S., Engineering Drawing, 1946 
RACHEL MACMASTER LOWRIE, MLitt., English, 1946 
JUDITH CARTER LuCAs, M.A., History, 1948 
MICHAEL S. LYSENKO, B.A., Research Associate in Zoology and Entomology, 
I.S.Rl., 1948 
RAY DEAN MCBURNEY, B.A., Engineering Drawing, 1946, 1942 
JoHN H. McCLURE, M.Sc., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948, 1946 
MARIE TILLEY McCLURE, B.S., Chemistry, 1947 
RICHARD DUNCAN McCONNELL, A.B., Architecture, 1947 
RICHARD ]AMES McGARRY, M.A., English, 1947 
MILDRED EDITH HicKs McHONE, B.S., Instructor in Library Science, Assistant 
Loan Librarian, 194 7, 1946 
ROBERT L. McKENZIE, A.B., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
JoHN HENRY McKLVEEN, JR., B.Arch., Architecture and Architectural Engineering 
1948, 1946 ' 
CHARLES T. McLAUGHLIN, B.S., Research Associate in Horticulture, A.E.S., 1945 
KENNETH L. MAIN, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1948 
ANDREW MAITLAND, Mechanical Engineering, 1920 
JosEPH W. MARKEY, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
DORIS JEAN MARKLAND, B.A., English, 1948 
INSTRUCTORS 
CLEMENT F. MARLEY, B.S., Assistant Extension Editor, A.H.E.S., 1948 
MARY CATHERINE MARTIN, M.S., Bacteriology, 1048 
JoHN MATHEWS, JR., B.S., Chemistry, 1946 
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ANTHONY G. MATHIS, M.S., Instructor in Economics and Sociology, Research As-
sociate in Agricultural Economics, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
RICHARD H. MATTHEWS, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1947 
JoHN R. MAY, M.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948 
HAL WHARTON MAYNOR, JR., M.S., Associate Engineer, I.A.R., 1947 
FRANCES LUCILLE MEEHAN, M.S., Extension Associate in the Seed Laboratory, 
A.H.E.S.; Research Associate in Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 1945, 1943 
HOMER VmGIL MEEX, A.B., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
DARREL SEYMOUR METCALFE, M.S., Agronomy, 1946 
BLANCHE RosE MILLER, M.S., Home Economics Education, 1946 
CARL F. MILLER, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
LEWIS SAMUEL MILLER, M.S., Chemistry, 1946, 1945 
RoBERT EUGENE MILLER, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1947 
]ACX PARKER MILLS, B.S., General Engineering, 1947 
KATHLEEN K. MINARD, B.A., English, 1946 
MARY ELIZABETH MITCHELL, B.A., Home Economics Education, 1948 
FRANK J. Momc, B.S., Research Associate, 1.A.R., 1948, 1946 
BETTY lvERSON MONROE, B.S., Applied Art, 1947 
JOHN MONROE, Research Associate in Statistics, S.L., 1948 
ROBERT BRUCE MOORMAN, M.S., Extension Associate in Zoology and Entomology, 
A.H.E.S., 1948, 1939 
MARJORIE BELL MOSEMAN, M.S., Textiles and Clothing, 1948 
WM. J. MUELLER, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
ROBERT C. MULHALL, B.A., News Editor, W.O.I., 1944, 1943 
ALFRED L. MussoN, M.S., Research Associate in Animal Husbandry, A.E.S., 1945 
WILLIAM EDWARD MYERS, Instructor in Fireman Training, E.E.S., 1947 
WILLIAM CLIFFORD NASH, Military Science and Tactics, 1946, 1929 
PAUL E. NELSON, JR., M.A., Instructor in Economics and Sociology, Research As-
sociate in Economics and Sociology, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
REGINALD DAVID NELSON, B.Sc., Chemistry, 1948, 1946 
LESTER L. NEwxmK, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
JoHN A. NEWTON, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
RALPH A. NICE, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
R. A. NICHOLS, B.S., Research Associate in Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 
1947, 1946 
JAMES WILLIAM NILSSON, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1948 
ROGER EMERSON NOLTE, M.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1946, 1943 
HOLLIS JUDSON NORDYKE, B.S., Lecturer, Technical Journalism, 1948 
RALPH S. NovAK, M.A., Industrial Economics, 1948 
SHERMAN KENNETH OAKLEAF, B.S.; Extension Associate in Economics and Sociology 
and Fann Management Fieldman, A.H.E.S., 1946 
MICHAEL O'BRIEN, B.S., Agricultural Engineering, 1948 
ELINOR JOSEPHINE O'CONNOR, B.S., Chemistry, 1946 
RuTH CECILIA O'DAY, B.A.E., Applied Art, 1943 
ALF THORSON ODEGAARD, B.S., Agricultural Administration, 1947 
ERVIN VICTOR OsBORN, B.S., Civil Engineering, 1948 
BERNARD OsTLE, M.A., Statistics, 1948, 1947 
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IIARoLD C. OWEN&, Military Science and Tactics, 194 7 
A.LICE LUCILLE PALUBJNSKAS, M.A., Physchology, 1948 
FELIX S. PALUBINSKAS, M.A., Physics, 1948, 1947 
ROBERT G. PARKER, Naval Science, 1948 
ARTHUR PASXIN, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R .. , 1948 
JAMES H. PAT'l'ERSON, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1945, 1944 
RALPH E. PATTERSON, JR., B.S. (C.E.), Civil Engineering, 1946 
LAWRENCE EDWARD PAYNE, M.S., Mathematics, 1948, 1947 
ROBERT CARL PEABODY, B.S., Chemistry, 1947, 1946 
ELINOR PEARSON, M.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1948 
HELEN W. PENNER, M.S., Instructor in Institution Management, Manager Ames 
High School Cafe, 1948 
J. C. PERKINS, Naval Science, 1947 
DAVID PETERSON, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948, 1942 
EDWIN WILLIAM PETERSON, A.M., History and Government, 1946 
LEWIS E. PETERSON, B.S., Extension Associate in Horticulture, A.H.E.S.; Research 
Associate in Horticulture, A.E.S. 1'945 
SHIRLEY TOLLEFSON PHILLIPS, B.S., Chemistry, 1946 
RICHARD COLEMAN PmKERTON, M.S., Chemistry, 1948 
ALMA RlEMENSCHNEIDER PLAGGE, B.S., Research Associate in Foods and Nutrition, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1920 
PAULE. PORTER, B.A., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1946 
]Acx E. PoWEu., B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1946, 1943 
ROBERT D. POWELL, B.S., Botany, 1948, 1946 
RICHARD MATHER POWERS, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1946 
Rum PQWERS, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
WILLIAM W. PRATT, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1946 
MERTON BROWN PURVIS, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948 
MARGARET HoFFMAN RAnxE, M.A., Zoology and Entomology, 1948, 194 7 
LoUIS OTTO RAETHER, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
RICHARD F. RAEuCHLE, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1946, 1944 
DOROTHY Ross RALL, M.A., History and Government, 194 7 
JOAN MONROE RAMSAY, B.M., Music, 1946 
EDWIN R. RATHBUN, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948, 1947 
EARLE S. RAUN, B.S., Extension Associate in Zoology and Entomology, A.H.E.S., 
1948 
]ACX DAVIS RECTOR, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1948 
ANNA MAY REDDER, M.S., Research Associate in Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1948 
0TTo REINnou, Mechanical Engineering, 1920 
RAYMOND CHARI.ES RHEEs, M.S., Chemistry, 1946, 1942 
ROBEB.T MAYFIELD RnEY, M.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948 
JIAJuuETT ROBERTS, M.S., Instructor in Foods and Nutrition, Research Associate 
in Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1946, 1942 
IDA FORBES ROBERTSON, B.S., Instructor in Library Science and Cataloger, 1943 
R.Ar.PH MARION ROBINSON, M.S., Mathematics, 1945, 1942 • 
THOMAS E. RoGERS, B.S. (E.E.), Engineering Drawing, 1946 
ROBERT ROHWER, Ph.D., Research Associate, A.E.S. and l.S.R.I., 1948, 1946 
Flw:DA ROSENBERG, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
]AKES RUSSELL RoWE, B.S., Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948 
PAUL WILLARD ROWE, M.S., Aeronautical Engineering, 1948 
INSTRUCTORS 
RUTH L. ROYER, B.S., Mathematics, 1948, 1947 
HENRY JACOB RUEBKE, D.V.M., Veterinary Hygiene, 1947 
ROBERT V. RuHE, M.S., Geology, 1946 
DARRELL A. RussEL, M.S., Agronomy, 1947 
ROBERT OscAR RYDELL, D.V.M., Veterinar9' Anatomy, 1948 
JOHN RAYMOND SANFORD, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1947 
LOIS AGNES SAUL, M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1947, 1946 
JAMES M. SCARBOROUGH, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
ALFRED C. SCHEER, B.S. (C.E.), Civil Engineering, 1948 
• 
FRED WALTER SCHROEDER, B.S. (G.E.), General Engineering, 1947 
FREDERIK SNELLING SCHULTZ, A.B., Research Associate, l.S.R.1., 1948, 1947 
HELEN L. SCHULZ, M.S., English, 1942, 1926 . 
47 
GLENN ORVILLE SCHWAB, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Engineering, Research 
Associate in Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1Q47, 1946 
CORINNE ScoTT, B.S., Mathematics, 1948 
PENELOPE MouLTON ScoTT, M.A., Child Development, 1946 
SIGMUND SEAMAN, Extension Associate Seed Analyst, A.H.E.S., 1948, 1943 
GEORGE F. SEELEY, B.S., Re~arch Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
NAOMI DOROTHY SHANK, B.S., Extension Associate in Home Management, A.H.E.S., 
1945 
MARY ALICE SHEAFFER, M.S., Home E~onomics Education, 194 7 
HowARD SHIPTON, Extension Associate in Zoology and Entomology, A.H.E.S., 1939, 
1926 
CHARLES Rov SHIRLEY, M.S., Agricultural Engineering, 1946 
GRACE SE\'ERANCE SHUGART, M.S., Institution Management, 1946, 1934 
THOMAS KENDAL SHULER, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 194 7 
PAUL SIDLES, B.A., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
ROBERT C. SKAR, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
BERNARD }AMES Sr..ATER, B.Arch., Architecture, 1947 
}AMES A. SLATER, M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1947 
ALICE ELISABETH SMITH, M.S., Assistant State Girls' 4-H Club Leader, A.H.E.S, 
1947 
JOHN F. SMITH, B.A., Research Associate, I.AR., 1Q48 
MARJORIE Louis£ SMITH, B.S., Applied Art, 1948 
RICHARD ScoTT SMITH, A.B., Chemistry, 1948 
ADOLPH L. SNOW, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1946, 1Q43 
WALTER R. SPENCER, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1946 
WILBUR SPRAIN, B.S., Research Associate, ·I.A.R., 1948 
JANICE STADLER, M.A., Research Associate in Genetics, A.E.S., 1942, 1941 
DoRis V. STAGE, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
FLOYD ]AMES STANEK, B.S.~ Mathematics, 1947, 1946 
DAvm WILLIAM STANIFOR1H, M.Sc., Extension Associate in Botany and Plant Pa-
thology, A.H .E.S.; Research Associate in Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 
1948, 1947 
FREELANO FRANK STECKER, B.S. {M.E.), Mechanical Enttineering. 1946 
ROBERT GEORGE DoucLAs STEEi., M.A., Instrurtor in Statistics; Research Associate 
in Statistics, S.L., 1948 
HARRY STERN, B.S., Chemical and Mining Engineering, 1Q46 
MELVIN A. SrocK, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948 
RICHARD H. STOKES, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1946 
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EVERETT GEORGE STONEBERG, B.S., Extension Associate in Economics and Sociology, 
Farm Management Fieldman, A.H.E.S., 1946, 1942 
CHESTER LEROY STRAIT, A.B., Instructor in Safety and Job Training, E.E.S., 1946 
JoHN H. STRAKA, M.A., Military Science and Tactics, 1947 
WILLIAM NICHOLS SuMERWELL, B.S., Chemistry, 1946, 1945 
HARRY J. SvEc, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1944, 1941 
JOSEPH SVIHOVEC, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
ANDREW WILLIAM SwAGO, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering. 1 C>46 
GLORIA D. SWANSON, M.S., Mathematics, 1946 
RICHARD M. SWENSON, M.S., Agronomy, 1948 
WILLIAM PAUL SWITZER, D.V.M., Instructor in Veterinary Pathology, Assistant 
Diagnostician, Iowa Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory, 1948 
INEZ LANGEHOUGH TABDERSON, M.S., Home Management, 1948, 1945 
A. F. TAMSMA, Ph.D., Research Associate in Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 1948 
MARY TERRY, B.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1947 
PHIL J. TuAm, M.Sc., Economics and Sociology, 1948, 1946 
BURTON J. THAMER, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1946 
ISABELLE RosE THOMAS, M.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1942 
GEORGE W. THOMSON, M.S., Forestry, 1947, 1946 
GEORGE EARL THORNBURGH, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948 
EVELYN MARY SCHMIDT THRELKELD, B.S., Instructor in Library Science, Reference 
Librarian, 1945 
JAMES LEROY THRELKELD, M .S ., Mechanical Engineering, 194 7 
DAvm ARTHUR TOENJES, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1947 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ToI.LENAERE, B.S. (G.E.), General Engineering, 1946 
BETTY L. TOMAN, B.S., Physical Education for Women, 1948 
CALVIN WARREN TooLES, B.S. (C.E.), Civil Engineering, 1948 
}AMES ALLEN TRAPP, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1947 
ARTHUR T. TUMA, M.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
KATHLEEN 0. TuMA, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
WILLIAM JAMES TuRNER, B.E, Extension Associate in Economics and Sociology, 
Farm Management Fieldman, A.H.E.S., 1944 
ROBERT EUGENE UHRIG, B.S. (M.E.), Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948 
WILLIAM ROBERT UNDERHILI., M.A., Speech, 1947 
CORNELIUS H. VAN BAVEL, M.S, Research A~sociate in Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
SAMUEL W. VANCE, B.S., Research Associate, I.AR., 1948 
Rov WM. VANDER HAAR, B.A., Research Associate, I.A R., 194 7 
CARL RENE V ANDER LINDEN, B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1 <>46 
ALLYN F. VAN DYKE, B.S., Animal Husbandry, 1948 
FRANCES ANDREWS VERNON, B.J ., Technical Journalism, 1948 
DONALD EDWARD VOELKER, B.S., Extension Associate in Dairy Husbandrv, A.H.E.S., 
1947 . 
M. RACHEL VoNDERllAAR, BS., Library Science. 1948, 1947 
LAURA SnrnoEDER VoN OHLEN, M .S.. Botany, 1948 
Rom:R C'. VOTER, B.A .• Research Associate. l.A.R. 1048. 1946 
GEORGE A. VUKOVICH, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
}AU\'ANTA M. WALKER, B.S., Research Associate in Statistics, I.S.R.I., 1948 
KENNETH V. WALKER, Naval Science, 1946 
RICHARD E. WALKER, M.S., Research Associate in Chemical Engineering E.E.S. 
194~ J ' 
ASSISTANTS 
KENNETH A. WALSH, B.A., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1948, 1942 
RICHARD KURT WALTER, B.S. (E.E.), Electrical Engineering, 1947 
49 
CHARLES C. WARD, Extension Associate in Information Service, A.H.E.S., 1948 
FRANCIS A. WARNER, B.A., English, 1948 
DEAN DAY WATT, B.S., Instructor in Bacteriology, Research Associate in Bacteriol-
ogy, I.S.R.I., 1948, 1945 
THELMA D. WEHDE, B.S., Household Equipment, 1947 
HARVEY E. WELLS, Military Science and Tactics, 1947 
JAMES WENDELL WESTERVELT, B.S. (M.E.), Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1948, 1946 
ELEANORE BEATRICE WESTLUND, M.A., Home Economics Education, 1946 
MARVIN WHATLEY, B.S., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948 
ELIZABETH KEITH WHEELER, M.S., Research Associate in Foods and Nutrition, 
A.E.S., 1945 . 
EVERETT M. WHITE, B.S., Research Associate in Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
HILDA SARVER WHITE, Ph.D., Chemistry, 1948, 1942 
PHILIP Louis WmTE, B.S., Research Associate in Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 1948, 1944 
WILLIAM LLOYD WmTE, Military Science and Tactics, 1946 
MERLE OLIVER WIENER, B.S., Industrial Education, 1948 
RICHARD EARLE WILEY, B .A., Chemistry, 1945 
MELVIN WILLIAM WILKEY, B.S., Extension Associate in Dairy Industry, A.H.E.S., 
1947 . 
ELSIE KIMBRELL WILLIAMS, B.S., Extension Associate in Textiles and Clothing, 
A.H.E.S., 1947 
EDWARD N. WILSON, B.S., Civil Engineering, 1948 
ELAINE WILSON, B.A., English, 1946 
THOMAS HOWE WINKLEMAN, B.S. (M.E.), Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1948 
DEAN CLIFFORD WoLF, B.S., Assistant Extension Editor, A.H.E.S., 1948 
ROBERT W. WORCESTER, B.A., Extension Associate in Economics and Sociology, 
A.H.E.S.; Research Associate in Economics and Sociology, A.E.S., 1947 
}AMES M. WRIGHT, B.S., Research Associate, l.A.R., 1946, 1943 
IRVIN SANFORD YAFFE, B.A., Research Associate, I.A.R., 1948, 1947 
ELEANOR RuTH YouNG, B.S., Home Management, 1948 
]oHN EDWARD YouNG, B.S. (M.E.), Engineering Drawing, 1946 
ASSISTANTS 
DONALD MAXWELL ANDERSON, B.S., Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, 1948 
FREDERICK J. BITTNER, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948 
LoIS A. BLACK, B.A, Information Service, 1948 
HOMER ELDON DALE, D.V.M., Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, 1947 
RoBERT RoY DAPPEN, B.S., Veterinary Hygiene, 1946 
CHARLES Guv DEAL, Veterinary Research Institute, 1946, 1913 
PAUL K. DOUGAN, B.A., Veterinary Anatomy, 1947 
GRACE S. Hm.Mi--s, MS., Home Economics Administration, 1948, 1936 
RoBERT PAt'I. KRi-:ss, \'isual Instruction, A.H.E.S., 1947, 1946 
OscAR H. I..1s1>STRUM, M.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1947 
MARTHA ]ANE LYNN, B.S., History and Government, 1947, 1945 
}oHN W. McKIERNAN, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948 
}ESSIE ANDERSON MAcARTHUR, M.A., Critic Reader in English, 1937, 1914 
MERLlN EDWARD MACHEAK, B.A., Veterinary Pathology, 1946 
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MARION MAURINE MORGAN, B.S., Research Assistant in Nutrition Foundation, Inc., 
I.S.R.I., 1948, 1947 
GORDON F. MUNSON, B.A., Information Service, 1945 
}AMES P. PALMER, B.S. (E.E.), Research Assistant, I.A.R., 1947 
EvA LANNING ROBBINS, B.S., Library Science, 1947, 1944 
MARGARET IIENNING Ruiz, B.S., Extension Assistant Seed Analyst, A.H.E.S., 1940, 
1938 
GEORGE KASPAR SEROVY, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1948 
DALE WILSON WEST, B.S., Extension Assistant Seed Analyst, A.H.E.S., 1948 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
CARL W. ALLEN, M.S., Research Graduate ~istant, Agricultural Economics, A.E.S., 
1948, 1946 
ROBERT M. ALLEN, B.S., Graduate Assistant, Forestry, Research Graduate Assistant, 
Forestry, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
ROBERT SCOTT ALLEN, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Animal Husbandry and 
Chemistry, A.E.S., 1948, 1940 
VIRGIL ANDERSON, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Statistics, I.S.R.I., 1947 
DANIEL EDWARD ATKINSON, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, A.E.S., 
1948, 1947 
ELSIE ANN ATKINSON, B .A., Chemistry, 194 7, 1946 
JoHN SAM BARKER, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1948, 1947 
(<;MANUEL L. BAUM, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Economics and Sociology, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
VAN W. BEARINGER, B.S., Physics, 1948, 1941 
ROBERT JosEPH BEVER, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1947 
EDMUND GEORGE BLINN, B.S., Technical Journalism, 1948 
FREEMAN CARROLL BovARD, B.A., Chemistry, 1945 
CECIL GRAY BRANNEN, M.S., Chemistry, 1947, 1946 
ALBERT WADE BRANT, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Poultry Husbandry, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
ROBERT BRENNAN, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1947 
]oHN HENRY BRENNEMAN, Architecture, 1948 
0. L. BROUGH, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Economics and Sociology, A.E.S., 
1948, 1947 
MARTIN V. BURKE, B.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Bacteriology, A.E.S., 1948, 
1947 
EVELYN CHAPIN, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Vocational Education, A.E.S., 
1947 
RoBERT BROWNELL CHAPIN, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Poultry Husbandry, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
HAROLD LESLIE CLEAL, B.S., Technical Journalism, 1948 
GEORGE RAYMOND COOPER, M.S., Botany, 1948, 1947 
NEIL CLIFTON DAVIS, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Animal Chemistry and 
Nutrition, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
THAMA FAYE DOMINY, B.S., Institution Management, 1948, 1947 
HARLAND N. DouGHTY, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1948 
GERALD EMER.Y DUNN, M.A., Chemistry, 1946 
AamuR MORLAN DunoN, B.S., Statistics, I.S.R.I., 1947 
Wit.LIAM WESLEY ELLIS, B.S., Chemistry, 1947 
JOHN CHARLES EVERTS, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS SI 
]EAN GEORGIA FACKLER, B.S., Home Economics, 1948 
PAUL HOLLAND FiaARD, A.B., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 
1946, 1941 
HARRY CHRISTIAN Fmx, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Botany and Plant 
Pathology, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 · 
VERNE C. FINXNER, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
RicHARD C. FROEScil:NER, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1948 
DOROTHY ELLA FuLLER, B.Sc., Child Development, 1948, 1947 
PHILIP S. GENTILE, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, A.E.S., 1948 
NoRMAN R. GERHOLD, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Botany and Plant Pa-
thology, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
CURTIS L. GoDFREY, M.S., Agronomy, 1948 
LUDWIG EDWARD GoDYCXI, M.S., Chemistry, 1948 
CLEVE A. GoRING, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
DOUGLAS GRAHN, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Genetics, A.E.S., 1948 
ROBERT Tonn GREGORY, B.S., Mathematics, 1948, 1947 
EDWIN L. GUENTHER, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronopiy, A.E.S., 1948 
CHARLES E. HAMLIN, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agricultural Engineering, 
A.E.S., 1948 
ToM EDWARD HANNUM, B.S., Psychology, 1948 
CECIL B. HAVER, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1948, 1947 
W:q,L CARTER HEADLEY, B.A., Mathematics, 1948, 1947 
MARIE FRANCES HEIDER, B.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 
1946 
ARTHUR E. Hn.TBOLD, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
SIG:MUND HOFFMAN, M.Sc., Research Graduate Assistant, Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 
1948 
]oHN F. HoFMANN, A.M., Research Graduate Assistant, Statistics, l.S.R.I., 1947 
ELIZABETH JEANNE HoLMAN, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, IS.R.I., 
1948, 1946 
DANIEL GooDMAN HORVITZ, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Statistics, I.S.RJ., 
1947 
.EDWARD JUNIOR HumREGTSE, A.B., Physics, 1946 
GABRIELLO lLLUMINATI, Ph.D., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 
1948, 1947 
ROBERT DouGLAS INGEBO, M.S., Graduate Assistant, Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 
1947 
LAWRENCE LLOYD INMAN, B.S., Forestry, 1948 
ALLEN P. ]AMES, M.Sc., Research Graduate Assistant, Genetics, A.E.S., 1948, 1945 
HARALD R. JENSEN, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1948, 1942 
LEROY WILLARD JocHENs, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
]ACX JOHNSON, M.S.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Economics and Sociology, 
A.E.S., 1948 
JACQUELINE MARIE ]ONES, B.S., Chemistry, 1947 
EDWIN C. KAPusTA, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemical Engineering, 
E.E.S., 1948 
ARNo R1cBAllD K.AsSANDm, JR., M.S., Physics, 1948, 1946 
ELLEN COPE KENDIG, B.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Foods and Nutrition, 
A.E.S., 1948 
DORIS MARIE KNAPP, B.A., Chemistry; 1945 
YuTAXA KOBAYASHI, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 1947, 
1946 
• 
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KAREL KULP, B.Sc., Research Graduate Assistant, I.S.R.J., 1948 
RAYMOND 0. LANE, B.S., Physics, 1948 
PRISCILLA L. LAVANWAY, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Vocational Education, 
A.E.S., 1947 
JAMES EDWARD LEGATES, M.S., Animal Husbandry, 1948 
KENNETH EUGENE LENTZ, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
MAX FREDERICK LINDQUIST, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
PHnIP FUNK Low, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 
1946 
GEORGE BoND LucAs, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
DE VERE RICHARD McALLISTER, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, 
A.E.S., 1948 
GARNET McCREARY, M.A., Graduate Assistant, Statistics, Research Graduate As-
sistant, Statistics, I.S.RJ., 1947, 1946 
JAMES E. McDONALD, M.S., Physics, 1948, 1946 
LON D. McGILLIARD, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Animal Husbandry, 
A.E.S., 1948 
ROBERT LILLIS McINTIRE, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, A.E.S., 
1948, 1947 
ALICE ANN MAROUSEK, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Zoology and Entomol-
ogy, I.S.R.I., 1948 
]oHN MARTIN, B.S., Industrial Economics, 1948 
SEWELL JEROME MATHRE, Architecture and Architectural Engineering, 1948 
WILLIAM JACKSON MEIKLE, B.A., Chemistry, 1948, 1946 
MAx RAY MICKEY, JR., B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Statistics, l.S.R.I., 
1948, 1947 
JAMES E. MILLER, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
PHILIP A. MILLER, M.Sc., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 
1947 
JoHN WEST MORTON, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1946 ._. 
}oHN G. MOSEMAN, }R., M. S., Research Graduate Assistant, Botany and Plant 
Pathology, A.E.S., 1948 
ALFRED J. MosEs, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
GEORGE Huoo NELSON, B.S., Bacteriology, 1948, 1946 
MERI.ENE ELMA NELSON, B.S., Home Economics Education, 1948 
ETHELDA NORBERG, B.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, A.E.S., 1948, 
1942 
WINSTON S. Oon.vY, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Bacteriology, A.E.S., 1948, 
1941 
FOSTER GAMBLE OwEN, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Animal Husbandry. 
A.E.S., 1948 
ROBERT WORTH PARK, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
FORREST EUGENE PASCHALL, A.B., Chemistry, 1947, 1946 
LLOYD STEWART PELLEY, B.Sc., Architecture and Architectural Engineering, 1947 
MARTIN S. POLHEMUS, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Entomology and Eco-
nomic Zoology, A.E.S., 1948 
PARKER F. PRATT, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
] AMES SIMPSON PROCTOR, A.B ., Chemistry, 1948, 194 7 
Tm:oooRE LESLIE REm, B.S., Chemistry, 1946 
NANCY MEREDITH RENNIE, B.A., Physics, 1948, 1947 
SANDERS DAVID ROSENBERG, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
DuRLAv K. Rov, M.Sc., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.RJ., 1948 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
DAVID D. RUBis, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
]AMES TURNER RUDESILL, B.S., Chemistry, 1Q4R 
PAUL E. SANFORD, M.S., Poultry Husbandry, 1946, 1941 
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PAUL SCHULDT, B.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Botany and Plant Pathology, 
A.E.S., 1948 
KENNETH N. F. SHAw, M.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 
1948, 1947 
WILLIAM P. STEPHEN, B.S.A., Zoology and Entomology, 1948 
ALFRED BENJAMIN STEPHENSON, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Poultry Hus-
bandry, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 , 
THOMAS E. SUMMERS, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Botany and Plant 
Pathology, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
WILLIAM Bun SUTTON, B.S., Bacteriology, 1948, 1946 
ROBERT EARL SWANSON, B.A., Physics, 1948, 1946 
K.Nun SWENSON, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1948 
GORDON S. TAYLOR, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Botany and Plant Pathol-
ogy, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
LINCOLN H. TAYLOR, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 
1947 
RoscoE LEE TAYLOR, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
RoB:£RT H. THOMAS, M.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 
1948 
DONOVAN JEROME THOMPSON, M.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Statistics, I.S.R.I., 
1947 • 
LEO ] OSEPH TICK, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Statistics, 1948 
LoJS M. TIFFANY, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Botany and Plant Pathol-
ogy, A.E.S., 1946, 1945 
RonERT WEARE TODD, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
J. RonERT TOMPKIN, M.S., Economics and Sociology, 1948, 1947 
RuooLPH ULRICH, M.S., Agronomy, 1948, 1947 
SmNEY R. Us1sxm, B.Sc., Physics, 1948 
LOWELL LAWRENCE WALLEN, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 
1948 
GLENN RAYMOND WATERBURY, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
HARRY WAX, M.A., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
GARNER ELMER WESSMAN, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Bacteriology, I.S.R.I., 
1948, 1947 
GENE MURIEL WILD, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
HowARD Huco Wn.xowsXE, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Dairy Industry, 
A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
BETH BfilrnETT WILLARDSON, A.B., Chemistry, 1948 
THEODORE C. WILLOUGHBY, B.A., Mathematics, 1948 
LEE STEPHEN WINDHEIM, Architecture, 1947 
Mn.TON WINITZ, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
}oE DARST Wooos, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1947 
TsE CHENG Wu, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 1948 
IRVING ZAREMBER, B.A., Chemistry, 1947 
DoNALD ZucXER, B.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1946 
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ARZA 'PAUL ADAMS, B.S., Bacteriology, 1948 
JoBN STANLEY Am.t.ANN, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
JOHN ERNEST ANDERSON, B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1948 
WALLACE R. ARCHIBALD, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1948 
RALPH KENNY BARCLAY, B.S., Chemistry, 1946 
ERLE EDWIN BARTLEY, M.S., Research Fellow, Animal Husbandry, A.E.S., 1948, 
1947 
FRED BATSON, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1948 
WILLIAM' E. BEACH, B.S., Research Fellow, Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1948 
JAN.ET ELIZABETH BEAR, B.S., Research Fellow, Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1948, 
1946 
GORDON RUSSELL BELL, B.S.A., Bacteriology, 1947 
FREDERICK W. BENNETT, M.S., Research Fellow, Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 1948 
DWIGHT H. BERGQUIST, B.S., Research Fellow, Poultry Husbandry, A.E.S., 1948 
GEORGE NORRIS BoLLENDACK, JR., B.A., Research Fellow, Chemistry, l.S.R.I., 1943 
DAISY BROADHURST, B.S., Child Development, 1948 
SHERMAN BROCKETT, B.S., Botany, 1948 
CARL D. BROWN, M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1947 
ELMER H. BRUNSTING, B.S., Research Fellow, Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 1948 
GRIFFITH J. BucK, B.S., Horticulture, 1948 
MILoN WALKER BULLOCK, B.S., Chemistry, 1943 
THOMAS RICBARD BuMP, B.S., Research Fellow, Mechanical Engineering, E.E.S., 
1948 
GEORGE BURNET,· JR., B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1948 
HsoN Mou CHANG, B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1948 
M. EVELYN CHAPIN, B.S., Home Economics Education, 1947 
GROVER C. CHAPPELL, B.S., Economics and Sociology, 1948 
WILLIAM M. CHAPPELL, A.B., Mathematics, 1948 
MEI-CHUAN Cm, B.S., Research Fellow, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 1948 
CHARLES ALFRED CLARIDGE, B.A., Bacteriology, 1948 
BERNARD K. CLINKER, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1948 
EDWIN B. COLLINS, M.S., Research Fellow, Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 1947 
KARL LEROY CONRAD, B .A., Mathematics, 194 7 
DAVID W. CURTIS, B.S., Physics, 1948 
MALCOLM N. DANA, B.S., Research Fellow, Horticulture, A.E.S., 1948 
LEROY EDSON DARLING, B.S., Physics, 1948 
DoROTHY ELIZABETH DEFONTAINE, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
EooAR HARRISON DEWELL, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
WILLIAM ANDREW Dow, B.S.1 Research Fellow, Mechanical Engineering, E.E.S, 
1948 
MARYANN DUNIGAN, B.S., Child Development, 1948 
ARTHUR A. DUNLOP, M.Agr.Sc., Research Fellow, Animal Husbandry, A.E.S., 1947 
DONALD LAVERN ESMAY, B.A., Research Fellow, I.S.R.I., 1946 
AUBREY C. EVERETT, B.S., Research Fellow, Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1948 
LLOYD WARREN FESLER, B.S., Mathematics, 1948 
WALTER HOWARD FLY, B.S., Research Fellow, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 1948 
REYNOLD A. F'RtDIN, B.S., Research Fellow, Zoology and Entomology, I.S.R.I., 1948 
BURtoN L. FRENCH, B.Sc., Economics and Sociology, 1948 
SENIOR FELLO\VS 
}oHN C. FREY, M.SA., Economics and Sociology, 1948, 1947 
WALDO CHARLES FRIEDLAND, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
]AME& L. GATTIS, B.S., Research Fellow, Agricultural Engineering, A.E.S., 1948 
EILEEN LORAINE GINTER, B.S., Botany, 1948 
GRACE loNE GLENN, A.B., Mathematics, 1948 
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FRED ARTHUR GLOVER, M.S., Research Fellow, Entomology and Economic Zoology, 
A.E.S., 1947 
LESTER A. GRAu, BA., Physics, 1946 
MARY ELOISE GREEN, M.S., Research Fellow, Foods and Nutrition, A.E.S., 1947 
J. DENNIS GRIFFIN, B.Ch.E., Research Fellow, Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 1948 
LUTHER C. HAMMOND, M.S., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1946 
CHARLOTTE HANNAN, B.A., Economics and Sociology, 1948 
JoHN L. HARDY, B.S., Botany, 1948, 1947 
WILLIAM ROBERT HART, A.B., Research Fellow, Bacteriology, A.E.S., 1948 
CLARK HARVEY, M.S., Agronomy, 1947, 1946 
WILLIAM C. HASKETT, B.S., Research Fellow, Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 
1948 
PAUL F. HOFFMAN, JR., B.S., Research Fellow, Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 
1948 
FLORA FRANCES HoLT, B.S., Textiles and Clothing, 1948 
RUPPERT R. HUNZIKER, B.S., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
ROBERT KELLY INGHAM, A.B., Chemistry, 1948 
KENNETH FRANK ITSCHNER, M.A., Chemistry, 1948 
BETTY VIRGINIA }oHNSON, B.S.~ Institution Management, 1948 
HAYDEN HALSEY ]ONES, JR., B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1948 
}ACX C. }ONES, M.S., Research Fellow, Entomology and Economic Zoology, A.E.S., 
1948 
WILLIAM JOHN KLEIN, B.S., Mathematics, 1948 
SALLIE SuE KooN, B.S., Home Management, 1948 
Louis ALBERT KREMER, B.S .• Chemical Engineering, Research Fellow, Chemical 
Engineering, E.E.S., 1948 
CLAIR LEONARD KUCERA, M.S., Botany, 1947 
WILLIAM: M. LEWIS, M.S., Research Fellow, Zoology and Entomology, I.S.R.I., 1946 
Fu KUANG Lil'. M.S., Research Fellow, E.E.S., 1947 
JusTIN T. LoNc., B.S., Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 1948, 1941 
THOMAS C1.F.MENT LooMIS, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
}AMES N. Lt:nuN, M.S., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1947 
JoHN E. McCLELLAND, M.Sc., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
CHARLES LEROY McGEHEE, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
WILLIAM THOMAS MAGEE, M.S., Research Fellow, Animal Husbandry, A.E.S., 1947 
JosEPH WILLIAM MARKEY, B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1948, 1947 
HQRACE W. MELVIN, }R., Research Fellow, l.S.R.I., 1944 
RODNEY A. Mru..s, B.S., Electrical Engineering, 1948 
EDSON A. MITCHELL, B.A., Physics, 1948 
Rov M. NAKAYAMA, B.S., Research Fellow, Botany and Plant Pathology, A.E.S., 
1948 
THOMAS D1cKF.Y NF.VITT, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
R. P. NICHOLSON, B.S., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
JosEPH CHARLES O'KELLEY, MA., Botany, 1948 
WooDROW OVERCAST, M.$., Research Fellow, Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 1948 
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EDWIN KENNETH PARKER, B.S., Research Fellow, Botany and Plant Pathology, 
A.E.S., 1948 
MARY JANE PETERS, B.S., Home Management, 1948 
DAvm KENT PETERSEN, B.A., Mathematics, 1948 
CORNELIUS WESLEY PETTINGA, A.B., Research Fellow, Chemistry, A.E.S., 1948 
JACOB Juuus PRUZANSKY, B.A., Research Fellow, Chemistry, l.S.R.I., 1946 
CHARLES H. RADA, B.A., Research Fellow, Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 194 7 
FREDERICK HERBERT RADKE, B.S., Chemistry, 1947 
FRANK A. REGIER, A.B., Mathematics, 1948 
NORMAN K. ROBERTS, B.S., Economics and Sociology, 1948 
Ross FENTON RussELL, A.B., Research Fellow, Chemical Engineering, E.E.S., 1947 
L. B. SCHMIDT, B.S., Research Fellow, Horticulture, A.E.S., 1948 
ROBERT J. SCHMIDT, B.S., Research Fellow, Economics and Sociology, A.E.S., 1948 
WAYNE HENRY SCHOLTES, M.S., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
ERMA MILDRED SCHUMACHER, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
RICIIARD SIDNEY ScHWEET, M.S., Chemistry, 1948, 1946 
JoHN KYLE ScoGGIN, M.S., Zoology and Entomology, 1946 
BARBARA LEE ScoTT, B.S., Research Fellow, ZGology and Entomology, I.S.R.I., 1948 
HENRY JosEPH SHINE, A.R.I.C., Post-doctoral Fellow, I.S.R.I., 1948 
]AMES G. SIEH, B.S., Research Fellow, Zoology and·Entomology, I.S.R.I., 1948 
JANE WAINSCOTT SKOGMAN, B.A., Botany, 1948 
DONALD HENRY SMITH, B.S., Research Fellow, Bacteriology, I.S.R.I., 1948, 1947 
RAYMOND LANNING SMITH, M.S., Bacteriology, 1948 
RICHARD LESTER SMITH, B.A., Chemistry, 1947 
EDGAR ERWIN STINSON, B.S., Research Fellow, Chemistry, I.S.R.I., 1948 
JoHN ANDREW STOLP, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
WALTER MONROE SwAN, B.S., Chemistry, 1948 
MELVIN JOHN SWENSON, M.S., Research Fellow, V.R.I., 1046 
Wn.r.IAM H. TATE, B.S., Research Fellow, Zoology and Entomology, IS.RI., 1047 
Ross REGINALD THOMAS, B.A., Psychology, 1948 
ROBERT MYRON TICHANE, B.A., Chemistry, 1948 
]ACK LEWIS Towri, M.S., Chemistry, 1946, 1942 
DAvro KEIGHTLEY TRITES, B.S., Psychology, 1948 
PAUL E. WAGGONER, B.S., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S., 1948 
H. S. WALI.AC-E, M.A .• Research Fellow, Entomology and Economic Zoology, 
A.E.S., 1948 
H. G. WESTON, JR, M.A., Research Fellow, Entomology and Economic Zoology. 
A.E.S., 1047 
E. R. WEVGASI>T, B.S., Research Fellow, Agronomy, A.E.S, 1948 
RonERT K. Wn.LARDSON, B.S., Physics, 1948 
CURTIS \V. WINGO, A.M., Zoology and Entomology, 1948 
JOHNIE A. WRIGHT, B.S., Research Fellow, Horticulture, A.E.S., 1948, 1947 
NAOYUKI HENRY Ym, B.S., Research Fellow, Chemistry, A.E.S., 1947 
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WALTER ABRAMITIS, M.S., Entomology and Economic Zoology, A.E.S., 194 7 
CHARLES E. BRODINE, B.S., Zoology and Entomology, I.S.R.I., 1948 
JEAN B. CARDEN, B.A., Dairy Industry, A.E.S., 1946 
WILLARD DAvm K.uMSTRA, M.S., Entomology and Economic Zoology, A.E.S., 1948, 
1945 
FREDERICK N. MINARD, B.S., Chemistry, A.E.S., 1946 
JOHN HOWARD PAZUR, M.Sc., Chemistry, A.E.S., 1948, 1946 
KEITH H. STEINKRAUS, B.A., Bacteriology, A.E.S., 1947 
ARTHUR C. STRINGFELLOW, B.S., Research Collaborator, E.E.S., 1Q46 
LAWRENCE SUMMERS, M.S., Chemistry, l.S.R.I., 1948, 1947 
COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
JoHN NEIL CmcKEN, B.S. Adair, Greenfield 
Adams, Coming 
Allamakee, Waukon 
Appanoose, Centerville 
Audubon, Audubon 
Benton, Vinton 
Black Hawk, Waterloo 
Boone, Boone 
Bremer, Waverly 
Buchanan, Independence 
Buena Vista, Storm Lake 
Butler, Allison 
Calhoun, Rockwell City 
Carroll, Carroll 
Cass, Atlantic 
Cedar, Tipton 
Cerro Gordo, Mason City 
Cherokee, Cherokee 
Chickasaw, New Hampton 
Clarke, Osceola 
Clay, Spencer 
Clayton, Elkader 
Clinton, DeWitt 
Crawford, Denison 
Dallas, Adel 
Davis, Bloomfield 
Decatur, Leon 
Delaware, Manchester 
Des Moines, Burlington 
Dubuque, Dubuque 
Emmet, Estherville 
Fayette, Fayette 
HOMER P. THIEL, B.S. 
FRED c. O'RILEY, B.S. 
HAROLD DALE HOLDER, B.S. 
DAVID CARL FENSKE, B.S. 
KENNETH B. KRAMER, B.S. 
PAUL BARGER, B.S. 
TRUMAN N. NELSON, B.S. 
DONALD EUGENE .ANDERSON, B.S. 
}AY IvAN PARTRIDGE, B.S. 
GEORGE A. ROSENFELD, M.S. 
EDOUARD A. THOMPSON, B.S. 
LESTER WRIGHT JUSTICE, B.S. 
WM. H. BROWN, B.S. 
HARRY ELLSWORTH COOLIN, B.S. 
HOWARD HAMILTON, B.S. 
MARION E. OLSON, M.S. 
ALBERT R. GRIFFITH, B.S. 
lliESTER CARL BENSON, B.S. 
KENNETH M. WHmRETT, B.S. 
JASPER MERRILL RISDAL, B .$ 
ADRIAN WARD GAMBLE, B.S. 
EDWARD F. STOUT, B.S. 
LESLIE J. THORP, M.S. 
JOHN DWIGHT BROWN I B .s. 
Roy FRANKLIN McALLISTER, B S. 
ARvm FREDERICK MILLER, B.S. 
ROBERT EARL HALL, B.S. 
WALTER B. EYRE, B.S. 
FRANK R. KERRIGAN, B.S. 
FRANK PHILIP LOWN, B.S. 
MELVIN CHRISTIAN WANGSNESS, B.S. 
CARLYLE }AY GAUGER, B.S. Floyd, Charles City 
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EBER WILLIAM ELDRIDGE, B.S. 
PAUL WILLIAM ELAM, B.S. 
ELLIS MELVIN McGREW, M.S. 
DONALD EDGAR GARDNER, B.S. 
CHARLES EDWARD DONHOWE, B.S. 
PAUL WALLACE HENDERSON, B.S. 
ELMER IVAN ROSENBERGER, B.S. 
PAUL w. WATTS, B.S. 
FLOYD MORTON GOODELL, B.S. 
PAUL N. PAYNE, B.S. 
LoUIS JACOB RANK, B.S. 
BRUCE WHITING MARcUE, B .S. 
D. H. ZENTMIRE, M.A. 
LESTER F. DAVIS, B.S. 
THOMAS WILLIAM WICKERSHAM, B.S. 
RALPH LEROY Tooo, B.S. 
EMMElT c. GARDNER 
CLARENCE B. ]ESSEN, B.S. 
FRANK w ALTER HAYDEN, B.S. 
ALBERT L. BROWN, B.S. 
DELBERT T. FOSTER, B.S. 
DURK D. OFP'luNGA, B.S. 
JOHN MELVIN SHANDA, B.S. 
PAUL DARWIN PETERSON, B.S. 
PAUL EDWARD llARMs, B.S. 
JOHN ELMER MATHRE, B.S. 
LAWRENCE ARTHUR PARKER, B.S. 
G. GRESS ROGERS, B.S. 
HOWARD F. VINT, B.S. 
RICHARD SAAR Goos, B.S. 
HARLEY WALKER, B.S. 
WORLEY HAL SPEERS, B.S. 
LLOYD MAsoN REm, B.S. 
STANLEY L. DUNN, B.S. 
CLEON EDWARD HERRIOlT, B.S. 
JOHN H. LoNGSTREET, B.S. 
OLMAN HEE, B.S. 
}OE DEAN MII.LER, B.S. 
RALPH w. AsHBY, B.S. 
DON P. CARTER, B.S. 
DALE NORTHLEY GOODELL, B.S. 
GROVER H. HAHN, B.S. 
ALVIN THEODORE GoETI'SCH, B.S. 
J. CLIFFORD JOHNSON, B.S. 
LoREN D. BROWN, B.S. 
Mn.TON M. HENDERSON, B.S. 
KENN:Em R. LI'ITLEFIELD, B.S. 
JOSEPH RAYMOND UNDERWOOD, M.A. 
DALEE. THORNGREN, B.S. 
Franklin, Hampton 
Greene, Jefferson 
Grundy, Grundy Center 
Guthrie, Guthrie Center 
Hamilton, Webster City 
Hancock, Gamer 
Hardin, Eldora 
Harrison, Logan 
Henry, Mt. Pleasant 
Howard, Cresco 
Humboldt, Humboldt 
Ida, Ida Grove 
Iowa, Marengo 
Jackson, Maquoketa , 
Jasper, Newton 
Jefferson, Fairfield 
Johnson, Iowa City 
Jones, Anamosa 
Keokuk, Sigourney 
Kossuth, Algona 
Lee, Donnellson 
Linn, Cedar Rapids 
Louisa, Wapello 
Lucas, ·Chariton 
Lyon, Rock Rapids 
Madison, Winterset 
Mahaska, Oskaloosa 
Marion, Knoxville 
Marshall, Marshalltown 
Mills, Malvern 
Mitcliell, Osage 
Monona, Onawa 
,Monroe, Albia 
Montgomery, Red Oak 
Muscatine, Muscatine 
O'Brien, Primghar 
Osceola, Sibley 
Page, Clarinda 
Palo Alto, Emmetsburg 
Plymouth, LeMars 
Pocahontas, Pocahontas 
Polk, Des Moines 
E. Pottawattamie, Oakland 
W. Pottawattamie, Council Bluffs 
Poweshiek, Brooklyn 
Ringgold, Mt. Ayr 
Sac, Sac City 
Scott, Davenport 
Shelby, Harlan 
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JUNIOR EUGENE ELLIS, B.S. 
HAROLD J. MONTGOMERY, B.S. 
BURNS M. BYRAM, B.S. 
JOHN ROBERT HUNTER, JR., B.S. 
LAVERNE H. SAWYER, B.S. 
HAROLD c. MAY, B.S. 
JOHN RICHARD RUKGABER, B.S. 
WADE A. GARDNER, B.S. 
LEO ERNEST STURGEON, B.S. 
RALPH FREDERICX BOTHE, B.S. 
}AXE WALTER B~M, B.S. 
CHARLES EDWARD JUDD, B.S. 
EVERETT J. WEIGLE, B.S. 
s. G. VICXERSTAFF, M.S. 
WM. H. ST. CLAIR, B.S. 
AARON R. BOWMAN, B.S. 
Sioux, Orange City 
Story, Nevada 
Tama, Toledo 
Taylor, Bedford 
Union, Creston 
Van Buren, Keosauqua 
Wapello, Ottumwa 
Warren, Indianola 
Washington, Washington 
.· Wayne, Corydon 
Webster, Ft. Dodge 
Winnebago, Thompson 
Winneshiek, Decorah 
Woodbury, Sioux City 
Worth, Northwood 
Wright, Clarion 
ASSISTANT COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
(Soil Conservation) 
VIRGIL KENNETH WEBSTER, B.S. . . . . 
(Delaware, Clayton, Buchanan and 
BRUCE JosEPH FLOREA, B.S. 
KYLE RAYMOND PETERSON, JR., B.S. 
. . Delaware, Manchester 
Fayette Counties) 
. Cherokee, Cherokee 
Monona, Onawa 
COUN'J;'Y EXTENSION HOME ECONOMISTS 
CLEDA FERN DANIALS, B.S. 
RAMONA LUELLA ESBECK, BA. 
BET'I'Y CONSTANCE MACKIE, B.S. 
ELAINE ELIZABETH ]ESSElf, B.S. 
JULIA KILPATRICK, M.S. 
MARY JEANNE MEYER, B.S. 
MARY CORINNE SPELLMAN' B.S. 
LUCILE MARY BUCHANAN, B.S. 
CARMEN LUCI LAWRENCE, B.S. 
MARGARET MARIE ALLYN, B.A. 
HELEN L. MARSH, A.B. 
TERESA EVELYN MITCHELL, B.S. 
HELEN SADDORIS WHITTINGTON, B.S. 
MARIE MABLE BISHOP, B.S. 
JULIA ETTA METIER, B.S. 
VERDA LEIGH PATTERSON, B.S. 
M. LoIS STEWART, B.S. 
RUTH KETTLESON SUNDE, B.S. 
VmGINIA Mom VAUPEL, B.A. 
HELEN M. DAWSON, B.S. 
ELIZABETH A. FLICKINGER, :U.S. 
CAROL R. MoLLN, B.S. 
Adams, Coming 
Black Hawk, Waterloo 
Boone, Boone 
Bremer, Waverly 
Buena Vista, Storm Lake 
Calhoun, Rockwell City 
Carroll, Carroll 
Cerro Gordo, Mason City 
Cherokee, Cherokee 
Chickasaw, New Hampton 
Clarke, Osceola 
Clay, Spencer 
Clinton, DeWitt 
Dallas, Adel 
Des Moines, Burlington 
Dickinson, Spirit Lake 
Dubuque, Dubuque 
Emmet, Estherville 
Fayette, Fayette 
Greene, Jefferson 
Grundy, Grundy Center 
Hamilton, Webster City 
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ELSIE MAE VAN WERT Hancock, Garner 
MARY FRANCES KELLY, B.S. Hardin, Eldora 
ALLENE LATTA, B.S. Harrison, Logan 
MYRTLE B. HEWITT, B.S. Humboldt, Humboldt 
DORCAS CAROLINE McPHERRIN, B.S. Ida, Ida Grove 
ALVERDA FERN ]AMES, B.S. Iowa, Marengo 
MERLE Ross Bovxs, B.S. Jackson, Maquoketa 
OPAL CLETIS McKEEM,\N, BS. Jasper, Newton 
EMELDA KUNAU, B.S. Jones, Anamosa 
ALMA GEORGIA MINER, B.S. Kossuth, Algona 
GRANDA Bm HoLLEYWELL, B.S. Lee, Donnellson 
MARGARET STEWART, B.S. Linn, Cedar Rapids 
BETTY F. CRUZEN, B.S. Louisa, Wapello 
VIDA SECOR BENSON, B.S. Lucas, Chariton 
WINTER WILSON MACKAY, B.S. Madison, Winterset 
ISABELLE MARY AUWAERTER, B.S. . Marion, Knoxville 
GRETA W. BOWERS, B.S. Marshall, Marshalltown 
EDNA LUCILLE STUBBS, B.S. Mills, Malvern 
HAZEL ALICE LEUPOLD, B.S. Mitchell, Osage 
WANETA A. WITTLER, B.S. Muscatine, Muscatine 
HAzEL LUND DOERR, B.A. Palo Alto, Emmetsburg 
LoLA ANnSDEL STELPFLUG, B.S. Plymouth, LeMars 
JOSEPHINE HENRIETTA LUND, B.A. Pocahontas, Pocahontas 
MARTHA HELEN STRAHAN, B.S. Polk, Des Moines 
WILMA MAXINE SMITH, B.S. W. Pottawattamie, Council Bluffs 
MILDRED GRACE TRAMEL, B.S. Poweshiek, Brooklyn 
RUTH S. CHRISTIE, B.S. Sac, Sac City 
HELENA SOPHIA DILGER, B.S. Scott, Davenport 
ELVA VERNIE SCHACK, B.S. Shelby, Harlan 
FERN M. McKEAN, B.S. Story, Nevada 
Rum DoRIS NAYLOR, B.S. Tama, Toledo 
GRACE LUCILLE BACON, B.A. Union, Creston 
EDNA C. MORRIS, M.A. Van Buren, Keosauqua 
Rum ISABEL FOSTER, M.A. Washington, Washington 
VERLA BERNARD Uusn Webster, Ft. Dodge 
MARJORIE HELEN FINCHAM, B.S. Winneshiek, Decorah 
ESTHER KuNGEBIEL, B.S. Woodbury, Sioux City 
LETTIE E. ZUBER, B.S. Wright, Clarion 
MARGARET ELIZABETH OLMSTED (Assistant) E. Pottawattamie, Oakland 
BELLE N. CORNELISON (Assistant) Ringgold, Mt. Ayr 
RUTH liENNEGIN JoHN (Assistant) Taylor, Bedford 
MABEL ADELAIDE MArnsoN (Assistant) Winnebago, Thompson 
MARJORIE LINMAN LOVESTEAD, B.S., County Extension Home Economist at Large, 
Ames 
HELEN C. MORLINO, M.S., County Extension Home Economist at Large, Ames 
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COUNTY EXTENSION YOUTH ASSISTANTS 
ROBERT SPENCER DAVIS, B.S. 
HUGH ROBERT DENNEY, B.S. 
DELL L. FOSTER, B.S. 
LYMAN A. BAILEY, B.S. 
ALLAN Scorr BENTLEY, B.S. 
DwAYNE ARNOLD RoHwEDER, B~s. 
]AMES DARR TAYLOR, B.S. 
C. MoRRis IVEs, B.S. 
CONWELL WINSTON JOHNSON, B.S. 
NORVAL K. HART, M.S. 
ROLAND GLEN SIMPSON, B.S. 
]AMES BLACKWOOD STEPHENSON, B.S. 
DoNALD CLAmE FURRER, M.A. 
Benton, Vinton 
Black Hawk, Waterloo 
Buchanan, Independence 
Clay, Spencer 
Clayton, Elkader 
Dallas, Adel 
Des Moines, Burlington 
Hardin, Eldora 
Kossuth, Algona 
Linn, Cedar Rapids 
Polk, Des Moines 
Story, Nevada 
Warren, Indianola 
Faculty Councils and Committees· 
1948-1949 
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD 
President Charles E. Friley, chairman; Bergman, G.askill, Helser, Hixon, K.ildee, 
Mabel Nelson, J. F. Downie Smith, Spedding; Quincy Ayres, Grant, Murl 
McDonald, Orr, Platt, B. W. Schaefer, Schilletter, G. F. Stewart;. Sage, 
secretary. 
COUNCILS 
ADVISORY ro THE PRESIDENT-Harris, chairman; Iverson, Merchant, Chittenden, 
M. S. Coover. 
ATHLETICS-Firkins, chairman; Menze, secretary; A. L. Anderson, Benbrook, 
Bergman, W. B. King, Winfrey; student members; W. D. Willer, D. L. Dit-
worth; alumni members: Harry Hoak, Nile Kinnick, Waldo Wegner; ex-
officio: C. B. Murray, treasurer. 
MuSic-A. R. Edgar, chairman; Dodds, Elwood, Guiot, M. .S. Coover; one 
member each from the senior and junior classes. 
RESEARCH-Hixon, chairman; Biester, S. W. Fox, Gaskill, F. E. Nelson, Nickell, 
Ryder, Spedding, G. F. Stewart, Pearl Swanson. 
STANDING COMMITTEES 
ADVANCED STANDING, SUBSTITUTIONS AND ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS-Sage, chair-
man ; Cassell, Holl, Shearer. 
ANNUITIES AND INSURANCE-Dodds, chairman; Quincy Ayres, W. G. Murray, 
Platt, E. R. Smith. 
ART-Fisher, chairman; E. S. Allen, Elwood, FitzPatrick, Christian Petersen . . 
COMMENCEMENT-Sage, chairman; A. R. Edgar, Firkins, Fisher, Greenlee, Lubsen, 
Merchant, Ryder, B. W. Schaefer, H. ]. Schmidt, Beryl Taylor, Volz; ex-
officio ; Barron. 
CoNSERVATION-Kildee, chairman; Gaskill, Harris, Hartman, McNew, Pierre, 
Rothacker, B. W. Schaefer, G. F. Stewart. 
CuRRICULUM-L. 0. Stewart, chairman; Carr, Chadderdon, Foust, Helser, Barton 
Morgan ; Sage, secretary. 
DATES OF EVENTS-Helser, chairman; Muri McDonald, Schilletter, Don Stevens, 
Vifquain. 
ELIGmn.1nr FOR STUDENT ACTIVlTIEs-Sage, chairman; Helser, McGlade. 
FOREIGN STUDENTS-Lorch, chairman; Bruqer, Gowan, Lush, Sullivan, Walkup. 
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FRATERNITIES AND SoRoRITIEs-Helser, chairman; Caine, Hempstead, Hillyard, 
Holl, Margaret Lange, McGlade, Packer; student members: two each from 
the junior and senior classes. 
FRESHMAN DAYs-Vifquain, chairman; Bortle, Cushman, Grant, Helser, J. L. 
Holmes, MacRae, Merchant, Sage, Sheerer, Willis. 
' 
GOVERNMENT-Helser, chairman; Bergman, Gaskill, Kildee, Mabel Nelson, J. F. 
Downie Smith. 
GRADUATE STUDY-Hixon, chairman; Biester, R. E. Buchanan, Eppright, H. Gil-
man, Hinrichsen, Lush, Barton Morgan, Glenn Murphy, W. G. Murray, 
C. H. Richardson, Sage, J. F. Downie Smith. 
HlsTORY OF THE CoLLEGE-E. D. Ross, chainnan; Orr, L. B. Schmidt; ex-officio: 
Barron. 
HoNORS DAY-S~e, chairman; FitzPatrick, Foust, G. W. Fox, Iverson, Lyle. 
INFoRMATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS-Elder, chairman; A. L. Anderson, Fallgatter, 
Ferguson, Hull, Kooser, Marvin, McKean, Schrampfer. 
LECTURES-Huntress, chairman; Cassell, Hippak.a, Matterson, Nickell. 
LIBRARY-Orr, chairman; Eppright, Foust, H. Gilman, J. C. Gilman, Gowen, 
Ryder. 
MEMORIAL DAY-A. R. Edgar, chairman; Busbee, Royall, B. W. Schaefer, Volz. 
PATENTS-Quincy Ayres, chairman; Gaskill, ]. F. Downie Smith, Spedding, 
G. F. Stewart. 
PERSONNEL AND PLACEMENT-Helser, chairman; Bergman, Gaskill, Hillyard, J. L. 
Holmes, Pattison, Vifquain. 
PUBLIC HEALTH-Grant, chairman; Dodge, Galligan, Merchant, Werkman. 
SCHoLARSHIP-Sage, chairman; A. L. Anderson, Bortle, Covault, Grant, Hillyard, 
W. B. King, Paulus Lange, McGlade, Russell; Helser, secretary. 
SHORT CoURSES-Vifquain, chairman; Elder, Faber, Knight, Muri McDonald, 
Rosenfeld, Wilkins. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT-}. L. Holmes, ~airman; Platt, B. W. Shaefer, Schilletter, 
E. P. Swanson. 
STUDENT HousINc--Schilletter, chairman; Dodds, Fisher, Herr, MacAfee, McGlade, 
Merchant, W. G. Murray, Peisen, Platt, B. W. Schaefer. 
1'RAnlo-B. W. Schaefer, chairman; Lauer, Moyer, Rotbacker, Walkup. 
VISITING DEI.EGATION&-Holcomb, chairman; A. R. Edgar, Eichllng, Harding. 
Hillyard, L. Meyer ] ones, LaGrange. 
General Information 
HISTORICAL SUl\Il\fARY 
In initial influence and aim, the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic 
Arts was an outgrowth of the industrial movement in education which sought 
to provide a training in harmony with the new economic and social order 
resulting from profound changes in industry and agriculture. Following agitation 
by state and local agricultural and horticultrural societies, on March 22, 1858, a 
group of young legislators, enthusiastic for popular higher education, secured 
the establishment of a "State Agricultural College and Model Farm, to be 
connected with the entire Agricultural Interests of the State," with an appropriation 
of $10,000 for the purchase and improvement of the lands. Story and Boone 
counties provided bonds, private subscriptions, and land gifts that more than 
doubled the appropriation ; and a farm of 648 acres upon the open prairies 
of Story County was purchased. In the succeeding years beginnings were 
made in developing the farm, but financial depression, confusion of civil strife, 
and the lack of general interest delayed for a decade the construction of build-
ings and the beginnings of instruction. 
Meanwhile the Morrill Land-Grant College Act of 1862 gave federal aid to 
industrial education. The Iowa legislature was the first to accept the provisions 
of the act, September 11, 1862. The College received students for preparatory 
training October 21, 1868, and the formal opening, with the dedication of the 
first building and the inauguration of the first president, was on March 17, 1869. 
For the first three decades current funds were secured from the land endow-
ment; state appropriations were wholly for capital needs. Since 1900 the 
legislature has contributed to the educational support. As the state's land-grant 
institution the College has shared in the supplemental congressional acts for 
general support-the second Morrill (1890), the Nelson (1907), and the Bankhead-
} ones ( 193 5) . Until 1909 the government was vested in a separate board of trustees ; 
since that date the control has been in the centralized State Board of Education. 
During the formative years the full land-grant program was forecasted-in 
instruction, research, and extension. The specified lines of agriculture, mechanic 
arts and military tactics, with appropriate supporting studies, were developed 
at the start and the range has been progressively expanded to meet changing 
conditions in the industries and in social organizations. Veterinary instruction was 
offered to the first class in the agricultural course and in 1879 this study was 
organized as a separate school-the first in the country to be founded by a state. 
The College was co-educational from the beginning and a special science course 
for women was early developed. Instruction in domestic economy was offered in 
1872 and in 1875 the nation's first collegiate experimental kitchen was opened. 
During the college year 1902-1903 Agriculture, Engineering, Veterinary Science, 
and Science Related to the Industries (Industrial Science from 1914-1915) were 
organized into distinct divisions and Home Economics was given this status in 
1914-1915. Graduate study has been offered since 1873; the Graduate College 
was created in 1919. 
Following the federal Hatch Act (1887), The Agricultural Experiment Station 
was founded and the work has expanded with the demands of the occupation 
and with the aid of additional federal acts-Adams (1906), Purnell (1925), and 
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Bankhead-] ones ( 1935)-state appropriations, and special subventions. The 
Engineering Experiment Station was created by state act in 1904. 
Farmers' institutes were conducted by the president and staff as early as 1870 
and were continued for three decades. At the beginning of the century short 
courses were developed to meet general and special needs. The Agricultural 
Extension Service was created in 1906, and the Engineering in 1913. All phases 
of the agricultural and home economics extension program have been expanded 
and systematized by the Smith-Lever (1914) and Capper-Ketcham (1928) Acts. 
Vocational educational training has been developed to provide instructors and 
supervisors for the federal-state system established by the Smith-Hughes (1917) 
and George-Deen (1936) Acts. 
While the present designation was anticipated in various administrative reports 
frcm the early eighties, the official change of name from ''Iowa State Agricultural 
College and Farm" to the "Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts" 
was not made until 1896. The College motto, "Science with Practice," was first 
used by the student publication The Aurora in June 1873. 
The Presidents of the Colle~e have been: Adonijah S. Welch (1868-1883) 
Seaman A. Knapp (1883-1885), Leigh S. J. Hunt (1885-1886), William I. Cham-
berlain (1886-1890), William M. Beardshear (1891-1902), Albert B. Storms 
(1903-1910), Raymond A. Pearson (1912-1926), Raymond M. Hughes (1927-1936), 
Charles E. Friley ( 1936- ) . 
DEGREES 
In the Divisions of Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, and Science, the 
baccalaureate degree conferred is Bachelor of Science. The de~ree of Bachelor of 
Architecture is also conferred in the Division of Engineering. The degree of Doctor 
of Veterinary Medicine is conferred upon the completion of the curriculum in 
veterinary medicine. In the Graduate College the degrees conferred are Master 
of Science and Doctor of Philosophy. For professional degrees in the Division 
of Engineering, see page 109. 
Co-OPERATIVE PROGRAMS LEADING TO Two DEGREES. The College has co-oper-
ative agreements with other colleges and universities whereby, under certain con-
ditions, a student may graduate from both institutions when he transfers to the 
Iowa State College after study elsewhere. For detailed information concerning 
this plan, the student should write to the Registrar two years before transferring, 
or preferably at the time of entering college. 
One plan provides that students who complete the first three years in the 
curriculum in science and subsequently complete the first year in a medical 
curriculum in a Class A medical college will be awarded the degree of Bachelor 
of Science from Iowa State College. By this arrangement the student can reduce to 
a minimum the time required to earn a Bachelor of Science degree from this 
College and a degree in medicine from another institution . 
. -\ similar plan provides for granting the degree of Bachelor of Science from 
the curriculum in General Engineering upon completion of three years of that 
curriculum at this college, followed by one year of law in a recognized law college. 
SESSIONS 
The college year is divided into four "quarters" approximately twelve weeks 
in length. These quarters begin in June, September, January and March and 
are designated as the Summer, Fall, Winter and Spring quarters, respectively. 
To accommodate students who cannot attend for the entire period, the Summer 
Quarter instruction is divided into two six-week terms. Students may enroll for 
either term or for the full quarter. 
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LOCATION 
Ames is located almost at the geographical center of the state of Iowa, on 
the main Jine of the Chicago and North Western Railroad. It is about thirty-
five miles north of Des Moines with which it is connected by the Chicago and 
North ·Western Railroad. A branch of the Chicago and North Western from 
Ames serves the northern part of the state. Several bus lines pass through Ames 
making the city accessible by bus from all sections of Iowa and neighboring states. 
Down through the years, the city of Ames has co-operated with the College 
in maintaining an environment which exerts a wholesome influence upon the 
student body. The city has an excellent system of public schools, numerous 
churches, and a good municipal government. Living conditions are very attractive 
for heads of families who wish to educate their children and enjoy the advantages 
of Jiving in a college town. 
BUILDINGS 
Seventy-one buildings for College purposes besides dwelling houses and the 
buildings for farm stock, machinery, and service departments have been erected 
by the state for the various .departments of the College. The map in the front 
of the catalogue gives the names of the buildings and their locations. 
The Division of Agriculture classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in Curtiss 
Hall, Dairy Industry Building, Agricultural Annex, Genetics Laboratory, Horti-
cultural Building and Gre~nhouses, Landscape Architecture Studio, Meats Labora-
tory, Judging Pavilions and Barns, and at the Poultry Farm, Agronomy Farm, 
Animal Husbandry Farm, Dairy Husbandry Farm, and the Agricultural Engi-
neering Hall and Farm. 
The Division of Engineering classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in 
Marston Hall, Engineering Annex, Industrial Education Shops Building, Exhibit 
Hall, Mechanical Engineering Laboratories, Building A, T. & A. M. Laboratory, 
Chemical Engineering Hall, Aeronautical Laboratory, and Agricultural Engineering 
Hall and Farms. 
The Division of Home Economics classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in 
Home Economics Hall, Physical Education Building for Women, Nursery School, 
and five Home Management Houses. 
The Division of Science classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in Beardshear 
Hall, Botany Hall, Chemistry Hall, Physics Hall, Science Building, Insectary, 
Armory, Men's Gymnasium and Stadium, Music Hall, Naval Armory, and the 
Theater Workshop. 
The Division of Veterinary Medicine classrooms, laboratories, and offices are 
in the Veterinary Quadrangle and Stange Memorial Clinic, and at the Veterinazy 
Research Institute Farm. 
M?-nY temporary buildings have been constructed on the campus, thus expand-
ing the present facilities to take care of a large student body. 
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The College Library affords an .opportunity to students and faculty to have 
access to the publications needed in their varied activities. The Library's collections 
now number about 390,000 carefully selected volumes chiefly in the pure and 
applied sciences. Its collections of periodicals are usually complete in botany, 
chemistry, entomology, mathematics, physiology, physics, and veterinary medicine. 
At the present time the Library is receiving over 7,000 periodicals and other 
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serial publications in many languages. Books necessary for class work, research, 
reference and avocational reading are also included in the collections. 
Every feasible means is employed to encourage greater use of the books and 
facilities of the Library. Reference and Loan librarians make up a public service 
staff whose chief duty is to see that books and information are secured quickly 
and efficiently by all who wish them. Both formal and informal instruction 
in the use of books and libraries are offered to graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents. Displays of new and outstanding books on various subjects of unusual 
interest are maintained in the lobbies of the Library throughout the year. 
Bulletin boards and special display cases are used for exhibits of posters, photo-
graphs, and charts. Weekly radio programs over WOI feature reviews and 
excerpts of books and magazfue articles. Additional wings to the Library are 
planned, which will make possible more adequate Library service to students, 
members of the faculty and visitors to the campus. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE 
The Personnel Service is organized for the benefit of the students, the alumni, 
the faculty, and all organizations and individuals interested in the development 
of students or in the employment of either students or alumni. The personnel 
officers are concerned with students as individuals in the process of adjusting 
to life. 
RECORDS. Complete information is secured from each entering student concerning 
his family, high school record, and practical experiences. A battery of tests 
measuring scholastic aptitude, silent reading ability, and English training arc 
given at entrance. Scores from these tests are assembled on the student's cumu-
lative personnel envelope and the counselor envelope. During his residence in 
college complete and detailed information concerning the student is added to 
his preliminary material. 
COUNSELING. Forty-five counselors have been appointed from the faculties of 
the various divisions to advise freshman and sophomore students. On entering 
college each student is assigned to one of these counselors, who, under the direction 
of the Dean of the Junior College, will aid the student in making his educational 
and social adjustment to college life. When the student enters the junior year he 
is assigned to a counselor who is a member of the department in which the 
student is specializing. 
TESTING BUREAU. The Testing Bureau, organized in 1939, serves as a clinical 
resource in the field of vocational and educational guidance of college students 
and high school pupils. The program of the bureau is organized to discharge the 
following general functions: To provide clinical services for the use of college 
counselors; to carry on educational and vocational counseling with individual 
students; to disseminate information about guidance and educational research 
methodology; to conduct research in the development of guidance instruments 
and methods. 
SOCIAL LIFE. Under the supervision of a social director, a well balanced all-
college social program is planned and carried out by the students themselves. 
Through this medium, the Personnel Service is ready to help the student in devel-
oping those traits of personality and character that will not only create a favorable 
impression but also contribute to his usefulness in later life. 
ALUYNI SERVICE. The personnel officers serve the alumni by supplying infor-
mation concerning positions available. Any alumnus interested in securing 
employment or in changing his position may write to the personnel service for 
assistance. 
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EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS 
The student Employment Service is maintained for those who need part-time 
employment. 
A student should not plan to do much outside work the first quarter. However. 
if you are planning to earn a lar~e part of your expenses, it is advisable to 
carry a light schedule of classes. To be eligible for ANY type of work on the 
campus, students must have and maintain a ''C" average in their course work. 
Those interested in securing part-time employment write to the Supervisor of 
Employment, Building H. Women students who must have employment for board 
and room should apply to Mrs. Madge I. McGlade, Room 104, Beardshear Hall 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
The College recognizes that the development of the body and the establishment 
of good health standards should go hand in hand with the development and 
training of the mind. To this end it has established the Student Health Service, 
whose chief functions may be outlined as follows: 
HEALTH EXAMINATION. All new students are r~quired to fill out a health 
history statement sent to them by the Registrar and, upon admission, are given 
a physical examination, including a tuberculin test, by the medical staff. This is 
fo)]owcd with advice, instruction and treatment of those students showing physical 
defects or health impairments. 
MF.DIC'AL AND SURGICAL SERVICE. In order to furnish complete medical care and 
advice for sick students as promptly and conveniently as possible, the College 
has provjded a wen-equipped modern hospital and dispensary needed both for 
the care of students with conditions requiring. hospital service and for attention 
to the lesser ailments that can be cared for in the dispensary without hospitalization. 
All students who pay the full registration fee are insured medical and routine 
nursing service by the College medical and nursing staff in case they come to 
the hospital or dispensary. Medicines and service, such as X-ray, may be supplied 
on a cost basis. Students entering the hospital will be given three days' service 
without charge. For all time in excess of three days per college year, the student 
is charged at the rate of $3 .00 a day to cover board, room, light and heat. In 
case a speci~l nurse or physician is employed, the expense shall be borne by the 
patient. 
PREVENTION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES. An important part of the work of the 
Health Service is the prevention of epidemic diseases. All such cases are isolated 
and contacts with them are kept undC'r such supervision as may be required in 
accordance with modern epidemiological methods. 
The President and the College physicians may require of students entering 
the College a certificate from a reputable physician showing successful vaccination. 
It is strongly UrJ!cd that all students entering Iowa State College be vaccinated 
before leaving home. 
The College physicians are authorized to exclude from the dormitories and 
the recitation rooms any person afflicted with a contagious disease, and in case 
of necessity, those coming in contact with such disease. 
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RELIGIOUS LIFE AT THE COLLEGE 
The College attempts to provide for its students a wholesome and stimulating 
spiritual atmosphere. Religious services are held once a month on Sunday eve-
nings during the year. Well-known clergymen are invited to address these meetings. 
An attractive feature of these services is the music provided by a large chorus 
choir and by other campus musical organizations. During the Summer Quarter 
vesper services are held outdoors by the Campanile. Each morning the great 
hymns of the church are played on the Stanton Memorial Carillon. 
Religion in Life Week is set apart each year in January for discussion in 
the dormitories and other student ·residences under the leadership of members of 
the faculty and for a series of addresses on religion by a prominent clergyman 
invited to the campus for the purpose. 
The Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations carry on a 
program of religious group meetings, discussions and other activities designed to 
develop the moral and spiritual life of students. 
The churches of Ames provide opportunity for worship, participation in 
church work, wholesome recreational and social activity, and closer personal 
association with members of the faculty. Several denominations maintain plants 
and equipment adjacent to the campus which are especially designed for student 
work. 
CONCERTS 
The college artist concert series given each season brings to the campus the 
country's outstanding artists and musical organizations. Among those who have 
appeared here recently are Heifetz, Horowitz, Marian Anderson, Patrice Munsel 
and Pinza. A major symphony orchestra presents two concerts each year. 
In addition to these concerts, the Iowa State College Symphony Orchestra, 
Concert Band, Festival Chorus and Glee Clubs present several concerts each 
year giving renditions of the finest in instrumental and vocal literature. 
LECTURES 
The College brings to the campus each year a wide variety of lectures. Recently 
the College has adopted the plan of bringing to the campus for several days of 
lectures and conferences speakers who have won recognition for their creative 
work and their ability to present effectively the principles of appreciation. Some 
of the distinguished guests who appeared before student audiences last year were 
Dorothy Thompson, Carey McWilliams, Vilhjalmur Stefansson and Eve Curie. 
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
The Alumni Association of Iowa State College was organized ~ 1876. Its 
purpose is to promote the highest interests of t~e institution and to in~re:15e 
friendship and sympathy among students and alumru. The officers of the assoaati~n 
are in Room 232, Memorial Union. Here all Iowa State men and women will 
find a hearty welcome. 
The present officers of the association are: 
President, Edward N. Wentworth, '07, Chicago. 
Vice President, George A. Harper, '24, Des Moines, Iowa. 
Recording Secretary, Margaret Woods Goe~pinger, '35, Boone. 
Treasurer, C. B. Murray, Ames. 
Director of Alumni Affairs and Editor, Wallace E. Barron, '28, Ames.· 
The annual meeting and banquet are held commencement week. 
Active local branches of the general association exist in all the principal cities 
of the United .States and in various counties in Iowa. 
THE ALUMNUS, the official organ of the association, appears monthly, except 
July and August, September and October, when it is published bi-monthly. It is 
under the supervision of the Director of Alumni Affairs. 
MEMORIAL UNION 
Launched by alumni as a memorial to the service of sons and daughters of the 
College in World War I, Memorial Union has become a memorial to all Iowa State 
men and women who have served in the armed forces of our country. It is the 
student center on the campus. This building and its services give expression to the 
realization that education includes training for dignified and gracious living as 
well as preparation for earning a livelihood. Here in a wholesome college-club 
atmosphere, students, staff members, and alumni mingle in a complex stream of 
social, recreational, and extra-class activities which supplement and enrich technical 
training. 
Memorial Union is the headquarters of such important campus organizations 
as the Alumni Association, The Cardinal Guild and the Ward System. Here the 
Veisha committee plans the annual all-college spring exposition and the Home-
coming committee prepares the welcome for alumni returning to alma mater in 
the fall. Here the alumnus finds a comfortable guest room when he returns to the 
campus. Great Hall with its lofty ceiling, wide floor, full-sized stage, pipe organ, 
and varied equipment is the scene of inter-collegiate debates, all-college vespers, 
student balls, departmental banquets, noonclay musicals, student shows, parties, 
and numerous conferences. The Commons is the informal, between-class meeting 
place of the student body. 
Bowling, table tennis, bridge, checkers, and chess are enjoyed by hundred~ every 
day. The music room and art exhibitions provide leisure-time opportunities for 
informal education and relaxation. Coffee forums, book reviews, panel discussions, 
conferences, committee meetings, and other activities in Memorial Union help to 
make life at Iowa State a great adventure in twentieth century living. 
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FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES 
A number of fraternities and sororities have established chapters at Iowa State 
College with the approval of the college authorities. These groups are subject to 
rules which have been worked out jointly by these organizations and the faculty. 
They co-operate with the College in the improvement of scholarship, in the 
molding of character, and in the all-around development of their members. 
The national sororities provide accommodations for approximately 300 women. 
All freshman women are required to live in the dormitories for one year. The 
av~ge cost of living in a sorority house is $60 a month for each member. This 
amount pays for board and room, chapter dues, and social obligations. The 
average initiation fee is $50. 
The social fraternities provide homelike surroundings and wholesome food for 
approximately 900 men. First-year students who are invited to join may live in 
fraternity houses~ During the past school year, the monthly expenses of members 
varied from $55 to $65, which included board and room, dues, and social 
functions. The initiation fee varies from $15 to $60. 
THE WARD SYSTEM 
The "Ward System" is an organization for men living outside of dormitories 
and fraternities. It offers its members the opportunity to participate in group 
activities, both social and athletic. By taking active part in a Ward group, every 
man in this organization may get the experience necessary for developing qualities 
of leadership ahd social poise, and may benefit permanently through acquiring a 
proper group spirit and co-operative attitude, as well as profit from the healthful 
recreation of team play and social activity. 
The residential area surrounding the College is at present divided into 13 districts 
or ''Wards"; concentrations of population govern the size of each. The business 
of each Ward group is handled in meetings conducted by its own organization and 
officers, a faculty man serving as advisor only. In these semi-monthly meetings 
a complete program of social affairs and athletic COI\tests is sponsored and devel-
oped. The activities of the 13 Wards are integrated by six councils: Executive, 
Publicity, Social, Intramural, Program, and Activities, composed of representatives 
of each ward. 
All social activities, including dances, parties, and picnics, are under the general 
supervision of the college Director of Personnel. Athletic events, including touch 
football, basketball, softball, tennis, horseshoe, are under the supervision of the 
Director of Intramural Athletics. 
The meetings and athletic events are open to all. Admission to the social events 
is by a Ward ticket costing one dollar for the entire year. This fee, which is the 
only assessment made, is used to defray necessary expenses. 
MEN'S RESIDENCE ASSOCIATION 
The system of men's dormitories operating under college authority is known 
as the Men's Residence Association. At present Hughes Hall, Friley Hall, the 
temporary housing units and East Stadium are included in the association which 
serves approximately 1,300 men. Members are subject to all College rules and 
in addition there is a system of student government to facilitate group living. 
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The Association consists of a number of "houses", each containing 60 to 90 
men, which acts as an independent unit complete with its own elected officers. 
These officers are responsible for promoting the house's social and athletic affairs 
with other organized College groups. Each house has an upperclassman advisor 
who serves as the contact between the College administration and the men. 
All freshmen who become members of the system live their first year in Hughes 
Hall. An especially picked group of upperclassmen direct their activities with 
frequent social and athletic events designed to quickly adapt the student to 
college life. Quiet hours are enforced to give everyone ample opportunity for 
study. 
A very active intramural sports program operates the year around giving all 
men the opportunity to participate in every variety of sport. A sub-Post Office 
station in Friley Hall handles all mail and express for the men. The location of 
the Men's dormitory is unique in that they are within a few minutes walk of 
classrooms, laboratories, and sports facilities. 
Admission of Undergraduate and 
Special Students 
BASIC PREPARATION FOR COLLEGE 
The basic requirement for admission to college is graduation from an approved 
high school. Since not all persons who complete a high school program are 
adequately prepared for college study, it is desirable that students seeking 
admission to colJege wilJ have: 
1. Completed a balanced program of studies designed to insure a well-rounded 
background of knowledge in basic fields 
2. Developed proficiency in the use of the English language in reading, writing 
and speaking 
3. Acquired proficiency in basic mathematical skills 
4. Developed effective study skills and work habits 
5. Developed an adequate intellectual, physical, and social maturity 
6. Developed a sincere interest in further formal education. 
Some high school graduates, no matter what program of studies they have 
fo1lowed, have not adequately acquired the above qualities; consequently, they 
are not prepared to do work at the college level. 
Although no specific pattern of high school subjects is essential to success in 
college, there are certain fields of study which, when properly taught, provide 
an opportunity for the student to secure a general background of primary 
importance for college study. 
The fallowing suggestions are made for the guidance of the high school student 
who is planning to go to college: 
1 ENGLISH. Since the ability to write clearly and to read with understanding 
and appreciation is essential, it is highly desirable that the student completr 
three or four units in English. 
2 MATHEMATICS. Not only as a tool to further learning but also as a part of 
basic education, mathematics has much to offer. At least one unit of math-
ematics {algebra) is required for admission to all curricula. Students planning 
to specialize in the sciences or in engineering should complete two and one-half 
or three units in mathematics. See specific requirements for admission, page 69. 
3. SoCIAL STUDIES. Social studies-such as history, civics, government, economics, 
sociology and geography-are basic to the understanding and solution of 
contemporary problems in the community, in the nation, and in the world. 
From two to four units may well be devoted to this area. 
4. THE SCIENCES. The field is rich in possibilities for understanding the modem 
world. Two units in science might weH be completed. For those who plan 
to emphasize science or engineering in college, three units would be helpful. 
S. FOREIGN LANGUAGES. The prospective college student might well develop a 
basic reading or speaking knowledge of a modem foreign language. Some 
background in one of the classical languages would also be desirable. 
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6. TBE Fnra ARTS. This field offers opportunity for development in an important 
area of general education which can contribute much toward individual 
growth. 
7. OTHER SUBJECTS. None of the foregoing statements should be interpreted 
as meaning that other subjects-agriculture, commercial subjects, home 
economics, industrial arts, speech, etc.-should be avoided. Such subjects, 
when properly studied, contribute materially to the educational growth of the 
individual and prepare him for continued study as well as for the more 
general activities of living. 
PROCEDURE IN APPLYING FOR ADMISSION 
Each student who plans to enter the College for the first time must fill out a 
formal application for admission which may be secured by writing to the Registrar. 
The applicant must also file his previous academic records as specified in the 
following paragraphs: 
1. High school graduates with no previous college attendance should forward 
a complete official transcript of an high school credits, certified by the 
principal or superintendent of the last school attended. 
2. A student who has begun his colJege work elsewhere should forward (a) a 
complete official transcript of all hif,~h school credits, certified by the principal 
or superintendent of the last high school attended and (b) a complete official 
transcript from each college previously attended. 
3. Those who are not high school graduates may be admitted to colJege by 
examination. If any high school work has been completed, file the record 
signed by the principal or superintendent of the last school attended. See 
page 7 5 for further details. 
Applications and credits should be filed not less than two months prior to the 
opening day of the term the applicant wishes to enter so that there may be 
adequate time for detailed evaluation of the records. The Registrar wiII then 
notify the applicant of his admission status. 
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
I. Graduates of approved Iowa high schools: A minimum of one unit of algebra 
is required for admission to all curricula. The additional requirements for admis-
sion to the several Divisions are given below. 
(A) DMSION OF AGRICULTURE. The curricula in forestry, industrial education, 
and landscape architecture require one and one-half units of algebra and one unit 
of plane geometry. The curricula in agricultural economics, agronomy and dairy 
industry require one and one-half units of algebra but do not require plane geom-
etry. The curriculum in agricultural journalism requires one unit of algebra and 
one unit of plane geometry. All other curricula require one unit of algebra and 
do not require plane geometry. The requirements for admission to agricultural 
engineering are the same as for the division of engineering. 
(B) DMSION OF ENGINEERING. Specific requirements for admission to the four-
year curricula in engineering: 
Subject Group I 
· 1. ENGLISH--4 units. One of the four units may be Journalism and Speech or a 
foreign language, or a third unit of social studies. , 
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2. SoCIAL STUDIES-Two units from the following: (a) Old World Background 
in History and Geography. (b) The Modem World-Geography and History. 
{c) American History and Government. (d) Modem Problems (Current De-
velopments in History). 
3. MATHEMATie&-(a) Ninth grade Algebra, or its equivalent in Basic Math-
ematics, 1 unit. (b) Intermediate Algebra (3rd Semester), ~ unit. (c) Plane 
Geomery, 1 unit. ( d) Solid Geometry, ~ unit. See also Group II. 
4. SCIENCEs-General Science or Biology, 1 unit. (Where Physics and Chem-
istry are taught in high school it is desirable that prospective engineering 
students take one unit of each.) 
• 
Subject Group ll 
1. DRAWING-Mechanical Drawing, ~ unit; equivalent to E.Dr. 131. 
2. MATHEMATICS-(e) Advanced Algebra (equivalent of College Algebra), ~ 
unit. (f) Plane Trigonometry, ~ unit. 
In case the applicant has not completed all of the above requirements in high 
school, he may obtain the additional prerequisites at the Iowa State College, or 
at some other approved junior or senior college. To assist such students the Iowa 
State College offers the following courses which may be taken either hi Summe·r 
Session, or in the regular session as indicated: 
Drawing and Projection. 
Intermediate Algebra, offered Summer and Fall only ; Prerequisite to College 
Algebra. 
Plane and Solid Geometry, offered Summer only. 
College Algebra, Math. 101. 
Plane Trigonometry, Math. 102A. 
Those who do not fully meet the requirements in English or the Sciences will 
consult with the Registrar of the Iowa State College. 
(C) DIVISION OF HoME EcoNOMICS. One unit of algebra is required. Plane 
geometry is not required. 
(D) DIVISION OF SCIENCE. One and one-half units of algebra and one unit of 
plane geometry are required. 
(E) DIVISION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE. One and one-half units of algebra and 
one unit of plane geometry will be required. For the college subjects required see 
page 145. 
The College uses a literal marking system with the passing marks of A, B, C, 
and D with corresponding quality pqints of 4, 3, 2, 1, respectively. The records of 
all applicants will be averaged on this basis. Iowa residents whose averages are 
below 2.0 will be admitted on scholastic probation. 
II. Graduates of High Schools in Other States. Requirements are the same as in 
"1" above except that non-Iowa students must have satisfactory scholastic records 
and must be otherwise acceptable. A nonresident of Iowa must either have made 
a high school average of at least 2.0 or have graduated in the upper half of his 
high school class in order to be considered for admission. 
m. Graduates of Uruiccredited IDgh Schools. Admissions will be granted upon 
demonstration of competence to undertake college work, if the student is otherwise 
acceptable. In general, the student will be required to make a satisfactory showing 
in a battery of tests covering general educational attainment and scholastic aptitude. 
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6. THE FINE ARTS. This field offers opportunity for development in an important 
area of general education which can contribute much toward individual 
growth. 
7. Onn:R SUBJECTS. None of the foregoing statements should be interpreted 
as meaning that other subjects-agriculture, commercial subjects, home 
economics, industrial arts, speech, etc.-should be avoided. Such subjects, 
when properly studied, contribute materially to the educational growth of the 
individual and prepare him for continued study as well as for the more 
general activities of living. 
PROCEDURE IN APPLYING FOR ADMISSION 
Each student who plans to enter the College for the first time must fill out a 
formal application for admission which may be secured by writing to the Registrar. 
The applicant must also file his previous academic records as specified in the 
following paragraphs: 
1. High school graduates with no previous college attendance should forward 
a complete official transcript of all high school credits, certified by the 
principal or superintendent of the last school attended. 
2. A student who has begun his college work elsewhere should forward (a) a 
complete official transcript of alJ hi~h school credits, certified by the principal 
or superintendent of the last high school attended and (b) a complete official 
transcript from each college previously attended. 
3. Those who are not high school graduates may be admitted to college by 
examination. If any high school work has been completed, file the record 
signed by the principal or superintendent of the last school attended. See 
page 7 S for further details. 
Applications and credits should be filed not less than two months prior to the 
opening day of the term the applicant wishes to enter so that there may be 
adequate time for detailed evaluation of the records. The Registrar will then 
notify the applicant of his admission status. 
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
I. Graduates of approved Iowa high schools: A minimum of one unit of algebra 
is required for admission to all curricula. The additional requirements for admis-
sion to the several Divisions are given below. 
(A) DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE. The curricula in forestry, industrial education, 
and landscape architecture require one and one-half units of algebra and one unit 
of plane geometry. The curricula in agricultural economics, agronomy and dairy 
industry require one and one-half units of algebra but do not require plane geom-
etry. The curriculum in agricultural journalism requires one unit of algebra and 
one unit of plane geometry. All other curricula require one unit of algebra and 
do not require plane geometry. The requirements for admission to agricultural 
engineering are the same as for the division of engineering. 
(B) DIVISION OF ENGINEERING. Specific requirements for admission to the four-
year curricula in engineering: 
Subject Group I 
· 1. ENG?5H-4 units. One ~f the !our units may be J oumalism and Speech, or a 
foreign language, or a thud urut of social studies. 
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2. SoCIAL STUDIES-Two units from the following: (a) Old World Background 
in History and Geography. (b) The Modem World-Geography and History. 
(c) American History and Government. (d) Modem Problems (Current De-
velopments in History). 
3. MATHEMATICS-(a) Ninth grade Algebra, or its equivalent in Basic Math-
ematics, 1 unit. (b) Intermediate Algebra (3rd Semester), ~ unit. (c) Plane 
Geomery, 1 unit. (d) Solid Geometry, ~ unit. See also Group II. 
4. SCIENCES-General Science or Biology, 1 unit. (Where Physics and Chem-
istry are taught in high school it is desirable that prospective engineering 
students take one unit of each.) 
• 
Subject Group II 
1. DRAWING-Mechanical Drawing, ~ unit; equivalent to E.Dr. 131. 
2. MATHEMATics-(e) Advanced Algebra (equivalent of College Algebra), ~ 
unit. (f) Plane Trigonometry, ~ unit. 
In case the applicant has not completed all of the above requirements in high 
school, he may obtain the additional prerequisites at the Iowa State College, or 
at some other approved junior or senior college. To assist such students the Iowa 
State College offers the following courses which may be taken either in Summer 
Session, or in the regular session as indicated: 
Drawing and Projection. 
Intermediate Algebra, offered Summer and Fall only ; Prerequisite to College 
Algebra. 
Plane and Solid Geometry, offered Summer only. 
College Algebra, Math. 101. 
Plane Trigonometry, Math. 102A. 
Those who do not fully meet the requirements in English or the Science5 wiII 
consult with the Registrar of the Iowa State College. 
( C) DIVISION OF HoME EcoNo:Mics. One unit of algebra is required. Plane 
geometry is not required. 
(D) DIVISION OF SCIENCE. One and one-half units of algebra and one unit of 
plane geometry are required. 
(E) DIVISION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE. One and one-half units of algebra and 
one unit of plane geometry will be required. For the college subjects required see 
page 145. 
The College uses a literal marking system with the passing marks of A, B, C, 
and D with corresponding quality pqints of 4, 3,.2, 1, respectively. The records of 
all applicants will be"' averaged on this basis. Iowa residents whose averages are 
below 2.0 will be admitted on scholastic probation. 
II. Graduates of High Schools in Other States. Requirements are the same as in 
"1" above except that non-Iowa students must have satisfactory scholastic records 
and must be otherwise acceptable. A nonresident of Iowa must either 
0
have made 
a high school average of at least 2.0 or have graduated in the upper half of bis 
high school class in order to be considered for admission. 
m. Graduates of Unaccredited High Schools. Admissions will be granted upon 
demonstration of competence to undertake college work, if the student is otherwise 
acceptable. In general, the student will be required to make a satisfactory showing 
in a battery of tests covering general educational attainment and scholastic aptitude. 
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IV. Applicants Who Are Not High School Graduates. Admission will be granted 
upon demonstration of competence to do college work, if the student is at least 
seventeen years of age and is otherwise acceptable. Students who are not beyond 
high school age will be accepted only upon the high school principal's recommenda-
tion that they are mature physically, mentally, and socially. 
Admission by examination is designed specially for returning veterans and for 
workers in defense industries who may not have completed their high school pro-
gram before entrance to the armed forces or to industry and who will be better 
adapted to study at the college level than they will be to return to high school. 
It also applies to that small proportion of individuals over seventeen who will find 
a more satisfactory educational experience if they are permitted to enter upon 
college study before they have graduated from high school. 
V. Special Students. Mature students who do not wish to become candidates 
for a diploma or degree, and who do not meet the entrance requirements, may 
be admitted as special students to pursue courses which they are prepared to under-
take. As a basis for admission, evidence of adequate educational accomplishment 
and approval of the divisional dean concerned will be required. 
VI. Advanced Standing. College credits earned in recognized colleges and univer-
sities will be given equivalent credit in so far as they apply on the curriculum 
chosen. Nonresidents of Iowa will not be considered for admission unless their 
college credits average 2.0 according to the literal marking system set forth in "1" 
above. Iowa residents whose averages are below "C" may be admitted on scholastic 
"probation." All transfer students will be given an examination to determine 
their proficiency in the use of English ; those who do not use the language clearly 
and correctly will be required to take remedial work in English without credit. 
FRESHMAN DAYS 
For many years Iowa State College has set a short period prior to the 
opening of the regular college year and designated it as "Freshman Days". This 
orientation period for new students serves a three-fold purpose: First, to introduce 
new students to college life and assist them in making the transition from high 
school ; second, to provide a time when certain tests may be given, the purpose 
of these tests being to furnish to those who are in charge of the counseling and 
guidance program of the institution such information as will be helpful in plan-
ning the student's program ; and third, to provide time to register each student 
in the curriculum he has chosen. 
In the Fall of 1949, new students start their work with the first assembly of 
Freshman Days at 9:00 a. m. on Wednesday, September 14. 
Parents of new students are cordially invited to visit the campus during 
Freshman Days. They are particularly urged to hear the opening address by 
President Charles E. Friley at the first meeting at 9:00 a. m. and to attend the 
meeting at 11 :00 a. m. for parents of students. At the latter meeting parents will 
have opportunity to meet Dean M. D. Helser and the Junior College counselors. 
Fees and Expenses 
(Fees are subject to change without notice) 
FEES 
PAYMENT OF FEES: All fees must be paid on registration day at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
REGISTRATION FEE: The registration fee is $46 per quarter for all divisions of the 
College. This fee covers the following: Laboratory fees; hospital service; use of 
library; membership in the Memorial Union; admission to athletic contests, con-
certs, lectures and debates; subscription to the several student publications. 
From the $46 Registration Fee of each undergraduate 25 cents per quarter 
( 75 cents per year) is allocated to the student publication of his division-The 
Iowa Agriculturalist, The Iowa Engineer, The Iowa Homemaker, The Iowa State 
Scientist and The Veterinary Student-for the student's subscription to the pub-
lication. 
SUMMER QUARTER FEES: For either term of the Summer Quarter the registration 
fee is $25. However, the total fee fpr both terms will not exceed the registration 
fee for each of the other quarters of the year. 
For graduate students who are staff members the fee is $12 per term. 
For the three-week term the fee is $13. 
For the eight-week Summer Camps the fee is $35. 
Special and noncollegiate students pay the same registration fee as other 
students in the division in which they arc enrolled. 
REGISTRATION FEE FOR STAFF MEMBERS Wno ARE GRADUATE STUDENTS: The 
registration fee of $15 per quarter for staff members who are graduate students 
covers the following: Laboratory fees, hospital service, use of library, membership 
in the Memorial Union, and incidentals. 
NONRESIDENT TUITION: In addition to the registration fee, all students who 
are nonresidents of Iowa, except those in the Graduate College, will be charged 
tuition as follows: 
Fall, Winter, and Spring Quarters, each ................ $70 
*Each Term of the Summer Quarter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Nonresident tuition is subject to change without notice. 
Nonresident tuition is assessed in accordance with the following regulations of 
the Iowa State Board of Education: 
1. Persons subject to nonresident tuition. Every nonresident, unless he is reg-
istered in the Graduate College, is required to pay nonresident tuition fixed 
by the Iowa State Board of Education for the work for which he is registering. 
A student who is required to pay nonresident tuition for a particular quarter 
or term will not be entitled to any refund as a result of his subsequently 
becoming a resident of the state within that quarter. 
*For the entire Summer Quarter, the total nonresident tuition wDJ be $70. 
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2. Nonresident. "Nonresident" means any person who does not have a domicile 
in the state on the day on which classes begin for the quarter for which the 
student is registering. 
A person who has resided in Iowa less than one year next preceding the 
opening day of the quarter for which he registers will be classified as a 
nonresident ; but if adequate evidence is presented as will prove a present 
Iowa domicile for such person, resident classification will be granted. 
An alien domiciled in Iowa who has not made declaration of intention of 
citizenship, as evidenced by first naturalization papers, shall be classified 
as a nonresident. 
3. Domicile, according to the principles announced by the Supreme Court of 
Iowa, is the place in which a person has a settled connection for legal pur-
poses either (1) because his home is there or (2) because it is assigned to 
him by law. In general, these principles are as follows: 
a. Every person has at all times one domicile and no person has more than 
one domicile at a time. A domicile cannot be lost until another is gained. 
b. The domicile of a wife is that of her husband. 
c. The domicile of the father during his life, and after his death the domicile 
of the mother, is the domicile of an unmarried minor; but if the father 
and mother have separate domiciles, an unmarried minor takes the domicile 
of the parent with whom he lives. If neither parent is living, his domicile 
is that of the grandparent with whom he lives, if no guardian of- his 
person bas been appointed; otherwise, it remains at the place where the 
parent with whom he lived last was domiciled. 
d. A guardian of a minor cannot change the domicile of a ward to a state 
other than the one in which the child was domiciled at the time of the 
guardian's appointment. Recognition will not be given to the guardianship 
of the person of a minor unless the guardian was appointed in the state 
in which the child was then domic'iled. 
4. The Registrar shall decide whether or not the domicile of each student is 
such as to require him to pay nonresident tuition. Appeal. from the decision 
of the Registrar may be made to a Review Committee. The finding of the 
Review Committee shall be final. 
5. Evidence: Burden of proof. The Registrar or the Review Committee is 
authorized to require such written documents, affidavits, verifications, or 
other evidences as are deemed necessary to establish the domicile of a student 
including proof of emancipation, adoption, award of custody, or appointment 
of a guardian. The burden of establishing that a student is exempt from 
paying nonresident tuition is upon the student. 
Fus FOR LIGHT CLAsSIFICATION: Students taking less than the usual schedule 
pay at the rate of $5 per quarter credit. The minimum charge is $15. By an 
additional payment of $5 per quarter, such students will be entitled to admis-
sion to athletic contests, concerts, lectures and debates, and to subscription to 
the student publications. 
LATE REGISTRATION: An undergraduate student who does not complete his 
registration and classification on the regular registration days will be required 
to pay $2 extra if he registers on the day following the last registration day. 
For each day thereafter $1 is added. The maximum charge is $10. 
A graduate student who does not complete his registration and da~ification by 
noon of the Saturday following the regular registration days will be charged a 
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late registration fee as follows: If he reg6ters on the following Monday, the fee 
is $2. For each day thereafter $1 is added. The maximum charge is $10. 
This charge applies only to students in residence the preceding quarter. 
Music FEES: Students must register at Music Hall each quarter before they be-
gin their lessons. Students who register late will not be charged for lessons missed 
because of late registration. All fees are payable at the Treasurer's Office before 
the registration is complete. Single lessons will be charged at the rate of $2.50. 
Voice-10 lessons per quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . $24.00 
Piano-10 lessons per quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 
Piano-10 lessons per quarter for children under high school age . . . . 16.00 
Brass and Reed Instruments-lo lessons per quarter . • . . . . 16.00 
Harmony, class lesson per quarter . . . 10.00 
Violin-10 lessons per quarter . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 
Organ-10 lessons per quarter . . . . . • . 20.00 
Violoncello-10 lessons per quarter . . . . 20.00 
Practice Room, one hour each day of the quarter 3.00 
Organ practic~, one hour each day for the quarter . 8.00 
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RESIDENCE HALLS, PAMMEL COURT, 
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING 
Eight residence halls provide excellent housing facilities for approximately 
1,200 women. Two residence halls plus the annexes provide housing facilities 
for approximately 1,300 men. Over 1,100 units in temporary structures are avail-
able for veterans and their families at Pammel Court. 
Each student who desires to Jive in a residence hall or in Pammel Court is 
required to deposit $10 with the Director of Residence for the reservation of a 
room. The deposit will be retained until the room is released at the end of the 
quarter or at any time of withdrawal from college because of illness or for any 
reason beyond the student's control. At such time the entire $10 deposit will 
be refunded, or such portion of it as the condition of the room may justify. If 
a request for cancellation of the room reservation is not received the deposit 
will be forfeited. Address all correspondence concerning rooms to the Director 
of Residence, Friley Hall, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
The Residence Hal1s are operated on the American plan and the f ec for the 
quarter covers room and board. The cost of room and board in the residence 
halls for the academic year 1949-50 will be about $460. This fee is subject to 
change depending upon costs. The charge for each term or quarter is payable 
on registration day. Those applying for accommodations in the residence halls 
should realize that rooms are rented for the entire academic year. 
WOMEN: All undergraduate women are required to secUTe rooms through 
the Office of the Director of Residence and to live in residence halls unless 
special arrangement is made. Rooms are furnished with single beds and mattresses, 
chest of drawers, study tables, straight chairs and one pull-up chair. Students 
furnish their own bedding including mattress pad, pillow and bed linens as well 
as towels, curtains and throw rugs. 
MEN: Rooms in the residence haJls are f umished with single doubledeck 
beds, mattresses, chest of drawers, individual study desks and chairsO Students 
are expected to furnish their own bedding, including mattress pad, pillow and 
bed linens as well as towels, curta~ns and throw rugs. 
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PAMMEL COURT 
The college has provided 1,061 units consisting of trailers, quonset huts, 
barracks apartments and demountable houses for veterans and their families 
at Pammel Court, adjacent to the campus. In addition to the above, the 
coJlege has available 200 lots for rental to students desiring to park private 
trailers or to cons.truct temporary houses. •Detailed information concerning rental 
of units in the Veterans Housing Project will be sent upon request. Address 
correspondence to the Director of Residence, Friley Hall, Ames, Iowa. 
OFF-CAMPUS 
Information regarding rooms off-campus may be secured by addressing the 
Director of Residence, Friley Hall, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. New 
students are advised to arrange for rooms before th,e opening of the quarter. 
The prices of rooms off-campus at present are as follows: Where two occupy 
a room $3 to $4 a week for each occupant ; where one occupies a room, $3 to 
$5 a week. Students arc expected to furnish their own linens. Board, at the 
time this goes to press, may be obtained for from $10 to $12 a week. The cost of 
room and board ranges from $13 to $16 a week. 
Each student mtJst arrange for a room before registration. Board may be 
arranged for by the student after reaching Ames. 
For information of students and others interested, the Student Housing Com-
mittee has prepared a standard set of requirements for householders furnishing 
rooms to students. The committee reserves the right to forbid students to room 
in houses which do not meet these requirements. Copies of the regulations may 
he obtained by applying to the Director of Residence. 
ESTIMATE OF NECESSARY EXPE~SES FOR THE AVERAGE 
STUDENT DURING HIS FIRST YEAR IN COLLEGE 
GJ bO .... i:l ~ ~ ;:::l ·c: ·- GJ ..... GJ 13 <'CS s:= _.., GJ i:l ;:::l GJ ·-i::: GJ 0 C.I ·c: C.I u ·- s i::: i::: ·-·;:: CIJ "tj t:t 0 0 GJ .... Q) t:.t i::: ·- GJ tt: ~ u ~ ~ ~ en > 
Men Men Women Men Women Men 
Registration Fee ...... ... $138 $138 $138 $138 $138 $138 
Books and Supplies ........ 50 *75 50 50 50 65 
Board and Room ........ 460 460 460 460 460 460 
Gymn. Suit .............. 5 5 6 5 6 5 
Total ........... $653 $678 $654 $653 $654 $668 
Note: Rising food prices may necessitate an increase in the charge for board and room. 
Students who are not residents of the State of Iowa should add $210 a year for 
tuition. Nonresident tuition is subject to change without notice. 
The above estimates do not include the cost of clothing, transportation, an.d 
incidentals. The student's ~eneral expenses in addition to the items listed above 
are subject to the personal habits of the individual and vary according to the 
de~rce of economy exercised. 
Prospective freshmen should consider carefully the cost of the first year. No 
one should enter college unless he has money, in his own right, or from friends. 
to meet his expenses for the freshman year. 
•students who have drawing Instruments and a slide rule may deduct from $35 to $40 from 
this figure. 
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LOANS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 
LAVERNE Non.s Scnm.ARSHIP FOR WoRLD \VAR I VETERANS AND THEIR 
DESCENDANTS: LaVerne Noyes of the class of 1872 left by his will a large portion 
of the income from his estate to be used in certain colleges and universities for 
assistance to students who served in World War I or to their descendants. The 
fund is administered by the Loan Fund Committee of the College. These scholar-
ships are recommended only for students of good standing needing assistance. 
These scholarships are not granted until the second quarter in residence. If 
his first quarter mid-term marks are satisfactory the student may then make 
application to the Chairman of the Loan Committee. 
The Student Loan Office handles two types of loan funds administered by a 
committee of the faculty. Information concerning either type loan may be 
obtained from the Director of Student Loans, Room 104, Beardshear Hall. 
EMERGENCY LOANS. Loans are available to all students from an emergency 
fund. Money is loaned through this fund on a short time basis at any time 
during the quarter provided the student meets the scholastic requirements, and 
must be repaid before the final examinations for that term are taken. 
GRADUATE LOANS. Graduate students may make loans on a short time basis 
through the Graduate Loan Fund. 
LOANS ro BE PAID AFTER GRADUATION. Such loans are available to sophomore, 
junior and senior students of Iowa and bordering states who have good collegiate 
records and who meet the other requirements of the committee. 
In addition, the following organizations are also assisting students: Federated 
Women's Clubs, P.E.O. Society, Knights Templar, Rotary Clubs, and churches. 
GENE\"A SCHOLARSHIP: The Faculty Women's Club contributes $50 toward 
the expenses of a delegate to the Y. W. C. A. Central Student Conference at Lake 
Geneva. This fund is awarded each Spring Quarter to a sophomore student. 
Scholarship, accomplishment in Y. W. C. A. work, interest in general college 
activities, and personality are the points considered in making the award. 
}uLIA McCULLOCH SMITH MEMORIAL AWARD: A prize of $25 is awarded to 
the senior woman making the highest average in scholarship during at least seven 
consecutive quarters preceding January 1 of her senior year. The award is given 
only to a student who is unquestionably high in rharactrr, in initiative, and in 
intellectual attainment. 
A. A. U. W. FELLOWSHIP: The Ames branch of the American Association of 
University Women offers an annual fellowship which includes tuition, board and 
room, to a foreign woman student. 
General Regulation_s 
DISCIPLINE: The discipline of the College is confined mainly to dismissing those 
who prove, on fair trial, to be too independent to submit to needful authority, or too 
mdiff erent to take advantage of their opportunities. The final decision in all cases 
of discipline rests with the President of the College, except when he delegates 
such power in particular cases to the deans or to some one of the standing 
committees of the faculty. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR COLLEGE: The Junior College includes all students in the 
freshman and sophomore classes; the Senior College, all students in the junior 
and senior classes. 
NUMBER OF CREDITS: No student may classify in more than the maximum 
number of hours allowed in his curriculum per quarter unless by his previous 
record be has shown exceptional ability. The student will be allowed to drop 
such extra work only upon permission of the classifying dean; he may be 
required to drop it in case this or any other work in his schedule is being carried 
unsatisfactorily. 
In general, students failing in any portion of a quarter's work will not be 
allowed to take full classification for the next quarter. 
CLASSIFICATION: No student may be admitted to any class or dropped from 
it except by authority of the classifying officer. Students may not classify ·in 
conflicting courses without the approval of the departments concerned. 
Students are required to classify in back studies at the earliest opportunity. 
Any exception to this rule must be for a good reason and must be approved by 
the classifying officer. 
Before a student may change from one division to another he must secure 
the approval of the dean of the division to which he wishes to transfer. Before 
a student may change from one curriculum to another in the same division he 
must secure the approval of the dean of the division and the head of the 
curriculum to which he wishes to change. Junior collrge students must also 
secure the approval of the Dean of the Junior College. 
MARKING SYSTEM: The following system is used by instructors in reporting 
marks to the Registrar: A, Exceptionally high; B, Superior; C, Average; D, Low-
est passing mark; E, Condition; F, Failure; W, Withheld; X, Dropped. For 
graduate students the lowest passing mark is C. Graduate students may also be 
given the mark P, Pass, to indicate satisfactory progress in Research, Special 
Topics or "Required" courses. 
QUALITY POINTS: For each credit earned, the student receives quality points, 
according to the m~rk attained as follows: A, 4 points; B, 3 points; C, 2 points; 
D, 1 point; E and F, 0 points. 
GRADUATION: A student intending to be graduated shall not be eligible if he lacks 
at the beginning o[ his last quarter more credits, not including "Conditions" or 
"Withhelds," than the number in which he would be entitled to classify as 
determined by his average for the preceding quarter. A stuCient shai1 not have the 
privilege of removing "Conditions" of "Withhelds" or securing substitutions later 
than the middle of the quarter in which he i~ to be graduated. !\o credits will be 
accepted after this date for any coursec:; except those included in the classification 
of the current quarter. · 
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An average of at least 2 quality points per credit in aH courses taken is required 
for graduation. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM COi.LEGE: If a student severs bis connection with the 
College, he shall obtain an Order to Settle from the Director of Personnel, Room 
119, Beardshear Hall. The College will refund the unused portion of the 
registration fee, deducting 10 per cent for each week of attendance. No refund 
is made if the student bas been in attendance six weeks or longer. 
TRANscRIPT OF RECORD: Any person who has attended College is entitled to 
a certified statement of the work he bas completed. His transcript will be sent 
without charge to the Registrar of another college or to a prospective employer. 
A fee of $1 will be charged for each additional original copy and SO cents for 
each carbon copy when ordc!red at the same time as an original copy. 
ENGI.ISH REQumEMENTS: Skill in the use of the mother tongue is becoming 
more a,nd more important. As a result, the College has adopted the policy of 
granting diplomas only to those students whose written and spoken use of the 
language measures up to a fair standard of clearness and accuracy. All students 
are required to take English composition throughout the freshman year and 
nearly all at least one course in speech subsequently. All seniors must pass an 
examination in English as a requirement for graduation. Graduate students are 
required to pass a similar examination before registering for their second quarter's 
work in the Graduate College. Students who transfer from other colleges are 
required to take an examination in English; those who do not use the language 
dearly and correctly will be required to take remedial work in English without 
credit. 
After students have completed their required English, they may receive advice 
and help in maintaining or increasing their skill in the use of the language from 
members of the Department of English and Speech who serve as the staff of the 
Writing Clinic, the services of which are available to all sophomores, juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students. The Speech Clinic, maintained by the Department 
of English and Speech, is open to all students who wish advice concerning speech 
problems. . 
LmRARY REQUIREMENTS: Independent study and investigation through the use 
of books and libraries enables students to grow intellectually and professionally in 
college and afterward. For this reason the College requires all students to be given 
instruction and practice in how to locat~-~~e..published literature of their respective 
major fields of study. 
Freshman students receive instruction in the use of books and libraries as a part 
of their orientation work. Uvdergraduate students entering with advanced stand-
ing are required to take the course required of freshmen unless they have bad com-
parable work elsewhere. 
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EXAMINATIONS IN BACK WORK 
For matriculated students, examinations in back work will be conducted at the 
opening of the fall quarter, on September 15 and 16. Information as to the 
location of the examination may be obtained from the department office. 
The examinations are scheduled as follows: 
THURSDAY 
8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. 
Engineering Drawing, Farm Crops. Mining Engineering, Physics, Zoology. 
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 M. 
Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mathematics. Forestry, Geology. 
Veterinary Medicine, Vocational Education. 
1.00 P.M. to 3:00 P.M. 
Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Military, Landscape 
Architecture. 
3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Psychology, Government, History. 
FRIDAY 
s·oo A.M. to 10:00 A.M. 
Animal Husbandry, Ceramic Engineering, Chemistry, Horticulture, Industrial 
Education. 
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 M. 
Architectural Engineering, Botany, Dairy Industry, Economics, English, 
Sociology. 
1 :00 P.M. to 3:00 P.M. 
Technical Journalism, Genetics, Home Economics, Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics, Speech. 
J·oo P.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Agricultural En~ineering, Modern Language, Bacteriology, Library, Soils. 
For the winter quarter, examinations will be given on January 3, 1950, the 
hours being the same as given above. For the spring quarter, examinations will 
be given on March 21, 1950, the hours being the same as above. For the summer 
quarter, examinations will be given on June 10, 1950, and July 18, 1950. The 
conflicts will be arranged by the departments concerned. 
Division of Agriculture 
H. H. Kn.DEE, M.S., D.Agr., Dean of Division of Agriculture, Curtiss Hall, 
Room 123N 
]oHN Mn.TON HOLCOMB, M.S., Assistant to the Dean, Curtiss Hall, Room 1225 
The departments in the Division of Agriculture are: Agricultural Engineering 
(administered jointly with the Division of Engineering), Agronomy, Animal 
Husbandry, Dairy Industry, Forestry, Genetics, Horticulture, Landscape Architec-
ture, Poultry Husbandry, Technical Journalism, Vocational Education, and Eco-
nomics and Sociology (administered jointly with the Division of Science). The 
faculty of the division is made 'Up of the members of all the departments within 
the division and representatives of the departments in other divisions whose work 
serves to prepare agricultural students for a better mastery of technical work in 
agriculture. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE. The agricultural division, through the placement office, 
supplements and coordinates the efforts made by the departments to establish 
definite contacts with those industries, commercial organizations, and federal and 
state agencies that employ men who have had technical training in any of the 
departments of agriculture. This service includes the assistance given the 
members of each graduating class, the alumni and former students who desire to 
change positions, and the undergraduates who temporarily drop out of college 
or who seek agricultural or commercial experience during vacation periods. 
HONOR FRATERNITIES. There are two national honorary agricultural fraternities 
that have chapters at the Iowa State College-Alpha Zeta and Gamma Sigma 
Delta. A chapter of Tau Sigma Delta, an honorary fraternity in the fine arts, 
selects its membership from the students in Landscape Architecture. Sigma Della 
Chi is the honorary fraternity for studens in Technical Journalism. Among the 
other honor fraternities open to students in the Division of Agriculture are the 
following: 
Sigma Xi .................. All College .......... Men and Women 
Phi Kappa Phi. . .... A'II College .......... Men and Women 
Mortar Board. . . . . ....... All College .......... Women 
Cardinal Key ............... All College .......... Men 
CLUBS. Clubs and agricultural organizations include: Agricultural Economics 
Club, Agricultural Education Club, Agricultural Journalism Club, Block and 
Bridle Club, Dairy Club, Dairy Cattle Club, Farm Operation Club, Forestry 
Club, Horticultural Club, Iowa Student Branch of the American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers, Poultry Club, Student Section of the American Society 
of Agronomy, and Vistonian Club. 
AWARDS. Students of the Division of Agrkulture are eligible for special awards 
and scholarships. 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP. The John Clay Agricultural Jour-
nalism Fund provides an income which permits the award of a graduate assistant-
ship in agricultural journalism. 
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SEARS ROEBUCK AND COMPANY AGRICULTURAL SCHOLARSHIPS. For the college 
year 1949-50, Sears, Roebuck and Company have made available to the Iowa 
State College an Agricultural Scholarship Fund which will provide several $200 
scholarships to freshman students enrolled in the Division of Agriculture. The 
primary objective of the fund is to make it possible for superior, but financially 
handicapped, farm boys to get a start of one year in a college of agriculture. 
The awards will be made to farm boys on the basis of scholarship, need, desire 
to study agriculture, character, and record of activities. 
AGRICULTURAL FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS. The Iowa State College Agri-
cultural Foundation provides annually five $200 scholarships for agricultural 
freshmen enrolled in the Division of Agriculture. These scholarships are available 
to superior, but financially handicapped, first-year agricultural students. They 
are awarded to farm boys whose residence is on an Iowa farm, and who are en-
rolled in one of the following curricula in the Division of Agriculture: Agricultural 
Economics, Agricultural Education, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Dairy 
Husbandry, Farm Operation, Horticulture, or Poultry Husbandry. 
KNIGHTS OF Ax-SAR-BEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND. This fund has been established 
by the Governors of the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben, Omaha, Nebraska, to provide 
financial assistance to farm boys from western Iowa who are working part, or all, 
of their way through college. Four scholarships, $300 each, will be awarded an-
nually to third quarter freshmen enrolled in Agricultural Economics, Agricultural 
Education, Agronomy, Horticulture, Animal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry, Farm 
Operation, or Poultry Husbandry. One-ninth of the award will be paid at the 
beginning of each quarter, beginning with the Sophomore year, and continuing 
during the Junior and the Senior years so long as the student maintains a satisfac-
tory scholastic record. 
WNAX AGRICULTURAL SCHOLARSHIP. The WNAX Broadcasting Company an-
nually provides a $300 scholarship to be awarded to a boy from a farm home 
who has completed his freshman year in the Division of Agriculture. The selec-
tion of the recipient is based on outstanding scholarship, promise of leadership, 
character and financial need. 
WMT FARM RAD10 SCHOLARSHIP. This scholarship provides $1000. This sum 
will be paid to a selected junior for full-time work as assistant to the farm editor 
of WMT during the three summer months and for part-time service as campus 
correspondent for WMT during the subsequent academic year. Applicants will 
be expected to have shown aptitude in farm radio journalism and be interested 
in such a career. 
THE BORDEN AGRICULTURAL SCHOLARSHIP AwARD. This award of $300 will be 
presented annually to that eligible student in the Division of Agricµlture who, 
upon entering his senior year of study, has achieved the highest average grade 
of all other similarly eligible students in all preceding college work. Those students 
will be eligible for the award who have included in their curricula two or more 
dairy courses. 
FARMERS NATIONAL COMP.ANY SCHOLARSIDP FUND. The Farmers National 
Company, Omaha, Nebraska, is making a $500 four-year scholarship award 
available on alternate years, beginning with the Fall Quarter of 194 7. The 
scholarship will be paid in the amount of $125 per school year. It is avai"lable 
only to scholastically superior male students who had farm experience and are 
interested in farm management. 
POULTRY INDUSTRY SCHoLARSmP FUND. This fund of over two thousand dol-
lars has been established by Poultry Industry members of Iowa to provide scholar-
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ships amounting to $225 a year for undergraduate students ma1oring in Poultry 
Husbandry. These scholarship awards are made to assist superior, but financially 
handicapped, students who are interested in preparing themselves to work in 
some branch of the Poultry Industry. 
These scholarships are limited to Iowa boys and girls and the selection of the 
recipients is based on 'Scholastic effort, character, financial need and promise of 
leadership. 
JoHN MORRELL & COMPANY AwARD. This is an annual award of $25 to each 
of the four members of the Intercollegiate Meat Judging Team made by the ] ohn 
Morrell Packing Company of Ottumwa, Iowa. The money is to be used in defraying 
expenses in attending the intercollegiate meat judging contest at the Chicago 
International. 
CHARLES LATHROP PACK PERMANENT FORESTRY PRIZE FuND. This fund of two 
thousand dollars has been provided by Charles Lathrop Pack, who was one of 
the leading conservationists of the country. The annual income from this fund is 
to be used for prizes in developing more effective writing and speaking among 
technical forestry students. The topics may deal with any forestry or closely 
related subject. The competition is open to all forestry students. 
GAMMA SIGMA Di:;LTA-ALPHA ZETA SCHOLARSHIP PRIZE. To encourage superior 
work and to reward the student for conscientious effort during his freshman year, 
the honor societies of Gamma Sigma Delta and Alpha Zeta arc jointly offering 
a prize to the freshman student having the best scholastic record in the Division 
of Agriculture. 
GEORGE GUND ANIMAL HUSBANDRY SCHOLARSHIP. This scholarship of $300 is 
given annually by Mr. George Gund of the Gund Realty Company of Cleveland, 
Ohio. It is awarded by the animal husbandry staff to the senfor student majoring 
in animal husbandry, who as a junior made the best record in scholarship, 
character, and initiative. 
RusSELL I. KLoPP MEMORIAL. Dr. Henry I. Klopp has established a fund in 
memory of bis son, Russell I. Klopp, who lost his life shortly after graduation in 
1923. The income of this fund, approximately $20, is offered as a prize each year 
to the senior student in horticulture who has made the highest average standing 
during his junior and senior years. 
'GEORGE H. WALKER PRIZE. This prize consists of the annual income of the 
permanent fund of one thousand dullars donated by George H. Walker of Boston, 
Massachusetts, one of the founden of the Walker Gordon Milk Company. It is 
awarded annually to a senior in da; ry industry and a senior in dairy husbandry 
who have made outstanding progre-s in the study of milk. 
ZIMMERMAN MEMORIAL PRIZE. Mr. W. F. Zimmerman of Chicago has estab-
lished a permanent fund in .memory of his son, Herbert, an exemplary young 
man who lost his life through an accident while enrolled as a student in the 
Department of Horticulture. The income of this fund, now not less than $20, is 
offered as a prize each year to a superior junior horticultural student. The award 
will be made on the basis of ability, scholarly attainment, character, and interest 
in affairs which are worthy of the attention of students who are preparing them· 
selves to do the best possible work as horticulturists and as citizens. 
LoAN FUNDS. Students majoring in Animal Husbandry may obtain assistance 
from the Pullman Loan Fund. Other students are eligible for assistance from 
Joan funds administered by the Director of Student Loans. 
DIVISIONS 
- -----~ 
PuBLICAnON. The students in the Division of Agriculture, under the general 
supervision and direction of the Department of Technical J oumalism, publish a 
monthly journal known as Tlze Agriculturist. The publication has taken high 
rank in its class and affords students an opportunity to get practical training and 
experience in agricultural writing. In addition, much of the meritorious work of 
advanced students in agricultural journalism is used by the agricultural press 
and by daily and weekly papers. Tlze Ames Forester is an annual published by 
the Forestry Club. The students, with the assistance of the alumni working in 
the field, have made this an attractive publication of a technical character. Horizons 
is a quarterly magazine published by the students of the Department of Landscape 
Architecture. 
CURRICULA IN AGRICULTURE 
Agriculture not only supplies the needed food, oil, fat, fiber and forest products, 
but it is the base upo.n which rests our entire national economy. 
American agriculture has made, and is making, important and urgently needed 
contributions toward solving the nutritional, economic and social problems of 
the world. 
Today, the need for men and women trained in scientific and technical agri-
culture is great. However, it is significant that the urgent need for more men 
and women trained in agriculture is neither a temporary nor a recently developed 
situati9n. 
For years there has been a large and growing demand for agricultural graduates; 
a demand which for several years has exceeded by a wide margin the number 
of ~raduates available for salaried positions. The need for trained technicians, 
educators, research workers and administrators has become greater as agriculture 
has developed and become more complex. It is obvious that a greatly increased 
number of men and women well trained in the science and art of agriculture, 
will be urgently needed during the years ahead. 
The Division of Agriculture is made up of all the departments in the College 
devoted to the various phases of technical and practical agricultural work. These 
departments vary in their subject matter fields and in the specific occupational 
objectives of their curricula. However, the basic purpose of each of them is to 
train men and women for better service to agriculture. 
The curricula in this division include courses in technical agriculture, the 
physical, biological and social sciences, and sufficient English, literature, history, 
and other supplementary courses to sustain both scientific and practical agriculture 
and to develop the agricultural student to the level of educaion in other 
professions. Instruction embraces not only the principles but also the practices of 
agriculture. The great practical value of the curricula is shown by the outstanding 
records of our graduates who are doing interesting and important work in many 
phases of agriculture. 
One of the occupational objectives of this instruction is to prepare young 
men for general farming and rural living. Other objectives are the preparation 
of managers of specialized and large scale farm enterprises; teachers in high 
schools and colleges; research workers for the federal government, agricultural 
experiment stations, and privately owned institutions; extension specialists ; county 
agricultural extension directors and extension assistants in youth activities· civil 
service appointees in agriculture and forestry; and workers in all ty~es of 
professional and commercial activities connected with agriculture. 
In an occupational analysis recently made of all who bad graduated from our 
agricultural curricula during a ten-year period, it was found that more than 
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Ql per cent of these graduates were employed in the type of work for which they 
made preparation while in college. Our graduates are proving themselves among 
the leaders in their respective fields in modern agriculture, and large numbers 
of them are filling positions of considerable respons1bility. 
The curricula provided in this division afford the student opportunity for 
pursuing study along that phase of agriculture in which he is most interested 
and to which he is best suited. 
Federal funds and annual appropriations of state funds for research and 
instruction in agriculture and the related sciences enable the collei:te authorities to 
make the fields, barns, food processing plants, gardens, and orchards function 
as laboratories of extensive and practical investigation and instruction. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of Science 
in the Department of Economics and. Sociology. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the department is 
required before graduation. 
Fall Quarter 
Livestock Problems 
A.H. 111 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 101 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 
Ee. Hist. of U.S. 
Hist. 234 
General Bfotogy 
Zool. 104 
Military 111 
Credits 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Crop Production 
Agron. 111 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 102 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 102 
General Biology 
Zool. 105 
Electives 
Military 112 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
l 
Spring Quarter 
Crop Production 
Agron. 112 
•organic Chemistry 
Chem. 264 
Prfn •. of Composition 
En~l. 103 
Ee. Hist. of U.S. 
Hist. 235 
Military 113 
Credits 
4 
s 
3 
3 
l 
17 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above each student will be required to Include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Lib. 106A (F~l); Tech. Leet., Ee. 110 (Spring); Orientation, Ag. 101, 
102; Ag. 104. 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 231 
General Genetics 
Gen. 300 
Gen. Math. & Statistics 
Math. 241 
Iotr. to Sociology 
Soc. 234 
Electives 
Military 211 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Prin. of Economics Soils 
Ee. 232 3 Agron. 154 
Gen. Math. & Statistics Livestock Problems 
Math. 242 4 A.H. 112 
Ag. Physics Prin. of Economics 
Phys. 204 3 Ee. 233 
Rural Sociology Gen. Math. & Statistics 
3 Soc. 386 3 Math. 243 4 
3 Ell'ctives 3 Electives 2 
l Military 212 l Military 213 1 
4 
3 
3 
3 
J 
4 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In hl5 schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
1. The junior and senior years will cover a minimum of ninety-nine credits, and 
will be planned to carry forward and expand the field of the student's major 
study as represented by the field of interest chosen at the end of the sophomore 
year. During the last quarter of the sophomore year a complete program will 
be worked out by the student in conference with the head of the major depart-
•students majoring in Sociology may substitute elective courses for Chem. 264. 
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ment, subject to the approval of the Dean of Agriculture. Duplicate copies 
are to' be filed in the dean's office and in the office of the Registrar. 
2. The subjects making up· the junior and senior years must ordinarily be of 
senior college rank. 
3. A minimum of thirty credits shall be chosen in the field of agricultural 
economics and rural sociology. Ordinarily, it is desirable that the minimum be 
exceeded. In addition, supporting subjects from allied departments shall be 
included in order to develop the major field more adequately. 
COURSES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS SUGGESTED FOR MAJORS 
IN AGRICULTURAL MARKETING 
Dairy Industry: Butter: Dl. 114, 207, 304; Milk: D.I. 304, 350, 558; Cheese: 
Dl. 215. 
Animal Husbandry: A.H. 254, 270, 409, 425, 475. 
Horticulture: Hort. 114, 324, 414, 415. 
Poultry: P. H. 401. 
CliRRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Administered by the Department of Vocational Education. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work approved by the department is required before 
gra.luation. Two calendar years of farm experience are required for certificates to 
teach vocational education. 
For description of courses in Vocational Education, see pages 304-310. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fnll Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter SprinJI' Quarter 
Crffiits Credits 
Crop Production Crop Production Livestock Problems 
Agron. 111 3 Agron. 112 4 A.H. 112 3 
Livestock Probltms Elements of Dairying Gen. Poultry Husbandry 
A.H. 111 3 l>.1.114 4 P.H. 101 3 
General Botany Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Bot. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
Drawing for Tenchtrs or Animal Biology General Horticulture 
Agr., I.Ed. 154 2 Zool. 106 3 Hort. 114 3 
Prin. of Composition l\lilitary 112 1 2Ag. Mathematics 
Engl. 101 3 El<'ctiv<'s 2 Math. 205 4 
M iii tary 111 1 Military 113 1 
15 17 17 
In addition to thl' course-s lasted abov<', each student will be required lo include in his schedult>. 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104; V Ed 110 
(Spring) · 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
1 Breeds of Liv~tock 1 Farm Mechanics icalentr~ 
A.H. 205 4 A.E. 254 2 A .. 2 S 2 
General Chemistry General Chemistry 1Soils and Soil Mgt. 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Agron. 154 4 
Prin. of Economics· Prin. of Economics •Qualitative Analys;. } 
Ee. 231 3 Ee. 232 1 Chem. 103 or A&p Physics Bef nning T. JI. o\pplied Organic Chem- 4 
bys. 204 3 .JI. 225 3 istry, Chem. 257 
SurvRd of Ag. Education Electives 4 Prin. of Economics v. . 211 1 Mnitary 212 1 Ee. 233 3 
Military 211 1 General Psychology 
Psych. 204 3 
Military 213 1 
16 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phfs.Ed. 2011 202, 203. 1 Required 1or students qualifying to teach vocational agriculture; optional for others. 
,.
1
•Shtu<lents desiring to elect a sequence in mathematics should substitute Math. 101 for 
" at . 205. 
•Students who enroll in Chemistry 103 must also take Chemistry 255. 
Pre-Graduate Training 
. Students interested in prrparlng for graduate training in Vocational Education should consult 
with the counselor and the bead of the department. 
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JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
1. The junior and senior years will cover a minimum of one hundred and one 
credits, and will be planned to carry forward and expand the field· of the 
student's major study as represented by the option chosen at the end of the 
sophomore year. A foundational or advanced systematic sequence of science 
or social studies may be chosen for the student's minor, non-agricultural 
teaching fields. During the last quarter of the sophomore year a complete 
program will be worked out by the student in conference with the head of 
the major department, subject to. the approval of the Dean of Agriculture. 
Duplicate copies will be filed in the dean's office and in the office of the 
Registrar. 
2. The subjects making up the junior and s<'n:or years must ordinarily be of 
senior college rank. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. A list of the courses required of students qualifying to teach vocational agri-
culture is on file in the Department of Vocational Education. These courses 
include a minimum of eighteen credits in each of the following fields: agron-
omy, animal husbandry, agricultural engineering, and economics and sociology. 
This minimum is exceeded in most cases and is supplemented by courses in 
dairy industry, forestry, horticulture, and landscape architecture. In addition, 
supporting subjects from the Division of Science are included in order to 
develop the majQr field more adequately and to meet course prerequisites. 
2. Professional courses in education and psychology must be taken to qualify for 
a teacher's certificate. The following courses are required for the Iowa 
Standard Secondary Certificate: V.Ed. 304, 305, 426; Psych. 204, 334, and 
414 or 434; Govt. 315A. Courses in special methods and supervised student 
teaching are also required. The following courses are recommended to 
strengthen the professional preparation of prospective teachers: V .Ed. 534, and 
Psych. 424. 
PRE-GRADUATE TRAINING 
Students interested in graduate training in agricultural education should con-
sult with the counselor and the head of the department, preferably as early as 
the beginning of the sophomore year. A modified curriculum will be outlined, 
subject to the approval of the classifying officer, to meet the individual needs 
of the student in preparation for graduate study. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of En-
gineering, see page 114. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM 
Administered by the Department of Technical J oumalism. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Students are required to spend the summer following their sophomore year in 
practical farm work on an approved farm and to spend the summer following 
their junior year in practical work with some approved farm journal or other paper. 
Students are expected to maintain an average of not less than B in senior college 
technical journalism courses in order to continue in this curriculum. 
There shall be a total of 15 credits of electives taken in one major line of 
agriculture. 
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FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarttr 
Credits Credits • Credits 
Livestock Problems Crop Production Crop Production 
4 A.H. 111 3 Agron. 111 3 Agron. 112 
General Botany Gen. Poul. Husbandry Livestock Problems 
Bot. 101 3 P.H. 101 3 A.H. 112 3 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Or~anic Chemistry 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 hem. 264B 5 
Prln. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 ·' General Horticulture Elements of Dairying Journalistic Vocations 
Hort. 114 3 D.I. 114 4 T.}I. 110 2 
Military 111 I Military 112 1 Military 113 1 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Soils and Soils Mgt. J>rin. of Economics General Bacteriology I 
Agron. 154 4 Ee. 232 3 Bact. 304A ' Prin. of Economics Prfr~anda Analysis Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 231 3 ng. 205 3 Ee. 233 3 
Technical Writing Ag. Mathematics American Government 
T.Jl. 221 4 Math. 205 4 Govt. 315A 3 
Hist. of American General Psychology Technical Writing 
A~rlculture Psych. 204 ·' T.}I. 223 4 Hist. 324 3 Technical Writing Prin. of Broadcasting 
Intr. to Sociology T.}I. 222 4 Speech 301 3 
Soc. 234A 3 Military 212 1 Military 213 I 
Military 211 I 
18 18 19 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Farm Mach. & Power Mgt. 1 Psychology of Advertising 
A.E. 334 4 Psych. 484 3 
Technical Writing Technical Writing 
T.Jl. 327 3 T.}I. 328 3 
Co~y Editing & Typog. Co~y Editing & Typog. 
.}I. 341 2 .Jl. 342 2 
'l!Rur. Commun. Newspaper Technical Advertising 
T.]1. 464 3 T.}I. 446 3 
Technical Advertising Radio ~eech & Production 
T.Jl. 445 3 Spee 302 3 
Electives 3 Electh·l's 3 
IS 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
International Relations Technical Writing 
Hist. 568 3 Ti. 427 3 
Technical Writing 3 Ra io Writing 
T.]1. 426 3 T.}I 475 3 
2 Mech. of Print. & Illust Radio News 
T.}I. 465 3 T.}I. 482 2 
Electives .. Electives 8 ' 
16 16 
1Courses to be omitted by advanced R.O.T.C. students 
News Photography 
T.}I. 317 
.Technical Writing 
T.}I. 329 
Co~y Editing & Typog. 
.}I. 343 
Mgt. of Tech. Journals 
T.}I. 451 
Electives 
Business Law 
Ee. 365C 
Technical Writing 
T.}I. 528 
II Broadcasting 
T.}I. 576 
Trans-Mississippi West 
Hist. 535 
Electives 
3 
3 
2 
2 
6 
16 
3 
3 
3 
3 
s 
17 
•Courses recommrnded as electives in the three fields of specialization listed may be substi-
tuted upon approval of the head of the department. 
1S.tudents taking T.Jl. 4 75 in Winter Quarter may replace T.}I. 576 by an additional 3 
cred1Lo; of electives in the spring; those planning to take T.n. 576 in the Spring Quarter will 
replace T.JI. 475 by an additional 3 credits of electives in the winter. 
Substitutions may be arranged with the approval of the head of the department for certain 
Journalism courses required in the junior and senior years. This yields greater flexibility in 
adapting thl' senior college curriculum to the needs of individual students who wish to specialize 
In such fields as those enumerated below: 
57~~udcnts preparing to enter radio should elect T.Jl. 326, 481, 483, and take both T.}I. 475 and 
The following electives are recommended for students preparing to enter the general field of 
AGRONOMY Q3 
-----------------------------........ 
agricultural writing: T.}1. 452, 453, Genetics 300. Agron. 334, A.H. 205, 407, S25, 335 or 430, 
English 2S6, 3S4 or 364. 
The following electives are recommended for students planning to enter advertising: Economics 
384, 468 and SIS, T.JI. 326. 
Students enrolled in the Division of Science may choose a major In technical journalism 
according to provisions explained on page 142. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRONOMY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work meeting the approval of the department is required 
before graduation. 
Fall Quarter 
Crop Production 
Agron. 111 
Livestock Problems 
A.H. 111 
General Botany 
Bot. 101 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 
General Horticulture 
Hort. 114 
Military 111 
Credits 
3 
3 
3 
3 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Winter Ounrter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Crop Production General Geology 
Agron. 112 4 Geo!. 200 
Grn('ral Ch('mistry Soils 
Chem 101 4 Agron. 2S4 
Prin. of Compc::!tion Livestock Problems 
Engl 102 3 A H. 112 
Elrnwnts of Dairying Genernl Chemistry 
D I. 114 4 Chem. 102 
Credits 
3 
3 
3 
4 
:'\lilitary 112 1 Prin. of Composition 
3 Engl. 103 3 
1 Military 113 1 
16 16 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
PhysEd. 101. 102, 103: Library 106A (Fall): Ag. 101, 102: Agron. 100 (Spring); Ag. 104. 
SOPHOMORE VEAR 
Forage Crops Crop Seed Soil F('rtility & Fertilizers 
Agron. 234 4 · Agron. 238 3 A$fOn. 3S4A s 
Breeds of Livestock Organic & Quantitative Beginning T. Jl, 
A.H. 211 3 Chem. 255 3 T.]l. 225 3 
Qualitative Analysis Coll('ge Algebra Or~nic & auantitntive 
Chem. 103 4 Math. 101 5 hem. 25 3 
Prin. of Economics Brerds of Livestock Principles of Econ. 
Econ. 231 3 A.H 212 3 Econ. 233 3 
Speech-Making Prin of Economics Ag. Physics 
Speech 311 ·' Eron. 232 3 Phys. 204 3 Mihtary 211 I Military 212 1 Military 213 1 
"18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be r('quired to include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202. 203. . 
Students preparing for graduate work should substitute Math. 102 for Phys. 204 In the 
Spring Qmtttrr. Thry may also substitute Chem. 211 and 212 for Chem. 255 and 256. 
Genernl Bacteriology I 
Bact. 304A 
El. Plant Physiology 
Bot. 205 
*Electives 
Intr. to Sociology 
Soc. 234A 
Soil Management 
A~n. 454 
Semmar 
Agron. 411 
General Plant Ecology 
Bot. 424 
American Gov('rnment 
Govt. 3I5A 
*Electives 
*See page 94. 
s 
4 
5 
3 
17 
3 
\ 
7 
17 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Crop Management 
Agrnn 414 3 
Hic;t of American Agric. 
Hi~. 324 3 
General Genetics 
Grn 300 3 
*Electives 8 
17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Cereal & Forage Crop Br. 
Agron 524 4 
Snil Bactrriology 
AftT"n 58 s 3 
Semmar 
Agron 451 1 
*Electi\'('<: 9 
16 
Soil Cons. & Eros. Control 
Agron. 464 3 
Gen<'ral Plant Pathology 
Bot. 207 4 
Soil and Water Conserva-
tion1 Ag. Eng. 306 3 
*Electives 7 
Animal Feeding 
A.H. 414 
Farm Insects 
Zoo!. 374 
• Ell'ctivcs 
17 
s 
4 
8 
17 
94 DIVISIONS 
*ELECTIVES IN VARIOUS FIELDS OF INTEREST 
The curriculum !n Agronomy offers a total of 44 elective credits in the junior and senior 
years. This provides opportunity for students either (1) to obtain a broad training in Agronomy 
and related fields of interest, (2) to specialize in one of several phases of Agronomy, or 
(3) to prepare for graduate studies by electing sequences of courses in allied science. 
Electives are to be chosen in conference with the senior college counselor and the head of the 
department. Ten of the elective credits should be in Agronomy. 
Broad Training 
Students who are interested in positions which will require a broad knowledge of agriculture 
and want to take considerable work in agronomy and closely related fields of interest will 
elect various courses and course sequences to meet their particular needs. The electives will be 
taken not only lu agronomy and closely-related fields of agriculture, but also in the social sciences 
and humanities. 
Specialfaed Training 
The courses listed below are suggested as electives for students who wish specialized training 
in these several fields of Interest. 
Commucial Seed Production or Seed Technology • 
Agron. 336; Agron. (Bot.) 338; Agron. (Bot.) 438; Agron. 514; Agron. 534; Agron. 
(Bot.) 538; Bot. 206; Bot. 556; Bot. 554; other electives, 16 er. 
Soll Consut1allon Plannirrg 
Agron. 473, 534, 565, 577; Econ. 334, 430; A.E., 306, 324; For. 320; other electives, 16 er. 
Soil Su"1cy and Land Appraisal 
Agron. 473, 474, 553, 575, 577: Econ. 334, 440; A.E. 306, 489; other electives, 18 er. 
Pre-Graduate Training 
Students Interested In preparing for graduate studies in any of the three major fields should 
consult with the head of the department as early in their college work as possible-preferably 
by the beginning of the sophomore rear. A sequence of courses will be outlined, including those 
lfsted below; where desirable, certain substitutions will be arranged with. the approval of the 
classifying officer and the substitution committee. 
Farm Crops 
Bot. 206, 404, 554, 556; Chem. 331, 332, 333; M.L. 231, 232, 233; other electives, 17 er. 
Soils 
Chem. 321, 322: Physics 211, 212; Math. 211, 212; ML. 231, 232, 233; other electives, 
12 er. 
Agricultural Climatology 
Physics 211, 212, 324, 325 and 334; M.L. 231, 232; Math. 211, 212; other electives, 13 er. 
CURRICULUM IN ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the department is required 
before graduation. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Crop Production Crop Production Farm Mechanics 
Agron. 111 3 Agron. 112 4 A.E. 254 2 Li\•estock Problems General Chemistry Livestock Problems A.H. Ill 3 Chem. 101 4 A.H. 112 3 Livestock Management Prin. of Composition General Chemistry A.H. 125 2 Enid. 102 3 Chem. 102 4 General Botany General Horticulture Elements of Dairying Bot. 101 3 Hort. 114 3 D.I. 114 4 Prin. of Composition Military 112 1 Prin. of Composition Engl. IOI 3 Engl. 103 3 Military Ill 1 Military 113 l 
15 15 17 
In addition to the courses Jisted above. each studrnt will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Tech Leet AH 110 (Spring)· on·entat1·on 
Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104. . .• . . ' • 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 9~ 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Qunrlcr 
Breeds of Livestock Breeds of Livestock H"8r& Pasture Crops 
Crediu 
A.H. 211 3 A.H.- 212 3 on. 334 3 
Qualitative Analysis Orf:hcic & Quantitative Farm Meats 
Chem. 103 4 hem. 255 3 A.H. 270 3 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics O~anic & Quantitative 
Ee. 231 3 .Ee. 232 3 hem. 256 3 
Anat. Domestic Animals A\i Mathematics Prin. of Economics 
Vet. Anal. 217 J ath. 205 4 Ee. 233 3 
Animal Biology Speech-Making Ag. Physics 
Zool. 109 4 Speech 311 3 Phys. 204 3 
Military 211 1 Mihtary 212 l Military 213 1 
18 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be requirl"d to include in his schedule: 
Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Soils Soil Fert. & Fertilizers Farm Mach. & Power Mgt. 
Agron. 254 3 Agron. 354A s A.E. 334 4 
Animal Nutrition General Bacteriology Livestock Judging 
A.H. 318 3 Bact. 304A s A.H. JOS 2 
Intr. to Sociology General Genetics Animal Breeding 
Soc. 234A 3 Gen. 300 3 A.H. 350 3 
Ph~ol. of Dom. Animals Electives 4 Farm Mgt. and Organ. 
et.Phys. 364 3 Ee. 330 3 
Embryology Electives 5 
Zool. 334 J 
Electives 3 
18 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Soil Management Swine Prod. & Mktg. Horse Prod. & Mktg. 
Agron. 454 3 A.H. 425 3 A.H. 424 z 
Mkt. Cl. & Gr. of Live- Milk Prod. & Herd l\lgt. Beef Cattle Prod. & Mktg. 
stock A.H. 409 2 A.H. 434 z A.H. 427 3 
Sbee~ Prod. & Mktg. Herd-Book Study Hist. of American Agrfc. 
A •• 429 2 A.H. 460 3 Hist. 324 3 
American Government Farm Bl®. & Equip.} Electives 9 
Govt. 315A 3 A.E. 489 or 3 
Electives 7 Farm Insects or 
Zool. 374 4 
Electives 5 or 6 
17 17 17 
The following courses are suggested as electives for students maJonng in Animal Husbandry 
or Dairy Husbandry who wish to prepare for these special fields: 
Livestock and Dairy Farming and Farm Management. Animal Husbandry 403, 530; Poultry 
Husbandry 101; Economics 335, 365C, 435; Veterinary Hygiene 427; Agronomy 464; 
English 404. 
Extension Work. Agronomy 464, Tl'chnical Journalism 225: Vocational Educ:ition 466, 467; 
Sociology .386, 487; Psychology 204; Speech 312; English 404. 
Commercial. Creamery, Meat Packin~. Feed Manufacture, etc. Economics 335, 365C: Animal 
Husbandry 403, 475, 518, Chemistry 474; Bacteriology 535; English 404. 
Graduate Work. Students interested in graduate training in Animal Husbandry or DnlrY 
Husbandry should consult with the head of the department as early in their college work 
as possible. preferably. in the first year. Electives and substitutions for certain required 
courses will be arranged to meet the needs of the individual student in preparation for 
graduate study. 
Q6 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
Administered by the Department of Animal Husbandry. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the department is required 
before graduation. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fnll Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Crop Production Crop Production Farm Mechanics 
Agron. 111 3 Agron. 112 4 A.E. 254 2 
Livestock Problems General Chemistry Livestock Problems 
A.H. 111 3 Chem 101 4 A.H. 112 3 
Livestock Management Prin. of Composition Genernl Chemistry 
A.H. 125 2 Engl. 102 3 Chem. 102 4 
Genernl Botany General Horticulture Elements of Dairying 
Bot. 101 3 Hort. 114 3 D.I. 114 4 
Prin. of Composition !\lilitary 112 1 Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 103 3 
Military 111 1 Military 113 1 
15 IS 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fnll); Tech. Leet., A.H. 110 (Spring); Orientation, 
Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fnll Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Breeds of Livestock Breeds of Livestock H1% & Pasture Crops 
A.H. 211 3 A.H. 212 3 gron. 334 3 
Qunlitative Annlysls Or~anic & ~uantltative Farm Meats 
Chem. t03 4 hem. 2 5 3 A.H. 270 3 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Or~anic & Quantitative 
Ee. 231 3 Ee. 232 3 hem 256 3 
Anat. Domestic Animnls Ag Mathematics Prin. of Economics 
Vet. Anat. 217 3 Math. 205 4 Ee. 233 3 
Anfmnl Biology Speech-Making Ag. Physics 
Zool. 109 4 Speech 311 3 Phys. 204 3 
Military 211 1 Military 212 1 Military 213 1 
18 17 16 
In addition to the courses listt'd above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202. 203. 
Soils 
Agron. 254 3 
Gf'nernl Bacteriology I 
Bnct. 304A S 
Physiol. of Dom. Animals 
VeLPhys. 364 3 
Embryology 
Zool. 334 J 
Electives 3 
Fnll Quarter 
Milk Production 
A.H. 434 
Soil Management 
Agron. 454 
Milk Secretion 
A.H. 535 
Electives 
17 
Credits 
2 
3 
2 
10 
17 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Animal Nntrition 
A.H. 318 
Dairy Bacteriology 
D.I. 350 
General Genetics 
Gen. 300 
Intr. to Sociology 
Soc 234A 
Electi\'es 
SENIOR YEAR 
Winte,r Quarter 
American Government 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
17 
Credits 
Govt. 315A 3 
Dy. H. Seminar 
A.H. 539 2 
Dairy_ Farm Problems 
A.H 536 5 
Electives 7 
17 
Soil Fert. & Fertilizers 
Agron. 354A 5 
Adv. Study Dairy Breeds 
A.H. 335 4 
Animal Breeding 
A.H. 350 3 
Electives S 
17 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Market Milk 
D.1. 305 3 
Insemination of Fann 
Animnls. A.H. 530 3 
Hist. of American Agric. 
Hist. 324 3 
El ecti vt"S 8 
17 
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CURRICULUM IN DAIRY INDUSTRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
FRESHMAN \'EAR 
Dair~ Mechanics General Chemistry Soils and Soil l\fgL 
A .. 157 2 Chem. 102 4 ~~ron. 154 4 
Livestock Problems :Milk Test. & Inspect. Qua 1tative Analysis 
A.H. 104 2 D.I. 116 5 Chem. 103 4 
General Chemistry Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Chem. 101 4 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
Elements. of Dairying General Psychology College Algebra 
D.I. 114 4 Psych. 204 3 Math. 101 s 
Prin. of Composition l\lilitnry 112 1 Military 113 1 
Engl. 101 3 
Military 111 - 1 
16 16 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag 101, 102, Ag. 104; Tee. Leet.. 
D.I. 110 (Spring). 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Forage Crops Quantitative Analysis Organic Chemistry 
Agron. 234 4 Chem. 212 4 Chem. 264B 5 
Quantitative Analysis Judging Dairy Prod. Cheese Manufacture 
Chem. 211 4 D.I. 207 1 D.I. 215 5 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 201 3 Ee. 202 J Ee. 203 3 
Plane Trigonometry Prfra~anda Analysis Hist. of Am. Agr. 
Math. 102A 5 ng. 205 3 Hist. 324 3 
Military 211 1 Bef nning T.Jl. Military 213 1 
.JI. 225A 3 
SpeeCh-Making 
Speech 211 3 
l\iihtary 212 1 
17 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be requir<'d to include in his schedule: 
Phys. Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
General Bacteriology 
Bact. 304A 
Dairy Chemistry 
Chem. 347 
Accounting I 
Ee. 384C 
Electivt's 
Dai~ Cattle Feed. & 
A .. 337 . 
Condensed Milk Prod. 
D.I. 404 
Seminar 
D.I. 405 
Electives 
5 
s 
4 
3 
17 
Mgt. 
3 
4 
2 
7 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Adv. Dairy Chem. 
Chem. 348 5 
Judging Dairy Products 
D.I. 308 1 
Dairy Bacteriology 
D.I. 350 
Electives 
SENIOR YEAR 
Dair~ Machinery 
A .. 339 
M~. of Dairy Plants 
.I. 504 
Electives 
5 
6 
17 
5 
6 
4 
15 
Manufacture of Butter 
D.I. 304 
Market Milk 
D.I. 305 
Mfg. of Ice Cream 
D.l. 306 
Tech. Advertising 
T.Jl. 325 
5 
5 
5 
2 
17 
Milk Inspection 1 
D.I. 558 or 4 
Bact. of Butter & f or 
Cheesei.D.1. 559 J 5 
Business aw I 
Ee. 365C 3 
American GovemmP.nt 
Govt. 315A 3 
Electives 4 or 5 
15 
MAJOR IN DAIRY INDUSTRY AND ECONOMICS 
Students desiring to major in this field will be rt'quired to take a minimum of 12 credits 
selected from the following courses in Economics: 304 335, 368, 385, 407, 441 · Agron. 234 
may be omitted. Students classify in Math. 242 inst~ of Math 102A. and in l\fath 243. 
MAJOR IN DAIRY INDUSTRY AND CHEMISTRY 
Students who wish to major in this field preparing themselves for research work in dairy 
industry will be required to include the following courses: M.L. 411, 412, 413, or M.L. 441. 
442, 443; Chem. 321, 322, 323, 331, 332, 333~ 474; Math. lOJA 211. 212, 213; Phys. 213; 
D.I. 559. The following courses may be omittea: Chem. 264B; .E. 157; Hort. 114; Agron. 
234; Ee. 231, 232, 233, 384; A.H. 337. Inasmuch as the sequences of chemistry courses plus 
the hours required will not permit the completion of this joint major in four years, it Is desirable 
to complete a year's work (45 quarter credits) at some approved coll~ge before enterinJI, or to 
take an extra year at this institution. If the former, 9 quarter credits each in English and 
modem language and 12 quarter credits in general chemistry should be included. 
98 DMSIONS -------
CURRICULUM IN FARM OPERATION 
Administered by the Department of Agriculture 
This curriculum is intended for those students who are looking forward to 
general farming as their lifework. It is, therefore, designed to develop those 
understandings, abilities, and attitudes which are essential to (a) efficient farm 
operation and management, (b) effective participation as a citizen and leader in 
a rural community, and (c) personal satisfaction and happiness in rural living. 
The curriculum is composed essentially of two alternative but related courses 
of study, both of collegiate grade, namely, (A) a two-year program leading to 
a certificate, and (B) a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science. 
A. The Two-Year Program. 
Leading to a certificate showing completion of the program. 
This program is designed for students of agriculture who have decided to 
engage in general farming and who find it impracticable to remain in college longer 
than one or two years. The course of study in this program is identical with the 
first two years of the four-year curriculum in farm operation,..as outlined below. 
However, considerable deviation from the outlined program will be permitted in 
order to serve better the vocational and cultural needs and interests of individual 
students. Such adjustments will be worked out by the student and bis counselor. 
While it is desirable for students in this program to enter in the Fall Quarter and 
lo take the Winter and Spring Quarters in their proper sequence, it is not required 
that they do so. Each quarter's work is designed as a rather complete unit in 
itself and students can, therefore, enter with advantage at the beginning of any 
quarter. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fnll Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Fann Mechanics Elements of Farm Mgt. Soils and Soil Mgt. 
A.E. 254 2 Econ.130 4 Agron. 154 4 
Crop Prod. and Mgt. Prin. of Composition Livestock Problems 
Agron. 114 4 En~. 102 3 A.H. 112 3 
Livestock Problems Agr. fnthematics Prin. of Composition 
} A.H. 111 3 Math. 205 4 E~. 103 or General Botany Electives 3 or 4 Spe Improvement 3 
Bot. 101 3 Military 112 1 Speech 307 
Prin. of Composition Animal Biology 
Engl. 101 3 Zool. 114B 4 
Military 1 I t 1 flectives 2 
ititary 113 l 
16 15 or 16 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedult:: 
Phys.Ed. 101. 10~. lOJ; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102, 104. 
Suggested Elechves: D.I. 114, For. 120, Hort. 114, P.H. 101. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Farm Ma.ch. & Power Mgt. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
A.E. 334 4 
Gen. Chemistry 
Chem. 101 
Rural Inst. & Organtza. 
lion. Soc. 200 
Electives 
MllitarY 211 
4 
4 
4 
l 
Livestock Feed. & l\fgt. 
A.H. 216 
Basic Genetics 
Gen. 200 
Electives 
Military 212 
Prin. of Breeding ) 
Prin. of Crop Breed- J or 4 
4 A.H. 254 or ~ 
3 ing 
8 Agi-Qn. 324 
1 Ag. Physics 
-P~. 204 
Farm Insects 
J 
Zool. 374 4 
Electives 3 or 4 
Military 213 1 
17 16 15 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
B. The Four-Year Curriculum. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
FORESTRY 99 
• 
FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS 
Students intending to graduate "from this curriculum must complete the prescribed 
work of the freshman and sophomore years as outlined under the two-year 
program in Farm Operation. Students who have elected il modified two-year 
program and who later wish to transfer to the four-year curriculum may do so 
with the approval of the Dean of Agriculture. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
The junior and senior years will cover a minimum of 99 credits and will be 
planned to aid the student in achieving his goals in the field of agriculture. 
During the last quarter of the sophomore year, a program covering the work of 
the junior and senior years will be outlined by each student in conference with 
his counselor. These individual programs will be subject to the approval of the 
Dean of Agriculture. 
In order that the graduates of this curriculum may have a well-rounded general, 
scientific and technical education the course of study of the last two years must 
include the following: a minimum of 24 credits in the fields of biological and 
physical sciences, 18 credits in social sciences, and 24 credits in technical agricul-
ture. The remaining 33 are elective. 
CURRICULUM IN FORESTRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science upon satisfactory completion of 
four years of work; and degree of Bachelor of Science with major in conserva-
tion, forest utilization and marketing, range management, wildlife management, or 
farm forestry on completion of a fifth year of work as outlined in the five year 
curriculum. 
Forestry students are required to complete three months of practical forestry 
work before graduation in addition to the summer camp . 
• 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credi ta 
Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits CredltJ 
General Botany General Botany S~tematlc Botany 
Bot. 101 3 Bot. 102 3 Bot. 206 4 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prln. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
Geneial Forestry Geneial Forestry General Forestry 
For. 101 3 For. 102 3 For. 103 3 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Agricultural Geology 
Math. 101 s Math. 102B 4 Geol. 375 • 3 
Military 111 l Ag. Physics Anal. Geom. & Stalls. 
Phys. 204 3 Math. 143 3 
M iii tary 112 1 Military 113 I 
• 
~s 17 t7 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include ln bis schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Seminar, For. 110 (Spring); Orientation, Ag. 
101, 102: Ag. 104 (three months of which are to be Forestry Summer Ca.mp). 
SUMMER CAMP 
The camp curriculum occupies eight weeks during the summer between the freshman and 
sophomore years. Summer camp ls a prerequisite for entrance to the junior _year. The following 
courses of stud_r are carried on In the summer cam~ for forestry students: SiIVfculture, For. 214, 
Cr. 3; Wood Utilization, For. 234, Cr. 3; Natlonat Forest ()perations, For. 250, Cr. 3; Forest 
Mensuration, For. 244, Cr. 3. 
100 
Dendrology 
Bot. 256 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 101 
Logging 
For. 224 
Forest Mapping 
For. 245 
Beginning T.]1. 
T.Jl. 225 
Military 211 
• 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
I 
18 
DIVISIONS 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Dendrology 
Bot. 257 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 102 
Lumber Manufacture 
For. 225 
Forest Mensuration 
For. 241 
Animal Biology 
Zool. 106 
Military 212 
Soils 
3 A~n. 254 3 
ApC ied Om°ic Chem. 
4 hem. 2 7 4 
Forest Planting 
3 For. 206 4 
Forest Mensuration• 
4 For. 242 3 
Animal Biology 
3 Zool. 107 3 
1 Military 213 1 
18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203; and For. 211, 212, 213. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Students expecting to complete one of the five year majors should consult with their respective 
counselors before the senior year and prepare an outline program of subjects for completion in 
the five-year group selected. This is necessary in order to arrange for a proper sequence of 
subjects in the major fields of work. 
Elem. Plant Phys. Forest Soils 
Bot. 205 4 Agron. 357 
Gen. Plant Ecol. Surv~y & Map Mkg. 
Bot. 424 3 C.E. 312 
Elem. Surveying Silviculture 
C.E. 310 4 For. 302 
Prin. of Econ. Wood Technology 
Ee. 201 3 For. 388 
Silviculture Electives 
For. 301 3 
17 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
17 
Surveying 
C.E. 313 
Silviculture 
For. 303 
Forest Protection 
For. 390 
American Government 
Govt. 315A 
Electives 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to indude in his schedule: 
Seminar, For. 311, 312, 313. 
JUNIOR SUMMER CAMP 
Six weeks camp for students completing the junior year. Optional for students completing 
the Junior year in 1949. A full camp schedule is made up of a total of 9 credits chosen from 
the following· Advanced Forest Industries~ For. 530, Cr. 3 to 9; Advanced Forest Admin., 
For. 590, Cr 3 to 9; Advanced Range Aamin., For. 594, Cr. 3 to 9. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Forest Admin. Forest Pathology General Bacteriology I 
For. 391 3 Bot. 416 4 Bact. 304D 3 
Forest Finance General For. Economics For. HisL & Policy 
For. 490 5 For. 470 3 For. 499 3 
For. Range Mgt. Forest Products Forest Management 
For. 491 3 For. 487 5 For. 596 3 
F orcst Insects Forest Management Speech-Making 
7..001. 377 3 For. 595 3 Speech 311 3 
• Ell'Ctives 3 Elcctives 3 Electives 6 
17 18 18 
In addition to the cour.;cs listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, For. 411, 412, 413. 
FIFTH YEAR MAJORS 
Students expecting to complete any one of the fifth year groups should consult 
with their counselors during or before the junior year at which time the subjects 
to be taken will be outlined for the individual student for the senior and fifth 
years. This will make possible a proper sequence of subjects and provide for the 
·~tu.dents. tnrolled in the four-year Forestry course who wish to point their work toward 
specialized Imes are advised to sclect electives indicated for the respective groups listed below. 
WildUfe Management: Zool. 541, 542. 544, 561, 562. 567. 
F~rest Grazing Management: For. 492, 493. 
Timber Industries: For. 385, 438. 
Forest Management: For. 443. 
HORTICULTURE 101 
courses of instruction required for the particular major group of his selection. 
Major sequences are those leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, major in 
forestry and conservation, or major in forest utilization, or major in forestry and 
range management, or major in forestry and wildlife management, or major in 
farm forestry. 
Spedalized Trainin1 
Students in the four-year curriculum who wish to poant their work toward specialiied fields 
of work are advised to select electivt'S indicated for the respective fields listed below: 
Wildlife Alanagtmcnt 
Zool. 541, 542, 544, 561, 562, 567. 
Forest Grazing Management 
For. 492, 493. 
Timber Industries 
For. 385, 438, 587, 588. 
Forest Management 
For. 443. 
Fa"'' Forestry 
For. 320, 507; Psych. 204. 
CURRICULUM IN HORTICULTURE 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits 
j::rop Production General Botany 1 Livestock Problems 
Agron. 111 3 Bot. 102 3 A.H. 112 
General Botany General Chemistry Systematic Botany 
Bot. 101 3 Chem. 102 4 Bot. 206 
General Chemistry Prin. of Composition Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 101 4 En~. 102 3 Chem. 103 
Prin. of Composition Green ouse Methods Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Hort. 154 3 End. 103 
General Horticulture Ag. Mathematics Vefietable Crops 
Hort. 114 3 Math. 205 4 ort. 164B 
Military Ill 1 Military 112 1 Military 113 
17 18 
Credits 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
l 
18 
In addition lo the courses listed above each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A 
0
(Fall); Hort. 110 (Spring); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; 
Ag. 104. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Ag. Physics Soil Fert. & Fertilizers GWces & Small Fruits 
Phys. 204 3 Agron. 354A 5 ort. 224 3 
Soils Or~ic & ~uantitative Garden Flowers 
Agron. 254 3 hem. 25 3 Hort 244 3 
Elem. Plant Physiology Prin. of Economics Plant Pathology 
Bot. 205 4 Ee. 262 3 Bot. 207 4 
Or~ic & ~uantitative Plant Propagation Speech Making 
hem. 25 3 Hort. 214 3 Speech 311 3 
Principles of Economics Rural Landscape Design Elementary Entomology 
Ee. 261 3 L. A. 208 3 Zool. 274 4 
Military 211 1 Military 212 1 Mnltary 213 1 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
At the beginning of the junior year, the student must choose a major in pomology, ftoriculture, 
nursery management, or vegetable crops. 
General Genetics General Bacteriology I Accounting I 
Gen. 300 3 Bact. 304A 5 Ee. 384D 4 
Elem. Laboratory Commercial Veg. Crops Orcharding 
Gen. 305 1 Hort. 366 3 Hort. 422 3 
Hist. of American Agri. Plant Materials Plant Materials 
Hist .. 324 3 L.A. 23 l 2 L.A. 232 3 
Orchardmg Electives 6 Insects Affecting Hort. 
Hott. 421 3 Zool. 375 5 
Commercial Floriculture Electives 2 
Hort. 546 3 
Electives 3 
16 16 17 
1Women'" students may substitute for courses in animal husbandry. 
102 
Seminar 
Hort. 401 
S~matfc Pomology 
Hort. 524 
S~tematic Olerlculture 
Hort. 565 
Elective in English 
Electives 
l 
3 
3 
3 
7 
DIVISIONS 
SENIOR YEAR 
Seminar 
Hort. 402 1 
Systematic Floriculture 
Hort. 544 J 
Electives 12 
American Government 
Govt. 315A 
Seminar 
Hort. 403 
Elective! 
3 
1 
12 
17 16 16 
Speclaliaed Training 
The curriculum fn Hortlculture _J>rovides opportunities for specialized training in one or two of 
several phases of Horticulture. Within the junior and senior years, the following courses are 
~ufred or suggested as electives. 
Flilrlcrdtur~ 
RequJred: Hort. 344, 54 7. 
Suggested electlves: Arch. 114; Psych. 204, 484, 485. 
Nt1nuy_ Mtu111temenl 
Required: Hort. 315:.. 316; L.A. 333. 
Suggested electives: .r.c. 304, 365. 
Pomolo11 
Requimf: Hort. 414 424. 
Sugges(ed electives: Ee. 233, 335, 441, 445, 549. 
Veieta/Jle Crops 
Required: Hort. 414, 564. 
Suggest~ electives: Ee. 233, 335, 441, 445, 549. 
~uale Tralnlnt 
The following courses are recommended for students interested in pi:eparlng for graduate study: 
Math. 101, 102, 103, 211, 212; Chem. 321, 322; Bot. 554, 556; M.L. 2~1\ 232, 233. 
The above courses may be taken as electives; or they may be substiturea for some required 
courses fn the Horticulture curriculum, with the approval of the bead of the department, the 
dassif yfng officer and the substitution committee. 
CURRICULUM IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Administered by the Department of Vocational Education. 
Leading to the degree of Bac4elor of Science. 
Fall Quarter 
Drawing & Projection 
E.Dr. 131 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 
Woodwork I 
I.Ed. 106 
College Algebra 
Math. 101 
Wood6nlsbing 
I.Ed. 105 
Mnltary 111 
Credits 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
2 
3 
3 
s 
Industrial Arts Design 
I.Ed. 250 
Theory of Proj. Draw. 
E.Dr. 132 
Prln. of Composition 
Eng). 102 
Woodwork II 
I.Ed. 205 
Plane Trigonometry 
3 Math. 102A 
l Military 112 
3 
3 
3 
3 
s 
1 
Spring Quarter 
Working Drawings 
E.Dr. 133 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 103 
Woodwork m 
I.Ed. 258 
Metal Casting 
M.E. 202 
I Electives 
Military 113 
Credits 
3 
3 
3 
2 
5 
1 
17 . 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; V.Ed. 110 (Spring). 
Freehand Drawing 
Arch. 114 
Prln. of Economics 
Ee. 231 
Bench Metalwork 
I.Ed. 254 
General Physics 
Phys. 211 or 
NA.. Physics 
"l>bys. 204 
'Eleclives 
J 
General Psychology 
Psych. 204 
MOitary 211 
2 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Ornamental Metalwork 
I.Ed. 104 
General Chemistry 
3 Chem. 101 
Machine Shop 
3 M.E. 206 
4 or3 
Prin. of Economics. 
Ee. 232 
Eledrical Construction 
I.Ed. 251 
2 Military 212 
3 
1 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
l 
Pilot Training 
Ground Instruction 
Aero.E. 212 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 102 
Machine Shop 
M.E. 207 
Sheet MtW Work 
I.Ed. 255 
Intro. to the Teaching 
of Industrial Arts 
I.Ed. ISO 
Military 213 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
l 
17 or 18 16 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Craf
1Electives ~ be -chosen from a minor field or additional courses fn industrial education. 
t courses fn applied art may be elected. Suggested elective. LEd. 252. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 103 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
1. In the final quarter of the sophomore year, the student will select the area of 
industrial education in which he wishes to specialize or will decide to continue 
with a general program of industrial education. He will also select two minor 
teaching Delds which, together with his major field and supporting work, will 
form the basis for the program of the junior and senior years. This program 
will cover a minimum of one hundred and two credits. The complete program 
will be worked out by the student in conference with his senior college coun-
selor, subject to the approval of the head of the department and the d~n of 
the division. Duplicate copies are to be filed in ~e dean's office. 
2. A minimum of forty credits in industrial education shall be required for grad-
uation. In addition, supporting subjects shall be included which are necessary 
for the proper development of the major field and which give a general cul-
tural background. Areas of industrial education in which the student may 
specialize are: Mechanical drawing, woodworking, metalworking, and electricity. 
3. The two minor fields of work are usually chosen from the areas of agriculture 
or science but they may be selected from any area offered at the Iowa State 
College. Each minor field must include a minimum of fifteen credits in order 
to meet the requirements in Iowa for the Standard Secondary Certificate. Credit 
well beyond this minimum will ordinarily be required for graduation, however. 
The exact amount of credit that must be earned in each minor teaching field 
will vary with the field selected. 
4. The subjects making up the program -of the junior and senior years must 
ordinarily be of senior, college rank\ 
5. The following subjects must be included as indicated, unless completed pre-
viously: 
(a) Ee. 410. Economics of Industrial Relations. Cr. 3. 
(b) Engl. 205. Propaganda Analysis, Reasoning, and Writing. Cr. 3 or 
Engl. 404. Business Correspondence. Cr. 2. 
(c) Speech 311. Speech-making. Cr. 3. 
(d) History 211, 212, and 213. European and American Civilization. Cr. 
3 each or 
History 234 and 235. Economic History of The United States. Cr. 3 each. 
(e) Soc. 234. Intr. to Sociology. Cr. 3. 
(f) V .Ed. 550. Visual Methods in Education. Cr. 3. 
6. A list of the courses required of students qualifying to teach industrial arts 
or trade and industrial education is on file with the student's counselor and 
in the Department of Vocational Education. Professional courses in education 
and psychology must be taken to qualify for a teacher's certificate. The fol-
lowing courses are required for the Iowa Standard Secondary Certificate: V .Ed. 
304, 305, 426 i Psych. 204, 334, and 414 or 434; Govt. 315A. Courses in special 
methods and supervise~ practice teaching are also required. 
7. A student will be required to complete at least 12 weeks of practical work in 
the trades or industry before he graduates with a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Industrial Education. 
Pre-Gl-aduale Trainini 
Students interested in graduate training in agricultural education should con-
sult with the counselor and the head of the department, preferahly as early 
as the beginning of the sophomore year. A modified curriculum will be outlined, 
subject to the approval of the classifying officer, to meet the individual needs 
of the student in preparation for graduate study. 
104 DMSIONS 
CURRICULUM IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
General Botany General Botany General Botany 
l Bot. 101 3 Bot. 102 3 Bot. 103 or Drawing & Projection Prin. of Composition General Horticul lure 3 E.Dr. 131 2 Engl. 102 3 Hort. 114 
Prin. of Composition Elements & Theory of Arch. 103 3 
~· 101 3 Landscape Design General Chemistry 
In uction to L.A. L.A. 211 4 Chem. 101 4 
L.A. 105 R Plane Trigonometry Prin. of Composition 
College Algebra Math. 102A s Engl. 103 3 
Math. 101 s Military 112 1 Elements of Land-;cape 
Military 111 1 Design 
4 L.A. 212 
Military 113 1 
14 16 18 
In addition lo the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Arch. Design & Sketching Arch. Design & Sketching Soils & Soils Mgt. 
Arch. 201 S Ai'ch. 202 5 Agron. 154 4 
Elementary Surveying To~. & Cad. Surveying Arch. Design & Color 
5 C.E. 211 s .E. 212 3 Arch. 203 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Route & Higher Survey 
Ee. 201 3 Ee. 202 3 C.E. 213 4 
L.A. History Elements of L.A. Design Plant Materials 
L.A. 201 3 L.A. 213 2 L.A. 232 3 
l\f Ill tary 211 1 L. A. History Military 213 1 
L.A. 202 3 
Plant Materials 
L.A. 231 2 
Military 212 1 
17 19 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Hislor_y of Arch. 
Arch. 351 
L.A. Construction 
L.A. 301 
Landscape Design 
L.A. 311 
Plant Materials 
L.A. 333 
American Govt. 
Govt. 31SA 
City or Town 
Planning 
L.A. 401 
Roads & Pavements 
C.E. 354 
Landscape Design 
L.A. 411 
Intr. to Sociology 
Soc. 234A 
Electives 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
18 
3 
4 
3 
6 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
History of Arch. 
Arch. 352 
L.A. Construction 
L.A. 302 
Landscape Design 
L.A. 312 
Planting Design 
L.A. 334 
Planning and Zoning 
Administration 
L.A. 402 
Electives 
SENIOR YEAR 
Engr. & City Planning 
C.E. 404 
Landscape Design 
L.A. 412 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 
Electi\'es 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
18 
3 
4 
3 
6 
16 
History of Arch. 
Arch. 353 
General Geology 
Geol. 201 
L.A. Construct.ion 
L.A. 303 
Landscape Design 
L.A. 313 
Planting Design 
L.A. 335 
Landscape Practice 
L.A. 341 
Rec. & Regional 
Planning 
L.A. 403 
Physiography 
Geol. 324 
Landscape Practice 
L.A. 342 
Landscape Design 
L.A. 413 
Electives 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
R 
3 
18 
4 
R 
4 
9 
17 
Approved electives: Arch. 336; Ee. 540: Engl. 354, 355; For. 400; Govt. 437· Hist. 311. 
312, 313 (when taken to be concurrent with Arch. 351, 352, 353); Hort. 244;
0 
L.A. 305: 
L.A. 404; L.A. 514; L.A. 515; L.A. 436; L.A. 441; Psych. 204; T.Jl. 225; Zool. 274; Zool. 
377; Phys. 306. 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 105 
CURRICULUM IN POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work, approved by the department, in the branch of 
the industry of particular interest to the student is required before graduation. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
General Chemistry General Chemistry General Chemistry • 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem. 103 4 
General Poultry Husbandry Poultry Farm Mgt. Adv. Poultry Farm Mgt. 
P.H. 101 3 P.H. 102 3 P.H. 103 3 
Crop Production & Mgt. Soils & Soils Mgt. Animal Biology 
Agron. 114 4 Agron. 154 4 Zool. 109 4 
Military 111 1 M iii tary 112 1 Military 113 1 
15 15 15 
In addition to the courses .Jisted abov~ each student will be required to Include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Lib. 106A (rail); Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics 
Econ. 231 3 Econ. 232 3 Econ. 233 3 
Poultry Nutrition Speech-Making Public Address 
P.H. 201 3 Speech 311 3 Speech 312 3 
Anat. Domestic Animals General Horticulture Pro~. Analysis 
Vet. Anal. 217 3 Hort. 114 3 ngl. 205 3 
*Mathematics **Physics Military 213 l 
Math. 205 4 Phys. 204 3 ***Electives 7 
Military 211 1 Military 212 1 
***Electives 4 ***Electives 4 
18 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Ph/cs.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Students may substitute Math. 101. 
**Students may substitute Physics 211. 
Physiol. of Domes. 
Animals 
Vet. Phys. 3 64 
Embryology 
Zoot. 334 
Poultry Judging 
P.H. 301 
***Electives 
Poultry Seminar 
P.H. 501 
l\lktl\; & Processing 
oultry Products 
P.H. 401 
Physiology of Avian 
Reproduction 
P.H. 550 
***Electives 
***Specialized Training. 
3 
3 
3 
8 
17 
l 
4 
3 
9 
17 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Incubation & Brooding 
P.H. 302 
G~neral Genetics 
Gen. 300 
Accounting I 
Econ. 384D 
***Electives 
SENIOR YEAR 
Poultry Seminar 
P.H. 502 
Business Correspondence 
En~. 404 
Amencan Government 
Govt. 315A 
***Electives 
3 
3 
4 
7 
17 
1 
2 
3 
11 
17 
General Bacteriology I 
Bae. 304A or D 3 or S 
***Electives 12 or 14 
17 
Poul try Seminar 
P.H. 503 1 
Adv. Poultry Nutrition 
P.H. 504 3 
Poulw.' Breeding 
P .• 402 3 
Poultry Sanitation 
Vet. Hyg. 428 2 
... Electives 8 
17 
The curriculum in Poultry Husbandry provides training in four fields of speclaliution. 
The required courses and the approved elective courses for each field are listed below. 
Commeroial Poultry Farm and Hatchery Operations. 
Required: Chem. 255 and 256. 
Electives: A.H. 111, 112, 135. 318, 337, 350, 374. 434; Chem. 474; A.E. 254, 255, 256, 
289; Hort. 164, 224, 366, 414, 415; L.A. 208; T.]1. 325; Econ. 130, 335; Zool. 374, 
375. 384, 504. 
Produce Plant Operations. 
Required: Chem. 211 and 212. 
Electives: Math. 101, 102, 1~.z 211. 212i 213; Physics 211. 2'12, 213; Chem. (331, 332, 
333) or (334, 335) 474; A.11. 374; D .• 114, 258, 350. 
106 DIVISIONS 
Fud and Equipment Manufacturing, Advertising and Sales. 
Requlrm: Chem. 255 and 256. 
Electives: A.H. 111, 112, J18; Chem. 474; T.]1. 325, 335; Econ. 335, 365, 385, 430, 480; 
Psych. 204. 
Pre-Graduate Tralnint. =:; ~~~· fJl. fo~. 2i'Jj, 211, 212, 21Jj Chem. (331, 332, 333) or (334, 335) 474; 
Voe.Ed. 304. 561; Phys. 211, 212, 213: M.L. 201, 202, 203, 231, 232, 233. 
PROGRAM IN DAIRY PLANT OPERATION 
Administered by the Department of Dairy Industry. 
Leading to a certificate. 
This program includes the manufacture of the various milk products and the 
handling of market milk. The object is to fit the students for positions as butter, 
cheese, and ice cream makers, milk plant operators, or managers of dairy plants. 
For description of courses in Dairy Industry, see pages 204-206. 
First ~er-Fall CrM!ts Second <\uartcr-Winter Credits 
Dairy tfce Testing filk & Milk Products 
D.I. 154 4 D.I. 156 4 
Dairy Bacteriology Dairy Practice 
D.I. 265 6 D.I. 155 4 
Prln. of Composition Ice Cream and Ices 
Engl. 101 3 D.I. 158 3 
Dairy Technology Dairy Technology 
D.I. 152 3 D.I. 153 3 
Prln. of Composition 
Engl. 102 3 
16 17 
In addition to the courses listed abo\e. each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102; Ag. 104. 
• Third Quarter-Fall Credits 
Dairy Machinery 
A.E. 269 3 
Market Milk 
D.I. 256 3 
Accounting I 
Ee. 384D 4 
Butter Manufacture 
D.I. 157 4 
Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management 
A.H. 135 3 
Fourth Quarter-Winter 
Dairy Pfant Management 
D.I. 260 
Special Problems 
D.I. 264 
Cheese Manufacture 
D.I. 159 
Condensed and Powdered Milk 
D.I. 258 
Elements of Dairy Economics 
Ee. 266 
Credits 
6 
2 
3 
3 
3 
17 17 
For undergraduate curriculum in dairy industry with major in dairy industry 
and chemistry and in dairy industry and economics, see page 97. 
PROGRAM FOR HERDSMEN 
Administered by the Department of Animal Husbandry. 
Every applicant for admissidn to this program must be at least sixteen years 
of age and must present a certificate signed by his county or high school superin-
tendent showing that he has satisfactorily completed the eighth grade of the public 
schools or its equivalent. If the applicant has attended high school this certificate 
must also give his complete high school or academic record. This certificate sheuld 
be filed with the Registrar as promptly as possible, and at least two weeks before 
the opening of the quarter. Formal application for admission must be filed by each 
applicant. Blank forms can be secured by writing to the Registrar. 
Upon completion of this program and one year of successful work with live-
stock, a statement wi11 be granted showing completion of the program. 
For description of courses in Animal Husbandry, see page 169. 
TRAINING FOR RURAL RELIGIOUS LEADERS 
First iuartel'-Winter Credits Second Quarter-Winter 
Farm rop Production Breed Studies 
Agron. 2 4 A.H. 22 
~& Mkt. Cl. of Livestock Production & Feeding of Livestock 
21 3 A.H. 20 
General Livestock Feeding & Mgt. Mkt. Classes & Grades of Livestock 
A.H. 28 4 A.H. 29 
D8fli Herd. Improvement 
A •• 30 or 
Animal Breeding 
A.H. 51 
Poultry Management 2 Farm Management 
P.H. 1 or Ee. 36 
Farm Sanitation Livestock Advertising 
Vet. Hyg. 3 TJI. 25 
Management of Farm Equipment Farm Meats 
A.E. 70 or A.H. 71 or 
Se¥,aratlon & Milk Testing 3 Poultry Management 
.L 27 P.H. 1 
Composition, Oral & Written 
Engl. 6 J 
19 
PROGRAM FOR RURAL BUILDERS 
Administered by Department of Agricultural Engineering, see page 124. 
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Credits 
4 
3 
2 
2 
3 
-12 
} 2 
18 
TRAINING IN AGRICULTURE .WITH SPECIAL OBJECTIVES 
TRAINING FOR EXTENSION SERVICE 
Attractive opportunities are open each year in extension education in agriculture 
to properly qualified graduates of the division. 
The preparation required for success! ul performance in this field varies con-
siderably. For field workers a rather broad training in technical agriculture and 
in related sciences, plus systematic education is highly desirable. For subject matter 
specialists the training required is more concentrated in one of the various areas of 
agricultural instruction. For both groups the special training suggested above 
should be supplemented by appropriate courses in psychology, speech, sociology, 
technical journalism and vocational ~ducation. 
Students who desire to prepare for employment in extention education should, 
not later than their sophomore year, seek the advice of their counselors and the 
personnel officers of the Division of Agriculture and of the Extension Service. 
Junior and Senior students may gain experience by working as an a$istant to the 
County Extension Director during the summer. 
Recommended courses are V. Ed. 466 and 467. Suggested electives: Psych. 204, 
334, 464; Speech 311, 312; Soc. 200, 464; T. JI. 225, 335; V. Ed. 305, 537, 550. 
TRAINING FOR RURAL RELIGIOUS LEADERS 
A joint agricultural college-theological seminary committee recommends that 
prospective church leaders enrolled in agriculture include in their senior college 
curriculum at least one basic course in each of the following fields: agricultural 
economics, economics, English composition (2 courses), English literature (prefer-
ably 2 courses), history or government (preferably 2 courses), public speaking, 
psychology, rural sociology, sociology. 
These courses tan be chosen as a part of any major curriculum in the Division 
of Agriculture. Such a course of study makes it possible for graduates of the 
division to continue their training in any theological seminary which accepts the 
proposed arrangement. Prior to planning this program, students should acquaint 
themselves with the modem language and other requirements for entering the 
seminary of their choice. 
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COMPREHENSIVE REGIONAL AND TOWN 
PLANNING COURSES 
Recent developments in extending local as well as national governmental ac-
tivities are creating a need for technically trained men to cooperate with others 
in planning on a broad and comprehensive basis. Some of the immediate problems 
are: land and water utilization; housing; zoning; transportation; public health; 
conservation; recreation ; agricultural en~ineering ; site planning; technological 
coordination. 
Special sequences in planning courses are available to students in the Divisions 
of Agriculture, Engineering and Science, as exemplified in the Departments of 
Agronomy, Architecture and Civil Engineering, Economics and Sociology, Land-
scape Architecture and Vocational Education. 
Students interested in the application of their special techniques to compre-
hensive and collaborative planning programs and projects in regional or town 
planning and who have a quality point average of 2 .50 or higher should consult 
with their heads of departments or counselors, and the Chairman, Mr. Elwood, 
of the special faculty collaborative planning committee. 
Division of Engineering 
J. F. DowNIE SMITH, Sc.D., Dean of Division of Engineering 
FRANK KEREKES, C.E., Assistant Dean of Division of Engineering 
Marston Hall, Room 104 
The Division of Engineering, organized about 1896 with four departments, now 
consists of eleven departments that teach the technical engineering subject matter 
and architecture, the Engineering Experiment Station, and the Engineering Exten-
sion Service. Its faculty includes all of th-e members of the staffs of the eleven 
departments, the Experiment Station, and the Extension Service. 
The several curricula included in the division and the dates of their establish-
ment are: Civil and mechanical engineering, 1868 (when the College first opened), 
electrical engineering, 1891, mining engineering, 1894, ceramic engineering, 1906, 
chemical engineering and agricultural engineering, 1909, architectural engineering, 
1914, general engineering, 1926, aeronautical engineering, 1942, and architecture, 
1944. The courses in theoretical and applied mechanics were brought into an 
organized department in 1931, and those in engineering drawing, in 1935. The 
Engineering Experiment Station was established in 1904, and the Engineering Ex-
tension Service was established in 1913. 
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES. The professional degrees in engineering are granted by 
the Iowa State College to alumni whose engineering experience has qualified 
them to perform engineering work of an exacting professional character. The 
professional degrees authorized are: Agricultural Engineer, Architectural Engineer, 
Ceramic Engineer, Chemical Engineer, Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer, Indus-
trial Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Engineer of Mines. A detailed statement of 
the requirements for the professional degrees in engineering may be secured by 
writing to the Dean of Engineering. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERING GRADUATES. Engineers are employed in in-
dustries that make use of technological processes, in government service, and in 
a wide variety of general business fields. The readiness with which they secure 
the first job varies with the state of business in the country as in other lines of 
endeavor. In recent years most of the graduating engineers have found employ-
ment without difficulty, many of them ;" organizations affording an opportunity 
to advance to positions of considerable administrative and technical responsibility. 
In all of the states except one, registration as a prof essfonal engineer is required 
for many types of positions. One prerequisite to registration is graduation from 
an accredited curriculum in engineering. The curricula at the Iowa State College 
are officially accredited. Generally, professional experience of two or more years 
is required for registration, and during this two-year period it is possible in many 
states for the engineer to secure a certificate as an "engineer-in-training". This 
rating may be secured by examination at graduation time and will continue for 
a reasonable period while the engineer is gaining experience. The College provides 
its graduating engineers with complete information about registration as an 
engineer-in-training and as a professional engineer. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE. The Division of Engineering has an effective placement 
service. The primary function of this service is to bring to the Iowa State College 
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the representatives of those industrial and commercial organizations that regularly 
recruit personnel from among the graduates of the engineering college. The En-
gineering Personnel Office makes the necessary arrangements for the students of 
the several engineering departments to interview these representatives and aids 
the students in preparing for such interviews. This service is available to each 
member of the graduation class, to the alumni who desire to change positions, 
and to those undergraduates who plan to stay out of college for a time or who 
seek industrial experience during vacation periods. 
HONOR FRATERNITIES. Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary engineering society 
maintaining a chapter on the Iowa State College campus. A chapter of Eta 
Kappa Nu chooses its membership from students in electrical engineering, Keramos 
from students in ceramic engineering, Pi Tau Sigma from students in mechanical 
engineering, and Tau Sigma Delta from those in architecture and architectural 
engineering. Among the other honor fraternities open to students in the Division of 
Engineering are the following: 
Sigma Xi ................ All College ............ Men and Women 
Phi Kappa Phi ....•...•.•. All College ........•••• Men and Women 
Cardinal Key ............ All College ............ Men 
Phi Lambda Upsilon ...... Chemistry ............ Men 
THE CHARLES FREDERICK BOWERS MEMORIAL PRIZE. The Charles Frederick 
Bowers Memorial prize is derived from the earnings from a fund which was con-
tributed by former students, friends and associates of the late Professor Bowers 
who lost his life in the service of his country in World War II. The earnings 
from this fund are awarded annually to the outstanding senior student in the 
curriculum of Architectural Engineering. The selection is made by a faculty com-
mittee on the basis of the student's work during his senior year. 
ENGINEERING AND ARcmTECTURAL SOCIETIES. General professional association and 
advancement are promoted by the activities of the student branches of the great 
national engineering and architectural societies of which the following are repre-
sented at Iowa State College: American Ceramic Society, Ametjcan Institute of 
Electrical Engineers, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, American Society 
of Civil Engineers, American Society of ~echanical Engineers, American Institute 
of Chemical Engineers, American Institute of Mining and Metallurigical Engineers, 
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences, Society for the Advancement of Management, 
American Institute of Architects. 
THE ENGINEERING CoUNCII. is the governing body of the student organizations 
in the Division of Engineering. The council is made up of delegates representing 
all the departmental student technical societies and directs certain activities that 
are carried out by the student body. Among these are the Engineering Carnival, 
in the fall, the Engineering Open House, every spring, and engineering social 
affairs. The council each year invites a few prominent engineers to visit the 
College and address the students on subjects of general interest to the profession. 
Tm! Iow A ENGINEER. The engineering students publish monthly during the 
college year an engineering journal called The Iowa Engineer. Articles are con-
tributed by engineering alumni, nonresident engineering lecturers, and members 
of the engineering faculty, as well as by the student editors and reporters. En-
gineering journals are becoming so numerous and important that experience on 
The Iowa Engineer staff is very valuable. 
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CURRICULA IN ENGINEERING 
OBJECTIVES. The engineering curricula are organized to aid the student in 
acquiring the knowledge and the personal qualifications that are necessary for 
success in professional work in engineering. Engineering is fundamentally a state 
of mind that is acquired by a distinctive type of training and by practice in 
solving problems of the technical nature common in engineering practice. The 
undergraduate course includes the instruction in the basic sciences and a thorough-
going introduction to the professional subject matter of the major fields of en-
gineering. The more advanced work in science and its application in engineering 
are provided through postgraduate studv. 
The basic science subjects, which constitute about one-third of the program, 
are taught mainly in the freshman and sophomore years and include mathematics, 
chemistry, physics and English. These are the foundatibn for the professional en-
gineering subject matter. In the freshman year the engineering student receives 
training in the application of such subjects as mathematics and chemistry to 
typical engineering problems, and as be progresses the student will make more 
extensive use of his general science in the courses that deal with professional 
engineering subject matter. 
The engineering subjects begin in the freshman year but are for the most part 
concentrated in the final two years of the course. These are quite diverse in char-
acter. Many deal with some special field of engineering, such as chemical or 
electrical engineering or some of the nine other areas covered by the curricula. 
PREREQUISITES TO THE FRESHMAN YEAR IN ENGINEERING 
Students graduating with a satisfactory scholastic record from an approved high 
school will be admitted to the Division of Engineering. However, in order for 
students to take up the uniform freshman year in engneering, certain additional 
prerequisites have been set up. 
Specific requirements for admission to the four-year curricula in engineering for 
all students are: 
Group I 
1. ENGLISH--4 units. One of the four units may be Journalism and Speech, 
or a foreign language, or a third unit .of Social Studies. 
2. SOCIAL STUDIES-Two units from the following: (a) Old World Back-
ground in History and Geography. (b) The Modem World-Geography and 
History. (c) American History and Government. (d) Modem Problems (Cur-
rent DevelOpments in History). 
3. MATHEMATICS-Ca) Ninth grade Algebra, or its equivalent in Basic Math-
ematics, 1 unit. (b) Intermediate Algebra (3rd Semester), ~ unit. (c) Plane 
Geometry, 1 unit. (d) Solid Geometry, ~ unit. See also Group II. 
4. SCIENCES-General Science or Biology, 1 unit. (Where Physics and Chem-
istry are taught in high school it is desirable that prospective engineering 
students take one unit of each.) 
Group II 
1. DRAWING-Mechanical Drawing, ~ unit; equivalent to E.Dr. 131. 
2. MATHEMATICS-(e) Advanced Algebra (equivalent of College Algebra), 
~ unit. (f) Plane Trigonometry, ~ unit. 
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In case the applicant has not completed all of the above requirements in high 
school, he may obtain the additional prerequisites immediately upon entrance to 
the Iowa State College, or at some other approved junior or senior college. To 
assist such students the Iowa State College offers the following courses which 
may be taken either in Summer Session, or in the regular session as indicated: 
Drawing and Projection. 
Intermediate Algebra, offered Summer and Fall only ; Prerequisite to College 
Algebra. 
Solid Geometry, offered Summer only. 
College Algebra, Math. 101. 
Plane Trigonometry, Math. 102A. 
Those who do not fully meet the requirements in English or the Sciences will 
consult with the Registrar of the Iowa State College. 
UNIFORM FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
1 General Chemistry i General Chemistry 1 General Chemistry and 
Chem. 101 or Chem. lOlC 4 Chem.102 or Chem.102C 4 gualitative Analysis l Analytical Geometry l Dill. and Int. Cale. I hem. 103 or 
Math. 103C 4 Math. 211 4 Chem. 103C 4 
Engineering Problems Entneering Prob. l Diff. and Int. Cale. II 
Gen. E. 121 1 en.E. 122 Math. 212 4 
T eory of Proj. Draw. Projective Draw. Engineering Prob. 
E.Dr. 151 2 E.Dr. 152 2 Gen.E. 123 1 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition * ;\Torking Drawings 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 E.Dr. 153 2 
:!Gen. Biology 2General Psychology Prin. of Composition 
Zool. 104 3 Psych. 204 3 Engl. 103 3 
llMiJitary Science I lll\fiJitary Science I 2Current World Problems 
Mil. 111 1 .Mil. 112 1 Hist. 190 3 
or or 2r.rnitary Science I 
11Naval Science0 11Naval Science** Mil. 113 1 
N.S. 111 3 N.S. 112 3 or 
3Naval Science** 
N.S. 113 3 
18 18 18 
0 N.R.O.T C. Students 17 0 N.R.O.T.C. Students 17 **N.R.O.T.C. Students 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will include in bis schedule: Phys.Ed. 101, 
102, 103; Lib. 106C (Winter); Engr. 114, 115; Departmental Technical Lecture 100 (Spring). 
1A student who transfers to an engineering cumculum after having completed Math. 211 
shall take Gen.E. 108 in lieu of Gen.E. 121, 122, and 123 the first term of bis work in 
Enpneering. A student who trar.sfers to an engineering curriculum with senior college clasfilfi-
callon is not required to take Gen.E. 108, 121, 122, or 123, but his counselor may advise him 
to take Gen.E. 108. 
*Architecture and Architectural Engineering students will take Arch. 103, Cr. 3. 
**Students iwpointed to Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps will be required to schedule 3 
additional credits of work in their junior or senior year to complete the 54 credits required in 
the freshman year. 
A student who has completed 1 unit of chemistry prior to admission to Iowa State Colle~e 
and who performs satisfactorily in a _placement test. or who otherwise qualifies, should enroll 10 
Chem. lOlC and continue with 102C. and 103C. Other students will enroll in Chem. 101 and 
continue with 102 and 103 and shall obtain a minimum of 2.25 final grade average in the three 
courses to meet the requirements in freshman chemistry. 
21\fay be omitted by students appointed to N.R.O.T.C. 
11May be taken only by students appointed to N.R.O.T.C. 
SELECTION OF CuttRICt'Lt'M BY TUE STUDENT. The program of the freshman 
year is identical for all curricula in the Division of Engineering, and entering 
f rcshmen are not required to select the curriculum they wish to follow until near 
the end of the freshman year. 
The student can change his curriculum up to the end of the sophomore year 
without much loss of credit. To do so he needs only to secure the consent of the 
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Dean of Engineering and the Dean of Junior College and comply with the faculty 
rules relating to such changes. 
Engineering students who wish to elect a sequence in Technical J oumalism may 
arrange such a program upon approval of the head of the student's engineering 
department and the head of the department of Technical Journalism. See page 
289 for description of the courses. 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter 
Credits Credits 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics 
Econ. 261 3 Econ. 262 3 
Diff. and Int. Cale. III Differential Equations 
Math. 213 4 Math. 314 3 
Machine Shop Physical Metallurgy 
M.E. 201 2 M.E. 211 3 
General Physics General Physics 
Phys. 221 s Phys. 222 s 
Statics of Engineering Dynamics 
T.&A.l\I. 274 3 T.&A.M. 344 4 
:\Hlitary Science Military Science 
Mil. 211 1 !\Iii. 212 1 
or or 
1 ~fa val Science 1Naval Science 
N.S. 211 3 N.S. 212 3 
18 or 20 19 or 21 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Pr~;:{anda Analysis 
ng. 205 3 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 344 s 
General Physics 
Phys. 223 
Mechanics of Fluids 
s 
T.&A.M. 378 4 
Military Science 
Mil. 213 1 
or 
lNaval Science 
N.S. 213 3 
18 or 20 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Aerodynamics I 
Aero.E. 310 4 
!\fechanics of Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 5 
Kinematics 
M.E. 310 4 
Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 327 1 
:!Elective 3 
17 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Stress Analysis II 
Aero E. 420 4 
Flight Testing 
Aero. E. 440 3 
Internal Combustion Eng. 
M. E. 445 4 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 3 
'Elective 3 
17 
2JUNIOR YEAR 
Aerodynamics II 
Aero E. 3 60 4 
Aircraft Matis. & Proc. 
Aero.E. 3 70 4 
Machine Analysis 
M.E. 312 · 4 
Intro. to Sociology 
Soc. 234B 3 
"Elective 3 
18 
2SENIOR YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Airplane Design I 
Aero. E. 430 4 
Aircraft Vibration & Flut-
ter, T.&A.M. 444 4 
American Government 
Govt. 315B 3 
D.C. Circuits and 
Machines, E.E. 435 4 
SEiective 3 
18 
Stability & Control 
Aero. E. 410 3 
Stress Analysis 
Aero. E. 380 S 
Design of Mach. Elements 
M.E. 315 4 
Writing of Sci. Papers 
Engl. 414 3 
3£1ective 3 
18 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Airplane Design II 
Aero.E. 432 4 
Business Law 
Econ. 365A 3 
A.C. Circuits and 
Machines, E.E. 437 4 
Airplane Engines 
M.E. 450 4 
Elective 3 
18 
In addition to the coursf'S listt'd above, each student will be r!<{uired to include in his schedule: 
Aero. Seminar, Aero.E. 491, 492, 493, and Senior Inspection Trap, Aero.E. 400 (Fall). 
lMay be taken only by students appointed to N.R.O.T.C. 
•In the junior or senior year N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman year. 
•May be omitted by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
Electives must be approved in advance by the head of the department. 
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CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of En-
gineering. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture or engineering under the direction 
of this department is required before graduation. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Agricultural Machines 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Credits 
_Spring Quarter 
Soil & Water Cons. Eng. 
A.E. 236 
Crop Production 
3 3 ~n. 111 A.E. 224 5 
Livestock Problems 
A.H. 111 
Differential Equations 
3 3 Math. 314 
Crop Production 
Agron. 112 4 
Livestock Problems Surv~ying 
C.E. 325 
General Physics 
5 3 Phys. 222 A.H. 112 3 
Dill. & Int. Calculus III 
Math. 213 4 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 3 
General Physics 
Phys. 223 5 
Military Science General Physics 
Phys. 221 
Statics of Engineering 
5 T.&A.M. 274 3 Mil. 213 1 
Military Science 
Mil. 211 l 
or 
tNaval Science 
N.S. 211 3 
Military Science 
Mil. 212 
or 
1Naval Science 
N.S. 212 
1 
3 -
or 
tNaval Science 
N.S. 213 3 
19or21 18or20 18or20 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
•Wood Construction 
A.E. 355 
Machine Construction 
A.E. 359 
Fundamentals of Agr. 
Str. Design, A.E. 375 
Machine Shop 
M.E. 201 
Mech. of Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 
Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 327 
2 
2 
5 
2 
5 
1 
1JUNIOR YEAR 
Principles of Economics 
Econ. 231 
Hist. of Amer. Agr. 
Hist. 324 
•Physical Metallurgy 
M.E. 211 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 344 
Dynamics of Engineering 
T.&A.M. 344 
3 
3 
3 
5 
4 
Agr. Tractor Power 
A.E. 346 4 
Soils and Soil Mgt. 
Agron. 154 4 
Principles of Economics 
Econ 232 3 
3E~neering Contracts 
.E. 480 3 
Mechanics of Fluids 
T.&A.M. 378 4 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, A.E. 301, 302, 303. 
'1dv. Soil & Waler Cons. 
Engr .• A.E. 425 
~nimal Feeding 
A.H. 317 
D.C. Circuits & Mach. 
5 
3 
4 
ssENIOR YEAR 
Irrigation Adv. Agr. Str. Des. 
A.E. 427 3 A.E. 476 4 
Agr. Engr. Applications Farm Electrification 
A.E. 447 3 A.E. 462 3 
A.C. Circuits & Mach. Farm Utilities 
E.E. 437 4 A.E. 487 3 E.E. 435 
•Engineering Valuation 
~n.E. 407 
'Technical Electives 
American Government •Farm Mgt. & Org. 
3 Govt. 315B 3 Econ. :f30 4 
3 'Technical Electives 4 'Technical Electives 4 
18 17 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Inspection Trip, A.E. 400 (Fall); Seminar 401, 402, 403. 
tMay be taken only by students apj><)intcd to the N.R.O.T.C. 
•In the Junior or senior year N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-crcdJt schedule in their freshman year. 
•May be omitted by students appointed to the R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
'Technical Electives: In the senior year the student will elect one of the following optional 
groups and take all of the courses listed in such group· 
Fann POflJU and Macldnuy. 
Kinematics M.E. 310 4 er. 
Design of 'Machine Elcments1 M.E. 315, 4 er. Advanced Fann Machinery J\.E. 436 4 a. 
Note: M.E. 312, Machine Atialysis ril not be required. 
Fann Stntclruu. 
Heat Transfer M.E. 325 3 er. 
Refrigeration & Air Conditloningi M.E. 426, 4 er. 
Elements of Structures, C.E. 33 • S er. 
ARCIDTECTURE 
Rural l!Jectri/ka#on. 
Beat Transfer M.E. 325 3 er. 
Ref~eration & Air Conditioning, M.E. 426, 4 er. 
Application of Electronics, E.E. 439, 3 er. .. 
Soil and Water Conservation. 
Soll Conservation and Erosion Control, Agron. 464, 3 er. 
Soll Engineering C.E. 360, S er. 
En.pneering GeOlogy, Geol. 374, 3 er. 
Additional electives must be approved in advance by the head of the department. 
CURRICULUM IN ARCIDTECTURE 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Architecture. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Architectural Design & Architectural Design & Architectural Deslgn & 
Sketching, Arch. 201 5 Sketching, Arch. 202 5 Theory of Color 
Principles of Economics Principles of Economics Arch. 203 
Econ. 261 3 Econ. 262 3 survying 
Dill. & Int. Calculus 111 General Ph[sics c .. 325 
Math. 213 4 Phys. 22 s General Physics 
General Physics Statics of Engineering Phys. 223 
Phys. 221 5 T.&A.M. 274 3 ·•Elective 
Military Science 'Military Science Military Sclence 
Mil. 211 1 Mil. 212 1 Mil. 213 
or or or 
tNaval Science tNaval Science tNaval Science 
N.S. 211 3 N.S. 212 3 N.S. 213 -
11-5 
Credits 
s 
3 
s 
3 
1 
3 
18or20 17or19 17orl9 
In addition to the courses listed above1 each student will be required to include in his schedule: Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203 and Seminar, Arch. 200 (Fall). 
Architectural Design 
Arch. 304 
History of Architecture 
Arch. 351 
Introduction to Western 
Civilization. Hist. 311 
Mechanics of Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 
8 Elective 
Architectural Design & 
Advanced Sketc ing 
Arch. 416 
His~ of Painting & 
Seu pture Arch. 408 
Continuous-Frame Struc· 
lures, C.E. 432 
sCity or Town Planning 
L.A. 401 
4 
J 
3 
s 
3 
18 
7 
3 
s 
3 
11JUNIOR YEAR 
Architectural Design 
Arch. 305 4 
History of Architecture 
Arch. 352 3 
Introduction to Western 
Civilization, .. Hist. 312 3 
En_gineering Materials 
T.&A.M. 358 s 
3 •Elective 
18 
•SENIOR YEAR 
Architectural Desitc'i.n & 
Advanced Ske ing 
7 Arch. 417 
Truss--Frame Structures 
C.E. 433 s 
American Masterpieces 
Engl. 364 3 
•Elective 3 
Architectural Design 
Arch. 306 
History of Architecture 
Arch. 353 
Elements of Structures 
C.E. 331 
Introduction to Western 
Civilization, Hist. 31J 
•Elective 
Architectural Design & 
Theory of Color 
Arch. 418 ' 
Foundations & Masonry 
Stnfctures, C.E. 434 
World Literature 
Engl. 354 
•Elective 
4 
J 
s 
3 
3 
18 
7 
5 
3 
3 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required t.o Include In his schedule: 
Inspection Trip, Arch. 400 (Fall): and Seminar, Arch. 410 (Spring). 
Sculptural Design 
A.A. 400D 
Architectural Desism & 
Decorative Deta1Js 
Arch. 521 
Elec. Appl. in Bldgs. 
E.E. 355 
Elective 
3 
7 
FIFTH YEAR 
Architectural Design & 
Decorative Details 
Arch. 522 
Collaborative Planning 
L.A. 514 
7 
3 
Heating & Ventilation 
S ML~2 5 
3 mectiu 3 
Arch. Office Prac:tf ce 
Arch. 523 7 
S~ficatlons & Estimating 
Arch. 412 s 
S~ Planning Projects 
L.A. SIS 3 
Elective 3 
18 18 18 
Electives must be approved in advance by the head of the d~ment. It Is strongly recom-
mended that the student select a sequence of elective courses such as Modern Language 201, 
202. 203 or individual electives of related subject matter. 
tMay be taken only by students ap~inted to N.R.O.T.C. 
•In the junior or seniOr year N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three aedJts additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credlt schedule in their freshman _)'ear. 
•May be omitted by students aepolnted to R.O.T.C. or N.R.0.T.C. 
'To be selected from the foUOWing: Govt. 31SB, Econ. 384.A. Soc. 234B, Geol. 201. 
116 DMSIONS 
CURRICULUM IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Architectural Engineerin~, see page 175. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
For sophomore and junior years, see curriculum in Architecture, page 115. 
•SENIOR YEAR 
Design Analysis Design Analysis Arch. Office Practice 
Arch. E. 413 5 Arch. E. 414 s Arch. E. 423 s 
Continuous-.Frame Struc- Truss-Frame Structures Specifications and Estimat-
C.E. 433 ing, Arch. 412 s lures, C.E. 432 5 s 
Elec. Appllc. in Bldgs. Heating & Ventilation Foundations & Masonry 
E.E. 355 5 1\1.E. 432 5 Structurest C.E. 434 5 
::tElectives 3 8 Electives 3 3Mech. Equip. of Bldgs. 
ME. 490 3 
18 18 18 
In addition to tht courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Inspection Trip, Arch. 400 (Fall); and Seminar, Arch. 410 (Spring). 
2 1n the junior or senior year N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman year. 
"May be omitted by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
Electlvt"S must be approved in advance by the head of the department It is strongly recom-
mtnded that the !;tU<ll'nt select indlvdual elt>ctives of related subject matter. 
CURRICULUM IN CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
SOPHOMORE \'EAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter 
Credits Credits 
Winni~ & Forming Cer. Raw Materials 
Cer .• 206 4 Cer. E. 207 5 
Quantitative Analysis Mineralogy 
Chem. 211 4 Geol. 355 4 
Diff. & Int. Calculus III General Physics 
Math. 213 4 Phys. 222 5 
General Phfsics Statics of Engineering 
Phys. 22 5 T. & A. 1\1. 274 3 
Military Science Military Science 
Mil. 211 1 Mil. 212 1 
or or 
1Naval Science tNaval Scit>nce 
N.S. 211 3 N.S. 212 3 
18 or 20 18 or 20 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Drtin\; & Firing 
er .. 208 5 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 214 4 
General Geology 
Geol. 201 3 
General Physics 
Phys. 223 5 
Military Science 
Mil. 213 1 
or 
tNaval Science 
N.S. 213 3 
18 or 20 
In addition to the courses listrd abovt>, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203; Seminar, Cer.E. 201, 202, 203. 
Phys. & Chem. Prop. of 
Cer. Materials 
Cer.E. 309 6 
. Physical Chemistry 
Chem. 321 4 
Mechanics of Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 5 
•Non-Technical electives 3 
18 
•JUNIOR YEAR 
BodicsE Glazes & Colors 
Cer .. 315 
Ph~ical Chemistry 
hem. 322 
Principles of Economics 
Econ. 261 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 
Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 337 
"Non-Technical electives 
Enamels 
3 Cer.E. 316 4 
4 
Phtsical Chemistry 
hem. 323 4 
Elements of Structures 
3 C.E. 331 5 
Principles of Economics 
3 Econ. 262 3 
3Non-Tt'Cbnical electives 3 
2 
3 
18 19 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Cer.E. 301. 302, and 303. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 117 
=SENIOR YEAR 
Glass Technology Crr. Prod. Dev. & Control Rcf ractorits 
Cer.E. 406 3 Cer.E. 411 4 Cer.E. 404 3 
Cer. Eng. Design Cer. Eng. Design Cer. Prod. Dev. & Control 
Cer.E. 424 s Cer.E. 425 4 Cer.E. 412 3 
Optical Mineralogy Electrical Applications En~neering Reports 
Geol. 454 4 E.E. 434 3 .E. 484 3 
'Electives 3 'Electives 3 American Go\'ernment 
:iNon-Technical electives 3 BN on-Technical electives 3 Govt. 315B 3 
•Electives 3 
:iNon-Trchnical electives 3 -
18 17 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be re<1uired to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, Cer.E. 401, 402, 403: Inspection Trip, Cer.E. 400 (Fall). 
1May be taken only by students appointed to N.R.0.T.C. 
111n the junior or senior year N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three credits additionnl to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman year. 
8 May be omitted by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.0.T.C. 
•To be selected from the following courses: 
Cer.E. 431, 432, 433. Cr. 3 eacll. 
Gen.E. 351, 404, 425, 430, 486. Cr. 3 each. 
M.E. 344J Cr. 5: M.E. 4401 443, 480. Cr. 3 each. Econ. 36~A. 366, 368, 384A, 468, 474. Cr. 3 each. 
Econ. 384A, 480. Cr. 4 each. 
All electives must be approved in advance by thP head of the department. 
CURRICULUM IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 215 5 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 216 5 
Diff. & Int. Calculus 111 Machine Shop 
Math. 213 4 M.E. 201 2 
General Physics Metal Fabrication 
Phys. 221 5 M.E. 204 2 
Speech-Making General Physics 
Speech 311 3 Phys. 222 s 
Mihtary Science Statics of Engr. 
Mil. 211 1 T.&A.M. 274 3 
or Military Science 
iNaval Science Mil. 212 1 
N.S. 211 3 or 
1Naval Science 
N.S. 212 s 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Industrial Stoichiometry 
Chem.E. 303 3 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 217 5 
General Physics 
Phys. 223 5 
Dynamics of Engr. 
T.&A.M. 344 4 
Military Science 
Mil. 213 
or 
1Naval Science 
N.S. 213 3 
18 or 20 18 or 20 18 or 20 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Summer Plant or Mine Practice, 170 hours. 
•JUNIOR YEAR 
Chem. E. Unit Operations Chem. E. Unit Operations Chem. E. Unit Operations 
Chem.E. 361 3 Chem.E. 362 3 Chem. E. 36J 3 
Phthical Chemistry Physical Chemistry Ph~cal Chemistry 
em. 321 4 Chem. 322 4 hem. 323 4 
Organic Chemistry Or~c Chemistry ors:nic Chemistry 
Chem. 331 5 hem. 332 s hem. 333 s 
Mechanics of Materials 3 Principles of Economics Engineering Reporm 
T&A.M. 324 s Econ. 261 3 C.E. 484 3 
Materials Laboratory 3Amerlcan Government 
T.&A.M. 337 2 Govt. JISB 3 
'17 17 18 
118 DIVISIONS 
•SENIOR YEAR 
Chem. Process Industries 
Cbem.E. 411 3 
Chemical E. Lab. 
Chem.E. 421 3 
Chemical E. Design 
• Chem.E. 471 3 
Chem. E. Thermodynamics 
Chem.E. 461 3 
D.C. Circuits & Machines 
E.E. 435 4 
1Non-technlcal Electives 3 
Chem. Process Industries Chem. Process Industries 
Chem.E. 412 3 Cbem.E. 413 3 
Chemical E. Lab. Chemical E. Lab. 
Chem.E. 422 3 Chem.E. 423 3 
Chemical E. Design •Special Problems 
Chem.E. 472 3 Chem.E. 466 2 
•Special Problems •Ac~ued Elecuo.chem. 
Chem.E. 465 2 em.E. 583 3 
A.C. Circuits & Machines Chemical E. Design 
E.E. 437 4 Chem. 473 2 
•Non-technical Electives 3 Industrial Orpnlzatfon 
G.E. 351 3 
•Non-technical Electives 3 
19 18 19 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include ln his schedule: 
Seminar, Chem.E. 401, 402, 403; and Senior Inspection Trip, Chem. E. 400 (Fall). 
1May be taken only by students appointed by N.R.O.T.C. 
•In the junior or senior year N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman year. 
•May be omitted by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
•Ia addition, N.R.O.T.C. students will take N.S. 311 and R.O.T.C. students will take 
Mil. 301, 321, 331, or 341 and may omit Chem.E. 583 in the senior year, spring quarter. 
•Substitutions of a technical course permitted when approved in advance by the head of the 
departmenL · 
All electives must be approved ln advance by the head of the department. 
CURRICULUM IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Elementary Surveying 
C.E. 211 s 
To~. & Cadastral Survey 
.E. 212 3 
E~eerilig Geology General Physics 
I. 374 3 Phys. 222 5 
Diff. & InL Calculus III Introduction to Sociology 
Math. 213 4 Soc. 2348 3 
General Physics Speech-Making 
Phys. 221 s Speech 311 3 
Military Science Statics of Engineering 
Mil. 211 1 T.&A.M. 274 3 
or Military Science 
1Naval Science MD. 212 1 
N.S. 211 3 or 
lNaval Science 
N.S. 212 3 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Route & Highway Survey 
C.E. 213 4 
Principles of Economics 
Econ. 261 3 
General Physics 
Phys.223 5 
Mechanics of Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 5 
Military Science 
Mil. 213 l 
or 
1Naval Science 
N.S. 213 3 
18 or 20 18 or 20 18 or 20 
Summer field work and topo8X'&PhiC and route surveying, six weeks. Summer Camp, C.E. 
300, 9 credits. 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
1]UNIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology Hi~bway & Airport Surf aces Hi~hway Admin. & Design 
BacL 304D 3 .E. 355 4 .E. 356 3 
Son Engineering Railway Engineering Elements of Structures 
C.E. 360 5 C.E. 364 3 C.E. 331 s 
•Principles of F.c:onomics Accounting I Business Law I 
Econ. 262 3 Econ. 384A 3 Econ. 365A 3 
Public Address •American Government •Municipal GovL & Admin. 
Speech 312 3 GovL 31SB 3 GovL 437 3 
Dynamics of Eagr. Engineering Materials Mechanics of Fluids 
T.&A.M. 344 4 T.&A.M. 358 5 T.&A.M. 378 4 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In his schedule: 
Seminar, C.E. 394 (Fall) and 395 (Spring). 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 119 
Hydrology & Water Pawer 
Eng. 
C.E. 421 4 
•SENIOR YEAR 
Sewerage & Sewage 
Treatment 
C.E. 422 
Water Supply Engr. 
C.E. 423 4 
Continuous-Frame .Struct. 
Foundations & Masonry 
Structures 
C.E. 432 . S 
Eco12omics of Industrial 
Truss-Frame Structures 
C.E. 433 
Engineering Reports 
C.E. 484 
4 
s 
3 
3 
3 
C.E. 434 S 
Relations 
Econ. 41-0 
Engineering Economy 
Gen.E. 404 
Electrical Applications 
E.E. 434 
Ensdneerlng Construction 
C.E. 485 4 
J •Electives 3 
•Electives 
BElectlves 
18 18 16 
In addition to the courses listed .above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, C.E. 496 (Fall) and 497 (Winter); Inspection Trip, C.E. 400 (Fall). 
1May be taken only by students appointed to N.R.O.T.C. 
1In the junior or senior year N.R.O. T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman year. 
8May be omitted_by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
Elective courses shall be chosen after consultation with the senior coll~e counselor. 
Students who wish to prepare for careers in the sanitary and public health fields should make 
that decision early in the junior year so that the!?" programs may be arranged accordingly. 
CURRICULUM IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science . .. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
The following curriculum will be taken by students admitted to the freshman 
year after June 1, 1949. 
Fol' curriculum to be taken by students entering the freshman year before 
June 1, 1949, see 1'148-49 catalogue or write for special leaflet. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credltl Credits Credits 
Principles of Economics Principles of Economics Elec. & Mag. · Fields 
Econ. 261 3 Econ. 262 3 E.E. 213 6 
Fund. of Elec. Eng. Elec. & Mag. Circuits American Government 
E.E. 211 4 E.E. 212 s Govt. 31SB 3 
Diff. & Int. Calculus ID General Physics Speech-Malting 
Math. 213 4 Phys. 22Z s Speec:h 311 3 
General Physics Statics of Engineering Dyna.mies of Engineering 
Phys. 221 s T.&A.M. 274 3 T.&A.M. 344 4 
Military Science MDltary Science Military Science 
Mil. 211 I Mil. 212 I Mil. 213 l 
or or or 
1Naval Science 1Naval Science tNaval Science 
N.S. 211 3 N.S. Z12 3 N.S. 213 3 
17 or 19 17 or 19 17 or 19 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, and 203. • 
•AccounUng I 
Econ. 384A 
A. C. Circuits 
E.E . .301 
Advanced Math. for E.E. 
Math. 316 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 344 
3 
6 
s 
s 
•JUNIOR YEAR 
A.C. Circuits 
E.E. 302 
Electronics 
E.E. 474 
Mechanics of Materials 
'f.&A.M. 324 
•Non-technical elective 
6 
s 
3 
•Business Law I 
Econ. 36SA 
A.C. Circuits 
E.E. 303 
Elec. Machtnery 
E.E. 401 
or 
E.E. 411 
Elec. Measurement.I 
E.E. 366 
Materlah Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 327 
} 
3 
6 
6 
2 
l 
19 18 18 
In addition to the courses 11.sted above, each student will be required to include In bis schedule: 
Seminar, E.E. 300 (Spring). 
120 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Elec. Machinery 
E.E. 402 } 
or 6 
E.E. 412 
Writing of Scientific Papers 
Engl. 414 3 
Industrial Organization 
Gen.E. 351 3 
•Technical Electives 
(See list below) 4 
"Electives 3 
19 
DIVISIONS 
2SENIOR YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Prin. of Dlumination 
E.E. 485 ~ 
Business Correspondence 
Engl. 404 2 
•Technical Electives 
(See list below) 8 
II Electives 3 
17 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Engineering Analysis 
E.E. 408 4 
Personnel Supervision 
Gen. E. 425 3 
•Technical Electives 
(See Jist below) 8 
3 Eleclives 3 
18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Inspection Trip, E.E. 400 <Fall). 
tMay be taken only by students appointed to N.R.O.T C. 
21n the junior or senior year N.R.0.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined lo make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman year. 
3 May be omitted by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
'Technical electives are to be chosen from the following· 
Electric Machinery 
E.E. 403 4 
Industrial Electronics Power Transmission 
E.E. 475 4 E.E. 465 4 
Radio Engineering 
E.E. 457 4 
Theory of Elec. Networks 
E.E. 424 4 
Recurrent Elec. Transients 
E.E. 426 4 
Electric Machinery 
E.E. 404 
Med. Freq. Circuits 
E.E. 479 
Radio Engineering 
E.E. 458 
UHF Circuits 
E.E. 484 
Power Generation 
M.E. 456 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
All electives must be approved in advance by the head of the department. 
CURRICULUM IN GENERAL ENGINEERING 
Lcadin~ to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
•Surveyinit 
C.E. 325 
Diff. & Int. Calculus III 
Math. 213 
Machine Shop 
M.E. 201 
General Physics 
Phys. 221 
Speech-Making 
Spt>ech 311 
Military Science 
Mil. 211 
or 
1 Naval Science 
N.S. 211 
3 
4 
2 
5 
3 
1 
3 
18 or 20 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Principles of Economics 
Econ 261 3 
Differential Equations 
Math. 314 3 
Metal Fabrication 
M.E. 204 2 
General Physics 
Phy~ 222 5 
Statics of Engineering 
T.&A.M. 274 3 
Military Science 
Mil. 212 1 
or 
tNa\•al Scienct' 
NS. 212 3 
17 or 19 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Principles of Economics 
Econ. 262 3 
Motion Study 
Gen.E. 223 2 
General Physics 
Ph~. 223 S 
Applied Psychology 
Psych. 354 3 
Dynamics of Engineering 
T.&A.M. 344 4 
Military Science 
Mil. 213 1 
or 
tNaval Science 
N.S. 213 3 
18 or 20 
In addition to the courses listed above, each studt>nt will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203; Seminar. Gen.E. 213 (Spring) 
Accounting I 
Econ. 384A 4 
D.C. Circuits & Machines 
E.E. 338 4 
Industrial Organimtion 
Gen.E. 351 3 
3Employment Methods & 
Employee Development 
Gen.E. 354 3 
Mechanics or Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 5 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
2JUNIOR YEAR 
Cost Accounting 
Econ. 480 4 
A.C. Circuits & Machines 
E.E. 339 4 
Calculations & Graphic 
Methods 
Gen. E. 362 3 
8 American Govt. 
GovL 31SB 3 
Engineering Materials 
T.&A.M. 354 3 
Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 327 
A.C. Machines 
E.E. 340 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 344 
Industrial Psychology 
Psych. 464 
Fluid Mechanics 
T.&A.M. 378 
&Elective 
121 
4 
5 
3 
4 
3 
19 18 19 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to includt in his schedult: 
Seminar, Gen.E. 311 (Fall). 
Elements of Structures 
C.E. 331 5 
Writing or Scientific Papers 
En~l. 414 3 
Prinaples of Personnel 
Suov. 
Gen. E. 425 
Public Addr~ 
Speech 312 
or 
Persuasion 
Speech 334 
5 Electives 
} 
3 
3 
:!SENIOR YEAR 
Industrial Marketing 
F..con. 468 
Sales Engineerin2 
Gen.E. 430 
Engineering Economy 
uen.E. 404 
Time & Motion Study 
Gen.E. 435 
ts Electives 
.i 
3 
3 
3 
6 
Industrial Relations 
Econ. 410 
Industrial Management 
Gen.E. 452 
Engineering Evaluation 
Gen.E. 407 
Job Evaluation 
Gen.E. 432 
ts Electives 
3 
3 
3 
3 
s 
17 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, Gen.E. 412 (Winter); Senior Inspection Trip, Gen.E. 400 (Fall). 
1May be taken only by students appointed to N.R.O.T.C. 
21n the junior or senior year N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman ~ear. 
8 May be omitted by students a~pointed to R O.T.C. or N.O.R.T.C. 
•N.R.O.T.C. students will take Psrch. 204 instead of C.E. 325. 
Prior to enrollment for the junior year the student should elect to follow either the 
General Engineering curriculum or the option in Industrial Engineering. For option in 
Industrial Engineering _see following. 
11Senior Electives: Not less than 6 credits are to be chosen from a sequence of courses 
approved in advance by the head or the department. The following courses meet this 
requirement: 
M.E. 310 and M.E. 305 
M.E. 310 and M.E. 312 
M.E. 440 and M.E. 445 
M.E. 440 and M.E. 443 
M.E. 440 and M.E. 456 
M.E. 432 and M.E. 480 
M.E. 432 and Gen.E. 489 
C.E. 354 and C.E. 356 
C.E. 354 and C.E. 404 
C.E. 432 and C.E. 485 
C.E. 432 and C.E .. 360 
C.E. 360 and C.E. 485 
C.E. 485 and M.E. 480 
Aero.E. 310 and Aero.E. 360 
Gen. E. 421 and Gen.E. 489 
Gen. E. 421 and Gen.E. 494 
R.O.T.C. 
N.R.O.T.C. 
The above requirement of 6 credits may be waived for a student who desires to elect n 
sequence of courses totaling at least 12 credits in technical journalism or certain other non-
technical fields when approved in advance by the head of the department. 
OPTION IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
For the sophomore year, see curriculum in General Engineering, page 120. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Accounting I 
Econ. 384A 4 
D.C. Circuits & Machines 
E.E. 338 4 
3 
Industrial Organimtion 
Gen.E. 351 
3Employment Methods & 
Employee Development 
Gen.E. 354 3 
Mechanics of Materials 
T.&A M. 324 5 
2JUN10R YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
A.C. Circuits & Machines 
E.E. 339 4 
Principles or Personnel 
Supervision 
Gen.E. 425 
Calculations & Graphic 
Methods, Gen.E. 362 
3American Governmtnt 
Govt. 315B 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 344 
3 
3 
3 
5 
Spring Quarter 
Cost Accounting 
Econ. 480 
A.C. Machines 
E.E. 340 
Tool Engineering 
M.E. 305 
Public Address 
Speech 312 
Persuasion 
or 
Credit!\ 
4 
4 
3 
l 
Speech 334 
Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 327 
EnKineering Materials 
T.&A.M. 354 3 
19 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
St'minar, Gen.E. 311 (Fall). 
122 DIVISIONS 
ISENIOlt. YEAR 
Wrf ti:f. Sclentlfic Papers Industrial Engineering Industrial ~eering 
En • 414 3 Gen.E. 442 s Gen.E. 44 5 
Indusirlal Engineering Job Evaluation Sales Engineering } Gen.E. 441 5 Gen.E. 432 3 Gen.E. 430 or 3 Time & Motion· Study & En~neering Economy Industrial Marketing 
Std. Times en.E. 404 3 Econ. 468 
Gen.E. 431 5 Heat Enffles Ente;eer.Df Valuation 
Safety En*eerfng M.E. 43 3 en.E. 07 3 
Gen.E. 21 3 1Fluid Mechanics Engineering Contracts 
•Electives 3 T.&A.M. 378 4 M.E. 480 J 
a Electives 3 
19 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in bis schedule: 
Seminar, Gen.E. 311 (Fall). 
•In the junior or senior yw N.R.O.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credlt schedule in their freshman year. 
•May be omitted by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. " 
All electives must be approved in advance by the head of department. 
CURRICULUM IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Principles of Economics Principles of Economics Econ. Hist. of U. S. 
Econ. 261 3 Econ. 262 3 Hist. 235 3 our. & Int. Calculus n1 MetaJ Casting Metal Fabrication 
Math. 213 4 M.E. 202 2 M.E. 204 2 
Machine Shop 
M.E. 201 2 
P~ical Metallurgy 
.E. 212 3 
Pblfical Metallurgy 
.E. 213 3 
Ph:lffcal Metallurgy General Physics General Physics 
.E. 211 3 s s Phys. 222 Phys. 223 
General Physics Statics of Engineering Dynamics of Engineering 
Phys. 221 T.&A.M. 274 T.&A.M. 344 s 3 4 
Mill~ Science Military Science Military Science 
Mil. 211 1 Mil. 212 1 Mil. 213 1 
or or or 
iNaval Science t Naval Science 1Naval Science 
N.S. 211 3 N.S. 212 3 N.S. 213 3 
18or20 17or19 18or20 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Differential Equations 
Math. 314 
Kinematics 
M.E. 310 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 321 
IS~h-Making 
Ss>eeeb 311 
Meebanics of Fluids 
T.&A.M. 378 
Fall Quarter 
Accoun~ I 
Econ. 3 4A 
3 
4 
4 
J 
4 
18 
Credits 
3 
D.C. Circuits & Mach1nes 
E.E. 338 4 Rdr.i: & Air Conditioning 
~I. • 426 4 
Machine Design 
M.E. 423 4 
•Non-tcchnlcal Elective 3 -
18 
•JUNIOR YEAR. 
•American Government 
Govt. 3158 
Machine Analysis 
M.E. 312 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 322 
Thermodynamics Lab. 
M.E. 342 
Mechanics of Materials 
T.&A.M. J24 
Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 327 
1SENIOlt. YEAR 
3 
4 
4 
l 
s 
l 
18 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
A.C. Circuits & Machines 
E.E. 339 4 
Writi:. of Sclen. Papers 
En • 414 3 
Steam Power Equipment 
M.E. 444 4 
Tech. Elective 4 
3Non-technlcal Elective 3 
18 
•American Masterpieces 
Engl. 364 
Industrial Organization 
Gen.E. 351 
Design of Machine 
Elements, M.E .• HS 
Heat Transf ez; 
M.E. 325 
Mechanical Laboratory 
M.E. 343 
Fuels and Combustion 
M.E. 440 
Spring Quarter 
A.C. Machines 
E.E. 340 
Internal Comb. Engines 
M.E. 445 
Engineering Contracts 
M.E. 480 
Tech. Elective 
•Non-Technical Elective 
3 
3 
4 
3 
4 
18 
Credits 
4 
4 
3 
4 
3 
18 
-
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In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In his schedule: 
Inspection Trip, M.E. 400 (Fall). 
tMay be taken only by students· a_pp_ointed to !he N.R.O.T.C. 
1In the junior or senior _year N.R.O.T.C. studentsAwill elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule In meir freshman year. 
8May be omitted J>~ students appointed to the R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
SENIOR ELECTIVES: It is recommended that non-technical electives be chosen from the 
fields of biological science, psychology, history, language, or literature. Technical electives will 
be chosen from one of the following groups. All electives are subject to approval In advance by 
the head of the department. 
Group 1 Credits Group 2 Credits 
Steam Power Plant Design Cost Accounting 
M.E. 448 4 Econ. 480 4 
Diesel Engines Engineering Valuation 
M.E. 467 3 Gen.E. 407 3 
Airplane Engines Industrial Engineering 
M.E. 450 4 Gen.E. 486 3 
Int. Comb. Engine Design Factory Planning 
M.E. 429 4 Gen.E. 489 3 
Heat. and Air Cond. Design Mot.ion and Time Study 
M.E. 427 4 M.E. 455 2 
Ph~ical Measurements Industrial Psychology 
Phys. 312 1 Psych. 464 3 
Group 3 . Group 4 
lndustrial Metallurgy Ap_ptication of Electronics 
M.E. 435 3 E.E. 439 3 
Physical Measurements Differential Equations 
Phys. 311 1 Math. 315 3 
Adv. Mechanics of Materials Adv. Math. in Engineering 
T.&A.M. 514 3 or 4 Math. 451, 452, 453 3 each 
Mech. Vibrations Ph~ical Measurements 
T.&A.M. 544 J to 5 Phys. 313 I 
Adv. Technical Statics Heat 
T.&A.M. 524 3 or 4 Phys. 404 3 or 4 
CURRICULUM IN MINING ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 112. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis General Geology 
Chem. 211 4 Chem. 212 4 Geot. 203 4 
General Geology General Geology Elements of Mn. E. 
Geol. 201 4 Geot. 202 4 Mn.E. 351 3 
Diff. & Int. Calculus m Metal Fabrication General Phrlcs 
Math. 213 4 M.E. 204 2 Phys. 22 5 
General Physics General Physics Mechanics of Materials 
Phys. 2Zl s P!tYs. 222 5 T.&A.M. 324 s 
Military Science Statics of En¥f eering Mflitary Science 
Mil. 211 1 T.&A.M. 2 4 3 Mil. 213 I 
or Mflitary Science or 
tNaval Science Mil. 212 1 tNaval Science 
N.S. 211 3 or N.S. 213 3 
tNaval Science 
N.S. 212 3 
18 or 20 19 or 21 18 or 20 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include in his schedule: 
P}ip.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Field trip or summer mine practice, 170 hours. 
1It1NIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Credits Winter Quarter Credits 
Plane Surveying Principles of Economics 
C.E. 325 3 Econ. 261 3 
Mining_ Methods Mineralogy 
Mn.E. 301 2 Geol. 355 4 
Mn. E. Laboratory Mining_ Methods 
Mn. E. 321 2 Mn.E. 302 2 
Elements of Mn. E. Mn. E. Laboratory 
Mn.E. 352 3 Mn.E. 322 2 
•Prln. of Metallurgy Elements of Mn. E. 
Mn.E. 314 3 Mn. E. 553 
Dynamics of Engineering Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 344 4 T.&A.M. 337 2 
'Non-technical Electives 3 
3 
17 19 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
EnJdneering Reports 
C.E. 484 3 
•Principles of Economics 
Econ. 262 3 
Petrology 
Geol. 356 
Mining_ Methods 
Mn.E. 303 
Mn. E. Laboratory 
Mn.E. 323 
Mine Surveying 
Mn.E. 324 
4 
2 
2 
4 
18 
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•SENIOR YEAR 
Economic Geology D.C. Circuits & Machines Accounting I 
4 E.E. 435 4 Econ. 384A 3 Geol. 434 
3 American Government Economic Geology A.C. Circuits & Machines 
Govt. 315B 3 Geol. 455 4 E.E. 437 4 
Mineral Dressing Mineral Dressing Ent.neering Valuation 
Mn.E. 431 4 Mn.E. 432 4 .E. 407 3 
Mn. E. Design ~In. E. Design Fire Assaying 
Mn.E. 471 3 Mn E. 472 3 Mn.E. 417 3 
Spt'ech-Making 3Non·technical Electives 3 Mn. E. Design 
Spet'ch 311 3 Mn.E. 473 2 
3 Non-technical Electives 3 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above. each student will be r~q_uired to include in his Schedule: 
Seminar, Chem.E. 401, 402, 403: and Senior Inspection Trip, Mn.E. 400 (Fall). 
1 ~1ay be taken only by students appointed to N.R.O.T.C. 
'In the junior or senior year N.R 0.T.C. students will elect three credits additional to those 
outlined to make up for the 17-credit schedule in their freshman year. 
3May be omitted by students appointed to R.O.T.C. or N.R.O.T.C. 
All electives must be approved in advance by the head of the department. 
PROGRAM FOR RURAL BUILDERS 
Administered by Department of Agricultural Engineering. 
Length of Program: Two or more quarters. 
Requirements: High school graduation or equivalent. 
Purpose: To provide a technical background for men who expect to enter the 
rural construction field either as builders or as employees of building material 
dealers in rural communities. Students may enroll at the beginning of the winter 
quarter. 
·First Quarl<'r Credits 
Farm Mechanics 
A.E. 254 2 
Carpentry 
A.E. 255 2 
Farm Buildings 
A.E. 289 S 
Concrete and Masonry 
A.E. 374 2 
Business Letters and Special Reports 
Engl. 100 3 
Commercial Woods 
Forestry 488 3 
17 
Second Quartt'r 
Advanced Carpentry 
A.E. 256 
Farm Buildings 
A.E. 290 
Farm Utilities 
A.E. 387 
Business Law 
Econ. 365 
Elementary Accounting 
Econ. 384A 
Freehand Drawing 
Arch. 114 
Credits 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
17 
Stu~ents desiring further preparation may enroll as special students in Agricultural Engineering 
and, in consultation with their counselor, plan a program fitted to their individual needs. A few 
suggested courses are listed below: 
Cr. 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
J 
3 
Arch. 334--Domestic Architecture 
Engr.Dr. 131-Drawing and Projection 
Engr.Dr. 151-Theory of Projective I>rawin1t 
Engr.Dr. l 52-Projective Drawing 
Econ. 130--Elements of Farm Managt'ment 
Econ. 385-Accounting II 
Engl. 101-Principles of Composition 
Engl. 102-Principlcs of Composition 
For. 22 S-Lumber Manufacture 
For. 385-Timber Preservation 
For. 438-Lumber Markets 
G.E. 351-Industrial Organization 
L.A. 208-Rural Landscape Design 
Psych. 204-General Psychology 
SoC. 200--Rural Institutions and Organizations 
Sp. 311--Spetth-Making 
Division of Home Eco·nomics 
P. MABEL NELSON, Ph.D., Dean of Division of Home Economics, Home Economics 
Hall, Room 12 2 
The Division of Home Economics consists of the Departments of Applied Art, 
Child Development, Foods and Nutrition, Home Economics Education, Home 
Management, Household Equipment, Institution Management, Physical Education 
for Women, and Textiles and Clothing. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE. The division, through its placement office, endeavors to 
find positions for all its graduates. The service is also extended to undergraduates 
needing employment through summer vacations and to alumnae who wish to make 
changes in positions. Home economics graduates of the Iowa State College arc 
in demand as state supervisors, teachers of secondary schools and colleges, specialists 
in extension service, home demonstration agents, dietitians, institutional managers, 
home service directors for public utility companies, research workers, technicians 
in commercial laboratories, workers in retail clothing and house f umishing depart-
ments, and members of editorial staffs of magazines and newspapers. 
HONOR FRATERNITIES. There are two national home economics honor societies 
that have chapters at the Iowa State Co11ege-Omicron Nu and Phi Upsilon Omi-
cron. A chapter of Delta Phi Delta, a professional society in the field of applied 
art, selects its membership from the applied art majors. Among other honor or 
professional societies open to students of home economics are: 
Iota Sigma Pi .............. Chemistry ............ Women 
Theta Sigma Phi. .......... J oumalism ........... Women 
Sigma Alpha Iota ........... Music ................ Women 
Psi Chi ..................• Psychology ...... · ..... Men and Women 
Sigma Delta Epsilon ........ Science ............... Women 
Sigma Xi ................. All College ........... Men and Women 
Mortar Board ............. All College ........... Women 
Phi Kappa Phi ............ All College ........... Men and Women 
THE HOME ECONOMICS OLue. This club, to which all students of the division 
are eligible, furnishes a forum for the discussion of subjects of general interest 
in home economics. It arranges for lectures by speakers of national reputation. 
It is in charge of the annual freshman reception and assumes major responsibility 
for the Open House, which is an important feature of Veisbea. The club main-
tains the Catherine MacKay loan fund and sends delegates to the annual con-
vention of the American Home Economics Association. 
AWARDS. Students in the Division of Home Economics are eligble for special 
awards as follows: 
THE BORDEN HoM~ EcoNoM1cs ScnoLARSHIP AwARD. This award of $300 will 
be presented annually to that eligible student in the Division of Home Economics 
who, upon entering her senior year of study, has achieved the highest average grade 
of all other similarly eligible students in all preceding college work. Those students 
125 
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will be eligible for the award who have included in their curricula two or more 
courses in foods. 
Tm: MABEL L. CRAFT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSIDP. This scholarship of $600 
($150 payable annually) was made available in the Fall of 1947, for a farm 
girl of good character, whose home is on a farm within the continental boundaries 
of the United States, and who is enrolled in one of the curricula in the Division 
of Home Economics. In making the selection, the individual's high school scholastic 
record, her need for financial assistance, and her former activities in 4-H Club, 
high school, church or community programs will be considered. 
DELTA Pm DELTA Aw ARD. This is a gift to the junior student in Applied Art 
who has contributed the most toward the promotion of art during her three 
years on the campus. Selection of the recipient is made by the senior members 
of the Delta Phi Delta organization. 
HoME EcoNomcs CLUB SCHOLARSHIP AwARD. Two scholarships of $50.00 each 
are awarded to junior Home Economics Club members who have worked ap-
proximately 15 hours a week for at least a year, have scholastic averages of at 
least "C" and have been outstanding in Home Economics Club work. They are 
to be used by the recipients the quarter of their choice during the senior year 
lQ provide time for campus professional activities. 
ANNA LARRABEE PRIZE. This is awarded to the outstanding senior student in 
Cookery. The student's name is engraved on a silver tray, the property of the 
Home Economics Division, which is used for divisional social functions. 
] oHN MORRELL SCHOLARSHIP FUND. This consists of $250 and is awarded 
to a 4-H girl selected by the Extension Service for 4-H Club records done before 
entering college. 
MARY F. RAusCH SCHOLARSHIP AwARD. This has been an award of $15.00 
or $20.00 per year provided by earnings from money given by the sister of Mary 
F. Rausch as a memorial. The Junior recipient is selected on the basis of scholar-
ship, leadership, and initiative. · 
WNAX HoME EcoNOMICS SCHOLARSHIP. The WNAX Broadcasting Company 
annually provides a $300 scholarship to be awarded to a girl from a farm home 
who has completed her freshman year in the Division of Home Economics. The 
selection of the recipient is based on outstanding scholarship, promise of leader-
ship, character and financial need. 
LoAN FUNDS. Worthy students of the senior college may secure financial assist-
ance through several loan funds including the Catherine MacKay, the Frances 
Sheldon, the Hattie Miller Newens and the Julia McCulloch Smith Memorial 
Funds. 
Tm IowA HOMEMAKER. A monthly magazine, The Iowa Homemaker, is pub-
lished by the students of the division interested in preparing for editorial wor1• 
in the ield of home economics. 
HOME ECONOMICS 127 
CURRICULA IN HOME ECONOMICS 
The curricula in home economics are planned to meet the needs of those who 
desire a good foundation in the study of subjects relating to the economic, artistic, 
scientific, and social problems of the home; of those who desire the work as 
part of a liberal education; of those who wish to teach in secondary schools or 
colleges ; of those who wish to prepare themselves for other locations in related 
lines of work; and of those who wish to undertake- research work. 
UNIFORM FRESHMAN YEAR 
Credits 
En~lish ....•••••••••••••••••••••••• • 9 
r~~J!~o~~ fo~tlon 9 
Credits 
Home Economics .•.•.....••.......• 14-17 
BaslcDesiJm 4 
Biologicill and Physical Sciences ••...• , • 9-13 
Home Economics Physics 4 
Ph~. 1-0.6 
Phystology for Home ~omlcs S 
Zool. 1SS 
*General Chemistry I 
Chem. 105.. 106 
Social Sciences ••......•••.••.•••........ 8 
Introduction to Sociology 3 
Soc. 234C 
Developmental Psychology 5 
Psych. 215 
2~0 
Total: 44-45 aedits 
A.A. 103 
liltro. to Foods & Nutrition 3 
F.&N. 107 
Costume Design & Selection 4 
T.C. 145 
Fund. of Household Equipment 3 
H.Ea. 154 
Personat Mjustment 3 
Personal AdJUStment for Profe!r 
sional Home Econ. 
B.Ec. 105 3 
14-17 
In addition to courses listed above, each student wlll be required to Include In her schedule: 
Lib. 106B (Fall); Physical Education each quarter (P.E. 121, 122, 123, 1 aedlt for the year). 
For two quarters each student should select at least one course from each of the groups: 
Enpisb, biological or physical science, social science and home economics. In the third quarter 
register for H.Ec. 105 instead of social science. 
*Chemistry may be taken in the freshman or sophomore year. The two quarters of Chemistry 
should be taken consecutively. If taken In the freshman year, Physics 106 and H.Eq. 154 will 
be taken in the sophomore year. 
The uniform freshman year, as outlined above, bas been materially revised. 
This revision will necessitate changes in the sophomore, junior and senior years. 
Revised curricula for these years will soon be available and may be bad by writing 
to the Office of the Registrar. 
SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR, AND SENIOR YEARS 
At the beginning of the sophomore year each student chooses one of the fol-
lowing curricula: applied art ; child development ; foods and nutrition with major 
in dietetics, nutrition, experime~tal cookery, related science; home economics with 
major in technical journalism; home• economics education; home management; 
household equipment ; institution management ; textiles and clothing ; textiles and 
related science. 
For details of the above curricula, see the following pages. 
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CURRICULUM IN APPLIED AllT 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Drawing & Composition 
A.A. 221 2 
Drawing & Composition 
A.A. 222 
House Planning Interior House Design 
A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 
1 Intro. to American Lit. 
} 
Food Preparation 
Engl. 254 or 3 F.&N. 204 
Be.fnning T.Jl. Fund. or Household Eq. 
.Jl. 22SB H.Eq. 154 
Mustc Af~reciation 3Clothing 
Mus. 4 1 T.&C. 224 
Home. Ee. Physics 
Phys. 106 
General Textiles 
4 
'Phhsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 222 
T.&C. 204 3 
'Phhsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 221 R 
15 
2 
3 
4 
3 
3 
R 
15 
Drawing & Composition 
A.A. 223 
Orflnic Chemistry 
hem. 264 
1 Intro. to American Lit. 
Engl. 254 or 
Contemporary Lit. 
E!fl. 256 
2Fo Preparation 
F.&N. 205 
Plan. Home Landscapes 
L.A. 206 
'Phhsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 223 
} 
2 
5 
3 
4 
2 
1 
17 
istudents who elect T.Jl. 225B in the Fall Quarter will take Engl. 254 in Spring Quarter. 
1Home Experience Projects and Examination F.&N. 207 required upon completion of 
F.&N. 205. 
3Be£ore classification in T.&C. 324, Independent work and Examination T.&C. 225 is required. 
•One credit is given upon the completion or three quarters. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Constr. & Design Advertising Design Sculptural Design 
A.A. 344 2 A.A. 305 2 A.A. 393 2 
General Bacteriology I Craft Design Textile Design 
Bact. 3048 5 A.A. 345 2 A.A. 434 3 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Guidance in Early Child-
Ee. 211 3 Ee. 212 3 hood, C.D. 335 3 
Prfrar.nda Analysis 8 Meal Planning Prin. of Economics 
ng. 205 3 F.&N. 303 4 Ee. 213 3 
Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. 5 Science Option 3 lntr. to Sociology 
sych. 315 J Electives 2 Soc. 234C 3 
Electives 2 
16 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Jtwelry Des. & Constr. Seminar Design in Lettering 
A.A. 546 2 A.A. 504 1 A.A. S07 2 
Adv. Constr. & Dec. Des. Art Appreciation Painting & Composition 
A.A. 445 2 A.A. SSS 2 A.A. 524 2 
Art Appreciation Gen. Home Managell'ent Adv. Interior House Des. 
A A. 484 - 3 H.Mgt. 474 3 A.A. 56S 3 
Adv. Textile Design 8 Home Mgt. House Art Appreciation 
A.A. S3S 2 H.Mgt. 475 4 A.A. 586 2 
Amer. Government Historic Textiles Advanced Clothing 
Govt. 315A 3 T.&C. S14 3 T.&C. 324 4 
F.eech-Maki'lfi Electives 3 Electives 3 
rofesslonal elations 
H.Ec. 400 R 
Speech 311 3 
Electivt"S 2 
17 16 16 
nselt'ct from Chem. 266, Bot. 255 or Geol. 201. 
•Advance rest'rvation rtqulrtd. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 129 
CURRICULUM IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
Leading to the dc~ree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
House Planning Interior House Design 
A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 3 
Intro. to American Lit. 
} 
Contemporary Lit. } Engl. 254 or 3 Engl. 256 or 3 Beginning T.Jl. English Elective 
Tjl. 225B 1 F oud Preparation 
Foo Preparation F.&N. 205 4 
F.&N. 204 4 Guidance in Early Childhood 
Phpsics for H.Ec. Students CD. 335 3 
bys. 106 4 Clothing 
Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. T.&C. 224 3 
sych. 315 3 2 Phhsical Education 
RPh~ical Education P ys. Ed. 222 R 
P ys.Ed. 221 R 
16 16 
O~nic Chemistry 
hem. 264 5 
General Textiles 
T.&C. 204 3 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H.Eq. 154 3 
Intr. to Sociology 
Soc. 234C · 3 
2 Phbsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 223 
15 
1Home Experience Project and Examination, F&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
20ne credit is given upon the completion of three quarter ... 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
General Bacteriology I Phtsiol. & Nutr. Chem Prin. of Economics 
Bact. 304B 5 hem. 274 3 Ee. 213 3 
Food Analysis Prin. of Economics Nutrition & Dietetics 
Chem. 266 3 Ee. 212 3 F.N. 305 4 
Pl~ and Play Materials Meal Planning Art Appreciation 
.D. 440 3 F.N. 303 4 A.A. 484 3 
Prin. of Economics Electkl·s s Dynamics of Family 
Ee. 211 3 Development 
American Government C.D. 419 3 
Govt. 315A 3 Electives 3 
17 15 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Adv. Child Psychology ~em mar Supervised Teaching in 
Psych. 516 3 CD. 465 2 the Nursery School 
Methods of N .S. Teaching Community Factors in C.D. 467 5 
C.D. 466 3 De\' of Children Gen. Home Management 
Guidance in Later Childhood C.D. 546 3 H.M~ 474 3 
C.D. 536 3 ~ursery School Planning 'Home anagement House 
Speech-Making C.D. 558 H.Mgt. 475 4 
Speech 311 3 Nutrition of Children &Electives 4 
Professional Relations F.&N. 506 -~ 
H.Ec. 400 R Child Physiology 
ft Electives s Zool. 458 ~ 
&Electives 2 
17 16 16 
3These electives must be chosen in consultation with the student's senior college counselor. 
'Advanced reservation required. 
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CURRICULUM IN FOODS AND NUTRITION 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
House Planning 
A.A. 260 
O~fc Chemistry 
hem. 264 
Prin. of Economks 
Ee. 211 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 204 
Intro. to Amer. Lit. 
Engl. 254 or 
'B~nnlng T.Jl. ·{ii· 225B 
Ph~ cal F.ducatlon 
bys.F.d. 221 
2 
s 
3 
.. 
} 3 
R 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 
Food Analysis 
Chem. 265 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 212 
SFood Preparation 
F.&N. 205 
'Physical F.ducation 
Phys. Ed. 222 
3 
s 
3 
4 
' R 
Phrsiol. & Nutr. Chemistry 
Chem. 275 5 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 213 3 
Clo thin T.&~ 224 3 
. Physics for Home Ee. 
Students 
Phys. 106 4 
'Physical Education 
Phys.Ed. 223 1 
17 15 16 
•Required of those majoring in Nutrition and Experimental Cookery. 
•Home Experience Project and Examination, F .&N. 207, required tlpon completion or 
F.&N. 205. 
'One credit ls given upon the completion of three quarters' work. 
MAJOR IN DIETETICS 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
Freshman courses may not be used for elective credit. 
For sophomore year, see above. 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
General Bacteriol°tf I Lar~ Quantity Cookery Child Care & Training 
Bact. 304A or s I. gt. 380 4 C.D. 335 3 
tMeal Planning . Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. Nutrition & Dietetics 
F.&N. 303 4 sych. 315 3 F.&N. 305 4 
American Government lntr. to Sociology Contemporary Lit. } Govt. 31SA 3 Soc. 234C 3 Engl. 256 or 3 General Textfles Fund. of Household Eq. t Electives in English 
T.&C. 204 3 H.Eq. 154 3 Speech-Making 
Electives 3 Speech 311 3 
Electives 3 
l5 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Accountlnrn I Art Appreciation 
Ee. 384 4 A.A. 484 3 
3 Melh. of Teach. Hosp. Diet 
F..&N. 518 3 
Seminar ln Nutr. & Diet. Diel in Disease Gen. Home Management 
F.&N. 404 2 F.&N. 504 3 H.Mgt. 474 3 
Elerimental Cookery Nutrition of Children 2Home Mgt. House 
.&N. Sil 3 F.&N. 506 3 H.Mgt. 475 4 
Purchastn~ Textile Purchasing ~lion & Management 
I.Mgt. 84 3 T.&C. 464 2 • gt. 587 3 
ProfesSional Relations Child Physiology Electives 3 
H.Ec. 400 R Zool. 458 3 
Electives 4 Electives 3 
16 17 16 
'Students who elect T.Jl. 225B in the sophomore year take Engl. 254. 
•Advance reservation required. 
1When possible this course should be preceded by V.Ed. 537, or Psych. 334. 
MAJOR IN NUTRITION 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
Freshman courses may not be used for elective credit. 
For sophomore year, see above. 
General Bacteriology I 
Bact. 304A or B 5 
'Meal Planning 
F.&N. 303 4 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H.Eq. 154 3 
•Electives 3 
Seminar in Nutr. & Diet 
F.&N. 404 
'Experimental Cookery 
F.&N. Sil 
Psych. of Child & Adol. 
Psych. 315 
Sociology of the Family 
Soc. 485 
Prof essiopal Relations 
H.Ec. 400 
. 3Electlves 
15 
2 
3 
3 
3 
R 
5 
16 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
JUNIOR YEAR 
tintro.toAmerican Lit. 
J 
Engl. ·254 or 
Contemporary Lit. 3 
Engl. 256 
Intro. to Sociology 
Soc. 234C 3 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 3 
General Textiles 
T.&C. 204 3 
:tEleclives 3 
-
15 
SENIOR YEAR 
Guidance in Early Childhood 
C.D. 335 3 
Nutrition of Children 
F.&N. 506 3 
Rural Sociology 
Soc. 386 J 
Child Physiology 
Zool. 458 J 
3 Electives s 
17 
Nutrition & Dietetics 
F.&N. 305 
American Government 
Govt. 31SA 
Public Address 
Speech 312 
Feature Writing 
TJl. 335 
•Electives 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 
Famfly Finance 
Ee. 418 
Gen. Home Management 
H.Mgt. 474 
'Home Mgt. House 
H.Mgt. 475 
Textile Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 
•Electives 
1Students who elect T.J). 225B in the sophomore year take Engl. 254. 
131 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
16 
3 
2 
J 
4 
2 
J 
17 
8()ption: Elect 6 credits from the following: Ee. 515, 516, 517, 520; Soc. 409, 588; C.D. 
536; H.Ec. 319; Psych. 334, 424, 464, 544; T.J). 325, 475. 
'Advance reservation required. 
MAJOR IN EXPERIMENTAL COOKERY 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
For sophomore year, see page 130. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
General Bacteriology 
Credits 
arntro. to Amer. Lit. 
J 
Nutrition & Dietetics 
Bact. 304A 5 Engl. 254 or F.&N. 305 
Fund. of Household Eq. Contemporary Lit. 3 American Government 
H.Eq-. 154 3 Ee1. 256 Govt. 315A 
Intr. to Sociology 'M Planning Public Address 
Soc. 23·4C 3 F.N. 303 4 Speech 312 
General Textiles ~Quantity Cookery Feature Writing 
T.&C. i04 3 • gt. 380 4 T.Jl. 335 
1Electives 3 Speech-Making Electives 
Speech 311 3 
17 14 
Credits 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
17 
2pPtion: In junior and senior xears elect total of 6 credits from the following: Engl. 414; 
T.J). 325, 475; l.Mgt. 580, 585; H.Eq. 421, 435; A.H. 374; Phys. 316; Speech 302, Bact. 535. 
•Students who elect T.JI. 225B In the sophomore year take Engl. 254. 
'Advance reservation required. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Seminar in Nutr. & Diet. Art Appreciation Colloid Chemistry 
F.&N. 404 2 A.A. 484 3 Chem. 425 4 
'Ext)erimental Cookery Nutrition or Children 'E~erimental Cookery 
F.&N. 511 3 F.&N. 506 3 .&N. 513 3 
Ps~. of Child. & Adol. 'Experimental Cookery Gen. Home Management 
ch. 315 3 F.&N. 512 3 H.Mgt. 474 3 
Textile Purchasing Guidance in Early Childhood &Home Mgt. House 
T.&C. 464 2 C.D. 335 3 H.Mgt. 475 4 
Professional Relations Child Physiology Electives 3 
H.Ec. 400 R Zool. 458 3 
Electives 6 
16 15 17 
132 DMSIONS 
MAJOR IN RELATED SCIENCE 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE \ EAR . 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 211 4 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 204 4 
Co1lege Algebra 
Math. 101 S 
Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 103 4 
Ph_ysfcal Education 
Phys.Ed. 2 21 R 
Quantitative Analysis Principles of Economics 
Chem. 212 4 Ee. 212 
Principles of Economics Intro. to Amer. Lit. 
) Ee. 211 3 Engl. 254 or 1Food Preparation Beginning T.Jl. 
F.&N. 205 4 T.JI. 225B 
Plane Trigonometry American Government 
Math. 102A 5 Govt. 31SA 
Physical Education Analytic Geometry 
Phys.Ed. 222 R Math. 103A 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H.Eq. 154 
2 Phhsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 223 
17 16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Orgiµifc Chemistry 
Chem. 331 4 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 213 3 
Differential and 
Integral Calculus I 
Math. 211 4 
General Physics 
Phys. 211 4 
Organic Chemistry Or~anic Chemistry 
Chem. 332 4 Chem. 333 
Differential and Child Care & Training 
Integral Calculus II C.D. 335 
Math. 212 4 •Meal Planning 
General Physics F.&N. 303 
Phys. 212 4 General Physics 
Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. Phys. 213 
sych. 315 3 -
15 15 
3 
3 
3 
s 
3 
1 
18 
4 
3 
4 
4 
15 
1Home Experience ProJcct and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon the completion of 
F.&N. 205. 
•One credit is gi\'en upon the completion of three quarters. 
'Advance reservation required. 
BAdvance reservation required. 
SENIOR VF.AR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
General Bacteriology I Nutrition & Dietetics 
Bact. 304A or B s F.&N. 305 4 
PhBlol. & Nutr. Chem. ~erimen tal Cookery 
hem. 474 3 .&N. 511 3 
•German 8 German 
M.L. 441 3 M.L. 442 3 
Science Option 4 Electives 2 
Prof esslonal Relations Science Option 4 
H.Ec. 400 R 
15 16 
Spring Quarter 
Credit~ 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 3 
Colloid Chemistry 
Chem. 425 4 
Seminar in Nutr. & Diet. 
F.&N. 404 2 
3 German 
M.L. 443 3 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 3 
Electives 2 
17 
8An elective may be subst1tut<'d if approved by the bead of the department. 
HOME ECONOMICS JOURNALISM 133 
CURRICULUM IN HOME ECONOMICS WITH MAJOR IN 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
Administered by the Division of Home Economics, Paulena Nickell, Senior Col-
lege Counselor. " 
Leading to the degree· of Bachelor of Science. 
A variety of positions is open to women with combined training in home 
economics and technical journalism. Such positions fall into two classes, editorial 
and advertising. The first class includes editorial work or free lance writing for 
women's magazines, farm journals, daily papers, radio, and syndicates. The 
second class includes advertising and publicity positions with magazines and with 
industries associated with the home. 
Students in home economics with a major in technical journalism have oppor-
tunity for practical experience thro"Qgh work on campus publications including 
The Iowa Homemaker, published by home economics students. Many young 
women also lay a foundation for active careers by contributing to magazines and 
newspapers during their training. 
A total of 15 credits of electives shall be taken in one major line of home 
economics, upon consultation with the senior college counselor. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
Intro. to American Lit. 
Engl. 254 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 204 
Physics for 
Home Ee. Students 
Phys. 106 
1 Technical Writing 
T.JI. 221 
3 Physical Education 
Phys. Ed 221 
4 
4 
4 
R 
15 
•SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Organic Chemistry 
Chem. 264 
2Food Preparation 
F.&N. 205 
Technical Writing 
T.JI. 222 
Clothing 
T.&C. 224 
sphysical Education 
Phys. Ed. 2 2 2 
5 
4 
4 
3 
R 
16 
House Planning 
A.A. 260 
Food Analysis 
Chem. 266 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H.Eq. 154 
Technical Writing 
T •• 223 
G('neral Textiles 
T.&C. 204 
llPhysical Education 
Phys.Ed. 223 
2 
3 
4 
3 
16 
lTransfer students should not r('gister in technical journalism courses until they have been 
enrolled for at least one quarter. Students planning to register for journalism should confer with 
the head or technical journalism or senior counselor. 
llHome Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion or F.&N. 205. 
sone credit will be given upon completion of three quarters' work. 
•Students choosing a sequence in household equipment must take Math. 200 during the sopho-
more year. 
Fall Quarter 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 
Principles of Economics 
Ee. 211 
Intr. to Sociology 
Soc. 234C 
Prin. of Broadcasting 
Speech 301 
Technical Advertising 
T.JI. 325 
Credits 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
15 
Gen. Home Managament 
H.Mgt. 474 3 
1>ffome Mgt. House 
H.M~. 475 4 
llTechmcal Writing 
T.JI. 426 3 
Professional Relatinn -
H.Ec. 400 R 
Electives 6 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
General Bacteriology I 
Bact. 304B 
Principles of Economics 
Ee. 212 
s 
3 
PS)"ch. of Child & Adol. 
Psych. 315 3 
Co~y Edit. & Typog. 
T.]1. 342 
Electives 
SENIOR YEAR 
Tl'chnical Writing 
T.JI. 427 
Radio Writing 
T.JI. 475 
American Government 
Govt. 315A 
Electives 
2 
4 
17 
l 
3 
3 
7 
16 
Spring Quarter 
Credll'I 
Guidance in Early 
Childhoad 
C.D. 335 3 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 213 3 
5Meal Planning 
F.&N. 303 4 
Myazine Editing 
.11. 343 2 
Electives 4 
16 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 3 
Textile Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 2 
Electives 12 
17 
!>Advance reservation required. 
astudents should have completed all required work In foods, clothing, and chUd development. 
134 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
~ic Chemistry House Planning 
em. 264 s A.A. 260 2 
Food .PreparaUon Food Analysis 
F.&N. 204 4 Chem. 266 3 
Intro. to Sodology Contemporary Literature 
Soc. 234C 3 ~- 2S6 3 
Ph~cs for H.Ec. Stud. •F PrT<aration 
bys. 106 4 F.&N. OS 4 
1 Ph~cal Education •Clothing 
p ys.Ed. 221 R T.&C. 224 3 
1 Phtsical Education 
p ys.Ed. 222 R 
16 15 
Principles of Economics 
Jl&IOR YEAR 
Guidance 10 Early Childhood 
Ee. 211 3 C.D. 33S 3 
'Meal Planning General Bacteriology I 
F.&N. 303 4 Bact. 304B s 
Ps~. of Child. & Adol. Prin. of Economics 
ycb. 315 3 Ee. 212 3 
Advanced Clothing Methods of Teaching 
T.&C. 324 4 V.Ed. 30S 3 
Prindples of Education &Electives 3 
V.Ed. 304 3 -
17 17 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 3 
Phesiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 274 3 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H:.:t. 1S4 3 
Gen Textiles 
T.&C. 204 3 
aEJectives 
1 Phhsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 223 1 
16 
Educ. Psych. 
3 J>sych. 334 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 213 3 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 3 
Observation of Teaching 
H.Ec.Ed. 40S 2 
aEJectives 6 
17 
tR indJcates that the course is required, without credit, for graduation. One credit is given 
upon the completion or three quarters. · 
•Home Esperlence Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
•Independent Work, T.&C. 225, required before classifying in T.&C. 324. 
asee pages 244 and 24S for suggested electives. 
'Advance reservation required. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Methods or Teaching H.Ec. 
H.Ec.Ed. 406 3 
•Suoervised Teach. H.Ec. 
H.Ec.Ed. 407 S 
Gen. Home Management 
H.~. 474 3 
'Home Mgt. House 
H.Mst- US 4 
Professional Relations 
H.Ec. 400 R 
lS 
SENIOR YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Nutrition and Dietetics 
F.&N. 30S 4 
•English Option 3 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 3 
Textile Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 2 
0 Electives 4 
16 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Guidance in Later Childhood 
C.D. 536 3 
American Government 
Govt. 31SA 3 
lOPrfndples or Sec.Ed. 
V.Ed. 426 3 
11EJectives 6 
IS 
-Opportunities for supervised teaching i~ home economics are offered in tyPical Iowa schools. 
The teaching may be concentrated into half or the quarter the other half be10g devoted to home 
managemenL Reservation should be filed with the tiead oi the department at least three quarters 
bef orc teaching. 
"Advance reservation required. 
l()ptional: Engl. 254, 364, 464, 484, or T.Jl. 22SB. 
•Education students electing l.MgL 380 may have laboratory experience in school lunch room 
or the Ames High School. 
tOThls ls given in sa weeks' sections and may parall~H.Mgt. 474 and 475. 
11Those wishing Vocational approval in addition to a teaching certificate should elect B.Ec.Ed. 
508-.. Adult Education in Homemaking" after H.Ec.Ed. 407. 
HOME MANAGEMENT 135 
CURRICULUM IN HOME MANAGEMENT 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
SOPHOMORE YEA~ 
House Planning Interior House· Design Intro. to Amer. Lit. 
l A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 3 I Eµgl. 254 or ~ict'Chemistry Food Preparation B~ning T.Jl. 3 enf: 264 s F.&N. 204 4 .Jl. 22SB 
P~cs for B.Ec. Stud. Science Qption 3 lFoo<l PrT<aration 
~.·106 4 Intr. to SOciology F.&N. 0$ 4 
Clo ~ Soc. 234C 3 Fund. of Household Eq. 
T.& • 224 3 General Textiles H.Eq. 154 3 
2 Phbsical Education T.&C. 204 3 Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. 
p ys.Ed. 221 R sph~cal Education ~ch. 315 3 
p ys.Ed. 222 R SpeeCh-Making 
S~311 3 
•Pb~ Education 
p .Ed. 223 1 
14 16 11 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Guidance in Early Childhood Principles of Economics General Bacteriology I 
C.D. 335 3 Ee. 212 3 Bact. 304B 5 
Principles of Economics SMeal Planning Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 211 3 F.&N. 303 4 Ee. 213 J 
Marriage & the Family American Government Contemporary Lit. 
H.Ec. 319 s Govt. 315A 3 Enfv. 256 J 
Plan. Home Landscapes l Music Appreciation Elect ves s 
L.A. 206 or Music 144 I 
Home Floriculture 2 Electives 5 
Hort. 146 
Electives 3 
16 16 16 
1 Home Experience Project and Examination, F .&N. 207, required upon completion of F .&N. 205. 
20ne credit is given on the completion of three quarters. 
8Advance reservation required. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Consumers in the Market 
H.Mgt. 415 
Gen. Home Management 
H.Mgt. 474 
3 
3 Home Mgt. House 
H.M~. 475 
Professional Relations 
ff.Ee. 400 
Electives 
3 
4 
R 
6 
16 
BAdvance reservation required. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Guidance in Later Childhood 
C.D. 536 3 
Textile Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 2 
Child Physiology 
Zoot. 448 3 
Electives 9 
17· 
Spring Quarter 
Credil5 
Art AppreCiation 
A.A. 484 3 
Family Finance 
H.Mgt. 418 2 
Electives 11 
16 
136 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
*SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Elective in En~ish 3 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 205 4 
Math. for H.Ec. Students 
Math. 200 5 
House Planning 
A.A. 260 2 
Beginning T.]l. 
T.Jl. 225B 3 
IPhysical Education 
Phys.Ed. 222 R 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 204 4 
Physics for H.Ec. Students 
Phys. 106 4 
Orgiµiic Chemistry 
Chem. 264 5 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H.Eq. 154 3 
:rphysiCal Education 
Phys.Ed. 2 21 R 
16 17 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 3 
Clothing 
T.&C. 224 3 
Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. 
Psych. 315 3 
General Bacteriology I 
Bact. 304B 5 
:iphysical Education 
Phys.Ed. 223 l 
15 
*Students interested in taking a combination course in Household Equipment and Science or 
Engineering should consult the head of the Household Equipment Department. 
1Home Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
•One credit is given on the completion of three quarters. 
•Advance reservation required. 
Eq_u_1Sent Mechanics 
H. . 404 
Genera Textiles 
T.&C. 204 
Prin. of Economics 
Econ. 211 
Phrsiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
Chem. 274 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 204 
3 
3 
3 
3 
16 
Gas & Elec. Cooking App. 
H.Eq. 506 3 
Seminar 
H.Eq. 425 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 
Prln. of Broadcasting 
Speech 301 
Professional Relations 
H.Ec. 400 
Electives 
2 
3 
.\ 
R 
5 
16 
Gas & Elec. Cooking App. 
H.Eq. 506 3 
Seminar 
H.~. 425 2 
Art Appreciati9n 
A.A:. 484 3 
General Physics 
Phys. 211 4 
Electives 4 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Eq_1!i11ment Mechanics 
H.Eq. 405 
Prin. of Economics , 
Ee. 212 
BMeaJ Planning 
F.&N. 303 
American Government 
Govt. 315A 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 205 
3 
3 
4 
3 
4 
17 
*SENIOR YEAR 
Home Service 
RefriB: & Home Lighting 
H.~. 509 3 
Train. 10 Demon. Tech. 
H.Eq. 421 3 
Experimental Cookery 
F.&N. 511 3 
Radio Writing 
T.p. 475 3 
Textile Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 2 
Electives 2 
16 
Equipment Testing 
Refri,B. & Home Lighting 
H . .t;q. 509 3 
Train. tn Demon. Tech. 
H.Eq. 421 3 
Exnerimental Cookery 
F.&N. 511 3 
General Physics 
Physics 212 4 
Electives ~ 
16 
Eciui11ment Mechanics 
lI.Eq. 406 3 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 213 3 
Speech-Making 
Sp. 311 3 
Nutrition & Dietetics 
F.&N. 305 4 
Guidance in Early Childhood 
C.D. 335 3 
General Home Mgt. 
H.Mgt. 474 
&Home Mgt. House 
H.Mgt. 475 
Home Service Organization 
H.Eq. 422 
Electives 
General Home Mgt. 
H.Mgt. 474 
BHome Mgt. House 
H.Mgt. 475 
G~neral Physics 
Phys. 213 
Electives 
16 
3 
4 
3 
6 
I Ii 
3 
4 
4 
5 
16 
•seniors In household equiP,ment may choose ~~ cur~iculum which prepares for positions in 
home service, or the one which prepares for postttons m test laboratories of manufacturers of 
appliances. 
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 137 
CURRICULUM IN INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page 127. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
House Planning 
A.A. 260 2 
Or~ic Chemistry 
Chem. 264 5 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 204 4 
Physics for H.Ec. Students 
Phys. 106 4 
2Physical Education 
Phys.Ed. 221 R 
15 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 211 3 
'Meal Planning 
F.&N. 303 4 
'Large Quantity Cookery 
l.Mgt. 380 4 
Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. 
sych. 315 3 
3 Electives 3 
17 
Accounting I 
Ee. 384B 4 
General Home Mgt. 
H.Mgt. 474 3 
'Home Manafement House 
H.Mgt. 47 4 
~uipment 
.Mgt. 485 . 3 
Professional Relations 
H.Ec. 400 R 
3Electives 3 
17 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 3 
Food Analysis 
Chem. 265 5 
1 Food Preparation 
F.&N. 205 4 
Clothil!B 
T.&C. 224 3 
2Physlcal Education 
Phys. Ed. 222 R 
15 
JUNIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology I 
Bact. 304B 5 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 212 3 
E')'ii~ment Testing 
. q. 435 3 
Purchasing 
• I.Mgt. 484 3 
Intr. to Sociology 
Soc. 234C 3 
17 
SENIOR YEAR 
E1?erimcntal Cookery 
.&N. 511 .; 
Catering 
I.Mfzt. 585 4 
Orfan zation & Mgt. 
.M~. 587 3 
8Elect1ves 6 
16 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Ph~iol. & Nutr. Chem. 
Chem. 274 3 
Intro. to Amer. Lit. l 
Engl. 254 or 
Contemp. Literature 3 
Engl..256 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H.Ea. 154 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 
General Textiles 
T.&C. 2.04 
1Physical Education 
Phys.Ed. 223 
Guld. in Early Childhood 
C.D. 335 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 213 
Nutrition & Dietetics 
F.&N. 305 
American Government 
Govt. 315A 
Beginning T. JI. 
T.]l. 225B 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 
Business Correspondence 
Engl. 404 
Institution Mgt. Prac. 
I.Mgt. 586 
Textllt Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 
•mectlves 
3 
3 
3 
l 
16 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
16 
3 
2 
3 
2 
5 
ts 
1Home EXPerience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
20ne credit will be given upon completion of three quarters. 
3 Recommended Electives:- · 
F.~'l. 404, 504, 518 for students interested in meeting the requirements for the American 
Dietetic Association. 
A.H. 374; Ee. 365; 410; Psych. 464, 484 for students who plan to engage In commercial 
food service. 
A.H. 374; Ee. 365, 410; F.&N. 504; Hort. 146; I.Mgt. 589 for students Interested in the 
management of college residence halls. 
'Advance reservation required. 
138 DMSIONS 
CURRICULUM IN TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For freshman year, see page -. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter Credits Credits Credits 
Freehand Drawing and Freehand Drawing and Interior House Design 
Painting, A.A. 211 2 Paintl~, A.A. 212 2 A.A. 264 3 
House Planning O~ic hemistry Textile Analysts s A.A. 260 2 hem. 264 5 Chem. 268 
Ph~slcs for H.Ec. Students 'Food Preparation Food Preparation 4 
hthf. 106 4 ·F.&N. 204 4 F.&N. 205 
1c10 Ing General Textiles Fund. of Household Eq. 
T.&C. 224 3 T.&C. 204 3 H.Eq. 154 3 
Intro. to American Lit. Ps~cb. of Child. and Adol. :sph~ical Education 
~· 254 3 sycb. 315 3 
p ys.Ed. 223 1 
•Ph cal Education aph~ical Education 
p ys.Ed. 221 R P ys.Ed. 222 R 
14 17 16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Prin. of Economics Textile Design Guid. in Early Childhood 3 Ee. 211 3 A.A. 434 3 C.D. 335 
Intr. to Sociology General Bacteriology I Prin. of Economics 
Soc. 234C 3 Bact. 304B 5 Ee. 213 3 
Advanced Clothing Prin. of Economics Creative Writing } 4 T.&C. 324 4 Ee. 212 3 Engl. 304 or Costume Design & Selection American Government Befnning T.Jl. 
T.&C. 444 3 Govt. 315A 3 .]1. 225B 
Speech-Malting 'Electives 3 11Meal Planning 
Speech 311 3 F.&N. 303 4 
'Electives 3 -
16 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Art Appreciation Gen. Home Management Advanced Textiles 
A.A. 484 3 H.Mgt. 474 3 T.&C. 504 3 
Textile Purchasing llffome Mgt. House Adv. tf,pl. Dress Design 
T.&C. 464 2 H.Mgt. 475 4 T.& . 525 3 
Ap.j?lied Dress Design Costume Design Historic Textiles 
.&C. 524 3 T.&C. 544 3 T.&C. 514 3 
History of Costume Produc. & Distn"b. Units Option in English 3 
T.&C. 554 3 of Text. Commod. •Electives 4 
Professional Relations T.&C. 565 2 
ff.Ee. 400 R 'Electives 4 
'Electives 5 
16 16 16 
tlndependent work and examination, T.&C. 225, required upon the completion of T.&C. 224, 
and before classification in T.&C. 324. 
•Home Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
aone credit will be given upon completion of three quarters. 
•Six to nine aedits must be chosen from the major or closely related departments. 
•Advance reservation required. 
CURRICULUM IN TEXTILES AND RELATED SCIENCE 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Students who wish to prepare to teach textiles, to do research in textiles, or to 
work in textile laboratories may arrange with the head of the Department of 
Textiles and Clothing to follow a curriculum in textiles and related science. This 
curriculum will be built on the uniform freshman year. Beginning with the 
sophomore year, a special curriculum will be followed. 
Division of Science · 
HAROLD V. GASKnL, Ph.D., Dean of Division of Science 
J. A. GREENLEE, Ph.D., Assistant to the Dean 
Beardshear Hall, Room 111 
The Division of Science includes the following departments of instruction: 
Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Economics and Sociology, English and Speech, 
Geology, History and Government, Hygiene, Library, Mathematics, Military 
Science and Tactics, Modem Languages, Music, Naval Science, Physical Educa-
tion for Men, Physics, Psychology, Religious Education, Statistics, Zoology and 
Entomology. The faculty of the division is made up of the following: 
1. Members of all departments within the division. 
2. Members of the Departments of Veterinary Anatomy, Veterinary Pathology, 
and Veterinary Physiology, administered in the Division of Vete.rinary Medicine. 
3. Designated representatives from other divisions. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE. Through its Personnel Office the Division of Science keeps 
in close contact with those industries, commercial organizations, and other fields 
of activity that require the services of young men and women trained in the 
sciences, and assits students in securing positions. This service is available to 
the members of each graduating class, and to graduates of earlier years who desire 
to enter new lines of work. The Teacher's Placement Service maintained by the 
College is also available. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES IN SCIENCE. The remarkable development of the 
sciences in the last half-century, and the extensive applications of these sciences 
to present day industry and commerce, and to the economic and social aspects of 
modem life, have resulted in an increasing demand for scientists and technicians 
in industry, and for teachers and investigators of science. 
HONORS AND HONOR SOCIETIES. Scholarship holds a high place in the Iowa State 
College, and appropriate honors are bestowed upon students whose academic records 
are outstanding. In addition to prizes and letters, there are many honor organiza-
tions for admission to which high scholarship is a prerequisite. These campus 
societies are listed in the official rules of the College. 
THE SCIENCE CoUNcn. is the governing body of the student organizations and 
activities in the Division of Science. The members of the Council collect and 
summarize student opinion concerning educational objectives and methods; the 
Council sponsors activities designed to promote closer acquaintance among faculty 
members and students and to develop a spirit of loyalty to the Division. 
THE SCIENCE WoMEN's CLUB provides opportunity, through its monthly meet-
ings, for the consideration of matters of common intellectual interest, and sponsors 
the social activities of the women students in the Division of Science. 
THE IowA STATE SCIENTIST, under the supervision of a Publications Board com-
posed of both students and faculty representatives, brings to its readers news 
about the Science Division-its educational plans and purposes, its research pro-
gram, and its faculty and students. 
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CURRICULUM IN SCIENCE 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
During the first two years of this course, while in junior college, the student is 
expected to lay a broad foundation for later specialization or for an immediate 
career. 
To s~cure an adequate background in the sciences and general studies in the 
junior college, the curriculum in science is designed to allow latitude for persona] 
choice. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Each student will be required to include in his schedule, in addition to the courses listed 
below,_ Science 100 (Fall), Science 101 (Spring); Physical Education each quarter (for women, 
1 creait for the y~r; r~uired of men without credit); Military 111, 112, 113 (men) credit 1 
t'ach quarter, or Naval Science 111, 112, 113 (men) 3 credits each quarter. 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 101 4 
Prin. of Composltioq, 
Engl. 101 3 
College Ahtebra 
Math. 101 5 
A course in Bot .. 
Geol., or Zool. 3 or 4 
16 to 19 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 102 4 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 102 3 
Plane Trigonometry 
Math. 102A 5 
A course in Bot., 
Geol., or Zoo!. 3 or 4 
16 to 19 
Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 103 4 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 103 3 
Analytic Geometry, Math. 
103A or for students 
majoring in social sci-
ences Math. of Invest-
ment, Math 206 5 
A course in Bot., 
Geol., or Zool. 3 or 4 
16 to 19 
If Geology is chosen for the freshman year, it is considered a sophomore science elective so 
that the freshman biological science courses are merely postponed. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Each student will be required to include in his schedule each quarter, in addition to the courses 
listed below. Physical Education (for women, 1 credit for the year; required of men without 
credit); Military 211, 212, 213 (men) 1 credit for each quarter; or Naval Science 211, 212, 
213, (men) 3 credits each quarter. 
Fall Quarter 
Intr. to American Lit. 
Engl. 254 
Elementary Modrrn 
Language 
Crf'dits 
3 
1\1.L. 201, 231 or 261 3 
Course chOSt'n mu .. t br 
justified by st udrnt"~ rn· 
cational objert1n 
Science elective:- 1 o 
Winter Quarter 
Contemporary Lit. 
Engl. 256 
Elementary Modern 
Language 
M.L. 202. 232 or 
'\dence electives 
Credits 
3 
262 3 
10 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Pr()paganda Analysis 
Engl. 205 3 
Course in T .JI. or Hist. 
may be substituted if 
justified by student's 
vocational objective. 
Elementary Modem 
Languap;e 
M.L. 202, 233 or 263 3 
Science electives 10 
Science electives totaling at least 30 credits during the three quarters of the sophomore year 
are to be chosen from the three groups below, provided that at least nine credits in each of 
two general fieids of science (biological, physical social) are rl'presented in the choice. If the 
science electives as chosen do not represent each ol two fields as indicated above, this requirement 
is merely postponed. . 
Departments offering courses in the field of Biological Sciences: Bacteriology, Botany Genetics, 
Physical Education (for men) for majors only, and Zoology and Entomology. ' 
Departments offering courses in the field of Physical Sciences: Chemistry Geology Mathe-
matics, Physics, and Statistics. ' ' 
Departments offering courses in the field of Social Sciences: Economics and Sociology History 
:md Government, Psychology, and Technical Journalism. ' 
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JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
The following subjects must be included unless completed previously: Econ. 261, 
262; Govt. 315A; Speech 311; Intermediate Modem Language continuing the 
same language chosen during the sophomore year (M.L. 301, 302, 303 or 331, 
332, 333 or 361, 362, 363). 
A major field of study consisting of at least 30 credits from one of the following 
fields: 
BACTERIOLOGY: General and systematic; dairy; soil; veterinary and pathogenic; 
food and sanitary ; household; physiological and fermentation. 
BOTANY: Ecology; morphology; mycology; pathology; physiology; systematic; 
preparation for applied botanical science; economic botany, plant protection, seed 
technology. 
CHEMISTRY: Analytical; bio-organic ; bio-physical; enzyme; food and sanitary ; 
inorganic and qualitative analysis; organic; physical; plant ; physiological and 
nutritional; soil; textile, chemical technology. 
CLIMATOLOGY AND METEOROLOGY: Individual programs with major in physics, 
geology, or some other field. Minor programs in engineering or agriculture in con-
nection with appropriate majors. 
ECONOMICS OR SocIOLOGY: Agricultural economics; consumption economics; 
general economics; general sociology ; rural sociology. 
FooD TECHNOLOGY: Individual programs planned with emphasis on the phase 
of the field of special interest to the student. For suggested elements in the 
program, see the curriculum in chemical technology, page 138. Freshmen should 
elect Zool. 104, 105 and Bot. 101. For Sophomores, social science electives should 
replace Chem. 201, 202. Three months of practical experience, approved by the 
Administrative Committee, in a branch of the food industry of particular interest 
to the student is required before graduation. This progr~m requires a sequence 
in mathematics, physics and chemistry essential for graduate work in food 
technology. 
GENETICS: Heredity in relation to the improvement of animals and plants. 
GEOLOGY: Economic; agricultural; general. 
HlsTORY OR GOVERNMENT: Economic history and government. 
INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS: Financial organization and techniques of financial ad-
ministration; marketing structure and functions; legal framework of business 
organizations and business operations; industrial relations; managerial account-
ing and cost accounting. 
INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
MATHEMATICS: Applied (mechanics and physical); statistics; analysis and 
geometry. 
• 
NAVAL SCIENCE: Courses in naval science to meet requirements of the Navy 
Department. 
PHYSICAL EouCATION: For men, in combination with a minor in another science 
totaling at least twenty-seven credits. Individual programs in physical education 
are planned for the student by the head of the department with the approval of 
the dean. 
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PHYSICS: Applied; general; mathematical. 
STATISTICS: Statistical methods in biology, economics, and education, math-
ematical statistics. 
TECHNICAL ] OURNALISM: Reporting; editing; management of newspapers and 
technical journals; advertising; radio journalism. 
ZooLOGY: Economic zoology; entomology ; cytology ; embryology and histol-
ogy; parasitology; physiology; protozoology; wildlife conservation; apiculture. 
Two minor fields of study (related to the major field) consisting of 15 credits 
each of courses ordinarily of senior college rank, to be chosen from a department 
listed under the major field or from English, Military Science, Naval Science, 
Radio Broadcasting, Religious Education, Speech, or from departments in other 
divisions. If justified by the student's vocational objective, the minor may in-
clude closely related courses offered by two departments. 
Upd\ promotion to senior college, each student must work out a complete 
program of courses to be completed during the junior and senior years in con-
ference with the head of the major department or his representative. This pro-
gram must contain at least 194 credits (for all four years) in courses approved 
by the Dean of Science. 
GENERAL SCJENCE 
Students who do not wish to declare a departmental major, but desire a. 
broader training in Science, may select at the beginning of their junior year the 
major in General Science. The academic program to be worked out in conferences 
and to be approved by the Dean of Science must include: 
Four vocationally related fields of study; each field to consist of from nine 
to twenty-one credits to total sixty credits. All of these courses must be based 
on a prerequisite of three or more courses in the same department (except Bacteri-
ology). 
Completion of three courses in second year Modem Language; Speech 311 ; 
Government 31SA; Economics 261, 262. 
Free electives chosen from courses numbered 300 or above, to make a total 
for all four years of at least 194 credits. 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS 
A few exceptional students in the Division of Science will be permitted to do 
special individual work in the Senior College if such a program is likely to meet 
their needs better than the regular program would. Students who wish to enter 
individual programs must have an all-college average of at least 3.0 and an aver-
age higher than 3.0 in the major field of study. The student's advisors must be 
satisfied that the student has the physical and mental health, the initiative and 
intellectual curiosity, the basic drive, and other personal qualities which are 
necessary for success. The candidacy must have the approval of the Dean of 
Science who, in consultation with the student and with others concerned, will 
appoint a committee to direct the work. The plan must be approved by the 
Dean of Science. Candidates should apply at the office of the Dean of Science. 
The student and his committee will plan as many economies as possible in the 
program in order to allow time for the development of an indivjdual project in 
the major field. The plan will not permit the elimination of any essential knowl-
edge or discipline and Should bring about better integration and balance in the 
student's work. It is hoped that exceptional students will be able to use indi-
vidualized programs as a means of developing their powers as fully as possible. 
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PREPARATION FOR THE STUDY OF MEDICINE 
Students preparing for the regular curriculum in veterinary medicine, for ad-
mission to which two years of college work is required, will take the preliminary 
year in the Division of Science as ·outlined on page 145 with modifications sug-
gested by the student's counselor. See also restricted enrollment in the Division 
of Veterinary Medicine, page 145. 
Students preparing for the study of human medicine will take at least the work 
of the first three or four years of the curriculum in science. The general outline, 
as described on pages 140 and 141, will be followed, with modifications in terms of 
the requirements of the medical school whic.~ the student plans to enter. Modifi-
cations will be suggested by the student's counselor and submited to the Dean of 
Science for approval. 
CURRICULUM IN CHEl\1ICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Leading to the degree of .Bachelor of Science. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
For freshman year, see curriculum in science, page 140, which is to be followed, 
except that Chem. lOlC 102C, and 103C shall be taken. 
Students taking the curriculum in chemical technology should elect Zool. 104, 
105, and Bot. 101 in their freshman year. It is suggested that students with 
advanced standing who are deficient in biology elect Zool. 111, and Bact. 304A. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Inorre:;ic Chemistry 
C em. 201 2 
lnor~anfc Chemistry 
C em. 202 
Drawing & Projection 
2 E.Dr. 131 2 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 215 5 Chem. 216 5 Chem. 217 5 
Differential & Integral Differential & Integral 
Calculus I Calculus II 
Ap-cJ!ed Calculus 
th. 213 4 
Math. 211 4 Math. 212 4 General Physics 
General Physics General Physics Phys. 223 5 
Phys. 221 s Phys. 222 5 Military 213 (men) 1 
Military 211 (men) l Military 212 (men) 1 
16 or 17 16 or l 7 16 or 1 7 
In ad~ition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202. 203 
l'hysical Chemistry 
Chem. 321 
Oriranic Chemistry 
Chem. 331 
1 German 
M.L. 441 
Propaganda Analysis 
Engl. 205 
Microscopic Chem. Anal. 
Chem. 518 
Elements of Chem. Engr. 
Chem.E. 441 
2 Electives 
s 
5 
3 
3 
16 
3 
3 
10 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Phrsical Chemistry 
Chem. 322 
OrJmJlic Chemistry 
Chem. 332 
tGennan 
l\f L. 442 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 
SENIOR YEAR 
Quant. Microchem. Anal. 
Chem. 519 
5 
5 
3 
3 
16 
J 
Elements oJ Chem. Engr. 
Cbem.E. 442 3 
2 Electives 10 
Ph~ical Chemistry 
hem. 323 4 
Or~nic Chemistry 
hem. 333 s 
1Gennan 
M.L. 443 3 
American Government 
Govt. 31SA 3 
15 
Adv. Qual. Analysis 
Chem. 403 4 
Elements of Chem. Engr. 
Chem.E. 443 3 
•EtecUves 9 
16 16 16 
tThose desiring to elect a biology, geology, physics, or other sequence approved by the head 
of the department and the dean of the division may take M.L. 441, 442. 443, as an elective 
in the senior year. . . . . 
llQf the twenty-nine elective credits nine credits will be required in the field of indU!traal 
economics and nine in advanced chemistry. physics or mathematics. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY -
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of Science 
in the Department of Economics and Sociology. See page 207. 
Division of Veterinary Medicine 
HENRY D. BERGMAN, D.V.M., Dean of Veterinary Medicine, 
Veterinary Administration Building, Room 200 
The Division of Veterinary Medicine was established in 1879 and is now the 
oldest veterinary college in the United States. It has always been an integral part 
of the Iowa State College. 
The Division of Veterinary Medicine includes the Departments of Veterinary 
Anatomy, Veterinary Hygiene, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Obstetrics, Vet-
erinary Pathology, Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, and Veterinary Sur-
gery. The faculty consists of the Dean of the Division of Veterinary Medicine, 
heads of the departments, professors, associate and assistant professors, and in-
structors in the departments. Representatives of departments outside of the Division 
of Veterinary Medicine in which the veterinary students do a part of their work 
are considered members of the veterinary faculty. 
Aside from the strictly educational departments in the division, there is also 
the Veterinary Research Institute, which gives the student opportunity to observ.e 
those phases of veterinary science which this institute is investigating. 
Instruction in chemistry, biology, and other related sciences is provided by 
departments outside the division. 
The location of the College in the center of the richest livestock country in the 
world provides a rare opportunity for the veterinary student to study animal 
industry; it also enables him to observe a wealth of clinical cases both at the 
Veterinary Hospital, and under ~cneral practice conditions through the ambulatory 
clinic. 
The course of instruction extends over four years and is designed for the pro-
fessional training in veterinary medicine of those who have made the necessary 
preparation in some recognized high school and college. (See entrance require-
ments on page 145.) 
• 
The four-year curriculum l~ads to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
Candidates for graduation must be twenty-one years of age, of good moral and 
prof cssional character, and must be approved by all the departments of the 
division, to secure the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
AWARD OF THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY OF THE AMERICAN VETERINARY MEDICAL 
AssocIATION. This is an annual award of $25 to a senior veterinary student. The 
selection of the recipient is based upon some creative activity, other than scholar-
ship, carried on by the student during his junior and senior years. 
BORDEN SCHOLARSHIP AWARD IN VETERINARY MEDICL~E. The Borden Company 
Foundation of New York has established an annual scholarship award of $300 
to be presented to the student in veterinary medicine who has achieved the highest 
average grade of all students in the veterinary curriculum preceding his senior year. 
The amount of the award is presented to the recipient in the Fall Quarter of his 
senior year. 
GEORGE ]UDISCH SCHOLARSHIP PRIZES. This prize consists of the initiation fees 
and annual dues for four years of membership in the American Veterinary Medical 
Association, including subscription to the official journal, and is awarded each 
year to the senior student with the best scholastic record in the Division of 
Veterinary Medicine. 
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G. G. GRAHAM PRIZE. These are cash prizes awarded annually to the two 
outstanding senior students in clinical medicine on the basis of scholarship, attitude, 
and general adaptability. 
VETERINARY MEDICAL SOCIETY. All veterinary students are members of the 
Iowa State Junior Chapter of the American Veterinary Medical Association. The 
bi-weekly meetings of the society, devoted to discussions of professional topics, 
promote the literary and social development of the members. 
PHI ZETA. Members are chosen from those who rank scholastically in the 
upper tenth of the junior class and the highest fourth of the senior class. Char-
acter and qualities of leadership are also considered. 
OTHER HONOR SOCIETIES. Students of veterinary medicine are also eligible for 
membership in the national honor societies of Phi Kappa Phi and Gamma Sigma 
Delta, and graduate students to membership in Sigma Xi. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Admission to the Division of Veterinary Medicine is granted only at the begin-
ning of the Fall Quarter. Applicants for admission must file a certificate showing 
that their high school record· meets the entrance requirements as set forth on page 
73. College credits of the professional work must average at least 2.25 on a 
four-letter marking system with "A" as the highest mark and "D'' as the lowest 
passing mark (for explanation of the marking system, see page 75), if the appli-
cation is to receive consideration by the Committee on Selective Admission. The 
above scholastic requirements are minimum. For other factors in selective admis-
sion, see Restricted Enrollment below. 
Applicants for admission must "present 1 Yi units of algebra and 1 unit of plane 
geometry and a total of not less than two years (90 quarter or 60 semester credits) 
of work in an approved college or university. The college credits must include: 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 qr. crs. ( 6 sem. crs.) 
Ch . '" [General 12 ) 20 (14 ) em1stry Organic 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . qr. crs. sem. crs. 
Physics . . .................................... 8 qr. crs. C 6 sem. crs.) 
{
Zoology 8} 
Biological Science Botanr 3 . . . . . . . . .14 qr. crs. (10 sem. crs.) 
Genetics 3 
American Government . . . . . . . 3 qr. crs. ( 3 sem. crs.) 
Animal Husbandry . . . . . . . . . 9 qr. crs. ( 6 sem. as.) 
Poultry Husbandry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 qr. crs. ( 2 sem. crs.) 
Total required credits . . . . . . . . . . . 66 qr. crs. ( 4 7 sem. crs.) 
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 24 qr. crs. (13 sem. crs.) 
Grand Total . . . . . . . . . . . .... 90 qr. crs. (60 sem. crs.) 
Students who desire to take preprof essional work at the Iowa State College will 
~nroll in the Division of Science. 
RESTRICTED ENROLLMENT 
Recently, the College has been receiving applications for admission to the cur-
riculum in veterinary medicine from more students than can be effectively trained 
with the present educational facilities. For this reason, it has become necessary to 
Jimit the enrollment in the first-year class in veterinary medicine to approximately 
sixty-four students. 
In selecting the candidates for the first-year class, a personal conference may be 
required with members of the veterinary faculty, or other persons designated by 
the Dean. High school records, scholastic performance in professional studies, 
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evidence of good character, and satisfactory personality will be given special con-
sideration in the acceptance of applicants. Other qualifications being equal, residents 
of Iowa will be given preference. 
Those who are applying for admission in September must file high school records 
and formal applications for admission by April 15. A transcript of all college courses 
completed up to that time should be sent to the Re,gistrar. The transcript must also 
include a list of any additional courses that the applicant expects to complete by 
June 15. 
READMISSION 
A veterinary student who voluntarily withdraws from college, or who is dropped 
for cause, forfeits his standing and must apply for readmission at any future time. 
CURRICULUM IN VETERINARY MEDICINE 
Leading to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Ph~siotogical Chemistry 
Chem. 374 S 
Microscopic Anatomy 
Vet. Anal. 101 S 
Gmss Anatomy 
Vet. Anal. 111 S 
lS 
Mammalian Physiology 
Vet. Phys. 265 6 
Gl'nJ. Bacteriology 
Vet. Hyg. 224 6 
Genl. Pathology 
Vet. Path. 2 54 3 
Poisonous Plants 
Bot. 456 3 
Medicine 
Vet. Med. 331 
Obstetrics 
Vet. Obst. 345 
Pharm. & Thera. 
V<'t. Phys. 367 
Surgery 
Vet. Sorg. 371 
Clinics 
Med., Obst., Sorg. 
Clin. 381 
Fall Quarter 
18 
s 
s 
3 
5 
18 
Credits 
Applied Anatomy 
Vet. Anat. 414 3 
Infectious Diseases 
Vet. Hyg. 421 4 
Disturbances of Reproduc. 
Vet. Obst. 444 4 
Applied Avian Pathology 
Vet. Path. 450 3 
Clinics 
Med.. Obst., Sorg. 
Clin. 481 3 
FIRST YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Physiological Chemistry 
Chem. 375 S 
Microscopic Anatomy 
Vet. Anat. 102 4 
Gross A,natomy 
Vet. Anal 112 6 
15 
SECOND YEAR 
:\lammalian Physiology 
Vet. Phys. 266 6 
Pathogenic Bacteriology 
V<'t. Hyg. 225 5 
Genl. Pathology 
Vet. Path. 255 4 
Parasitology 
Vet. Path. 257 4 
THIRD YEAR 
Medicine 
Vet. Med. 332 
Small Animal Med. 
Vet. Med. 336 
Pharm. & Thera. 
Vet. Phys. 3 68 
Surgl'ry 
Vet. Sorg. 372 
Clinics 
Med.. Obst., Sorg. 
Clin. 382 
FOURTH YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Dairy Hygiene 
Vet. Hyg. 420 
Infectious Diseases 
Vet. Hyg. 422 
Animal Nutrition 
Vet. Phys. 465 
Clinics 
Moo.. Obst.. Sorg. 
Clin. 482 
Radiology 
Vet. Obst. 440 
19 
5 
5 
3 
6 
R 
19 
Credits 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
17 17 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Mammalian Physiology 
Vet. Phys. 164 6 
Microscopic Anatomy 
Vet. Anal. 103 5 
Gross Anatomy 
Vet. Anal. 113 4 
Virology 
Vet. Hyg. 226 
Special Pathology 
Vet. Path. 256 
Parasitology 
Vet. Path. 2 58 
Genl. Pharmacology 
Vet. Phys. 267 
Medicine 
Vet. Med. 333 
Small Animal Moo. 
Vet. Med. 337 
Pharm. & Thl'ra. 
Vet. Phys. 369 
Surgery 
Vet. Sorg. 373 
Clinics 
Med., Obst.. Surg. 
Clin. 383 
Spring Quarter 
Prof. Orientation 
Vet. Med. 438 
Infectious Diseases 
Vet. Hyg. 423 
Meat HYlriene 
Vet. H_yg. 426 
Clinical Conferences 
Vet. Med. 484 
*Post Mortem & Clio. 
Path., Vl't. Path 455 
Clinics 
Med., Obst., Surg. 
CJin. 483 
15 
4 
7 
4 
3 
18 
5 
5 
3 
4 
R 
17 
Credits 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
*C~it given this quarter f~ work ~xtending throughout the year • 
.. R andicatcs course is "required" without credit. 
3 
17 
Graduate College 
DEAN R.\LPH M.ALcoLM HixoN, Ph.D., Beardshear Hall, Room 110 
(See Announcement, Graduate College for complete details.) 
The Iowa State College is a technical institution. Its Graduate College offers 
to qualified students opportunity to pursue advanced courses and to undertake 
research in agriculture, engineering, home economics, science and veterinary 
medicine. No major graduate work is offered in liberal arts subjects. Most of 
the technical and scientific departments give courses and direct research leading 
to the degree of Master of Science; a smaller number offer major work leading to 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Many departments have special requirements 
for advanced degrees supplementing the general rules. 
The immediate aims of graduate study differ from those of undergraduate 
study. The graduate student should seek to develop the power of independent 
work, to become imbued with the true spirit of research, to specialize without 
becoming narrow. He is expected to read widely in those fields related to his 
major work, and to become familiar with the workers actively engaged in pro-
ductive research. The master's and doctor's examinations, particularly the latter, 
should show a wide acquaintance with the literature of the subjects of his major 
and minor departments. 
ADMISSION 
I. APPLICATION AND TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD. The prospective graduate student 
may secure application blanks for admission to the Graduate College from either 
the Registrar or the Dean of the Graduate College. He should forward these 
blanks, together with official transcripts and statement of quartile rank, to the 
Registrar or the Dean of the Graduate College, a month before the opening of 
the quarter when he wishes to matriculate. If the student has taken the Grad-
uate Record Examination, the individual report chart should also be submitted. 
If the application is approved, an admission slip is sent by the Registrar to the 
Dean of the Graduate College and a copy is sent to the student. 
II. QUALIFICATIONS. To be admitted to the Graduate College the prospective 
student must· be a graduate of an institution whose .requiremens for the bachelor's 
degree are substantially equivalent to those of the Iowa State College. Scholas-
tically, the applicant must have been in the upper half of the class in whi.c.,b_ 
he was graduated. 
A. Unrestricted Admission. 
Gi:aduates of institutions on the approved list of the Association of American 
Universities will be admitted to the Graduate College provided the departmental 
requirements for the proposed major fields have been met. 
B. Provisional Admission. 
1. Graduates of institutions not on the approved list of the Association of Amer-
ican Universities but on lists of recognized regional accrediting associations will 
be admitted provisionally to the Graduate College if the departmental require-
ments for the major fields have been met. The qualifications and accomplishments 
of students thus provisionally admitted will be reviewed by the major department 
at the end of one quarter in residence, and the status of the student will be deter-
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mined by the Graduate Committee. In general, graduates of recognized foreign 
universities will be admitted in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph. 
2. Graduates of institutions accredited by recognized regional associations as 
"Institutions Primarily for the Training of Teachers" who plan to take major 
work in the fields of education offered at the Iowa State College may be admitted 
provisionally. They will not ordinarily be admitted to graduate standing with 
major in other fields. 
3. Graduates of institutions not on the approved lists of the Association of 
American Universities or the recognized regional accrediting associations are in 
general not eligible for admission to the Graduate College. Exception may be 
made by the Graduate Committee provided the prospective candidate passes 
special examinations covering preparation in the proposed major and related fields, 
and such other tests as may be set. Students admitted under this provision may 
qualify for unconditional admission only after completion of one quarter's suc-
cess£ ul work and upon review of all circumstances and approval by the major 
department and the Graduate Committee. 
C. Limited Admission. 
Graduates of approved institutions who wish to enroll for graduate work and 
are not candidates for advanced degrees may be admitted to the Graduate College 
for one quarter without submitting transcripts. Such students are expected to 
meet all departmental requirements and course prerequisites, however. 
Applicants holding the bachelor's degree, will be required to submit a state-
ment of scholastic rank in addition to a certified statement of degree. Applicants 
holding advanced degrees will be required to furnish just the certified statement 
of degree. 
REGISTRATION AND CLASSIFICATION 
I. PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION. After consulting the head of his major depart-
ment and the professor in charge of his major work, the student makes out in 
quadruplicate classification schedules, called "Time Cards,'' and secures on them 
the signature of these two officials. If no major department is chosen, the Dean of 
the Graduate College is in char~e. Time cards are available in the departmental 
offices. 
II. CLASSIFICATION WITH THE DEAN. The student presents the time cards, 
properly filled out and signed, at the office of the Dean of the Graduate College 
for checking. After they have been approved and signed by the dean, the student 
leaves two in that office and takes two .to the office of the Registrar, when~ he 
secures class cards and fee cards. 
III. PAYMENT OF FEES. Fees are assessed by the office of the Registrar, and 
paid at the office of the Treasurer. Students on graduate appointments obtain 
staff cards at the Business Office before classification. 
IV. MEDICAL EXAMINATION. Each new student is required to report for health 
examination at a time set by the Student Health Service. 
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CLASSIFICATION IN ABSENTIA . 
Graduate credit is not allowed for correspondence courses. In exceptional cases 
permission is granted to students who have been in residence in the Graduate 
College to do a limited amount of work in absentia. The total credit thus obtained 
cannot exceed that previously gained in residence. In absentia classification may 
not be considered a part of the year and a half minimum residence for the doctor's 
degree or the thirty weeks mini~um for the master's degree. In absentia regis-
tration is usually limited to research carried on in an institution where facilities 
are adequate or to preparation of a thesis after all other requirements have been 
met. Permission to classify in absentia must be given by the head of the student's 
major department and approved by the Dean of the Graduate College. 
INTERIM CLASSIFICATION 
Graduate students who are in residence during periods between the closing and 
opening of the regular quarters of the academic year may upon special permission 
register for graduate work under the regular members of the instructional staff 
who are in residence. Students may register in not to exceed one credit per week. 
Fee for such classification is $5.00 per credit. 
FEES AND EXPENSES 
For fee.s required of graduate students, see page 77. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
The following requirements must be met by all candidates for the degree of 
Master of Science. 
Further requirements may be prescribed by the major departments. 
I. RESIDENCE. Three quarters, or a minimum of thirty weeks of full-time graduate 
study, must be spent in residence at the Iowa State College. 
Arrangements have been made whereby graduate students in certain depart-
ments may earn a portion of their residence credit at the State University of Iowa. 
Saturday class work shall be counted as residence credit at the rate of four 
weeks of residence for each term attended. If less than a full load is carried, 
the residence credit shall be reduced proportionate,ly. 
II. CREDITS. At least forty-five credits of acceptable graduate work must be 
completed, not less thah thirty-six of which must be taken in this institution.. In 
certain departments twelve credits may be satisfied by Saturday or extension classes. 
Any transfer of credits from another institution to apply in partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the master's degree must be recommended by the head 
of the major department and approved by the Graduate Committee. 
III. MAJOR AND MINOR. A minimum of thirty credits shall be completed in 
the major field, which is not necessarily restricted to one department. Minor 
work is usually required; if taken in the major department, it must be in a 
distinct subdivision of that department. The exact number of credits in minor 
work is not prescribed. A joint major may, upon special recommendation of the 
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departments concerned and approval of the dean, be taken in two closely related 
departments. In such cases a minor is optional. 
A graduate student may not change from one major to another without written 
permission from the heads of both departments and the Dean of the Graduate 
College. 
Credit in major work can be secured only by completion of courses chosen 
from the list given in the graduate catalogue beaded "Open to Graduates Only. 
Major or Minor," and "Open to Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates. Major 
or Minor." Courses for which minor credit is desired may be chosen from either 
of the lists mentioned above and from the first headed "Open to Graduate for 
Minor Only." 
Other courses may be taken as supporting courses but not credited toward an 
advanced degree. 
IV. MODERN LANGUAGES. Except when specifically waived in the description 
of requirements of the student's major department in this catalogue, a satisfactory 
reading knowledge of French, German or Russian must be certified by the Exam-
iner in Modern Languages prior to admission to candidacy. In special cases, upon 
recommendation of the head of the department in which the major work is taken 
and approval of the dean, some other foreign bµ1guage of particular value to the 
work of the candidate may be substituted. 
Students who are unable at the time of their admission to meet the foreign 
language requirement in the department in which the major work is taken 
should not ordinarily expect to be able to complete the work for the degree of 
Master of Science in the minimum length of time. 
V. ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY. A student registered in the Graduate College 
may become a candidate for the degree of Master of Science by conforming to 
the following regulations:· 
A. PRELIMJNARY REsmENCE REQUIREMENT. The student must have been reg-
istered in the Graduate College for at least one quarter. 
A student admitted on the "A" basis (Unrestrjcted Admission) and who grad-
uated in the upper twenty-five per cent of his graduating class is eligible to con-
tinue study for the master's degree. 
A student admitted on the "A" basis but ranking below the upper twenty-five 
per cent of his graduating class, and a student admitted on the "B" basis (Pro-
visional Admission) may be admitted to candidacy only after completing one 
quarter's work with a "B" average. 
B . .APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO CANI>mACY. Form VI, requesting admission 
to candidacy, may be secured from the office of the dean. This application must 
be approved and signed by the head of the department in which the major sub-
ject is offered and by the person in charge of the major, and must include cer-
tification that all modem language and English requirements have been met. 
This form must be filed in the office of the Dean of the Graduate College by 
midterm of the quarter before the student expects to take the degree. 
C. APPROVAL. When the Graduate Committee has approved the application 
for admission to candidacy, Form VII is sent to the department head (copy to 
student) giving the exact thesis title as approved and providing space for request-
ing committee appointment and examination date. This form should be filled out, 
signed by the department head, and returned to the office of the Dean of the 
Graduate College at least two weeks before the date of examination. 
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VI. DIPLOMA SLIP. A diploma slip (obtained at the office of the Dean of the 
Graduate College) must be filled out and returned by the second Saturday of the 
quarter in which the student expects to take the degree. 
VII. EXAMINATION. Final examination shall be taken on all graduate work 
including the thesis. This examination shall be in charge of a special committee 
of members of the Graduate Faculty appointed by the Dean of the Graduate 
College after recommendation has been submitted by the head of the student's 
major department. It will ordinarily be oral, but may be written in whole or 
in part, as determined by the committee in charge. The purpose of this examina-
tion is to determine the candidate's general fitness and preparation. This exam-
ination shall be held at such time and place as arc recommended by the depart-
ment head and approved by the dean, and shall be completed at least one week 
prior to the close of the quarter in which the degree is to be granted. 
VIII. THEsrs. Presentation of a thesis is required by all departments. Joint 
theses are not acceptable. Copies of the completed thesis must be in the hands 
of the examining committee and the Librarian for approval one week prior to 
the date fixed for the final examination. After the final examination two com-
plete and approved typewritten copies of the thesis shall be deposited with the 
Librarian for binding. These copies of the thesis must be deposited not Jess than 
twenty-four hours before the final date set for filing the graduation approval slip 
with the Registrar. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
The primary requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are three: 
.(1) High attainment and proficiency of the candidate in his chosen field, (2) De-
velopment of a thesis which shall be a real contribution to knowledge and which 
shall show power of independent and creative thought and work, and (3) Success-
£ ul passing of detailed examinations over the field of the candidate's major work, 
with a satisfactory showing of bis preparation in related and minor courses. 
Upon admission of the graduate student to work looking toward the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy, the department head shall recommend to the Dean of 
the Graduate College a committee of the Graduate Faculty to . be in charge of 
his work. This committee shall consist of the following: The faculty member 
who will be in charge of the major research (chairman), representatives of the 
departments in which both major and minor work are to be taken, and such 
other representatives of the Graduate Faculty as may be appointed by the dean. 
This committee shall file with the Dean of the Graduate College, at least two 
quarters in advance of the preliminary examination, an outline (Form X) of the 
graduate program to be pursued by the student. 
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy may be conferred upon candidates who 
have met the following requirements: 
I. REsIDENCE. A minimum of three years shall be spent in Cull-time graduate 
study, at least one-half of which is to be in residence at the Iowa State College. 
At least three quarters of resident study must be during the academic year. To 
satisfy any one-year residence requirement at least thirty-six credits must be 
earned. Any transfer of graduate credit from another institution must be recom-
mended by the student's committee and approved by the Graduate Committee. A 
transfer involving a master's degree granted elsewhere requires the approval of the 
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master's thesis as a thesis of distinction by the s,tudent 's committee. Transfer of 
other graduate credit should be approved only if it is of "B" grade or better. 
The degree will be conferred not solely as a result of faithful study over any 
period, but for research work of a scholarly character, and success! ul passing of 
all examinations. 
II. MAJOR AND MINOR WoRx. Major work shall be taken in one department 
or subdivision of a department, or, in exceptional cases, in two closely related 
departments. A first and a second minor shall be chosen, one of which shall be 
taken in a separate department from that in which the major is taken. 
III. MODERN LANGUAGES. A satisfactory reading knowledge of French and 
German must be certified by the Examiner in Modern Languages before appli-
cation is made for preliminary examination. In special cases, upon recommen-
dation of the student's committee and approval of the Graduate Committee, an-
other language, such as Russian, of direct value in the candidate's research field 
may be substituted for either French or German . . 
IV. PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION AND ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY. The student 
admitted with less than a "B'' average will be required to maintain a "B" average 
for two quarters in residence at the Iowa State College before becoming eligible 
to candidacy for the degree. The student must pass satisfactorily a preliminary 
e~amination before admission to candidacy for the degree. It must be passed at 
least three quarters before the final examination. Exceptions to this rule wiII 
be made only opon special recommendation of the student's committee and ap-
proval of the Graduate Committee. In no case may the final examination br 
given in less than six months from the time of the preliminary examination. The 
dates and places for this examination wiII be fixed by the dean upon recommen-
datien of the committee in charge. 
The preliminary examination for the doctorate will not be scheduled in the· 
second term of the summer quarter. Exceptions to this rule will be made only 
in case the chairman, the professor in charge of each of the minors, and at least 
one other member of the candidate's regular committee signify in writing that 
they will be in residence and will be present for the examination. Substitutes 
for other members may be designated. 
V. Tm:s1s. A doctoral dissertation {thesis) shall be completed on some topic 
connected with the major subject. To be acceptable it must constitute a real con-
tribution to knowledge. Copies of the completed thesis must be in the hands of 
the examining committee and the Librarian for approval one week prior to the 
date fixed for the final examination. After the examination two complete and 
approved typewritten copies of the thesis or the one hundred printed copies of 
the doctoral dissertation, shall be deposited with the Librarian for binding. These 
copies of the thesis, or the one hundred printed copies of the dissertation, must 
be deposited not less than twenty-four hours before the final date set for filing 
the graduation approval slip with the Registrar. Publication of the thesis or an 
approved abstract thereof is required. The candidate, with the approval of his 
committee and the Dean of the Graduate College, may choose either one of the 
following alternatives to fulfill the publication requirement: 
a. Deposit of printed copies or reprints. 
One hundred printed copies of the thesis or of reprints from the publica-
tion in which it appeared may be deposited with the Librarian. Publication 
shall be either in full or in part as determined by the candidate's committee. 
If the thesis is condensed or otherwise modified in publication, the fact that 
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the complete thesis is on file should be noted on the first page of text or 
on the title page of the printed thesis. If the published thesis is not available 
for deposit at the time the degree is sought, the candidate shall deposit with 
the Treasurer the sum of $50. This sum will be refunded within sixty 
days after the deposit of the 100 copies in acceptable form. If the 100 copies 
are not filed within five years, the sum will revert to the Library. 
The 100 printed copies of the doctoral thesis deposited in the Iowa State 
College Library shall conform to the following regulations: 
1. Each copy of the thesis shall be bound in a separate paper cover. The 
title on the cover must agree with the title of the typewritten thesis unless 
permission to alter it is obtained from the Graduate Committee. If the 
published thesis is a reprint, the title should agree in substance, although 
not necessarily in exact wording, with the title of the typewritten thesis. 
2. The serial number assigned to each thesis by the Librarian when the type-
written copies are deposited must appear on the cover page. 
3. The name of the author must appear alone on the printed thesis. Joint 
authorship is not permitted. 
b. Submission of abstracts. 
If the candidate elects to present an abstract, two typewritten copies of 
an acceptable and approved abstract must be filed with the Librarian at the 
time the thesis is finally deposited. The College will thereupon assume the 
publication of the abstract and will deposit 100 printed copies with the 
Librarian. The abstract will normally contain 1,000 to 11200 words. The 
candidate at the time of the deposit of his thesis shall pay for the cost of 
publication. The minimum charge will be $15, plus an additional charge 
of $5 for each 400 words, or fraction thereof, in excess of 11200. 
The student is advised to consult the Manual on Thesis Writing, prepared 
for the use of students in the Graduate College, before arranging for the 
typing or printing of bis thesis. 
VI. EXAMINATION. Final examinations shall be taken on all graduate work 
including thesis. This examination shall be conducted by the student's committee 
with such other members of the faculty as may be designated by the Dean of the 
Graduate College. It will be written or oral, or both, as determined by the com-
mittee. 
The final examination for the doctorate will not be scheduled in the second 
term of the Summer Quarter. Exception to this rule will be made only in case 
the chairman, the professor in charge of earh of the minors, and at least one other 
member of the candidate's regular committee signify in writing that they will 
be in residence and will be present for the examination. Substitutes for other 
members may be designated. 
VII. DIPLOMA SLIP. A diploma slip (obtained at the office of the Dean of the 
Graduate College) must be filled out and returned by the second Saturday of the 
quarter in which the student expects to take the degree. 
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GRADUATE APPOINTMENTS 
Fellowships, Graduate Assistantships, Industrial Fellowships and certain special 
research grants have been established at the Iowa State College for the encourage-
ment of graduate work and the promotion of research. These appointments are 
open to students who have graduated from approved colleges in the highest 
quartile of their respective classes and who present the requisite undergraduate or 
graduate preparation. 
Such appointments and research opportunities are available through the various 
departments of instruction, administrative committees and the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, the Engineering Experiment Station, the Industrial Science 
Research Institute, the Statistical Laboratory and the Institute for Atomic Research. 
Application blankS and further information may be secured by writing to the 
Dean of the Graduate College, Room 110, Beardshear Hall. These blanks should 
be returned to the dean's office not later than March 1. In most cases recom-
mendations for appointment are made about April 1. 
Fellowships carry stipends of $540-$720 per academic year and permit the 
holder to enroll for a full graduate program of fifteen credits per quarter. A 
Fellow is expected to give one-fourth time service to the teaching or research 
projects of his department. 
GracJuate Assistantships pay from $810-$1,125 per academic year and permit 
the holder to enroll for two-thirds of a full schedule or eleven credits per 
quarter. A Graduate Assistant is expected to give half-time service to the teach-
ing or research projects of his department. 
Special Research and Industrial Fellowships are offered each year either by the 
College or other agencies for the study of special problems. The stipend varies 
with the nature and importan~e of the work and the preparation of the Fellow. 
All Fellows and Graduate Assistants are considered members of staff of the 
Iowa State College. For registration fees assessed staff members, see page -. 
The satisfactory completion of one appointment will ordinarily make a student 
eligible for reappointment. 
POST DOCTORAL STUDY 
Post doctoral students not holding appointments on the staff may be designated 
as collaborators and given staff privileges upon recommendation of the head of 
the department concerned through the office of the Dean of the Graduate College 
to the President. Those who are admitted from foreign countries on a student 
visa must register and classify as graduate students, as must also all who wish to 
have graduate credits recorded. 
GRADUATE STUDY BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF 
I. MEMBERS OF THE STAFF ON FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT. Any member of the 
research, instructional or extension staffs of the rank of instructor, associate, or 
junior scientists, subject to the approval of the head of his department or section, 
may carry not to exceed five credits of graduate work per quarter, provided such 
docs not interfere with his other duties. This privilege may be extended to mem-
bers of the research, instructional or extension staffs of the rank of assistant 
professor upon approval of the dean concerned and of the President. 
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II. MEMBERS OF THE STAFF ON PART-TIME E:w>LOYYENT. All adjustments as 
to amount of work to be taken for credit by members of the staff on part-time 
employment shall be fixed at time of appointment. In general, one additional 
credit of graduate work may be carried for each diminution by one-twelfth from 
full-time employment. · 
III. SUMMER ScnooL. Other members of the staff may enroll in graduate work 
during the Summer Quarter if not on duty and not receiving salary from the 
College during this time. If holding the rank of professor or associate professor 
they cannot become candidates for degrees from this institution. 
DEPARTMENTS OF GRADUATE INSTRUCTION 
For complete information concerning the graduate offerings of each depart-
ment and the sub-fields in which graduate students may major or minor in each 
department, see the announcement of "Opportunities for Graduate Study" in the 
departmental course desCriptions in this catalogue (see page 156) or write for 
the Announcement of the Graduate College. 
Collegiate Instruction 
DEFINmON OF A CREDIT. The value of each course is stated in quarter credits. 
A one-credit course requires one recitation involving two hours of preparation, or 
one three-hour laboratory period, or other combination of teacher-student contact 
and outside preparation involving a total of three clock hours per week for twelve 
weeks. 
COURSE NUMBERS. In each department the courses, for convenience of refer-
ence, arc given in numerical order. The courses are divided into groups as follows: 
1- 99-Courses for noncollegiate students. 
100-299-Courses primarily for junior college students. 
300-499-Courses primarily for senior college students. 
500-599-Courses for advanced undergraduate students and for graduate students 
for major or minor credit. 
600-699-Courses for graduate students for mafor or minor credit. 
After the descriptive title of each course are three numbers in parentheses. The 
first indicates the number of lectures a week, the second the number of recitations, 
and the third the num}?er of hours of laboratory a week. For example, a course 
title followed by (1-2-3) is a course with one lecture, two recitations, and three 
hours of laboratory a week. 
At the end of the first line of each course description will be found F. W. S. SS. 
indicating which of the four quarters-fall, winter, spring, summer session-of the 
college year the course is offered. Alt. is the abbreviation for alternate. The 
abbreviation Yr. is used to designate a sequence of three courses taught fall, winter, 
and spring1 respectively. If there is sufficient demand, courses may be offered more 
frequently than announced. 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
CARL NICHOLS SANFORD, M.S., Head of Department 
Instructors Carnes, Leutzinger, Rowe 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in aeronautical engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 113. 
Courses offered by this department train the student for aircraft design or aero-
nautical research work. 
Pilot training ground and flight instruction are given on the campus and at the 
municipal airport through the local flight operators. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in aero-
nautical engineering, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum substan-
tially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in aeronautical en-
gineering at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 360, 380 410 420 430 432 440 441 
442, 443 and 470. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
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DESCRIPTION O'F COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. ( 1 ·0 -0) Required. S. 
Orientation in the field of Aeronautical Engineering. 
212. Pilot Training Ground Instruction. (0·2·8) Cr. S. F.W.S. 
Instruction in meteorolQly, nllvigation, and Civil Air Regulations to meet the require 
mcnts for the Civil Aeronautics Administration certificate of competency. 
214. Advanced Pilot Training Ground Instruction. (O·S·S) Cr. 4. F.W.S. 
Prerequi11ite: 212. 
Aircraft (aerodynRmics and structures) instruments, parachutes, navigation, power 
plants (rngines, propelh•rs, and accessories) from the operational viewpoint of the 
airplnne pilot. 
216. Pilot Tra.lning Flight Instruction I. (O·O 3) Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 212. 
Ten hours dual flight instruction (or the equivalent in combined dual and solo time) 
in conventional or unconventional aircraft in preparation for solo flight. Fee $94, 
of which a pro rata refund will be mnde if the student is required by tho College to 
discontinue training. 
218, 219, 220. Pilot Tra.lnlng Flight Instruction n. (O·O·S) Or. 1 each. F.W.S. each 
Prerequisite: 216, credit or classification in 214. 
Ten hours dual flight instruction per course (or equivalent in combined dual and 
solo time) in conventional or unconventional aircraft in preparation for the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration Private Pilot Oertificl\te. Fee $94 for each course, of 
which a pro rnta refund will be made if the studrnt is required by the College to 
discontinue trnining. 
310. Aerodynamics I. (0·3 3) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: T.&A.M. 378. 
Theory of lift, nature of drag, airfoil characteristics, engine-propeller curves, per 
formance. 
360. Aerodynamics n. (0 3 3) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequisite : B 10. 
Special performance problems, air londs, senplane prohlems. 
370. Aircraft Materials and Processes. (0 2-6) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: T.&A.M. 824. 
Materials, fabricating techniques, and design procedures used in aircraft mo.nu· 
facture. 
380. Stress Analysls L (0·8·6) Or. 5. S. 
Prerequisite: T.&A.M. 824. 
Deflections and stress nnRlysifl of statically determinate airplane structures. Analyti· 
cal and graphical solutions of wing and fuselage trussei;, 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prerequisite: Senior Aero. Engr. classification. 
Inspection trip to aeronautical concerns and activities. 
410. Stability and Control. (O 3·0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequisite: 360. 
Stability and control characteristics of nirpll\nes and helicopters. 
420. Stress Analysis II. (O 4 0) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 380. 
Deflection and stress analysis of rings, bents and thin metal structures. 
430. Airplane Design I. (0 2·6) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 420 and credit or classification in 410 
Preliminary design of o.n airplane. Design procedur". specifi<'ations, weight o.nd 
balance. Practical application of aerodynamic and stru<'turnl prineiples. 
4:12. Airpla.ne Design n. (0·2·6) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 430. 
Design of components of niTJ1lnne studied in 430. Drafting practice, comparative 
manufacturing costs, weight. 
440. Flight Testing. (0 2·3) Cr. S. F. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 360. 
Flight test methods. Flight testing college airplane. Instrument theory. Instrument 
testing. Aircraft components. 
441, 442, 443. Advanced Aerodynamics. (0·8-0) Cr. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 410 and Math. 453. 
Classical flow theory, compressible fluid theories, and shock wnve studies. 
470. Aeronautical Problems. C As arraneed > Cr. 3 to 6. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 410. 
Advanced work on aerodynamics and structural problems. Flight test problems. 
491, 492, 493. Aeronautical Seminar. (l·0-0) Required. Yr. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATB B'l'UDBNTB 
510. Airplane Performance. (0·3 to 5·0) Cr. 8 to 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequisits: 4101 Math. 453. Mr. Sanford Performance of h1gh·speed, jet-propelled aircraft. 
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515. Advanced Stability a.nd Control. (0·3 to 5·0) Cr. 3 to 5. 
Prerequuite: 410, Math. ~53. . . • 
Stability and control of high-speed aircraft and m1sslles. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Sanford 
522. Advanced Airplane Stre&S Analysis. (0·8 to 5·0) Cr. 3 to 5. F.W.S. 
P z.Jt T &AM 584 Mr. Sanford rerequun e : . • • . 
Analysis of stntically indeterminate stressed skin structures. Permanent deformation, 
permissible loadings and design procedure. 
F.W.S. 525. Airplane Static Testing. ( 0 1-3 to 9) Cr. 2 to 4. 
Prerequisite: T.&A.M. 584. 
Evaluation or static tf'St loads. 
tion of theory and test data. 
Mr. Sanford 
Laboratory determination or stress patterns; Correla· 
595. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. 
620. Semlnar. Required. 
670. Research. 
COURS!iS VOit URADUATE STUDENTS 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Sanford 
Mr. Sanford 
Mr. Sanford 
For description of courses, see Department of Economics and Sociology, courses 
in Economics, page 208 . . 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
For description of courses, see Department of Vocational Education, page 304. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of Engi-
neering. "' 
HOBART BERESFORD, B.S., A.E., A.E., Head of Department 
Professors Quincy Claude Ayres, B.S., C.E.; Edgar Lee Barger, M.S.; Edgar 
Vermont Collins, B.S., A.E.; •]. Brownlee Davidson, A.E., D. Engr.; Henry 
Giese, M.S., Arch. E.; Vilas Jay Morford, M.S. 
Associate Professor Richard K. Frevert, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Norval H. Curry, M.S.; Merle Linden Esmay, M.S.; John 
Bruce Liljedahl, M.S. 
Instructors Barnes, Benedict, Griffin, Guy, Henderson, C. E. Johnson, E. R. John-
son, O'Brien, Schwab, Shirley 
Extension Workers Armstrong, Beaty, DeForest, Hull, VanVlack, Wardle 
•0n leave. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in agricultural engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 114. 
Graduates from this curriculum have taken up work along the following lines: 
college, extension, experiment station, and government work in agricultural engi-
neering; advertising, sales, and development work with manufacturers of various 
lines of farm equipment and farm building materials; engineering and contracting 
on farm buildings, soil erosion control, and drainage; rural electrification; editorial 
work on farm and trade journals; and farming where drainage, farm structures, 
and the use of machinery are important factors. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in soil 
and water conservation, agricultural machines, agricultural power, rural electrifica-
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tion, and agricultural structures; and minor work to students taking major work in 
other departments. Work may be taken for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy as 
a divided major with departments offering work in related fields for this degree. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum in agricultural engineering substantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students at this institution. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 345, 346, 375, 436, 447, 462, 476, 
487, 489. 
70. Management of Farm Equipment. (0·2·3) Cr. 5. W. 
Design, selection and utilization of farm buildings: selection, operation and utlli?.a· 
tion of power and machinery units used in crop production and feed processing. 
COURSES PRIMARILY ron. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. (1·0·0) Required. S. 
The 11.eld of agricultural engineering, its relation to the agricultural industry and to 
the engineering profession. 
157. Dairy Mechanics. (0·0-6) Or. 2. F. 
For dairy industry students. Sanitary and common pipe fitting, soldering and sheet 
metal, oxy-acetylene and arc welding, silver soldering, electricity, and service and 
repair of dairy equipment. 
224. Soil and Water Conservation Engineering. (0·3·6) Or. 5. S. 
Prerequi8ite: C.E. 825. 
Erosion control principles and practices. Design of drainage systems. Runoff' meas· 
urements and analysis of hydrographic data as applied to design, location and con· 
struction of erosion control and drainage facilities. Field trips to problem areas. 
236. Agiicultural Machines. (0·2 3) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequi8ite: Credit or classification in Phys. 2 21. 
Development, economic requirements, construction, efficiency, capacity, cost of use, 
testing, and selection of agricultural machines. 
254. Farm Mechanics. (O·O 6) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Use of hand and machine tools, forge and cold metal work, soldering and sheet metal, 
farm electricity, arc and oxy-acctylene \Velding, repair of fnrm machinery. 
255. Farm Carpentry. (0-0·6) Cr. 2. F.W.S. 
Selection, use and care of hand and po\ver carpentry tools. Selection of building ma· 
terials, construction of farm buildings and farm equipment. 
256. Advanced Carpentry. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. S. 
Prerequisite: 255. 
Selection of building materials, estimating bills of materials, care and use of hand 
and power equipment, construction of buildings and farm equipment. 
269. Dairy Machinery. (0·2·3) Cr. 3. W. 
Construction and operation of steam boilers and engines, refrigerating machines, 
power transmission; pipe fitting and soldering. 
279. Farm Buildings and Equipment. (0·3·6) Cr. 5 W. 
Functional requirements of farm buildings. Selection and utilization of materials. 
Design of farm buildings. Estimating and specification writing. 
289. Farm Buildings and Equipment. (0·2·3) Cr. 3. W. 
Farmstead arrangement. Planning farm buildings with special regard to livestock 
requirements, economy, convenieqce, sanitation, appearance, and materials used. Farm 
utilities. 
290. Farm Buildings and Equipment. (0·2·3) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequi8ite: 279 or 289. • 
Insulation and ventilation. Structural problems in farm buildings. Valuation, ap· 
praisal and estimating. 
801 302, 803. Seminar. (O·"l-0) Required. Yr. 
Preparation, presentation, and discussion of papers on agricultural engineering sub· 
jects. 
306. Soil and Water Conservation. (0·2 3) Cr. 3. F.B. 
Engineerinf. aspects of soil and water conservation for studenta fn agriculture. Use 
of the lave . Land description. Design, location and construction of erosion control 
and drainage facilities. Field trips to problem areas. 
334. Farm Machinery and Power Management. (0-3·8) Or. 4. F.W.B. 
Prerequi.8it11: Phys. 204 or equivalent, except for agricultural journalism and two· 
year agricultural students. 
Mechanics and materials of farm machinery construct.ion. Adjustment, select.ion, ca· 
pacity and cost of use of farm machinery. TransmiBSion, measurement, and cost of 
use of farm power. 
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W. 389. Daley Machinery. (0 4-8) Cr. 5. 
Prerequi8ite: Credit or classification in Phys 212. 
Construction, adjustment, operation, and care of du1ry plant <>qupinwnt, ho1lers, en-
gines, motors, and refrigerating machinery. 
345. Gas Engines and Tractors. (0 2·3) Cr. 3. • W. 
Prerequillite: Phys. 204 or equivalent, excent !or agricultural journalism and two-
year agricultural students. 
Construction, operation, adjustment, capacity, and care of gasoline and oil engines 
and tractors. 
346. Agricultural Tractor Power. (0 3 8) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequiaite: Phys. 228, T.&A.M. 844. 
Kinematics and dynamics of tractor po\\ er application; draw bar, power take-off, and 
traction mechanisms. Thermodynamic principles and construction of internal com-
bustion engine, fuels and carburetion, ignition. Rating and testing of tractors. 
:J54. Advanced Farm Mechanics. (0 1·6) Cr. 3. F.8. 
Prerequisite: 254. 
Arc and oxy-acetylene welding and cutting, farm machinery repair, farm electricity, 
and farm plumbing. 
:155. Wood Construction. tO o 6) Cr. 2. !<'. 
Prerequillite: Agricultural Engineering classification. 
Principles of wood framing and construction with particular reference to agricultural 
structures. 
359. Machine Construction. (0·0·6) Or.2. F. 
Prerequi8ite: Ohem. 103 or equivalent. 
Oxy·acetylene and electric welding. Chemical and metallurgical principles, selection 
of equipment, methods of constructing experimental and production machines. 
:1;4, Concrete and ·Masonry. (0·1·8) Cr. 2. F.8. 
Materials, specifications. nnd tests; mixtures, forms, reinforcements, uses of concrete 
on the farm. Other fireproof building materials. 
175. Fundamentals of Agricultural Structures Design. (0·4-3) Or. 6. F. 
Prerequiaite: Senior college classification. 
The function of buildings in the business of farming. Basic requirements for 
housing farm animals
1 
crops, etc. Properties and techniques of building materinls. 
Considerations in design. 
:Jd7. Fann Utlllties. (O 2-8) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequiaite: Phys. 204. 
Lighting, heating, ventilation, water supply, plumbing, sewage disposal, rural elec· 
trifica tion. 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
PrerequiBite: Senior A.E. classification. 
An observation trip to centers of industry and engineering construction of interest. 
401 402, 408. Seminar. (O·l ·0) Required. Yr. 
Preparation, presentation and discussion of papers on agricultural engineering sub· 
jects. 
426. Advanced Soll and Water Conservation Engineering. (0·3-6) Cr. 5. F. 
Prerequi8ite: 224 Agron. 154, T.&A.M. 8 78. · 
Meteorology and hydrology as applied to soil and water conservation problems. 
Flood control projects. Throry of drainage. Drainage and soil conservation dis· 
tri~ts. Field trips to problem areas. 
427. Irrigation. (0·8·0) Cr. 3. W . 
. Bhrequisite: 425. 
Water supply, irrigation institutions, irrigation structures, conveyance of water, 
preparation of land and application of water. Principles of the flow of water 
through soil. Supplemental irrigation in humid regions. 
436. Advanced Farm Machinery. (3·0·8) Cr. 4. · W. 
Prerequiaite: 286, M.E. 315. 
Design, development and testing of farm machipery to meet the functional require 
ments of machines for tillage, seeding, cultivation and weed control, harvesting, 
crop processing, and farm power units. 
447. Agricultural Engineering Applications. (O 8·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 286, 846, T.&A.M. 324. 
Summarization, correlation and extension of the agricultural engineering techniques, 
economic limitations in design and management. 
462. Farm Electrl1lcation. (0-2 3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequi8ite: Credit or classification in E.E. 437. 
Selection and use of electrical equipment as it relates to efficiency and economy of 
agricultural production, proressing and storage of feeds, forage crops and grains in 
connection with the livestock, poultry and dairy enterprises. 
476. Advanced Agricultural Structures Design. (0-8-3) Cr. 4. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: 876, T.&A.M. 324. 
Heat and vapor relationships in farm buildings. Insulation and ventilation. Wind 
loads and wind resistant construction. Structural problems in farm buildings. Valua-
tion, appraisal and estimating. 
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487. Farm Utlllt1es. (0·2·8) Or. s. 8. 
PrerequUU1: 875, Ph71. 228, E.E. 487. 
Analysis of psychrometria data, calculation of heat losses, design of residential heat· 
ing plants, sanitary equipment, plumbing, waate disposal, lighting standards and 
sources. 
489. Farm Buildings and Equipment. (0·2·8) Or. 3. F.W. 
Prerequi8ite : Phys. 204. 
Plans, materials, construction, lighting, heating, and ventilation of farm bulldlnrs; 
water supP.lY, sewage disposal. 
490. Farm Equipment Operation. (0·0-6 to 12) Or. 2 to 4. F.S. 
Prere<111iaite: 286 or 884. 
Practice in the operation of farm machines. Reports of quantity, quality, and cost 
of work. 
OOUBSES l'OB ADVANOED UNDEROBAI>U.A'l'B AND ORADUATB STUDEN'l'S 
515. Teaching Farm Mechanics. (V.Ed. 515) (0·2·3) Cr. 3. s. 
Prerequi8ite: 254. Mr. Morford 
Objectives and methods; equipment and management of the shop; organization of 
shop program. Students will plan and p:resent demonstrations of methods of teach· 
ing mechanical skills. 
528. Special Topics. Or. 1 to 5. 
A. Soil and Water Conservation. 
B. Agricultural Machines. 
O. Agricultural Power. 
D. Agricultural Structures. 
E. Farm Utilities. 
F. Farm Mechanics. 
G. Rural Electrification. 
F.W.8. 
MeBBra. Ayres Freved 
Messrs. Barger, Beresford 
Messrs. Barger, Beresford 
Messrs. Beresford, Glese 
Messrs. Beresford. Giese 
Mr. Morford 
Mr. Beresford 
COURSES l'OR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
628. Research. 
A. Soil and Water Conservation. 
B. Agricultural Machines. 
0. Agricultural Power. 
D. Agricultural Structures. 
E. Farm Utilities. 
G. Rural Electrification. 
Mr. AYTeS 
Messrs. Barger, Beresford, Oolllns 
Messrs. Barger, Beresford, Oolllna 
Messrs. Beresford, Giese 
Messrs. Beresford, Giese 
Mr. Beresford 
631, 682, 6SS. Agricultural Engineering Technology. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. F.W.8. 
Messrs. AYTes, Barger, Beresford, Oolllns, Frevert, Giese, Morford 
The latest developments in agricultural engineering technology and tholr relation to 
industry, commerce, agricultural production, governmental agencies and lnatitu· 
tional work. 
661 662, 668. Seminar. (l·O·O) Or. 1 each. 
biscussion of research problems, methods, prot'edures, and reports. Mr. Beresford 
AGRIC'ULTURAL JOURNALISM 
For description of courses, see Department of Technical Journalism, page 289. 
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AGRICULTURE 
HENRY HERBERT Kn.DEE, M.S., D.Agr., Dean of Agriculture 
Professors John Milton Holcomb, M.S.; Russell M. Vifquain, M.S. 
Instructor Odegaard 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY . 
For undergraduate curriculum in farm operation leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see pages 98 and 99. 
For two-year program in farm operation, see page 98. 
For program for herdsmen, see page 106. 
-
For training for extension service, see page 107. 
For training for rural religious leaders, see page 107. 
f'ARM OPERATION 
The curriculum in farm operation is intended for those students who are 
looking forward to general farming as their lifework. It is, therefore, designed 
to develop those understandings, abilities, and attitudes which are essential to 
(a) efficient farm operation and management, (b) effective participation as a 
citizen and leader in a rural community, and ( c) personal satisfaction and happi-
ness in rural living. 
The curriculum is composed essentially of two alternative but related courses of 
study, both of collegiate grade, namely, (A) a two-year program leading to a cer-
tificate, and (B) a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
A. The Two-Year Program in Farm Operation. 
Leading to a certificate showing completion of the program. 
This program is designed for students of agriculture who have decided to engage 
in general farming and who find it impracticable to remain in college longer than 
one or two years. The course of study in this program is identical with the first 
two years of the four-year curriculum in farm operation, as outlined on pages 
98 and 99. However, considerable deviation from the outlined program will be per-
mitted in order to serve better the vocational and cultural needs and interests of 
individual students. Such adjustments will be worked out by the student and his 
counselor. 
While it is desirable for students in this program to enter in the Fall Quarter 
and to take the Winter and Spring Quarters in their proper sequence, it is not 
required that they do so. Each quarter's work is designed as a rather complete 
unit in itself and students can, therefore, enter with advantage at the beginning 
of any quarter. 
B. The Two-Quarter Program for Herdsmen. 
The two-quarter program for herdsmen is designed to meet the needs of young 
men who are primarily interested in livestock. Opportunity is afforded the stu-
dents for some specialization in the class of livestock in which they are most inter-
ested. This program is most practical in nature and includes sufficient general work 
in agriculture to fit men for general livestock farming, dairy farming, herd manage-
ment, or dairy-herd improvement association supervision. It is intended for the 
young man who is unable to enter the regular four-year curricula or who wants a 
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short practical preparation for some special vocation. Instruction will be offered 
in two periods; the first from January to March, 1950, the second from January 
to March the year following. The students are expected to spend the time between 
the two periods gaining additional experience in their chosen line. Upon satisfac-
tory completion of the second period, a statement will be granted certifying the 
student has completed the program. 
PRACTICAL WORK 
Administered by the head of the department in which the student elects to take 
the work. 
Students of the Division of Agriculture must have at least six months of prac-
tical experience before graduation. This requirement should be met before the 
beginning of the junior year. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COU~SES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATB STUDENTS 
101, 102. Orientation. Required. F.W. 
Lectures and class work designed to aid the first-year student to adjust himself to his 
environment, and to present a survey of the fields and opportunities in agriculture. 
104. Practical Work. Six months required. 
450. Fa.rm Operation. (0·1·6) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
PrerequiBit": Senior college classification in Division of Agriculture. 
Plans, conferences, decisions, records, and reports by students on operatlbn of n 
practice farm. Trips to farms and markets. 
AGRONOMY 
WnLIAM HENRY PIERRE, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors George M. Browning, Ph.D.; Bruce Judson Firkins, M.S.; Harold 
DeMott Hughes, M.S.A.; Iver Johannas Johnson, Ph.D.; Frank F. Riecken, 
Ph.D.; H.C.S. Thom, M.S.; Martin George Weiss, Ph.D.; Carroll Paton Wilsie, 
Ph.D. 
Associate Professors William H. Allaway, Ph.D.; WiJiiam V. Bartholomew, Ph.D.; 
Charles Allen Black, Ph.D.; Charles S. Dorchester, Ph.D.; John C. Eldredge, 
Ph.D.; Don Kirkham, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Robert H. Shaw, M.S.; Louis Milton Thompson, M.S. 
Instructors Elderkin, Foth, Metcalfe, Russel, Swenson 
Graduate Assistants Godfrey, Ulrich 
Fellow Harvey 
Pathologist, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, Murphy 
Agronomist, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, Sprague 
Bacteriologist, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, Clark 
Extension Workers Anderson, Cheney, Dyas, Fitts, Krenzin, Meldrum, Monthey, 
Robinson 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in agronomy leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see page 93. 
' The curriculum in agronomy has as its objective training in agriculture with em-
phasis on the basic principles of crops and soils. Supporting and elective courses 
are taken in related fields to broaden the student's knowledge in the entire field of 
agronomy and its relation to more efficient agriculture. 
Opportunity is provided to meet the diverse interests of students in agronomy 
through selection of either a broad course of training or several specialized outlines 
of study. For those students who wish to continue their training in post-graduate 
study, a special program is outlined to provide a<lditional course work in the 
sciences basic to either Farm Crops, Soils, or Agroclimatology. Individually planned 
programs may be prepared to meet the specific needs of the student. 
Graduates in the general course in agronomy are trained to fill positions as county 
extension directors, farm managers, extension workers, instructors in agricultural 
colleges, technicians in fertilizer companies and similar commercial organizations. 
Graduates with specialized training in each of the fields of study listed on page 
94 may secure positions in their respective field of specialization. In the field 
of commercial seed production or seed technology the outline of suggested elec-
tives should prepare the student for positions with hybrid seed com companies and 
other commercial seed firms or for positions as grain inspectors. Training in the 
special program for soil conservation planning has been outlined to prepare students 
for positions as soil conservation technicians. The course of study in soil survey 
and land appraisal is designed for students who seek positions with state or 
federal agencies as soil surveyors and with land companies who desire services in 
land appraisal. 
Graduates from the specialized program for continuation study on the post-
graduate level should continue their training to the completion of the master's 
or doctor's degree. Advanced trainiDg will be preparation for positions in research 
in the several specialized fields of agronomy in state or federal experiment stations, 
and as specialists in these fields in colleges and universities. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in crop 
production, crop breeding, soil physics, soil fertility, soil bacteriology, soil mor-
phology and genesis, soil management, and agricultural climatology ; major work 
leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in soil fertility, soil morphology 
and genesis, soil bacteriology, soil physics, and crop breeding; and minor work 
to students taking major work in other' departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in farm crops and soils is the completion of 
an undergraduate curriculum substantially equivalent to that recommended for 
pre-graduate training in the agronomy curriculum at this institution. See page 88. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in agricultural climatology is the com-
pletion of undergraduate curriculum in agricultural climatology. See Climatology, 
page 202. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 400, 406, 414, 415, 438, 454, 455, 464, 
465, 473, 474. 
AGRONOMY 
DEsCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES JN GENERAL AGRONOMY 
COURSES PRDU.BILY FOR UNDERGRADUATJI STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. tl·O·O) Required. 
Survey of different branches of agronomy. 
300. Crop Production and Soll Management. (0·6 O) Or. 3. 
Special course for rural ministers. 
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s. 
SS. 
Distribution, production, harvesting and utilization of crops, formntion, character-
istics and classification of soils, principles and practices of soil conservation, fertility 
maintenance and soil management. 
400. Agricultural Travel Course. Or. 4. Students taking this course will bo required 
to register for A.H. 400 for 4 credits. SB. 
Prsrequiaite: 284, 254. 
Tour and study of production methods in major crop and livestock regions of the 
United States. In11uence of climate, soil, topography, markets, and other factors on 
livestock and crop production and livestock management practices. 
COURSES PRIYARILY FO~ ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATB AND OllADUATE STUDENTS 
s. 500. Field Experimentation. (O·l·O) Or. 1. 
PrsrequiBits: Consent of instructor. 
Detailed methods of laying out, planting, harvesting, 
experiments. 
Mr. Johnson 
nnd caring for agronomic plot 
COURSES JN FARM CROPS 
OOUBSES PRIHARILY FOR NONOOLLEGIATE STUDENTS 
2. Farm Crop Production. (0·8·2) Or. 4. W. 
Principles of crop production including choice of crops nnd varieties, selecting Rnd 
purchasing seed, seedbed preparation, care during growth and harvesting. Brief 
study of soils, including maintenance of tilth, rotations, manuring, erosion control, 
liming, and fertilization. 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATB STUDENTS 
111, 112. Crop Production. 111. {1·2·0) Or. 8; 112. (1·2·2) Or. 4. 
111. F.W.: 112. W.S. 
Fundamental underlying principles of crop production: croy distribution; growth 
processes: res:ponse to environment. Study of corn and smal grain crops including 
their distribution, use, improvement, growth, harvesting and marketing. 
114. Crop Production and :Management. (0·3·2) Or. 4. F.W. 
For students in Farm Operation and Poultry Husbandry curricula. 
Orop adaptation and distribution. Cultural fractir.cs and recommended varieties of 
each of the important farm crops. Factors o importance in the storage and market· 
ing of grain and forage crops. Identification of crop varieties and of important farm 
weed seeds. • 
284. Forage Crops. (0-8·2) Or. 4. F.S. 
Prersquiaite: 112, when required in curriculum. 
Study of grasses, legumes, and other plants and their uses as hay, pasture, silage, 
soiling, and green manure. 
288. Crop Seed. (0·2·3) Or. 3. W. 
PrersquUits : 112, 284. 
Seed production with emphasis on seed yield, harvesting methods, and storage prob· 
lems. Selection and judging of seed. Study of morphoJogical characters of cr"p 
plants and seeds. 
824. Principles of Crop Breeding. (1·2·2) Or. 4. S. 
For students in Farm Operatlon Ourric.ulum only. 
Prersqui8ite: Genetics 200. 
Significance of crop improvement in tho maintenance of crop yields. Detailed meth· 
ods used in grain and forage crop improvement with special emphasis on corn. The 
role of seed certification in mnintenance of varietal purity and tho production of 
quality seed. 
884. Hay and Pasture Crops. (0-2·8) Or. s. S. 
PrsrequUits: 112. Not open to those who have credit in 284. 
Major problems connected with meadow and pasture management. Specfflc grass, 
legume and miscellaneous crops for forage purposes. 
386. Commerc!al Crop Gradlng a.nd IdenWlcatfon. (0·0·6) Or. 8. S. 
Prsrsquiaits: 288. 
Grading and identification of cereal and forage crops, with particplar emphasis on 
market classes and grades. 
887. Advanced Crop Judging and Grading. (0·0·6) Or. a. F. 
Prsr~quirits: 886. 
Market cla.sses and grades, seed judging, and identification ol lmportnnt crops and 
varieties. 
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888. Seed Analysls and Weed Identl1lcation. (Bot. 888) See Botany. 
411. Seminar. (O·l·O) Or. 1. F.W. 
PrerequisUe: 288. Senior classification. 
Discussion of current farm crops problems; interpretation of research data. 
414. Crop Management. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. W. 
Prerequuite: 284 or 884. . 
Solution of practical crop problems through application of experimental data. 
415. Fiber, Sugar, and Root Crops. (0·2·0) Or. 2. Alt. S. Offered 1949-50 
Prtrequiaite: 112. 
Production and manufacture of cotton, flax, hemp, sisal, and other fibers; studies of 
sugar beets, sugar cane, mangels, and other root crops. 
438. Seed ViabWty. (Bot. 488) See Botany. 
OOUBSES J'OR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUA'l'E STUDENTS 
514. Crop Adaptation. (0·8·0) Or. s. F. 
Prerequute: 284 or 834. Mr. Wilsie 
Adaptation of crop plants and varieties to different environmental conditions and 
uses; also the influence of selection and breeding. 
524. Cereal and Forage Crop Breeding. (8·0·2) Cr. 4. W. 
PrerequUite: Gen. 800. Mr. Weiss 
Application of principles of genetics and allied subjects to improvement of field crops. 
525. Crop Breeding Technique. (0·0·12 to 24) Or. 2 to 4. SS. 
Prorequuite: 524 and consent of instructor. Messrs. Johnson, Weiss 
Field methods and practices in cross· and self-pollination of crop plants. 
584. Pasture Improvement and Management. (O·S·O) Cr. 3. 
PrerequWte: 234 or 884. 
Types of pastures and pasture vegQtation; methods of establishment 
ment; influence on economy of production and on soil conservation. 
s. 
Mr. Hughes 
and improve· 
588. Seed Borne Pathogens. (Bot. 538) See Botany. 
Prerequisite: Bot. 207. Mr. McNew 
Detection, identification, and control of parasitic organisms carried by crop seeds. 
545. Special Topics in Farm Crops. Cr. 2 to 4. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: Quality point average of 2.5 in preceding two quarters and sufficient 
preparation to benefit from specialized study. Messrs. Hughes, Johnson, Weiss 
Literature reviews and conferences on selected topics according to needs and in· 
terests of students. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
621. Advanced Cereal and Forage Crop Breeding. (0·8·0) Or. 3. 
Prerequi8ite: 524, Gen. 630. 
Basic principles of inbreeding, hybridization, selection, and progeny 
ing systems and plans. 
F. 
Mr. Johnson 
testing, breed· 
622. Advanced Com Breeding. (0·3·0) Or. 3. W. 
PrerequWte: 524, Gen. 680. Mr. Sprague 
Corn improvement; basic concepts of in breeding and selection, testing for com· 
bining ability and utilization of inbred lines in the production of corn hybrids. 
624. Advanced Crop Breeding and Research Methods. (3·0·0) Or. 3. S. 
Prercquiaite: 524. Mr. Johnson 
Application of biological principles to crop breeding; interpretation of plot experiments. 
640. Research. F. w.s. 
A. Crop Production. Messrs. Hughes, Johnson, Wilsie 
B. Orop Breeding. M<'ssrs. Johnson, Murphy, Sprague, Weiss, Wilsie 
645. Seminar. (O·l ·O) Cr. 1 F.W.S. 
Mr. Hughes 
Reports and discussions of current investigations in crop breeding and crop produc· 
ti on. 
COURSES IN Son.s 
COURSES PRI?IARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
154. Bolls and Soll Management. (0·3·2) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
For stU:dents in curr!c~la other .than. Agron., A.H., Dy.H., For., Hort. 
For!D.nbo!l, chnr!'cter1st1cs, c1ass1ficatlon nn.d occurrences of soils. Principles of soil 
fert1hty m relation to crop growth. Practical problems of soil management, fertility 
maintenance and erosion control. 
254. Soils. .C0·2·8) Or. 8. F.S. 
Prer1qu'8ite: Credit or classiflcntion in Chem. 102. Not open to those who have credit 
in 154. 
Origin and formation. Physical characteristics. ClassUlcntion and mapping. Iowa 
soil areas and types. Out of town field trips. 
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854. Soil Fertility and Fertlllzers. 
A. (0-4·3) Cr. 5. • W.S 
Prerequisite: 254, Chem. 255 or equivalent and credit or classification In Ohem. 256 
or equivalent. 
B. (0·3-2) Cr. 4. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 154, Chem. 255 or 257 or equivalent. 
Physical, chemical, and bioligfcnl properties of soils in relation to fertillty maintenance 
and good soil management. Studies of use of lime, manure, fertilizer. 
357. Forest Soils. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 254. 
Physical, chemical, and biological soil factors affecting forest growth and nursery 
management. 
451. Seminar. (O·l·O) Or. 1. 
Prerequisite: 354A. Senior classification. 
Discussion of cunent soils problems, interpretation of research data. 
w.s. 
454. Soll Management. (0·3·0) Or. s. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 354A or B. 
Application of principles of soil management to solution of practical farm problems. 
455. Soll Management and Fertility Maintenance. (0·8·0) Or. 2. Three weeks. 
Alt. SS. Not offered 1950 
Prerequisite: 854A or B. May not be substituted for 454. 
Review of newer developments in various fields of soil science related to soil manage-
ment and fertility maintenance. 
464. Soil Conservation and Erosion Control. (0·2·8) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite : 154 or 254. 
F.S. 
Soil conservation practices and their application to specific farm situations on the 
basis of the physical features of the land. Oo·ordination of conservation practices 
with all phases of an overall farm program. Out of town field trips. 
465. Soil Conservation. (0 8·0) Cr. 2. Three weeks. Alt. SS. Offered 1950 
Prerequisite: 854A or B, or equivalent. 
Review of recent work in \'arious fields of agronomy related to soil and water con· 
servntion. 
473. Soil Survey. (2-0·2) Cr. 3. 8. 
Prerequisite: 254. 
Description and identification of soil proflles, techniques of soil mapping, and Interpre-
tation of survey data; fiPld trips. 
474. Field Study of Soils. Cr. 4. Three weeks, Alt. 88. Offered 1950 
Prere<1uisite: 473. 
Field work in different soil areas in Iowa, studying &ail type characteristics by profiles, 
mapping selected ar~as, and evaluating land from soils standpoint. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
558. Soil Conditions and Crop Growth. (3·0-0) Cr. B. 
Prerequisite: 854A or B. 
F. 
Composition and properties of soils and fertilizers in relation 
processes affecting soil fertility. 
Mr. Black 
to plant nutrition, and 
Cr. 2 to 3. 556. Laboratory Methods of Soils Investigations. (0·0-4 to 6) 
A. Soil Bacteriology. Prerequisite: Agron. 585. Alt. SS. Not offered 1949-50 
Mr. Bartholomew 
Not offered 1949·50. Mr. Black 
Offered 1949·50. Mr. Kirkham 
B. Soil Fertility. Prerequisite: Agron. 558. Alt. F. 
C. Soil Physics. Prerequisite: Agron. 577. Alt. F. 
557. Soil phemistey. (Chem. 557) (2 0:0) Or. 2. 
Prerequtsite: Ohem. 322 or Chem. 5860 nnd D. 
Chemical and mineralogical properties of soil colloids. 
action. 
565. Advanced Soil Conservation. (2·0-3) Cr. a. 
Prerequisite: .854A or B, A.E. 306. 
Factors affecting soil erosion and fundamental principles 
land. Out of town field trips. 
Alt. 8., Not offered 1949·50 
Mr. Alla way 
Ion exchange nnd soil re· 
F. 
Mr. Thompson 
involved in conservation of 
575. Soll Genesis and Olasslfication. (3 O·O) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 558, Geol. 875. Mr. Riecken 
Processes of formation, systems of classification, and geographical distribution of soils. 
577. Soll Fhysics. (Phys. 577) (3-0-0) Cr. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 254, Phys. 204; or approval of Instructor. Mr. Kirkham 
Relation of physical properties of soils to plant growth, conservation practices and 
land utilization Particle-size distribution, soil structure, clay minerals, soil moisture, 
rheological properties and soil temperature. 
585. Soll Bacteriology. (Bact. 585) (8-0·0) Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite : Bact. 304A. 
Occurrence and activities of soil microorganisms and influence of 
fertility. 
w. 
Mr. Bartholomew 
soil population on 
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696. Special Topi.ca in Soils. (Bact. 696A) Or. 2 to 4. F.W.S. 
Prer1quUit11: 16 credits in .Agronomy and permission of instructor. 
Mesll'a. Allaway, Bartholome'fl, Blac!'. Olark, !Urlcham, Pierre., .Rlecken 
Literature reviews and conferences on selected topics according to needs ana interests 
of students. 
COURSES roR GRADUATE S~ENTe 
656. Advanced Soll l'ertlllty. (3·0·0) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 1949-60 
Prer11qu'8Ut1 : 658. Mr. Pierre 
Ohemiatry of soil-plant relationships; theory and practice in use of fertilizers. 
676. Advanced Soll Genesis and OlassUlcatton. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. 
Alt. S. Offered 1949-50 
Mr. Riecken 
other soil-forming processes; principles of 
PrerequlrittJ: 676. 
Theories of podzollzation, calci1lcation, and 
soil clasalflcation. 
677. Advanced Soll Physics. (Phys. 677) ( S·O·O) Or. 3. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1949-50 
Mr. Kirkham 
and principles underlying flow and distribution of 
PrerequUite: 671, Math. 212. 
Physical characteristics of soils 
water ln aolla. 
685. Advanced Soll Bacterloloa. (Bact. 685) (3·0·0) Or. 3. 
Alt. S. Offered 1949·50 
Prer"fuUite: 685. 
Nature of microbiological population of soil, 
about by soil microorganisms. 
690. Research. 
A. Soil Bacteriology. (Bact. 690A.) 
B. Soll Fertility. 
0. Soil Physics. 
D. Soil Management. 
E. Soil Morphology and Genesis. 
695. Conferences. (0·1·0) Or. 1. 
A. Soil Bacteriology. (Bact. 695A.) 
B. Soll Fertility. 
0. Boil Physics. 
D. Soil Management. 
Mr. Bartholomew 
and biochemical transformations brought 
F.W.S. 
Messrs. Bartholomew, Olark 
Messrs. Allaway, Black. Pierre 
Mr. Kirkham 
Messrs. Browning, Firkins .... Pierre 
Messrs. Allaway, ~iecken 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Bartholomew 
Messrs. Black. Pierre 
Mr. Kirkham 
Mr. Browning 
Mr. Rieeken E. Soll Morphology and Genesis. 
Reports and discussions on current investigations. 
COURSES IN AGRICULTURAL CLIMATOLOGY 
OOlJBSES PIUKARIX.Y i'OB UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
206. Agricultural Meteoroloa. (8·0·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Introduction to basic meteorological processes related to agriculture. Study of weather 
maps and forecasting. 
406. Agro-cllmatoloa. (2·0·2) Or. 3. w. 
PrerequUite: 284. and 854A or B, Bot. 205. 
Olimatlc processes as they affect agriculture, and the use of climatic information in 
agricultural operations. 
COUBSB l'B.IllARILY J'OB ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUD»NTS 
506. Advanced Agro-cllmatoloa. (2·0 2) Cr. 3. s 
PrerequUite: 406 Ph)'slcs 884.. Mr. Thom 
Physical and statistical processes in the study of the climate and the analysis of agro· 
climatic data. 
COURSES roR GRADUATE STUDENTe 
606. Research in Agro-cllmatoloa. 
Consultation with instructor, exhaustive examination of the literature 
F.W.S. 
pertaining t.o 
Mr. Thom 
and original thought on a special research problem of special interest to the student. 
609. Conference in Agro-climatology. (O·l·O) Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Mr. Thom 
Consultation with lnstructort special problems and/or reading assigned in consultations 
with the Instructor on wbicn the student reports. 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
PHINEAS STEVENS SHEARER, M.S., Head of Department 
Professors Arthur Lawrence Anderson, M.S. ; Alfred Ballif Caine, M.S.; Clawson 
Young Cannon, Ph.D.; Charles Calvin Culbertson, M.S.; Lanoy N. Hazel, 
Ph.D.; William F. LaGrange, M.S.; Jay Laurence Lush, Ph.D.; Byron Henry 
Thomas, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Damon von Catron, Ph.D.; Arthur R. Porter, M.S.; George 
H. Wise, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors John B. Herrick, D.V.M.; Norman L. Jacobson, Ph.D.; Vern 
H. Kerchberger, M.S.; Roy Milton Kottman, M.S. 
Instructors Anderson, Baringer, Harvey, Kline, Van Dyke 
Graduate Assistant Legates 
.. 
Extension Workers Arnold, Beresford, Fincham, McDonald, Mc Williams, ?4urley, 
Quaife. Voelker, Zmolek 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
/ 
For undergraduate curricula in animal husbandry and dairy husbandry, leading 
to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see pages 94 and 96. 
The curriculum hi animal husbandry and dairy husbandry provides general train-
ing in the field of agriculture with special emphasis on the production of livestock 
and livestock products. Opportunity is offered for students to major in general 
animal husbandry or dairy husbandry through a choice of options in the junior 
and senior years. The curriculum provides a liberal allowance of elective credits 
to be filled with courses selected by the student. 
Students graduating from this curriculum with its various options find employ-
ment in many lines of work some of which are: directors of county extension work; 
extension associates in youth activities; managers of general livestock or dairy 
farms; fieldmen for farm management or insurance companies; management, buy-
ing, sales, or supervisory positions ·with meat packing, produce, feed, creamery 
and farm equipment companies; positions with various agencies of the United 
States Department of Agriculture. The curriculum has been adapted to train 
young men who expect to return to the farm and engage in general or specialized 
livestock or dairy production. Opportunities in college teaching and research are 
available to graduates of this curriculum, but usually require-graduate training. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 3:11imal 
nutrition, animal production, animal breeding, meats and dairy husbandry; major 
work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in animal breeding, animal nutrition, 
and dairy husbandry; and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
The fields of major work listed above wiil include courses listed in other depart-
ments when such courses are appropriate to the student's previous training, major 
interests, and thesis problem. Thus, those taking major work in all the above 
fields will often include courses in mathematics (statistical methods) ; those taking 
major work in animal breeding will include courses in genetics and zoology; 
and those taking major work in animal nutrition will include courses in physiology 
and chemistry. 
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Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion. of an undergraduate 
curriculum in animal husbandry of' dairy husbandry, substantially equivalent 
to one of those required of undergraduate students at this institution and including 
prerequisite undergraduate courses necessary for the particular field chosen. The 
student should have a general knowledge of zoology and both inorganic and 
organic chemistry. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 318, 335, 350, 400, 409, 424, 425, 
427, 429, 430, 460, 475, 490. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR NONCOLLEOIATE STUDENTS 
20. Production and Feeding of Livestock. (0·3·0) Or. 3. 
PrertJquiaittJ: 28. 
Feeding of different classes of livestock for market production. 
\V. 
21. Tnes and Market Classes of Livestock. (0·0-6) Or. 3. 
Judgmg, types, carcasses, markets and market classification . 
w. 
. 
22. Breed Studies. (0·2-4) Or. 4. 
Pr1Jr1Jquisite: 21. 
Breeds of livestock, their use and adaptability in commercial production. 
W. 
28. General Livestock Feeding and Management. (0 3·3) Or. 4. W. 
Feed stuffs, compounding and balancing rations, practical care, feed and management 
of livestock. 
29. Market Olasses and Grades of Livestock and Livestock Products. (0·0·3) 
Or. 2. W. 
PrtJrequisittJ : 21. 
Classifying, grading, and valuing of cattle, sheep, hogs, horses, and livestock products. 
BO. Dairy Herd Improvement. (O·l-8) Cr. 2. W. 
Trainin~ in keeping dairy records and in supervising a Dairy Herd Improvement 
Association. 
51. Animal Breeding. (0·2·0) Or. 2. 
PJ'inciples of livestock breeding, selection and improvement of herds and dorks. 
w. 
71. Farm Meats. (O 0·6) Cr. 2. 
Prt!requisittJ: 21. 
Selecting and slaughtering of meat animals; cutting and curing of farm meats. 
w. 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
104. Livestock Problems. (0·1·3) Or. 2. F. 
Selection, judging, breeding, and management of dairy cattle. 
107. Market and Breed Types of Livestock. (0-0-12) Cr. 6. s. 
Beef, dairy and dual-purpose cattle, sheep, horses, and hogs. Judging and selection. 
110. Technical Lecture. ( l O·O) Required. s. 
Survey of animal bu~bandry field. 
111. Livestock Problems. (O 1-4) Or. 3. F 
Relation of livestock to agriculture and human welfare. Beef cattle and sheep. Belec: 
tion, judging, carcass studies, markets, market classifications, breeding and manage· 
ment. 
112. Livestock Problems. (0-1-4) Or. 3. s. 
Hogs. Selection, judging, carcass studies, markets, market classifications, breeding 
and management. Dairy cattle. Selection, jud~ng, breeding and management. 
Horses. Their use for power and pleasure, selection, judging, marketing and man-
agement. 
125. Livestock Management. (0·1-3) Cr. 2. F.S. 
Practical probtema in handling farm livestock. 
135 .. Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management. (0·3·0) Or. 3 • w. 
For students in dairy plant operation. Feeding standards and their applications, 
dairy herd management practices. 
205. Breeds of Livestock. (0·1·6) Or. 4. F. 
PrtJrtJquiaite: 111, 112. 
Their use and adaptability in commercial li-vestock production. 
211. Breeds of Livestock. (0·1·4) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequirite: 111, 112. 
Breeds of dairy cattle and sheep, their use and adaptability in commercial livestock 
production. 
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212. Breeds of Livestock. (0-1-4) Cr. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 111, 112. 
Breeds of beef cattle, hogs and horses, their use and adapJability in commercial live· 
stock production. 
216. Livestock Feeding and Management. (0-4-0) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 111 or 112. 
Practical feeding and management of hogs, beef .and dairy cattle, sheep and horses. 
254. Principles of Breeding. (0·3 0) Cr. 3. s. 
Prerequisite: 111, 112 or 10 7. 
Physical basis of heredity; Mendelism; livestock breeding. 
270. Farm Meats. (O·l-6) Or. 8. W.S. 
Prere9ui8ite: Vet.Anat. 217. 
Selection and killing of meat animals; cutting and curing of farm meats. 
305. Livestock Judging. (0·0-6) Cr. 2. s. 
Prerequisite : 211, 212 and \>"et.Ana t. 21 7. 
Horses, beef cattle, sheep, and hogs. 
310. Light Horses. (0·2·3) Or. 3. ,, s. 
Prerequisite: 212, 216 or 317 or 818. 
Breeds of light horses, pedigrees, blood lines, care, feeding and management. 
Judging, selection and handling. 
816. General Livestock Production. (3·0·6) Or. 8. SS. 
Relation of livestock to agriculture and to human needs. Selection, judging, carcass 
studies, breeding, feeding; management, market grades and market classes. 
317. Animal Feeding. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: Ohem. 103, or equivalent. 
Composition and digestibility of feeding stuffs; preparation ; feeding standards and 
calculation of rations; management of herds and fiocks. 
318. Animal Nutrition. (8·0-0) Or. 3. F.W. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 256, Vet.Anat. 217. Credit or classification in Vet.Phys, 864. 
Carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, inorganic nutrients and vitamins and their metabollam. 
335. Advanced Study of the Dairy Breeds. (0-2·0 or 6) Or. 2 or 4. 8. 
Prerequisite: 211, Vet.Anat. 217. 
Judl?ing, compiling pedigrees, selection of breeding animals, studies of Important 
strams and families; trips to dairy cattle farms. 
337. Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management. (0 8-0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 264B. 
For dairy industry students. Feeding, care, management, and development of dairy 
cattle; methods of milk production. 
350. Animal Breeding. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W.8. 
Prerequisite: 211, 212 Zool. 884, Gen. 800. 
Application of principles of genetics to improvement of farm animals; breeders' 
methods and problems. 
374. Farm Meats. (1-0-2) Or. 2. F.8. 
For home economics students. Selecting, cutting, and curing of meat in farm and 
city homes. 
400. Agricultural Travel Course. Or.4. (Agron. 400, er. 4 also required for students 
taking this course) 8.8. 
PrerequisitB: 111, 112. 
Tour and study of production m(lthods in major livestock and crop regions of the 
United States. Influence of climate, soil, topography, markets, and other factors on 
livestock and crops produced. Livestock management and crop production practices. 
403. Marketing Livestock and Meat. (Econ. 403) (0·3·0) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequisite: 409, Econ. 335. 
Demand, supply and distt'ibution of livestock and meat. Analysis of changes ln 
marketing methods; grades, values, prices and costs. 
405. Advanced Livestock Judging, (0·0·6) Or. 2. F. 
Prerequisite: 805. 
Horses, beef cattle, sheep, and hogs. Trips to shows and stock farms. 
409. Market Classes and Grades of Livestock. (0·0·3) Or. 2. F.8. 
Prerequisite: 111, 112, Vet.Anat. 217. 
Classifying, grading, and valuing horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs from standpoint of 
market. 
414. Animal Feeding. (0·5·0) Cr. 5. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: Chem. 255 or 257, or equivalent. 
Composition and digestibility of feeding stuffs: preparation; feeding standards and 
calculation of rations; management of he!'ds and Bocks. 
424. Horse Production and Marketing. (0·2-0) Or. 2. F.8. 
Prerequi8ite: 818, Vet.Phys. 86·4. 
425. Swine Production and Marketing. (0·3·0) Or. 8. W.S. 
Prerequuite: 818, Vet.Phys. 864. 
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427. Beef Cattle Productlon and Marketing. (0-8·0) Or. 8. W.S. 
Pr1requUUe: 818, VP.t.Phys. 864. 
429. Sheep Production and :Marketing. (0-2-0) Or. 2. F.S. 
Prerequuite: 818, Vet.Phys. 864. 
480. Spec1al Problems ID Dairy Husbandry. Or. 1 to S. F.W.8. 
Open to students in dairy husbandry showing satisfactory preparation for problem 
chosen and quality point average of 2.5 or above for two preceding quarters. Indi· 
vidual topic, conferences, and preparation of report .. 
434. Milk Production and Herd Management. (0-2·0) Cr. 2. F.W. 
PrerequUUe: 818. • . . 
For animal husbandry students. Preparation of feeds; computing rations for milking 
herd, young stock, and sire. Management of specialized and general dairy farms. 
435. Advanced Dain" Cattle Judging. (0·0·6) Or. 2. F. 
Prere9tririte: 886. 
Tralnmg in dairy cattle judging and reasons. Trips to dairy farms and shows. Open 
only to approved students. 
460. Her4-B.ook Study. ( 2·0·8) Or~ s. 
PrerequUltt: 211, 212. credit or classification in 850. 
Pedigrees, bloodlines, and families in various breeds of livestock. 
F.W. 
475. Meats and Meat Products. Cr~ 1 to s. F.W.S. 
Prerequfrite: 270 or 874. 
Problems involved in s&lectlon, grading, purchasing, and handling of meat. 
490. Speolal Problems ID Animal Husbandry. Or. 1 to 3. F.W.S. 
Open to senior college students in animal husbandry showing satisfactory prepara-
tion for problems chosen and quality point average of 2.5 or above for two preceding 
quarters. Individual topic, conferences, and preparation of report. 
COURSES i'OB ADVANCED UNDEOORADUATK AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
518. Advanced Animal Nutrition. (8·0·0) Or. 3. W. 
PrerequUUe: 818, 425. Mr. Catron 
Nutritive requirements for maintenance, growth, fattening, reproduction, and lacta· 
tion in farm animals. 
530. Insemination of Farm Animals. (2·0·3) Or. 8. F.S. 
Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 217; Vet. Phys. 364. Mr. Wise 
Development, organization and m1magement of artificial breeding associations. Phyi,i-
ology of spermatozoa, with emphasis on techniques of collection, processing of semen, 
and methods of insemination. 
585. :Milk Secretion. (0-2 0) Or. 2. 
Prerequiaite: 818, Vet.Phys. 864. 
Principles of nutrition in their relation to milk secretion. 
F. 
Mr. Wise 
536. Dairy Farm Problems. (0 5·0) Cr. 5. w. 
Prerequi8ite: 818, 850. 
Production of milk; car~~ feeding, housing 
experimental resulta and ineir application to 
Mr. Cannon 
and management of dairy cattle with 
dairy husbandry. 
639. Dairy Husbandry Seminar. Or. 2. 
For seniors. Selected subjects; recent investigations. · 
w. 
Mr. Cannon 
COURSES l'OB. OB.ADU.A.TE STUDENTS 
605. Conference in Experimental Methods in Animal Husbandry. (S·O·O) Or. s. s. 
Messrs. Oatron, Culbert.son, Lush 
Methods and techniques involved in planning and conducting experiments including 
the interpretation and presentation of data. 
606A. Institution Purchaaing. (I.Mgt. 606A, P.H. 606A) (0·1·6) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequi8it.: 874, I.Mgt. 484. Mr. Shearer 
Meats and poultry. 
614. Seminar ID Animal Nutrition. Or. 1 • 
618. Modern Vlewa of Animal Nutrition. (S·O·O) Or. 3. 
PrerequUite: 618, Chem. 474. 
Current concepts and research findings in animal nutrition and their 
animal feeding. 
680. Daley Husbandry Experimentation. Cr. I. 
Experimental methods. criticism of problems. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Thomas 
s. 
Mr. Catron 
application in 
F. 
Mr. Onnnon 
654. Genetics of Breed Improvement. (Gen. 654) (S·O·O) Or. s. w. 
Prerequ'8ite: Oen. 800, Stat. 401. Mr. Lush 
Genetic structure of breed.a and other populations. Effects of gene number, degrees of 
dominance, gene interaction, linkage, mutations, non-genetic factors. Conditions of 
equillbrium. Rates of change in population mean or variability. Effects of mass 
1etectlon. 
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655. Breeding Systems and Plans. (Gen. 655) (S·O·O) Or. s. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 654. Mr. Lush 
Inbreeding and outbreeding, assortivc mating, progeny testing, selection on family 
basis, selection indices, records of performance, methods of estimating heritabllity, 
comparison of various breeding plans. 
680. Seminar. Cr. 1. F.W.S. 
690. Research. 
A. Animal Breeding. 
B. Animal Nutrition. 
C. Animal Production. 
D. Dairy Husbandry. 
E. Meats. 
Messrs. Cannon, Catron, Hazel, Lush, Thomas 
Messrs. Hazel Lush 
Messrs. Catron, Thomas 
Messrs. Anderson, Caine, Catron, Culbertson, Shearer 
Messrs. Cannon, Jacobson, Wise 
Mr. Shearer 
APPLIED ART 
MARJORIE STUART GARFIELD, M.F .A., Head of Department 
Professors Joanne Margarethe Hansen, M.A.; Edna O'Bryan, B.A. 
Associate Professors Mabel C. Fisher; Edna Patzig Gouwens; Christian Petersen; 
Mabel Russell, M.S.; Alice Helen Waugh, B.S. 
Assistant Professors Harriet Adams, M.A.; Marion C. Lepley, M.S. 
Instructors Buck, Fidlar, Graff, Monroe, O'Day, Smith 
Extension Workers Bartell, Workman 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in applied art leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see page 128. 
The department offers instruction in the use of materials, art elements and design 
principles, applicable to the needs of the individual, the home, and the community. 
Students majoring in applied art, if educational requirements are met, may 
secure positions as teachers and extension specialists. The commercial field offers 
positions as assistants in house furnishing, designing, and window display work. 
Before promotion to the senior college, permission of the head of the department 
must be secured by those who propose to continue as majors in applied art. 
Special ability in art ordinarily \vill be apparent as the student works in the 
beginning courses in the department; hence marks of less than B in junior college 
courses indicate that such students should not continue applied art as their major. 
Advance credit students are requested to bring representative work if they 
· expect to receive credit for it. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of undergraduate work 
in applied art substantially equivalent to that required in the undergraduate cur-
riculum in applied art at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 305, 434, 445. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PllllL\RILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
103. Basic Design. (1-0·8) Cr. 4. 
Creative problems in design and color with ('mphasis on art elemilnts 
104. Design. (0·0·6) Or. 2. 
For transfer students who do not present complete credit in 103. 
Design. 
211, 212. Freehand Drawing and Paintin~. (0 0·6) Cr. 2 each. 
F.W.S. 
and principles. 
F.W.S. 
See 103, Basic 
F.W. 
Prer1u1uiitite: 108 or 104. For nonmaJors. 
( 211) Freehand perspecti V(': still life, furniture and interiors. Life drawings, the 
costumed figure. Pencil, charcoal, pen and ink. (212) The human figure in a wide 
range of costumes. Water color and tempera. 
Yr. 221t... 222, 223. Drawing and Composition. (0·0·6) Cr. 2 each . 
.rrerequiaite: 108 or 104. 
(22ll Introductory course in drawing; freehand perspective, still life, interiors and 
exter ors in line and finished form. ( 222) Life drawin~; the figure and head in 
composition problems. (228) Still life and landscape painting in water color. 
260. House Planning. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 108 or 104. 
Use of space within the house planned for comfort, economy and beauty. Historic 
styles and their relation to mod('rn design. 
264. Interior House Design. ( 1 o 6) Cr. 3. 
PrerequisUe: 260. 
Design and color applied to the interior of the house; historic styles. 
F.W.S. 
305. Advertising Design. (O·O 6) Cr. 2. w. 
Prerequisite: 108 or 104. 
Lett<>ring and design in dark and light and in color with mediums suitable for re-
production. 
844. Constructive and Decorative Design. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. 
Prerequi8ite: 108 or 104. 
Design in weaving and modern accessories in wood. 
F.W.S. 
345. Craft Design. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. F.W.S. 
J•rereqtLi8ite: 103 or 104. 
Design with a variety of craft materials: metal, felt, leather, plastic, etc. 
393. Sculptural Design. (0-0 6) Cr. 2. 
Prerequi8ittJ: 103, 104, 221 or equivalent. 
F.W.S. 
400. Special Problems. 
PrerequUittJ: 12 credits in Applied Art. 
A. Composition and painting. 
B. Design for textiles. 
C. Weaving, wood, metals, nnd other materials. 
D. Sculptural design. 
E. House planning, or interior house design. 
F. Advertising art. 
F.W.S. 
434. Textile Design. (0 0·6) Cr. 3. F.W.S. 
PrtJrequisite: 103 or 104, T &C. 204. 
Tie-dyeing, bntik, block-printing, stenciling, and stitchery. Modern textile designers 
and their work. 
445. Advanced Constructive and Decorative Design. ( 0·0-6) Ct. 2. 
Prerequisite: 344, 845. 
Weaving, wood, and other materials. 
F.S. 
484. Art Apf.reciation. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 103 or 104. 
Survey of architecture, sculpture, and painting from prehistoric to modern times. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE 
500. Advanced Design. Or. as arranged. 
PrtJrequirite: 12 credits in Applied Art. 
A. Composition and painting. 
B. Design for textiles. 
C. Weaving, wood, metals, and other materials. 
D. Sculptural design. 
E. House planning, or interior house design. 
F. Advertising art. 
504. Seminar. Or. as arranged. 
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
F.W.S. 
Miss O'Bryan 
Miss O'Bryan 
Miss Fisher 
Mr. Petersen 
Miss Russell 
Miss O'Bryan 
w. 
Prer~quirite: 12 credits in Applied Art. 
Required of all advanced undergraduate and graduate students. 
Miss Garfield 
507. Design In Lettering. (0 O 6) Cr. 2. 
Prerequilrite: 805. 
Manuscripts, decorative motifs, and modern 
technique. 
s. 
. Miss O'Bryan 
alphabets, with emphasis on spacing and 
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524. Paintln~ and Oomposltlon. (0 0-6) Cr. 2. F.S. 
Prerequiatte: 228. Mias O'Brynn 
Simplification and reorganization of orfginnl sketches, with emphasis on creative ex-
pression. Medium: wnter <'olor, temperB. nnd oil. 
535. Advanced Textile Design. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. W.S. 
Prerequisite: 484. Miss O'Bryan 
Creative design in vnriou11 nwdiums appropriate Cor us(>, with (>mphnais on composi · 
tion, color and technique. 
546. Jewelry Design and Construction. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. W.S. 
Prerequisite: 344, 845. Miss Fisher 
Creating new forms in jewelry using plastics, precious and semi-precious metals nnd 
stones. 
565. Advanced Interior House Design. ( 1 0-6) Cr. a. S. 
Prerequisite: 264. Miss Garfield 
Consideration of scale, hn(>, Corm, value, texture. pattern. nnd rolor in st•lcction, 
adaptation, and use of 11er10d and contemporary fornishini::s. 
585, 586. Art Appreciation. (2-0-0) Cr. 2 (>nch. 
Prerequiaite: 484. 
w.s 
Miss Hansen 
(586) Modern nnd <'onkmporary Art. (585) Medieval nnd Renaissance Art. 
C'OUUSRS FOR flR.ADUATE STUDENTS 
605. Special Topics. F.W.S. 
Miss Garfield 
614. Research. F.W.S. 
Mias Garfield 
ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
THOMAS K. FITZPATRICK, M.Arch., Head of Department 
Professor Leonard Wolf, M.S. 
Associate Professors Nolan Ellmore Barr:ick. M.A.; Lawton Mikell Patten, B.Arch. 
Assistant Professors Roscoe Orrin Lorenz, B.A.; Clair Benjamin Watson, M.F.A.; 
John Weber, Jr., M.S. 
Instructors Burton, Emery, McConnell. McKlveen, Slater 
Graduate Assistants Brenneman, Mathre. Pelley, 'Windheim 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR l'NDERGRAI>t:ATE STUDY 
For the undergraduate curriculum in architecture leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Architecture, see page 115. 
The curriculum in architecture is designed to prepare young men and women 
for professional careers as architects. Its major aim is to prepare the student 
for efficient service as a draftsman or designer in an architectural organization and 
to provide him with the necessary foundation to progress ultimately to independent 
architectural practice in accordance with the professional registration laws of the 
various states. Upon completion of the third year only those students who have 
demonstrated superior ability in design will be recommended by the staff to 
pursue the curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Architecture degree. 
For undergraduate curriculum in architectural engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 116. 
The curriculum in architectural e11~ineering is designed to provide the grad-
uate with the necessary background in the fundamentals of architectural design 
as well as thorough training in structural design sufficent to enable him to solve 
engineering problems encountered in the general field of building design and 
construction. The training aims to prepare the graduate to enter such phases 
of the general field of the building industry as building ronstruction, contracting 
and maintenance, steel and concrete design, promotion and research in the fields 
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of engineering materials and processes, while maintaining at all times a sympathetic 
understanding of the problems of architectural design. 
All drawings and designs made by students become the property of the depart-
ment, to be retained, published, exhibited or returned at the discretion of the 
department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
architectural engineering, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments: . 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a standard curriculum 
in architectural engineering substantially equivalent to that required of undergrad-
uates at this institution. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: Arch. 412; Arch.E. 413, 414, 423, 425, 
426, 427. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
CoURsEs IN ARcmTECTURE 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUUENTS 
100. Technlcal Lecture. (1·0·0) Required. S. 
108. Architectural Drawing. (0·0·9) Cr. s. s. 
Pr~regulriU: E.Dr. 152. 
Introduction to architectural drawing, perspective, shades and shadows and freehand 
sketching. 
114. Freehand Drawing. (0·0·6 to 12) Cr. 2 or 4. F.W.S. 
Beginning drawing and sketching in pencil and <'harcoal from studio and outdoor 
objects. Study of proportion, perspective and form. 
117. Freehand Drawing. (0·0·6 to 12) Cr. 2 or 4. F.W.S. 
Pr~requirit~: 114 (2 crs.). 
Elements of composition and color theory. Studio and outdoor vroblems in water 
color and black and white. 
121, 122, 123. Freehand Drawing. (0·0-6 to 12) Cr. 2 or 4 eucb. 14'.W.S. 
Prerequuite : 11 7 ( 2 crs.) . 
Water color painting from landscape, models and still life. 
200H. Bemlnar
1 
• ( lr0-0) Required. F. 
· istor cal survey ot American architecture. 
201. Architectural Design and Sketching. (0-0 15) Cr. 5. F. 
Prtirequirit~: 108. 
Introduct~ol! to architectural design wit!t particular emphasis on problems involving 
smal! butldmgs of wood frame and hght masonry construction. Introduction to 
pencil sketching. 
202. Architectural Design and Sketching. (O 0-15) Cr. 5. w. 
Pr~requuite : 201. 
Continuation of 201. Introduction to pen and ink sketching. 
208. Archi~ctural Deslgn and Theory of Color. (0·0-15) Cr. 5. s 
Prereqm•ite: 202. · 
Continuation of 202. Study of the theory of color. 
304, 305, 306. Archltectntal Design. (0·0·12) Cr. 4 cn<'h. y 
804. Prereq'UUite: 208. r. 
305. Prerequirite: 804. 
806. Prerequi8ite: 805. 
~ore advanced problems. in a1,"chiteC'tural. design with parti<'ular emphasis on plan-
n!ng and the study of circulation. Consideration of more advanced structural tech-
niques and the broader use of materials. 
324. Freehan ..d Drawing. (0·0·6 or 12) C"r. 2 or 4. ,~ s 
Prerequu11te: 114. n · • 
Pen and. ink drawing and sketching. Original drawings made from studio and out· 
door assignments. 
325. Freehand Drawing. (0·0·6 or 12) Cr. 2 or 4. F w s 
Prt1req'td.rite: 114. • • · 
Advanced J>(lncil sketching. 
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326. Applied Delineation. (0-0-6 or 12) Or. 2 or 4. W.8. 
Prerequi8ite: 114. 
Etching, lithography, and block printing and air brush techniques. 
834. Domestlo Architecture. (2-0·0 or 8) Or. 2 or 3. F. 
Principles of planning and design of small houses with consideration given to 
materials, methods of construction and equipment. 
385. Domestic Architecture. (2·0-0 or S) Or. 2 or 3. W. · 
Principles of planning and design of large houses and country homes. 
336. Bousln~. (2·1·0) Or. a. S. 
Pf'tJre9t!i8ittJ: Senior college classification. 
Principles of planning and design of group or multiple housing with consideration 
given to social, economic and political aspects of this problem. 
851, 852, 858. History of Architecture. (8·0-0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 208. 
Historical study of the evolution of nrchitectural forms and their relation to and 
in1luence on American architecture. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prerequiaite: Senior Arch. or .Arch.E. classification. 
Visits to buildings under construction and building material manufacturing plants 
for one week. 
408. mstory of Sculpture and Painting. (3·0-0) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Historical survey of sculpture and painting as related to architecture. 
410. Seminar. (O·l·O) Required. 
Prereqwiaite: Senior Arch. or Arch.E. classification. 
Prepared discussions of architectural problems or related subjects. 
8. 
412. Speclflcatlons and Estlmattng. (8·0·6) Or. 5. s. 
Prerequiaite: Senior or graduate classification. 
Writing of architectural specifications and a study of the duties and responsibilitiea 
of the architect from the professional standpoint. Methods of estimating construc-
tion costs. 
416, 417, 418. Architectural Design, Advanced Sketching and Color. 
(0-0-21) Or. 7 each. F.W.S. 
PrerequUite: 806 and O.E. 881. 
Problems in the design of large buildings involving more complex ~ulrementr of 
planning and equipment. 
Problems studied in collaboration with Architectural Engineering students. 
OOUBSES FOR ADVANCED UNDEBORADUATE AND ORA.DUA.TB STUDENTS 
5211,,. 522. Architectural Design and Advanced Sketching. (0·0·21) Or. 7 each. F.W • 
.rrerequisite: 418 and L.A. 401. Mr. Barrick 
Oontinuation of 418 with emphasis on yroblems concerning the analysis of gi:oup 
planning of. related buildings. Presentation drawings supplemented by scale models. 
528. Arch1tectura.1 011J.ce Practices. (0·0·21) Or. 7. 8. 
Prerequiaite: Arch. 522 and credit or classification in Arch. 412. 
Office organization and preparation of working drawings. Mr. Wolf 
COURSES IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
413. Design Analysis. (0·0·15) Or. 5. Jl'. 
Prerequisite: 806 and O.E. 831. 
Analysis of architectural. design as affected by structural and mechanical considera• 
tions. 
414. Design and Anat,-sta. (0·0-15) Or. 5. w. 
PrerequiriU: 418. 
Continuation of 413 with consideration of more advanced problems. 
428. Architectura.1 011J.ce Practice. ( 0·0·15) Or. 5. 
Prerequiaite: 414 and credit or classification in 412. 
OftJ.ce organization and preparation of working drawings. 
s. 
425, 426, 427. Spec1al Problems in Architecture and Architectural Engineering. 
(0·0·9 to 15) Cr. 3 to 5 each. F.W.S. 
PreretJ;uiaite: Senior or graduate college clasaUlcation, permiBBion of department head. 
Investigation of problems of special interest to the student. 
COURSES J'OR GRADUATE STUDJmTS 
600. Advanced Design Analysis. Cr. 1 to 15. 
604. Research. 
620. Seminar. Required. 
F.W.S. 
M:r. FitzPatrlck 
Mr. FitzPatrick 
Mr. Pf bPatrlck 
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BACTERIOLOGY 
CHESTER HAMLIN WERKMAN, Ph.D., D.Sc., Head of Department 
Professors *Max Levine, Ph.D.; Ival Arthur Merchant, Ph.D., C.P.H.; Frank 
Eugene Nelson, Ph.D.; Fritz Schlenk, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors John Clifton Ayres, Ph.D.; William B. Bartholomew, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Arthur K. Saz, Ph.D. 
Instructors Edna M. Fowler, Eric Beaumont Fowler, Herndon, Martin, Watt 
Graduate Assistants Nelson, Sutton, Wessman 
Fe11ows Adams, Be11, Claridge, Ezekiel, Mannur, D. H. Smith, R. L. Smith 
OPPORTUNITIES FOJ.<. UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in bacteriology, leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 140. Physics 213 or equivalent, Chemistry 
333, and Chemistry 211 or equivalent are required of all majors in Bacteriology: 
Students who specialize in this department receive fundamental training in gen-
eral and technical bacteriology such as will fit them to be agricultural bacteriolo-
gists, soil bacteriologists, dairy bacteriologists, veterinary bacteriologists, indus-
trial bacteriologists, food bacteriologists, sanitary bacteriologists, and experts in 
bacteriology as related to the home. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in physiological, systematic, soil, dairy, veterinary, sanitary 
food, and household bacteriology; and minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. 
Specific prerequisite to major graduate work in bacteriology is the completion 
of at least one thorough course each in general bacteriology, chemistry (including 
inorganic and organic), and physics. Physiological and biophysical chemistry are 
advised. Students taking major work in soil bacteriology should have completed 
courses in soils substantially equivalent to those required of undergraduates in the 
curriculum in agronomy at this institution. Students taking major work in dairy 
bacteriology should have completed courses in dairy industry substantially equiva-
lent to those required of undergraduate students in dairy industry at this insti-
tution. Students taking major work in physiological bacteriology should have com-
pleted .courses in biochemistry, physics, and at least one year of organic chemistry. 
A minor in chemistry is requested. 
Minor work is recommended in physiological, physical biophysical, organic, and 
sanitary chemistry; biochemistry; agronomy, dairy industry, foods and nutrition, 
mathematics, and physics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 350, 450. 
DES.CRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY i'OR UNDl-:RURADUATE STUDENTS 
200. General Bacteriology. (3·0-0) Cr. s. F.W.S. 
Prerequirite: Chem. 101. 
NOJ!·technicnl discussion of. th!' role of bacteria in everyday life; health, industry, 
ngr1culture, the home; snmtnbon; war. Not intended for students taking 304. 
224. General and Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Vet.Hyg. 224) See Veterinary Hygiene. 
•on leave. 
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225. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Vet.Hyg. 225) See Veterinary Hygiene. 
304. General Bacteriology I. F.W.S. 
frerequisite: Organic Chemistry. (Exception B04D. Prerequi11ite: General Ohern· 
istry). 
A. Students in agronomy, animal husbandry, poultry husbandry, dairy industry, hor· 
ticulture, .technical journalism and science. (8-0·6) Cr. 6. F.W.S. 
B. Students m home economics. (3·0·6) Or. l>. F.W.S. 
0. Students in chemical engineering. (8·0·8) Or. 4. S. 
D. Students in civil engineering and forestry. (2·0·3) Cr. 8. F.W. 
Morphology, classification, physiology, and cultivation of bacteria; relation of bacteria 
to health of man, animals, and plants; the home, sanitation and· industry. 
360. Dairy Bacteriology. (D.I. 350) See Dairy Industry. 
404. Special Problems. Cr. 1 to 5. Permission of head of depar.tment. F.W.S. 
450. Special Dairy Bacteriology. (D.I. 450) See Dairy Industry. 
COURS1':S FOJ< Al>VANCEIJ UNDKRORAD'l.T,ATK AND ORADUATK BTUDKNTS 
501. General Bacteriology II. (3·0 6) Cr. 6. F. 
Prerequisite: 304A or B. 
Intermediate morphology, cytology, and physiology 
Messrs. Ayros, Saz 
of microorganisms. 
6 31. Physiology of Viruses. ( 3 ·O ·6) Or. 8 or 5. Alt. S. Offered 1949·60 
Prerequisite: Bact. 804, Chem. 833. 
History, nature, classification and taxonomy, 
534. Sanitary Bacteriology. {2·0-6) Or. 4. 
Mr. Bchlenk 
physiology and metabolism of viruses 
F. 
Prerequisite: 304. 
Microorganisms in water 
fectants. 
Messrs. Fowler, Levine 
supplies; bacteriology of sewngc; disinfection and disin· 
5:J5. Food Bacteriology. (2·0 6) Or. 4. 
Prere<ruiaite: 304A or B. 
Bacteria, yeasts and molds in food products; 
bacteriological control. 
w. 
Mr. Ayres 
food industries; food processing and its 
536. Laboratory Methods and Diagnosis. ( 2·0·6) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequisite: 804. Miss Herndon 
s. 587. Municipal and Rural Sanitation. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. 
Mr. Levine 
sewage and garbage disposal, disinfection, control of con· 
Prere9uiaite: 804. 
Principles of water supply, 
tagious diseases. 
546, 547. Food Technology. (Ohern. 646, 647) (2·0 O) 
Prerequisite: 804. Permission of instructor. 
Technical problems of the food industry. Lectures and 
various fields related to food processing and marketing. 
558. Milk Inspection. (D.I. 558) See Dairy Industry. 
Cr. 2 each. Alt. W.S. 
Otl'ered 1949·50 
Messrs. Ayres, Stewart 
seminars by specialists in 
559. Bacteriology of Butter and Cheese. (D.I. 559) ,See Dnlry Industry. 
560. Systematic Bacteriology. (3·0-0 or 4) Or. 8 or 5. Alt. F. Not offered 1949-50 
Prerequisite: 804A. Mr. Werkmnn 
History of bacterial classification. International rules of nomenclnturc ns applied to 
bacteria, development of classification of bacteria based upon relationshipa. Critical 
survey of characteristics of bacterial groups. 
561 562, 563. Seminar. Or. 1 each. 
Required of all students taking major work in bacteriology. 
Yr. 
Mr. Workman 
567 J.. 568. Introduction to Biophysics. 
ljee Department of Physics. 
(Phys. 567, 568) (Gen. 667, 568) 
571, 572, 578. Seminar in Physiological Bacteriology 
Or. 1 each. 
and Fermentations. 
For majors in physiological bacteriology. 
575. Immunity and Serum Therapy. {3·0·3) Or. 4. 
Prere9ui8ite: 804. 
Theories of immunity and immunization, preparation of 
585. Soll Bacteriology. (Agron. 585) See Agronomy. 
596. Special Topics. Cr. 2 to 4. 
A. Soil Bacteriology. (Agron. 596.) 
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
B. General Bacteriology. 
OOURSBS FOB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Yr. 
Messrs. Schlen.k, Werkman 
w. 
Miss Herndon 
vaccines nnd antisera. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Bartholomew 
Mr. Werkman 
Yr. 631, 632, 633. Physiology of Bacteria. {8·0·0 or 6) Cr. a or 5. 
Mr. Workman 
( 631) Induence of chemical and physical environment on bacteria1 bacterial nutri-
tion. (632) Bacterial metabolism, functions of intermediary cata1yata. (688) In· 
duatrial fermentations. 
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666. Conference In J>allT Bacteriology. (D.I. 656) See Dairy Industry. 
656. IdenWlcation of the Organisms Common In Dall? Products. 
(D.I. 656) See Daley Itidustry. 
685. Advanced Soll Bacterloloa. (.Agron. 685) See Agronomy. 
690. Besearch. 
A. Soll Bacteriology. (Agron. 690A.) 
B. Pathogenic Bacterlolo17-. (Vet.Bfg. 690B). 
O. Daley Bacteriology. (D.I. 6900). 
D. General or Systematic Bacteriology. 
E. Pathogenic Bacteriology. 
F. Food Bacteriol(!g)'. 
G. Physioion of Bacteria and Fermentations. 
H. Household Bacteriology. 
I. Sanitary Bacteriology. 
Messrs. Bartholomew, Olark 
Messrs. Biester, Merchant, Schwarte 
Messrs. Bake~ Nelson 
Mr. werkman 
MeBBrs. Merchant, Werkman 
Mr. Ayres 
Messrs. Schlenk, Werkman 
Messrs. Ayres, Werkman 
Mr. Levine 
695A. Conference in Soll Bacteriology. (Agron. 695.A) Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Mr. Bartholomew 
BOTANY 
GEORGE LEE McNEw, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors John M. Aikman, Ph.D.; Joseph Charles Gilman, Ph.D.; Walter Earl 
Loomis, Ph.D; John Nathan Martin, Ph.D; Irving E. Melhus, Ph.D. 
Associate Prefessors Samuel Aronoff, Ph.D.; Wendell Hughell Bragonier, Ph.D.; 
Walter F. Buchholtz, Ph.D; John Eugene Sass, Ph.D.; Frederick G. Smith, 
Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Sherret S. Chase, Ph.D; Duane Isely, Ph.D.; Richard W. 
Pohl, Ph.D. 
Instructors Baringer, Lind, Powell, Von Ohlen 
Graduate Assistant Cooper 
Fellows Ginter, Hardy, Kucera, O'Kelley, Skogman 
Curator of Herbarium Ada Hayden 
Assistant Cui;ator of Herbarium Jacob P. Anderson 
, 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in botany, leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 140. 
The department offers preparation for work in plant sciences. Students interested 
in professional scientific positions as teachers, research or extension workers in 
colleges, experiment stations, or government bureaus may prepare for graduate 
study in botany, plant pathology, genetics, or agriculture. Students interested in 
field work and action programs w.ith government agencies or industrial concerns 
should major in botanical technology. Graduates .may obtain positions with 
seedsmen, nurseries, canners, plantations, the conservation services, etc., as seed 
technologists, disease control specialists, conservationists, plantation managers, or 
as buyers and salesmen, particularly in the seed fungicide trades. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in plant ecology, morphology, mycology, pathology, phys-
iology, and systematic and economic botany; and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
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Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of thirty undergraduate 
credit hours in botany, together with "Supporting work in basic and applied sciences. 
Undergraduate courses in bacteriology, biology, chemistry, farm crops, or horticul-
ture may be substituted in part for botany upon recommendation of the head of 
the department. Students desiring to take major work in plant physiology should 
present undergraduate credits in mathematics and organic or physical chemistry; 
courses •in calcultJs and physics are desirable. Students wishing to major in plant 
pathology should present undergraduate credits in bacteriology and organic chem-
istry; courses in horticulture or farm crops are desirable. Students desiring to do 
major work in systematic botany should have prerequisites in general morphology. 
Students majoring in botany will usually select minors from bacteriology, chem-
istry, farm crops, fortestry, genetics, geology, horticulture, physics, soils or zoology 
and entomology. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 404, 416, 424, 438. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PB.UURII.y ll'OR UNDERGRA.DUATB STUDENTS 
100. Plant Biology. (1·0·6) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Not open to students with credit in Botany 101. 
Econoi:nic and cultural values of plants; food synthesis, growth, reproduction and 
classification. 
101, 102, 103. General Bota117. (0·0·6) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
101. F.W.S.; 102. W.; 108. S. 
(101) How seed plants make food, grow, dUferentiate, and reproduce. (102) Lower 
plants as to their structure, function, and sequence in development. ( 108) Field 
plants, their ways of living, relationships, and identification, 
204. Elementary Plant Morphology. (1-0·6) Or,. 4. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: 102. 
External form, positional relationships and vascular system of vegetative and repro· 
ductive organs of vascular plants. 
205. Elementary Plant Physiology. (0·2·4) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
Prere9uiaite: 101. \.. ~ 
Principles of absorption, conduction, transpiration, photosynthesis, respiration, 
growth, and reproduction. 
206. Systematic Botan7. ( 0-2·6) Or. 4. 8. 
Prerequirite: 101. 
Principles of classUlcatf on of seed plants; survey of major plant fa mill ea; Identification 
and field study of local plants. 
207. Principles of Plant Patholon. (l·0-6) Or. 4. W.8. 
Prerequirite: 101. 
Principles underlying the nature and control of plant diseases. 
216. Weed IdenWlc&tlon. (0·2·6) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequirit1: 101. 
Taxonomy of higher plants, particularly those occurring as weeds; Identification In 
seed, seedling and mature stages. 
255. Field Botany. (0·0·6) Or. B. S. 
Materials, methods, aesthetic and economic aspects of plant life; for public school 
teaching. Identification of plants; growth and reproduction. 
256. Denclrology. (0·1·6) Or. 4. 
Pr:rniul.rite: 206. 
Fa es, genera, an.d species of North American trees, Angiosperms. 
F. 
257. Denclrology. (0-1-4) Or. B. 
Prere9ul.rite: 206. 
Families, genera, and species of North American trees, Gymnosperms. 
w. 
888. Seed Analysis. (Agron. 888) (0·1·4) Or. 8. 
Prerequlaite: 216, Agron. 111. 
Principles and method of determining purity and vlablllty. 
s. 
404. Embey0Ken7. (0·1·4) Cr. 8. Jr. 
PrMeq'Uirite: 101. 
Cell structures, cell division, and structural and functional relatlon1hlp1 of four 
divisions of plant kingdom. 
416. Forest Pathology. (0·2 6) Or. 4. W. 
PrerequUIU: 205. 
Life histories, fnBuence of .environmental conditions, pathogenicity, and control meas-
ures of forest disease pathogens and microorganisms attacking lumber. 
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418. Princi~les of Weed Control. ( 0-2-8) Or. 8. S. 
PrerequtBite: 216. 
Ecology and physiology of weeds as related to their control. Factors. affecting preva· 
lcnce and survival of weeds; use of chemicals and other means of eradicating annual 
and perennial weeds. 
424. General Plant Ecology. (0·2·8 or 6) Cr. 8 or 4. F.S. 
Prerequi8ite: 205. 
Native and crop vegetation in relation to factors of environment; application to for-
estry, grazing, and general plant production. 
488. Seed VlabWty. (Agron. 438) (0·1·4) Or. 8. Alt. W. Offered 1949-50 
PrerequiBite: 205. 
Principles and methods of seed germination;' factors affecting viability; physiology of 
germination. 
456. Poisonous Plants. (1-0-4) Cr. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 101 or 102. 
OlassUlcation, distribution, identificntion, and control of poisonous plants; toxicology 
of plants. 
474. Special Problems. Or. 2 to 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 15 credits in Bot. 
A. Morphology. 
B. Physiology. 
0. Plant Pathology. 
D. Mycology. 
E. Systematic Botany. 
F. Plant Ecology. 
G. Economic Botany. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
504. Plant Cytology. (0·1·4) Or. S. F. 
Prerequisite : 205 102 or 404. 
Cell structure. Cytoplasm and its 
problems. 
inclusions. 
Mr. Chase 
Nucleus and its relation to genetic 
606. Principles of Mycology. (0·2·8) Cr. 8. w. 
Mr. Gilman 
Morphology, cytology and physiology of fungi; their relation to agriculture and 
industn. 
507. Phytopathology. (0·2·8) Cr. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 205. Messrs. Buchholtz, McNew 
Fundamentals of parasitism, epiphytology and disease control. 
511\.. 512. Plant Physiology. (0·3·0) Cr. 8 or 5 each. 
rrerequisite: 205, Chem. 256. 
F.W. 
Mr. Aronoff 
growth. Water relations· of plants, mineral and organic nutrition, physiology of 
517. Physiology Methods and Technique. (0·1·6 to 12) Cr. s to 5. w.s. 
Mr. Loomis 
624. Vegetative Cover. l 0·2·3 or 6) Or. 8 or 4. 
PrerequiBita: 424, Agron. 254. 
F. 
Rolo of veget.ntive cover in soil and water conservation; evaluation, 
control of the component plants. 
Mr. Aikman 
integration and 
634. Industrial Mycology. (2·0·0 to 6) Cr. 2 to 4. 
Prerequisite: 2071 Bact. 804 or equivalent. Relation of fungi to humnn affairs; harmful and 
dustrial utilization of fungi. 
s. 
Mr. Smith 
helpful activities of fungi. In-
635. Disease Control. ( 0-2-8) Cr. 8. S. 
Pr~requi8itc: 507 or 571. Messrs. Buchholtz, McNew 
Exclusion, eradication. protection, and methods of selection for disease resistance. 
Preparntion of fungicides and theories of fungicidal action. 
586. Plant Pathological Technique. (0·2-6) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite: 201. 
Cultural, physiolo~ical, and histological techniques. 
of parasites, germmnt1on, inoculation, and carrying 
. W. 
Messrs. Buchholtz, McNew 
Lnboratory practice in isolation 
stot'k cultures. 
538. Seed Borne Pathogens. (Agron. 588) s. 
Prer~quiBite: 207. Mr. McNew 
Detection, identification, and control of pnrasitic organisms carried by crop seeds. 
654. Morphology of Crop Plants. (0 0 6) Cr. 3. s. 
Prerequiaite: 205. Mr. Martin 
Structure and structural development of more important crop plants as related to 
their cultivation. 
655. Botanical Wcrotechniques. (0·1·6) Or. s. 
Prerequisite: 205. 
Methods of killing, imbeddlng, sectioning, and staining plant material. 
of microscopy. 
F. 
Mr. Sass 
Principles 
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556. General Histology. (0·1·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite: 205. 
Origin, development and 
plants. 
w. 
Mr. Bass 
cellular structure of tissues of vegetative organs of seed 
559. Advanced Morphology. (0-2-8) Or. s. 
Prerequisite: 556. 
Comparative morphology 
selected groups of plants. 
s. 
Mr. Saas 
and histology of Vl'getative nnd reproductive organs of 
565. Advanced Field Botany. (By conf. and field work) Cr. S. SS. 
Prerequisite: 206. 
Field study. collection, preservation nnd identificntion of lo<.'al flora. 
Mr. Pohl 
566. Native Range Plants. (0·1·6) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 206, 424. Mr. Pohl 
Geographic distribution, identification, nnd use of no.tive field and forest fora.go plo.nta. 
571, 572, 578. Advanced Pla.nt Pathology. (0 2 3) Or. S en.ch. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 207. Messrs. Buchholtz, McNew 
Disenses of special crops. Virus, bacterial. nnd fungus diseases of field nnd horticul· 
tural crops. 
575. Field :Mycology. (0·2-12) Cr. s. 
Prerequisite: 207. 
Oollection and taxonomy of fungi and relation of their occurrl'n<'e 
factors. Preparation and utilization of mycologi<'nl exsi<'cati. 
576. Field Plaht Pathology. (0·4·12) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 207. 
Techni1ue and interpretation of field plots; methods of preparation 
fungicides; surveys and estimates of crop losses. 
579. Special Topics. Cr. 2 to 5. 
Prerequi8ite: 15 credits in Bot. n.nd permi11sion of instru<'tor. 
SS. 
Mr. Gilman 
to environmental 
SS. 
Mr. Buchholtz 
and application of 
F.W.S. 
A. Morphology. 
B. Physiology. 
C. Plant Pathology. 
D. Mycology. 
E. Systematic Botany. 
F. Plant Ecology. 
G. Economic Botany. 
Messrs. Chase.r. Martin, Snss 
Messrs. Hakke, Loomis 
Messrs. Buchholtz, Gilman, M<'New. Melhus, Murphy, Reddy 
Mr. Gilman 
Miss Hayden, Mr. Pohl 
Mr. Aikman, Mias Hayden 
Mr. Melhus 
584. Advanced Plant Ecology. (0·2 3) 
Prerequi8ite: 424. 
Cr. 3. F. 
Origin, development, and reactions of 
plant indicators. 
Mr. Alkmo.n 
vegetation; cla11sifico.tion of vegetation units; 
585. Experimental Field Ecology. (0·1·6) Cr. 3. F.W.S. 
Prere<{uisite: 424. Mr. Aikman 
Quantitative investigation of environment; methods and instruments used i problems. 
590. Advanced Systematic Botany. (0·1·6) Cr. s. S. 
Prerequisite: 206. Miss Ho.yden, Mr. Pohl 
Principles of plant classification: bibliograph tools of systematic botany; methods of 
collection, preservation and study of vnsculnr plants. 
595. Agroatology. (0·1·6) Or. S. F. 
Prere<fuisite: 206, 424. Miss Hayden, Mr. Pohl 
Systematic p9sition and economic uses of important grasses. 
599. History of Botany. (S·O 0) Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite: 205. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1949·50 
Mr. Gllmo.n 
COURSRS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
605. Oytogenetics. (Gen. 605) (0·0·6) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 504 and Gen. 300. Mr. Obase 
Ohromosome association and segregation, nnd the bearing of chromosome behavior 
on inheritance and evolution. 
606. Morphology of Algae. (0·2·12) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: 205. 
Structure, reproduction, and systematic position of algae. 
613. Advanced Plant Physiology. (0·2·0 or 6) Or. 2 or 4. 
Prerequirite: 512. 
Growth correlations, tropisms, and physiology of reproduction. 
SS. 
Mr. Smith 
Mias Hayden 
s. 
Mr. Loomis 
624. Phyalology of Fungi. (3·0·0 to 61 Or. 8 to 5. W. 
Prerequisite: 506 or permission of nstructor. Mr. Smith 
Special physiology of fungi i nutrition, growth, reproduction and host-parasite rela· 
tions. 
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641, 642, 643. General M7cology. (0·2-6) Or. 4 each. .... 
0
.
1 
Yr. 
Prerequl.riU : 207. . .w.r · t man 
Taxonomy, morphology and phylogeny of slime molds and fungi (phycomycetes, 
ascoJDyceu;s funirl imferfectl, and basidiomyt'otes). . 
Some speciiio _group o fungi as related to applied agriculture. pathology, bacter1ology, 
solts, or dairying. 
654. Advanced Plant EcolOO'. (0-2·3) Cr. 3. ,,, A'km S. 
Prerequilite: 584. . • .w.r. 1 an 
Relation of environmental conditions to growth and compet1tlon JD plants. 
695. Beaearch. 
A. Morphology. 
B. Physiology. 
O. Plant Pathology. 
D. llycology. 
E. Systematic Botany. 
F. Plant Ecology. 
G. Economic Botany. 
Messrs. Martin, Sass 
Messrs. Bakke, Loomis 
Messrs. Buchholtz, Gilman, McNew, Melhus, MurpJty, Reddy 
Mr. Gilman 
Miss Ha~den 
Mr. Aikman, Miss Hayden, Mr. Pohl 
Mr. Melhus 
698. Sem!nar. . F.W.S. 
Meetings of botanical staff and students to discuss recent literature, and problems 
under investigation. 
A. For students taking major work in morphology and taxonomy. . 
8 Or. 1. Miss Hayden, llessrs. Martin, ass 
B. For students taking major work in physiology and ecology. . B kk L . 
Or 1 Messrs. Aikman a e, oom1s 
O. For students taking major work in plant pathology. Or. 1. Messrs. Buchholtz, 
McNew 
D. For staff and students In botany. Required. Mr. McNew 
CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
CHARLES M. Dono, Cer .E., Head of Department 
Assistant Professors Harry J. Beckemeyer, M.S.; Willard E. Hauth, Sc.D. 
-
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in ceramic engineering leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 116. 
Ceramic engineering deals with those products formed from earthy minerals 
which are rendered durable by a process of heat treatment at high tempera-
tures. This includes most of the non-metallic inorganic substances manufactured 
into such commodities as structural clay products; fire brick and refractories; 
whitewares, including dinnerware, chemical and electrical porcelain, floor and 
wall tile ; glass; porcelain enamels on metals ; art pottery ; cements, limes and 
plasters; abrasives, and many other similar products. 
The ceramic engineer is concerned with the technical problems encountered in the 
development, control, production and ·use of these products. He must also be well 
versed in the methods employed for winning, forming, drying and firing of ceramic 
raw materials. The ceramic engineer receives a well-rounded education to fit him 
for research, production, equipment and plant design or sales engineering, depend-
ing upon Qte capabilities and inclination of the individual. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work leading to the degrees of Master of Science 
and Doctor of Philosophy in ceramics and ceramic engineering, and minor work 
to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum in ceramic 
engineering, ceramic technology, engineering or physical science equivalent to that 
required of undergraduate students at this institution. 
Minor work will be selected in related fields. 
CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
DESCRIP'PION OF COURSES 
OOUBSEB PRIKARILY l'OR 17NDEROBADUATB BTUDBNTS 
100. Orientation. (l·O·O) Required. 
201, 202, 208. Seminar. (1·0·0) Required. 
185 
s. 
Yr. 
206. Winning ~d.Forming of C~ramlc Baw Materials. {4·0·0) Or. 4. F. 
Brief ceramic history; prospecting for and winning ceramic raw materials i methods of 
forming raw materials into ware for drying. 
207. Ceramic Raw Materials. (6·0·0) Or. 6. W 
Prsrequiaits: Ohem. 108. · 
Geological formation •1 geographical distribution and occurrence, behavior and chemical and physical propert es of the more important ceramic raw materials. 
208. Drying and F1r1D.g of Ceramic Wares. (6·0·0) Or. 5. S. 
Prerequirits : 206, 207. · · 
Theory i physical and chemicC'l changes resulting from drying and firing of formed 
ware, combustion of fuels, pyrometry, available equipment. 
301, 802, 808. Seminar. (1·0·0) Required. • Yr. 
809. Physlcal and Chemical Properties of Ceramic Materials. (O-S-9) Or. 6. F. 
Prersquisits: 208. 
Calculations; determinations with clays and other ceramic materials in the raw, 
plastic, dry and fired state. 
815. Ceramic Bodies, Glazes and Colors. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
PrM'squi.rite: 809 or l>ermission of instructor. 
Essentials of a ceramic body; properties and processing of types of ceramic wares; 
clay wate decoration i glazes and correction of their defects; colors, their compoaltion 
and process of man1Uacture. 
816. Enamels. (0·8·8) Or. 4. B. 
Prsrequirits: 809 or permission of instructor. 
Sheet steel, cast iron, and jewelry enamels; their composition, processing, and finished 
products; tests and specifications. Laboratory in enameling practices. 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prerequiaits: Senior Oer.E. classification. 
One week trip inspecting ceramic plants and studying industrial methods of pro· 
duction. 
401, 402, 403. Seminar. (1·0·0) Required. Yr. 
404. Befractories. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. B. 
Prsrequlaits: 809 or permission of instructor. 
Manufacture, properties, uses. performance, and testing of basic, neutral, and acid • 
refractories. 
406. Glass Technology. (O·S·O) Or. 8. F. 
PrerequUite: 809 or Rermission of instructor. 
Industrial and artistic glass. Composition, raw materials, control, specifications; 
manufacturing processes; finished products and their properties; plant layout; ma-
chinery and eqUlpment. 
411, 412. Cera.mlo Products Development and ControL 
411. (1-0·9) Or. 4. W. 412 (l·0-6) Or. 8. W. 
411. Prerequisite: 816. 
412. PrtJrequirits: 411. 
Laboratory practice with brick. tile, white wares, fine special <'eramic wares and 
decorating materials; testing of finished products. 
424, 425. Ceramic Engineering Design. 
424. Prersquirite: O.E. 881. (2-0·9) Or. 5. F. 
Calculations for ceramic J!lant structures of timber1 masonry, reinforced concrete and steel; _production of working drawln_gs and plans irom design data. 
425. Prerequisite: 424. (2·0-6) Or. 4. W. 
Design for a ceramic kiln and a ceramic plant. 
481, 482, 488. Ceramic Engineering Applications. (0·0·9) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
PrtJrequi.site: Senior classification. 
Investigation of an approved problem. Introduction to research methods. Literature 
review, laboratory determinations, and writing of a report. 
OOURSES PRIMARILY J'OR .ADVANOBD UND~ROn.ADUATB AND ORADUATB STUDENTS 
511, 512, 518. Advanced Ceramic Technology. (2·0·0) Or. 2 each. 
Pr1rsquirits: Permission of instructor. Messrs. Dodd, Beckmeyer, Hauth 
Fundamentals of ceramic processes, raw materials, and fabrication, including refrac· 
tories, glass, bodies and glazes, enamels. Offered on request. 
514, 615, 516. Oeramlo Technology Laboratory. (0·0·9) Or. S each. 
Prsrequiaite: Concurrent with 511, 512 518. Messrs. Dodd, Beclcmeyor, Hauth 
Laboratoey practice in determinin' plasticity, shrinkage, viscosity, dUierential thermal 
analysis, glaze fit. expansion, particle size measurement. 
5S2t.. 588. Physico-CoUold.al Properties of 01&7 Mlneralll. (2·0·0) Or. 2 each. 
rrerequlalU: Permission of mstructor. Messrs. Dodd, Hauth 
Fundamentals of pbyslco-colloidal phenomena as applied to clay mlnerala. Offered 
on request. 
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585, 586. Physico-Oolloidal Laboratory. (0 0·6) 
Prerequi8ite: Concurrent with 682, 683. 
Cr. 2 each. 
Messrs. Dodd, Hauth 
550. Special Topics (to be arranged). 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Messrs. Dodd, Beckmeyer, Hauth 
COURSES i'OR ORADUATES ONLY 
611, 612, 613. Theoretical Ceramics. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. Mr DYdrd. 
Prerequiaitt1: Permission of instructor. . . o 
Theory of tcchnolog;y of ceramic materials and application to industrml methods. 
Methods of determining physical properties of ceramic materials nnd finished products 
are also discussed. 
614, 616, 616. Ceramic Laboratory. (0 0 9) Cr. 3 ench. 
Prerequisite: Concurrent with 611, 612, 613. Mr. Dodd 
Lnborntory practice in connection with lectures including physical properties of 
ceramic materials. 
620. Seminar. ( l·O·O) Qr. 1. Mr. Dodd 
621, 622, 613. Advanced Ceramic Engineerillg Design. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite: 425. Mr. Dodd 
Specialized ceramic machinery, driers, kilns, and plant structures. 
632, 638. Advanced Physlco-Oolloidal Properties of Ceramic Materials. 
Not offered 1949-50. (3·0·0) Cr. 8. Yr. 
Prerequisite: Ohcmistry 586D or equivalent. Mr. Dodd 
Fundamentals of physico·colloidal phenomena as ap1>1ied to ceramics, including 
theories of de1locculation, rheological properties, including plasticity and anomalies; 
Ion-exchange and electro-dialysis, micromeritics. 
635, 636. Advanced Physico-Oolloidal Laboratory. (0·0·6) Cr. 2 each. 
Prerequi8ite: Concurrent with 682, 633. Mr. Dodd 
Not offered 1949-50. 
690. Ceramic Research. Mr. Dodd 
CHEMICAL AND MINING ENGINEERING 
GROVER LEON BRIDGER, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Lionel K. Arnold, Ph.D.; Burrell Franklin Ruth, Ph.D.; Orland Russell 
Sweeney, Ph.D., Ch.E.; Henry Albert Webber, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Charles Olin Frush, B.S. 
Instructors J. \V. Anderson, Barr, Stern, Vander Linden 
Fellows J. E. Anderson, Burnet, Chang, ] ones, Kremer, Markey 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in chemical engineering and in mining engineering 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see pages 117 and 123. 
The department was established to supply men for those industries which require 
engineers with a thorough knowledge of chemistry. Since raw materials are being 
elaborated into such a large variety of materials by means of chemical processes, 
there is a large and constantly increasing demand for men trained in the funda-
mental operations of chemical engineering. To list only a few of the demands for 
these men, there is cited the manufacture of heavy chemicals, dyes, sugar, foods, 
soap, electro-chemical products, paints, varnishes, lacquers, gas, tar, coke, and 
coal tar products. In the mining fields such materials as coal, clay, gypsum, and 
metal ores demand their quota of trained engineers. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
chemical engineering and mining engineering, and Doctor of· Philosophy in chem-
ical engineering; and minor work to students taking major work in other de-
partments. 
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Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum substantially equivalent to that offered in chemical engineering at this 
institution. 
Minor work will usually be selected from chemistry, mechanical engineering, 
civil engineering, electrical engineering, ceramic engineering, mathematics, miner-
alogy, physics, economics, geology, or bacteriology. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 
Chemical Engineering. 303, 361, 362, 363, 411, 412, 413, 421, 422, 423, 441, 
442, 443, 461, 471, 472, 473. 
Mining Engineering. 301, 302, 303, 314, 321, 322, 323, 417, 431, 432, 433. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. { 1-0-0) Required. s. 
Introduction to fields of chemical and mining engineering; relation of chemical and 
mining engineering to industry. 
161, 162, 163. Chemical Engineering Laboratory. (0·0·8) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Open only to students permanently excused from military trnining. An appro\'cd 
assignment as laboratorian on special problems. 
303. Industrial Stoichiometry. (2-0-8) Or. 8. s 
Prerequisite: Chem. 216. 
Ohemicnl engineering units and systems of measurement; energy nnd matrrinl 
balances; fuels and combustion. 
861, 362, 363. Chemical Engineering Unit Operations. {8·0-0) Or. 8 each. Yr 
Introduction to chemical engineering theory and equipment, with emphasis on proh 
lem aJ!plications. 
361. Prerequisite: Chem. 216. 
Crushing and grinding, screening and size separation, conveying, mixing, crystnl 
Iization, filtration, and extraction. 
362. Prerequisite: 303. 
Fluid flow, heat transfer, and evaporation. 
363. Prere<(uisite: 862. 
Diffusional operations; drying, humidification and nir conditioning, distillntion 
and absorption. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. 
Prerequisite: Senior Chem. E. classification. 
Visits to chemical industries and plants in nn lndustrinl area for one week. 
F. 
401t..402, 403. Technical Seminar. (1-0·0) Required. 
To accompany 411, 412 and 413. 
Technical reports and discussions of current chemicnl engineering literature. 
Yr. 
411. 412, 418. Chemical Process Industries. {8-0·0) Or. 8 ench. Yr. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in Chem. 832. 
Detailed studies of the history, rnw materials, manufacturing methods, economics and 
chemistry of industrial chemical processes; coordination of unit operations and 
processes employed. 
421, 422, 423. Chemical Engineering Laboratory. (0-0-9) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 0. E. 484 and credit or classificntion in R61 and 868. . 
Laboratory application of the theory studied in 861, 802, and 868 to the testing and 
use of unit operation and process equipment: computation of experimental data; 
application of results to process design; writing of reports. 
441, 442, 443. Elements of Chemical Engineering. (1·1·8) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: Ohern. 838. 
Industrial stoichiometry, raw materials, fundamental chemical engineering operations, 
chemical engineering equipment, and chemical process industries. For science students 
desiring a knowledge of chemical engineering fundamentals. 
461. Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics. (3·0 O) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 868. 
Applications to operations and processes. 
465, 466. Special Problems. 465 (0·0·6 or 9) Or. 2 or 8; 466 (0-0·6 to 15) Or. 
2 to 5. 
Introduction to research methods; Investigation of an approved topic. 
471, 472, 478. Chemical Engineering Design. 471, 472 (1-0·6) Or. 8 each; 478 
(0-0·6) Or. 2. Yr. 
Prerequlritt: 862. 
Design and layout of chemical plants and equipment: prlnclplea of proceaa develop· 
ment. 
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OOUBSES roll ADVANOBD UNDERORADUA'l'B AND GRADUA'l'& STUDENTS 
50.£. Plutlcs Technolog. (3·0·0) or (8·0·8) Or. 8 or 4. :Mr Arn f<i 
PrerequUft.: Chem. 888. . l fl .sh d. 1 °t· Ohemlatey and technoloa of plastic resins i production and use o n1 e P as ic 
producta. 
511, 512, 518. Chemical Process Industries Principles. (B·O·O) 
Prerequlaite: Chem. 883. . 
Or. 3 each. Yr. 
Mr. Sweeney 
and economics of indus· Histoey, raw materials, manufacturing methods, chellllstry 
trial chemical processes. 
521,_ 522, 528. Advanced Chemical Engineering Laboratory. (0·0·9) Or. s. Yr . 
.rrerequ'8ft1: 868. Messrs. Ruth, Webber 
Advanced unit operations laboratoey. 
561. Advanced Chemical Englneerln_g nermodJD&mfcs. '(8·0·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequiaite: 868. 
Applications to operations and processes. 
571, 572, 578. Principles of Chemical Engineering Design. 571, 572 (1·0·6) Or. 8 
each; 578 (0·0-6) Or. 2. . Yr. 
Prerequinte: 868. Mr. Bndger 
Design and layout of chemical plants and cttuipment; principles of process develop· 
ment. 
584. Applied Electro-Ohemhtry. (8·0·0) Or. 8. :Mr. Webb:; 
Pr111quUU1: 411. . 
Prfmal'J' cells and storage batteriea; electrolytic processes of chemical manufacture; 
electto-reft.ning and electro-winning; electric furnaces and electric furnace products. 
599. Speclal Topics. Or. 2 to 5 each time elected. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Arnold, Bridger, Ruth, Sweeney, Webber 
COURSES r<>B GBADUATB S'l'UDENTS 
600. Ohemlcal Eqtneering Besearch. 
Messrs. Arnold, Bridger, Ruth, 
601, 602, 608. Semtnar. (1-0·0) Or. 1 each. 
Messrs. Arnold, Bridger. Ruth. 
610. Ohemlcal Engineering Investigations. (2·1·0) Or. a. 
Prereqtliaite: 418. 
Research methods, current problems. 
Sweeney, Webber 
Yr. 
Sweeney, Webber 
F. 
Mr. Sweeney 
611, 612, 613. Advanced Chemical Procesa Industries. (8-0·0) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
. Not offered 1949·50. Mr. Bridger 
PrerequiriU: 618. • 
Detailed comprehensive studies of selected chemical industries. Coordination and 
integration of material studied in elementaey courses. 
614. He&VJ' Inorga.nlc Chemical and FertW.zer Industries. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Pr111qulaite: 418, or permission of instructor. Mr. Bridger 
Manufacture of commercial fertilizers and related heavy Inorganic chemicals. 
616. Orpnlu.tion of Ohemlcal Eqlneerlng Industries. (8·0·0) Or. 8. S. 
PrerequiriU: 418. Mr. Sweeney 
Development of chemical engineering industry based upon fundamental principles of 
plant location, design, unit operation costs, power utilization management, and 
operation. 
617. 'Utlll&atton of Agricultural By-Products. (S·O·O) Or. 8. W. 
PrerequUU.: Ohem. 888. Mr. Arnold 
Occurrenc& and chemical composition of agricultural by-products .such as corn stalks, 
corncobs, oat hulls, and straws; their present and possible utilization in insulating 
board, pressed board, paper, furfural, and plastics. 
618. OU and Fat Industries. (8·0·0) Or. S. S. 
Prer•quVite: Chem. 888. Mr. Arnold 
Occurrence and composition of vegetable and animal oil, and fat·bcaring materials· 
methods of oil separation, refining, and bleaching; utilizJ'tion in products such a~ 
foods, paints, and soaps. • 
651, 65!t 658. Chemical Engineering Unit Operation Theoey L l3·0·0) Or. 8 each. 
Alt. l'.ears. Not offered 1949·50. Yr. 
PrerequVite: 868 and 428, or permission of instructor. Mr. Ruth 
Technoloa of fine particles: determination of average particle siz~ size distribution 
and surface area: flow of fluids through granular porous media· apt>lication tO 
Alt.ration, sedimenta~on, size separation1 1luidization, extraction, crystailization, drying, crushing and grinding, and heat traDBier to granular solids. 
661, 66~ 668. Chemical Engbieering lJ'nlt Operation Theory IL (3·0·0) Or. a each. 
Alt. i:ean. Oft'ered 1949·50. Yr 
Prtr•C/U_irite: 868 and 428, or permiaslon of instructor. Mr Ruth 
Mechantcs of turbulent ftow and eddy dift'usion: fiuid friction in smooth and· rough 
pipe; correlation of ftuid friction with heat and mass transfer; various diffusional 
operations lnTOlYlns the simultaneous exchange of heat and mass in turbulent fiow 
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6711.._672, 678. Advanced Chemical Engineering Design. (0·0·8 to 9) Or. 1 to 3 each • 
.Not offered 1949-50. Yr. 
Prerettuiaite: 678. Mr. Bridger 
Advanced process evaluation and development: design of plants and processes. 
COURSES IN MINING ENGINEERING 
COURSES PB:n.tARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATB STUDENTS 
Yr. 301..._ 802, SOS. MfnlDg Methods. (2·0-0) Or. 2 each. 
rrerequilliu: Ohem. 212 or Geol. 201. 
Prospecting, subsidence and support, drilling and blasting, hoisting, hnulage, dralnago 
and ventilation. Placer, open-cut, and underground mining methods. Mino examination 
and administration. 
314. Principles of Metallurgy. (8-0-0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 212 or Geol. 855. 
Study of reduction of common metals from their ores; detailed analysis of rensons for 
smelter premiums and penalties. 
321, 322, 823. l!4lnlng Engineering Laborato:ey. (0·0·6) 'Or. 2 each. Yr. 
Prerequi8ite: Credit or classification in 801. . 
Use of mining machinery acd explosives; practice in prospecting and sampling. Open· 
cut and underground operations. 
324. ll4lne Surveying. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 8. 
Prerequisite: C.E. 825. 
Precise surface and underground surveying for mapping and boundary determinations, 
mining claims, track and mill layouts. 
351, 352, 853. Elements of l!4lnlng Engineering. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerettuisite: Ohem. 212. 
Industrial stoichiometry, fluid fiow, heat transfer, and fundamental unit operations of 
mining and metallurgical engineering. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. 
Prerequisite: Senior :Mn.E. classification. 
One-week field trip to mines and mills in Iowa, South Dakota, or Missouri. 
11'. 
417. Fire Assaying. (1·0·6) Or. 3. _ w. 
Prerequisite: Ohern. 212 or Geol. 855. 
Calculation of crucible charges: technique of cupellation and parting. 
431, 432, 433. Mineral Dressing. (2·0·6) Or. 4 each. Yr. 
Prerequiaite: Chem. 212 and Geol. 855. 
Theory and practice of mineral dressing; use of milling et1uipment; control of 
operations. 
465, 466. l!4lnlng Engineering Applications. (0·0·6 to 15) Or. 2 to 5. 
Special problems on approved mining engineering topics. 
471, 472, 478. l!4lnlng Engineering Design. 471, 472. (1·0·6) Or. 8 each; 
478 (0·0-6) <Jr. 2. 
Prerequirite: 858. 
Mino plant design and selection of mine plant equipment. 
11'. w.s. 
Yr. 
COUBD ~OB GRADUATJ!I STUDENTS 
600. Mlning Engineering Research. Mr. Sweene7 
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RALPH MALCOLM HixoN, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Emerson W. Bird, Ph.D.; Frank Emerson Brown, Ph.D.; Winfred 
Forrest Coover, D.Sc.; Harvey Diehl, Ph.D.; Sidney W. Fox, Ph.D.; Ellis 
Ingham Fulmer, Ph.D., D .Sc.; Henry Gilman, Ph.D.; Bruce A. Rogers, Ph.D.; 
Robert Eugene Rundle, Ph.D.; Frank Harold Spedding, Ph.D., LL.D.; George 
F. Stewart, Ph.D.; Harley A. Wilhelm, Ph.D.; John Anderson Wilkinson, 
Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Frederick R. Duke, Ph.D.; Rachel Hartman Edgar, Ph.D.; 
Charles Albert Goetz, Ph.D.; Walter Bernard King, Ph.D.; Don S. Martin, Jr., 
Ph.D.; Nellie May Naylor, Ph.D.; Robert Ridgely Sealock, Ph.D.; Leland 
Alfred Underkofler, Ph.D.; Adolf Frank Voigt, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Charles Vandiver Banks, Ph.D.; Velmer Arthur Fassel, Ph.D.; 
Joseph Franklin Foster, Ph.D.; Dexter French, Ph.D.; George Simms Ham-
mond, Ph.D.; Robert S. Hansen, Ph.D.; Richard Elmore Maxwell, Ph.D.; 
William K. Plucknett, Ph.D. 
Instructors Anderson, Baumann, Beel, Benedict, Bishop, Decoursey, DeLaHunt, 
Fearing, Fessler, Flikkema, Franquemont, Hofferth, Hopka, Johnson, Jonte, 
McClure, Mathews, L. S. MiIJer, R. E. Miller, Nelson, O'Connor, Peabody, 
PhilJips, Pinkerton, Raether, Rhees, Smith, Sumerwell, White, Wiley 
Graduate Assistants Atkinson, Bever, Bovard, Brannen, Brennan, Dunn, EJlis, 
Everts, Godycki, J ochens, Jones, Knapp, Lentz, Lindquist, Lucas, Meikle, 
Morton, Moses, Park, Paschall, Proctor, Reid, Rosenberg, Rudesill, Todd. 
Waterbury, Wild, WilJardson, Winitz, Woods, Zarember, Zucker 
Fellows Ahmann, Barday, Bullock, DeFontaine, Dewell, Friedland, Ingham, Itsch-
ner, Loomis, McGehee, Nevitt, Radke, Schumacher, Schweet, Smith, Stolp, 
Swan, Tichane, Towle 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in science with a major in chemistry, chemical 
technology, .or food technology, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see 
pages 140 and 143. 
Graduates in chemistry qualify in many fields: as teachers of chemistry, as 
analytical or control chemists, as supervisors in industry, as technical sales 
personnel and as research chemists in federal, state, municipal, academic or 
industrial laboratories. The rapid introduction of chemical techniques in aU 
branches of commerce and industry has caused phenomenal growth in .the pro-
fession since the turn of the century. Specific mention may be made of the manu-
facture of glass, pigments, sugar, starch, explosives, dyes, gases, petroleum products, 
fine chemicals, perfumes, drugs, vitamins, hormones, solvents and the various metals 
and their alloys. 
The curriculum in chemical technology is designed for those planning to enter 
industrial employment. It contains the minimum requirements in mathematics, 
physics, economics, English and German, as well as chemistry, considered essential 
for success in the profession. Some specialization is possible in the senior year. 
The cu;riculum in science with a major in chemistry offers greater latitude for 
individual choice and is designed for those planning to undertake graduate work 
in chemistry. The courses listed in the sophomore year of chemical technology 
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should be taken before attempting specialization. A mm1mum of one year in 
organic and in physical chemistry plus 9 credits of advanced chemistry will be 
required for graduation. Students preparing for graduate study will be referred 
to counselors for selection of advanced courses in mathematics, physics, biology 
or supporting work in such applied fields as soils, textiles, metallurgy or ceramics 
according to their personal interests. 
For undergraduate work in food technology, see page 141. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in inorganic, analytical, physical, organic, micro, bio-organic, 
soil, plant, enzyme, food, dairy and sanitary, physiological and nutritional, house-
hold and textile, and agricultural chemistry: and minor work for students taking 
major work in other departments. 
In cooperation with the Institute for Atomic Research, special facilities are 
offered to graduate students in other departments of the College that wish to use 
radioactive isotopes in their research. Analytical chemistry, calculus and physics 
are required for this phase of chemistry. 
Prerequisite for major graduate work is the completion of undergraduate work in 
chemistry, mathematics, and physics, substantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students at this institution whose major is in chemical technology. 
Open to graduates for minor only: 321, 322, 323, 331, 332, 333, 347, 348, 411, 
425, 427, 466, 474, 475. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Index to course numbers is given by the second and third figures: 
(a) Inorganic Chemistry and (g) Household (including Tex· 
Elementary Qualitative tile) Chemistry 
Analysis 01 to 09 (h) Physiological and Nutri-
(b) Analftical Chemistry 11 to 19 tional Chemistry 
(c) Physical Chemistry 21 to 29 (i) Biophysical (including En-
( de ) Organic Ohemlstry 81 to 8 9 zyme and Zymo·) Chem· 
( ) Food and Sanitary Ohem· istry 
isU-, 41 to 49 (j) Research 
(f) Agncultural (includin~ 
Plant and Roll) Chemistry 51 to 59 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGUADUATB STUDENTS 
61 to 69 
71 to 79 
81 to 89 
91 to 99 
lOOA, lOOB. Introduction to General Chemistry. (1·2·4) Or. 2 each. ll'.W.S. 
For students inadequately prepared for Chemistry 101. Assignment by divisional 
deans and Dean of the Junior Oollege. 
101 102. General Chemistry. (1·8·8) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
Principles of chemist17, properties of nonmetallic and metallic elements. 
O. For students desiring a more extended study. (1-2·4) F.W. 
103. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. ( 1-2·4) Or. 4. Jl'.8. 
Prerequisite· 102 or 106. 
Continuation of general chemistry; introduction to the reactions of individual elements 
and to group reactions ns used in the determination of the composition of matter. 
O. For students desiring a more extended study. (1·2-4) 8. 
104. Supplementary Work in General Chemistry. (O·l·O) Or. 1. Yr. 
Students who demonstrate proficiency in Chemistry 101, 102 and 108, and who decide 
to do so, will be permitted to enroll in Chemistry 104. Assignment only by Depart· 
ment of Chemistry with approval of dlvlaional deans and Dean of the Junior Oollege. 
105, 106. General Chemistry. (1·8·8) Or. 4 each. ll'.W.S. 
For home economics students. (105) Principles and the nonmetallic elements. 
(106) Metallic elements and their compounds. 
201, 202. Inorganic Chemistry. (2·0·0 J Or. 2 each. 201. F. W.; 202. W.8. 
Prere9ui8ite: 108. 
Princ1plea and theories in detail. 
211t... 212, 218. Quantitative Analysis. (0·2·6) Or. 4 each . 
.rrerequfrite: 103. 
Theory and practice of elementary gravimetric and volumetric analysis. 
Yr. 
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214. Quantitative ADalJ"lll8. (0·2-6) Or. 4. . 
Prnequialle: 211. For student.a in ceramic engineering. 
Olay analysis. 
s. 
216, 216, 217. Quantitative Anal:vsts. Or. 5 each. Yr. 
Prerequlllla: 108. . · d 1 t · 
216 216. (0·8·6). Theory and practice of elementary grav1metr1c an vo ume r1c 
~~ . . 
217. (0·2·9). Technical analysis of water, gas, fuels, oils and petroleum. Emphasis 
on the literature of analytical chemistry. 
256 256 Applied Organic OhemlstlT and Quantitative Analysis. (2·0·4) Or. 3 each. 
' • 255. F.W.; 256. W.S. 
PrerequUite: 108. 
Fundamentals with applications to a~iculture. Not accepted for credit in science 
curricula. 
267. A.pplled Organic Ohemlstfl'. (S-0·4) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequirite: 102. 
For forestry students. Organic chemistry with applications. Not aecepted for 
credit in science curricula • . 
259. Ohei:nistlT ot Forest Products. ( 2·0-0 > Cr. 2. s. 
Prnequirite: 257. 
Plant metabolism and plant products. 
264. Organic Chemliitry. (8·0-6) Or. 5. 
Prerequfrite: 106. 
F.W.S. 
A. For home economics students. . . 
B. For agricultural economics, dairy industry, rural sociology, and sotl science 
students. Separate section available Spring Quarter only. . . 
The fundamental principles of organic chemistry. Not accepted for credit in science 
curricula. 
265. Food Analysis. (3·0·6) Or. 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequirite : 264. 
Elementary gravimetric and volumetric analysis and methods of food analysis. Not 
accepted for credit in science curricula. 
266. Food Analysis. (2·0·8) Or. 8. F.W.B. 
Prerequinte: 264. 
An elementary course devoted to methods of analysis. Not accepted for credit in 
science curricula. 
268. Textile Analysis. (2·1·6) Or. 5. s. 
!'f'erequiaite: 264, 
Elementary gravimetric and volumetric nnalysis and the analysis of fibers and textiles 
by chemical and physical methods. 
2'14. Ph)'Blolog.lcal and Nutritional Qhem.lstry. ( 2 ·O. 3) Cr. 3. F.W.S. 
PrerequWite: 266. 
Fundamental principles of physiological chemistry and the chemistry of nutrition. 
276. Ph)'slologtcal and Nutritional Chemistry. (3·0·6) Or. 5. F.W.S. 
PrerequUite: 265 or 266. 
Ohemlcal composition of living mntter; metabolism; fundamentals of nukitional 
chemistry. . 
321, 822, 828. PhJ'slcal Chemlst?J'. (1·2·8 to 6) Or. 4 or 5 each. Yr. 
Prerequ'8ite: 215, Phys. 228, Math. 212. 
Properties of gases. liquid11 and solids, solutions, thermochemistry and thermodynami<'s, 
chemical kinetics. electrochcmlstry, ~uilibrium, atomic and molecular structure. 
D!U, 832, 888. Organic Chemistry. (2·1·0 to 6) Or. 3 to 5 each. Yr. 
Prerequiaite: 108 ; one quarter of qunntitative analysis; classUlcation in senior col· 
lege or permission of instructor. 
For chemistry and chemical engineering students, and students specializing in pre· 
medical and applied biological sciences. 
884 885. Organic Chemistry. (8·0·3) Or. 4. w.s. 
PrerequUite: 108. A course in analytical chemistry is advised. 
For premedical students and students majorin~ in biological or applied sciences. 
Not accepted for credit toward a degree in cheDUstry or chemical engineering. 
847, 848. Daley Chemlstr7 (D.I. 847, 348) Or. 5 each. 
847. (8·0-6). . 
F.W. 
Prerequirite: 212, 264B. 
CompOaltlon ,and cha!!ges in composition of milk in the light of milk secretion theory. 
The application of pH and of colloid chemistry to dairy manufactures. 
848. (2·0·9). 
Prnequirite: 847. · 
Importance of milk salts, milk fat, milk fat emulsions milk proteins and milk enzymes 
to the proceaalng and keeping quality of dairy produ~ts. 
874._ 876. Physlological Ohemlstr)". F W 
rrerequUite: 886. For veterinary students. · · 
87 4.. (8·0-6) Or. 5. Chemistry of the animal body; digestion·, metabolism; 
nutrition. 
876. (2·0·6) Or. '- Introduction to quantitative biochemical procedures. 
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403. Qualltatlve Analysis. (2·0·6) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequisite : 202. 
Systematic analysis for ions exceJ,>t those of rare elements, with special attention to 
theory and the detection of negative ions. Analysis of commercial products. 
411. Chemical Technology. (0·2·6) Or. 4. w. 
Prerequisite: 218, 822, 838. 
Gas analysis, calorimetry. Application of nnalyticnl methods and commercial tests 
to industrial materials, control of plants, and purchase of supplies. 
425. Colloid Chemistry. (3·0·8) Or. 4. 8. 
Prere9uisite: 265. 
Principles of colloid 
economics. 
Alt. Yrs. Offered 1949·50 
chemistry and their application to various fields of home 
426. Radiotracer l!rlethod!t. (2 0 O) Or. 2. Offered every other year on demand. F. 
PTerequi8ite: 218, 586B. 
Fundamental principles of radioisotope techniques and their applications to problems 
in biology and allied sciences. For students in biology and agriculture . . 
427. Physical Chemistry of Ceramics. (O 5·8) Or. 6. S. 
Prerequisite: 214. 
Physical chemistry related to problems in ceramics. 
466. Textile Chemistry. (2-0-0 or 6) Cr. 2 or 4. F.8. 
Prerequisite: 268. 
Quantitative, physical and chemical analysis of fibers, yarns, and fabrics; scouring, 
bleaching, and finishing processes. 
474. Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. (B-0-0 to 6) Or. 8 to 5. F.S. 
Prerequisite: 218, 883, or permission of instructor. 
Fundamentals of chemistry in life processes. 
475. Applied Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. (2·0-6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 275 or 474. 
Application of quantitative procedures in interpretation of fundamentals of blo· 
chemistry. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDEOOUADUATB AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
501. Inorganic Preparations. (0·0·8 or more) Or. 1 or more each time elected. F.W.S. 
PTerequisite: 202, 823. Mr. Wilkinson 
Preparation of inorganic compounds. May be taken as laboratory to accompany 605, 
606, 607. 
511, 512, 513. Advanced Quantitative Analysis Yr. 
Prerequisite: 217, 328, 838. Messrs. Banks, Diehl, Goetz 
511. (0·3-0) Or. 8. F; 512. (0-2-6) Cr. 4. W; 518. (0-0·3 to 12) Cr. 1 to 4. F.W.S. 
(511), (513) Emphasis on general methods, descriptive inorganic analysis, and cur· 
rent literature. (512) Physical and instrumental methods of analysis. 
514. Spectrographic Analysis. (Phys. 514) (1-0-6) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Quantitative analysis, Phys. 213. 
Application of spectrographic methods to the analysis of 
and small amounts of mnny rare and common elements. 
. s. 
Mr. Wilhelm 
various substances for largo 
515, 516. Metallography. (0 2 6 or 9) Cr. 4 or 5 each. 
Prerequiaite: Quantitative analy11is. 
Iron, steel, and other alloys. 
Alt. F.W. Offered 1949·50 
Mr. Wilhelm 
518. Chemical Microscopy. (1·0·6> Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite: 217, 828 Phys. 212. 
Microscopic identification of elements and compounds; estimation 
mixtures; special methods with the polarizing microscope. 
519. Quantitative l!rlicrochemtcal Analysis. (l·0-6) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 217, 323, 333. · 
Inorgani<' and organic substances 
F. 
Mr. Hixon 
of heterogeneous 
w.s. 
Mr. Hixon 
521, 522, 528. Advanced Physical Chemistry and Thermodynamics. (S·O·O) Or. 8. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 823. Messrs. Hansen, Martin, Rundle 
An advanced discussion of the principles of physical chemistry and classical thermo· 
dynamics. 
525. Colloids and High Polymers. (3-0·0) Or. a. Alt. S. Not offered 1949-50 
Prerequisite: 828, 833. Mr. Foster 
Physical chemistry of colloidal systems with emphasis on naturally occunlng macro-
molecules. 
526. Radiochemistry. (2·0 0) Cr. 2 each time taken. 
Offered every third year or on request. Not ofl'ored 1949·60 
Prerequiaite: 828. Messrs. Martin, Voigt 
Natural and artificial radioactivity, sources, preparations and properties, measure-
ment of radiations, chemistry of the radio-elements, applications of radioactive isotopes. 
527. Nature of the Chemical Bond. (2-0-0) Or. 2. Yr. 
Offered every third year or on request. Not offered 1949·50 
Prerequiaite: 328. Mr. Rundle 
Discussion of the electron pair bond, ionic bond, metallic bond, hydrogen bond, van 
der Waal's forces and resonance from the viewpoint of modern structural chemistry 
and quantum mechanics. 
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581. Qu.al.ltatlve and Quantitative Organic .Analpla. (1-0-6) Or. 8. F. 
Pf'nequUite: 21'1, 888. Mr. Hammond 
532, 538. Intermediate Organtc Chemistry. W.S. 
582. (2-0·S) Or. 3. W.; 583. (2-0·0) Or. 2. S. 
Prerequiaiu: 681, reading knowledge of German. Mr. Hammond 
Problems, abstracts, and reports on selected topics of applied and theoretical impor-
tance. Training ln use of chemical literature. Laboratory in quantitative organic 
analysis. 
584. Advanced Qualitative and Quantitative Organic Analysis. ( 1-0-6) Or. 8. W. 
PrerequUite: 6~1. Mr. Gilman 
636. A4van99d Orpnlc L•boratory. (0 0·8 or more) 
Or. 1 or more each time elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 888. . Mr. Gilman 
Involves preliminary research work in synthesis and study of reactions of compounds 
of theoretical and Industrial importance. 
536,_ 587. Physical Organic Chemistry. (8·0-0) Or. 8 each. 
.rrerequiaite: 828, 888, Math. 815 advised. 
(586) Resonance and the physical properties of organic molecules. 
studies and reaction n:iechanisms. 
w.s. 
Mr. Hammond 
(587) Kinetic 
545. Special Topics In Food Chemistry. (0·0·6 or more) 
Pref'dquUite: 218, 838 or permission ol instructor. 
Or. 2 or more. F.W.8. 
Messrs. Coover, Stewart 
546, 547. Food Technology. (Bact. 646-547) (2·0-0) Cr. 2 each. 
Alt. W.S. Offered 1949-60 
PrnequUiu: Pennlsslon of instructor. Messrs. Arres, Stewart 
(Glven cooperatively b;r Departments of Bacteriology and Ohemistey.) Techflnieadl 
problems of the food lni:lustry. Lectures and seminars by specialists in various el s 
related to food processing and marketing. 
557. Soll Chemistry. (Agron. 567) 
Bee Dept. of Agron. 
666. Special Tbplca In Te::dlle Ohem!atry. (O·l·O to 12) Or. 1 to 6. 
PrerequUit•: 466. 
F.W.S. 
Miss Edgar 
Isolotlon, anal)'Bis. structure, and chemical behavior of textiles. 
575. Ph)ralologlcal and Nutritional Chemistry. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. 
PrerequUiu: 275 or 474. 
Metabolism and action of vitamins, endocrines, and inorganic 
of biochemical methods of analysis. 
w. 
Mr. Sealock 
elements. Application 
&76. Special Toplca In PhJ'Sfologlcal Ohemlatry. (0-0·6 or more) 
Or. 2 or more each time elected F.W.S. 
Pnrequtrit1: Permission of instructor. 
Application of methods of physiological chemistry to specific and 
lems. 
Mr. Sealock 
fundamental prob-
67'1. Theoretical Phyalologlcal and Nutritional Chemistry. (2-0-0) Or. 2. S. 
Pr1requiriU: 476 or 576. Mr. Sealock 
Modern theoretical aspects of metabolism and action of vitamins, endocrines, and 
inorganic elements. 
684, 585. Industrial Z~o-Ohem!atry. (0·2·8 or more) Or. 8 or more each. 
Alt. W. S. Not offered 1949-50 
PrerequUit~: 828. 888, Bact. 804A. Mr. Underkofter 
Chemistry of fermentations, with special reference to the elaboration of chemicals 
and other industrial materials from agricultural producta. 
586. Blochemtatry. 
A. Bio-organic Chemistry (0·8-0) Cr. S. F. 
Pnr1qul.aite: Elementary organic chemistry. Mr. Fox 
Review and drill In organic chemistry with emphasis on applications in biologr. 
B. Bio-organic Chemistry. (0·8-0) Or. 8. W. 
PrerequiriU: 586A or equivalent. . Mr. Fox 
Chemistry of substances of biological importance. Principles of bloassay. 
0, D. Bio·pJiysical Chemistry. (8-0-0) Cr. 3 each. F.W. 
Pru1quUUe: 256 or 266. Mr. Foster 
Introduction to fundamentals of physical chemistry with emphasis on application 
to bloloaical B)'Stems. 
J. Bioch.emTcal Laboratory. Credit as arranged. • F.W.S. 
Prer1qulait1: PermiBBion of senior stafl' member concerned. 
Messrs. Foster, Fox, French, Hixon, Sealock, Underkofter, Wilkinson 
For cooperative development of biochemical phase of research problems or cooper-
ative development of theses in borderland fields for M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. 
COURSES J'OR 0BAD17ATB STUDENTS 
601. Selected Toplca In Inorganic Chemistry. F.W.8. 
(2·0-0) Or. 2 each time elected. 
Pr1requUU11: 2oa, 828, 888. Mr. Brown 
Structure of matter, periodic law, valency, ionization, catalysis, rare elements, radia-
t.lons, and chemical reactions. 
606, 606, 607. S,nematlc Inorganic Ohemlstey. ·c2-0-0) Or. 2 each. Yr. 
Pr1reqtririte: 202, 828, 888. Mr. Willdnaon 
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621. Statistical Thermodynamics. (2·0·0) Or. 2 each time taken. F. 
Offered every third year or on requ_est. Offered 1949·60 
P~requirite: Permission of the instructor. Messrs. Martin, Rundle 
Review of classical and quantum mechanics, principles of statistical mechanics. appli-
cations to thermodynamics and other related problems. 
622. Quantum Ohemlatry. (2·0·0) Or. 2 each time taken. W. 
Ottered every third year or on request. Not offered 1949·60 
Prerequirite: Permission of instruct.or. Mesars. Martin, Rundle 
Discussion of the Schrodinger equation, solution in simplb cases, perturbation and 
variation methods, Slater's treatment of complex at.oms and molecules, valence bond 
nnd molecular orbital methods. Applications. 
625. Special Topics in Ph1'81cal Ohemlstey. (0·2·0) Or. 2 each tlmo elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 828, 388 or permission of instruct.or. Mr. Spedding 
A series of one-term courses chosen from such topics as atomic. molecular and • 
nuclenr structure, surface chemistry, photochemistry, chemical kinetics, electro· 
chemistry, phase rule. 
626. X-Ba.y Crystal Structure. (Phys. 626) (2·0·0l Or. 2 each time taken. B. 
Offered every third year or on request. Not offered 1949·50 
Prerequime: Permission of instruct.or. Mr. Rundle 
Lattice and symmetry properties of crystals. diffraction of X·rays by crystala1 ln· tensities of di1fracted beams. application of Fourier methods, examples of structures 
deduced from X-ray investigations. 
631. Advanced Organic Chemistr7. (0·1·0) Cr. 1 or more each time elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 581 reading knowledge of German. Mr. Gilman 
Description and theoretical consideration of advanced reactions. Problems, abstracts 
and term paper. 
643. Seminar in DahT Chemistry. (D.I. 648) Bee Dairy Industry. 
655. Carbohydrate Chemistry. (8·0·0) Or. 8. B. 
Prere9uirit8: Permission of instructor. Mr. French 
Ohem1cal behavior and enzymic relationships of the sugars and polysaccharides. 
F.W.B. 
Mr. Hixon 
658. Soll OhemlstrY. (1·1·0 or more) Or. 2 or moro each time elected. 
Prerequirite: 823, 838. 
Physical, analytical, and biochemical method; t.opic assignments. 
659. Soll Ohemistey. (2·0·0 or 8) Or. 2 or 3. 
Prerequi8ite : 658. 
Soil reaction and solution ; colloids of the soil ; organic matter. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Hixon 
671. Biochemical Preparations. (0·1·8 or more) Or. 2 or more each timo elected. F.W.8. 
Prere<Juiaite: 275 or 474. Mr. Sealock 
lsolatfon, preparation, and study of substances from living matter. 
672. Seminar in Ph1'81ologlcal and Nutrittonal Chemistry. (O·l·O) 
Or. 1 each time elected. F.W.B. 
Prerequirite : Permiuion of instructor. 
674. Protein Ohemlstr7. (O·B·O) Or. 8. 
Prsrequiaite : Permlssion of instructor. 
Chemistry of amino acid.I, peptides, and proteins. 
695. Besearch. · 
Mr. Sealock 
s. 
Mr. li'ox 
PrerequUite: Permluion of staff member concerned. 
Messrs. Ban~ Bird, Brown. Coover .... Diebl. Duke1,.Mise Edgar, Messrs. Foster, 
Fox. French, .1rulmer Gilman. Goetz, .nixon, King, .inartln. Maxwell, Mias Na1Ior, 
Messrs. Plucknett. Rogers, Rundle, Sealock. Bpedding, Stewart. Underkofter, 
Viogt,. Wilhelm, Wilkinson. 
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
GERTRUDE E. CHITTENDEN, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Lydia V. Swanson, M.S.; Thomas Franklin Vance, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Edith M. Sunderlin, M.A. 
Assistant Professor Anita Marie Kezer, M.A. 
. . 
Instructors Berger, Chilcote, Gamble, Scott 
Graduate Assistant Fuller 
Fellows Broadhurst, Dunigan 
Extension Worker Jones 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in child development leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 129. 
The purpose of this department is to give students a better understanding and 
appreciation of children. The infants in the home management houses, the nursery 
school children, ages two to five, the play groups made up of grade school childrep 
coming to the nursery school at stated times, offer unique opportunities to study 
child life at the various ages. The departments of foods and nutrition, zoology, 
psychology and sociology also off er courses which emphasize particular phases of 
child development. 
Specialization in this department prepares students for nursery school teaching 
and administration and for leadership in educational programs of institutions caring 
for children. 
For the student interested in preparing herself for special work with children 
and youth in institutions, a curriculum may be planned in conference with the 
Dean of Home Economics and the head of the child development department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in child 
development, and minor work to students taking major work in other depart-
ments. The graduate program in this department is planned in coordination with 
that of the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station of the State University of Iowa. 
Students desiring to major in child development must have as prerequisites for 
graduate work six to eight quarter credits in beginning foods courses, three quarter 
credits in child development, six quarter credits in psychology (general and child 
psychology), three quarter credits in general sociology, three quarter credits in 
a course on the fan!lly or family relationships, and three quarter credits in human 
physiology. It is recommended that the student have a general background in 
home economics, but students with undergraduate training in psychology or 
sociology may be accepted. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 419, 440, 466, 467. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
336. Guidance in Early Childhood. (0·2·3) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: Psych. 816. 
Factors involved in physical, mental, social, and emotional development of children 
with discussion of home proolems. Observation and participation in nursery school. 
419. Dynamics of Family Development. (Soc. 419) (0·8·0) Or. 8. F.S. 
Prerequisite: Soc. 2340 C.D. 886. 
Analysis of tho Natural history of families, how they form, function and grow to 
maturity. Focus on the developmental growth of children and parents in interaction 
in eight stages of the family life cycle, from engagement planning to family dissolu-
tion. 
440. Play and Play Materials. (0·2·8) Or. 8. F.S. 
Prerequiaite: 885. 
Literatur~. art, music, and play for preschool children. Seloction and design of play 
equipment. 
465. Se:mln&r. ~0-2-0) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 885, Psych. 616. 
Preparation and presentation of reports on original Investigations in child develop-
ment. 
466. Methods of Nursery School Teaching. (0·2·8) Cr. 3. F.W. 
Prerequisite: 440 or permission of bend of department 
Observation of guidance of children in nursery school. Emphasis on growth through 
children's interests and activities. 
467. Supervised Teaching in the Nursery School. (0·1·12) Or. 5. W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 466. 
Experience in teaching a group of nursery school children for a period of six weeks. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRA.DUATB STUDENTS 
536. Guidance in Later Childhood. 
Prerequisite: 836. 
Developmental characteristics of 
implications for guidance. 
(0·2·3) Cr. 3. F.W.S. 
Miss Swanson 
children from six to twelve yenrs of age with 
546. Community Factors in Development of Children. (0·2·3) Or. 8. W.S. 
Prereqruiaite: 836, Soc. 234. Misses Ohittenden, Kczer 
Federal, state and local legislation, agen<.'ies, and institutions concerned with welfare 
of children. Field trips to acquaint students with community agencies. 
555. Special Topics. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 835. Misses Ohittenden, Sunderlin, Swanson, Mr. Vance 
558. Nursery School Planning. (0·2·8) Cr. 3. W.S. 
Prerequi8Ue: '1166. Misses Ohittcnden. Swanson 
Essential procedures In nursery school or~anization including housinlS, ,equipment. 
food service, health protection, nnd supervision ; analysis of responsibilities of a head 
teacher. 
568. History and Philosophy of Nursery School Education. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. F. 
Not of'fered 1949-50 
Prereq"U'8ite: 467 ol" permission of head of department. Mr. Vance 
Theories of early childhood education; history of the nursery school movement~ 
OOURSKS FOR GRADUATE STUD&NTS 
614. Research. 
655. Planning College Courses in Child Development. 
Prere9uiaite: Credit or classification in 568. 
Selection, organization, presentation of subject matter. 
F.W.S. 
Miss Chittenden, Mr. Vo.nee 
(0·3·0) Or. 8. W. 
Miss Swanson 
Evaluation of student growth. 
F.W.S. 665. Seminar. Credit as arranged. 
Misses Chittenden, Swanson, Mr. V~nce 
666. Nursery School Organization. (0·2·0) Or. 2. Alt. S. Offered 1949·60 
Prerequisite: 568. MiBB Ohittenden 
Administration of nursery schools. Emphasis on plant, budget, staff, public rellltions. 
667. Infant Development. (0·2·0 or 8) Or. 2 or a. F. 
Prerequiaite: 835, H.Mgt. 475. Miss Swanson 
Infant development, guiaance and provisions for care. Supervision of Infant in home 
management house. 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 
LoWELL 0. STEWART, M.S., C.E., Head of Department 
Professors Robert Andrew Caughey, B.S., C.E.; John Simpson Dodds, B.S., C.E.; 
Almon Homer Fuller, M.S., Sc.D.; Frank Kerekes, B.S., C.E.; Merlin G. 
Spangler, M.S., C.E.; Robley Winfrey, M.S., C.E. 
Associate Professors William Edward Galligan, M .S.; •James P. Michalos, M.S. 
Assistant Professors William Carl Alsmeyer, M.S.; Donald T. Davidson, Ph.D.; 
Wilfred Toman Hosmer, B.S., C.E.; Rudolph John Lubsen, M.S., C.E.; 
Neil Welden, B.S. 
Instructors Dixon, Gayer, Hulsbos, J obnson, Osborn, Patterson, Scheer, Toole:;, 
Wilson 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in civil engineering leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 118. 
Civil engineering consists of the economic application of the laws, forces, and 
materials of nature to the design, construction, maintenance and operation of 
public works ; also the research, testing, sales, management, and other functions 
that are related thereto. The public works include transportation; bridges and 
buildings; water supply, sewerage, irrigation, and drainage systems; river and 
harbor improvements; dams and reservoirs; surveys and maps. 
Work on the campus is supplemented by a six weeks summer camp which 
follows the sophomore year, and by inspection trips which furnish an opportunity 
for first-hand study of engineering work and industrial plants. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers work for the degree of Master of Science in sanitary, 
structural, municipal, highway, railway, soil, and transportation engineering; and 
major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in structural, sanitary. and 
highway engineering; and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum substan-
tially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in civil engineering 
at this institution, and including undergraduate courses necessary for the par-
ticular field chosen. 
Students who major in civil engineering will usually select minor work from 
the departments of mathematics, physics, chemistry, bacteriology, geology, eco-
nomics, or other engineering departments. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 331, 355, 356, 360, 364, 404, 421, 
422, 423, 432, 433, 434, 485, 490. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSE! PRDtARILY ron UNDERORADUATB STUD~NTS 
100. 'l'cchnlcal Lecture. (1-0·0) Required. s. 
Discussion of various phases of civil engineering. Lectures by staff members and 
practicing civil engineers. 
211. Elementary Surveytng. (0·2·9) Or. 5. F. 
Prerequiaitti: Math. 102. 
Theory and practice in use of tape. compass, level, transit for surveying problems ; 
topographic suneys by transit stadia. 
*On leave. 
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212. Topographic and Cadastral SurveJtng. (0·1·6) Or. s. W. 
PrertJquVUe: 211. 
Mapping from stadia and aerial auneys; areas. volumes. simple cune problems; land 
surveying. Ellmlentary photogrammetry. 
218. Route a.nd Higher Surveying. (0·2·6) Or. 4. 8. 
PrerequiBite: 212. 
Tht.ory and field practice in cune, spiral. and earthwork problems; field aistronomy; 
underground, hydrographic, geodetic, and city suneya. 
800. Summer Camp. Or. 9. SS. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
Engineering fie\d ·practice in camp. Land, topographli route, and bydrographlo sur-
veying. Tlie student pays his own transportation and ivlng expenses and the regular 
summer quarter :registration fee. 
810. Elementa1'7 Surveying. (0·1·9) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequiaite: Math. 102. 
Theory and practice in use of tape. compass. level, transit for surveying problems; 
topographic surveys by transit stadia. 
812. Surveying and Kap Making. (0·2-6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequirite : 810. 
Oalculations for route surveys and volumes. U. 8. Public Land Surveys, map making. 
Elementary photogrammetry. 
818. Surveying. (0·1·6) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequirite: 812. 
'l'ri~ngulation, plane-table, route surveys, field astronomy. 
825. Surveying. C0·1·6) Or. 8. F.S. 
Prerequi8ite: Math. 102. 
Pacing, chaining, leveling, traversing, simple topography, care and use of instruments. 
Designed for students who take no sequence courses in surveying. 
331. Elements of Structures. (0·8·6) Or. 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequuite: T.&A.M. 824. 
Analysis1 design and cost estimates for simple tier buildings, drdersl and trusses of steel, reinforced concrete and timber. Economic selection anCl spec ficatlona. 
-354, Roads a.nd Pavements. (O·S·O) Or. s. F. 
PrerequiBite: 218 or 825. 
Types of roads and pavements, methods of design. construction, maintenance, special 
machinery, costs, comparisons, financing, administration, tramc. 
855. Btghwal a.nd Airport Surfaces. ( 0·2·6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 860. 
Theory and practice in design, construction, and maintenance of low cost, inter-
mediate, and high type highway and airport surfaces. Stabilization of bases and 
S'Urfaces. Laboratory tests of aggregates, bituminous materials and Portland Oement 
Concrete and bituminous pavements. Economic comparison oi surface types. 
856. Hlghwal Admtntstratlon a.nd Design. (0·8·0) Or. S. S. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
General planning, design, financing of· runt highways and city street improvements. 
Elements of traftlc control. 
860. Soll Engtneerlng. (0·8-6) Or. 5. F.W. 
Prerequisite: Classification in T. & A.M. 824. 
Origin, structure, identification, and classUlcatlon of soils for engineering purposes. 
Determination and application of their physical properties. Elementary hydromechanics 
of soils and principles of shearing resistance, deformation characteristics, consolidation, 
and compaction. • 
864. BallwaJ' Engineering. (0·2·8) Or. 8. W. 
PrerequUite: 218. 
Railway location and design problems. Btringlining curves. Construction, mainte· 
nance, and operation problems of the railway engineer. 
894, 895. TechDlcal. Development. Required. F.S. 
Oral reports and discuasio11s on englileering organizations, technical societies, govern-
ment bureaus, notable engineering projects, and related topics. 
400. SeDior Inspection Trip. Required. · F. 
Prerequfaite: Senior O.E. classification. 
An lnSpectlon trip of one week to Chicago, St. Louis or other suitable place. 
404. Engineering ln City Pla.nnt"f· (0·8·0) Or. a. W. 
Prerequiaite: OlaBBificatlon in .A. -'01 or senior engineering claBSiftcation. 
Relation of sanitary works, transportation, and other utilities to city planning; hous· 
ing, building codes, real estate sub·dlviaion, land titles. 
406. Aerial Photogrammetry (0·1·6) Or. 8. w. 
Prere9ulaite: 212 or 812. 
Mappu1g by use of aerial photograplul. Preparation of map and controlled mosaic 
from photographs of area near campus. 
421. Hydrology and Water Power Engineering. (0·2·6) Or. 4. F. 
PrerequiaiU: Oredit or claaaificatlon in T.&A.M. 878. 
Elements of hydrology, precipitation, water losaea and stream dow. General plan of 
hydroelectric power plant. 
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422. Sewerage and Sewage Treatment. (0·2·6) Or. 4. 
Prer1quiaite: 421, Bact. 804D. . 
w. 
Design of sanitary, storm and combined sewers. · Relationship of sewage treatment 
to stream pollution abatement. Principles of sewage treatment plant design. 
423. Water Supply. (0·2·6) Or. 4. s. 
Preraquisits: 421, Bact. 804D. 
Collection, treatment and distribution of water for public, domestic and industrial 
uses. Design of water supply works. 
432. Continuous-Frame Structures. (O 8-6) Or. 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequi8ite: 881. . 
Analysis and design of continuous-frames and arch ribs for buildings and bridges of 
steel, reinforced concrete, and timber. Curved beam, moment-area and moment· 
distribution principles. Deflections. Specifications and economic selection. 
483. Truss-Frame Structures. ( 0-8 6) Cr. 5. W.S. 
Prerequisite: 482. • • 
Analysis and design of statically determinate and indeterminate bridges and mdustrial 
buildings. Steel and timber structures. Moving loads. Economiq factors. Deflec-
tions and camber. Specifications. Investigation of an existing str~cture. 
484. Foundations and Masonry Structures. (0·8 6) Or. &. w.s. 
Prerequisite: 438. 
Analysis, design and construction of masonry structures and foundations, including 
dams, retaining walls, buttresses for building walls, underground conduits, building 
founaations, bridge piers and abutments, waterway requirements, pile foundations, 
tanks and bins. Behavior of soils under lond. 
484. Engineering Reports. (0·8·0) Or. 8. w.s. 
Prerequisite: Senior classification. 
Content and form of engineering reports; collection, assembly and interpretation of 
data; preparation of papers, letters, and reports. 
485. Engineering Construction. (0-4-0) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequisite: 881. 
Fundamentals of successful construction management; construction methods and equip-
ment, form design, estimating, inspection trips to local projects. 
490. Advanced Civil En~eering. (By conf.) Or. 8 to 6. 
Prerequisite: Permission of department. 
F.W.S. 
Any phase of civil engineering in which the student has done exceptionally strong 
work. 
4961... 497. Professional Development. Required. F.W. 
Hiographical sketches of prominent engineers; ethics; registration; professional 
orgunizations. 
COURSKB FOR ADVANCED UND~RGRADUAT.G AND URADUATE STUDENTS 
505. Public Works Engineering. (0·3-0) Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite: 422 or 428. 
Job classification and specification: construction 
costs; special assessments; building codes; fire 
disposal; street and works maintenance. 
521. Field Hydrology, (0·2·S to 12) Cr. 3 to 6. 
s. 
Messrs. Dodds, Stewart 
contracts and specifications; unit 
protection: refuse collection and 
F. 
Pre requisite: 421. 
Field observations of precipitation, water losses nnd stream flow. 
methods in field. 
Mr. Galli~an 
Use of statistical 
Cr. 8 to 6. F.8. 522. Sewage Analysis and Speclal Problems. (O 2 3 to 12) 
Mr. Galligan 
Experiments on sludge digestion and 
Prerequisite: 422. 
Sewage and Industrial \vaste chemical analysis. 
filtration. 
528. Water Analysis and Water Treatment Plant Design. (0-2-3 to 12) 
Mr. Galli~an 
of appropriate 
Prere~ttiaite: 428. 
Quantitative determination of minerals and gases in water and design 
treatment works. 
524. Multiple Use of Water Resources. (2·0 3 to 12) Cr. 3 to 6. W. 
Prerequisite: 621. Mr. Galligan 
Social and economic phases of governmental J>articipation in Federal Public Works 
programs related to the field of hydrology. Project study with reference to power, 
Irrigation, navigation and flood control. 
584. lUgld Frames. (0 8 or 4 O) Cr. 3 or 4. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 482. Mr. Cau~he1 
Rigid frame analysis bnsed upon curved beam theory, slope deflection, moment d1str1· 
bution, column analogy, strain energy and Beggs model method. 
585. Bull~s. (0·8 to 9·0) Or. 3 to 9. W.S. 
Prere<ttli~te: 432. Messrs. Caughey Kerekes 
Analysis and design of industrinl and commercial buildings; arched roof fri:med-bent, 
mill and multistory types. Wind load behavior and stresses. Econo~ic selection. 
Special design problems pertaining to buildings. 
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686. Bridge Design. (O·B to 6·0} Or. 8 to 6. S. 
Prerequiaite: 488. l\lr. Fuller 
The bridge as a unit in a transportation system. Clearance requirements for trnffic. 
Economic principles governing the design and relationship of trusses, girders, floors 
and bracing. Advantages and limitations of continuous structures. Aesth<'ti<' fen-
tures. 
537. Storage Structures. (0·3 to 6·0) Or. 3 to 6. 
Prerequisite: 432. 
Load behavior, methods of stress analysis and design of wnlls, 
and retaining walls. 
538. Model Analysis of Structures. (0·3 to 6·0) Or. 8 to 6. 
Ji'.W.S. 
Mr. Onughey 
bins, tanks, dams, silos 
w.s. 
Prerequisite: 482. 
Theoretical and experimentnl model analysis of structures. Use of 
mechanisms for measuring· load effects on plane and space structures. 
Mr. Kerekes 
devices nnd 
660. Highway Safety and Traftlc OontroL (O 8 or 4 0) Or. 8 or 4. F. 
l'rereruisite: 856. Mr. Winfrey 
Principles in highway safety considered in design of highways and city streets, and 
traffic control devices. Methods and results of motor vehicle inspection., drivers' exam· 
inations, and related enforcement measures for promoting high,vay sarety. 
551. mghway Planning and mghway Costs. (0·3 to 6·0} Or. 8 to 6. S. 
Prerequisite: 856, 856. Mr. Winfrey 
Planmng highway systems. Long rnnge finnncial and construction programs. Cost 
theories, accounting, financial policies, nnd budget nllocations. Motor vehicle operat· 
ing costs. 
560. Soll Engineering. (2·1·0 or 6) Or. 8 or 5. W. 
Prere9uisite: 860. Mr. Spnngler 
Shearing resistance, consolidation, compaction, settlement~ nnd displacement. Stress 
distribution in soil masses. Theory of pile supporting strength. Seepage. Application 
of principles of soil mechanics to earthwork, foundations, nnd highway problems. Soll 
surveying, profiling, sampling, and testing. 
574. Airport Design. (O·S S} Or. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 855 856. Mr. Stewurt 
Growth and development of air transport. Its regulation nnd administration. Factors 
influencing locationt design, construction, maintenance of airports, layout of fiPld 
lighting plans, termmal facilities, hangars and accessory structures. Finance, leglsln 
tion and zoning problems, 
590. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 6 each time elected. I•'. W.S. 
Messrs. Caughey, Dodds.J. Fuller, Galligan, Kerek"s. 
Schlick, 1:1pangler, Stewart, Winfrey 
counsxs FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
606. Municipal Management. Cr. 3 to 6. Messrs. Dodds, Stewart 
Utility management, planning improvements, sour<'es of funds, labor relations, public 
relations, coordination of departments. 
fi20. Seminar. Required. Mr. Stewnrt 
F. 621. Sanitary Engineering and the Public Health. Or. 4. 
Mr. Onlllgan 
The sanitary engineer's responsibility in the field of public henlth and hygiene. Or-
ganization, administration and operation of public health agencies. 
622. Sewage and Industrial Waste Treatment. Cr. 3 to 6. w 
Mr. Gnl11g1111 
Critical analysis of design nnd operation of existing scwnge treatment plants. 
623. Water Treatment and Other Water Problems. Cr. 8 to 6. s. 
Mr. Onlligan 
Critical analysis of design and operation of existing water treatment plants. 
636. Load and Stress Distribution in Structures. Or. 8 to 6. w. 
Mr. Fuller 
Relation between octual and specified loads, including impact. Transfer of Jonds from 
points of application to the foundation. Distribution of stress within a member. 
Secondary stresses. Principles of designing to Insure a favorable stress condltlon. 
Limit design. 
644. Space Frames. Or. 8 to 6. F.W.S. 
Mr. Kerekes 
Analysis of complete structure In three plan~s. including the continuous-frame and the 
truss-frame types. Interpretation of load, strain and displacement measurements. 
645. mghway Pavement Slabs. Or. 8 to 6. F.W.k. 
Messrs. Caughey, S1>angler 
Introduction to analysis of stresses in highway pavements under various subgrnde 
conditions. Interpretation of behavior of slabs in laboratory and In service. 
646. Dynamic Analysts of Structures. Or. 3 to 6. F.W.S. 
Mr. Kerckl'a 
Theoretical and experimental studies of the dynamic effects upon structures caused by 
machines, vehicles, impact loads, wind and earthquake. 
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664. Bural HighW&J' Design. Or. 4. F. 
Mr.Winfrey 
Economic com· Economic stud.lea in rural highway location, alignment, and grades. 
pariaona of roadway surfaces. Deslgn of traffic control devices. 
w. 666. BtghwaJ' Admtntstratlon. Or. 4. .-
Mr. Winfrey 
Endneering considerations involved in selection, improvement, and maintenance of 
hlgliway systems. Study of organization plan for highway departments and of per-
sonnel problems. . 
667. BSghwaJ' M&ter1als. Or. 8. F. 
Mr. Spangler 
Selection, testing, and utilization of materials for highway construction. 
659. HlghW&J' SpecUlcatlona. Or. s. S. 
Mr. Spangler 
Pre_paratlon of specUlcatlons for highway improvements in accordance with state and 
national standards. 
660. Found~tlona and Underground Structures. Or. 3 to 6. S. 
Pr1r1quirit1: 660. 1 Messrs. Oaugbey, Spangler 
Design of substructures to meet various soil conditions. Piles and pile dri'Ving. Settle-
ment of structures. Theory of loads and supporting strengths of sewers, water mains, 
gas lines, culverts, tunnels. Pressures on retaining walls and open cut sheathing. 
661. Hlghw&J' Soll Engineering. Or. 4. S. 
Pr1requ'8ft1: 660. Mr. Spangler 
Stability of highway embankments, compaction of soils and subsidence. De8ign of 
1lexible pavements. BtJbgrade bearing capacity, subgrade drainage, frost action, and 
related phenomena. 
664. Economics of BaUwq Location. Or. 4. F. 
Mr. Winfrey 
account rise and fall, distance, Economic study of a railway location taking into 
curvature, type of power, and traffic possibilities. 
679. Co-ordinated Transportation Srstems. Cr. 4. S. 
Mr. Winfrey 
Engineering and transport problems encountered in co-ordination of railway, highway, 
waterway, and airway traftlc. 
690. Research. 
Messrs. Caughey, Dodds,,, Fuller, Galligan, Kerekes, 
Schlick, ~pangler, Stewart, Winfrey 
CLIMATOLOGY AND METEOROLOGY 
The Iowa State College offers a wide range of work in climatology and meteor-
ology. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Physics 324 and 325 are designed to furnish orientation and descriptive informa-
tion for undergraduates interested in meteorology and climatology. These courses 
are independent of each other. Students majoring in physics, mathematical statis-
tics, engineering, or agronomy may specialize in meteorology or climatology, pre-
paring for positions in various governmental departments, industrial climatology, 
agricultural climatology, aviation, or the several branches of engineering in which 
the knowledge is desirable or required. For such students, Physics 324, 325, and 
334 constitute a highly recommended sequence. This sequence also furnishes the 
background required for graduate study in climatology. Additional courses to 
round out the student's training may be chosen from offerings such as those in 
geology, agronomy, physics, statistics, or engineering (civil, mechanical, aero-
nautical), depending upon the student's individual interests. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
Graduate work is offered for the degree of Master of Science in the field of 
climatology. Students with the necessary prerequisites may major in agricultural 
climatology. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in any field of climatology is the satis-
factory completion of a suitable undergraduate curriculum, including five quarters 
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of college mathematics through differential and integral calculus; a year of college 
physics based upon a year of college ~athematics, specifically courses Physics 211, 
212, 213 or Physics 221, 222, 223; three quarters (one year) of chemistry; three 
quarters (one year) of meteorology, including descriptive physical meteorology 
(with laboratory work in map and chart analysis), dynamic meteorology (see 
Physics 324, 325, and 334) and one quarter of statistics (see Stat. 243). Also 
desirable is an elementary course in geology, one in climatology, and one in 
hydrology. 
Prerequisite to work in the field of agricultural climatology is the completion 
of the following: 
Agronomy 111, 112, 234, 254, 354, 464 
Botany 511, 512, 566, 584, SSS 
The following courses are open to graduates and advanced undergraduates for 
major or minor credits: 
Aeronautical Engineering 595 
Agronomy 506, 514, 553, 565, 575, 577 
Botany 511, 512, 566, 584, 585 
Economics 510, 537, 540 
Mathematics 514, 515, 516, 550 
Mechanical Engineering 587 
Physics 508, 524, 577 
Statistics 504, 507, 508, 511, 512, 521, 522, 524, 531, 532, 541, 542, 543, 599 
The following courses are open to graduates only for major or minor credit: 
Aeronautical Engineering 670 
Agronomy 606, 609, 655, 677 
Botany 613, 654, 695 
Economics 630, 645, 646 
Geology 664, 665 
Mathematics 604, 605, 611, 612, 616, 617, 645, 646, 651, 652, 653, 656, 657, 699 
Physics 621, 622, 623, 640, 651, 652, 653, 677, 690 
Statistics 601, 602, 603, 6H, 612, 616, 617, 621, 622, 624, 641, 642, 643, 646, 647, 
648, 688, 699 
I 
Zoology and Entomology 674, 690 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
.For description of courses, see Department of Animal Husbandry, page 169 • • 
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DAIRY INDUSTRY 
CARROLD ARTHUR IVERSON, M.S., Head of Department 
Professors Emerson W. Bird, Ph.D.; Emery Fox Goss, M.S.; Martin Mortensen, 
B.S.A., LL.D.; Frank Eugene Nelson, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Merle Porter Baker, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Wilbur John Caulfield, M.S.; Verner Henry Nielsen, B.S.; 
Isaac Peters, Ph.D.; Winfield S. Rosenberger, B.S. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in dairy industry with major in dairy industry 
and chemistry and in dairy industry and economics, see page 97. For the four-
quarter program in dairy plant operation, see page 106. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in dairy 
plant management, dairy bacteriology, dairy chemistry, and manufacture o~ dairy 
products; major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in dairy bacteriology ; 
and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students expecting to major in dairy industry should have undergraduate train-
ing substantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in the 
curriculum in dairy industry at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 304, 305, 306, 350, 404, 450. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSE PRIMARII.y FOR NONCOLLEOIATEl STUDENTS 
27. Farm Dairying, (0·2·8) Or. 8. 
Separation, care of milk and cream, and milk testing. 
OOUB8.11S PRWARILY FOR UNDElHlltADUATE STUDENTS 
W. 
110. Technical Lectures. (1·0·0) Required. s. 
Field of dairy industry, its opportumties, requirements, and organization. 
114. Elements of Dairying, (3·0·3) Cr. 4. F.W.S. 
Development and organization of dairy industry, composition and properties of milk, 
methods of manufacturing dairy products and improving their quality. 
116. Te&tlnJ and Inspection of Milk and Its Products. (3·0·0 or 6) Cr. 8 or 5. w. 
Prerequtrite: 114. 
Testa for fat, solids, acidity preservatives used in dairy plant and milk control labora· 
tory i use of Mojonnier tester. 
162i., 163. Dairy TechnoloJP'· (0·2·3) Cr. 3. For students in Dairy Plant Operation. F W. 
·nchnical control of dairy products. · 
164, 165. Dairy Practice. For students in Dairy Plant Operation. F.W. 
154. (0·0·12) Or. 4 F.; 155. (0·0·12) Or. 4. W. 
Manufacture of butter, ~cese, and ice cream. Market milk plant operation, prepara· 
tlon of starters, testing milk and milk products and refrigeration plant operation. 
156. Testing Mlllc and Milk Products. (0·2·6) Or. 4. w. 
For student.a in Dairy Plant Operation. 
Composition of milk. Babro<.'k test and various other tests employed in dairy manu· 
fncturlng plants. 
167. Butter Manufacture. (0·4 0) 0r. 4. For students in Dairy Plant Operation. F. 
Quality of milk and cream, separation of milk, cream ripening, starters churning and 
preparing butter for market. ' ' 
158. Ice Cream and Ices .. (0·3·0) Or~ 3. For st~dents in Dairy Plant Operation. W. 
Selection and preparation of matermls, processmg and merchandising of plain and 
fancy ice creams and related products. 
159. Cheese Manufacture. (0 3·0) Or. 3. For students in Dairy Plant Operation. W. 
Principles of cheese mnufacture. Soft cheese, cheddar, and other cured cheese. 
manufacture, curing, and marketing. 
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207 . .Judging Dairy Products. (O·O·S) Cr. 1. W. 
Milk, cheese, butter, and ico cream. 
215. Cheese Manufacture. (3·0·6) Or. 5. s. 
Prerequiaits: 114. 
Selection of milk; manulncturo and curi~ raw and pasteurized milk cheddar; cream, 
Neulchatel, and cottage; marketing. 
256. Market Milk. (0·3·0) Cr. S. For students in Dairy Plant Operation. F. 
Methods used in preparution of milk and cream for market. 
268. Condensed and Powdered Milk. (O 2-3) Or. s. W. 
For students in Dairy Plant Operation. 
Manufscture of condensed and powdered milk. "' 
260. Dairy Plant Management. (0·4·6) Or. 6. F.W. 
For students in Dairy Plant Operation. 
Underlying principles of management of creameries and other dairy plants. 
264. Special Problems. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. For students in Dairy Plant Operation. W. 
Use of original sources of dniry information, written and oral reports, laboratory 
practice. 
265. Dairy Bacteriology. (0·3·9) Cr. 6. For students in Dairy Pinnt Operation. F. 
Importance of bacteria m dairy products. Determination of numbers and types of 
bacteria in dairy products nnd their significance. 
304. Manufacture of Butter. ( 3-0 6 > Cr. 5. s. 
Prerequisite: 350 except for Dy.H. students. • 
Separation of milk for bnttermaking, preparation of starters, ripening, and churning 
of cream. 
305. Market Milk. (0-3 6) Cr. 5. S. 
Prerequisite: 116, 360. 
Sanitary production and processing of milk supply; milk inspection systems and mar· 
keting of milk. 
306. Manufacture of' Ice Cream and Ices. (3 0-6) Cr. 5. s 
Prerequisite: 350. 
Oare and preparation of materials used. 
products. 
Plain and fancy ice creams and related 
308lr809. Judging Dairy Products. (O·O 3) Cr. 1 each. 
.oo.ilk, cheese, butter, and ice cream. 
347, 848. Dairy Chemistry. (Chem. 847, 348) 
848. (8-0-6) Cr. 5. 
w.s . 
Prerequisite: Chem. 212, 264B. 
Composition and changes in composition of milk in the light of mllk secretion theory. 
The appli<'ation of pH and of colloid chemistry to dairy manufactures. 
248. (8·0·6) Cr. 6. 
Prerequisite : 84 7. 
Importan<'e of milk RaltR, milk fnt, milk fat emulsion, milk proteins and milk 
enzymes, to the processing nnd keeping quality of dairy products. 
:150, Dairy Bacteriology. (Bnct. 860) (S·O·O or 6) Or. 8 or 5. w. 
Prerequisite : Bact. 804A. 
Bacteria in milk and its derivatives; hygienic production and handling of dairy 
products. 
402. Marketing of' Dairy Products. (Econ. 402) (0·8-0) Cr. 3. w. 
Prerequinte: Econ. 866, D.I. 114. 
Economic problems in procuring milk and cream, ln processing and distributing ftuld 
milk cream and manufactured dairy products; eJllciency analysis, quality, marketing 
lPgislation, market news, market methods, including cooperation, consumer demand 
and price policy. 
404. Condensed Milk Products. (0 a 3) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 848. 
Manufacture of condensed and powdered milk, casein, nnd milk sugar. 
405. Seminar. (2 0-0) Cr. 2. F. 
Prerequiaite: 350. 
Advanced work in dniry problems and reviews of experiment station work. 
s. -107. Special Problems in Dairy Manufacturing. (O 0·6 or 9) Cr. 2 or 8. 
Prerequisite: Senior college classification and quality point average of 2.5 or more 
for preceding two quarters. 
Advanced work in dairy products manufacturing. 
408. Dairy Industry Travel Course. Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: Senior college D.I. classification. 
Tour and study of dairy manufacturing and marketing facilities of certain sections of 
United States. 
450. Special Dairy Bacteriology. tBact. 450) Cr. 2 to 6. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 850, senior college classification and 'luality point average of 2.5 or 
more for preceding two quarters. 
Laboratory investigations, assigned readings, and reports on bacteriological problems 
relating to dairying. 
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499. Dalr7 Industry Bevtew. (0·8·0) Or. 3. W. 
PrerequUIU: 850, 504. Ohem. 348. 
Review of technical aubject matter followed by examination. 
0011BSKS l'OB ADVANOBD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
504. Management of DahT Plants. (0·6·8) Or. 6. w. 
Prerequ'8ite: 804, 805 806. 
Organisation, constructlon, and operation of dairy establishments. 
Mr. Mortensen 
508. Foreign Varleties of Oheeae. (2·0·8) Or. 3. S. 
PreretlUirit•: 215. Mr. Goss 
Selection of milk. manufacture, curing\ and marketing. of Swiss, brick, LimburJer, 
Roquefort. Camembert. Special attention given to culture and control of cunng. 
558. Kl1k InspectJ.on. (Bact. 558) (2·0·6) Or. 4. S. 
PrtrequUUe: Credit or claaaiflcation ln 805. Mr. Baker 
Supe"lsion of municipal milk and ice cream supplies from standpoint of sanitation. 
659. Bacteriology of Butter and Cheese. (Bact. 569) (3·0·0 or 6) Or. 8 or 5. F. 
Prerequirite: 850. Mr. Nelson 
Bacteriological changes occurring ln cream intended for buttermaking and in butter 
and cheese. 
Or. 2. 599. Dairy Production ln ~orelgn Countries. (0-2-0) 
Alt. S. Not offered 1949-50 
Prerequl,Ue: 604. Mr. Mortensen 
Davelopment of dah'Jlng in various countries and world. markets for dairy products. 
COURSES J'OB OB.ADUATE STUDENTS 
648. Seminar ln Dalq Ohem1atr7. (Chem. 648) (0·1·0) Or. 1 each time 
• elected. F.W. Mr. Bird 
655. Conference ln Datry Bacteriology. \Bact. 655) (2·0·0) Or. 2. w. 
Dlscuaalona of bacteriological problems relating to various phases 
656. IctenWlcatton of the Organisms Common ln Dairy Products. 
(Ba ct. 656) ( 1-0-9) Or. 4. 
Mr. Nelson 
of dairying. 
w. 
Mr. Nelson 
Identification and relationships of desirable and undesirable organisms commonly en· 
countered in dairy products. 
659. Seminar. ( l ·O·O) Or. 1. F. 
Mr, Nelson 
Use of dairy literature. Methods of keeping abstract and reprint files, preparation 
of thesea and similar technical manuscripts. 
660. Seminar. (1·0·0) Or. 1. 
690. Research. 
A. Manufacture of Butter. 
B. Manufacture of Ice Cream. 
O. Dairy Bacteriology. (Bact. 6900.) 
D. Market Mille. 
E. Manufacture of Oheese. 
F. Management of Daley Plants. 
G. Dairy OhemlstrJ. 
8. 
Messrs. Nelson, Bird 
Messrs. Bird, Mortensen 
Messrs. Bird. Iverson 
Messrs. Baker, Nelson 
Mr. Nelson 
Messrs. Bird, Goss, Nelson 
Messrs. Goss, Mortensen 
Mr. Bird 
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ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
Wu.LIAM G. MURRAY, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Kenneth E. Boulding, M.A.; Joseph B. Gittler, Ph.D.; Elizabeth Ellis 
Hoyt, Ph.D.; Walter A. Lunden, Ph.D.; Frank Robotka, M.S.; William H. 
Schrampfer, JD.; Geoffrey Shepherd, Ph.D.; J obn F. Timmons, Ph.D.; 
Gerhard Tintner, Ph.D.; Ray E. Wakeley, Ph.D.; Wallace Wright, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors I. W. Arthur, Ph.D.; Harold W. Davey, Ph. D.; Earl 0. 
Heady, Ph.D.; Clifford G. Hildreth, Ph.D.; Reuben Hill, Ph.D.; Leonid 
Hurwicz, L.L.M.; Donald R. Kaldor, Ph.D.; Bernhard C. Lemke, Ph.D., 
C.P.A.; John A. Nordin, Ph.D.; Virgil Salera, PhD.; William H. Thompson, 
Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Ralph L. Baker, M.S.; Raymond R. Beneke, M.S.; Thomas 
L. Cook, M.S.; Edna Douglas, Ph.D.; W. F. Wyman, C.P.A. 
Instructors Beal, Bever, Bohlen, Breese, Dill, Dunigan, Fessler, Garst, Ghormley, 
Giffen, Glassburner, Learned, Mathis, Nelson, Novak, Rohwer, Thair, Thomas 
Graduate Assistants Doughty, Haver, Jensen, Martin, Tompkin 
Fellows Chappell, French, Frey, Graves, Hannan, Roberts 
Extension Workers R. Beresford, Bodensteiner, Greenlee, Howell, Kral, Kutish, 
Malone, Oakleaf, Ogg, Stacy, S. IL Thompson, Turner, Worcester, Zmolek. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Economics and Sociology offer a wide variety of opportunities for the indi-
vidual with training in these fields. The fields, however, are so broad that spe-
cialization within each is often times desirable. An outline of the subfields in 
sociology is provided on page 214. The subfields in economics with Ute course 
offerings in each are as follows: 
I. Agricultural Economics: 110, 330, 331, 334, 335, 402, 403, 430, 431, 435, 
440, 447, 510, 512, 534, 547, 548, 54Q. 
II. Consumption Economics: 215, 415, 418, 427, 466, 509, 514, 515, 516, 517, 
520. 
III. General Economics: 304, 355, 404, 405, 407, 408, 436, 437, 441, 460, 506, 
507, 508, 537, 538, 540, 541, 555, 560, 570. 
IV. Industrial Economics: 365, 366, 368, 384, 385, 386, 387, 410, 463, 464, 468, 
474, 475, 477, 480; 574, 575, 580, 582. 
For undergraduate curricula in agricultural economics and rural sociology in the 
Division of Agriculture, see page 89; for undergraduate curricula in agricultural 
economics, consumption economics, general economics, industrial economics and 
rural and general sociology in the Division of Science see page 141. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STt'DY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in agri-
cultural economics. industrial economics. consumption econom_ics. and rural sociol-
ogy; major work for the degee of Doctor oi Philosophy in agricultural economics, 
consumption economics, industrial economics. and rural sociology; and minor work 
to students taking major work in other departments. 
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Prerequisite to major graduate work in the department is the completion of 
undergraduate work in economics, mathematics, statistics, sociology, and other 
social science and technical subjects, substantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students majoring in agricultural economics, consumption economics, 
industrial economics, or rural sociology at this institution. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the bead of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: Econ. 402, 403, 404, 405, 407, 408, 
427, 430, 435, 436, 437, 440, 441, 447, 460, 463, 464, 466, 468, 474, 475, 476, 
480, 490; Soc. 404, 405, 406, 409, 460, 464, 485, 486, 487. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN ECONOMICS 
OOURS& PRIMARILY FOR NONCQJ,LEOIATE STUDENTS 
86. Farm Management. · (0·2·3) Cr. 8. 
Principles. Farm rccoras nnd their use. 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
t1 o. Technical Lecture. ( 1-0-0) Required. 
Field of agricultural e<'onomics and rural so<'iology. 
130, 181. Elements of Farm Management. 
130. (0·8-2) Cr. 4. F.W.; 181. (0-1-2) Cr. 2. W.S. 
w. 
s. 
Not open to students with credit in 880. 
For students in form operation. 
Application of economic principfos to organization and management of a farm. Use 
and anulysis of !arm records; budgeting; size of business: choice of enterprise; types 
of fnrming; farm layouts; lenses and farm credit. Field trips. 
211~ 212,* 218.* Principles of Economics. (0·3·0) Cr. S each. 
l'·or home economic students. 
F.W.S. each 
Economic principles and problems with spec:ial reference to consumption economics. 
215. Principles of Economics. (Consumer Aspects.) (0·3-0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: For transfer students with at least two quarters ~f economics. 
Consumers' choice, consumption and the market, standards of hving and measurement 
of consumption, maximization of satisfaction. 
231,* 232, 233.* Principles of Economics. (0·3 0) Cr. a each. 
231. F.W.; 232. W.S.; 288. F.S. 
For students in agriculture. 
261, 262, 263. Principles or Economics. (0 3·0) Cr. 3 each. 
261 F.W.S., 262 F.W.S., 263 W.S. 
Yr. 
Introductory survey of the rconomic forces and institutions of modern society. 
(261) Production
1 
Vnlue nnd Exchange. (262) Distribution, taxation and fiscal 
policy, transportnt1on, internntionnl trade. ( 263) Current economic problems. 
266. Elements of Dairy Economics. (0·2·2) Or. S. W. 
For students in dairy plant opPration. Demand, supply, and distribution of milk and 
dairy products; the price-mnki11g mechanism: marketing methods, grades, values, 
prices, costs, and government legislation. 
304. Money and Banking. (0·3-0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequirite: 262 or equivalent. 
Principles of money and credit; the banker-customer relationship; contemporary 
banking institutions and banking practices. 
aao. Farm Management and Organization. (0-3-2) Cr. 4. F.S. 
Prerequisite: 232 or equivnlent (not open to students with credit in 130). 
Organization and manngrment of a farm with emphasis on use of economic prin-
<'iples. Enterprise sele<'tion, size of business, budgeting, leases, layout and farm 
nnalysls. 
331. Farm Accounting and Business Analysis. (0·1·2) Cr. 2 F.W. 
(Not open to students with credit in 131) 
Purpose and methods of keeping farm records, procedures in accounting; income and 
net worth stntements; use of efficiency factors: analysis of the farm business. 
*Only one of the following economics courRes may count for credit toward gradua-
tion: 211, 231, and 261: and the same rule applies to 212, 282, and 262; 218, 238. 
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834. Land Economics. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F.S. 
Prerequisite: 288 or equivalent. 
Land as a factor of production. Land and population. Theory of rent. Typo and 
intensity of land use. Conservation. Farm tenure. Property rights ana social 
control. Land use and tenure policies. 
335. Agricultural Marketing, Including Co-operation. (0·3 O) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 233 or equivalent. 
Detj:!rmining market demand in advance of production. Marketing at the most profit-
able time and pla('e by alternative methods. Methods of reducing marketing costs. 
Analysis of cooperative marketing. 
355. Intematlonal Economics. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prere9ui8ite: Econ. 232 or equivalent. 
Principles of international trade and foreign exchange. Problems of commercial 
policy. Foreign trade and American agriculture and industry. 
365. Business Law I. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
A. For students in Engineering._ 
B. For students in Veterinary Medicine. 
0. For students in Agriculture. 
D. For students in Scienee and Home Economics. 
Fundamental principles of law as applied to business transactions and business rein· 
tionships. Affords the student opportunity to appreciate our legal system as an 
agency of social control as well as to observe good business technique and practice. 
366. Business Law II. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 865 or consent of instructor. 
Sales and negotiable documents of title; security relationships; credit instruments. 
(368. Business Organization and Public Regulation. (O·S·O) Or. 8. B. 
Prerequisite: 8 credits in Principles of Economics. 
Ownership and management organization; relationship between government awl busl· 
ness. 
384. Accounting I. 
A. For students in Engineering. (0·8-0) or (0·2·6) Or. S. or 4. F.W.B. 
B. For students in Home Economics. (0·2-6) Cr. 4. F.W. 
0. For students in Dairy Industry. (0·2·6) Cr. 4. W.B. 
D. For students in Science and others. (0-2-6) Cr. 4. F.W.B. 
Accounting as a tool of management; theory and use of accounts; special journals 
and control accounts: the ac('ounting cycle; statement preparation; balance sheet; 
income statements; schedules. 
385. Accounting II. ( 0-2-3) Cr. 3. W.S. 
Prerequisite: 384. 
Corporation ac('ounting and statements; surplus analysis; fixed assets; reserves; 
deferred charges; working capital. 
386. Accounting III. (0·2·2) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequisite: 885. 
Continuation of corporation accounting; fixed liabilities; funds; consolidated state-
ments; statement analysis; budgetiLg, income taxes. 
387. Machine Methods of Accounting. ( 1·0·3) Cr. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 884 ( 385 or 886 recommended). . 
Instruction in operation of punched card (Hollerith) sorting and tabulating machines. 
Basic functions of tabulating equipment and its use for general accounting and statls· 
tical control of business operations. Application of I. B. M. and other machines in 
accounting field. 
402. Marketing of Dairy Products. (D.I. 402) (0·8 O) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: Econ. 335, D.I. 114. 
Analysis of the demand for dairy products. Economic problems involved in process· 
ing and distributing fluid milk and cream and manufactured dairy products. Oosta 
and price policies, operating efficiency, quality, problems, marketing methods, Including 
cooperation, market news, and market legislation. 
403. Marketing Livestock and Meat. (A.H. 403) (0·8·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequi8ite: Econ. 335, A.H. 409. 
The demand, supply, and distribution of livestock and meat. Analysis of changes 
In marketing methods; grades, values, prices and costs. 
404. Advanced Money and Banking. (0 3·0) Or. 3. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 304. 
Modern monetary theory and problems; credit control; monetary and central bank 
policies. 
405. Public Finance and Fiscal Policies. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F.S. 
Prerequiaite: 262 or equivalent. 
Economic aspects of public expenditureH, public borrowing and taxation with special 
attention to incidence of taxation, debt creation and federnl-stnte·loeal fiscal inter• 
relationships. 
407, 408. Theoretical Analysis. (0·8·0) Cr. 3 each. 407. F.W.: 408, W.8. 
407. Prerequiaite: 263 or equivalent. 
408. Prerequuite: 407. 
Forces determining relative prices and productlon-volumea of different commodities. 
including forces deterniining incomes. 
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41 o. Economics of Industrial Relations. ( o ·8 ·O) Or. 3. F. W. 
Prerequuite: 3 credits in Princi1>lea of Economics. . . 
Economic aspects of employer and employee relatione under present conditions of in· 
dustry. Mattera of public policy such as labor legislation and social insurance. 
415. Consumers ID the Market. (H.Mgt. 415) See Home Management. 
418. Family FJ.nance. (H.Mgt. 418) See Home Management. 
427. Farm Family Economic Problems. {H.Mgt. 427) See Home Management. 
430. Adnnced Fa.rm Organlza.tion and Management. (0·2·2) Or. 3. l!,.S. 
Prerequ'8ite: 282 or equivalent, 880 or 180. 
Systems and types of farming, l>lanning organizations for varying soil, market, 
capital, tenure and conservation situations; short.-run and long-run farming adjust-
ments, two all-day field trips into Iowa type-of-farming areas. 
431. Economics of Farm Production and Management. (O 3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
PrerequUite: 238 or equivalent, 180 or 830. 
Production location and intensi~; combination of land, capital and labor; theory of 
enterprise combinations; economics of farm size; price and production uncertainty; 
technological change; timing of production and conservation; efficiency of resource 
usp in the agricultural industry. 
485. Agrlcultural Finance. (0·8·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequidte: 288 or equivalent. 
Financial requirements of individual farmers and of farm cooperative organizations. 
Farm credit policy. Farm Credit Administration and other lending institutions. 
436. BuslneBa Fluctuations. (0·3·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequiaite: 804, 408. 
General ftuctuations in production, employment, prices, and incomes; their scale and 
importance; principal explanatione suggested; proposed remedies . 
• 437. Mathematical Analysls. {Math. 487) {0·8·0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequilite: Math. 101. 
Elements of differential and Integral calculus, with applications to problems in math· 
ematlcal economics. 
438. Lumber Markets. (For. 488) See Forestry. 
440. Appralaal of Fa.rm Beal Estate. (0·2·3) Cr. 3. S. 
PrerequUite: 288 or equivalent, Agron. 164 or 264. 
Land appraisal with emphasis on valuation procedure. Relationship of farm prices, 
taxes, and interest rates to value. Appraisal reports. 
441. Elementary Economic Statistics. (0·8·8) Or. 4. F.W. 
Prerequuite: 262 or equivalent. 
PTinciples and methods of gathering, analyzing, presenting, and interpreting economic 
data. 
447. Introduction to Agricultural Polley. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
PrerequUite: 288 or equivalent. 
Description of income and resource problems in American agriculture; historical 
survey Qf government programs for agriculture; introductory evaluation of recent 
agricultural programs and policies. 
460. Economics of Public 'D'tllltiea. (0·3·0) Or. s. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 262 or equivalent. 
Economic characteristics of public utilities; policies and problems in public admin-
istration of utilities. 
463. Transportation I. (0·3 0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequiaite : 262 or equivalent. 
Analysis of economic problems and public policies pertaining to railroad transport&· 
lion. 
464. Transportation U. (0·8·0) Or. 8. s. 
Prerequi.rite: 262, 468 or consent of instructor. 
Economic problems and public policies relating to air, motor and 'Water transportation. 
466. B.etalllng. CT.&O. 466) (0·3·0) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequinu: 218. For home economics students. 
Rct.Jling functions in relation to production and consumption ; the store and its 
organization; merchandising policies; store operation and personnel; retail control. 
468. Industrial Marketing. (0·3·0) Or. 8. W.8. 
PrerequVite: 262, 884. 
Marketing organization and sales control of the manufacturer. Economic factors in 
aalea policies. promotion, and product planning. Merchandising channels and market· 
ing coats. 
470. General Forestry Economics. (For. 470) See Forestry. 
4.74. BualDeu !'lnance. (0·3·0) Or. s. .F.S. 
PrerequiaittJ: 261 or equivalent. 884 recommended. 
Prlncij)les of financial organization and management. Types of corpornte securities, 
financing and management of new corporations, and Teol'ganizations. 
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475. lnvntment&. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F.W. 
Pr1r1'1Uirit1: 26a. 88., '7' recommended. 
Secur!Q' prices and yields: euentlal investment features of various corporate securities 
-risk, income, control: methods of testing bonds and stocks; undivided investment 
programs •. · 
477. lndustrlal Blaka. (0·8·0) Or. 8. w. 
Preret/l#ritt1: 865, 88,. 
Riska of modem industey: shifting of industrial rlaka through the insurance tech-
nique. Oharacteriatics of mutual and stock companies. Estimations of insurable 
costs. 
,78. Business Porecastlng. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. s. 
PrerequUite: 262, 884, ,7,. _ 
:Methods employed in estimating the probable degree and direction of busineaa change 
with a view to reducing business risk. 
480. Cost Accounting. (0·2·') Or. 4.. • F.W. 
Pf'ne~: 88,. 
Elements of coat in industrial accounting: yreparatlon of coat reports; job order and 
process cost accounting methods: introduction to standard costs. 
490. Forest Finance. (For. 490) See Forestry. 
499. Speclal Problems. Or. 1 to 5. 
PrerequiBite: 268 or equivalent, senior classiflcation. 
A. ~cultural Economics. 
B. Consumption Economics. 
0. Industrial Economics. 
F.W.S. 
COURSES l'OR ADVANCED UNDEBGRA.DUATK AND ORADUAT» STUDKNTS 
506. Economics of l"1sca1 Polley. (0·8·0) Or. a. 
Prnequfaae: 406 407. 
Government si>enfilDg and tax policies in relation to public investment, 
and national income. 
w. 
:Mr. Wright 
debt creotion. 
507._ 508. Value and Dlstrlbutlon. (O·S·O) Cr. 8. F.W . 
.l:'rerequhite: 262 or 6'luivalent. Mr. Nordin 
Survey of economic methodologyt applications of supply and demand onalysis to mone· 
taey theory; theory of consumption and theory of the firm under perfect competition; 
introduction to imperfect competition; introduction to mlcrodynamlca. 
509. ConSUJDJ?tlOn Theory. (0-8-0) Or. 8. s. 
Prn1t1U'8iU : 408 or e«.l.,Ulvalent. :Mias Ho7t 
Development and objectives; relationship to other types of theory and to practical 
prol>lems. 
510. Land Use and Conservation. (0·8-0) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 1949·60 
Prer1quiaite: 88' or 407 or consent of instructor. Mr. Timmons 
:Meaning and importance of conservation. Economic prlnclplea opplled to conser-
vation. Lond resources classlflcatlon and economic llmlta of exploitation ond de-
velopment. Appraisal of public controls and group nction. 
512. Land Problems and Pollcl.es. (0·8·0) Cr. a. 8. 
Prerequfritt1: 884.. Mr. Timmons 
Development and analysis of major land problems, crlUcal appralaol of public policies 
and programs relating to land problems. Building a notlon11l lond policy. 
51,. Economics of the Household. (H.:Mgt. 614) See Home M:nnogt?ment. 
616. OoJ11111JDers' :Marketing. (H.Mgt. 516) (0-8 O) Or. n. w. 
:Miu Dougloa 
consumers' goods •. 
Prn1quUU•: 218. 
Economic forces affecting markets. with speciul ruference to 
616. Standards of Living. (H.:Mgt. 616) (0-8-0) Cr. a. 
Pr1requfaita: 218. 
A comparative approach, United States nnd other couutrlea. 
of measurement, means of change, with special referencu 
problems. 
617. Economics of Bouatng. (H.:Mgt. 617) (0·8·0) Or. a. 
w. 
Miu Hoyt 
OulLurol gonla, methods 
to poatwur pinna and 
S. 
Prt1rd9ufriU: 218. 
Need8 and atandardsl• construction and Jnnd use; expenditures, 
finance; evaluation o proposed housing programs. 
Mias Douglas 
cost, nnd vnluotfon: 
620. l'oocl Bconomtca. (H.Mgt. 520) (O·B·O) Cr. n. 8. 
Prn1qu~: 218. ?df1J8 Hoyt 
Food as related to Income, prices. advertising, ond fomlly elze. Emcleney In commer-
cial and household producUon and marketing. Stuto control nud adequate nutrition. 
626. Presentation of Economic Information. (T.Jl. 625) Bee Technical Journalism. 
68,. Research Methodolon in Production Economics. (0 8 O) Or. a. Ji'. 
Prn1~UU.: 288, 884. Mr. Head)' 
Sclentiflc method; analytical framework of farm management research 
1
• evaluation of 
speciflc methods: design of studies; sources of dnta; aamplins and atot atlcal anal11la. 
687. Economic Statlstfcs L (Stat. 587) (B·O·O) Or. 8. W. 
PrarequUU.: Stat. 408. Mr. Hurwicz 
Econolnlc variablea: aggregates and Index numbers;, ap11llcAtlons of repeulon 
methoda; introduction to ttme aerlea wlUl time &1 a hea •arlate; atrudu1'a1 economic 
relation• (demand functiODt. coat functions). 
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s. 638. Economic Statistics II. (Stat. 688) (S·O·O) Or. S. 
Mr. Hurwicz 
large sample theory and computation 
Prerequi8ite: Stat. 448. 
Estimation of structural economic relations; 
techniques; testing of hypotheses. 
540. World Resources and Industries. (0·3·0) Or. 8. Alt. W. Offered 1949-50 
Prerequiaite: 288 or e'luivalent. . . Mr. Salera 
Economic survey of world's natural resources. Environment and civilization. Effect 
of socio-economic organization and technology on resource utilization. Population dis· 
tribution in relation to resources as basis of international con1licts. 
541. Agriculture in the World Economy. (O·S·O) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequi.alle: 282 or equivalent. Mr. Salera 
International trade in farm products; growing industrialization and competition for 
world markets in farm products: policies of major food importing nations; role of 
FAO and ITO. 
547. Ecfonomlcs of Agricultural Policf. (0·3·0) Cr. a. S. 
Prerequisite: 407 and 408 or equivalent. Messrs. Kaldor, Murray 
Application of economic analysis to problems of agricultural policy formulation and 
appraisal: position of agriculture in the national economy; past and proposed agri· 
cultural programs and policies. 
548. Quantatlve Agricultural Price Analysis. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequisite : 40 7. Mr. Shepherd 
Measurement of au and point elasticity and changes in demand and supply of farm 
products. Theory of price stabilization and discrimination. Technical analysis of 
parity and other price bases. • 
549. Agricultural Prlco Polley. (0 3-0) Cr. 3. 
PrerequUite: 407. 
Objectives. Analysis and appraisal of past, present o.nd proposed 
designed to control a-gricultural prices by controlling production, 
and domestic o.nd foreign demand. 
555. Advanced International Economics. (OS 0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: 855, 407. 
W. 
Mr. Shepherd 
future programs 
market supplies 
"· Mr. Salem 
Modern international trade theory and problems, exchange-ro.te 
interno.tional moneto.ry fund and international bo.nk. 
theory; appraisal of 
560. Economics of Government Resource Use Programs. (0·3·0) Or. 3. 
Prerequmte : 407. 
s. 
Analysis of resource-nllocation effects of 
on multipurpose water projects. 
Mr. Nordin 
government programs, with special emphasis 
570. Economics or the Labor Movement. (0 3 0) Or. 3. 
Prerequi.rite : 262 or equivalent. 
The labor movement as a factor in economic development. 
experience of the United States. 
F. 
Mr. Boulding 
Specio.l reference to the 
574. Advanced Buslness Finance. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W 
Prerequiaite: 884 and 474. Mr. Schro.mpfer 
Promotion o.nd expo.nsion of business enterprise. Procedure and planning of the in-
ternal financial control of business. Emphasis upon the financial problems of small 
business enterprise. 
575. Investment Analysis. (0·20) Or. 2. s 
Prerequiaite: 475. Mr. Schrampfer 
Practice in o.nalyzinJ? and evnlun ting securities of twenty or more corporations; cyclical 
movements of security prices. Methods of investment used by various financial in· 
stitutions. · 
580. Advanced Cost Accounting. (0·2-2) Or. B. 
Prerequiaite: 480, or consent of instructor. 
Problems of joint costs and by-products; stnndo.rd 
nonmnnufacturing cost analysis. 
'W. 
Mr. Lemke 
cost systems; budgetary control ; 
582. Internal Auditing. (0-2-2) Or. 8. s. 
Preregui8ite: 580. Mr. Lemke 
Principal of lntcrnnl check o.nd its relationship to nccounting systems and business 
procedures; the purpose and objectives of internal auditing; design of internal audit 
programs; applicntion of auditing principles to specific accounts and activities. 
599. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: Senior or gradunte rlassiflcation. 
A. Agricultural Economics. 
B. Consumption Economics. 
0. Industrio.l Economirs. 
D. General Economks. 
Messrs. Arthur Hendy, Murray, 
Robotka, Shepherd, Timmons, Tintner 
Misses Douglas, Hoyt, Mrs. Willis 
Messrs. Dav(!1, Lemke Schro.mpfer, Thompson 
Messrs. Boulding, Hurwicz, Nordin, Tintner, Wright 
COURS~S FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
605, 606. Blstory of Economic Doctrines. (0·3·0) Cr. 3 each. W.S. 
Mr. Wright 
Principal figures in development of economic thought; contribution of each period to 
economics. ( 605) G re<>k thought to Ricardo. ( 606) Ricardo to the twentieth 
century. 
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61411,,.. 616, 616. Advanced Theoretical Analysis. (0-8-0) Or. a each. Yr. 
rrtrequilite: 408. Mesars. Boulding, Hurwicz, Tintnor 
(614) Critical study of traditional theories of household, firm and competitive marke~ 
with attention to contemporary thought. (616) General equilibrium In consumption 
and production. Modern micro-economic. theories~ Including monetary theories. (616) 
Uncertainty; relations of "monetary theory" ana .. value theory"; monetary and debt 
institutions; monetary policy. 
618. Advanced Famll:y Finance. (H.Mgt. 618) (0·8·0) Or. a. S. 
Prerequisite: 218. Mies Boyt 
Factors affecting adequacy and security of family income. Spendin~ and investment 
problems, with special reference to consumer "redit, insurance, and investment. 
619. Methods or Social and Economic Investigation. (B.Mgt. 619) (O·S·O) Or. s. F. 
Prerequilite: 401 or equivalent. Mrs. Willis 
The nature and purpose of social and economic investigations; sources of material: 
tests of reli'ability: methods of collecting, interpreting and presenting data. Analysis 
of outstanding studies in fields related to students' Interests. 
630. Advanced Land Economics. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: 884 or 407 or consent of instructor. Mr. Timmons 
Supply of and demand for land. Principles of land utilization: analysis of rent, 
value, tax and location theories. Private and public inter-relationships in land use. 
632, 633. Agricultural Marketing. (0·8-0) Or. 3, W.S. 
Prerequisite: 407. Messrs. Robotka, Shepherd 
(632) Objectives and economic role of cooperation in agriculture. Economics and 
legal aspects of the cooperative tn>e of business organization. ( 688) Technical analy· 
sis of agricultural marketing, distribution, price and income problems. 
Or. 3. s. 634. Land Valuation. (0·8·0) 
Mr. Murray 
land value; fluctuation in land prices: critical evaluation of 
Prerequi8it6: 407. 
Factors determining 
appraisal methods. 
635. Farm Credit Theory. (0-3-0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequilite: 407. 408 recommended. Mr. Murray 
Farm credit policies and methods of extending credit. Organization and operation of 
lending agencies, private and governmental. Evaluation of alternative ngrlcultural 
credit systems. 
637. Economic Statistics m. (Stat. 687) (8 0-0) Or. 8. F. 
Mr. Hurwlcz See Statistics. 
641. Economics of Agricultural Production. (0·2·0) Or. 8. W. 
PrerequUite: 507. Mr. Beady 
Economics of production applied to agriculture; factor and product combinations i 
location theory; farm size; agricultural systems; firm and society returns; firm nna 
social aspects of resource emciency. 
642. Economics or Technological Changes and Progress. {0·8·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: 607 or equivalent. Mr. Heady 
Uncertainty and dynamic theory of firm applied to agriculture; capital structure: 
technological change; firm and household relationships: evaluation of production 
policies. 
643. Production Economics. (O·B·O) Or. B. B S. 
Prerequi8ite: 607. Mr. eady 
Economics of technological change with special application to agriculture: economic 
progress; demand for resources, income distribution: effect on stability. 
645. Econometrics. (Math. 645) (0·3·0) Or. 8. Alt. 8. Offered 1949·60 
Prerequisite: 408, Math. 218, Math. 437 or equivalent. Mr. Tintner 
Mathematical formulation and ~osition of demand, laws of production, competition, 
monopoly, taxation, dynamic utility theory, general equilibrium theory, dynamic 
equilibrium theory. 
Or. 8. 646. Time Serles. (Math. 646, Stat. 646) (0·8·0) 
Alt. S. Not offered 1949·60 
PrerequUite: 408, Stat. 403, Math. 218. Mr. Tintncr 
Time series1... random element, variate difference -method, scnsonal variations, cyclical 
variations, .l!'ourier series, harmonic analysis, trend, orthogonal polynomials, correla· 
tion of the time series. 
647. Economic Analysis and Agricultural Polley. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequiaite: 401. 408 recommended. Mr. Murray 
Nature and significance of economic analrsis and policy; dynamic aspects of agri-
cultural technology and resources: competitive and planned adjustments. 
699. Research. 
A. Agricultural Economics. 
B. Consumption Economics. 
0. Industrial Economics. 
D. General Economics. 
MesSl'B. Heady, Murray, Robotka, SheJ>herd. 
Timmons, Tintner 
Miaa Hoyt, Mrs. Wlllls 
MeBSra. Dave7, Lemke, Schrampfer 
Messrs. Boulding. Burwicz, Nordin, Tintner, Wright 
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COURSES IN SoCIOLOGY 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Sociology is concerned with the nature and workings of group life. Courses are 
built around selected group functions, institutions, and problems with the objectives 
of providing (1) Information gained through research about group life, (2) Insight 
into the "why" of group behavior, and (3) Techniques for studying social situations 
and problems. 
The Major in Sociology. Sociology as a field of concentration points toward 
a variety of occupational outlets among which are (1) positions in private and 
public welfare and group ·work agencies, (2) civil service appointments with gov-
ernment agencies dealing with housing, labor, employment services, farm pro-
grams, etc., (3) college and university teaching, research and extension work, and 
(4) "positions with farm organizations, churches and other major rural groups. 
The facilities of the College provide unusual opportunities for apprenticeship in 
rural organization, social welfare and rural research. Qualified students are en-
couraged to pursue graduate study in sociology or social work, since the more 
responsible positions require advanced degrees. Course offerings develop the 
following fields: 
I. Sociological Theory: 404, 405, 409, 580, 590, 595. 
II. Rural Sociology: 364, 386, 464, 487, 585. 
III. Social Welfare and Legislation: 334, 335, 364, 460, 490, 550, 588. 
IV. General Sociology: 334, 380, 406, 410, 485, 486, 525. 
V. Service: 200, 234a, 234b, 234c, 319. 
The Minor in Sociology. Sociology provides a useful supporting minor for 
those majoring in technical agriculture, vocational education, child development, 
foods and nutrition, home management, home economics education, history and 
government, economics and technical journalism. 
For opportunities for graduate students see page 207. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
200. Bural Institutions and Organizations. (O 4 0) Cr. 4. F.W. 
For students in Farm Operation. 
Factual data on problems of rural groups. Values of rural life. Field trips to 
farmer meetings. interviews with farm organization ofllciale. 
23,, Introduction to Soctoloa. (0-8-0) Or. s. F.W.S. 
A. For agriculture and veterinary students. 
B. For engineering and science students. 
C. For home economics students. 
Interrelations of _personality, social organization and culture· major social processes; 
practical study of society, using problems and cases. • 
319. Marrtag.e and the F~. (Sci. 819, H.Ec. 819) (0·5·0) Or. 5. F.S. 
Prerequiaitd : Sophomore standing. 
An anaf;ysis of courtahip, mariiage, and ~amity relationships. Contributions of 
biology:, home economics, psychology and sociology to the understanding of current 
marital and famiUal problems. 
884. Soctal Problems. (0·8·0) Or. s. F.W.8. 
Pr1requirit1 : 284. 
Nature and meaning of social problems; incidence and characteristics of selected 
social problem.a of major public interest; analysis of proposed solutions. 
835. Ortmlnology. (0-8~0) Or. 8. F 
Pr1rMJuiriu : 284. • 
The delinquent and the criminal; correctional and penal institutions· treatment and 
prevention. Field trips and interviews with public officials. ' 
864. Group Work Techniques and Programs. (0·2·3) Cr. s. s 
Pr1r1quVU. : 200 or 284. · · 
Plans and methods of organizing and leading groups. Group work agencies. Practice 
in planning and conducting group acti'Vities. 
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380. ·Industrial Soclolo17. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. F. Not offored 1949·50 
Prerequiaita : 284. 
Sociology of -science and technolop:; human relations In Industry. Place of industrial 
workers and their families in social and political life of the community. 
886. Bural Socloloa. (0·8·0) Or. 3. 'B.W. 
Prer11quiaite: 284. 
Rural society; its· groups; lbs people; Its social Institutions. 
404, 405. Soclolodcal Analysis. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. F.W. 
404. Prerequialte: 284. 
405. PrerequUite: 404 or 284 and graduate standing. 
Sociology a scientific frame of reference; concepts and principles of sociology; theo· 
retical and empirical analysis of social relationships and social processes. 
406. Methods of Social Besearcb. (0·8·0) Or. 3. 8. 
Prer11quisite : 404. 
Understanding and use of major non-statistical research methods in the social 
sciences. 
409. Comparative Cultures; Introduction to Soclal Anthropology. (0·8·0) · Or. 8. F. 
Pr11requirite: 284. • 
Meaning of culture; cultural growth and cultural diffusion; studies of selected con· 
tempbrary non·llterate societies; comparison with modern industrialized societies; 
applications of social anthropology to understanding of modern society. 
410. Socloloa of Oity LUe. (0-8·0) Or. 8. Alt. F. Not offered 1949·50 
Prer11qufiite: 284. 
Growth, structure, and functions of the city; centralization and decentralization; 
effects of the city on group relationships and personality; dominance of the city In 
modern society. 
419. I>Jnamics or Famil1' Development. (0.D. 419) See Ohlld Development. 
460. Fields of Soclal Work. (O-S-0) Or. 8. W. 
Pre.requWite: 884. 
Fields and methods of social work; historical development of three generic fields of 
social work; field trips to selected institutions. 
464. Community Organization. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Pr11r11quirite : 200 or 284. 
Ooordlnatlon, integration and accommodation among groups in communities; organis-
ing to meet community needs; case studies. 
485. Socloloa of the Pamlly. (0·8·0) Or .. s. 8. 
Prerequi8ite : 284. 
An intermediate course in family relationships. 
486. Leaderabip and Social Interaction. (0·8·0) Or. s. W. 
Pr11repirite : 284.. • 
Genesis of leadership; leader-follower roles and leader types in modern society; case 
studies and critique of contemporary theories. 
487. Farmers' Organizations. (0·8·0) Or. s. F. 
Prerequldte: 200 or 284. 
Organized efforts of farmers t.o solve mal· or problems. Dovelopmont, policies an cl 
programs of Grange, Alliance, Farmers' Un on, Farm Bureau; Extension Service and 
other governmental agencies. 
490. Soclal Case Work. (0·8·0) Or. S. W. 
Pr11r11qui8it11: 460. 
Methods and objectives of social work. case reporting and analysis. Supervised home 
visiting as a basis for study of case needs. 
499. Speclal Problems. Or. 1 to 5. F.W.S. 
Pr11requiriu: 6 credits in sociology. 
A. General Sociology. 
B. Rural Sociology. 
0. Social Welfare. 
525. Bace and Cultural Minorities. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. 8. O«ered 1949·50 
Prerettuirit11: 9 credits in sociology. Mr. Gittler 
Meaning of minorities i minority groups as objecta of prejudice; ana178l1 of tn>es of 
prejudice and proposea solutions in democratic society. 
650. Social Df.sorga.nfs&tlon. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. F. Oifored 1949·50 
Pr11requirite: 9 credits in sociology. Mr. Lunden 
Disorganization within contemporary society; Interrelatedness of social and economic 
and political problems; appraisal of theories for prevention and treatment. 
580. msto17 of Soclologlcal fteory. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. W. O«ered 1949-50 
Pr11r11quuit11: 9 credits in sociology. Mr. Gittler 
Oridn and development of earl7 social thought; earl7 aoclological theory; earl7 Greece 
to tlie twentieth century. 
585. Population Problems. (0·8·0) Or. 8. S. 
Pr11rtttuirite: 9 credits in soclofogy. Kr. Wakeley 
Oompositlon and characteristics of changing rural-urban population; birth rates, death 
rates, and mobility; introduction to population theory and policy. 
• 
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588. Soclal Legtslation and Polley. ( 0·3·0) Or. 8. 
PrerequUite: 9 credits in sociology. 
s. 
Mr. Lunden 
critique of contemporary social Social reform and the development of social security; 
legislation and policy. 
590. Soclal Organization. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 1949·50 
PrerequUite: D credits in sociology. Messrs. Lunden, Wakeley 
Theories of social organization; group structure an<! process ~s fr!"mes of r~feren~e. 
Differentiating factors affecting the structure of society; classification of basic social 
forms. 
s. 695. Contem~oraey Sociological Theoey. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Prerequistte > 9 credits in sociology. 
Analysis of writings of key figures including Max Weber, 
Mr. Gittler 
Simmel, Durkheim, Pareto, 
Knrl Mannheim and Park. · 
59§. Special Topics. Or. 1 to 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate claBSification. 
A. General Sociology. 
B. Rural Sociology. 
C. Social Welfare . 
Messrs. Gittler, Hill 
Mr. Wakeley 
Messrs. Hill, Lunden, Wakeley 
COURSES ~OR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
uoo. Seminar in Sociology. Or. 2 to 8 each time elected. 
Messrs. Gittler, Hill, Wakeley 
Limited to following fields: (a) syatematic leadership; (b) social change and social 
J>lanning; (c) migration; (d) research methods in sociology; (e) rural sociology. 
664. Rural Oommunil:y-Early Development. (O·S·O) Or. 8. Alt. W. 
Offered 1949·50. Mr. Wakeley 
Characteristic community types in other countries and their part in development of 
rural society. BaC'kground of rural communities in America. 
6fi5. Rural Community-Current Status and Organization. (O·S·O) Or. s. Alt. W. 
Not offered 1949·50. Mr. Wakeley 
Development of rural-urban community types in United States. Principles governing 
their organization and functioning. 
677. Seminar on the Family. (H.Mgt. 677B) (0 3·0) Or. 3. S 
Prtrequiaite- · 234, 485. or H.Ec 819. Mr. Hill 
699. Research. MeHrs. Gittler, Hill, Lunden, Wakeley 
R urnl sociology. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MERVIN S. CoovER, E.E., Head of Department 
Professors Warren B. Boast, Ph.D.; Wallace Lewis Cassell, M.S., E.E.; Fred A. 
Fish, M.E., E.E.; John Douglas Ryder, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Robert W. Ahlquist, M.S., E.E. 
Assistant Professors Walter H. Evans, M.E.E.; Glen Arthur Richardson, M.S., 
E.E.; David Dow Robb, M.S., E.E.; Raymond A. Veline, B.S., E.E.; 
Lawrence Wayne Von Tersch, M.S., E.E.; Benjamin S. Willis, M.S., E.E. 
Instructors A11ender, Berg, Bradt, Britton, Brown, CaJlen, Dreste, Gade, Klund, 
Knickerbocker, Lagerstrom, Main, Matthews, Nilsson, Nolte, Rector, Sanford, 
Shuler, Swago, Toenjes, Trapp, Walter 
Fellows Archibald, Mills 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in Electrical Engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 119. 
Electrical Engineers engage in research, development, design, management, and 
sales in electrical and radio manufacturing industries, electrical utilities, and com-
munication and radio systems. They serve as electrical engineers and consultants 
in steel mills, railroads, and industrial plants in general. 
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The curriculum in electrical engineering has been designed to enable the indi-
vidual to· enter any of these fields, in either power, electronics or radio, according 
to his incentive, initiative, and talents. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in electrical engineering, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
Minor work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is limited to mathematics, 
physics, physical chemistry, and chemical engineering. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in electrical engineering is the completion 
of undergraduate work substantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate 
students in electrical engineering at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 301, 302, 303, 366, 401, 402, 403, 404, 
408, 411, 412, 424, 426, 447, 457, 458, 465, 474, 475, 478, 479, 484, 485. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERORADUATB STUDENTS 
100. 'l'echnlcal Lecture. (l·O·O) Required. S. 
Current electrical engineering thought Gnd practices presented by staa members and 
visiting lecturers. 
201. Direct Current Circuits. (0·3·6) Cr. 5. 
Prereq'UUrite: Credit or classiBcation in Math. 211. 
Introduction to basic electric and magnetic circuits. 
202. Direct Current Machines. (0·4·6) Or. 6. 
Prerequisite: 201. 
Principles. 
w. 
211. Fundamentals of Electrical Englneerlng. (0·8·3) Or. 4. Not of'fered 1'949·50. F. 
Prerequisite: Math. 212. 
Basic concepts of electrical engineering. 
212. Electric and Magnetic Circuits. (0 8·6) Or. 5. Not offered 1949·50. 
Prerequisite: 211. 
Introduction to circuit theory. 
213. Electr!c. and Magnetic Fields. ( 0·4·6) Cr. 6. 
Prerequunts: 212, Math. 213, T.&A.M. 274. 
Introduction to field theory. 
Not offered 1949 50. 
235. Electric and Magnetic Fields. (0 4 6) Cr. 6. 
Prerequisite: 202 and credit or clasflification in T.&A.M. 274. 
Introduction to basic field theory. 
300. Seminar. (1·0·0) Required. Not offered 1949 60. 
Prerequiaite: Junior classification. 
301, 802, 803. Alternating Current Circuits. 
801. (0·4-6) Or. 6. 
Prerequisite: 285 and credit or classification in Math. 816. 
302. (0·8·8) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 801. 
803. (0·5-8) Cr. 6. 
w. 
s.ss. 
s. 
8. 
Yr. 
Prerequisite : 302. 
Engineering methods for solution of single and polypbase circuits, wnve analysis. and 
wave filters. 
338.* Direct Current Circuits and Machines. (0·3·3) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequislle: Phys. 228, Math. 218. 
Fundamental laws of electric and magnetic circuits. General principles of construction 
and operation. 
339.* 340.* Alternating Current Circuits and Ma.chines. (0·8·8) Or. 4 each. W.S. 
Prerequ~te: 838. 
Principles of alternating current circuits and machines. 
355. Electrical Applications ln Bulldings. co 4 3) Or. 5. 
Prerequisite: Arch. E. 806. 
Circuit arrangements in modern buildings and characteristics of electrical C(tuipment 
with special consideration to application of electric lighting. 
F. 
366. Electrical Measurements. (0·0-6) Or. 2. Not offered 1949-60. s. 
Prerequiaite: 802. 
Principles of electrical instrumentation. 
*888, 889, 840 ai;e courses designed especially for general. industrial and mechanical 
engineers. • 
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400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. 
Pt"erequfaite: Senior E. E. claaslflcation. 
One week spent ln Chicago and other industrial centers. 
401, 402, 408 • .Alternating Current Machines. 
401. (0·5-8) Or. 6. 
Prerequilite: Credit or classification in 803. 
402, 403. (0·8·8) Cr. 4 each. 
Pt"er1(Juiaite: 401. 
Principles of alternating current machines. 
(Sequence must be completed to receive 14 credits.) 
401, 402, 408, 404. Electric :Machinery. Not offered 1949-50. 
401. (0·5-8) Or. 6. 
Pt"erequfaite: OredU or classification ln 803. 
402. (0·6-8) Or. 6. , 
Prere~Wite: 401. 
408. (0-4·0) Or. 4. 
Prerequfrite: 402. 
404. ( 0·2-6) Or. 4. 
Prerequlrite: 408. 
Principles of electric machinery. 
(Sequence must be completed to receive 20 credits.) 
406. Industrial Electrical Engineering. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. 
PrerequWte: E.E. senior classification. 
Industrial electrical engineering problems. 
408. Engineering .Analyats. ( 0·4·0) Or. 4. 
Prereqmrite: 408 or 412. 
Principles and methods of analysis from various fields Qf engineering. 
411 412 • .Alternating Current Machines. · 
Effective in 1952·58: Electric Machinery. 
411. (0-5·8) Or. 6. 
Prerequi.aite: Oredlt or classification in 803. 
412. (0·8·8) Cr. 4. Effective 1952-58: (0·5·3) Cr. 6. 
PrerequuUe : 411. 
Condensation of 401, 402, 408. 
(Sequence must be completed to receive 20 credits.) 
424. Theory of Electrtca.l Networks. (0·8·3) Or. 4. 
PrerequUite: 808. 
Circuits of distributed constants, lines; Maxwell's equations. 
426. Recurrent Electrical Transients. (0·8·8) Or. 4. 
PrertJqui•ite : 424, 4 7 4. 
Response of electrical systems to repeated transients. 
434. Electrical Appllcatlons. (0·2·3) Or. 8. 
F. 
8. 
F.W. 
F. 
8. 
s. 
F. 
w. 
w. 
Prerequfait•: Phys. 228. 
For civil engineering and ceramic engineering students, covering elementary elec-
trical principles and applications. 
485.t Direct Current Circuits t.nd :Machines. (0-3·8) Cr. 4. 
Prerequfaite: Phys. 228, Kath. 218. 
w. 
487.t Alternating Current Circuits and Machines. (0·8-8) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite: 485. 
s. 
439. Applications of Electronics. (0·2-8) Cr. 3. s. 
Prerequmte: 889. 
For mechanical engineering students. 
of equipment using electronic devices. 
Applications to mechanical processes: deaign 
445, 446. (Phys. 445, 446) Electronic Circuits and Instruments. 
(1·0·6) Or. 8 each. F.W. 
Prerequi.aite: Phys. 218 or 228, Math. 218. Cannot be taken for credit by electrical 
engineering majors. 
Tbeo-ey and practice ln the use of electronic circuits for scientific measurements. 
447. Industrial Appllcatlona and ControL (0·8·3) Or. 4. 
Prerequirite: Oredit in either 408 or 412. 
Characteristics of machines and automatic control as applied ln industry. 
s. 
457, 458. Baclio Engineering. (0·8·8) Cr. 4. each. 
Prer~quUite: 424, 474. · 
Principles of radio circuits and fields. 
(Seq~ence must be completed to receive 8 credits.) 
w.s. 
465. Transmission Engineering. (0·4·0) Or. 4.. w. 
Prerequfaite: 402 or 4.12. 
Principles of design, construction, and operation of transmission and distribution 
syatems. 
474. Electronics. (Ph;rs. 4'74) (0·4t·3) Cr. 5. Effective in 1951·52: (0·5·8) Or. 6. W. 
Prerequirite: 801, Math. 816, T.&A.M. 844. 
Characteristics and applications of electronic devices, solution of networks containing 
such elements. 
t4S5 and 487 are for aer&lautical, agricultural, and chemical engineers. 
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475. Industrial Electronics. \0·8·8) Or. 4. 
Prttequ'8ite: 474, and 401 or 411. 
Continuation of 474, mainly in fields of control and power applications. 
JI'. 
478. Television Bnglneerlng. (0·8·8) Or. 4. 8. 
Prtrequirite: 424 and 457. 
Consideration of general problems, electronic translation devices, control of electl'On 
beams, high-frequency systems. 
479. Medium :Frequency Clrculta. (0·8·8) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequirite: 808, 474. 
For students specializing in power systems. (May not be taken for credit if a 
student has completed 457 and 458.) 
484. U'.B.P. Circuits. (0·8·3) Or. 4. 
Pf'erequi8ite: 457, credit or classification in 458. 
Circuits and techniques for use at ultra-high frequencies. 
s. 
485. Principles of muminatlon Engineering. (0·8·8) Or. 4. 
Prerequlrite: 808. 
w. 
Science of illumination from viewpoint of engineering utilization. 
498. Thesis. Or. 8 to 5 as arranged. s. 
Prerequirite: Senior E.E. classification. 
For students especiBlly qualUled. Consisting of original investigation and complete 
report. Subject to the approval of the head of the department, but wide latitude given 
in choice of topic. 
OOUllSES FOR ADVANOBD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUA'l'B STUDENTS 
F.W.8. 501. Circuit Analysls. (0·5·0) Or. 5. 
Prerequi8ite: 808, Math. 816. 
Methods of solving circuit problems. 
and the LaPlace transform. 
Mr. Evans 
including the Heaviside operational calculus 
502. Circuit Analysis. (0-8·0) Or. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 501, Math. 612. 
Continuation of 501. 
514. Electric and Magnetic Materials. (0·8-0) Or. 8. 
Prerequirite: 501. 
Solid conductors, electrolytes, electric and magnetic fields, 
method of images, field mapping, boundal')' forces. 
F.W.8. 
Mr. Evans 
Jl'.W.8. 
Mr. Boast 
polarization and induction, 
588. Transients In illectronlc Circuits. (Phys. 588) (0·8·8) Or. 4. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 474 and permission of instructor. Mr. Von Tersch 
Credit will not be given for both E.E. 426 and E.E. 588. Electronic circuits of use 
in research; wav.e-snaping, pulses, counter circuit.a. 
590. Electrical Power Laboratory. Or. 8 to 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequi8ite: 408 or 412. Mr. Ahl1uist 
Selected project.a in electrical power culminating In comprehensive report.a. 
595. Speclal Topics. Or. 2 to 5 each time elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequirite: 408 or 412. Messrs. Ahlquist, Boast, Cassell, Coover, Ryder 
Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical problems connected with etec· 
trical circuits, apparatus, machines, or systems. 
COURSES FOB GRADUATB S'l'tJDENTS 
605. mumlnatlon Engineering. ( 0·8 ·O) Or. 8. 
Prerequmte: 485. 
Fundamental concept.a, radiation sources, measurement of 
and receivers, lighting design with commercial lumlnalres. 
F.W.8. 
Mr. Boast 
light, geometey of sources 
F.W.S. 606. mumlnatlon Engineering. (0·2·8) Or. 8. 
Prertqui8ite: 605. 
Illumination from surface and volume sources, 
advanced lighting design, color. 
Mr. Boast 
transfer of ftwc between surfaces, 
614. Electrical Properties of SoUd, Liquid. and Gaseous Dielectrics. 
(0-S·O) Or. a. Jl'.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 514. 
Theory of dielectrics, 
corona losses. 
Mr. Boast 
potential gradient and breakdown potentials, ionization and 
620. Seminar. (0·1-0) Or. 1. 
626. Transmlsaion Engineering. (0·4·0) Or. 4. 
Prere'IU!£rite: 465. 
Transmission systems. 
627. Dlstrlbutlon Engineering. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Prerequirite : 465. 
Substations, distribution s7atema. 
628. Power SJBtem StabWty. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite: 465. 
Deteni:linati-on of system stability limits. 
• 
ll'.W.B. 
Mr. Coover 
l!'.W.B. 
Mr. Boast 
F.W.B • 
Kr. Coover 
Jl'.W.8. 
Mr. Boast 
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687. Transmission-Line Tranalents. (O·S·O) Or. s. F.W.S. 
Prerequuits: 501. Mr. Boast 
Traveling waves on single circuit lines including stud7 of attenuation, distortion and 
reflection: oscillations in transformer windings: outhne of methods for multi-circuit 
lines. 
643. Electromagnetic Fields. (0·4 O) Cr. 4. 
Prerequirits: 424 Math. 816. 
General vector fle\da, Maxwell's equations, wave phenomena. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Ryder 
644. Electromagnetic Radiation. (O·S O) Or. s. F.W.8. 
Prsrequi8ite: 648 or eqnivalent. 
Applications of wave theory to guided waves and radiation sources, 
Mr. Ryder 
propagation. 
648. Vacuum Electronics. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F.W.8. 
Mr. Ryder Prerevuiaite: 474. 
Emission. space charge, 
649. Gaseous Electronics. 
Prerequiaite: 474. 
F.W.S. 
applications in electroni<' engineering problems. 
(0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Mr. Ryder 
applications in in· Fundamentals of gnseous conduction, gaseous discharge devices, 
dustrinl elet'tronics. 
651. Electronics Laboratory. Or. 1 to 2 each time elected. 
Prersquiaite: Credit or classification in 648 and 649. 
Selected laboratory experiments. 
660. Transient Analysis. ( 0·2·8) Or. a. 
PrtirequiBits: 501 661. 
Transient effects ln operation of electrical machines and systems. 
661. Synchronous Machines. (0·8·0) Cr. S. 
F.W.8. 
Mr. Cassell 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Ahlquist 
F.W.8. 
PrerequiBite: 403 or 412. 
Windings, space rmd time harmonics of 
salient pole and cylindrical rotor machines. 
Mr. Ahlquist 
magnetomotive force, characteristics of 
662. Transformers and Induction Machines. (O·S-0) Or. s. 
Prerequiaite: 408 or 412. 
F.W.8. 
Polypbase and three-winding transformers, induction motors and 
Mr. Ahlquist 
generators. 
663. Single-phase and Special Machines. (O·S·O) Or. a. 
Prersquiaite: 408 or 412. 
Single·phnse motors, self-synchronous devices. 
fi70. Circuits Laboratory. Or. 1 or 2 each tlme elected. 
Prrrequirite: 501. 
Selected projects in electrical circuits. 
671. Four-Terminal Network Theory. (0 S·O) Cr. 3. 
Prertquirit~: 501. 
General theory of four-terminal networks, non-dissipntive 
672. Driving-point Impedances. (O·S·O) Cr. 3. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Ahlquist 
F.W.8. 
Mr. Cassell 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Cassell 
uniform ladder structures. 
F.W.8. 
Prere'Juisite: 501. 
Foster s reactance theorem, extension to dissipative 
network trnnsfonnations, simulative networks. 
Mr. Cassell 
cnses, energy functions and linear 
6731... 674. Feedback Amplifiers. (0·3-0) Or. s each. F.W.S. 
rrerequiBite: 601. Mr. Cassell 
Mathematical definition of feedback. stability, physit'nl renlizability, design. 
675. Servomechanisms. (O·S·O) Or. 3. 
Prerequiaite: 501. 
Steady state theory, stability, performance. 
F.W.8. 
Mr. Cassell 
680. Technical Problems. Or. 8 to 5 each time elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 501. Messrs. Ahlquist, Boast, Cassell, Coover, Ryder 
690. Research. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Ahlquist. Boast, Cassell. Coover. Ryder 
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The following courses are required of all freshman engineering students in order 
to provide information that will help the student in deciding which curriculum 
he will follow after the first year. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
114, 115. Orientation. (1-0-0) Required. F.W. 
(114) Nature of professional work in engineering. Methods of testing individual's 
aptitudes for engineering rrofcssion. ( 115) Nature of various brnnchos of engineer· 
ing and some fundamenta considerations in selecting a career. 
ENGINEERING DRAWING 
J. F. DOWNIE SMITH, Sc.D., Acting Head of Department 
Associate Professor Frank Clifford Miller, M.S., M.E. 
Instructors Lewis, Limburg, Lown, McBurney, Rogers, Young 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Engineering drawing is a graphical means of conveying and recording directions 
for the construction of material objects in such a way that the information is defi-
nite, accurate, and readily understood by those who use it. 
Engineers do not think of engineering drawing as a profession. Nevertheless, 
many find it a gateway through which they pass in entering the engineer's field. 
In teaching the fundamentals of the subject, emphasis is placed on straight 
thinking, visualization, accuracy, neatness, and speed in workmanship, develop-
ment of theoretical know ledge, and the making of complete working drawings 
such as are used commercially. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOil UNDJo:llaRAIJUATE BTUDKNTB 
131. Dr.awing and Projection. (006) Or. 2. F.W.8. 
Prerequisite : Plane geometry. 
Use of instruments, lettering, geometric curves, inking. tracing, orthographic and 
isometric projection. 
151. Theory of Projective Drawing. (DescriJJtive Geometry) (0-0 6) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite : 181. 
Theory of projection. 
152. Projective Drawing. (Applications of Descriptive Geometry) (0·0·6) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 151. 
153. Workin~ Drawings. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. F.W.S. 
Prerequistte: 152. 
Techmcnl sketching, dimensioning, standards, conventions, detail and assembly draw· 
ings and machines and structures. 
235. Special Drafting Problems. (0 0·8 to 15) Or. 1 to 5. F.W.B. 
PrerequUri.te: 131, 138. 
Symbols, maps, charts, contours, yatent drawings. All phases of workmanship empha-
sized. Students select one·half o problems. 
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ENGLISH AND SPEECH 
FRED W. LORCH, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Pearl Hogrefe, Ph.D.; Keith Gibson Huntress, Ph.D.; Walter Paul 
] ones, Ph.D.; Duncan Mallam, Ph.D.; William Randolph Raymond, A.B.; 
Fredrica Van Trice Shattuck, A.B.; Albert Lyell Walker, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors David Kincaid Bruner, Ph.D.; Paulus Lange, M.A.; Ralph 
A. Micken, Ph.D.; Joseph Henry North, A.M.; Robert Borgia Orlovich, Ph.D; 
Arward Starbuck, A.M. 
Assistant Professors Leonard Feinberg, Ph.D.; Corine Twetley Frevert, Ph.D.; 
Elizabeth Genevieve Fuller, A.M.; William C. Hummel, Ph.D.; James E. 
Humphrey, M.A.; Charles Buell Lipa, Ph.D.; James Allison Lowr.ie, Ph.D.; 
Raymond C. Palmer, Ph.D.; Edward Palmer Wegener, B.S. 
Instructors F. E. Brandt, Laura S. Brandt, Cox, Farquhar, Fleming, Graham, 
Hoffman, ] ones, ] ordan, Kratochvil, Leikvold, Rachel Lowrie, McGarry, 
Markland, Minard, Schulz, Underhill, Warner, Wilson 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The instruction offered in English and Speech is designed to give the student a 
knowledge of the principles underlying effective communication through language 
and the opportunity for practice in the application of those principles in reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening. 
English 101-102-103, the basic sequence required of freshmen, and Speech 311 
provide instruction in fundamental principles, carefully planned to meet the stu-
dent's personal and professional needs in the oral and written use of language ; 
further skill in communication may be developed in advanced and elective courses 
in both English and speech. The study of literature, in addition to developing skill 
in reading and affording enjoyment, serves to sharpen the student's observation 
of his own and others' experience and to increase his understanding of himself 
and the world about him. 
Students preparing to teach in the secondary schools, whose work may include 
the supervision of school or community dramatic productions, debates, or discus-
sions, will find certain courses offered by the departmen~ useful as a preparation 
for such work. 
To secure the recommendation of the department as a teacher of English in the 
secondary schools, the candidate is required to have a quality point average of 2.S 
in lS credits of English beyond English 103, including English 394 and 12 credits 
in courses chosen by the student with the approval of his classifying officer and 
of the head of this department. To secure the recommendation of the department 
as a teacher of speech in the secondary schools, the candidate is required to have a 
quality point average of 2.5 in 15 credits of speech, including Speech 311 (3 credits) 
and 12 credits chosen by the student with the approval of his classifying officer 
and of the head of tais department. 
The department maintains a writing clinic for the use of sophomores, juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students who wish to improve their use of written English, 
and a speech clinic for the use of all students who wish advice on individual speech 
problems. 
The department also offers a limited number of· courses in the field of radio 
broadcasting. These are designed to give the student an understanding of the 
principles of broadcasting, of radio speech and production. 
ENGLISH AND SPEECH 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN ENGLISH 
0011RSEB PBnlARILY FOR NONOOLLEOIA'l'E B'l'UDJCNTB 
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6. Oral and Written Communlca.tlon. (0-S·O) Or. 8. w. 
Fundamentals of correctness and clarl~ business letters and reports, principles and 
practice in oral expression leading to enectlve discussion. 
10. English for Foreign Students. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F. 
Phonetics, pronunciation. idioms, sentence patterns and rhythms; oral reading and 
dictation; practice in writing and speaking. 
100. BUBlness Letters and Spec!al Reports. (0·8·0) Or. s. W. 
Open only to students in non-degree programs. 
Principles governing the writing of various types of bualneBS letters; special roporta. 
0011RSBB PBUCABILY J'OR UNDElRORADUA.'l'E STUDENTS 
101. 102. 108. Principles of Composition. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. .F.W.S. each 
Application of principles governing the use of language in writing, speakin_g1 and reading. (101) Fundamentals of correctness and clarity· adaptation of e~rewon to 
specific purposes of communication. (102) Technique oi infornuitlvo anc:r persuasive 
writing; qualities and functions of language. (108) Narrative techniques and descrlp· 
tive detail as means of communicating fact, opinion, and feeling; function of literature 
in stimulating observation and evaluation of experience. 
205. Propaganda Anab'sis. Reasoning and Writlng. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F.W.8. 
PrsrequUits: 108, Lib. 106. 
Study of the language in which current issues are presented to the public, especlall:r 
language which may arouse feeling or confuse thought. .Application of bu.ale rules of 
thinking to issues studied; practice in informative and persuasive writing, reading, 
and diScuasion. 
25.£. Introduction to American Literature. '(0·8·0) Or. 8. F.W.8. 
Prerequiaite: 108. 
Study of selected works of major A"merican writers., significant for their attitudes 
toward periJfstent problems in American life: Lewis, Bellamy, Whitman, Thoreau, 
Franklin. 
256. Contemparary Literature. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W.8. 
Prsrequ'8Ue: 108. 
IntroducUon to contemporary literature through the reading, Interpretation, and evalu· 
atlon of fiction, drama, poetry, and essays b7 representative American and British 
writers of the twentieth centu.ey. 
8041... 805. Advanced Oomposltlon. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. 
rrersquVU.: 108. 
For students who alread)' write with some skill. (804.) 
techniques; emphasls on characterization and the short 
criticism. ( 805) Expository types: personal, social, or 
vidualize,d expresaion. 
l'.W.B. 
Deacrlptive and narrative 
story. Writing, rea4in_g, 
scientifla material. Indl· 
806. Advanced Composition. Or. 8 each time elected. Ji'.W.8. 
Prere~Uite: 304. or 805 and permission of lnstructor. 
Individual projects: essaya, biography, autobiography, poems, stories, novels. 
344. Reacllnga in Blograph,)P. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 8. 
Prere~: 108. 
Selections from biography and autobiography of world's great creative workers lo 
science, engineering, agriculture, the arts, government. Other eminent contributors 
to civilization. Special attention to lives of sclentlsta and to procedures of sclen.ce. 
Impact of great men upon their own and later times. 
864. World Literature. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 8. 
Prer1qu'8Ue: 108. 
Masterpieces of Greek, Roman, Italian, German, and Rusaian literatures. 
856. Old Testament. (Rel.Ed. 856) (0·8·0) Or. 8. w. 
PrerequVU.: 108. 
Literature of Old Testament, including narrative, poetry, wisdom literature and 
prophetic literature. 
864. American Jlla.lterpleces. (0·8-0) Or. 8. Ji'.W.S. 
Prerequlaite: 108. 
Oritical study of selected American masterpieces, with special attention to their 
literary values and to their slgnlflcance as expreaslona of. fundamental aUitucles 
toward the individual and society. 
87.£. Br1tlah :Masterpieces. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. 8. Not offered 19.£9·50 
PrerequUUe: 108. 
Significant works of great Engllah writers prior to 1775. 
875. Bom.antlc Literature. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. S. Offered 19,9·50 
PrerequUite: 108. 
ReadiDg and interpretation of representative worb of Wordaworth, Coleridge, B)'l'On, 
Shelley and Keata. 
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876. Victorian Literature. ( o 3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: I 03. 
Major Victorian poet.<1 nnd prose writers: Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Carlyle. 
lluskin, Newman, and Huxley. 
384. Modem Fiction. ( 0.3 o) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: 1 oa 
Materrnls, techniques, and philosophies of modern fiction. Dt•velopment of personal 
standards for reading and evaluatmg fiction. 
388. Modern :Poetry. (0·3 O) Or. 3. 1". 
Prerequisite: 108. 
Reading of representative work of significant American and British poets of the 
twentieth century; interpretation of the poems as the communication of personal and 
social values. 
394. Tho Teaching of English. (O·B O) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequiaite: Quality point average of 2.5 in 12 credits of English in courses abovo 
103 selected by the student with the approval of the head of the department. 
404. Business Correspondence. (0 2·0) Cr. 2. W.S. 
Prerequuite: 108, senior college classification. 
Principles which govern the writing of business letters. Types of business letters. 
414. Writing of Sc1enti1lc :Papers. (0·3 O) Or. B. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
For juniors and seniors in co-operating technical departments. Principles of technical 
exposition; practice in composition of scientific reports of various types. 
464. Shakespeare. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F.S. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
Representative comedies, historical plays, and tragedies; emphasis upon understanding 
of human character. 
466. Drama. {0·3·0) Cr. 3. Alt. W. Not offered 1949·60 
Prerequisite: 108. 
Study of plays representing the development of drama from classical to modern times 
as the presentation in dramatic form of human character in action. 
467. Modern Drama. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. Alt. W. Offered 1949·50 
Prerequiaite: 108. 
Mntcrrnls, techniques, and philosophil's of modern drama; rending, discussion, and 
criticism of representatil'e modern plays. 
4~4. The Literature of Family Life. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F.W. 
Prerequi8ite: Senior college classification or approval of bead of the department. 
The relations of the individual to his family and to the community as reflected in 
selected works of fiction, drama, biography, and other types of literature. 
494. Special i>roblems. Cr. 2 to 5. F.W.S. 
Prerttquisite: Six credits in English beyond English 103 or senior college classification 
in addition to approval of department head. 
Designed to meet the needs of ( 1) students who seek work in literature or language 
In areas other than those in which courses are offered; and (2) honor students who 
d<'sire an opportunity to integrate n study of literature or language with special 
problems in major fields. 
COURSES IN SPEECH 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
301. I>rinciples of Broadcasting. (O·S·O) Or. 3. 
Prerequuite: Engl. 103. 
F.S. 
302. Radio Speech. {O·S 0) Or. 3. 
Prerequi8ite: Speech 301. 
W. 
303. Radio I>roduction. (O·S o) Cr. s. 
Prerequisite: Speech 801. 
Techniques of producing radio programs. 
8. 
307. S~eech Improvement. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Bnsac principles underlying dovl'lopment of acceptable hnbit11 of speech; voicei enuncia-
tion. pronunciation, poise; practice in speaking adapted to needs of ndlvidual 
students. 
809. Oral Interpretation. (O :t-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Principles of oral interpretation; practice in analysis and reading aloud of literary 
selections. 
311. Speech-Making. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F.W.S. Prerequi8ite: Engl. 103. 
Fundamental principles of public speaking; audience analysis; interest and attention· 
selection and orgnmzation of sp<'och material; delivery. Practice in preparation and 
delivery of extemporan('ous speeches. 
312. :Public Address. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F W S 
Prerequiait~ : 811. • · · 
Methods of npplicntion of fundamental principles of {>ublic speaking to composition 
and delivery of common types of public address; practice in preparation and delivery 
of various types of speeches. 
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820. Dramatics. Or. 1 to 8 each time elected, with a maximum of 6 credits. Jl'.W.S. 
Pf'ef'equirite: Engl. 108 and permission of instructor. 
Rehearsal and publlc performance of plays. 
324. Dramatic Production. (O·S·O) Or. 3. 8. 
PrerequiBita: Engl. 103. 
Principles of play production; choosing the play, casting, rehearaing, 'acting, staging, 
lighting, and make-up. 
382. Debate. Or. 1 to 8 each time elected, with maximum total of 6 credits. 
Prerequirite: Engl. 108 and permission of instructor. 
Techniques of debate i platform and radio discussion. 
334. Persuasion. (0-3·0) Or. 8. . W.S. 
Prere9uirite: 811. 
Principles and methods of persuasive speaking; discovery and use of evidence· proof· 
refutation; appeals; organu:ation; delivery; practice in preparation and delivery oi 
persuasive speeches upon topics of current interest. 
336. Public Discussion. (0·8·0) Or. 3. 8. 
Prerequmu: 811. 
Principles and tfPes of group discussion; functions, values, and methods of procedure 
of pane~ symposium, forum, and parliamentary types of discussion; practice in various 
types 01 discussion. • 
361, 862, 863. Pla.1' Selection. (O·S·O) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Pr,,equi.rite: For each course, classification in senior college. 
( 361) Analysis and inten>retation of standard modern plays in terms of stage pre· 
sentation. (862) Stud'y of dii?ering interpretations of representative current 
American and British plays as deterrilined b;y differences ln actlng and ataging. 
(868) Study of plays suitable for production b;y school and community groupa. 
FARM CROPS 
For description of courses, see Department of Agronomy, courses in Fann Crops, 
page 165. 
FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
Administrative Committee: GEORGE F. STEWART, Ph.D., Chairman 
John C. Ayres, Ph.D.; Emerson W. Bird, Ph.D.; Ralph M. Hixon, Ph.D.; Belle 
Lowe, M.S.; Robert Tischer, Ph.D. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The field of Food Technology is concerned with technological application of 
the sciences and engineering arts to the manufacture, transportation, storage, dis-
tribution and utilization of food products. It is based on the fundamentals of 
biology, chemistry, microbiology and physics, any of which sciences find exp~on 
through an engineering operation. Many opportunities exist for persons trained 
in Food Technology; these are to be found in the following functional branches 
of this field: 
1. Processing and manufacture of food products. 
2. Quality control in the procurement, procesWig, manufacture, distribution and 
utilization of food products. 
3. Economics of food processing, distribution, and consumption. 
4. Legal specifications relative to composition, quality and safety of food products. 
S. Consumer utilization of food products. 
6. Research and development in food products and their by-products. 
Because of the complexity of the field of Food Technology, undergraduate train-
ing is confined largely to the acquisition of the nece$ary background in the physical 
and biological sciences, although some work specifically applied to food technology 
is included. In addition, three months of practical work in the food industry is 
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required. It is strongly recommended that at least one year of graduate work 
(leading to the Master's degree) be taken before embarking on a career in Food 
Technology. 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in Food Technology, leading to 
the degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 141. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
Major work is offered for the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philos-
ophy in food technology. 
Students majoring in food technology will choose a major professor from the 
graduate faculty membership of the departments cooperating in the graduate 
food technology program. Students will develop their programs of study under 
the guidance of committees nominated by the administrative committee, and 
appointed by the dean of the graduate college. • 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the satisfactory completion of a suitable 
undergraduate curriculum, including courses in mathematics through differential 
and integral calculus; a year of physics based upon a year of college mathematics; 
chemistry (the equivalent of about eight quarters of chemistry, usually including 
inorganic, qualitative, quantitative and organic) ; one year in biology [botany and 
(or) zoology] and one course in general bacteriology. 
Ordinarily the candidate's graduate committee will require, in addition to 
training in statistics, the following courses for the doctorate: Bacteriology 535, 
536; Chemical Engineering 553; and Chemistry 323, 474, 531, 532. 
The following courses, and these only, are open for major graduate credit to 
graduate students in food technology: 
Animal Husbandry 518, 535, 606, 614 and 690E. 
Bacteriology 501, 534, 535, 536, 537, 546, 547, 561, 562, 563, 575, 631, 632, 633, 
690F, 6901. 
Botany 634, 641, 642, 643. 
Chemical Engineering 551, 552, 553, 600, 610, 611, 612, 613, 620, 621, 622, 623, 
651, 652, 653, 671, 672, 673. 
Chemistry 514, 518, 519, 521, 522, 523, 525, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 545, 546, 
547, 575, 576, 577, 584, 585, 586, 625, 631, 655, 671, 672, 674, 695. 
Dairy Industry 508, 558, 559, 655, 656, 659, 660, 690. 
Economics 515, 520, 614, 615, 616, 632, 633, 641, 642, 647, 648, 699. 
Foods and Nutrition 511, 512, 513, 600, 601, 606, 607, 608, 609, 614, 615, 616, 
620, 624, 630. 
Horticulture 534, 535, 564, 600D. 
Institution Management 606. 
Mechanical Engineering 640, 645, 646, 655. 
Poultry Husbandry 602, 690D. 
Science 600. 
Statistics 504, 50i, 508, 511, 512, 521, 522, 535, 541, 542, 543. 
Veterinary Hygiene 604, 626, 690A. 
Zoology 527, 528. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
ERCEL SHERMAN EPPRIGHT, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Belle Lowe, M.S.; Pearl Pauline Swanson, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Gladys June Everson, Ph.D. 
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Assistant Professors Frances Carlin, Ph.D.; Frances M. Hettler, M.S.; Madge 
Miller, M.S.; Charlotte Elizabeth Roderuck, Ph.D. 
Instructors Albert, Barte, Barton, Clark, Hewitt, Johnson, Kirkpatrick, Pearson, 
Roberts, Terry, Thomas 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in foods and nutrition leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 130. 
The department offers a curriculum in foods and nutrition designed to acquaint 
the student with the principles underlying the selection, preparation, and use of 
foods for maintaining the nutrition of the individual. Opportunity fs given for 
the election of one of four majors, i.e., dietetics, nutrition, experimental cookery, 
or related science. 
The major in dietetics is designed to prepare for service as a dietitian in hos-
pitals, colleges, or similar institutions. Following graduation, a postgraduate course 
in a hospital or institution approved by the American Dietetic Association is 
recommended. Upon completion of this course, the student is eligible to mem-
bership in the American Dietetic Association. The major in nutrition is designed 
to prepare for work as a nutrition specialist or consultant in social work, public 
health, extension service, or industrial organization. Both the majors in dietetics 
and in nutrition provide the fundamental training for entrance into graduate study 
in nutrition. The major in experimental cookery is planned for the student who 
desires to prepare for employment in testing kitchens, in food demonstration work, 
and in the promotional branches of a wide variety of food industries. The major 
in related science is designed to prepare for graduate study, research, or appoint-
ment as laboratory technician in foods and nutrition in allied fields. 
All students must satisfy the Home Experience Project and Examination, F. & N. 
207, before registering for advanced courses in foods. The examination is regularly 
given two days preceding registration for the fall quarter and usually once during 
the winter quarter. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in foods 
and in nutrition ; major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in foods and 
in nutrition; and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in foods or nutrition is the completion of 
at least 50 quarter credits of undergraduate work which should include courses in 
food preparation, dietetics, nutrition, phy~!cs, human physiology, bacteriology, 
and chemistry (general, organic, physiological, and quantitative methods). Students 
desiring to take major work in foods should present in addition, if possible, 
undergraduate credits in experimental cookery. It is recommended that in addition 
to the courses specified the student should have a general background in home 
economics, although students well trained in the fundamental sciences may qualify. 
Students taking major work either in foods or in nutrition for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy may select minors from such fields as physiological chemistry, 
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food chemistry, food technology, colloidal chemistry, organic chemistry, bio-
chemistry, bacteriology, physiology, microscopic anatomy, economics, or statistics. 
A minor may also be selected from other fields of Home Economics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 305, 404. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUB8E8 PBDUBILY FOB. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
107. Introduction to Food and Nutrition. (8·0·0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
The selection and use of food in relation to the health and well-being of the individual 
and to the needs of society. 
204, 205. Food Preparation. (1·1·6) Or. 4 each. F.W.S. each 
204. PrtJrt<fu.iaitt: Ohem. 106. 
205. PrtJrequiriu: 204. 
Composition, selection, and preparation of standard food products. 
207. Home Experience Project and Eumfnation. Required. 
PrtJrequUittJ: 205. • • 
Report of independent work required in food preparation and service with examination 
in preparation of standard products and application of cookery. 
808. Meal PlaDDing. (0·0-9) Or. 4. F.w.s. 
Prerequlaitd : 207 or 804. 
Obofce, purchase, preparation and service of foods with a consideration of nutritional 
needs of family groups, food habits, and social customs. Reservations must be made 
in advance with Head of the Department. 
304. Advanced Food Preparation. ( 1 ·0·6) Or. s. F. W .s. 
PrtJrtJqtdaittJ: 205, home experience project. 
Factors affecting preparation of standar<l food products. 
805. Nutrition and Dietetics. (8·0-8) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
PrtJrtquirittJ: 808, Bact. 804.A or B, Chem. 274 or 275 Zool. 155. 
Principles of normal nutrition and practice in planning, adjusting and preparing 
dietaries for specific individuals. 
807. Food Preparation Problems. (1·0·6) Or. 8. S. 
PrertJquiaittJ: 205 or 804. 
Factors affecting standard cookery procedures. 
404. Seminar In Nutrition and Dietetics. (0-2-0) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
PrertJquiaittJ: 805. 
406. Fundamentals of Food Selection and Preparation. (O·S·O) Cr. 1. s. 
Principles of cookery, meal planning, and preparation adapted to forestry, engineering, 
acout camps, and organized houses. Open to men. 
408. Food Preparation. (1·0·6) Or. 3. s. 
PrerequUite: Chem. 474. 
Factors affecting preparation of food. For food technology majors. 
OOUB8ES l'OB ADVANCED UNDBBGRADUATK 
504. Diet fterap,.. (8·0·0) Or. 8. 
AND GRADUA'l'& STUDENTS 
Prer1<1•daite: 805. 
Physiological baaia for the use of special diets. 
F.W. 
Miss Everson 
506. NutrWon of Ohlldren. (2·0·8) Or. 8. F.W.S. PrtJrtJquirittJ: 805. 
• Indices of nutrition 
children. 
Miss Kirkpatrick 
and application of principles of nutrition to feeding infants and 
507. Spectal Topics. Credit as arranged. 
PrertJquiaite: 805. F.W.S. 
A. Nutrition. 
Mrs. E. Epprigbt, Misses Everson, Lowe, Swanson, Roderuck 
B. Foods. 
1511. 512. 513. Experimental Oookel'J'. (l·0-6) Cr. 3 each. 
511. PrertJquiaittJ: 205, Chem. 265 or 266. '.F.W.S. Misrfes Oarlin, Low~ Hettler 
512. PrertJquUittJ: 511. W. Miss Lowe 
518. PrertJq1daittJ: 512. S. Miss Lowe 
(511) Egg cookery, emulsions, jelly, batters, and doughH. (512) Fats and oils, meats, 
special problems. (513) Preparation and freezing of foods. Individual problems. 
518. Method~ of 'reaching Hospital Dietetics. (3·0-0) Or. s. W.S. 
Pr~rtJqUirittJ: 504. Miss Kirkpatrick 
ObJectfvea, techniques, and organization of subject matter for teaching medical and 
dietetic interns, student nurses, and patients. 
1Reservattons for F.&N. 511 must be made in advance with head of department. 
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OOlJBSES l'OB OB.ADUATB STUDENTS 
600. Eneru- Metabolism. (2·0-0) Or. 2. 
Prl!rtJ'jUirittJ : 805. 
Theones of energy metabolism; methods of caloric measurement. 
B. 
Mrs. E. Epprlght 
601. Principles of Normal Nutrition. (S·O·O) Or. 8. F. 
This course or its e'luivalent is required of all graduate students in dopartmont. 
Mrs. E. Epprlght 
606. Research Methods in Nutrition. (1·0·9) Cr. 4. F. 
PrertJquiBite: 805. Misses Roderuck. Swanson 
Adaptation of chemical techniques to analysis of food, tissues, and metabolic products. 
607. Research Methods in Nutrition. Cl·0-9) Cr. 4. W. 
PrtJrequUite: 606. Miss Swanson 
The animal·feeding experiment as a technique In nutrition research. 
608. Research Methods in Nutrition. (1·0·6) Or. 8. W. 
PrertJquirite: 606. Miss Everson 
Laboratory in 9uantative estimation of vitamins and other nutrients in foods and 
biological materials; evaluation of new methods in nutrition research. 
609. Seminar. Oredit as arranged. 
Mrs. E. Eppright, Misses Everson, Lowe. Swanson, Roderuck 
614. Research. 
A. Nutrition. 
B. Foods. 
Mrs. E. Eppright, Misses Everson, Lowe. Swanson, Roderuck 
615. Functions of Nutrients. (8·0·0) One unit offered each quarter. Or. 8. 
PrtJrequi8itt1 : Ohem. 586A. 
Mrs. E. Eppright. Misses Everson, Swanson Roderuck 
Current information relating to the role of the various nutrients in physiological 
process. 
A. Proteins. F. 
B. Vitamins. W. 
C. Minerals and lipids. S. 
616. Problems in Nutrition. (8·0·0) Each unit of?ered alternate years. Or. 8. 
PrtJrtJqui8ite: Permission of instructor. 
Mrs. E. Eppright, Misses Everson, Swanson 
Critical evaluation of problems encountered in application of nutritional knowledge. 
A. Evaluation of Nutritional Status. B. 1950 
B. Vitamin B 0oJ!1_plex. W. 1951 
0. Nutrition and Human Welfare. W. 1950 
D. Implications of Departmental Research. 8. 1949 
620. Fats ln Relation to Food Preparation. (2·0 S) Or. 3. F. 
PrtJrequi8itt1: 512. Alt. Ji'. Offered 1949-50. Mias Lowe 
624. Proteins in Relation to Food Preparation. (2·0·8) Or. 8. Alt. 8. Offered 1949·1050 
PrerequiaittJ: 512. Miss Lowe 
630. Research Methods in Nutrition. (1 0·6) Or. 8. As arranged 
Prerequiaite: 606, 607. Misses Everson, Swanson 
Techniques of metabolism studies, human and animal. 
FORESTRY 
GEORGE BERNHARDT HARTMAN, M.S., Head of Department 
Professors Dwight W. Bensend, Ph.D.; Allen Wright Goodspeed, M.F.; Andrew 
Logan McComb, Ph.D.; Gilmour Byers MacDonald, M.F., D.Agr. 
Associate Professor Julius Ansgar Larsen, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor John Elwood Granson, M.S. 
Instructors Chilcote, Herrick, Thomson 
Graduate Assistant Inman 
Extension Workers Campbell, Gardiner 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in forestry leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science, see pages 99 and 100. 
The department offers four-year and five-year curricula designed to fit the 
student for professional forestry work. 
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A summer camp of eight weeks between the freshman and sophomore years 
is required of all students. Fees of $95 for camp board and $28 for incidentals are 
required of students enrolling in the camp program. This is in addition to the 
rf!gular summer session fee of $35. A six-weeks camp for advanced work following 
the junior year is optional. The special camp fees for this six-week camp are 
$71 for board and $21 for incidentals in addition to the regular summer session 
fee of $25. 
The four-year curriculum is designed to prepare students for administrative or 
research work with the United States Forest Service and other federal agencies; 
for similar positions with various state forestry departments; for the lumber, paper, 
plywood, and other forest industries ; for wholesale and retail lumber marketing; 
for grazing and wildlife management work ; for teaching and extension work ; and 
for farm forestry work. 
The five-year curriculum offers opportunity for additional specialization for major 
work in the five fields of conservation, forest utilization and marketing, range 
management, wild.Ii£ e management, and farm forestry. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in forest 
management, forest utilization and marketing, and forest range management ; and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students desiring to major in this department should present forestry credits 
substantially equivalent to those required of undergraduate students at this insti-
tution. 
Minor work is usually recommended in botany, particularly plant pathology, 
agrostology, ecology, dcndrology, or plant physiology; entomology; chemistry; 
soils; landscape architecture ; economics; or zoology. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 301, 302, 303, 388, 390, 391, 400, 
443, 470, 490, 491, 492, 493. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
101, 102, 108. General Forestry. Or. 8 each~ Yr. 
101. (2-0·8) F.; 102. (8·0·0) W.; 103. (0-0·9) 8. 
General survey of field forestry. Elementary field procedure, use of instruments, 
elements of mapping. 
110. Forestry Seminar. ( 1·0·0) Required. S. 
Discussion of current topics relating to forestry. 
120. Farm Timber Production. (2·0-B) Cr. a. W. 
Managing farm woodlands for profit. Improvement cuttings; protecting the stand; 
mensuring tho crop; how and when to harvest; using home-grown lumber on the 
farm. Field demonstrations. 
206. Forest Planting. (2·013) Or. 4. S. 
Oollection and treatment of tree seeds. Forest nursery practice. Field planting. 
211, 212, 213. Forestry Seminar. (1·0·0) Required. Yr. 
Current forestry topics. 
214. SUviculture. (0·0·9) Or. 3. Summer Oamp 
Field studies of forest types and stands; forest ecology; improvement of young stands; 
forest regeneration. 
224. Logging. (8·0·0) Or. 8. F. 
Study of logging practices in principal forest regions; transportation of logs, methods 
employed, and equipment used. 
226. Lumber Manufacture. (.8-0·0) Or. a. W. 
Lumber manufacturing plants; equipment used; mill products; air seasoning and kiln 
drying lumber. 
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284. Wood 11tlllzation. (0·0·9) Cr. 8. Summer Oamp 
Forest industries: logging and milling operations; pulp and papor planta and othor 
wood-using activities. 
241. Forest Mensuration. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. W. 
The measurement of logs and forest products. Volumo table construction. Methods 
of timber estimating. 
242. Forest Mensuration. (2-0·8) Cr. 8. S. 
Determination of increment on trees and forests. The use of aerial photographs in 
stand classification and timber esthnating. 
244. Forest Mensuration. (0·0·9) Or. 8. Summer Oamp 
Field studies and practice in scaling logs and estimating timber stands. Oollecting 
data and preparing forest maps. 
245. Forest Mapping. (0·0-9) Cr. 8. F. 
Aerial photographs: uses in forestry; types of; characteristics: preparation for 
mapping; type and stand differentiation· construction of mosaic and piano maps 
Crom vertical photos. Construction of visibility, type and topography maps and relief 
models. 
250. National Forest Operations. (O 0·9) Cr. 8. 
Study of various field activities on national forests. 
Summer Oamp 
801, 802, 808. Silvlculture. (8·0·0) Or. 8. each. 
801. Prt1r~quisite: Bot. 424, credit or classification in Bot. 205. 
F.W.S. 
802. Prt1requisite: 801. 
808. Prerequiaite: 802. 
(801) Factors determinin_g classifications of forest stands, types and formations; foreat 
influences. (802) Scientific systems of harvesting forest trees, and their application to 
forests of various ages and composition; improvement of immature forests. (808) 
Practice of silviculture in United States and abroad. 
811 812, 818. Forestry Seminar. O·O·O) Required. 
biscussion of current forestry toplcs. 
320. Farm Forestry. (8·0-0) Or. 8. 
Forestry in present day agriculture. Federal and state legislation involved. 
and technique in forest protection and woodlot management; reforestation, 
belt planting, marketing forest crops, and forestry extension program. 
Yr. 
F. 
Policy 
shelter-
885. Timber· Preservation. (8·0·0) Cr. 8. S. 
Agencies causing wood destruction. Methods of protecting wood products from decay, 
insects, fire. Detailed study of wood preserving plants. 
388. Wood Technology. (l·O 9) Or. 4. w. 
Prerequisite : Bot. 101. 
Structural and physical properties of commercial woods; their identification and 
chief uses. 
390. Forest Protection. (8·0·0) Or. 8. 8. 
PrerequiBite: Physics 204. 
Character and extent of damage to forests by fire, weather, animals and disease. 
Forest fire prevention, pre-suppression and suppression, fire control equipment, fire 
damage appraisals ana forest fire insurance. 
391. Forest Admlnlstration. (8-0·0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: 890. 
Personnel; organization, financing and supervision of federal, state and local public 
and private forest enterprises. Forest improvements, grazing, timber sales and special 
uses. 
400. Forest Conservation. (8 O·O) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: Zoot. 113, 115, or Bot. 101. 
Not open to forestry students. Development of forest conservation, national, state, 
and private. Forests in relation to human needs. Forestry as related to other con· 
servation work. 
411, 412. 413. Forestry Seminar. (1-0 0) Required. Yr. 
Current reports on forestry and allied topics. 
488. Lumber Markets. (Ec.488) (8-0-0) Or. 3. W. 
Economics of the timber industry. Who1€'saie and retailing. Exports and imports 
of lumber and other forest products; lumbermen's associations; prices; freight ratea. 
440. Special Problems. Or. 2 to 6. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: Senior college classification and quality point average of 2.5 or more 
for i:,>receding two quarters. 
Original investigations in advanced technical work 
448. Forest Mensuration. {2·0·8) Cr. 8. F. 
Pr'r'quisite: 241, 242. 
Sampling patterns for timber estimating and the reliability of results. Yield table 
construction. The problem of growth determination in forest stands. 
470. General Forestry Economics. (Ee. 470) C8·0·0) ·Cr. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: Ee. 201 or equivalent. 
. Elementary application of economics to forestry. Production, distribution, and con-
sumption of forest products. Production management of forests. 
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487. Forest Products. (5·0·0) Or. 5. W. 
Production and 11888 of forest products other than lumber. 
488. Commercial Woods. (2·0-8) Or. 3. W. 
For engineering students. Identification and uses of principal woods. Properties, 
defects. seasoning, and preservation of wood. · 
490. Forest l'lnance. (Ee. 490) (4·0·8) Or. 6. F. 
Pf'erequiaUe: Ee. 201 or equivalent. . 
Appraisal of forest land and stumpage. Determination of profits in forest enterprises. 
Appraisal of damages to forest property. 
491. Forest Bange Management. (8·0 O) Or. 8. F. 
PrerequWite : Bot. 42i. 
History of nationl\l forest range. Range. types .and forage.. Poisonous plant c:ontrol. 
Principles of range management and grazing pohcies on national forests. Relationship 
of graiing to other forest uses. 
492. Forest Range Administration. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequiriu: 491. 
Management and adminlstrntion of range on national and state forests and other 
public areas. 
498. Forest Bange Management Plana. (2·0·8) Or. 8. S. 
PrerequUiu: 492. 
Range surve;ya and preparation of detailed range management plans for different 
national forest regions and public ran~e lands. 
499. Forest Biatoey and Polley. (8·0·0) Or. s. S. 
Development of forestry in selected foreign countries. Development of forestry in the 
United States. State and national forest laws and policies. 
COURSES l'OR ADVANCED 11NDBRORADUATE AND OB.ADU.ATE STUDENTS 
607. Forest Influences. ( 8·0-0) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequ'8ite: Agron. 254, Bot. 424, 
Relation of forests to climate, soil water, run-off, streamftow, floods 
Mr. :McOomb 
and soil erosion. 
580. Advanced Forest Industries. Or. s to 9. 
Prtrequiaite : 224, 225. 
Detailed study of operation and management of private 
587. Advanced Forest Products. (8·0·0) Or. 8. 
Summer Oamp 
Messrs. Bensend, Hartman 
for~t industries. 
s. 
Prerequi.tite: 481. 
Major forest industries including pulp and paper, veneer 
stores. 
Mr. Bensend 
and plywood, and naval 
588. Mechanical and Physical Properties of Wood. (2-0·8) Or. 8. s. 
Prere~iaite: 888. Mr. Bensend 
Mechanical properties of wood and the structural and physical characteristics affecting 
these properties. 
590. Advanced Forest Administration. Or. 8 to- 9. Summer Oamp 
Prerequiaite: 250. Mr. Goot\speed 
Management and administration of specific national, state, or private forest lands. 
594. National and State Forest Bange Administration. Or. S to 9. Summer· Oamp 
Prerequi~te: Bot. 424. Messrs. MacDonald McComb 
Detailed fleld studies of administration and management of range areas on national 
and state forests. 
596. Forest Management. (S·O·O) Or. a. 
Prerequiaite : 808, 490. 
Organization of the forest for management. 
regulation. 
w. 
Mr. Goodspeed 
Study of the factors used in forest 
596. Forest Management. (8·0·0) Or. 8. s. 
PrerequUiU: 595. Mr. Goodspeed 
Regulation of the forest for sustained yield. Forest management plans. Present prac-
tice of forestey. 
Courses of special Interest to forestry students: 
Agron. 857. Forest Boils. See Page 167. 
Bot. 256, 25'1. Dendrology. See Page 181. 
Bot. 416. Forest Pathology. See Page 181. 
O.E. 810 812 818. Surveying. See Page 198. 
Ohom. 2G9. Chemistry of Forest Products. See Page 192. 
Zool. 877. Forest Insects. See Page 312. 
COURSES l'OB ORADUATB STUDENTS 
600. Beaearch. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Benscnd, Goodspeed, Larsen, MacDonald, McComb 
604.. Advanced Sllvtculture. Or. 2 to 5. F 
Prerequiaite: 803. Mr. McComb 
}lesearch methods in silvicultt&re. Studies in silvicultural practice in pven regions, 
involving special mark6ting, land use, climatic, edaphic, or biotic conditions. 
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606. Advanced Planting. Or. 2 to 5. 8. 
Prnequilrite: 206. Mesars. McComb, MacDonald 
Forest nurseries. Special problems in treo planting and reforestation work. 
634. Advanced Lumbering. Or. 2 to 5. Ji'. 
Prsre!{uirite: 224. Mr. Bcnaend 
Investigation and reports on logging, milling, transportation, and marketing lumber 
and other timber products. · 
688._ 689. Forest Industries. Or. 2 to 5 each. W.S • 
.rrerequlrite: 48'1. Heaara. Bensend, Hartman 
Industries depending upon forest products, including papal' an4il. J>Ulp" ven~r. naval 
stores, wood distillation, timber preservation, and other minor industries. 
694. Advanced Forest Management. Or. 2 to 5. F. 
Prnequlrite: 595. Mr. Goodspeed 
Special problems in regulation of forest yield. Forest working plans. 
697. Advanced Forest Protection. Or. 2 to 5. W. 
Prerequiaite: 890. Messrs. MacDonald, McComb 
Agencies Injurious to forest, es~eclally fire. Firo control plans, cooperation with 
federal agencies. Timber J)rotect1ve associations. 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH KENNETH WALKER, B.A., B.M.E., I.E., Head of Department 
Professors Forest Charles Dana, B.S., C.E.; James Percival McKean, M.S., LL.B. 
Associate Professors Jean Charles Hempstead, M.A., C.E.; Lawrence Robertson 
Hillyard, .M.S. 
Assistant Professors George Henry Frost, B.S.; Lyell D. Henry, B.S.; Wayne 
R~bert Moore, B.S.; Mar.ion Blanchard Richardson, B.S., M.E. 
Instructors Boeke, Deter, Esser, Frazer, Fuller, Graff, Kleinschmidt, Mills, Schroe-
der, Tollenaere 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in general engineering leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 120. 
The General Engineering curriculum affords essential training to men who have 
an aptitude for engineering and a potential capacity for management which should 
enable them to choose careers in industrial production, personnel or management 
and in business operations and sales. These fields of endeavor are found in such 
industrial enterprises as manufacturing of both capital and consumer goods, public 
utilities, and with industrial insurance companies. 
In the junior and senior years the student is offered the opportunity of special-
izing in courses directed toward industrial operations (Industrial Engineering 
Option) or electing those courses which are most applicable to bis future endeavors. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in in-
dustrial engineering and in engineering valuation and for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in ~gineering valuation, and minor work to students taking major work 
in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of curriculum sub-
stantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in general engi-
neering at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 351, 354, 362, 404, 407, 421, 42S, 
431, 432, 435, 446, 452. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES l'RIHARILY 1/0R UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. (1-0-0) Reouired. S. 
Lectures and conferences designed to aid the freshman student to adjust himself both 
in his courae and in college environments. 
108. Methods Of Engineering Computations. (0·0·8) Or. 1. F.W. 
Prert1qui8ite: Transfer credit in Math. 1080, 211. 
Training in skills, standards and methods essential for engineering computations. To 
assist transfer students in adjusting to divisional standards. 
121. Engineering Problems. (1·0·2) Cr. 1. F.W.S. 
Prert1qui8ite: Oredit or classification in Math. 1080. 
Development of skills and orderly methods of solving problems involving computations 
of an engineering character. Basic calculating techniques; lon~ hand, slide rule and 
logarithms. Application of mathematics to solution of engmeering problems. 
122, 123. Engineering Problems. (0-0-8) Or. 1. F.W.S. 
122. Prt1rt1quiaitt1: Credit or classification in Math. 211. 
128. Prerequi8itt1: Credit or classification in Mn th. 212. 
( 122) Application of differential calculus and backround mathematics to problems 
of engineering, training in orderly methods o solving problems. 
(128) Applications of inte1tral calculus and background mathematics to technical 
problems in engineermg. 
218. Seminar. O·O·O) Required. F.W.S. 
Required of all third-quarter sophomore students. Required of senior college transfer 
students in the first quarter after transfer to the General Engineering Department. 
May be taken concurrently with 811. 
228. Motton Study. (0·1·8) Or. 2. W.S. 
Prt1rt1t1ui8itt1: Credit in one of the following and classification in the other: M.E. 
201 and M.E. 204. 
Principles and applications of motion economy in industrial processes. 
311. Seminar. (l·O·O) Required. 
825 826. Summer Work. Cr. ·3 qach. 
Prt1requi8itt1: Advance approval of the head of the department. 
Approved summer work m industrial plants. 
F. 
351. Industtial Organization. (0-3 O) Cr. 8. F.W.S. 
Prerequ(Bite: Senior college classification. Also Econ. 262 for General Engineering 
students. 
Industrial tendencies, ownership, types of organization; the principles and methods 
of _production control, inspection, motion and time study, wage systems, cost control 
and personnel relations in the co-ordination of an industrial organization. 
354. Employment Methods and Employee Development. (0·2-8) Or. 8. F.W. 
Prert1quiaite: Psych. 204. Also, Psych. 854 for General Engineering students. 
Principles and technique of employment methods and their relation to industrial de· 
velopment. 
862. Oalculattons and Graphic Method. (O·S-0) Cr. s. W.S. 
Prt1requiaitt: Math 212 and senior college classification. 
Selective tabulation and analysis of mass datn by graphic and selected statistical 
methods, graphic presentation of industrial engineering and management data. 
F. 400. Senior Inspection 'rtip. Required. 
Prt1rtquiaitt1: Senior G.E. classification. 
One week spent in industrial centers visiting and inspecting industrial plants. 
F.W.S. 404. Engineering Economy. (0-2·2) Or. 8. 
Prert1qui&ite: Ee. 262. Also Econ. 480 for General Enpneering students. 
Application of fundamentals of economics to engineermg alternatives in planning, 
developing and managing industrial projects. 
407. Engineering Valuation. ( 0·3·0) Or. 8. 
Prt1rt1qui•ite: Econ. 261. Credit in 404 will be required of Gen.El. students. 
Concepts of value, original cost. and reproduction cost, property records, methods of 
eatimating depreciation for valuation and accounting; intangible values, cost values, 
earning values, rate base, and valuation for taxation, rates, financing, insurance and 
sales. 
F.W.S. 
412. Seminar. (l·O·O) Required. 
421. Safety Engineering. (0-8·0) Cr. 8. 
Prtrllquiaite: 851. 
W. 
F.S. 
Principles of accident prevention in industry; training for and sellin~ safety safe 
machine design and guarding. Industrial compensation and safety legislation.' 
425. Prlnclp~es of Personnel Supervision. (O·S·O) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequinte: 851. Also 854 .and Psych. 464 for Gene!a.1 Engineering students. 
Dlscussi!>n of problems relating to hu~an co~tacts arlSlng in tho course of employ· 
ment. with desirable approaches to their solution. 
480. Sales Engineering. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. F.W.S. Prn-tlquUite: Senior college classification. 
Basic principles and fundamentals of selling and their relation to problems of admin· 
lstration of sales departments in industrial concerns. 
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431. Time and Motion Study and Standard Times. (0·3 6) Or. 5. F. 
PrerequiBite: 228, 851, 362. 
Job simplification and standardization by stop-watch and micro-motion methods. Time 
standards, formula and synthetic time values and applications to wago incentive 
systems. 
482. Job Evaluation. (0-2·8) Or. 3. w.s. 
PrerequiBite: 431 or 435. 
Determinin~ re1uirements of jobs, analysis for degree and extent of major job 
factors, weighting of factors, development of basic hourly rate curves, salary clasai-
fications, administrative procedures. Practice in description and evaluation. 
485. Time and Motion Study, (0-2·8) Or. 8. . w.s. 
Prerequiaite: 228, 851. Also 862 for General Engineering students. 
Principles and practice in stop-watch and micro·motion analysis of industrial opera· 
tions. Standardization of operations and operation times. 
441. Industrial Engineering. (0·3·6) Or. 5. F. 
Prerequl8ite: Econ. 480 and credit or classification in 431. 
Operations, machines and processes required for typical manufacturing problems: 
l!ielectlon, specification and layout of equipment and plant facilities, balancing sched-
ules, budget preparation. 
442. Industrial Engineering. (0·3 6) Cr. 5. w. 
Prerequisite: 441, M.E. 344. 
The development of organization charts and standard crews, the determination and 
the design of records of performance to be used in the administrative control of a 
typical manufacturing enterprise. 
443. Industrial Engineering. ( 0·3·6) Cr. 5. 8. 
Prerequisite: 442. 
The development and application of inventory records, load charts, production orders, 
schedules, production reports, progress reports and control reports to a manufacturN!g 
problem m such a manner as to keep a continuous comparison between planned and 
actual results. 
446. Manuf.acturlng Methods. (0·3·0) Cr. S. F.W.B. 
PrerequiBite: M.E. 201, 423. 
Study of construction and performance of machine toola, production methods; design 
and economic use of jigs and fixtures; special tools and gauges. Progressive aBSembly. 
452. Industrial Management. (0 3-0) Or. 8. Not offered 1949-50. B. 
Prerequisite: G. E. 404, 425, 435. 
Management of industrial operations by application of advanced theoretical principles 
and quantitative techniques. 
486. Industrial Engineering. (0·3-0) Or. 8. F.B. 
Prerequisite: 851. 
Factory location and operation, orders and records, purchasing, storing, routing, 
scheduling, dispatching, costing, general management theories. 
489. Factory.:Planning. (0-1-6) Or. 3. w.s. 
Prere9uu11te: 851, M.Et 844. 
Selection and layout of machinery, power apparatus, beating, ventilating, and lighting 
systems; size and type of buildings. 
494. Speclal :Problems. Or. 1 to 5. F.W.B. 
Prerequisite: Senior classification and approval of head of department. 
Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical problems which relate to manu· 
facturing, public utility operation, operation of communication systems or other 
industrial methods. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATZ STUDENTS 
511. Legal Aspects of Englneerlng Administration. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequiaite: G.E. 851, M.E. 480 and approval of instructor. Mr. McKean 
Legal aspects. Engineering management contacts with public administrators and 
administrative law. 
512. Taxation Aspects of Engineering Adminlstratlon. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prere9uiBite: Econ. 884, G".E. 511 and approval of Instructor. Mr. McKean 
Taxation aspects. Concepts of advalorem, income and excise taxes and their effecte 
on industrial operations and policy making. 
513. Engineering Administration and Management. (0·3·0) Or. 3. 
Prerequiaite: G.E. 407, 511 and approval of instructor. 
Mana~ement problems concerning patents, trademarks, 
royalties. 
B. 
Mr. McKean 
franchises, copyrights and 
517. Engineering Valuation :Practice. (0·2-3) Or. 8. F.8. 
Prerequisite: 407. Mr. Winfrey 
Application of principles of engineering valuation including field work; preparation 
and pricing of inventories, valuations for utility rates, security regulations, con-
demnations, sales, estate settlements. and for determining fuced capital costs. · 
518. Depreciation Estimates. (0·3·0) Or. 8. W.B. 
Prere<1uisite: 407. Mr. Wlnf rey 
Collection and analysis of retirement data. Techniques required for the construction 
of survivor, probable life, condition percent, and accruea depreciation curves for 
property groups. Analysis of the effect of growing, declining and stable properties on 
depreciation estimates. 
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594. 8Pttc1a1 Topics. Or. 1 to 5 each time elected. F.W.B. 
A. Management problems in engineering valuation and depreciation. 
Messrs. McKean, Winfrey 
B. Management problems In personnel and industrial engineering. 
Mr. Walkup 
OOUB8B8 J'OB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
601. Seminar. Required. F.W.B. 
602. Depreciation Account&ncy. Or. 2 to 6 each time elected. W Ff .S. 
PrMtquUite: 518 and Ee. 884 or equivalent. Messrs. McKean, in rey 
Unit and group methods of accoun.ting for depreciation; reserve requirements; adjust· 
.ment of depreciation rates and reserves; classification of accounts, property account· 
ing method.I. Income tax regulations. 
603. Court and Commlsalon Valuation Practice. Or. 2 to 6 each time elected. W.S. 
PrerequViU: 517 and Ee. 460. Messrs. McKean, Winfrey 
Court and commission decisions referring to uti1ity rates, property valuation, and 
depreciation. Principles of utility regulation. 
604. Engineering Valuation Be~earch. Mr. Winfrey 
605. Industrial Engineering Research. Mr. Walkup 
685. Factory PersonueL Or. 8 to 5. Mr. Roudebush 
Employment departments; time and wage problems; shop committees, housing condi· 
tlons, and industrial relations. 
688. :Manutaoturlng Costa. Or. 8 to 5. Mr. Roudebush. F.W.S. 
Overhead and prime costs; machine-hour rate in distributing burden; departmental 
reports; graphical analysis . 
• 
GENETICS 
*ERNEST W. LINDSTROM, Ph.D., Head of Department 
**JoHN W. GoWEN, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Assistant Professor J. Bruce Griffing, Ph.D. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The department of genetics offers instruction in the science of heredity particu-
larly in relation to plant and animal breeding. The courses are also designed to 
stimulate the broader cultural and philosophical aspects of this biological science. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in genetics; and minor work to students taking major work 
in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a thorough under-
graduate curriculum in agriculture, or in a biological science, with evidence of 
good scholarship and aptitude for scientific research. 
Students taking major work in genetics will ordinarily minor in agronomy, 
animal husbandry, bacteriology, biochemistry, botany, horticulture, mathematics 
veterinary medicine, or zoology. ' 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUBSES PBDCARILY l'OR lnmERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
200. Balle Oenetlc& ( 8·0·0) Or. 8. w 
For Farm O~ratlon students. • 
Etementa17 principles of heredity ln relation to plant and animal breeding. 
800. General Genetics. (8·0·0) Or. 8. F w 
PrereauUUe: Course in botany or zoology. • • 
Prlncfptea of heredit)' and general bearing on plant and animal breedln&'. 
*Deceased Nonm.ber 8, 1948. 
** APPollltecl December 1, 1948. 
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801. Introductory Genetics. (8-0·0) Or. 8. s. 
Prerequiaiu: Training equivalent to our second year veterlna17 student. 
Genetic principles in normal and pathologic development. 
305. Elementuy Laboratory. (0·0·2) Or. 1. F.W. 
Prerequisite: Should accompany or follow 800. 
Breeding experiments. illustrating principles of heredity. 
COURSES l'OB .ADV.ANOBi> "O'NDBBGRADUATB AND OBADUATl!I STUDBNTS 
500. Genetics, Evolution, and Biology. (S·O·O) Or. 8. s. 
Prerequiaiu : 800. 
lntegra~ion of agricultural and biological sciences from a 'genetlcal, evolutionary 
standpoint. 
536. Special Statistical :Methocla In Genetics. (Stat. 586) See Statistics. 
540. Special Topics. (0·0·8 to 9) Or. 1 to s. F.W.S. 
PrerequVite: Elementary genetlcs. Messrs. Gowen, Orlfllng· 
Written problems In laboratory, greenhouse, 1leld, library work. 
567, 568. Introduction to BlophJBlcs. Bact. 567, 568. Phys. 567, 668). See Physics. 
OOURSB ~OB GBADUATB STUDENTS 
605. Oytogenetlcs. (Bot. 605) See Botany. 
630. Advanced Genetics. (8·0·2) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite : Elementary genetics. 
Modern conceptions of genetics, including Mendelism, linkBge, 
inbreeding, disease resistance, polyploidy, and biometry. 
w. 
Mr. Gowen 
mutation, selection, 
635. Animal Genetics. (3·0·2) Or. 4. 8. 
Prerequisite: Elementary genetics. Mr. Gowen 
Principles of inheritance as applied to farm animals including known genes, methods 
of breeding for economic character!: use of h'fbrldity, linkage, and chromosome 
Bberrations, disease resistance, and .A.·ray analys18 of gene 11tructure. 
650. Seminar. Or. 1. Mr. Gowen 
654. Genetics of Breed Improvement. (A.H. 654) See Animal Husbandry. 
655. Breeding Systems and Plans. (A.H. 665) See Animal Husbandry. 
660. Besearch. 
GEOLOGY 
CHALMER J. RoY, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Associate Prof~or Charles Sumner Gwynne, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Leo Almor Thomas, P.b.D. 
Instructor Rube 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Mr. Gowen 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in geology, lea~!~~ t9 ..J.he 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 141. 
The department offers fundamental courses in geology designed to give the 
student a knowledge of the composition of the earth, the processes which are at 
work upon it, and its history. For those who plan to engage in professional work 
1n the field of geology a sequence of more advanced courses in the various sub-
divisions of the science is provided, continuing through the junior and senior 
years. In the senior year such students may take courses particularly applicable 
to specialized fields of geology. At least one year of graduate work is essential 
for those planning to engage in professional geological work. 
Major students who plan to become professional geologists should include the 
following in their undergraduate program: 202, 203, 253, 354, 355, 356, 400, 
435 and at least 15 additional credits from courses numbered above 400. 
Minor work should be taken in two of the following: chemistry, mathematics, 
mathematics and statistics, physics, zoology, mining engineering, civil engineering .. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
applied geology, and minor work to students taking major work in other depart-
ments. 
Students desiring to major in geology should have completed the equivalent 
of the following courses: 202, 203, 354, 355, 356, 400; and 434, 435, 436, or 454, 455. 
Minor work is usually recommended in mining engineering, chemistry, physics, 
or zoology. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 355, 400, 434, 435, 436, 454, 455. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDKNTS 
200. Introduction to Geology. (3·0·3) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
The astronomical relationships of the earth; the nature and effects of internal and 
external eartb processes and an introduction to the history of the earth and of life 
upon it. The laboratory work is designed to acquaint the student with the common 
minerals and rocks and their ldenlification1 the general principles of maJ? interrre-tation and with the nature of plant and animal fossils. Occasional field trips wil be 
included. 
202. Physical Geology. ( 3 0-0 or 8} Or. 3 or 4. 
The earth; its astronomical relationships, composition and internal 
processes. The nature and origin of minerals, rocks, volcanoes, 
ranges. 
203. Historical Geology. (3·0 0 or 8) Cr. 3 or 4. 
w. 
structure and 
and mountain 
F.S. 
Prerequi.rite: 202. 
Methods of investigating the history of the earth and its inhabitants; significant 
e\"ents in the development of the earth and of the plant and animal kingdoms. 
258. Elementary Petrology. (0·1·6} Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prerequi8ite: 200 or 202. 
The classification, identification and description of the common rocks and rock· 
forming minerals. 
304. World Geography. (0·3-0) Or. 3. F. 
World-wide consideration of the elements of geography, physical and cultural, and 
the interrelation between them and man. 
305. Introductory Physical Geography. (0·8 O} Cr. 8. w. 
Prerequisite: 804. 
The earth ; \veather and climate; climatic distribution; physical processes affecting 
the surface. 
306. Physical and Cultural Elements of Geography. (0·3·0} Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: 805. 
Land forms and earth resources; the activities of man thereto related. 
808. Introduction to General Geophysics. (Physics 808) (3·0·0} Or. a. 
Prerequisite: Classification in Physics 218 or 223. 
See Physics. 
s. 
s. 
809. Introduction to Exploration Geophysics. (Physics 809) (8-0-0) Or. 8. S 
Bee Physics. 
354. Structural Geology. (0·3·0} Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: 203. 
Structure of earth's cruet and interpretation of rock structures. 
F. 
355. Mineralogy. (0·2·6) Cr. 4. F.W. 
Prerequisite: Ohem. 102. 
Fundamentals of cystallography and determinative and descriptive mineralogy. 
856. Petrology. (0·2·6) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequisite: 258, 855. 
Physical, mineralogical, textural, and structural characteristics of rocks; origin and 
distribution. 
874. *Geology for Engln~ers. (0·2·8) Or. 3. 
Fundamentals of the science and engineering application. 
875. *Agricultural Geology. (O 2-3) Cr. 3. 
Funcfamentals of the science and agricultural application. 
899. Special Problems. Cr. 2 to 4 each time elected. 
Prerequirite: Elementary geology, permission of head of department. 
400. Summer Field Work. Cr. 4 to 12, required of all major students 
Prerequirite: 203 and 258. ' 
Field phenomena: geologic surveying and mapping. 
F.S. 
F.W.S. 
F.W.S. 
S.S. 
*Either Geology 874 or 375 is acceptable in substitution for Geology 202 for students 
who wish to elect additional geology. 
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401, 402. Geology of North America. (0·3-0) Or. 8 each. W.S. 
Prerequisite: 258, 854. 
Physiography, structure. stratigraphy and mineral deposits of tho major geologic 
divisions of North America. 401, Eastern; 402, Western. 
434. Economic Geology-Principles and Processes. ( 0-8·8) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 854, 856. 
Formation of mineral deposits; utilization. 
435. Invertebrate Paleontology. (0 2·6) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 203. 
Characteristics and relationships of lnvert.ebratcs of fossil record; their use In 
historical geology. 
436. Petroleum Geology. (O :l-0) Or. 3. S. 
Prerequisite: 354. 
Origin and manner of occurrence of oil and gas; geological characteristics of lm· 
portant producing regions. 
454. Optical Mineralogy. ( 0·2 6) Or. 4. F. 
PrerequiBite: 855. 
Study of minerals with polarizing microscope; optical characteristics of principal 
rock-forming minerals. 
455. Economic Geology-Metallic and Non-Metallic Mineral Deposits. 
(0·3·3) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 434. 
Description of individual deposits and districts. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDGRGRADUATK AND GRAD~ATE STUDENTS 
554. Advanced Structural Geology. (0-3-0) Or. 3. w. 
Prerequisite: 854. 
The graphic and mathematical solution of structural problems. Mr. Gwynne 
w.s. 557, 558. Petrology. (O 2-6) Cr. 4 each. 
Prerequisite: 866, 454 
Advanced petrology and petrography. (657) Igneous and metamorphic 
Sedimentary rocks. 
Mr. Ro1 
rocks. (568) 
566. Seminar. Cr. 1 each time elected. Required oC all grnduato students and 
open to advanced undergraduates with approval F.W.8. 
Messrs. Gwynne. Rube, Thomas, Ray 
.'167, 568. Invertebrate Paleontology. (0·2 6) Cr. 4 each. W.S. 
Prerequiaitti: 435. Mr. Thomas 
Application of paleontology to stratigraphic correlation and interpretation of earth 
history. ( 667) Paleozoic. ( 668) Mesozoic and Cenozoic. 
569. Micropaleontology. ( o 2 6) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 208. 
Fossil protozoa. and other small organisms and thoir uRe in stratigraphic geology. 
Mr. Thomas 
571, 572, 673. Advanced General Geology. ( 0 3·0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 854. 366. 
Messrs. Roy, Gwynne, Thomas 
Principli.>s of dynamical, structural, and stratigra}>hic geology; form and structure 
of earth and its history. "--
F.S. 584. Engineering Geology. (O·B·O) Or. S. 
Prerequisite: 253 and 354 or 374 and pArmission of instructor. 
Geology as applied to the location and design of large structures. 
Mr. Gwynne 
COURSES FOB GRADUAT& STUDENTS 
664. Special Topics. 
A. Glacial Geology 
B. Stratigraphy 
C. Paleontology 
D. Petrology and Petrography 
E. Dynamic and Structural Geology 
F. Mlcropaleontology 
665. Research. 
A. Glacial Geology 
B. Stratigraphy 
0. Paleontology 
D. Petrolop and Petrography 
E. Dynamic and Stru<'tural Geology 
:\lessrs. 
Mr. Gwynne 
Mr. Thomas 
Mr. Thomas 
Mr. Roy 
Gwynne, Roy 
Mr. Thomas 
Messrs. Gwynne, Roy, Rube, Thomas 
Mr. Gwynne 
Mr. Thomas 
Mr. Thomas 
Messrs. Gwynne, Roy 
MeBBrs. Gwynne, Roy 
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HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
CLARENCE HOVEY MATl'ERSON, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors John Roy Mashek, PhD.; Earl Dudley Ross, Ph.D.; Louis Bernard 
Schmidt, A.M., Litt.D. 
Associate Professors Herbert Clare Cook, Ph.D.; J. A. Greenlee, Ph.D.; V. Alton 
Moody, PhD.; William Robert Parks, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Norman Arthur Graebner, M.A.; Paul Frederick Sharp, Ph.D. 
Instructors Lucas, Peterson, Rall 
Assistant Lynn 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in history and government, lead-
ing to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 141. Major work is offered in the 
following fields: history, government, or a comhination of the two. 
The department provides fundamental and specialized courses of instruction 
in history and government for students in all divisions of the college. These sub-
jects are designed: first, to f umish such knowledge and training as it is believed 
should be part of any college education; second, to provide advanced work for 
those students who need a knowledge of history and government for teaching 
or for public service; and. third, to train men and women for intelligent citizenship. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
economic history; and minor work in economic history and in government to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in the department is the completion of 
at least thirty quarter credit hours in history and fifteen credits in political science 
and economics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 
Hist. 401, 402, 403, 421, 422, 423, 425, 465, 495; Govt. 424, 437, 446, 468, 470, 
4 76, 477' 480, 485, 490, 495. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN HlsTORY 
OOUllSBS PBDURILY FOB UNDERORADUATB STUDENTS 
190. Current World Problems. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F w s 
Background of recent events: causes a.nd relationships of facts of history to tOda;·~ 
world i factors which Influence political and economic developments. 
211, 2121... 218. European and American Clvtllzatlon Since 1360. (2·1·0) Or. 8. Yr. 
212. rrerequfaite: 211. • 
213. Pref'lquinte: 212. 
(211) Consideration of conditions in Europe that produced the early movement of 
people to American shores; the breakup of medieval society, the Renaissance and the 
expansion of Europe; the impact of Europe on America; the American Revol~tion and 
its results\ the French Revolution. (212) The nineteenth century; influences move-
ments, ana developments that ~et the stage for ~h.e civilization of the present. ' (218) 
The twentieth century; liberalism and progress1v1sm; prosperity and depression· two 
world wara--origlns, effects on American life. ' 
234, 285. t Economic Hlaic>17 of the United States. (2 l·O) Cr. 3 each. 
28,. To 1865. F 
285. Since 1865. W s · 
Growth of important industries: regional specialization: development of economic in: 
stitutlona: and relation of government to business enterprise. 
tAny subJect listed in the following history sequences may be taken independently: 234 
235, 331, 3!2, 333, 401, 402, 403. ' 
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311, 3121... 313. Introduction to European Oivllizatlon. {0·3·0) Or. s oach. Yr. 
812. rrerequ"8ite: 811. 
318. Prerequ"8ite: 812. 
Social and cultural development of Western civilization from tho Ancient Orient to 
the present, emphasizing economic and yolitical institutions: changes in habita, 
customtJ, and ideas; and the background o recent developments. 
324. mstory of American Agriculture. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Colonial foundations; westward movement; public land policies; regional speclalila· 
tion; transportation and markets; agrarianism and industrialism; farmera' move· 
ment; politics and legislation; relation of state to agt"iculture. 
331 332, 333.t Foundations of National Power. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Factors that make a nation powerful; geographic location; size and nature of J>OPU• 
lation; resources and raw materials; industrial development; education; political 
ideology and nationalism; historic traditions. Application of those factors to the 
recent history and present position of the various nations. 
401, 402r 403. t Economic mstory of Modern Europe. (0·3·0) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite i 6 credits in history. 
( 401) Economic and political revolutions, 1750 to 1832. English and continental 
heritage from medieval Europe; mercantilism and laissez.faire; commercial, industrial, 
agriculturat and political revolution1; economic institutions and reforms. ( 402) 
British and continental competition, 1882·1914. Commercial theory and practice; 
rise of continental industry; changes in agriculture, labor, tl'ansportatlon.z.. money, 
and markets· pl'otectionism: imperialism. (408) Now Europe eince 1914. .l!lconomlc 
aspects of World War I; revolutione, repal'ations, reconstruction, and agrarian re· 
forms; liberalism and reaction; competition and war. 
421. Formation of the American Nation. (2·1·0) Or. s. F. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in history. 
European origins and interrelations, inetitutional and cultural beginnings, lndo· 
pendence, and formative establishments. 
422. Growth of American Nationality. (2 1-0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite : 6 credits in history. 
Leading social and intellectual movements. Institutions and leadership. 
F. 
423. 'l'wentleth Century America-. (2·1-0) Or. u. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in history. 
The new nation in its economic, political and cultural aspects. 
s. 
425. 'l'wentleth Century Europe. (0·8·0) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in history. 
Europe on the eve of the War of 1914; the War and its effects lntellectuall;y, eco· 
nomically. and politically; bases and rise of Fascism and Nazlism: the depression and 
the breakdown of international l'Olations in the 1980's. 
430. 'l'he Making of the American Economy. (2·1·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 234 and 285 or equivalent. 
Basic factors and in1Iuences, environmental, social, and political that have produced 
the existing economic systems and institutions. 
465. mstorr of Latin America. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prtrequirite: 6 credits in history. 
Spanish and Portugel!e colonization in America ·h colonial institutions; wars of Inde-
pendence; development of Argentina, Brazil, C ile and Mexico; emphasis on Pan· 
Americanism and relations of the United States with Latin America. 
490. Contem~rary Affairs. ( 0-3 ·O) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Prerequiatte : 3 credits in history and 8 credits in government. 
The s1gniflcaDl!e of cu"rrent events and their likely implications in view of l'ecent 
history. Problems of postwar world in view of prewar conditions. 
495. Special Problems. Or. 1 to 3. 
Prerequi11ite: Permission of the head of the department. 
Reading and reports on problems selected in conference with each student. 
F.W.S. 
COURSES J'OB ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATB AND OB.ADUAT» STUDENTS 
526. Development of the 'trnlted States Constitution to 1886. (0·3·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequiaite: 9 credits in history or government. Mr. Graebner 
Constitutional heritage from England; colonial contributions to constitutional develop· 
ment· making the Constitution; problems of the new government; development of 
constitutional activities through Supreme Court decisions; effect of the Civil War on 
the Constitution. 
527. Development of the United States Oonstltutlon Since 1~86. ( 0·3·0) Cr. 8. S. 
Prerequiaite: 9 credita in history or government. Mr Graebner 
Constitutional aspects of l'econstruction; governmental regulations of banking, agri· 
culture and business; expansion of governmental functions; emphasi111 upon consti-
tutional significance of tho World Wars. the Progressive movement and tho New Deal. 
tAny subject llsfed in the following history sequences may be taken Independently: 234, 
235, 331, 332, 333, 401, 402, 403. 
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534. The Westward Movement. (O·S O) Cr. 3. 
Prerequi6ite: 9 credits in history. 
w. 
Mr. Ross 
westward mi~a· 
of the frontier. 
The west under Spain, France and En11Iand; territorial acquisitions; 
tion to the Mississippi: economic, political and social development 
settlement of the prairie states. 
535. The Trans-Mississippi West. (-0·3 o) Cr. B. S. 
Prerequisite : 9 credits in history. Mr. Ross 
Exploration and settlement of the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain areas; the devel· 
opment of fur trade, cattle and mining kingdoms; social and institutional modificu· 
tions; passing of the frontier; effel't of the Far West on national development. 
540. The Farmers• Movement in the United States. (0-3·0) Cr. S. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits of history and 3 credits of government or permission of in-
structor. Mr. Schmidt • 
Colonial and revolutionary origins; agrarian foundations of Jeffersonian and Jack· 
sonian democracy; national nonpartisan farm organizations i political third parties 
inftuenco on politics and legislation. Role of public organizations. Influence of agri· 
cultural )ourn:ilism. Techniques of agrarian pressure groups. Rural-urban and 
agrarian·tndustrinl intcrdependenre and coordination. 
554. Foreign Relations of U'nited States, 1776-1898. (0·3 O) Or. S. W. 
l'rercqui8ite: 9 credits in history. Mr. Schmidt 
European background: French alliance and independence; struggle for neutrality; 
Monroe Doctrine: diplomacy of westward ~xpansion; War behveen States; and eco· 
nomlcs of diplomacy. 
555. United States as a World Power, 1898-1946. (0-3·0) Or. 3. S. 
Pf'erequi6ite: 9 credits in history and ~overnmont. Mr. Schmidt 
The "New Manif('st Destiny" of the United States; American interests and policies 
in Eu rope, Latin America, and the Far Enst; isolation to intervention in the world 
wars of 1914 and 1989; the LTnited States in the postwar world. 
568. Oontem~orary Intornational Relations. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prorequiatte: 9 credits in history and government. Mr. Schmidt 
Nature and foundations of international relations; nationalism and imperialism; eco-
nomica of world politics; foreign policies of Great Powers; and international organiza-
tion versus power politics. 
s. 580. Recent European Agrarian Reform. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. 
Pf'trequiaito: 403. Mr. Moody 
demand for change; obstacles: 
distribution; progress; crit· 
Concentration of lnnd ownership; resulting poverty; 
authorizntion; legislation; exproprintion; finance; 
lcism; results. 
590. Special Topics in Economic History. Cr. 2 to 5 ench time elected. F.W.S. 
Prcrequi6ite: 9 credits in history and 3 rredits in government. 
Messrs. Matterson, Moody, Ross 
American and European economic history. International economic relations. Bibliog· 
rnphy and historiography of economic and sorinl history. 
COURSE FOR ORAr>!"ATG STUUfo;NTB 
604. Research in Economic History. 
Messrs. Moody, Ross, Sl'hmidt 
COURSES IN GOVERNMENT 
COURSES l'RIMARILY FOR UNDERORADUATG STUD~:NTS 
315. American Government. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. F.W.S. 
Fundamentals of democracy; nature of federalism; organization, functions and work-
ing relat!on of national ~overnment to agriculture, business, industry, and commerce; 
role ot citizens and parties. 
A. For agriculture, home economics, science, and veterinary medicine students. 
B. For engineering students. 
424. State and Local Government in the United States. (0-3-0) Or. 3. F. 
Prere'{Ui6ife: 315. 
Orgamzation and functions i state regulation and operation; special problems including 
reorganization of state ana local government; consolidation of governmental areas· 
financial control; state civil service. ' 
437. Municipal Government and Administration. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaitt1: 815. 
Riso of city In American life; legal position of municipal cprporation; forms of organi· 
zatlon t personn"l and fiscal administration; planning; atreeta and lights· police and 
fire aaministration; public health; recreation; water aµpj>ly; sanitati~n; schools· 
libraries; public welfare administration ; utility regulatio~. · ' 
4-16. Europ~n Governments. (0·3·0) Cr. S. Alt. S. Not offered 1949·50 
Prereqm6tte: 815. ' 
Comparative examination of governments of England, Frap~ Germany, Russia, Italy, 
and Switzerlan4 : oolitical problems of those states; compQrlsons with United States. 
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468. Political Parties. (O·S-0) Or. s. Alt. F. Not offered 1949-50 
Prerequisite: 815. 
Origin and development; relation to democratic P.rocess; membership and organization; 
nominations and elections; persistence of spoils system; campaign strategy; party 
finance; machines and bosses; party realignment. 
470. Public Opinion and Pressure Politics. (0·8·0) Or. 3. Alt. S. Offered 1949·50 
Prerequisite: 815. 
Nature of public opinion in I\ democracy; relationship of public OJ?inion and public 
interest; various agencies and pressure groups influencing public opinion; their effect 
upon governmental policies and governmental personnel; importance of political edu· 
cation. 
476. Public Administration. (0·3·0) Or. S. W. 
Prerequisite: ·816. 
Principles applied to national, state, and local governments; problems of organizBtion, 
personnel, purchasing and supply; financial procedure; problems and tendencies in tho 
National and Iowa governments. 
477. Government Budgeting. (O·S-0) or. 3. Alt. S. Not offered 1949-60 
Prerequisite: 316. 
Planning, control and administration in governmental financial systems in the United 
States-national, state and local; historical development of these systems; organiza· 
tion and structural features of the financial control agency; relations to other govern-
ment agencies; administratipn, accounting, treasury operation, financial planning and 
investigation, assessment, procurement, auditing. 
478. Public Personnel Administration. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. Offered 1949·50 
Prerequisite: 476. 
Civil service systems in the United States, national1 state, and local; history of rivil service; development of the merit principle; administration, recruitment, selection, 
classification, promotion, service ratings, discipline, retirement and employee organiza-
tion. 
480. Government and Industry. ( o 3 O) Cr. 3. 8. 
Prere9uisite: 815. 
Theories of constitutional protection; governmental assistance to business and agrl· 
culture; government and labor; corrective legislation in corporate organization; unfnlr 
practices; securities issues; business and taxation; bankruptcy; business with a public 
interest. 
485. Political Science in Theory and Practice. (O·S·O) Cr. S. W. 
• Prerequisite: 815. · 
Analysis of basic concepts, popular sovereignty, liberty, power, justice. Govern· 
mental techniques as applied to tho democratic process: constitutions, political parties 
and public opinion, representative systems, legislatures, bureaucracy, government 
career service. 
490. Government and A~lculture. (0·8·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequi8ite: 315, Hist. 324. 
Agriculture as a major interest in American life· tasks of government as umpire of 
conflicts among pressure groups; organization and operation of governmental admlnls· 
trative agencies serving agriculture; examination of court decisions involving agrlcul· 
tu re; analysis of farm programs. 
495. Special Problems. Cr. 2 to 5 each time elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the bend of the department. 
N ational
1 
state, and local governments; governmental reorganization; tax revision; 
congressional investigation; labor rPlntions, regulation of commerce, industry, agri· 
culture; current party problems. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
P. MADEL NELSON, Ph.D., Dean of Home Economics 
ELIZABETH TAYLOR SHEERER, M.S., Assistant to the Dean 
IRENE NETTLETON, M.A., Assistant Professor and Personnel Officer 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in home economics leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see pages 125-138. 
COURSES PRI:MARILY FOR UNOERORADUATE STUDENTS 
105. Personal Adjustment for Professional Home Economics. (0·3·0) Cr. 8. .F.W.B. 
Information needed lor choices of vocation; personal qualllications for living and 
working with people; planning for self while in college; personal social experience in 
college; scope of home economics. 
319. Marriage and the Family. (Sci. 319) See Sociology. 
400. Professional Relations. Required. F.W. 
Prerequisite : Senior classification. 
Procedure in securing positions. Employer-employee relationship. 
• 
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HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
FLORENCE A. F ALLGATIER, MA., Head of Department 
Professors Hester Chadderdon, Ph.D.; Mary Stewart Lyle, Ph.D.; Mattie Patti-
son, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Edna Elinor Mundt, M.S.; Gladys Theresa Olson, M.S. 
Instructors Cook, Dudley, Johnson, Miller, Mitchell, Sheaffer, Westlund 
Graduate Assistants Fackler, Nelson 
Fellow Chapin 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in home economics education leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 134. 
Students who wish to teach home economics in junior and senior high schools 
should elect this curriculum. It is also intended for those who are preparing for 
the extension service. A quality point average of 2 .1 is required for admission to 
all courses in education. 
The prescribed program is planned to meet the state requirements for a teacher's 
standard secondary certificate in Iowa. For details of state teacher certification 
see Vocational Education, page 293. 
In addition to the major subject, certification requires the completion of at least 
lS quarter credits iii each of two additional subject matter fields. The following• 
subjects are suggested for those desiring to be recommended for teaching in the 
specified fields: 
English: see Department of English and Speech, page 222. 
General Science: Bot. 2SS; Geol. 201. 
History: Hist. 421, 422, 423, 42S, 465, .S54, SSS, 568. 
Mathematics: Math. 101, 102A, 103, 300, 497. 
Physical Education: 326, 330, 336, 338. 
Social Science: Ee. 415, 418, 427, S14; Soc. 386, 419, 48S, 486; Hist. 324, 465, 554. 
For description of courses in general vocational education, agricultural education, 
rural education, and industrial education, see Department of Vocational Educa-
tion, page 304. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION QUALIFICATIONS 
The Department of Home Economics Education is approved by the State Board 
for Vocational Education for the training of teachers of homemaking who desire 
to teach in the federally aided schools of the state. In addition to the curriculum 
in home economics education, H.Ec.Ed. SOS, Adult Education in Homemaking, 
must be taken. 
PREPARATION FOR HOME EOONOMIOS EXTENSION SERVIOE 
Opportunities ~ the Home Economics Extension Service are open to home 
economists with a Bachelor of Science degree, a real interest in rural life, and 
experience as an assistant county extension home economist, home economics 
teacher, or specialized worker. Students who wish to prepare for extension work 
should enroll in the home economics education curriculum. Such students should 
consult with the director for home economics extension and the head of the home 
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economics education department in electing courses that will contribute to their 
general preparation for extension work. After completion of the junior year in 
college, students may gain e~erience by working as an assistant county extension 
home economist for a two or three months period during the summer or any other 
quarter. The following courses are strongly recommended: Home Economics Edu-
cation 508, 517; Sociology 386, 419; Economics 415, 42 7, 51'4; Speech 336; Tech-
nical Journalism 225B; V.Ed. 466, 467; Advanced home economics courses are also 
advised. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STPDY 
See Department of Vocational Education, page 304. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUBSEB PBlllARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE BTUDKNTB 
405. Obseriatlon of Teachlng. (0·1·3) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Preri5qui8iti5: Oredit or classification in V.Ed. 805. 
Gu,ided observation of teaching as basis I.or applying educational principles to home-
making instruction. 
406. llrletho!l! of Teaching Home Economics. (O·S·O) Or. s. F.W.S. 
Pri5requmt": 405, V.Kd. 805. 
Curriculum development in education for home and family life. Learning experiencea 
in school, home and community. Evaluation in terms ol. pupil growth. Growine 
philosophy of education I.or home and family life. 
407. Supervised Teaching in Home Economics. Or. 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequirit" : Oredit or claeeUlcation in H.Ec.Ed. 406. 
Supervised teaching in public schools for reriods of six or twelve weeks In selected 
schools. Advance reservation with bend o department required. 
OOURBEB roR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
504. Speclal Topics. F.W.S. 
Prerequirite: 406. Miss FaUgatter 
508. Adult Education 1n Homemaking. (0·2·2) Or. 8. W.S. 
PrerequUite : Oredit or classification In 407. Miu Lyle 
Philosophy of adult education and of education for homemaking and family life for 
adults. Observation of adult groups. Participation in orgnnizfng and planning I.or 
adult groups. 
517. llrlethods 1n Home Economics Extension. (0·2·2) Or. 8. Alt. S. Offered 1949-50 
Pri5ri5quUite: Oredit or classification in 407. Miu Rosenfeld 
Philosophy and objectives in home economics extension. Organization of the exten• 
sion program in Iowa. Observation of various types of work with rural famllfes and 
4-H Club girls. 
OOURBEB roa ORADUATB 8Tl7DBHT8 
605. Home Economics Curricula. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequuite: Oredit or classification in 406, teaching experience. Mias Pattison 
Bases and techniques of curriculum building applied particularly to home economics 
in secondary schools. 
606. Technique of Supervision. < 0-8-0) Or. 8. s. 
Prn-e9ui8ite: 407 or equivalent. 
Function of supervision in educational program. Objec'tlves, techniques, and orpniza· 
tion of supervised teaching program and state supervision. 
607. Survey of Present-Day Trenda in Teaching Home Bconomlc1. 
(0·4 or 6·0) Or. 2 or 3. 
Preri5qtilrite : Teaching experience. 
Analysis of offerings and procedures in educational programs for 
living for all age groups. 
608. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 5. 
A. Adult Education. 
B. Evaluation. 
· 0. Home Economics Curriculum. 
D. Supervision and Administration. 
E. Special. 
S.S. 
Klu Fallgatter 
home and f&mlly 
S.S. 
Miu Lyle 
Miu Ohaddmfon 
Mlaa Pattlaon 
Miu ll'allgatter 
Pr"r"quUUe : Consent of instructor. 
Concentrated group study of problems in fields of Home Economics Education Inell· 
cated in sections A to E. Sections offered will va17 from year to J'e&r. 
610. Seminar. 
?tfiuea Ohadderdon, Fallgatter, Pattison 
612. Evaluation in Home Economics. (0·2·0) Or. 2. W. 
Pri5r1quUite: Oredit or clauification In V.Ed. 585. Miu Ohadder.don 
Selection and construction ol. evaluation devices. Their use and interpretation in 
home economics programs. 
614. Research. 
Kluel Obadclerdon, Jqle, Pattlaon 
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HOME MANAGEMENT 
PAULENA NICKELL, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professor Elizabeth Ellis Hoyt, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Reuben Hill, Ph.D.; Elizabeth Curtiss Willis, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Marie Alverta Budolfson, M.S. 
Instructors Irland, Tabberson, Young 
Fellows Koon, Peters 
Extension W orkcrs Gannon, Shank 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in home management leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 135. 
The home management curriculum is designed for those students interested 
primarily in training for homemaking. It offers a more general training to those 
who do not wish to specialize in one field for professional placement. Freedom 
to choose courses of specific interest to the student as a homemaker is made pos-
sible by a large block of elective credits. 
Any students interested in undergraduate study in housing may register for the 
Home Management curriculum and arrange a sequence of elective courses by 
consultation with the Dean of Home Economics and the Head of the Home 
Management Department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of one year's work in 
each of the following: elementary design; textiles and clothing; economics and 
sociology ; foods and nutrition, including elementary foods, meal planning, and 
dietetics; one course each in child development, home management, general psychol-
ogy, and residence in a home management house. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 427, 474, 475. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES• 
COURSES PB.IHARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
415. Oonsumera 1n the Market. (Ee. 415) (0·8·0) Or. s. F.W. 
Prerequfrite: Ee. 218. 
Consumer problems, merchandising practice, and legislation bearing on prices and 
quality of consumer goods. Observation of the market. 
418. Family Finance. (Ee. 418) (0-2-0) Or. 2. S. 
Prerequirite: Ee. 218. 
Elementary treatment of earning and spending income. Finance planning, account-
ing; consumer credit investment and control of property. 
427. Fa.rm Family Economic Problems. (Ee. 427) (O·S·O) Or. s. W. 
Prerequiaite: Ee. 218 or 288. 
Major farm famil7 economic problems; complexity and interrelationship .i effect of 
location and family type; effect of governmental policies; application 01 economic 
principles; contribution of research. education and planning. 
*For course ln Marriage and the Family, see H.Ec. 819, page 243. 
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474. General Home :Management. (0·8·0) Cr. s. F.W.S 
Prtirequiaite: O.D. 885 Ee. 212, Soc. 2840, F.&N. 808 classUlcation in 475. 
Two-hour periods for slx weeks, alternating with 475. Homo as influenced by train-
ing and expenditure of time, energy, and money; consideration of human values 
475. Home Management House. Or. 4. F.W.B. 
Prerequi.8ite: 0. D. 885. Ee. 212. Soc. 2840, F. & N. 803, classification in 474. 
Six weeks residence with actual experience in certain phases of home·making and 
group relationships, and arranged clinics in techniques in keeping a house. Advance 
reservation with head of department required. · 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND OB.ADUATE STUDENTS 
514. Economics of the Household. (Ee. 514) (O·S·O) Cr. 3. }I\ 
Prerer.ui8ite: Ee. 212. Miss Budolfson 
Contributions of the household to family living, factors affecting it, bearing of eco· 
nomic characteristics on management, effect on fBmlly and its members. 
515. Consumers Marketing. lEc.. 516) See Economics. 
516. Standards of Living. (Ee. 616) See Economics. 
517. Economics of Housing. (Econ. 517) (O·B·O) 
Prerequisite: Econ. 213. 
o~ s. a 
Needs and standardsi· construction and land use; 
finance; evaluation o proposed housing programs. 
?.Use Dougtas 
expenditures, cost, and Taluation; 
520. Food Economics. (Ee. 520) See Economics. 
579. Special Topics. Oredit as arranged. 
Prerequt8ite : 4 7 4. 
COURSES FOB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
614. Research. 
F.W.S. 
Miss Nickell 
F.W.S. 
Misses Hoyt, Nickell, Mr. Hill, Mrs. Willis 
618. Advanced Family Finance. (Ee. 618) (O·S·O) Or. s. S. 
Prerequisite: .l!ic. 218. Mrs. Willis 
Factors affecting adequacy and security of family income. Spending and investment 
problems, with special reference to consumer credit, insurance, and investment. 
619. Methods of Social and Economic Investigation. (Ee. 619) (O·B·O) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: Ee. 407 or equivalent. Mrs. Willis 
The nature and purpose of social and economic investigations; sources of material; 
t.ests of reliability; methods of collecting, interpreting and presenting data. Analy15ls 
of outstanding studies in fields related to students' interests. 
677. Seminar. Credit as arranged. 
A. Home Management. 
Prerequisite: 474, 476. 
B. The Family. (Soc. 677) 
w. 
Miss Nickell 
8. 
· Mr. Hill 
684. Supervision. (0·2·0 or 8) Cr. 2 or 8. F. 
Prere~uisite: 475. Miss Nickell 
Organization, supervision, and methods of <"onducting home management houses. 
HORTICULTURE 
ERNEST STRAIGN HABER, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Harry Esmond Nichols, M.S.; *Bethel Stewart Pickett, M.S.; J. C. 
Schilletter, Ph.D.; Emil Conrad Volz, M.S.A. 
Instructors Denisen, Foret 
Fellow Buck 
Extension Workers Cott, Crandall, Grove, Peterson 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in horticulture leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see pages 101 and 102. 
It is the aim to teach in a logical way the fundamental principles underlying 
horticultural practice, supplement this freely with demonstrations, and bring the 
*On leave. 
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student into contact with the practical operations. The technical courses ar~ well 
supported by work in fundamental science and cultural courses. 
Good openings for horticultural graduates are found-in fruit growing, truck farm-
ing, floriculture, and in managing and superintending commercial fruit, flower, 
and vegetable establishments. Positions are also open for managers of co-operative 
associations, for teachers in colleges, academies, and high schools, and for extension 
experts in agricultural colleges, railroads, land companies, and horticultural asso- · 
ciations. Government agencies and experiment stations also afford desirable em-
ployment. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in general 
po mo logy, vegetable crops, ftoriculture, plant breeding, propogation, and fruit and 
vegetable processing; major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in hor-
ticulture; and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of courses covering the 
general field of horticulture and the underlying sciences. Students with major 
problems in pomology, ftoriculture, vegetable crops, or plant breeding should pre-
sent the equivalent of 15 quarter credits (10 semester hours) of undergraduate work 
in their respective fields, one course in general horticulture, and at least one course 
in one of the other branches of horticulture mentioned above. The student should 
also have a working knowledge of inorganic and organic chemistry, botany, and 
soils equivalent to the requirements outlined in the general curriculum for horticul-
tural students at this institution. In exceptional cases undergraduate courses in 
farm crops, soils, botany, and chemistry may be substituted for horticulture. 
Students taking major work in horticulture will usually take minor work in soils, 
genetics, botany (physiology, pathology, or morphology), entomology, chemistry, 
agricultural economics, or vocational education. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 415. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUBSBB PJUKABILY l'OB UNDE:RGRADUA.TB STUDENTS 
110. Introduction to Horticulture. (l·O·O) Required. s. 
Introduction of first-year students to ·horticultural field; assistance in learning how 
to use f acilitfes of the College and department to advantage. 
114. General Horticulture. (0·2-2) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Horticultural enterprises, commercial and home; structures, functions, growth propa-
gation, cultivation, pruning, training, and protection of horticultural plants; harvest· 
ing and storing their products. 
146. ~ome l'lorlcnltnre and Flowe~ Arrangement. (l·O·S) Or. 2. · F.S. 
Principles and methods of growing house plants and garden flowers and arrangement 
of cut ftowera In the home. 
154. Greenhouse Methods. (2·0·2) Or. 8. w. 
Principles and methods of plant growing under glass; nutritive solution culture uf 
greenhouse plants. 
164. Vegetable Oropa. (2·0·0 or 2) Or. 2 or s. S 
A. (2·0·0) Or. 2.; B. (2·0·2) Or. 8. ' 
Areas of production and culture of more important vegetable crops. Special emphasis 
on potatoes. 
166. Frult and Vegetable Gardening. (l·O·S) Or. 2. w s 
For student& in Home Economics. · · 
Oultlvatlon of vegetables. garden herbs, and suitable fruits in small gardens: Varietic.<1, 
planting, care, quality, harvesting. 
21(. Plant Propap.tlon. (0·2·S) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 114. . 
Fundamental principles underlying sexual and asexual propagation of plants and 
practice in reproducing plants by use of seeds, leaves, stems, or roots. 
224. Grapes ~d Small l'rults. (0·2·S) Or. S. R. 
Prerequirite : 114. 
Principles and practices Involved in handling home and commercial plantings of vine· 
yard.a and plantations of strawberries, bush fruits and miscellaneous small fruits. 
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244-. Garden Plowers. (2-0·8) Or. 8. s. 
Prn-e9uiriU: Botany 101 or equivalent. 
Dest:nption, nomenclature, classification, and culture of Important garden flowers in· 
eluding annuals, pel'81lnials, bulbs, 1lowering vines, rock and water garden plants. 
815. Garden Service. (0·2·8) Or. 8. Alt. 8. Offered 1949·50 
Oare of fruits, vegetables, and flowers in garden. Garden equipment. 
316. Nursery Methods. (0·2-2) Or. 8. s. 
Equi1>ment, including land, packing sheds, stora~e ah~ frames, glass houses, irriga-
tion devices: large scale propagation; transplanting and management of plants· rela· 
tions to other fields of horticulture; protection of nursery plants from climatic, disease, 
and insect dlftlculties. 
824-. Grading and JudgiDg Horticultural Products. \0·0·4) Or. 2 -each time taken. F. 
Pr1r1qufiit1: 114. or equivalent. 
GradlDg and judging horticultural crops and products; requirements of produce in· 
spection services; rules and management of horticultural exhibitions. 
844. Commercial i'loral Des1gn. (1-0-4.) Or. 8. S. 
PrertHJUWits : 154, 244. 
Princtples and methods of cut 1lower arrangement and design; interior decoration ; 
exhibiting and judging :flowers and plants. Enrollment limited to ten students. 
366. Commerclal Vegetable Crops. (8·0·0) Cr. 8. W. 
Prn-squUite: 164. 
Production of crops on commercial scale in truck farming and market gardening. 
401, 402, 4.03. Seminar. (O·l·O) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
410. Special Problems. Or. 2 to 6. Limit 6 credits. F.W.8. 
Prerequirits: 21 credits in horticulture. 
414. M&rketlng Horticultural Products. (8·0·8) Or. 3. Alt. W. Offered 19.£9-50 
Prerequisite: 114. 
Areas of production of horticultural crops1 standardization, huipectionl transportation, storage, price trends,· agents of distribution, market news service, 1orelgn markets, 
co-operative markets. 
415. Advanced Gener&\ Horticulture. Not open to horticulture majors. (0·8·0) 
Prersquiaitt: 11.£ or equivalent. Or. 8. F.W. 
Application of scientific principles to horticultural techniques in selecting, propagating, 
planting, protecting, pruning, and growing horticultural plants. 
421, 422. Principles of Horticulture and Orchardlng. (0,2·2) Or. 3 each. F.S. 
Prer1quirite : 114. 
Pomological region~1 propagation, planting, varieties, culture, fertilillation, pollination, pruning, winter bqury, protection from insects and diseases, thinning, harvesting, 
grading, packing, storage, and by-products. 
424. Exotic Fruits. (2-0·0) Or. 2. Alt. W. Not offered 1949·!50 
Discussion of propagation, growing, shipping, and selling of tropical and subtropical 
fruits. 
COUBSKS J'OB. ADVANCED UNDBRGRADUATB AND OB.ADUATB 8Tt1DBNT8 
515. metory and Literature of Horticulture. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 21 credits in horticulture. Mr. Pickett 
Origin of horticultural plants and practices. Prehistoric evidences of horticultural 
operations. Early historic references to arts of gardening. Greek and Roman 
authors. Development of European and American literature of horticulture. · 
518. Breeding of Horticultural Plants. ( 2-0·S) Or. 3. Alt. F. Offered 194.9·60 
Prerequisite: Gen. 800. Messrs. Haber, Lant& 
Status i progress; application of principles of genetics to improvement of horticultural 
crops. 
524. Systematic Pomology. (0·2·2) Or. 8. Alt. F. Offered 1949·50 
Prersquirite: 114.. Mr. Nichols 
Description, nomenclature, and classification of native and subtropical fruits; critical 
descriptions and identifications, with special reference to relationships a1id clauiftca-
tion of varieties. 
534, 585. Fruit and Vegetable Processing. (3·0·0) Or. 8. .Alt. Y.n. 
Not offered 19.£9-60 
Prerequirite: Bact. 804, Ohem. 256, and permisaion of Instructor. Kr. Tischer 
Methods used in the food industry to procure, process and market frulta and vege-
tables; factors of quality and their evaluation. 
544. Systematic Florlculture. (2·0·3) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequiaite: 154. Mr. Volz 
Identification, classification, propagation, and culture of palms, ferns, orchlda, 
begonias, ana other greenhouse exotica. 
546, 547. Commerclal Florlculture. Or. 3 each. 
546. (2-0-3) Or. 3 F.; 547. (2·0·2) Or. 8. W. 
546. Prerequiaits: 15.£. 244. Mr. Volz 
547. Prerequiait1: 646. 
(546) Oulture and propagation of florist bench crops and potted plant.a. (547) Cul-
ture of tender bedclliig plants; marketing cut ftowera; organmtlon and management of 
greenhouse and retail store. 
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664. Canning Crops. (8·0·0) Or. a. Alt. W. Not offered 1949·50 
Prerequiaitt1: 114. . Mr. Haber 
Production of canning crops, study of seed strains, seed production, acreage contracts. 
grading. 
566. Systematic Olerlculture. (2-0-2) Cr. 3. Alt. F. Not offered 1949-50 
Prert1quiaite: 164. Mr. Haber 
History and classification of vegetable groups, types, and varieties; vegetable exhibits 
and judging. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
600. Research. 
A. Floriculture. 
B. Pomology. 
0. Vegetable Oropa 
D. Fruit and Vegetable Processing. 
E. Propagation. 
Mr. Volz 
Messrs. Lantz, Pickett 
Messrs. Erwin, Haber 
Mr. Tischer 
Messrs. Haber, Volz 
608. Experimental Horticulture. (3-0-0) Cr. 8. Alt. F. Not offered 1949-llO 
• Mr. Pickett 
Organization. support, training, publication and relationships in horticultural research. 
604. Graduate Oonference. Or. 1 each time elected. F.W.S. 
Mr. Haber 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
LomsE JENISON PEET, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Florence Anna Ehrenkranz, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Faith M. Madden, M.S.; Ruth Ellen Pexton, M.S. 
Instructors Dougherty, Wehrle 
Research Associate Inman 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in household equipment leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 136. 
The field of household equipment is one of the newer developments of home 
economics. Beginning as a general subject which aimed to give an understanding 
of the principles and techniques which the homemaker should know about the 
selection, operation, care and convenient arrangement of equipment in the house, 
it has grown to a curriculum preparing for both the professional and commercial 
fields. There is an increasing demand for trained women as home economics 
directors in firms manufacturing household equipment; home service directors in 
gas and"'electric companies; research workers in college and commercial laboratories ; 
college teachers; and extension workers. 
Students who would be interested in taking a combination course in household 
equipment and science or engineering should consult the head of the household 
equipment department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. Work may be 
taken for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy as a divided major with departments 
offering work in related fields for this degree. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in household equipment is credit in begin-
ning food courses, 12 quarter credits in physics (covering in detail mechanics, 
electricity, heat and light), 12 quarter credits in household equipment, and chem-
istry (general, organic, and quantitative methods) . It is recommended that the 
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student should have a general background in home economics, but students with 
fundamental training in chemistry, physics, and bacteriology may be accepted. 
Students taking major work in household equipment will usually select their 
minors from economics, foods and nutrition, institution management, or physics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 404, 405, 406, 422, 435, 445 . 
• 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR. 't'ND&RORADUATE STUDKNTS 
154. Fundamentals of Household Equipment. (0·0·6) Or. s. 
Prereqmaite: Phys. 106 or equivalent. 
F.W.S. 
404, 4051... 406. Equipment ::Mechanics. (1·0·6) Cr. s eacli. 
404. rrerequiaite: 164, Phys. 106. 
405. Prerequisite: 404. 
F.W.S. 
406. Prerequisite: 405. 
Fundamentals of electricity and heat. Simple c:lrcuits. Operation and use of 
laboratory testing and measuring instruments. Special problems. 
414. Special Problems. Oredlt as arranged. 
Prerequisite: 9 credits in advanced courses in household equipment. 
F.W.B. 
421. TraiDlng in Demonstration Techniques. (0·0·6) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: T. JI. 225B, Sp. 811, '6 credits in advanced household equipment or per· 
mission of head of the department. 
Practice in planning and giving demonstrations involving use of household appliances. 
422. Home Service Organization and ::Management. (2·0·2) Or. 8. W.B. 
Prerequisite : 42·1. 
Problems and techniques in the orgo.nizntion and mnnagcment of homo service 
depo.rtments. 
1125. Seminar. (0·2·0) Or. 2. 
Prerequisite: 406. 
Recent developments in equipmt>nt field 
w.s. 
436. Equipment Testing. (0·0·6) Or. 8. W.S. 
Prerequisite : 154. 
Use of measurini; and testing instruments to determine efficiency o.nd <'Ost of operation 
of gas and electrical equipment for institution use. 
445. Equipment Selection and Use. (2·0·2) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 154. 
Efficient utilization of household equipment and storage st>ace. 
w. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDKRGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
506. Gas and Electric Cooking Appliances. (l·O 6) Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite: 406. 
Construction and efficient operation of ro.nges. 
507. Equipment for Cleaning. (l·0-6) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 405, T.&C. 504 recommendf'd. 
Laundry equipment, vacuums, waxers, brushes. 
Alt. W. 
s. 
Miss Ehrenkranz 
Not offered 1949·60 
Mrs. Peet 
508. Small Equipment. (1·0·6) Or. 8. Alt. W. Offered 1949·50 
Prerequisite: 405. Mrs. Peet 
Types on market, methods of manufacture. factors governing their efficiency. 
609. Refrigeration and Home Lighting. (1·0·6) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 405. Mrs. Peet 
Construction and operation of ice and mechanical refrigerators; principles of electric 
circuits ns applied to home wiring; lighting fixtures. 
514. Special Topics. F.W.B. 
Prerequisite: 405. Miss Ehrenkranz, Mrs. Peet 
· 604. Seminar. 
COURSES FOR r.RADUATE STUDENTS 
Oredit as arranged. s. 
Mrs. Peet 
605. Advanced Equipment 'resting Technics. (0·1·6) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 4061 Phys. 211, 212, 218. • M.111 Ehrenkranz Theoretical principles involved in construction of testing apparatus, applicntion of 
various types of testing apparatus, comparative results in using measuring lnstru· 
ments of different sensitivity. 
610.* Advanced Gas and Electric Range Testing. (0·1·6) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite : 506, 605, F .&N. 511. Miu Ehrenkranz 
Effect of sleady and fluctuating temperatures, of differences In construction of ranges, 
etc., on food products. 
611.* Refrigeration Technology. (O·l 6) Cr. 8. 
Pr,requiaite: 609, 606, F.&N. 611 or 606. 
s. 
Mrs. Peet 
Effects of Factors nffeczting temperature and humidity inside household refrigerators. 
temperature and humidity ftuctuations on foods. 
lliss Ehrenkranz, Mrs. Peet 
*When conditions are possible It ls planned that the student shall spent two or three 
months in a range or refrigerator manufacturing plant to obtain 6rst·hand technical 
knowledge of construction, operation, etc., of the given piece of equipment. 
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614. Besearch. 
618. Ezperlmenta.tlon with l'oocl Equipment. (0-1-6) Cr. 3. S 
Prer~qul.rits: 506 or 509, 605: Ii,.&N. 620 or Bact. 535, 536 or 
Ohem. 514: F.&N. 606, Bact. 631. Miss Ehrenkranz, Mrs. ?eet 
Effect of using certain household applian<'es on quality of food products as determmed 
by physical, chemical, nutritional or bacteriological methods . 
• 
HYGIENE 
joHN GRAY GRANT, M.D., Head of Department 
Professor James Franklin Edwards, M.D. 
Associate Professor Lynn Dodge, M.D. 
Assistant Professors Phoebe T. Goggin, M.D.; Sara Kalar Merryman, M.D.; Gail 
McClure, M.D. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For the Student Health Service of the department, see page 68. 
The purpose of this department is to conserve and improve the health of 
students while in college and to give them such training and instruction as will 
enable them to maintain high health standards for themselves and for the com-
munity, after leaving college. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDKNTS 
204. Health Education for Men. (0·8·0) Or. s. F. 
Health facts and practices. 
404. School Health Problems. (8·0·0) Or. 8. S. 
Hygiene of school. health of school child and teacher, co-operating health agencies, 
and correlation of health education in curriculum. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
For description of courses, see Department of Vocational Education, page 304. 
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
GRACE M. AUGUSTINE, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professor Lenore Margaret Sullivan, M.S. 
Associate Professor Carolyn Cason, M.A. 
Assistant Professors Beatrice Donaldson, M.A.; Marjorie M. Mckinley, M.A. •. 
Instructors Anderson, Hittle, Penner, Shugart 
Graduate Assistant Dominy 
Fellow Johnson 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The curriculum in institution management is planned to prepare students for 
managerial positions in the fields of institutional administration. Graduates of 
this department fill positions as dietitians or managers directing the food service 
in cafeterias, college dining halls, hospitals, industrial food units, restaurants, school 
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lunchrooms, and tea rooms. Others manage food and housing departments of 
clubs, hotels and residence halls. 
It is suggested that students gain experience through practical employment during 
the summer vacation following the sophomore or junior year. An internship of 
six months to one year in an approved training course after comp!t>.ting this 
curriculum is recommended. 
Training in large quantity food preparation and service is afforded through the 
Home Economics Tea Room and Ames High School Cafeteria. The Memorial 
Union and College Dining Halls offer managerial experience to advanced students 
through the food and room services. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Work may be taken for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy as a divided major 
with departments offering work in related fields for this degree. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of at least twenty-three 
quarter credits of undergraduate work in home economics, ten of which should 
be in institution management -(large quantity cookery, purchasing, and institution 
equipment), seven in fo~ds and nutrition (nutrition and dietetics, and meal plan-
ning), and six in household oquipment. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 484, 485. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PBDCARILY J'OB UNDERCUl.ADUATB 8TUDKNT8 
380. Large ~uant1ty Cookery. (0·2·6 or 3) Or. 3 or 4. F.W.S. 
Prerequi8ite: F.&N. 207. 
Standard methods of food production in quantity; menu planning for lnstitutlona i 
food cost accounting; experienco in food service. Advance reservation with head 01 
department required. 
484. Purchasing. C 0·2·3) Or. 3. 
Factors determining selection of foods; specifications; methods of buying. 
F.W. 
485. Equlp~~nt. (0·2·3) Or. 8. l1'. 
Pref'e'l"unte: 880. H.Eq. 485. 
Selection, arrangement, and care of equipment and furnishings for food departments . 
• 
COURSES J'OR ADVANCED UNDBRORADUATR AND <JRADUATJll 8TUDBNT8 
580. Experimental Quantity Cookery. (0·1·6) Or. 3. S. 
Prereqtti8ite: 3801 F.&N. 511. Miu Sullivan Methods in quantity food production as related to time factor, institution equipment, 
a~d proportions of ingredients. • 
585. Oaterln~. (0·2·6) Or. 4. l1'.W.S. 
Prerequinte: 380, credit or classification in F.&N. 303. Mias Sullivan 
Special food _preparation and service for parties, dinners, and teas. The study of 
historical background of sectional foods in the United Btatee and laborator)' prepara· 
tion of these and foreign foods. 
586. Institution Management Practice. (1·0·6) Or. 3. l1'.W.8. 
Prerequirite: 484. 485. Miaaca Anderson, Augustine 
Expenence in food service and housing departments of Memorial Union. 
587. Organization and Management. (0·8 O) Cr. 3. W.8. 
Pf'erequiBite: 484 or 485. Mlues Augustine, Donalchon 
Organization of institution food departments, professional ethics and quallflcatlons for 
managers, employment procedures, personne1 schedules and financial records. 
588. Special Topics. F.W.S. 
Prertiquiriu: 484, 485. Credit as arranged. Misses Augustine, McKinley, Sullivan 
589. Institution Housekeeping. (0·2·3) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequi8ite: Credit or cla88i6cation in 484 and H.Eq. 435. Miss Cason 
Methods, procedures and operation of housekeeping department in institutions. 
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COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
604. Seminar. Credit as arranged. 
606. Institution Purchasing. (0·1·6) Or. S each. 
Miss Augustine 
A. Meats al?~ Poultry. (A.H. 606A, P.H. 606A). 
PrrrequlB&te: 484, A.11. 374. 
s. 
Messrs Shearer, Stewart 
w. B Dairy Products and Groceries. 
Prerequisite: 484. Miss Sullivan, Mr. Mortensen 
607. Instltutlon Admfntstratlon. (0-S·O) Cr. 3. 
Prerequi8ite: 587. 
Job analysis,.... labor policies, labor organizations, personnel 
control with special reference to probems in institutions. 
F. 
Miss Augustine 
problems, and financial 
608. Admlntstratlon Problems. (O·l-6) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 587. Miss Augustine 
Solution of advanced administration problems through practice in College dining 
halls, tea room, Ames High Schol)) Cafeteria, and Memorial Union. 
61 4. Research. 
Miss Augustin€' 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
PHILIP HOMER ELwooo, JR., B.S.A., Head of Department 
Associate Professors A. Maurice Hanson, B.S.; Ralph Rudolph Rothacker, M.S. 
Extension Workers Fitzsimmons, Tarr 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR tTNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in landscape architecture leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 104. 
The trained landscape architect adapts land areas to human service in urban 
regions and in the broad rural countryside. His relation to problems of the location 
of buildings and the treatment of their surroundings requires the consideration of 
architectural and engineering procedures. The materials he uses are mainly included 
within the fields of horticulture, forestry, geology, and civil engineering. 
Professional practice of landscape architects includes the design, construction, 
planting, and maintenance of home grounds, estates, parks, cemeteries, school 
grounds, public and private institutions and subdivisions, towns and regional 
plannin~, including recreational landscape design, and other planning problems. 
Students interested in the application of landscape planning to comprehensive 
and collaborative planning programs and projects, should consult with the head 
of the department or their counselor. See Comprehensive Planning Courses on 
page 108. 
There are opportunities for competent professional men, both in private practice 
and in public employ as landscape architects, city planners, parks superintendents, 
and landscape recreational engineers for large reservations. 
This department is accredited by the American Society of Landscape Architects 
and the American Institute of Planners and graduates are eligible for Junior 
Associate Membership in these organizations. 
Students who wish to prepare for service as foremen of construction of planting, 
nursery landscape men, estate and park custodians, superintendents of institutional 
grounds and related positions should consult with the head of the department. A 
flexible two-year sequence will be arranged to fit the needs of the individual student. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Landscape Archi-
tecture and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. The 
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degree of Master of Landscape Architecture is granted upon the completion of 
one year of satisfactory resident graduate work and the acceptance of a thesis 
after at least one full year of success£ ul prof cssional practice. 
Students desiring to major in this department should _present credits in land-
scape architecture substantially equivalent to those secured by undergraduate 
students in the curriculum in landscape architecture at this institution. 
The department also offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, 
major in town and regional planning. Students should present the equivalent of 
the requirements of this institution for the degree of Bachelor of Science in one 
of the following departments: architecture, civil engineering, economics and 
sociology, or landscape architecture. 
The following courses are open for major graduate credit to graduate students 
in town and regional planning: Arch. 600, 604; C.E. 574, 606, 690; Econ. 517, 540, 
599A; Soc. 585; L.A. 514, 515, 590, 600. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 334, 335, 401, 402, 403, 411, 412, 413, 
436, 466. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDKNTS 
105. Introduction to Landscape Architecture. (l·O·O) Required. 
Landscapb architecture field, its scope and methods. 
F. 
201, 202. History of Landscape Architecture. (8·0-0) Or. 8 each. F.W. 
Alt. Yr. Not offered 1949-50 
The development of landscape architecture from antiquity to modern times, with its 
relation to and influences of allied arts and professions. Lectures, readings, abstracts, 
and reports. 
206. Planning Home Landscapes. {2·0-0) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Understanding and enjoyment of native and humanized lnndscapes, with special atten-
tion to improvement of home and public grounds. 
208. Rural Landscape Design. (2·0·8) Or. 8. W. 
Preparation of plans for farmsteads, small house lots, home and school grounds and 
other public areas. Presented for agricultural engineering and horticulture students, 
as well as those interested in county agent work. 
211. Elements and Theory of Landscape Design. (1·1·6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 105. 
Simple problems in design and their presentation: fundamental theory and principles. 
212. Elements of Landscape Design. (0·1·6) Or. 3. S. 
PrerequiBite: 211. 
Simple problems in design and their presentation; fundamental theory and principles. 
213. Elements of Landscape Dosign. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. • S. 
Preuquisite: 2111 212, classification in C.E. 2HL Simple problems m design and presentation. 
231, 232. Plaut Materials. W.S. 
281. (1-0·8) Or. 2. W.; 282. (1·0·6) Or. 3. S. 
(28q Introduction to study of plant materials as used in landscape architecture. 
Clnse1fication, nomenclature, requirements, sources, with winter twig identification. 
(232) Deciduous trees nnd shrubs with special emphasis on their seasonal landscape 
character and usage. 
301, 802, sos. Details of Construction and OJ!lce Administration. 
(1·0·4) Or. 3 ea. Yr. 
Prsrequisits: C.E. 213. 
Theory and drafting room problems in landscape construction Including grading, drain· 
age and utility plans. estimates of cute, fills, and cost data. 
305. Landscape Service. (1·0·6) Or. 8. Alt. S. Not offered 1949·50 
Planting and maintenance operations and estimating practices, including handling of 
labor and equipment on landscape operations. 
311, 312, 313. Landscape Design. (0·0·9) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
Design of private and public properties based on actual topographies. Drafting, field 
work, reports, criticisms. 
888. Plant Materials. (1·0·6) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequirite: 282. 
Trees and shrubs, vines, evergreens, and herbaceous material. Field trips, leaf 
collection and reports. 
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w.s. 884~ 885. Planting Dellgn. (1-0-6) Or. 8 each. 
rrerequWite: 811, 888. 
Arrangement and use of plants in landscape and 
and 1leld practice. 
architectural design, with drafting 
841, 842. Travel and Practice. 
841. Required. 
842. Required. 
Alt. 8. Not offered 1949·50 
Alt. S. Offered 1949-50 
850. Communlty and Town Planning. (2·1·0) Or. 8. W.S. 
Introductory analysis of problems and procedures in planning rural and urban com-
munities with emphasis on official and citizen relationships. 
401. City or Town Plann1ng. (1·2-0) Or. 8. F. 
Functional city planning including fundamentals and historical development of civic 
design, with particular attention to the basic elements of city planning. 
402. PJuntng and Zonlng Admfntstration. (2·1·0) Or. 8. F.W. 
Prerequiaite: 401. 
The planning process in operation and as applied to local and regional problems. 
408. Recreational and Beglonal Planning. (1-2·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequisite : 402, except for forestry students, or by special permission from head of 
department. 
Basic land use patterns and recreational aspects of landscape architecture including 
local, state, and national parks, playgrounds, waterfronts, parkways, and public 
reservations. 
404. Publlc Recreational Factlltles. (2·1·0) Or. 8. Alt. F. Not offered 1949·50 
Principles of design, construction and operation with special emphasis on national 
and state parks and forests. 
411~ 412, 418. Advanced Landscape Design. (0·0-12) Or. 4 each. 
.t'terequiaite: 818. 
Design of public, semi-public, and large private properties. 
486. Advanced Planttng Composition and Design. (l·0-6) Or. 8. 
Yr • 
F. 
PrerequWite: 885. 
Principles of design applied to the use of plants in various types of landscape prob· 
lems. 
441. Professlonal Procedure. (2·0-8) Or. 8. Alt. S. Offered 1949-50 
Prerequ'8it1: 811. 
Oftlce organization, forms, field operations, professional ethics, and public relations. 
466. Speclal Problems. F.W.S. 
Prerequirite: 818, 888, quality point average of 2.5 or more for preceding two 
quarters. 
Selected problems for balancing or completing individual student requirements. 
OOURSBS l'OR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
514. Collaborative Planning. (1-0-6) Or. 8. W. 
Prenqumte: Permission of head of department. Mr. Elwood 
Lectures, assignments, and practical problems on techni1ues and procedures involved 
in modern planning i operations at different levels of government involving various 
professions. Administered by special committee, P. H. Elwood, Jr., chairman • 
• 515. Spec1al Planntng Projects. (l·0-6) Or. s. F.W.S. 
Prerequi8ite: Permission of department. Mr. Elwood 
Special planning projects assigned to three or more students having major work in 
different departments. Each student solving phases of problem related to his technical 
background in collaboration with other students. 
590. Town and Regional Planning. Or. 2 to 5. 
Prerequi8it1: Permission of inStructor. 
Special problems Involving various types of environmental physical 
600. Research. 
OOURB& J'OB GRADUATB BTUDRNTS 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Elwood 
planning. 
Mr. Elwood 
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LIBRARY 
ROBERT WILLIAM ORR, M .S., Head of Department 
Professor Charles Harvey Brown, M.A., B.L.S., Litt.D. 
Assistant Professors Forrest Freer Carhart, Jr., A.M.L.S.; Ruth Sprecher Kristof-
fersen, B.S.; Grace Myrtle Oberheim, M.S.; Eleanor Frances Warner, M.A.; 
Evelyn G. Wimersberger, M.S. 
Instructors Anderson, Clark, Cook, Evans, Gates, Hammond, Keltner, Lamb, 
McHone, Robertson, Threlkeld, Vonderhaar 
Assistant Robbins 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Courses required of all freshmen are designed to increase facility in the use of 
books and the use of libraries. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The library offers facilities for bibliographic research in the scientific and technical 
literat~re of the departments giving graduate instruction. The course "Bibliographic 
Research" (Library 614) may be taken for either major or minor credit in any 
department. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUBSKS PRIMARILY FOR UNDERORADUATE STUDENTS 
106. Library Inatmctton. (O·l·O) Required. F.W.8. 
Use of books, library, and a survey of literntur<> of major curricula. 
A. For students in agriculture. Six W('{'ks. F. 
B. For students in home economics. Six weelal. F. 
C. For students in engineering. Six weeks. W. 
D. For students in srience. Six weeks of orientation course (Sci. 101). F. 
OOURSB FOB ORADUATB STUDENTS 
614 .• Blbllographlc Research. (O·l·O) Or. 1. F.W. 
PrtJrequUlle: College degree. Mesara. Brown, Orr 
Lectures and practice on location of printed material and preparation of blbllographlea 
on technical and scientific subjects. 
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MATHEMATICS 
D10 L.:w1s HoLL, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Edward Switzer Allen, Ph.D.; Ernest Willard Anderson, Ph.D.; Cor-
nelius Gouwcns, Ph.D.; Joseph Vance McKelvey, Ph.D.; I. F. Neff, M.S.; 
Edwin Raymond Smith, Ph.D.; Henry Peter Thielman, Ph.D.; *Gerhard 
Tintner, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Gertrude Anne Herr, M.S.; John James Luett Hinrichsen. 
Ph.D.; Pierre G. Robinson, Ph.D.; Bernard Vinograde, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Frank Edward Bortle, M.S.; Fred A. Brandner, M.S.; Marian 
Elizabeth Daniells, M.S.; Fay Farnum, Ph.D.; Robert E. Gaskell, Ph.D.; 
R. Austin Griffin, M.S.; Ralph Wallace Johnson, M.A.; George E. Kalden-
berg, M.S.; Orlando C. Kreider, M.S.; *Carl Eric Langenhop, Ph.D.; Clarence 
H. Lindahl, M.S.; Fred Robertson, A.M.; Helen Florene Smith, M.S. 
Instructors Block, Branstetter, Butler, Deniston, Dickey, Dyer, Engelbrecht, Goss. 
Lambert, Lieberknecht, Payne, Robinson, Royer, Scott, Stanek, Swanson 
Graduate Assistants Gregory, Headley, Willoughby 
Fellows Chappell, Conrad, Fesler, Glenn, Klein, Petersen, Regier 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR trNDERGRADUATE STl'DY 
For under~raduate curriculum in science, major in mathematics, leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 141. 
The curriculum in science with a major in mathematics is quite flexible and 
is designed to prepare a student for one of the following positions: teacher of sec-
ondary school mathematics, assistant in commercial and industrial organizations, 
technician in insurance, actuarial, or engineering office. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in mathe-
matics and, jointly with the Department of Physics, in mathematical physics; major 
work leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in special fields of applied 
mathematics and, jointly with the Department of Physics, in mathematical physics ; 
and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students desiring to do graduate work with a major in this department should 
present at least fifteen quarter credits of work in mathematics beyond calculus . 
• It is desirable that this should include differential equations, and theory of equations. 
Minor work is usually required in physics, chemistry, engineering, statistics, or 
certain phases of agriculture. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 300, 307, 314, 315, 316, 404, 418, 437, 
447, 448, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 494. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURS& i"OB. NONCOLLEOIATE STUDENTS 
5. Advanced Algebra. (0 5-0) Or. 5. 
Prurquu1te: Onf' yeur of high school algebra. 
Satisfies reqmrements for third half-unit of entrance algebra. 
*On leave. 
SS. 
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COURSES PRIMARILY FOR 'UNDRBGRADUATE STUDENTS 
101. College Algebra. (0·5·0) Or. 6. F.W.B. 
Prerequiaite: One and one·hnlf uni ta of high school algebra. 
Review of high school algebra, systems of equations, logarithms, variation, binominl 
theorem, progressions, theory of equations, annuities, partial fractions. 
102. Plane Trigonometry. (0·4 or 6·0) Or. 4 or 5. 
Prerequisite: 101. 
A. For all students except those in Forestry. (0·5·0) Or;. 5. 
C. Prerequisite: For studPnts in forestry. (0·4·0) Or. 4. 
108. Analytical Geometry. 
Prereqttiaite: 101, 102. 
A. For students in science. (0·5-0) Cr. 6. 
F.W.S. 
F.W.S. 
F.W.S. 
F.W A. 
<'. For students in engineering. (0·4-0) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: Oredlt or classification in G.E. 121. 
<'a-ordinate systems, graphs, equation of loci, straight line, conics, special curvAs, 
transformations, three dimensional figures, nppllcntlons. 
148. Elements of Analytical Geometry and Statistics. (0·8·0) Or. 8. s. 
Prerequisite: 102. 
Rectangular coordinates, the straight line and parabola. Estimation of statisticnl 
parameters from samples, simple distributions, tests of signUlcance. A1lgnm1:-nt 
charts, empirical equations. Applications to problems in forest mensuration. 
200. General Mathema.tics for Students of Home Economics. (0·5·5) Or. 5. w. 
Prerequisite: One unit of high school algebra. 
Linear, quadratic, exponential, and trigonometric functions i introduction to calculus. 
205. Mathematica for Students of Agriculture. (O·'·O) Or. 4. F.W.8. 
Prerequisite: One unit high school algebra. 
Graphical methods, simple C1,Uations, exponents and radicals, logarithms, numerical 
trigonometry, progressions, interest and annuities, applications to agriculture. 
206. Mathematical Theory of Investments. (0·5·0) Or. 5. 8. 
Prerequisite : 101. 
Interest, annuities, sinking funds, building and loan associations, bonds, use of tables. 
211, 212, 218. Calculus. (0·4·0) Cr. 4 each. F.W.8. each 
Prerequisite: 108. 
(211) Dift'erential and integral cal<'ulus I. (212) Differential and integral calrulus 
1I. ( 213) Differential and integral calculus III. 
241 242, 248. General Mathematics and Stattsttcs. (Stat. 2'8) (1·8·0) Or. 4. Yr. 
Prerequisite: One and one-half units of high school algebra, credit or classification in a 
course in economics. 
Linear, quadratic, ex11onential, nnd logarithmic functions, calculus of simple functions, 
progressions, interest and annuities. permutations and combinations, probability, cur\'o 
fitting, &'\"erages, dispersion, rorr<'lntion, periodicity, index numbers. 
300. Theory of Equations. (0·8 O) Or. R. 
Prerequisite: 212. 
8. 
Complex numbers, solution of cubics and biquadratics, methods of ap}lroximating 
roots, systems of equations. elPnt<'nts of determinants. 
307. Mathematics of LUe Insurance. (0·3·0) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequisite: 206. 
Probability, mortality tableR, life insurance, life annuities, endowments. C'Qmputation 
of net premiums, evaluation of policies, constrdction nnd uso of tables . 
. no. Mathematics of Navigation. (0·8 0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 102. 
l\faps, use of cha rte, course plotting, right and oblique spherical trian~les; applirn· 
tions to terrestrial nnd celestial spheres; nautical astronomy and navigatum. 
:!14, 315. D11ferentlal Equations. (O·B·O) Or. 8 each. 
Prer~quisite: 213. 
F.W.S. 
Formulation of practical J>roblems as solutions of differential equations, mcthod11 of 
solving type forms, systems of equations, singular solutions, methods of l\ll1>roximntion, 
introdu<"tion to partial differential equations. 
:uo. Advanced Mathematics for Electrical Engl.Deers. (0·6·0) Or. 5. F.W 
Prererf11i11ite: 213, and credit or classification in E.E. 301. 
Differential equations of electrical engineering, Fourier series, Bessel [unctions, ele-
mentary vector analysis, determinants, and topics useful in electrical engineering. 
404. Intermecllate Algebra. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
Multinomial theorem, finite differences, inequalities; introduction to the theory ol 
matrices. 
418. Elementary Operational Mathematics. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Prt>rtquisite: 314 or 316. 
w. 
Laplace transform and its properties Application to solution of ordinary differ· 
ential and difference equations, with specinl reference to electric rlrcuita, mcchonical 
vibrations, automatJc control problems, structural dynamics. 
437. Mathematical Anal~sls. (Ee. 487) (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 101. 
F. 
Elements of differential nnd integral calculus, with npplications to problems In mathe· 
matical economics. 
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44'1, 448. Theory of Stattatlca I. (StRt. 447, 448) (0·9·0) Or. 3 each. w.s. 
See Statistics. 
451'-452, 468. Advanced Mathematica In Engineering. (O·S·O) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
rrerequlrite: 814 or 816. . . 
Selocted topics In applied mnthemntics, Including differential equations, hyperbolic 
functions elliptic integrals, matrices and determinants, expansions in series: Fourier 
l'lerle.s O~mmn and Bessel functions, VC<'tor analysis, probability, functions 01 complex 
\'ariable and dimensional analysis; appli<'ations in solution of technicnl problems 
454, 455. Analytical KechaDica. (Phys. 454, 455) 
Prerf!quiaiu: 314, PhyRi<'s 213 or 22:1. 
Particle dynnmle11, simplo harmonic.' motion. <·c>ntrnl 
rigid bodies. 
(0·3·0) Or. 3 each. F.W. 
!or<'CS; statil'B nnd dynamics of 
490. Hlato17 of Mathematics. (0·8·0) Or. a. Alt. S. Not offered 1949-50 
Prereqttuite: 212, senior college clnssificntion. 
Source of mathematical J.>rinciples. growth of mathematical knowledge, contributions 
of outstanding matbemnb<'inns. 
494. Foundations of M'.&thematlcs. (0·8·0) Or. a. s. 
Prer~qttirite : 6 credits beyond 2181 permission of instructor. Seta, equivalence, transflnito numoers; postulational systems in geometry, algebrn, 
analysis; other basic topics in mathematics. 
497. Teaching of Seconcl&lT ·school Mathematics. (O·S·O) Or. 8. W. 
Prer~uUittt: 15 credits in college mathematics. 
Organization of subject matter, methods of presenting particular topics, evaluation of 
results. 
COURSKB roe ADVANCED UNDKRORADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
514'- 516. Advanced Calcn1111. (0·8·0) Cr. 8 each. F.W. 
rrerequ~te: 218. Mr. Thielman 
Review of dU?erentintfon and integration, approximation of ihtegrals, partial derlva· 
tivea, line integrals, integral theorems, applications to geometry, physics and mechanics. 
516. De1lnlte Integrals. (0·8·0) Or. 8. B. 
Prerequiaite: 218. Mr. Gou wens 
Important integrals which nppear in applied mnthcmatics, including elliptic type. 
518. Operational Mathematics. (0·8·0) Or. a. S. 
Prerequirite: 514. Mr. Gaskell 
Use of coblplex vnriable theory in deriving properties of the LaPlace transform. 
Applications to partial difl'erential equations, Sturm·Liouville systems. Veritlcation 
of solutions and uniqueness proofs. 
520. Boundaey Value Problems. tO·S·O) Or. 3. S. 
PruequUite: 514. Mr. Gaskell 
Development of theory of Fourier series. and its use in solving boundary value prob· 
lems. 'Verification and uniqueness of solutions. Bessel functions and Legendre 
polynomials and their applications. 
524. In1lnlte Processes. (0·8-0) Or. 3. 
Prttrequi1tit11: 218, permission of instructor. 
Fundamentnl concep.ts nnd propositions of infinite processes. 
aeries, products. continued fractions, determinants and integrals. 
s. 
Mr. Hinrichsen 
Infinite sequences, 
Alt. W.B. 52'1, 528. Advanced Dlfrerentlal Equations. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. 
Oft'ered 1949·50 
Prtrt'quiBiltt: 815 and 515. Mr. Hinrichsen 
E'tistenee theorems, normnl forms, properties of solutions, adjoint systems, Wron· 
11kians. 1mparation and 011cillntion theorems, Sturm-Liouville systems, Green's funr· 
tions, asymptotic solutions. · 
535, 586, 58'1. Introduction to Modern Geometry. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prtrtquilfite: 213. Mr. Robinson 
Synthetic and nnalytir methods applic>d to geometry in h\·o nnd three dimensions 
541, 542, 548. Theoey of Statlstica II. (Stat. 541, 542, 548) (0-S·O) Or. S each. 
See Statistics. 
550. Vector Analysis. (Phys, 550) Cr. 4. 
PrtrequVite: 814 or 816. 
Fundamental operations on ,·ectors, 1,>otentinl functions, gradient, 
nJ>plicntions ln ]>hysics and mcchnnt<'S. 
s. 
Mr. Holl 
divergence, and curl ; 
656. Tensor Analysis. (O·B·O) Or. s. w. 
Prerequi.tte: 514. 550. Mr. Allen 
Tensor and vector fields: properties of symmetric and anti-symmetric tensors; tensor 
densities, reduction, parallelism, Christoffel symbols, covariant differentiation; metril' 
spaces, geodesic coordinates, curvature, nnd applicationR. 
599, Special Topics. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Gaskell, Gouwens, Hinrichsen, Holl, 
McKelvey, Robinson, Smith, Thielman, Tintner, Vinograde 
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600. Pinlte Groups. (8·0·0) Or. 8. 
Prn-equuits: 800, permission of instructor. 
Fundamental theory, algebraic equations, physical applications. 
B. 
Mr. Allen 
60.&~ 605. Higher Algebra. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. W.B • 
.rrerequiaits: 404, permission of instructor. Mr. Vlnogrado 
Fields and vector spaces, matrices nnd their canonicBl forms, orthogonal and other 
important transformation gTOUllS. polynomial forms and their invariants, topics In 
abstract algebra. 
610. Seminar. 
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Gn.skol1 Gouwens.L Blnrlchsen, Boll, 
McKelvey, Robinson, Smith, ·.i·hielman, ·.l'lntnor, Vinograde 
611, 612. Functions of a Complex Variable. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. F.W. 
Prsrs<(tluits: 815, permission of instructor. Mr. llinrlchaen 
Functions of complex variable, continuity, dUforentiabillty, integrability, conformal 
mapping, calculus of residues, applications. 
614, 615. Puncttona of Beal Variables. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. Alt. S. 614. Not 
offered '194.9·50. 615. Offered 1949·50. Mr. Thielman -
Prsrsquirits: 515 or permission of instructor. 
Real continuum, basic concepts in theory of real functions, theory of point-sets, trans-
finite numbers, measure, Riemann, Lebesgue and other Integrals, abstract spaces. 
616, 617. ProbabWty. (Stat. 616, 617) (3·0·0) Or. 8 each. Alt. years. 
Offered 1949·60 
Prsrsquiaits: 515, or permission of instructor. Mr. Allen 
Fundamental concepts, discrete and continuous probabilities, laws of large numbers, 
theory of errors, probabilities of hypotheses, geomt>tric and physical applications. 
620. Calculus of Variations. (8·0-0) Or. 8. B. 
Prerequisite: 612. Mr. Gouwens 
621, 622, 628. D11rerentlal Equations of Mathematical Ph711os. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. 
Alt. Yr. Olfered 1949·60 
Prerequirits: 612, 815, Phys. 218. Mr. Binrlchsen 
Derivation and solution of equations governing various physical phenomena, study of 
Bessel's function, Legendre polynomials, advanced problems arising from aift'erentlal 
equations. 
626...._ 627. Integral Equations. (8·0·0) Or. s each. Alt. W.S. Not offered 1949·60 
.rrersquiaits: 612. Mr. Thielman 
Linear integral equations, applications to physirs and biology. 
641, 642, 648. Theoey of Statistics m. (Stat. 641, 642, 643) (8·0·0) 
Or. 8 each. Yr. 
See Statistics. 
645. Econometrics. (Econ. 645) (0·8·0) 
See Economics. 
646. Time Serles. lEcon. 646, Stat. 646) 
See Economics. 
647. Multivariate Analysis. (Stat. 647) 
See Statistics. 
Or. 8. 
(0·8·0) 
(8·0·0) 
648. Modem Development ln Theol'J' of Statlsttcs. 
See Statistics. . 
Mr. Brown 
Alt. 8. Offered 194.9·60 
• Mr. Tintner 
Alt. S. Not offered 1949·60 
Mr. Tintnor 
Or. 8. 11'. 
Mr. Brown 
(Stat. 648) (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Messrs. Brown, Mood 
651, 652, 658. Introduction to Theoretical Physics. 
(Phys. 651, 652, 653) See Physirs 
654 655. Dynamics. (Phys. 654, 655) (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. W.8. 
Prsrequiaits: 815 or 816. Physics 428. Measrs. Knipp, Vlnograde 
Vector methods in dynamics; free and forced motion of systems; normal co-ordinates; 
Lagrange and canonical eluations; contact tranaformatlons: Hamilton.Jacobi equa· 
tlons; orbital theory and celestnl mechanics; integration theories of dyne.mica. 
656, 657. Ma.thematlcal Theory of Hyclrod)'Jlamica. (8·0·0) Or. s each. F.W. 
Alt. years. Offered 1949·50 
Prersqullrits: 516, 550, permission of instructor. Mr. Seth 
Hydrodynamics of incotnpressible ideal and viscous fluids, with emphasis on two-
dimenRional flows; compressible fiuids and shock phenomena. 
661, 662, 668. Mathematics of Blastlclty. (T.&A.M. 681{ 862, 668) 
(S·O·O) Or. 8 each. At. Yr. Not oaered 1949·50 
Prersquirits: 816, permlasion of instructor. Messrs. Boll, Seth 
Two·dimenalo'nal elastic problems, general stress atraln analysis in three dimensions, 
stability, and vibration of bebm11 and columns. 
G66, 6671 668. Statio and D::vnamic Problems of Platei and Shella. 
(T.&A.M. 666, 667, 668) (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. Alt. Yr. Offered 1949·50 
Prsrsqui8Us: 815, permission of instructor. Mr. Holl 
Thin plate analnis; three-dimensional plate problems; shells, stability and vibration of 
pint.ea and shelfs. 
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674, 675. :Mathematical Theory of Belatlvity. Alt. W.S. 
Offered 1949-50 
(3·0·0) Or. 3 each. 
Prerequ'8ite: 515 and 566. . . . Mr. A!len 
Restricted and general theories, tensor and tensor densities analysis, cosmolog1cal 
problems. 
681, 682, 688. Quantum :Mechanics. (Phys. 681, 682, 683) See Physics. 
688. Foundations of the Theory of Statlsttcs. (Stat. 688) (S·0-0) Or. 3. 
Alt. W. OfferJld 1949-50 
See Statistics. 
699. Research. 
Mr. Brown 
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Gaskell, G<?uwens, ~inrichse~, Holl, 
McKelvoy, Robinson, Smith, Thielman, Tmtner, Vmograde 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
HENRY MONTGOMERY BLACK, S.M., Head of Department 
Professors Mark Perkins Cleghorn, B.S., M.E.; Earl Downing Hay, M.S., M.E.; 
Henry L. Mason, D.Sc.; Herman J. Stoever, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Howard J. Henry, M .S. ; Howard B. Holroyd, Ph.D.; Jesse 
Greenville Hummel, B.S., M.E.; Roy Everett Roudebush, M.E.; John F. 
Sandfort, M.S.; Robert S. Sherwood, M.S. 
Assistant Professors Robert William Breckenridge, B.S., M.E.; W. Chester Fitch. 
M.S.; Ralph L. Freeman, B.S.; Alfred S. Gaskell, M.S.; John Hug, M.E.; 
Roy T. Quick, B.S., I.E.; Hal W. Maynor, M.S. 
Instructors Christenson, Fellinger, Gesser, Gilkey, Hoefs, Jerger, Kiepura, Larson, 
Maitland, May, Purvis, Reinholz, Stecker, Thornburgh, Threlkeld 
Assistants Bittner, Lindstrom, McKiernan, Serovy 
FeJJow Dow 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in mechanical engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 122. 
The professional services performed by mechanical engineers vary from the 
highly scientific work of research and development through the applied work 
of design and production, to the management, operation, and sales activities of 
industry. These services are rendered in fields ranging from the conversion and 
utilization of heat, to the development and design of machines, and the manu-
facture of commodities. 
The curriculum includes, in addition to the fundamental sciences of mathematic.<:, 
chemistry, and physics, a well-balanced series of courses in metallurgy, machine 
design, fundamental thermodynamics and heat, and applied thermodynamic~ 
Opportunity is offered for limited specialization in mechanics and design; in steam 
power equipment; internal combustion engines; heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning; electronics applications; industrial and manufacturing; mathematics 
or physics. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
mechanical engineering, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
Students desiring to major in this department should have completed an under-
graduate curriculum equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in 
mechanical engineering at this institution. 
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The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 310, 312, 315, 321, 322, 325, 342, 
343, 423, 426, 427' 429, 435, 440, 444, 445, 448, 450, 455, 467. 480. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COtTBSl\P l'RI?alARILY FOR UNDEROltADUATE STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. (1-0-0) Required. 
Field of mechani('al engineering, its opportunities nnd requirements. 
s. 
201. Machine Shop. (0·0-6/ Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Principles and practice .o machine tool and ben('h working of metals. Forming and 
fabrication of steels, cast iron, and non·ferrous metals. 
202. Metal Oastlng. (0·0-6) Or. 2. 
Ferrous and non-ferrous molding and ('asting. Study of processes 
204. Metal Fabrlcatlon. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. 
Gas and electric welding. Study of pipe, pipe joints and fittings. 
struction. 
205. Manufacturing Processes. (0·2-8) Or. 8. 
Demonstrations on machine tools and other production equipment. 
206. Machine Shop. (0·0-6) Or. 2. 
For Industrial Education Majors. 
Lathe work. 
207. Machine Shop. (0·0·6) Or. 2. 
For Industrial Education Majors. 
Milling machine, shaper, grinder, drill press, bC'nd1 work. 
211, 212, 218. Physical Metallurgy. 
211. ( 0·3·0) : 212, 218. ( 0·2·3) Cr. 3 each. 
Prerequi8ite: Chem. 108. 
F.W.S. 
and equipment. 
F.W.S. 
Sheet metal con· 
W. 
w. 
s. 
Yr. 
Basic principles of metallography: scientific production control of melting, casting, 
fabrication, heat treating. and welding pro<>esses. 
Specifications, uses, physical testing, and inRpection of industrial metals and alloys. 
305. Tool Engineering. (0·1·6) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequisite: 201 or 205. 
Design and application of special tools, jigs, n nd fix tu res 
310. Kinematics. (0·3·8) Or. 4. F.W. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in T.&A.M. 844. 
Analysis of displacementR, velocities, and nccelcrntions in machinery. Study of cams, 
geanng, belting, and misrellaneous mechaniRmt-1. 
:112. Machine Analysis. (0·8·8) Cr. 4. 
PrPre<rUisite: 310, classification or rredit in T &A.M. 824. 
w.s. 
Analysis of static and dynamic stresses in machine members. Force analysis in ('Om· 
plete machines. Dynamics of machinery. 
315. Design of Machine Elements. (0·3 8) Cr. 4. F.W.8. 
Prerequisite: 812. 
Design of fastenings, pressure vessels, shafts, gearing. belting, clutches. Bearings 
and lubrication. 
321, 322. Thermodynamic,. (0·4·0) Or. 4 each. F.W.8. 
321. Prerequisite: Phys. 2221 .'.1!.&.A.M. 274 3:!2. Prerequisite: 321, classification in 342 . 
. Properties and fundamental equations of gases and vapors. TI1ermodynamics oC bent 
<'Y<>les, compressors, and engines. 
:.125. Heat Transfer. (0·8-0) Cr. 3. F.S. 
Prere<rUisite: 321 or 844, Mn th. a 14. 
Solution of practical engint.-ering problems involving transfer of heat by conduction, 
radiation, and convection. 
342. Thermodynamics Laboratory. (0·0·8) Or. 1. W.8. 
PrerequiJJite: Classification in 322 . 
. 143. Mechanical Laboratory. (O 0·3) Cr. 1. F.S. 
Prerequisite: 842. 
344. Thermodynamics. (0·4·8) Cr. 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: Math. 213, Phys. 222. 
Properties and fundamental equations of ga11Ps nnd vapors. Thermodynamics of heat 
cycles, compressors, nµd engines. 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prerequi8ite: Senior M.E. classification. 
Inspection trip to industrial centers. 
423. Machine Design. \0·2·6) Or. 4. F.W. 
Prerequisite: 315. 
Projects in design of complete machines. 
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426. Befrtgeratlon and Air Conditioning. (0·8·8) Or. 4. F.W. 
Pr1requi1ite: 822 or 844. 
Principles of ,refrilieration. Simultaneous control of tempernture, humidity, and 
motion of air in buddings. Purification of air. 
427. Beating and Air Conditioning Deslgn. (0·2·6) Or. 4. W.S. 
Pr1requiaite: 426, 825. 
Design and layout of beating, ventilation, nnd nir eonditloning systems. 
429. Internal Oombustton Engine Design. (0·2·6) Or. 4. W. 
Pr1requirite: 445. . . f · 
Design nnd layout of n high-speed internal combustion engme o carburetion or 
Diesel type. 
482. Beattng and Ventilation. (0·3·6) Or. 5. W. 
Prere<tuiaite: Senior cJassiftcation and Phys. 222. 
Princfples of heating and ventilation as applied to residences, public and industrial 
buildings. Design and layout of heating and ventilation systems. 
435. Induatr1a1 Metallurgy. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W.S. 
PrerequiaUe: 218. 
Mechanical and thermal problems in processing of industrial metals. Selection and 
application of alloy and special purpose steels. 
440. Fuels and Oombuatlon. (0·8·8) Or. 4. F.S. 
Prerequiftte: 822 or 844. 
Oomposition, properties, and combustion of fuels ; fuel and 1lue gas testing. 
448. Beat Engines. (0·2·8) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequuite: 844. 
Operating characteristics and performance of steam engines, turbines, Internal com· 
buation engines, and auxlliary equipment. 
444. Steam Power Equipment. (0·8·8) Or. 4. F.W. 
Prn'equuite: 822, 440 and T.&A.M. 378. 
Thermodynamics and performance of steam boilers, engines, turbines, and gas com· 
pressors Reht'ating, regenerative, and binary <'yeles. 
445. Internal Combustion Engines. (0·3·8) Or. 4. F.W. 
Prerequ'8ite: 440. 
General principles, thermodynamics, nnd performance of carburetion and fuel-injection 
engines. Oharacteristlce of fuels. 
448. Steam Power Plant Design. (0·2 6) Cr. 4. W.S. 
Prerequilite: 440, 444. 
Principal and auxiliary equipment for power, henting1 and pumping plants. Ooollng 
towers, boiler water treatment, principles of plant design. 
460. Airplane Engines. (0·2·6) Or. 4. S. 
Prerequilite: 445. 
Engine types; structural details; carburetion, ignition, cooling, and super·charglng 
systems. Layout and design of specific types. 
456. Motion and Time Study. (0·1·3) Cr. 2. W.S. 
PrerectuhUe: G.E. 851. 
Possibilities and value of motion and time study in industrial activities and some of 
tho more common methods used. 
466. Power Generation. (0·8·8) Or. 4. 8. 
Prerequi8Ue : 844. 
Fuels and combustion. Boilers, turbines, condensers and auxiliary steam power plant 
equipment. Internal combustion engines. 
467. Diesel Engines. (0·8-0) Or. 8. W.S. 
Prerequiaiu: 445. 
Detailed study of Diesel engine including principles of operation, performance, fuels, 
and applications. Costs of power produetion. 
480. Engineering Contracts. (O·B·O) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: Ee. 261. 
Engineer in business; contra<'t essentials and principles; agent and independent con· 
tractor: contracts involving ren 1 and personal property, sale, and transportation; cor-
poration engineering; legal and equit.able jurisprudence. 
487. Speclal Problems. Or. 8 to 6. • F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: Senior clBl!siflcation. 
Investigation on to}li<' holding special interest of student. Comprehensive report re· 
quired. Election of course and topic must be approved by head of department. 
•90. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequ'8ite: Senior dnssifkation. 
Problems of installation and operation of mechanical equipment in Industrial, <'om· 
merdal and public buildings. 
OOtTRSR8 J'OR .\O\'.\N('F.l> UNDKRGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
601. Engtneerlllg Measurement. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prtrequiaite: Permission of head of department. Mr. Mason 
Measurement of quantitative characteristics when the principal independent variables 
are under positive control. Rational and empirical techniques in relation to planning, 
execution and interpretation of experiments. 
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587. &pedal 'l'optcL Or. 8 to 6. F.W.S. 
Mr. Black 
Investigation of problems of special lntereat to the student. Comprehensive report 
required. Election of course and topic must be npproved by head of the department. 
OOURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
600. Advanced 14achlne Design. Or. a to 5. F.W.S. 
Mr. Hay 
Mathematicnl nnd experimental analysis oi problems in field of dynamics of machlne:ey. 
stress analysis, and vibration. Choice of work nny quarter determined by aptitudes 
and interests of class. 
s. 610. D1Jl&Dlfcs of Automatic Oontrol Systems. Or. 8 or 5. 
Mr. Mnson 
Dynamical characteristics of the elements for measurement and automatic control of 
'\"nriables in mechanical. thermal nnd ftuid systems and devices. 
620. Seminar. Required. Mr. Black 
JI'. 640. Industrial Beating and Air Oonditlonlng. Or. s to 5. 
Mr. Black 
Theory and practice of plant and industrial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. 
645. Advanced Engineering 'l'hermod1Jl&Dlics. Or. 4 to 8. F.W. 
Mr. Stoever 
Fundamental concepts of thermodynamics. thermodynamic laws, temperatUre, entropy, 
thermodynamic equations, properties of steam. Fluid ftow. mixtures, combustion, 
special topics. 
646. Heat 'l'ranster. Or. 8 to 6. S. 
Mr. Stoever 
Solution of practical engineering problems involving trnnsfer of bent by conduction, 
radiation, and convection. 
647. Internal Oombustlon Engines. Or. 8 to 5. W. 
Mr. Heney 
Advanced thermodynamics, combustion and design problems of the internnl combustion 
engine. Special studies in fuels. 
655. Research. 
Messrs. Black, Oleghorn, Hummel, Mason. Roudebush, Stoever 
678. Central Statton&. Or. 8 to G. S. 
Messrs. Black, Cleghorn, Hummel 
l"'ocation and types; choice nnd arrangement of npparatns i coal conveying and storage 
· systems. Power costs. 
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
COLONEL C. M. BUSBEE, B.S., Head of Department 
Associate Professors Lt. Col. Leon A. Brock; Lt. Col. John H. Kerkering; Lt. Col. 
Lloyd C. Tekse; Major Charles G. Cassel; Major Joseph G. W ogcn ; Captain 
Harland S. Laycock 
Assistant Professors Major· Carlyle L. Truesdell; Captain Thomas C. Hanzel; 
Captain Charles Lester Heltzel; Captain Otto W. Hoffman; Captain David H. 
Sargent ; Captain Norman 0. Sletten 
Instructors M/Sgt. Atkins; M/Sgt. Dennis; M/Sgt. Douglas; M/Sgt. Ivins; 
MjSgt. Straka; MjSgt. Wells; T/Sgt. Kurtz; Sgt. lei. Duffy; Sgt. tel. Nash; 
Sgt. lei. Owens; Sgt. lcl. White; Sgt. Anderson 
Assistant Chief Clerk M/Sgt. Jacobs 
Chief Clerk M/Sgt. Thornton 
Since the establishment of our national government, reliance has been placed 
upon citizen armies for defense, rather than upon a large standing army of 
professional soldiers. It is part of the American tradition that citizenship carries 
with it certain obligations as well as privileges. In conformity with this tradition, 
the National Defense Act of 1920 provided for only a small Regular Anny and 
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National Guard, and set up a skeleton organization upon which a citizen army 
could be built in time of need. One of the most important elements in this 
framework consists of a corps of reserve officers trained in our colleges and univer-
sities. The Reserve Officers Training Corps provides the organization for train-
ing these future officers. 
As a result of operation of the Reserve Officers Training Corps, the United 
States had immediately available at the outset of World War II over one hundred 
thousand reserve officers who required only a short period of specialized training 
to fit them for active duty. They were of inestimable value to the nation in 
speeding up the mobilization and training of our vast citizen army, and as leaders 
in combat. 
The four-year course is conducted by Regular Army Officers and selected officers 
of the Officers Reserve Corps, with equipment furnished by the United States 
Government, and consists of a two-year basic course providing training in military 
subjects common to all branches of the army, and a two-year advanced course 
providing training in the duties of a junior officer. 
Since the school year 1946-4 7, the ROTC course bas been reinstated on a full-
scale basis, with a new program of instruction embracing the latest tactics and 
technique of our military science. 
Iowa State College requires all physically fit male students not over 23 years 
of age at registration to complete Military Science I and II before graduation 
unless otherwise excused. 
The prerequisite basic course for enrollment in the advanced course is waived 
for veterans who have had extended military service. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
RASIC COURSES, SENIOR DIVISION ROTC 
J J 1 112, 118. Military Science I. (0·1·2) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
~lilitary fundamentals; organh:ation: leadership; marksmanship; use of maps and 
aerial photographs. 
211, 212, 218. Military Science II. (0·1·2) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Prer~quUite: 118 or service in the armed forces, or three years service in a federally 
rPl.'ognized Junior ROTC. 
l.P11dPr11hip; administration; evolution of warfare; military In w. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
COURSES lN ENGINEER Ul'nt 
COURSKS PRIMARILY FOR UNDJo;RORADUAT& STUDENTS 
SOl, 802, ~O~. Mllitary Science m. (0·8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequinte: ?18 or extended service in the armed forces. 
Leade~hip; mditarr problems of the United S~ntes; military law; military engineering, 
Including bridge design, camouftage, rcl.'onnntssance, explosives, roads. 
401~ 402, ~o~. Mlll~ Science IV. (0·3·2) Or. a each. y 
.rrerequuate: 808. r. 
Command and staff: psychological wnrfare; geopolitics· leadership· mobilization and 
demobiliz~tion; military e':1gineering, iJ?cl~ding airb<?r~e and _amphibious operations, 
construction and utilities. combat prmc1ples; engmeer estimates· river crossing 
operations. ' 
Cot:RSES IN FIELD ARTILLERY UNIT 
C:OURSGS PRilL\RILY FOR UNDERGRADl'ATE STt:l>ENTS 
321, 322, 323. Military Science m. (0·3·2) Or. 3 each Yr 
Pr'r~qui.rite: ~13 or extended service in the armed force~. • 
I~eadership; mili~ary P.roblems of t~e United States: military law; field artillery tactics 
and technique, including field nrttllery materiel, gunnery, communications observed 
fl res. reconnaissance and survey. ' 
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421, 422, 428. lW1ltaey Science IV. (-0·8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite : 828. 
Command and staff; psychological warfare i geopolitics; leadership; mobilization and 
demobilization; field artillery tactics and technique, including fire direction, recon· 
naissance, selection and occupation of positions, target location, observed and unob-
served fires. 
COURSES IN SIGNAL CORPS UNIT 
OOURSKS PRIKARILY J'OR UNDERORADUATlil STUDENTS 
:J81, 882, 888. MWtaey Science III. (0·8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 218 or extended service in the armed forces. 
Leadership; military \>roblems of the United States; milltary law; signal corps 
tactics and technique, including message center procedure, wire and radio communl· 
cations, signal corps photography. 
4:..11.,.. 482, 488. JWlltaey Science IV. (0·8·2) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
rrerequisite: 838. 
Command and staff; psychological warfare; mobilization; signal corps tactics and 
technique, including wire and radio communication, materiel, signal supply and repair. 
CouRsEs IN Am UNIT 
COURS&f PRIMARILY FOR UNDERORADUATEl 8TUUENT8 
841, 842, 848. Kllitary Science m. (0·8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 218 or extended service in the armed forces. 
Leadership; military problems of the United States; military law, tactics and tech· 
niques of the United States Air Force, including air intelligence, statistical control 
methods, and guided missiles. 
441, 442, 448. Mllltaey Science IV, Statistical Control. (0·8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite : 848. 
All personnel matters in connection with machine records and data therefrom. Oom· 
mand and staff, psychological warfare, geopolitics, leadership, mobilization and de· 
mobilization. 
444, 445, 446. JWlltaey Science IV, Communications. (0·3·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequi8ite: 848. 
Duties of squadron or group communications officers; unit communication sections; 
installation and operation of equipment, supply and staff functions of such a unit. 
Command and staff, psychological warfare, geopolitics, leadership, mobilization and 
demobilization. 
COURSES IN VETERINARY UNIT 
OOU·RSKS PRIMARILY FOR UNDF.RORADUATE STUDENTS 
151 152, 168. JWlltan Science L (0·1·0) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
PrerequisUe: Classification in Division ot Veterinary Medicine. 
Military fundamentals; organizBtion of the army and the medical department; 
administration. 
251, 252, 258. lW1ltar)' Science IL (O·l·O) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Prerequi8ite : 168 or service in the armed forces. 
Duties of the veterinarian, organization and employment of the Veterinar)' Service 
in the armed forces. 
851, 852, 858. MllitalT Science m. (0·1-0) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
PrerequUite: 258 or extended service in the armed forces. 
Subsistence procurement; meat and dairy hygiene. 
451, 452, 458. lWlit&rJ' Science IV. (O·l·O) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Prerequirit11: 858. 
Veterinary military preventive medicine i veterinary medical aapecta of atomic war· 
fare; inspection of foods of animal origin. 
MINING ENGINEERING 
For description of courses, see Department of Chemical and Mining Engineering, 
courses in Mining Engineering, page 123. 
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MODERN LANGUAGES 
LO¥IS DEVRIES, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor. Max L. Schmidt, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Erwin C Bleckley, M.A.; Frederick Schwartz, Ph.D. 
Instructor Elwood 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Elementary work is offered in French, German, and Spanish. Courses in reading 
knowledge of French and German are offered to students in chemical technology; 
these courses are also elected by senior college students of the other divisions who 
desire to become acquainted with the literature in their field. These courses are 
elected by graduate students who must learn to read French and German as rapidly 
as possible, so that they may have access to the foreign literature in their research. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSRe PRI!CARILY J'OB UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
201 202 208. Elementar)" l'rench. (O·S·O) Or. a each. Yr. 
Principles of pronunciation; grammar; rending of modern prose. 
231, 282, 288. Element&l'J' German. (O 8·0) Or. s each. Yr. 
Grammar. drill and reading. 
251, 252, 258. Elementary Scandinavian. (0·8·0) Or. 8 or Required each. Yr. 
Survey of the basic linguistic forms neces11nry for reading Scandinavian. 
Baile comparative vocabulary in Norwegian, Danish and Swedish. 
261, 262, 268. Element&r7 Spanlah. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. Yr 
Grammar, reading, composition and conversation. 
301'"- 802, 808. Intermediate l'rench. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
rr1rt1quirite: 208. 
Reading of modern FrQ.nch prose; grammar review and composition; conversation. 
an..., 812, 818. Oontempor&l'J' French Literature. (0·8·0) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
rrerequi8ite: 208. 
816. SclenWlo Prench. (0·8-0) Or. a. 
Prerequ"8ite : 208 or ~uivalent. 
Selected readings in physical, chemical, biologienl, and geological subjects. 
F. 
(0·8·0) Or. 8 each. 881._ 882, 888. Sclentlflo German. 
rrerequuite: 288. 
Selected readings in physical, chemi<.'al, biological and geological subjects. 
Yr. 
a.u. 842, 84~. Selected German :Readings. (O·S·O) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequiaate: 288. 
Modern German prose; grammar review and composition; conversation. 
861...., 862, ~!'.,~- Intermediate Spanlah. ( 0·8·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
rrerequWJ.l.e: 268. 
Reading of modern Spanish prose; gramtI!ar review and composition;. conversation. 
871\.... 872, 878. Oommerclal Spanish. (O·S·O)- Or. B each. Yr 
rrerequUite: 268. • 
Reading of Spanish-American commercial literature. Writing commercial letters and 
reports. 
COURSES l'OB ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STlJDENT8 
'll'°.1.12. 418. :Re&d1ng Knowlectge of .Prencb. (0·8·0) Or. 8 or Required each. Yr. 
u taken by graduate students. required without credit. 
421 422, 428. Reading Knowledge of Buaslan. (0·8·0) Or s o B quir d e h y b taken by graduate students. required without credit. · r e e ac • r. 
«t'- 442, 448. Jt.Mdtng Knowledge of German. (0·8·0) Or 8 or Required eabh. Yr . 
.Lf taken by graduate students. required without eredit. ' 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
ALVIN RANDALL EDGAR, M.A., Head of Department 
Professor Tolbert MacRae 
Associate Professors llza Louise Niemack; Ira Schroeder, B.Mu. 
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Assistant Professors William Ritchie Clendenin, M.S .. M.; Perry Robert Hackett, 
M.Mu.; John Eugene Hilligoss, M.Mu.; Frank Arthur Piersol, M.A. 
Instructor Baumhover 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR tTNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The aim of the Department of Music is to afford students who have an interest 
in music a means of developing their musical ability. An apportunity is offered 
to gain cultural advantage by active participation in the various ensemble organi-
zations which are under the direction of the members of the music faculty. 
The following musical organizations are maintained by the College: Men's Glee 
Club, Women's Glee Club, Festival Chorus, Symphony Qrchestra, and Concert 
Band. All of these societies give concerts during the year, and the Concert Band 
and Glee Clubs go on concert tours. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
C"OURSI-:$ PRIHARILY l'OR liNDERORADUATF. STUDENTS 
Iowa State College Pestival Ohorus. • Yr. 
Glee clubs, members of student body nnd fnculty are eligible. Interpretation of choral 
work, secular and sacred. 
101, 102, 108.t Funclamenta11 of Muslc. (0·2·0) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Ear training and sight reading. DPRigned to teach pupils scales, Intervals, chords, 
and rhythms used in composition. 
111, 112, 118.t BancL (0·2·0) Or. l each. Yr. 
Open to all students who 'IUalify. <1on<'erts in nddltlon to playing tor convocations 
and athletie events. 
184.t Preshman Oonrse. (0·2·0) Or. 1. F. 
Open to all freshmen singers without try out. Orientation group to prepare for 
membership in advanced vocal groups. 
144..t ?tluslc Appreclatlon. (0·2·0) Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Designed to ncq_unint students with form and menrung of good music. Lectures dem-
onstrated by musicnt selections. 
151, 152, 158.t Orchestra.. (0·2·0) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Open to all students who quatlfy. Stnndnrd orchestral works are played during 
the year. 
161, 162, 168.t Iowa State Singers. (0·2·0) Or. 1. Yr. 
Open to all students by competitive eXRminntion. Local college appearances and 
annual tour. 
811, 812, 818.t Private ?tluslc Lessons. (0·1-0) Or. 1 each. 
Private instruction in any branch of m\u1lc, including harmony. 
A. Voice 
B. Plano 
0. Organ 
D. String Instruments 
E. Band Instruments 
F. Harmony 
Yr. 
See page 7 4 for fee. 
361.f Oonductlng. (0·2·0) Or. 1. W. 
Pr~requiriu: Permission of department head. 
Preparation for conducting band, orcbestrai or choral club. MaJor emphasis on tech· 
nique of conducting. Demonstration and aboratory. 
t A total of not more than 8 credits ln music will be allowed toward sraduatlon. 
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NAVAL SCIENCE 
CAPTAIN WILLIAM FREEMAN ROYALL, B.S., Head of Department 
Associate Professors Commander Lawrence George Bernard; Lt. Commander Rus-
sell Henry Buckley; Lt. Commander William Thomas Sutherland 
Assistant Professors Lt. Hillman Burnett Myres; 1st Lt. Arthur Wright Latta, Jr. 
Instructors GMC Kenneth A. Busher; QMC J. C. Perkins; T/Sgt. R. B. Hender-
son; FCl Raymond W. Cox; 801 George V. Chastain 
The first Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps units were established in 1926. 
The Naval Reserve College Training Program has steadily expanded since that 
date. There are now 52 units in various colleges and universities throughout the 
United States. Iowa State College is the only college in the state of Iowa which 
has an NROTC unit. 
The function of the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps is to provide, by a 
permanent system of training and instruction in essential naval subjects at civil 
educational institutions, a source from which qualified officers may be available 
for the Navy and the Marine Corps, and the Naval Reserve and the Marine Corps 
Reserve. · 
There are two types of NROTC enrollees, the Regular and the Contract. The 
programs are similar in that all students pursue studies of their choice leading 
to a baccalaureate degree and in addition take one Naval Science course each 
quarter. 
The regular .student is provided the following by the government: uniforms, 
textbooks, college tuition and fees, and $600 a year in pay. The academic work 
of the school year is supplemented by two summer cruises and one summer of 
aviation training. Upon receipt of his bachelor's degree, the student is commis-
sioned in the Navy or in the Marine Corps, according to his choice. He is then 
required to serve on active duty for two years, at the end of which time he may 
choose the service for a career or he may go to inactive duty in the Reserve. 
The contract student takes only one summer cruise of three weeks' duration. 
He receives uniforms and is paid, during his junior and senior years only, at the 
rate of about $25 a month. He must agree to accept a commission in the Naval 
or Marine Corps Reserve if offered, and to serve on active duty after graduation 
for a period of two years if called. Upon completion of two years' active duty, 
he may apply for a commission in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps if he 
desires to make the service his career, or he may go to inactive duty in the 
Reserve. 
The general objectives of the program are: 
1. To provide the student with a well-rounded course in basic subjects, which, 
in conjunction with a baccalaureate degree, will qualify him for a commis-
sion in the United States Naval Service. 
2. To develop a knowledge of, and an interest in, naval customs and traditions. 
3. To develop a capacity for leadership. 
DESCRIPTION' OF COURSES 
111, 112t..118. Naval, ~rlentatlon. (0·8·2) Or. s each. Yr. 
111. .nistory, traditions, and accomplishments of the Navy. 
112. Organi~ation, functions, and characteristics of the Navy and its component&. 
Naval Justice and elements of leadership. 
113. Duties and responsibilities of a deck officer, seamanship; communications. 
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211, 212, 213. Naval Weapons. (0·8-2) Or. s each. Yr. 
211. Capabilities and limitations of atl types of modern naval weapons. 
212. Basic principles of the employment and control of naval surface and anti· 
aircraft weapons. 
:.! 13. Fire C'Ontrol, fundnmentals of operation nnd employment of rndar and sonar; 
guid<'d missllPs. 
31 I, 812 313. Naval Science. (0·8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
311. Navigation instruments and equi1>ment. piloting, elements of navigation, r<'lntive 
movement, radar, lorun. 
312. Nautical rules of the rond, basic neroloi:y, ct'lestial navigation, and nautical 
astronomy. 
lH3. Nautical astronomy, <'<'lestial nn\•igntion. 
ataM. Concepts or Mllltary Policy, Power and Principles (for Marine Oorpa students 
in lieu of 818). 
Origin, development. and role of lT. S. Military 1',orcl'R, signiflC'ance of military power. 
clnssi<' prindples of war. 
41 I, 412 413. Naval Science. (0·3·2) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
·111. Naval Machinery. Theory and ronstruet1on of typical modern naval engin.-.. ring 
installations, properties of steam, internnl romhustion engines. 
412. Diesel En~nes and Ship Stability. Theon, construction, and operation of the 
diesel engine, princi11les of ship stability a
0
nd buoyan<'y, damage control. 
413. Naval AdminiRtration and Leadership. Naval law, administration, psychology 
and technique of leadership, duties and rrsponsibilities of officers. 
411E. Naval Application or Thermodynamics and Power Generation. (0·8·2) Or. 1. 
For students with credit or classification in M.E'. 344 or equivalent. Yr. 
41 lM, 412M, 418M. (0-8-2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: Enrollment ns a Marine Corps student. 
411M. Analysis of American Battles. Annlfsis of selected battles, J>rinciples of war, 
type operations, development of ta<'t1cs and techniques. 
412M. American Battles and Amphibious OpPrations. 8}lecializPcl amphibious war· 
fare battle planning. 
41 SM. Amphibious Operations. AdvnnC'ed study in th<> s11c<'ialized field of amphibious 
warfare 
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Louis E. MENZE, B.S., Head of Department 
Associate Professors Ray 0. Donels, MA.; Hugo Medford Otopalik, A.B.; Harry 
J. Schmidt, M.A.; Emmett R. Stuber, B.S.; Clayton Sutherland, B.A. 
Assistant Professors George Stuart Bret nail, A.B.; Herbert P. Cormack, M.A.; 
Russell E. Dickinson, M.A.; Jack MiIJrr McGuire, B.S.; Wilry B. Moore, 
AB.; Beryl S. Taylor, M.S.; Leroy C. Timm, M.A. 
OPPORTl'~ITIES FOR l"SDERGRADl"ATE STl"D\" 
For undergraduate curriculum in Science, major in -Physical Education, leading 
to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 135. 
The curriculum in Science, with major in Physical Education, prepares the 
student to teach a science or physical education, to coach athletics or to direct 
recreational programs for schools, camps, industries or communities.1 
The work of the department includes required courses for freshmen and sopho-
mores, elective courses for upperclassmen, and competitive programs in intramural 
and intercollegiate athletics. In the first year the required program introduces the 
student to eighteen recreational sports. In the second year the student has oppor-
tunity for further instruction in sports in which he is most interested. 
Through the intramural program every man is given an opportunity to par-
ticipate in competitive sports. The intramural program includes football, touch 
football, softball, basketball, volleyball, wrestling, tennis. indoor and outdoor 
tSee page 805 for the Iowa requirements for teacher ccrt.iflcatlon. 
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track, handball, horseshoe pitching, baseball, golf, archery, fencing, hockey, table 
tennis, and swimming. The facilities of the department include an eighteen hole 
golf course, t~nnis courts, an fee skating area, playfields, gymnasium and swimming 
pool. 
Intercollegiate athletics are under the direction of the Athletic Council. The 
Cowa State College is a member of the Missouri Valley Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association and is subject to the rules of this conference. The College is also a 
member of the National Collegiate Athletic Association and is committed to tolerate 
only clean and wholesome sport and to promote good sportsmanship among con-
testants and spectators. The College is represented by intercollegiate teams in 
football, cross country, basketball, wrestlin1t, swimming, indoor ·and outdoor 
track, baseball, tennis, and golf. 
DESCRIPTION OF COl'RSES 
COURSK8 l'RUIABILY FO& UNDY.ROR.ADt'ATl< STl:llENTS 
101, 102, 108. P~ Education. (0·0·2) Required each. Yr. 
1010, 1020, 1080. In41vldual PhJ'11ca.1 Education. (0·0·2) Required each. Yr. 
On recommendntion of hygiene department in substitution for 101, 102, 103. 
201. 202, 208. Ph7sical Education. (0·0·2) Required each. Yr. 
2010, 2020, 2030. Individual Physical Education. (0·0·2) Required each. Yr. 
On recommendation of hygiene department in substitution for 201, 202, 203. 
218. Introductlon to Physical Education. (0·2·2) Or. 8. F. 
An introductory course designed to develop lendership techni1ues, measure aptitudes, 
and orient ench student in the general areas of physical education. 
214. Football Techniques. (0·1·4) Cr. a. F.S. 
Introduction nnd practice In fundamental skills of footbnll. 
215. Basketball Techniques. CO·l 4) Cr. 3. 
Instruction and practice in lundnmental skills of basketball. 
W. 
216. Track and Field Techniques. (0·1·4) C'r. 3. 
Instruction nnd practice in fundamental skills of trark nnd field events. 
F,8 
217. Baseball Techniques. (0·1·4) Or. 8. 
Prermiuirite: 102 or equivalent. 
Instruction and practice in fundamental skills of basebnll. 
218. Advanced Swtmmtng Techniques. (0·1·4) Or. 3. s. 
Pr,,r1qui8't1: Ability to pass First Grade swimmer's test. 
Instruction and practice in nil swimming skills, life saving, and methods of teaching 
such skills. 
210. Physical Education Activtttes. (0·1·4> Cr. 3. 
Pr,,rtqldait": 101 or eiuivalent. 
W. 
Instruction and practice of a series of seasonal physical education and recreational 
nctlvitlea Including wrestling, boxing, volleyball, bowling, tumbling and wint~r sports. 
220. Phyatcal Education Activities. (0·1·4) Cr. 3. S. 
PrtrequiBitt>: 102 or equivalent. 
Instruction and practice of a series of seasonal activities including handball, softball. 
golf, tennis, badminton and nr<'hery. 
301. Football OJ!lclatlng. (0·1·2) Cr. 2. 
Rules and practice. 
F. 
302. Basketball OJ!lclat!ng. (0·1·2) Cr. 2. 
Rules and practice. 
w. 
303. Baseball OJ!lctatlng. (0·1·2) Or. 2. 
Rules and practice. s. 
:109. Athletic 'l'ralnlng. (0·8·0) Or. 8. s. Pr1re9uUU": 201 202, 203. 
Prlnc1plea governing conditioning for various sports; diet, sleep, bathing, massage; 
overtralning; prevention nnd care of injuries. 
314, 315, 816, 317. Coaching of Athletic Sports. (3·0·0) Or. 8 each. 
314. B.; 815. W.; 816. W.; 817. B. 
Prtrtquiaitt: 201, 202, 203 .• 214 for 314, 215 for 315. 216 for 316, 217 for 817. 
History, rules, theory, coaching methods. (314) Football. (315) Basketball. (316) 
Track. (317) Baseball. 
Std. Blatory of Physical Edncatton. (0·3·0l C'r. s. F 
Prtr~quuU~: ClaseUlcation ns a junior n the curriculum In Science (major in 
Physical Education). 
Evolution of modern physical education, its many activities, its pince In the educational 
J>nttorn of each period. 
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919. Organization a.nd Admtnlstratlon of Intramural Athletlca. (0·8·0) Or. 3. W. 
Conduct and direction with special emphasis on place at the _!lecondary lovel. 
411, 412, 413. Supervised Teaching lD Physical Education. 
(0·0·8 or 6) Or. 1 or 2. Yr. 
Practice with scb.ool and college gro11ps. 
491. Principles of Physical Education. (0·3·0) Or. s. F. 
Prereqmsit6: V.Ed. 804. 
Interpretation of objectives of physical education and health education. Anatysla of 
activities in terms of developmental objectives. . 
492. Methods of Teaching Ph1slca1 Education. (O·S·O) Or. s. W. 
Prerequiaite: Psych. 884. 
Application of general educntion methods to physical education. Special methods of 
teaching activities not covered in 914, 315, 816, 817. 
493. Organization and Administration. (0·8·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: 201, 202, 203. 
Organization Bnd administration of physical education and athletics. Program for 
required and elective courses, intramural and lnterschool athletics. 
494. Community and Industrial Recreation. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequlaite: 10 credits toward Physical Education major. 
Conduct nnd direction of recreational programs . 
• 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
GERMAINE GLADYS GUIOT, Ed.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Edwina E. McConchie, M.S. 
Instructors Baadsgaard, Baker, Bowers, Forker, Toman 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR t:~DERGRADUATE STUDY 
The Iowa State College with its physical education building for women affords 
unusual opportunity for the development of recreational activities through this 
department. Besides the indoor facilities found in the new plant, such as gymnasia 
with dressing rooms and showers, dance studio, individual activity room, swimming 
pool, and indoor golf and archery ranges, extensive out-of-door facilities are pro-
vided. A newly sodded seventeen acre women's playfield is adjacent. to the 
women's gymnasium. Tennis, archery, field hockey, speedball, softball and golf 
are among activities this new addition affords. Eight new hard surfaced tennis 
courts have been added to our facilities. 
Freshman and sophomore students arc required to enroll in physical education 
for six quarters. 
One purpose of the physical education program is to instruct students in leisurc-
time activities, thus preparing them to adjust to future social and community 
living. The department offers various activities in team games, individual sports 
and rhythmic activities. For the first three quarters, the student must select one 
activity from each of these fields. The remaining three quarters of work may be 
c,elected without restriction. 
Another purpose of the department is to adapt the activities to each student's 
needs. A medical examination, given by the medical staff of the Student Health 
Service, is required upon entrance to the College. If special posture edtrcation or a 
restricted activity program is found necessary for a student, the department pro-
vides work in an individual activity class which is adapted to individual needs 
pnd capacities. 
A teaching minor in physical education may be completed by taking courses 
326, 330, 336 and 338. These, with 3 units of physiology or 3 units of P.E. 324, 
meet the state requirements. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COUBSK8 PRUlARILY i'OB 11NDERORADUAT& STUDENTS 
Yr. t 21, 122
1 
123l 221, 222, 223. Physical Education. (0·0·3) Cr. 1 each year. 
Activ ties n the following fields: 
Rhythmic Activities: Modern Dance, Intermediate Modern Dance, Advanced Modern 
Dance, Tap, Advanced Tap, Folk Dancing, American Country Dances. 
Individual ~orta: Badminton, Tennis, Intermediate Tennis, Archery, Advant'ed 
Archery, Bowling, Golf, Intermediate Golf, Advanced Golf, Skating, Swimming, 
Intermediate Swimming, Advanced Swimming, Life Saving. • 
Team Games: Volleyball, Basketball, Advanced Basketball, Hockey, Baseball, 
Speedball. 
Eurh student must select one quarter's work from each of the above fields. The 
remaining .three quarters of required work may be chosen without restriction. 
or physical education. 
*:J24. Physical Education. (0·0·3) Or. 1. F.W.R. 
Any activity not already used townrd credit. Theoretical study of activity selerted. 
* 326. Recreational Leadership. ( 0·2·3) Or. 3. R. 
Prerequisite: Two years required :Phys.Ed. 
Theory of play, organization and administration of ploy centers. Recreational pro· 
grams studied and planned with leadership experitmce. 
*380. Principles of Ph7sical Education. (1·2·0) Or. 3. F. 
Survey of philoso1>h1es and principles of modern physical education with emphasis on 
health and recreation program. 
*336. Technics of Individual Sports for High School Girls. (1·0·6) Or. 3. S. 
Theory and practice of skills involved. Analysis of rules and strategy. 
*338. Technlca of Team Games for High School Girls. (1·0·6) Or. 3. W. 
Theory and practice of skills involved. Analysis of rules and strategy. 
COURSE i'OR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATR AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
:rnoH. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. 
For description, see General Vocationnl Education, pnge 304. 
Miss Guiot 
PHYSICS 
GERALD WILLIS Fox, Ph.D. Head of Department 
Professors J. Franklin Carlson, Ph.D.; Percy Hamilton Carr, 'Ph.D.; Julian Knau!' 
Knipp, Ph.D.; Louis Bevier Spinney, B.S., D.Sc.; Jay Walter Woodrow, Ph.D., 
LL.D . 
.\ssociate Professors Gordon C. Danielson, Ph.D.; Lester Thomas Earls. Ph.D .. 
Joseph Michels Keller, Ph.D.; Don Kirkham, Ph.D.; William Kunerth, Ph.D.: 
L. Jackson Laslett, Ph.D.; Sam Legvold, Ph.D.; Louis Erwin Pinney, Ph.D.; 
Herbert John Plagge, M.A.; Dean W. Stebbins, Ph.D.; Harold Stiles. Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Lee Wright Butler, A.B.; Wallace C. Caldwell, Ph.D.; Erling 
N. Jensen, Ph.D.; Glenn H. Miller, Ph.D.; Russel D. Miller, M.S.; Lawrence 
Herrick Willson, B.S. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STt:DY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in physics, leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 142. 
The curriculum in Science with a major in physics is quite flexible. It ic; 
designed to prepare a student for work in a research or engineering laborator) 
or for technical work associated with the testing of manufactured products. It 
also affords an e~cellent trainin~ for graduate work in Physics leading to advanced 
*All students classified in 324, 326, 330 and 338 nre required to ha\"e had 2 years 
of physical education. 
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degrees. By taking the required courses in Education, students majoring in physics 
are well prepared for teaching at the secondary school level. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers work leading to the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in physics; and minor work to students taking major work 
in other departments. Facilities of the department and of the Institute for Atomic 
Research, with which it is closely associated, permit theoretical and experimental 
investigations in many specialized fields, including solid state physics, nuclear 
physics and bio-physics. 
Students with Bachelor's degrees will ordinarily qualify for graduate work 
provided their training has included sufficient emphasis on physics, mathematics, 
and chemistry. 
Students who expect to become candidates for higher degrees in physics may 
find it necessary to acquire additional training at the intermediate level before 
undertaking more advanced work. 
Ordinarily, students majoring in physics will minor in mathematics, chemistry, 
biology, or some field of engineering or agriculture although other fields are also 
possible. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 311, 312, 313, 3i6, 324, 325, 336, 
404, 415, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 445, 446, 450, 454, 455, 490, 494, 495. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIKARILY FOR UNDERORADUATJO STUDENTS 
106. Physics for Home Economics Students. (2·2·8) Or. 4.. 
Principles of physics as applied to the home. 
F.W.8. 
204. Physics for Agricultural Students. (1·2·0) Or. 8. F.W.8. 
P-rerequisite: Math. 102, 205, or 241. 
Various kinds of energy involved in plant and animal production and some newer 
methods of energy control. 
211. 212, 218. General Physics. (1·2·2) Cr. 4 each. Yr. 
P-re-requillite: Math. 102. (Exception, Math 101 for students In dairy industry.) 
For science students. Mechanics, heat, sound, light, electTlclty, magnetism, some 
topics from modern physics. 
221, 222, 223. General Physics. ( 1·3·2) Cr. 6 each. Yr. 
Prerequiaite: Credit or classification in Math 211. 
For engineering students and students majoring ln ph7sics. (221) Mechanics. 
(222) Heat, sound, light. (223) Magnetism, electricity. 
:J05. Descriptive Meteorology. (3·0·0) Or. 8. F. 
niflcant weather processes. Oompositlon and structure of the atmosphere, con· 
densation and precipitation, wind·pressure relations, air masses and fronts, cyclones 
and anticyclones. 
306. General Ollmatology. (8·0·0) Cr. 8. 
Physical and regional climatology. Factors 
tion distribution, storms as climatic factors. 
tion, regional climatology of the world. 
w. 
controlllng temperature and preclplta· 
Koeppen system of climatic classlftca 
308. Introduction to General Geophntcs. (Geol. 808) (3·0·0) Or. 8. 
Prerequfalle: Oredit or classlflcatlon ln 213 or 223. 
8. 
Seismology, the earth's gravitational, electrical, and magnetic fields, etc. Appllca· 
tion of this study to human problems. 
309. Introduction to Exploration Geoph7stcs. CGeol. 809) (8·0·0) Or. 3. S. 
Prerequiaite: Geol. 202, credit or classUlcatlon ln 218 or 228, or permlulon of 
instroctor. 
Application of physical tools to the location of petroleum or mineral deposits. 
Seismograph, gravimeter, magnetometer, and electrical and radioactivity measuring 
devices. 
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Or. 1 each. Yr. 311._ 812, 818. Ph711cal Measurements. (0·0·8) 
.rreraquirite: 218 01' 223, Hath. 213. 
Emphasis on understanding the phJSica and 
experimental method on the reawt. (811) 
measurements. (813) A.O. measurements. 
the effect of the Instruments or the 
Mechanics, heat, light. (812) D.O. 
316. Photograp117. (1·0·6) Or. 8. · F.8. 
· Prerequlrite: 218 or 228, or equivalents, and permlasion of instructor. 
Methods and practices In photography; composition and lighting; corrective treatment 
of negatives; printing. 
a11. Photogr~phJ' In Journallam. (T.Jl. 817) (1·0·6) Or. a. s. 
Prtr1q'uW{U: 204, Obem. 108, or equivalents, and permission of instructor. 
Methods and practices In photography; evaluation photographs for journalistic use. 
:124, a26. Phyalcal Meteoroloa. \8·0·8) Or. 4 each. 
Prerequirite: 805, credit or classiflcatlon in 212 or 222 and Math 212. 
Atmospheric statics and thermodynamics, radiation processes, instruments, stablllty 
analysis, precipitation theories, icing of aircraft, theory of the visual range, atmos· 
pheric electricity. 
mJ4. D711amlc Meteorology. (0·8·0) Cr. s. F. 
Prerequ'Wite: 825 and Math. 213. 
Physical .and mathematical theory of atmospheric motions. Coriolis acceleration, 
geostrophlc and gradient wind relations, thermal and isallobaric wind, turbulence, 
circulation. · 
:149. General Astronomy. (2·1·0) Or. 3. S. 
Prer1quUU11: 218 or 228. 
Celestial coordinates, time, the moon, solar and lunar eclipses, the solar system, stars, 
star clu~rs, the galactic and extrngalnctic systems. 
404. Beat. (8·0·0 or 8) Cr. 8 or 4. F. 
Prer1quirit1: 218 or 228, Math. 213. 
Temperature, expansion, specific heat, convection, conduction, gas laws, kinetic 
theory, change of state, elementary thermodynamics, radiation, isothermal and 
adiabatic changes, measurement of high and low temperatures. 
406. Labor&tofJ' 01aaablo"1Ds. (O·O·S) Cr. 1. F.W.8. 
Prerequ.Uite: Senior Oollege classification. 
Exercises selected to include operations fundamental to making of laboratGey glass-
ware. 
415. Advanced Olaaablowtng. (0·0·8 to 9) Cr. 1 to 3. w.s. 
Prereq'Uiaite: 405. 
Making of special aeale, ground joints, stopcocks, manometers, vacuum apparll.tue and 
electrical etaasware; work with Pyrex and special glasses; construction and use 
of electric furnaces for annealing glaiss and other laboratory purposes. 
Yr • 421\... 422, 428. Introduction to Modem Physlca. (3·0·0) Cr. 8 each. 
.rrerequCrite: 218 or 228, Math. 218, Ohem. 108. 
Wave motion; kinetic theo!"Y of gases; specific heat and heat radiation, thermionics; 
photoelectric effect; special theory of relativity; X·raye, radioactivity and isotopes, 
nuclear fiaslon; cosmic· rays. . 
424. Geometrical Optics. (2 or 8·0·0) Cr. 2 or 8. w. 
Prerequfrittl: 218 or 228, Math. 218. 
Optical constants of mlrrOrs and lenses, image formation, aberrations, optical instru· 
menta, lens combinations. 
425. PhJ'Blcal Optics. ( 4·0·0 or 8) Or. 4 or 5. s. 
PrerequUite: 218 or 228, Math. 218. 
Wave theory, absorption, dispersion, interference, diffraction, resolving power, 
polariza tlon. • 
445, 446. Electronic Circuits and Instruments.· (E.E. 445, 446) See Electrical 
Englneerlng. 
450. Advanced. Phnlca LaboratofJ'. (0·0·3 to 9) Cr. 1 to 8 each time 
PrnequCrite: Permission of instructor. 
elected. F.W.8. 
This course ls equivalent to undergraduate research. Registration will ordinarily be 
limited to one credit during the first quarter. 
454-. 455. Anal7tlcal Mechanlca. (Maib. 454. 455) Bee Mathematics. 
474. Blectrontca. (E.E. 474) See Electrical Engineering. 
t90. Speclal Problems. Or. 1 to 6 each time elected. 
PreriquCrite: 818. 423, or equivalent. 
F.W.8. 
4.9.&, 495. Electrlc1t7 and Magnetbm. (3·0·0) Or. 3 each. F.W. 
Prere4uiritt: 218 or 223. Math. 815. -
Electrcatatlcs, mapetostatlce, stead)' currenta, networks, chemical and thermal effects. 
electromagnetism, electric and magnetic instruments, induction, dielectrics, 'magnetic 
materials, electromagnetic waves. 
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506. Wave Hotton and Sound. (8·0·0) Or. 3. w. 
Prt1r1qulrite: 218 or 228, Math. 218. Mr. Oarlaon 
Vibrations of strings, bars1 membranes, and plates. Propa~tion of sound wavee in tubes· and horns. Radiation and scattering of sound. Properllea of st&ncllq 
waves in enclosures. 
508. PJl7alc&l OJJm&tology. (B·O:o) Or. a. Alt. F. Not offered 1949·50 
PreraquiaUe: 826, 884.. · Mr. Barger 
Applications of physical and dynamic meteorology to the study of terrestrial cllmates. 
Solar and terrestrial radiation. Micrometeorology. 
514. Speotrographlc Anal7Bls. (Ohern. 514) Bee Chemistry. 
• 521, 522, 528. General Laboratory In Experimental PhJBlca. (0·0·6) 
• Or. 8 each. F. W.S. 
Prerequirite; Permission of instructor. Mr. Caldwell 
Emphasis on observation and on interpretation in terms of the instruments involved 
and in terms of the experimental method. Experiments In electrical circuits. electronic&, 
sound, nuclear pbysica, spectroscopy, etc. For first·rear graduate atudenta. 
524.. Advanced l>1Jl&mie Meteorology. (0·3·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequiaite: 824 and Math. 814. Mr. McDonald 
Equations of motion of the atmosphere, circulation nnd vorticity, turbulenee and 
turbul!'nt transport~ perturbation theory of atmospheric motions. 
525. Photomicrograph)'. (0·0·6) Or. 2. W. 
Prerequirite: 816 and permission of inatructor. Mr. <Jarr 
The theory and practice of photomicrography in black and white and ln color. 
Factors controlling contrnst and resolution. 
526. Photographic Oolor Proceu. (0·0·6) Or. 2. w. 
Prereguiaite: 816 and permission of instructor. Mr. <Jarr 
The theory and j>ractlce of color photography. Laboratory 1tud1 intended to develop 
skill in tne handling of the current commercial color proceues. 
684. X·rays. (S·O·O) Or. 3. AU. S. Not offered 19•9·60 
Prerequirite: 428 or equivalent. Mr. Plnney 
Sources, absorption, scattering, reflection by crystals, continuous and line spectra, 
quantum relations and energy levels, spectral series, X:r~1 spectrometry. Student.a 
interested in applications of X-rays to structural and analytical determination should 
·take Physics 626. ~ 
588. Transients in Electronic Olrcults. (E.E. 538) See Electrical Engineering. 
550. Vector Analysls. (Math. 550) Bee Mathematics. 
567, 568. Introduction to Biophysics. (3·1·0) Or. 4 each. 
(Bact. 567, 568) (Gen. 567, 568) F.W. 
PrerequUite: Some basic preparation in physics, biolol)'. bacterfolol)', and genetics, 
and approval of instructor. 
Presentation and discussion of the principal aspoots of bloph71lca including the 
development of the physics background which is essential for their quantitative 
nppreclation. 
577. Soil Ph7alcs. (Agron. 677) See Agronomy. 
591 592, 598. Modern Physics. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. • 
PrerequUUe: 20 credits in physics or permission of Instructor. 
Restricted theory_ of relativity. Atomic structure and spectra. 
Radioactivity. Nuclear physics. 
~OUBSES FOR GRADUATE ST'UDBN'l'S 
Yr. 
Mr. Keller 
604, 605. Bmplrlcal Spectroscopy. (2·0·8) Or. 8 each. Alt. W.S. Ottered 19,9·50 
Prereduirite: 4.24, 425. Mr. Earla 
Experlmental methods of speetroscop;y and results of spectroacoplc lnveatlgatlons In 
fields of atomic structure and speetrocbemical ana1)'8ls. 
I 
611'"' 612, 618. Solid State Phyalcs. (2·0·0) Or. 2 each. Yr. 
· rr1requlrite: 668 or permission of instructor. Mr. Danielson 
Modern theory of tome and valence ceystals, metals, and semiconductors including 
such topics as thermal and electrical conductivity, para· and ferro-magne~ 
piezoelectricity,, photoeonductivity, ferroeleCtrlclty, aurface phenomena, magnetto aeml· 
conductors, crystal counters, and metal dislocatlona. 
621, ·622, 
0
628. '.rhermo4Jllamlcs, Elnettc 'fheOQ', and Statlat1c&l Mechanlcs. 
(8·0·0) <Jr. 8 each. Yr. 
Prer1qui8Ue: 'O'- Kr. Knipp 
(621) First and aeeond laws of thermod)'Damica, thermod)'Damlc .potential functlo111i 
systems In different atatee of ag~gntl.on; gaaeous Teactlona, dilute aolutlons, and 
other ap_pllcatlons. (6~2) Kinetic diatrlbutlon laws, tra~n phenomena, the effect 
of collialona on the alitrlbutfon functlon1. (628) Statiatlcal enaemblea In claulcal 
mechanle1 and in quantum mechanics, atatlatlcal baals of thermod)'Damlca, detalled 
balance and the H-theorem. appllcatlona to ape.cl1lc probleim. 
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624, 625. Electron Theoq. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. W.S. 
Prerequiaitl: 628 and permission of the instructor. Mr. Ste~bips 
Fundamental ph1sical processes of electron emission (field, photo-ele~t.ric, therm1on1~, 
secondary), conduction through vacua and gases, photoconductiv1ty, photovoltaic 
effect, and contact potentials. 
626. X-ray Or)'stal Structure. (Chem. 626) See Chemistry. 
634. Advanced Optics. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
PrerequuUe: 425. 
Special topics in Physical Optics including crystal optics and associated 
U:S5. Theoretical Optics. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequlaite: 684 or permission of instructor. 
A1>plicntion of Maxwell's theory to the study of optical problems. 
s. 
Mr. Earls 
phenomena. 
s. 
Mr. Carlson 
1140. Speclal Topics. (8·0·0) Or. 8. F.W.S. 
Prerequi.Yite: Permiulon of instructor. Graduate Staff 
Recent development will be given from time to time in various fields of modern 
11hysies including solid state, experimental nuclear physics, theoretical nuclear 
physics, quantum electrodynamics, and quantum statistical mechanics. 
661, 652, 658. Introduction to Theoretical Physics. (Math. 651, 652, 653). 
(8·0·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
J>rerequiaite: Math. 814. Mr. Legvold 
( 651) Ordinary di1ferential equations, vector and tensor analysis, elasticity; ( 652) 
Dynamics of particles, advanced d~amics, rigid body dynamics; (668) Hydro· 
dynamics of perfect and viscuous fluids: electrostatics, magnetostatics, Maxwell's 
field equations, and their application to light. 
664, 655. D~amlcs. (Math. 654, 666) See Mathematics. 
660. Advanced Biophysics. (2·1·0) Cr. s. s. 
Prerequiaite: Permission of instructor. 
Intensive study of selected topics such as the biolo~cal eft'ects of radiant energy, 
the a11plication of stable and radioactive isotopes to biological problems, etc. 
G7 l, 672, 673. Advanced Electricity and Magnetism. (S·O·O) Or. S each. Yr. 
l'rerequirite: 495, Math, 814, 514, and 660 or equivalent. Mr. Laslett 
Electrostatics, magnetostatics, potential problems, steady electric currents, magnetic 
field of currents, electromagnetic field equations, electromagnetic induction, magnetic 
materials, alternating currents, radiation, and tran.smission of electromagnetic waves. 
617. Advanced Soll Physics. (Agron. 677) See Agronomy. 
681, 682, 683. Quantum Mechanics. (Math. 681, 682, 688) (8·0·0) Or. S each. Yr. 
Prerequlaite: 658 or permission of instructor. Mr. Carlson 
Introduction to quantum mechanics. Solution of various physical problems by wave 
mechanical methods. Interaction of radiation with matter. Relativistic theory. 
690. Research. Directed by graduate staff. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Caldwell, Carlson, Oarr, Danielson, Earls• Fox, Keller, Knipp, Kunerth, 
Laslett, Legvola, Miller, Pinney, Spinney, Stebbins, Stiles, Woodrow 
.POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
ROBERT E. PllILLIPS, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professor Robert Penquite, PhD. 
Associate Professor Ame W. Nordskog, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Elton L. Johnson, PhD. 
Instructor Forsythe 
Graduate Assistants Sanford, Brant 
Fellows Chapin, Stephenson 
Extension Workers Bayles, Davis, Whitfield 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in poultry husbandry leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 105. 
The curriculum in poultry husbandry provides for a general education in agri-
culture with specialized training in subjects relating to the production, processing, 
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storage and distribution of poultry and egg products. Considerable emphasis is 
also placed on providing the student with a general background in the sciences 
and humanities. The curriculum provides a liberal allowance of elective courses 
to be selected by the student in consultation with the departmental staff. 
Students graduating in Poultry Husbandry find employment in many lines 
of work: commercial poultry farm managers and owners, poultry breeding farm 
JDanagers and owners, hatchery managers and owners, technologists in produce 
plants and poultry specialists for service work in agricultural journalism, govern-
ment service, as well as in the biologic, feed and equipment industries. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in poultry nutrition, poultry breeding, avian physiology, 
and poultry products technology ; minor work for students taking a major in other 
departments. 
The completion of a suitable undergraduate curriculum including course work 
substantially equivalent to ¢at given at this institution is required. This will 
include undergraduate courses prerequisite to the specialization chosen for graduate 
study. A strong undergraduate background in science (biology, chemistry, and 
mathematics) is highly desirable for those who wish to•pursue graduate study in 
these fields. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 401, 490. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSE PRIMARILY FOR NONOOJ.LB<JIAT:& STUDENTS 
1. Poultry Management. (0-1-2) Cr. 2. W 
Oulling and selecting, housing, feeding, brooding, fattening, marketing of poultry and 
grading of eggs. 
<'OURSKP PRIMARILY FOR UNDl-:RGRADUATE STUDENTS 
101. General Poultry Husbandry. (0-2-2) Or. s. F.W.S. 
Principles and practices of poultry production. Olassltlcatlon of breeds, culllng. 
judging, housing and feeding. Introductory course for those who expet't to specialit.e 
in poultry: arranged also for those who wish a single course in poultry 
102. Poultry Farm Management. (0·2-2) Or. 8. 
Prerequisitl': 101. 
Development and organization of the commercial poultry fann enterprise. Feeding. 
housing and selection of laying stock (chickens and turkeys). 
103. Advanced Poultry Farm Management. (0·2·2) Cr. 3. 8. 
Prere9uisite: 102. 
Principles and practices related to the incubation of eggs and the brooding, feeding 
nnd housing of young stol'k (chickens and turkeys). 
201. Poult17 Nutrition. (0·2·2) Or. 8. F. 
Prere9u1site : 101. 
Selection and use of ration ingredients; feeding standards and ration formulation. 
301. Poultry Judging. (O·l-6) Or. 8. F. 
PrerequUlite: 101. • . 
History and development ot breeds and varieties, production judAing methods, 
standard judging methods, Individual bird evaluation nnd ftock apprafsal. Trips to 
nearby produce plants. 
:t02. Incubation and Brooding. (0·2·2) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequirite: 101, Zool. 884. 
Problems in hatchery management including the Incubation of eggs and the broodlng 
of chicks and poults. 
303. PoultrY Show Organization and Administration. (0·1·4) Or. s. 
Prerequl6ite: 101. 
Organizing and managing poultry shows and exhibitions. 
w. 
401. Marketing and Processing Poultry Products. (0·8·2) Or. 4. 1". 
Prerequillite: P. H. 101, Ohem. 256 or 264. E<'on. 238. 
Economic and technological problems of procurement, processing and market dis-
tribution ot poultry and egg producta including basic quality factors, quality main· 
tenance, grading storage, hedging, market news, market legislation and cooperafve 
marketing. Proaucer adjustments to changing market demands nnd technological hn· 
provementa. Trips to neaTby processing plants. 
• 
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402. Poultn BreecUng. (O·B·O) Or. s. B. 
Pr11requ{liu: 101, Gen. 800. 
Inhuritance of economicall~ Important traits including egg production, egg alze, hatch· 
n bility, body alze and vlablUty: methods of poultry breeding. 
490. Spectal Problemt. Or. 1 to 8. Yr. 
Open to senior college students showing satisfactory preparation for problem chosen 
and quality point average of 2.5 or above for two preceding quarters. Conferences 
and preparation of report on individual problems. 
OOU.RSES 70R Al>VANOBD UNDEROR.ADUATB AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
501, 502, 503. Poultry Seminar. (0·1·0) Or. 1 each. Yr. . •« 
504. Advanced Poultr,y Nutrition. (0·2·2) Or. a. Alt. S. Offered 1949·50 
Prerequi8U11: 201, Ohem. 108, Vet.Phys. 864. Mr. Johnson 
Vitamin, mineral, and protein req.uirements of poultry, poultry rations, development 
and study of nutritional deficiencies. 
560. Physlology of Avian Bepi-oductlon. (0·2·2) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 1949-50 
Pruequiaite: Vet.Phys. 866 or equivalent. M'l'. Phillips 
Special cmJ>hBsis on tho physiology of reproduction o! poultry nnd the relationship of 
tho ondocrlne glands to this process. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
601. Advanced Poultey Breedlng. (0·3·0) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 1949-50 
PrertJqui8it11: 402. Gen. 655. Mr. Nordskog 
Application of B)"stems of breeding to poultry, including inbreeding, outbreeding, 
hybridization and methods of selection. 
602. Advanced Poultey Products 'lechnology. (0·2·0) Or. 2. Alt. 8. Not offered 1949-50 
P,,r,quiaite: Bact. 804, '"Ohem. 474. Mr. Phillips 
Research problems in poultry products; literature study; planning for and execution 
of research projects related to the processing, storage, distribution, and utilization 
· of poultry and egg products. 
606A, Institution Purchaslnf• (I.Mgt. 606A, A.H. 606A) (0·1·6) Or. 8.. W. 
Prt1requirit11: A.H. 874, .Mgt. 484. Mr. Phillips 
Procurement and storage of poultry nnd egg products for institutions. 
690. Research. 
A. Poultry Breeding. 
B. Poultry Nutrition. 
O. Avian Physiology. 
D. PoultTy Prodttcts Technology. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
WILLIAM Annorr OWENS, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Mr. Nordskog 
Mr. Johnson 
Mr. Phillips 
Mr. PhilJips 
Professors John Ellis Evans, Ph.D.; Martin Frederick Fritz, Ph.D.; Richard Well-
ington Husband, Ph.D.; Alvhh R. Lauer, Ph.D.; Vernon G: Schaefer, Ph.D.; 
Thomas Franklin Vance, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors John A. Bath, Ph.D.; J obn L. Holmes, M.S.; Charles Owen 
Neidt, M.S. 
Instructor Palubinskas 
Graduate Assistant Hannum 
Fellows Thomas, Trites 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For the undergraduate curriculum in science, major in industrial psychology. 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 141. 
The curriculum in science with a major in industrial psychology 1s flexible 
·and may be pursued, with variations, in preparation for the following types of 
positions: (1) test technician, (2) interviewer, (3) job instructor or safety 
instructor, ( 4) employee counsellor . 
• 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The depattment offers major work for the degree of Master o( Science in 
certain fields of applied psycholoizy, and minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. 
Students desiring to major in psychology must have graduated from a recog-
nized technical or professional curriculum substantially equivalent to one of the 
undergraduate curricula of the Iowa State College. As a rule, the student should 
have taken at least fifteen quarter credits of psychology, including general psychol-
ogy, elementary laboratory, educational psychology, and child psychology. The 
additional background necessary will depend upon the nature of the research 
selected for the thesis and upon the particular field of work chosen. 
Open te graduate students for minor only: 354, 414, 424, 426, 434, 464, 
468, 474, 485. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUBSB Jl'OR NONOOLLEOIATE STUDENTS 
78. Automobile Driving Course. (0·0·2) Or. o. 
For those learning to drive an automobile. (Fee $10.). 
OOURSKS PRDL\RILY Jl'OR UNDKROR~DUATE STUDENTS 
105. Bow to StUdJ'. (0·2·0) Or. 1. Course six weeks in length and glven 
twice each quartel'. 
Prerequ'8its: Consent of counselor or head of department. 
105B. Bemedlal Reading. Cr. O. 
204.*. General Pqcholoa. (0·8-0) Cr. 8. 
Introduction to basic concepts of normal human behavior. 
206. Laboratoey 1n General Psycholon. (1-0·2) Or. 2. 
F.W.8. 
F.W.S. 
F.W.S. 
F.W.8. 
8. 
Prt1rt1quillitt1: Credit or classification in 204.. 
Introduction to laboratory procedures through experiments 
mon to general psychology. 
and demonetrationa com· 
215* Developmental PSJ'choloa. (0·5·0) Or. 5. F.W.8. 
Principles of psychology relevant to the origin and development of an integrated per-
sonality; emphasis upon the periods of infancy and childhood. 
274. Problems of Buman Conservation. (0-8·0) Cr. 8. F.W. 
Survey of highway, industrial, farm and home ·safety. Princlplee of ilret aid: 
individual and group responsiblJlty for accident prevention. 
215t. Developmental Psychology. (0·5-0) Or. 5. F.W.8. 
Prt1rt1quisite : 204.. 
Principles of development of behavior from birth through childhood and adolescence 
in relation to homo, school and community influence. Emphasie on adjuetment in 
childhood as a foundation for adolescence and mnturit.y. 
316. Mental BJ'glene. (O·B·O) 01'. s. F. 
Prert1quUite : 204:. 
Development and maintenance of the integration of human emotions and drives as a 
necessary foundation for effective living. 
320. Special Problems. (By Oonf.) Or. 1 or 2 each time elected. F.W.8. 
Prerequiaitt1: 5 credits in psychology (including elementary pll)'cbology), quallty 
point average of 2.5 or above permission of head of department. 
Independent projects restricted to areas not covered by course offerings. 
826. Individual D11ferences. (0-8·0) Or. a. W. 
Prerequirits : 204. 
Evaluation of roles of sex'- race; the family, environment and maturit7 ln their con· 
trlbutions to individual ai1ferences; techniques analyzed. Trait dlaerencea com· 
pared and contrasted with individual dltl'erence1. 
384:.* Educational Pqchology. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F.W.8. 
Prer1quiritt1 : 204.. 
Nature of the learning process; types of learning; eftlcient methods of learning. 
Principlee applied to education and to adult learning in bualneu or lndu1h7. 
385.* Pqcholon of Motivation. (0-8 O) Or. 8. 8. 
Prsraquilft1: 20•. 
Development and maintenance of interest, morale, and eftlclency ln Industrial learning 
situations. . . 
*Psych. 204J 884 or 634, or 414, 488 -or 48' meet the psycholo17 requirement for 
an Iowa Stanaard Secondary Teacher's Oertiftcate. See page 205. · 
tThla eourae combines 204 and 815. In figuring prerequisites for advanced couraea 
it counts as 6 credits. 
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344. Animal Psychology. (0·8·0) Cr. a. W. 
Prer1quUite: 204. . 
Principles of animal behavior compared and contrasted with human behavior; sensory 
processes, maturation, learning, conditioning, insight and training techniques. 
354. General Applied Psychology. ( 0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequfaite : 20"4. 
Major problems and application of psychological principles in such fields as law. 
medicine, business and industry, selling and advertising, guidance and personnel. 
"14. Psychology of the Adolescent. ( 0·8·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequuite: 204, 884. 
Characteristics and problems peculiar to the adolescent period of development and 
relatively independent of earlier stages of growth. Emphasis on the transition to 
adult attitudes and behavior as related to social, vocational and marital adjustment. 
424. Social Psychology'. (0·8·0) Or. 3. W. 
PruequUite: 6 credits ln psychology including 204. 
Interaction of the individual with the group as affected by race, nationality, religion 
nnd other social phenomena. 
426. Psychology of Personality. (0·8·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequiaite: 6 credits in psychology including 204. 
Nature, development, structure, analysis and understanding of the normal adult 
personality. 
488.* Quantitative Concepts ln Psychology. (0·3·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequiaite: 6 credits in psychology. 
Illustration and interpretation of the most frequently emplo]'.ed statistical and 
psychometric techniques. Prepares students for intelligent reading of the psycho-
logical literature; not primarily computational. 
484* Tests and Educational Measurement. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. F.8. 
Prerequiaite: 6 credjts in psychology. . 
Aptitude, achievement, interest and personality tests and their uses in education and 
industry. Emphasis upon group tests. 
448. Public Opinion Analysis. (0·8·0) Cr. 3. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 8 credits in psycholO¥f and 8 credits in statistics. 
Determinants of opinion, formulation of ~uestions, psychometric methods, sampling, 
social implications and applications of polhng. 
464. Industrial Psychology. (0·3·0) Cr. s. F.W.S. 
Prerequi8ite : 204. 
Application of principles of psychology to personnel problems in business and industry: 
method of job and man analysis; instruments and techniques for selection and place· 
ment of personnel; training, education, promotion and motivation of personnel; 
qualification and analysis of successful su.Pervision and management; mental hygiene 
in relation to work; the field of research involving personnel. 
468. Laboratory ln Industrial Psychology. (0·2·4) Or. s. F. 
Prerequiaite: 6 credits in psychology. 
Supervised practice in development of techniques and skills essential to successful 
administration and interpretation of individual apparatus tests used for selection 
and classification of personnel. 
4 70. Practice of, and Supervised Teaching in, Driver Tralnlng Education. 
(0-2·4) Or. S. F.W.8. 
Prerequuite: 9 credits of psychology and a quality-point average of 2.2. 
Teaching of driver education. Supervised experience behind the wheel and in charge 
of a learner's class. 
474. Psychology of Safety. (O 3 O) Cr. :J. 8. 
Prerequisite : 204. 
Psychological principles of industrial safety. techniques of accident prevention and 
human conservation. 
484. Psychology of Advertising. (0·3·0) Cr. :i F.W.8. 
Pr,requisite : 204. 
Investigational approaches, analysis, and l'Valuntion of all types of advertising 
materials 'with respect to the psychological principles involved. 
485. Psychology of Salesmanship. (0·3·0) Cr. !l. F. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in psychology. 
Psychological principles underlying sound and successful salesmanship. Persuading 
the customer, breaking down sales resistance. ethical considerations. 
OOUBSBB l'OB ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GBA.DUATE STUDENTS 
504. Experimental Psychology. (O·S·O) Cr. !l. 
Prerequi.rite : 9 credits in psychology. 
Analysis of experimental methods, findings and 
w. 
Messrs. Lauer, Owens 
theories, with methodology stressed. 
*Psych. 204, 884 or 68-it or 885 or 685, or 488 or 484 meet the psychology require· 
ment for an ~owa Btandara Secondary Teacher's Certificate. See page SP6. 
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516. Advanced Ohlld Psycholoa. (0·3·0) Cr. :J. F. 
Prerequisite: 815. Mr. Vance 
Analysis and evaluation of methods nnd conclusions of current major researches in 
child psychology. 
520. Special Topics. (0·8·0) Or. 1, 2 or 8 each time elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 9 credits in psychology, permission of head of dej>artment. 
Messrs. Evans\ Fritz, Husband, Lauer, Owens, Schaefer, Vance 
A. Historical, systematic, theoretlcn . 
B. Industrial and Safety. 
C. Advertising and Sales. 
D. Genetic and Geriatrics. 
E. Experimental. 
F. Educatfonal and Learning. 
G. Individual Differences and Psychometrics. 
H. Clinical and Abnormal. 
I. Guidance, Personnel, Counselling. 
525. Individual Testtn~. (0·2·4) Cr. a. 
Prerequiaite: 9 credits in psychology. 
Basic assumptions of adult testing; practice in administration and 
the most important individual intelligence and personality tests. 
w. 
Mr. Evans 
Interpretation of 
586. Psycholoa of Beading. (0·8·0) Or. 8. SS. 
Prerequisite : 884. Mr. Lauer 
Analysis and evaluation of reading abilities and disabilities. Designed to familiarize 
students with apparatus and experimental techniques used In remedial reading work. 
538. Psychological Fundamentals of Guidance and OounseUng. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
:rn>es and varieties of counseling problems, diagnostic tools and techniques, the caao 
history, summary of information, the development of objectives, interviewing tech· 
niques and psychotherapy. 
589. Personal Oo:msellng. (0·8·0) Or. 8. · W. 
Prerequisite: 588. Messrs. Fritz Holmes, Owens 
The role of psychometric and projective techniques In the diagnosis of maladjustment: 
the place of the various counsellor-centered and client-centered therapeutic methods. 
544. Abnormal Psycholoa. (0·8·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in psychology including 204. Mr. Evans 
Abnormal mentality and mental disorders which affect individual adjustments, 
causation, diagnosis, .Probable course and treatment of mental disease. Clinics in 
school for feeble-minded and hospital for insane. 
550. Physiological Psycholoa. (0·8-0) Cr. s. 
Prerequiaite: 9 credits in psychology, Zoology 208. 
Structure and function of nervous system of man as these relate 
activities. 
s. 
Mr. Husband 
to psychological 
574. Seminar. Psycholoa of Safety. ~0·2·0) Cr. 1. s. 
Prerequisite: 9 credits in psychology and education; permission of head of depart· 
ment. · Messrs. Evans, Lauer 
Review of literature in field of safety; presentation of reports based upon reading 
and research. 
596. Seminar in ·Applied Psychology. (0·2·0) Or. 1 each time elected. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 9 credits in psychology and permission of head of department. 
Messrs. Evans, Fritz, Husband, Lauer, Owens Schaefer, Vance 
Required of all ltl"aduate majors as long as so classified: requ\red of graduate 
minors (in residence) for a period of one year. Research reports, reviews of current 
experimental and theoretical literature, discussion and evaluation. 
OOURSEB 70B GRADUATE STUDENTS 
620. Research. 
Mess.rs. Evans, Fritz, Husband, Lauer, 
624. Research Methods in Psycholoa. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Principles and logic of science as applied to psychology; 
experiments; scienti1lc writing. 
Owens, Schaefer, Vnnt'e 
F. 
Mr. Owens 
design of psychological 
F.W.8. fl!l4.* Educational Psychology. (0·8-0) Or. 8. 
l'rerequisite : 6 credits In psychology including 204. 
f'ourse 884 plus required report based upon reading or experiment. 
students witli credit in 884.) 
Mr. Owens 
(Not open to 
6:15.* Psychology of Motivation. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in psychology Including 204. 
Course 885 plus required report based upon reading or experiment. 
students with credit ln 885.) 
s. 
Mr. Schaefer 
(Not open to 
.F.W.S. 638. Internship in Student Personnel. (0·2·7) Or. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: 589. Mr. Owens 
applications of testing, Interviewing aiid coun· Supervised practice ln the· guidance 
seling; weekly evaluative clinics. 
696. Seminar. (0·2-0) Cr. 1. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 12 credits in pS)'_cholo~ permission of head of department. 
Messrs. Evans, .1rntz, Husband, Lauer, Owens, Schaefer, Vance 
*PS.Yeh. 204, 884 or 684, or 885 or 685, or 483 or 484 meet the psychology require· 
ment for an Iowa Standard Secondary Teacher's Oertl1lcate. See page 804. 
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RADIO EDUCATION 
No newcomer in .radio, the Iowa State College began broadcasting in 1922; 
its 5000-watt, noncommercial outlet, WOI, ranks among the first five preferred 
Iowa stations; it is regarded as one of several outstanding college and university 
stations in the United States. The College has received permission from the Federal 
Communications Commission to construct and operate a Frequency Modulation 
(FM) and a television station. 
Courses for the professional as well as the occasional participant in. broadcasting 
or radio writing are offered in several departments in cooperation with radio 
station WOI. Education beyond the fundamental courses is available for limited 
numbers of students who demonstrate aptitude as farm radio editors, women's 
program directors and teachers for FM school broadcast systems. Through con-
sultation with heads of their major departments, students who wish education in 
the preparation, direction, writing, and production of radio programs may arrange 
a sequence which will prepare them for such work. 
COURSES IN RADIO EDUCATION 
This specialized radio education will afford students-in the five divisions of the 
Colll'ge an opportunity to adapt their special subject matter fields to radio use. 
Related courses will be found in the departments of electrical engineering, music, 
physics, and psychology. A ccmplete program in radio engineering is provided for 
in the electrical engineering curriculum. 
Further information regarding radio education may be obtained from Richard 
B. Hull, Director of station WOI, and Chairman of the Iowa State College Com-
mittee on Radio Teaching. 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
RONALD VALE WEu.s, Ph.D., Head of Department 
The department offers courses intended to acquaint students with the data of 
religion and philosophy and to assist in unifying the findings of science, religion 
and philosophy in a comprehensive philosophy of life. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSKl' PRIMARILY J'OR UNl)EBGRADUAT& STUDENTS 
324. Introduction to the Bible. (0·8·0) Cr. a. F.8. 
Examination of historical backgrounds and outstandin~ ideas of books of the Bible, 
to develop interest In relating biblical insights to life s1tuntions. 
n20. Ohrtstlanlty, Past and Present. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. W. 
Stu<!y of rise and spread of phristian religion, and of its sects, de~om~nations, and 
unitive movements today, to give deeper understanding for participation in its further 
development. 
329. Rellglona of llifanldnd. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. F.S. 
Designed to stimulate sympathetic exploration of feligion through a(!quaintance with 
historical develo}!ment and character of world's chief religions, including Zoroastrian-
ism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Oonfut'ianlsm, Taoism, Shinto, Judaism, :Mohammedanism, 
and Ohrlstlanlty. 
356. Old Testament. (Engl. 856) (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Pr•rlquUite: End. 108. 
Literature of OlCl Testament, Including narrative, poetry, wisdom literature, and 
prophetic literature. 
360. Ideas Ken Llve By-. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. s. 
Historical development of Jeadin~ ideas by which men have lived: reason, faith, will. 
freedom. science and the sdentiftc method, social contnct. Function of these ideas 
in contemporary society. 
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370. Introduction to Be11.ective ftlnJdng. (0·8·0) Or. s. w. 
The discipline of logical thought: examination of the methods of reasoning, lawa or 
reflective thought, and the relation of objective thought to value judgment; pl'Gctlco 
ln analysts of tn>es of reasoning. 
' 434. Socl&l and Ethical Teachlngs of Jesus. (0·2·0) Or. 2. W. 
Exploration of Jesus' teachings to discover Christian principles applicable to modern 
problems of war, government. l'ace, economics, and family life. 
437. Meaning and Purpose of Life. (0·8·0) Or. 3. F. 
In<J.uiry directed toward building a working philosopb)' of -life through discussions of 
typical problems arising in student experience and thought. 
438. History of the Philosophical Quest. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Introduction to philoso!!hY, its personalltie& and progress through the centuries. to 
give broader background for systematic thought about present problems of lire. 
4a9. Contemporary Social Philosophy. (O·S·O) Or. 8. S. 
Current political and philosopliical thought; freedom, the individual and the stnte, 
economic aspects of social philosophy, philosophical implications of international law 
and power alignments. Rival social philosophies. 
457. Philosophy of Bellit.on. (O·S·O) Or. 3. s. 
Intended to give acquaintance with contemporary religious thought and to encourage 
deeper reflection upon sucli q_uestions as basis of religious knowledf, nature of 
theistic belief, place of Jesus Ohrlst. problem of evil, and evidences o Immortality. 
SCIENCE 
HAROLD V. GASKU.L, Ph.D., Dean 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science, see page 140. 
The curriculum in science is planned to meet the needs of the following classes 
of students: 
Those who are interested in science as related to the practical aspects of industry, 
commerce, agriculture, engineering, home economics, and veterinary medicine. 
Those who desire thorough, fundamental preparation for research in the sciences 
or for teaching the sciences at the secondary and collegiate levels. 
Those who have not made a definite decision as to their vocation, and who 
desire an education that is strong and well-balanced in the sciences and general 
studies as a foundation for further scientific or professional study, or as a prepa-
ration for intelligent citizenship. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOURSB PBIVAB.ILY l'OB. NONOOLLEOIATB STUDENTS 
10. Learnlng Skills. (0·8·6) Or. 5. 
PrerequUfte : Permission of Dean of Junior Oollege. 
Principles of efficient study. Applications to current course work. 
F.W.S. 
COUBSll:S PRIKABILY J'OR. UNDY.BGR.ADUATE STUDENTS 
too. Adjustment to College. Required. ( 1 ·0·0) F. 
Lectures designed to ald first year Science students in adjusting to environment of 
college and life. Presentation of academic and vocational requirements within 
science curriculum. Personal, social, nnd o~cupatlonal relationships in personality 
development. 
101. Science and the Library. (Lib. 106D) Required. (0·1·0) 8. 
Use by science students of books, tho library, nnd scientulc literature. Informntlon 
about the Division of Science. 
319. Harriage and the Family. (H.Ec. 819, Soc. 819) (0·6·0) Or. 5. F.S. 
PrerequUite : Sophomore standmg. 
An analyais of courtship, marriage and family relatlonshlp1. Oontribution1 of bloloai 
home economics. psychology and sociqlogy to the understanding of current marita 
and familial problems. 
417. Directed Observation and Supervised Teachlng 1n the Sciences. 
CV.Ed. 41'1) Or. 5. li'.W.S. 
Prerequhite: V.Ed. 805, or equivalent. special methods, and 20 credit.a in subject 
mntter field. To be arranged hi advance. 
Observation, evaluation of instruction, lesson planning, and teaching in the aclence1. 
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486. Methods of Teaching Science. (0~3-0) Or. 8. 
Pr1requUite: 15 credlta ln subject matter field; permission of the dean. 
496. Methods of Teaching Social Studies. CO·S·O) Or. s. 
Prerequ'8UI: 15 credits in subject matter 1leld: permission of the dean. 
COURSE J'OB GRADUATB STUDENTS 
600. Btolog. (1·1·1) Or. 8. 
Prerequiaite: Permission of instructor. 
Perspectives of biology for nonbiology majors. 
SOCIOLOGY 
w. 
F. 
F. 
Mr. Tauber 
For description of courses, see Department of Economics and Sociology, courses 
in Sociology, page 207. 
SOILS 
For description of courses, see Department of Agronomy, courses in Soils, 
page 166. 
SPEECH 
For description of courses, see Department of English and Speech, courses in 
Speech, page 222. 
STATISTICS 
RAYMOND ]AMES ]ESSEN, Ph.D., Acting Head of Department 
Professors *George W. Brown, Ph.D.; *Alexander M. Mood, Ph.D.; George Waddd 
Snedecor-.MA.; *Herbert C. S. Thom, M.S.; •Gerhard Tintner, PhD. 
Associate ProfessQrs Clifford Hildreth, Ph.D.; Paul G. Homeyer, M.S.; Leonid 
Hurwicz, L.L.M.; Oscar Kempthorne, M.A.; Gobind Ram Seth, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors ] oseph C. Dodson, A.B.; Campbell C. Mosier, B.S.; Norman 
V. Strand, M.S. 
Instructors Cooke, Darroch, Ostle, Steel 
Graduate Assistants Anderson, Dutton, Hofmann, Horvitz, McCreary, Mickey, 
Thompson, Tick 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in statistics, leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 142. 
The curriculum in science with a major in statistics is designed to prepare 
students for work of the following kinds: Grade P2 statistician in the United 
States Civil ·serVice, direction of clerical workers and computers engaged in the 
routine analysis of data, performance of statistical investigations for administrators 
and executives, assistants to research workers in various areas of science and 
industry, junior quality control engineers. Majors in statistics will normally elect 
301, 302, 303 ;401, 402, 403; and either 447, 448 or 541, 542, 543. 
*On leave. 
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Some of the following courses might be elected by students intending to pursue 
careers in: (1) government or administrative departments of business and industry-
481, 482, 483; 521, 522; and 524; (2) industrial quality control-437; 531, 532; 
and 511, 512; (3) s6cial science research agencies-507, 508; 521, 522; 524; 537; 
and 53 8 ; ( 4) agricultural, biological, or medical research organizations-507, 508 ; 
511, 512, 535, 536; (5) engineering research organizations-507, 508; 511, 512; and 
531, 532; (6) industrial research in advertising, market analysis, or consumer 
preference-521, 522; 524; 537; and 538. Students intending to do graduate work 
in statistics would normally elect 541, 542, 543 in preference to 447, 448 and would 
choose electives from 507, 508; 511, 512; 521, 522. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in statistics,. and minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. • 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum essentially equivalent to the curriculum in Science at this institution 
together with fifteen credits in statistics and mathematics including one year of 
calculus. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 401, 402, 403, 447, 448, 481, 482, 483. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURBBB PROURILY FOB 'D'ND:ZBORADUAT.111 STUDENTS 
:.?43. General Mathematics and Statlstlcs. (Math. 249) (1-B·O) Or. 4. 8. 
Prttreqlliaite: Math. 242. See Mathematica. 
:.101, 302, 808. Principles of Statistics. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Statistical concepts in modern society: averages, variation, probablllty: elements of 
statistical inference; statistical surveys and experiment.a. 
401, 402, 408. StatiBtlcal Methods I. (2·1·0) Or. B each. Yr. 
Prerequirite: Senior college classification. 
Applications to biological, physical Rnd social data; overages, frequency dlatJ'ibutlona, 
measures of dispersi~n: afatlstical inference: teat.a of algnUlcance • linear regreuion; 
correlation: analysis of variance and covariance; multiple regresalon and correlation. 
437. Statistical Qnallt)' OllntroL (B·O·O) Or. S. 8. 
Prt>requiaite: Math. 212. 
Probability; sampling; Shewhart control chart for continuous variates, fraction de· 
fective, number of defectives; tolerances i consumers' and producers' risks; partial 
inspection by sampling; use of Dodge-Romig and other tables. 
H7, 448. 'l'heo17 of Statistics I. ("Math. 447, 448) (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. W.8. 
Prerequiaito or corequiaite: Math. 212 or 243. 
Combinatorial probablllty; mathematical expectation• population dlstrlbutiona: location 
and scale parameters; discrete and continuous popuiations; tranformationR: momentfl: 
sampling and sampling distributions; estimation of population parameters: regre&11lon 
and correlation: test1.1 of hypothesis. 
4rl 1, 482, 4A3. Processing of Data. ( 0·1·8) Cr. 2 each. Yr. 
Prerequisit• or cor,.quisitt: 401, 402, 408. 
Typical problems ln general statistical methods; capabWtles of cWrerent calculating 
mnchines; punched cards and tabulating equipment. 
OOUBSEB FOR ADVANCED UNbERORADUATB AND ORADUATB BT'D'DBNTS 
504. Analysis of Variance. (2·1·0) Or. a. 
Prer~quVitt: One advanced undergraduate course ln 1tatlstlc1. 
PrinciJ?les of statistical inference; simple test.a of slgniflcance, 
of variance. Introduction to correlation and regression. 
I'. 
Mr. Bome7er 
elements of anal71l1 
507. 508. Sta.tlstlcal Methods II. (2·1·0) Or. 8 each. W.S. 
Prerr:<J!'Uite: 408 or 504. Mr. Homerer 
Analyida of variance with unequ~l frequencies; ~clal appllcatlon1 of multiple. net. 
joint, and curvilinear regresslodfl; componenta of variance; individual degrees ot 
freedom. blno:nlai and Pol.aaon distributions; general statistical principles In experi· 
tnentatlon and umpllng; transformations. 
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511 512. Design of Experiments I. (3--0·0) Or. s each. K hw.s. 
Prtrttqulait1: 408 or 504.. . . . M!· ~mpt or~e 
Principles of statistical design for e>.11er1men~l i~vest1gations .1n b1ologic~l, agi:t· 
cultural and industrial research; tests· estimation;. randomized . blocks, . Latin 
squares• Graeco·Latin squares; 20, sn and other facto.rial systems: stmple split.plot· 
trials; inh'oduction to qnasifo.ctorinl and iMomplete block designs. 
521...._ 522. Deslgn of Surveys 1. (3·0·0) Or. 3 each. u Jw.s. 
rr11r19uillitt1: 408 or 504. • . . • .w.r. esse!1 
Principles of statistical design for survey investigations m social, economic, agr1· 
cuUµral and market research; formulation of plans for ~tatisti<:al surve~; element~ry 
systems of sampling; choice of type and size of ~~niplmg urut; m~tho~ of making 
observations or measurements; methods of elic1tmg and reporting information: 
methods of estimation; rosts; use of time and resources: determination of degree of 
accuracy required. 
524. ~heory of Sampllng I. (8·0·0) Or. 3. 
Pr11r11quiriu: 44'1. 521. 
Mathematical developmeni of elementary sampling theory. 
multistage sampling with equal probabilities. Methods 
Elements of systematic sampling and double sampling. 
s. 
Mr. Jessen 
Random, stratified and 
of eftlcient estimation. 
F.W. 531, 532. Industrial Statistics. (8·0·0) Or. S each. 
Mr. Mood 
products; sampling inspection ; design of industrial 
Prer11quirit1 : 448. 
Oontrol of quality mapufactured 
experiments. 
Alt. B. 585. Specfal Stattstlcal Methods In Biology. (O·S·O) Or. 8. 
Not offered 1949·50 
Pr11rfcuiriu : 408 or 504. Mr. Kempthorne 
Biolo cal aBBay; quantal responses; dosage-mortality relationships; contagious dis· 
trlbu ons; eattmatlon of bacterial populations; negative binomial distribution; analysis 
of populailon. 
536. Specfal Statistical Methods In Genetics. (8·0·0) Or. 8. F. 
PrerequlafU: 4os· or 504, Gen. 800. Offered 1949-50 
Statistical estimation, quantity of Information, and tests of hypotheses in_genetic ex· 
periment.a. • Mr. Kempthorne 
587. Economic Sta.tlstlca I. (Econ. 587) (8·0·0) Or. s. W. 
Prerequlrit1: 408. Mr. Hurwlcz 
Methods of dealing with economic variables; aggregates and index numbers; appli-
cation of regreBSion methods; introduction to time series with time as a fixed variate; 
structural economics relations (demand functions, cost functions). 
538. Economic Statlatlcs D. (Econ. 588) (8·0·0) Or. 8. S. 
Pr11r1qufrite: 448. Mr. Hurwicz 
Theory of estimation of structural economic relations; large sample theory and com· 
putatlon techniques; testing of hypothesis. 
541 .... 542, 548. Theol'J' of Sta.tfstlcs IL (Math. 541, 542, 543) (0·8-0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
rrerequlnte or corequiaite: Math. 514, 515. Mr. Mood 
Development of distribution theory from the theoq of probablllty j common distribu· 
tion functions• derivation of sampling distributions With particular attention to 
normal poputaltons; the multivariate normal distribution; estimation by maximum 
likelihood; likelihood ratio tests of /'arametrio hypotheses with application to con-
tingency tables and simple analysis o variance. 
599. Spec1al Topics. Oredit as arranged. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Brown, Hurwici. Jessen, Kempthorne, Mood, Snedecor, Thom, Tintner 
COURSES ~OB GRADUATB B'l'UDEN'l'B 
001 ..... 602, 608. Statlstfcal Methods m. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. , Alt. Yr. 
rrerequirite: 508, 5,8. Oft'ered 194:9-50. Mr. Kemptborne 
Analy81s of varlancei transformations of data including probit transformation; in· 
complete data; advanced treatment of regresslon; discriminant function technique; 
estimation and quantity of information; analysis of complex enumeration data. 
611, 612. Deafgn of Ezperlments U. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. Alt. F.W. 
Pr~retpliaite: 608, 512, 548. Not offered 1949-50. Mr. Kemptborne 
Method of least squares; general theory of factorial designs: fractional replication; 
theory of quaslfactorial and incomplete block designs; split.plot confounding; analysis 
of. groups of experiments; design and analysis of rotation and other long-term ex· 
perimenta. • 
616, 617. ProbabWt)P (Math. 616, 617) (3·0·0) Or. 8 each. See Mathematics. 
621...._ 622. Dea.Ip of 81ll'ft78 U. (S·O·O) Or. 8 each. Alt. F.W. Not offered 1949-50 
.rrtr1~Uite: 522 524 54'8. Mr. Jessen 
Fonnwatlon of pfans fo-r complex statistical surveys; advanced systems of sampling 
and methods of estimation; cost problems. Use of existent or prior information. 
Scale ana118la. 
624. Theo~ of Sampling U. (S·O·O) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 1949·50 
Prer1quWit1: 524. 622. • Mr. Jessen 
Mathematical development of sampling theory for more complex cases. Unequal 
probabilities of selection. Cluster sampling. 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
li:l7. Economic Statistics m. (Econ. 637) (3·0·0) Cr. 3. 
Prtrequi.Bite: 643. 
Distribution theory of autoregressive multi\>le e~uation systems; 
lems; applications to prediction and eronom1c pohcy. 
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F. 
Mr. Hurwlc1 
ldentlflcatlon prob· 
041. 642, 64s. Theoey of Statistics III. {Math. 641, 642, 643) (8·0·0) or: 3 ea. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 648. Mr. Kempthorne 
Distribution theory; estimation, confidence intervals, and fiducial lnference; general 
theory of testing hypotheses; linear hypotheses and the analysis of variance. 
1i46. Time Serles. (Math. 646, Econ. 646) (O·B·O) Alt. S. Not offered 1949·60 
Prerequisite: 408, Math. 218, Econ. 408. Mr. Tintner 
Random elements; variate difference method; seasonal variations; cyclical variations: 
Fourier series harmonic analysis; trend; orthogonal polynomials, correlation, economic 
application of multivariant analysis. 
047. Multivariate Analysis. (Math. 647) (3·0·0) Or. B. 
l'rere~uiaite: 643. 
Sampling distributions for multivariate normal populations. 
F. 
Mr. Brown 
048. Modern Developments in the Theoq of Statistics. (Math. 648) w.s. 
(8·0·0) Or. 8 each time elected. 
Prerequisite: 641. Messrs. Brown, Mood 
One or two topics will be selected from the following: stochastic processes sequential 
analysis; order statistics and non-parametric methods; factor analysis; the problem 
of moments; regenerative systems. 
6H8. Foundations of the Theory of Statistics. (Math. 688) (S·O·O) Or. 8. Alt. W. 
· Offered 194.9·50 
Prerequisite: 648. Mr. Brown 
Distribution theory as a brunch of the theory of measure; Lebesgue·Stleltjes lnterra• 
tion: stochastic convergence; limit theorems; asymptotic dlstrlbutlon theory; al• 
ternntive theories of estimation; risk functions; use of a priori information. 
!i99. Research. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Brown, Hurwil'z, Jessen, Kempthorne, Mood, Snedecor, Thom, Tintner 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
• 
KENNETH R. MARVIN, M.S., Head of Department 
Professor Katherine Goeppinger, B.S. 
Associate Professors Rodney Fox, M.S.; Richard B. Hull, B.S. 
Assistant Professors John Parry Dodds, M.S.; Harry E. Heath, M.S.; James W. 
Schwartz, B.S. 
Instructor Vernon 
Graduate Assistants Blinn, Cleal 
Lecturers Robert P. Crossley, B.S.; Hollis J. Nordyke, B.S. 
OPPORTUNNIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in agricultural journalism and in home economics 
or science, major in technical journalism, leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science, see pages 91, 133 and 142 respectively. For a sequence in radio see page 224. 
Instruction in technical journaJism is offered to all students and adapted as 
far as possible to their various needs. Its purpose is two-fold: to serve those 
professionally interested in technical journaJism and to aid those wishing Jess 
extensive work. 
To professional students it offers training for editorial positions with the technical, 
business, and trade press, for advertising positions with such publicatioBS and with 
industries, for similar positions in radio, and for rural comll?unity journalism. 
Students are expected to maintain an average of not less than B in technical 
journalism courses in order to continue in these curricula. Engineering students 
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may elect a sequence of courses in technical journalism. Selection from the 
following courses is recommended: T.Jl. 222, T.Jl. ~25, TJI. 325, ·TJI. 335, 
T.Jl. 341 qr 342," Sp. 301, T.Jl. 475. Because of the desirability of combining a 
sequence of courses with wQrk on student publications, it is recommended that 
interested students begin their journalism work in the sophomore year where 
possible. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The dep31lmcnt ·offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
technical journalism and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departm~nts. ' 
To qualify for major work a student must have completed a curriculum lead-
ing to a Bachelor of Science degree, including a minimum of 12 hours of journalism, 
or an undergraduate curriculum in journalism substantially equivalent to that offered 
at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 445, 446, 465, 475, 483. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUBSB PB™'Rll•Y J'OR NONOOLLEOIAT» BTVDBNTS 
25. Livestock Adverttslng. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. 
Advertlalng aa related to llvestock selllng. 
w. 
OOURSRS PRIMARILY J'OR UNDERGRADUAT.R STUDBNTS 
110. Journallstlo Vocations. l 0·2·0) Cr. 2. 
Orientation ln agricultural and technical journalism. 
8. 
221 222. 223. Teclmlcal Writing. (2·0·10) Or. 1 to 6 each. Yr. 
Pr1requiaite: Engl. 108, credft or clauifi~tion in F. & N. 204, tor women. 
It la blg}_l)y desired that students have some proficiency In personal typing. 
News values, news style, news gathering and writing, history of technical Journals. 
225. Begtnntng Technical lournallam. F.W.S. 
225. (O·S·O). Or. 8. 
225B. For home economics students. (O·S·O) Or. 8. 
Pr1r,qtdrit~: Engl 108. 
News values, news gathering and writing, with special reference to technical subject 
1natter. I 
31'1. PhotograpJi7 ln loumallsm. (Phys. 817). See Physics. 
325. Tecbntcal Advertlalng. (0·2·0) Or. 2 or 8. F.S. 
For students other thnn those professionally interested ln advertising. Oonference. 
326. Badlo Advertlaing. {0·2·0) Cr. 2 or s. 
Princlplea of advertising aa applied to radio. Conference. 
w. 
Yr. 32'1._328, 829. Techn1cal Writing. (0·8·0) Cr. 1 to 6 each. 
rr,regufliU: 228. 
Practice with various types of news writing, probleIDa and readings in Journalism 
ethics, law and psychology of public opinion. 
336. Feature Articles for Technical .Journals. (0·3·0) Or. 8. w. 
Pnr«quirite: 225. 
Writing ·of magadne articles dealing with agriculture, engineering, home econondca, 
or science. 
341...._ 842, 343. Practice ln Cop:r Eclldq and TJpograpJi7. (0·0·6) Cr. 2 each. Yr. 
,,,,,,..quc.it.1: 223 or 225. • 
Copy editing, headllne writing, and make·up. Type, t'ype setting, and deslp of 
printed matter. Trips to graphic arts plants. 
420._ 427. Teclmlcal writing. (0·8·0) Or. 1 to 5 -each. F.W. 
rrtre~i.u.: 223. 
Gathering of material and preparatlop of articles for technical magazines. Practice 
work aa arranged. 
445'"° 446. Tecbnlcal Advert1Bl.ng. (O·S·O) Cr. 8 each. F.W • 
.1rundamental principles and praetice of advertising. Layout, C6P)'Wrltlng, publica· 
tlon. promotion. 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
45"1~ 462, 458. Management of Technical .Toumata. ( O·l·O) Ot. 2. 
.rf'nequtrite: Engl. 108. 
A. For .Asmculture students. 
B. For HOme Economics students. 
0. For Science students. 
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D. For Endneerlng students. 
Workshop ln editorial, advertising, and ch:culatlon management problems using 
magazinea in laboratory projects. 
464,-Bural OommunitJ' Newspaper. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. F. Offered 19,9·60 
Prertqui8ite: 228 or equivalent. 
Editoria1J advertising, circulation, nnd management problems of rural community 
newspaper. 
Or. 8. Alt. F. 465. Hecbanlca· of Prln~g and mustrattng. (0·8·0) 
Not offered 1949·60 
Prereqrdrite: 228. or 885. 
Study of mechanical phases of making of newspnper ol' technical journal. 
475. Raclio Writing. (0·3·0) Or. 8. w. 
PrerequiBUs: Sp. 802. 
Elements of continuity writing plugs, commercial meuages script forms; Interview 
scripting, writing the variety show, the rural talk; standai=d 1cript procedures. 
481. Radio News Writing. (0·1·3) Or. 2. 
Prerequisite: 225, Sp. 802. 
Fundamentals of writing and editing news for broadcasting. 
F.8. 
482. Rad.lo News Program Bulldiug. (0·1·8) Or. 2. W. 
PrerequiaiU: 481. • 
Radio news program patterns and the techniquea of building radio news prop-ams. 
Quali1led student& will write and present news broadcaats for Radio StaUon WOI 
and WOI·FM. 
488. Spec1altzed News Broadcasting. (0·1·8) Or. 2. l'.8. 
PrerequUit1: 482. 
Various specialties in the news broadcasting field and the preparation of apeclallsed 
news pr9grams. Qualified students will write and present news broadcast& for Radio 
Station WOI and WOI·FM. 
OOUBSES ~& ADVAN0.1!.D UNDKBGRADUATS AND OB.ADUATB STUDENTS 
510. Reader and Audience Analysis. (0·8·0) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 1D49·50 
Problems In communications media; readings in the literature of journalism. 
Prsrequiaite: 228 or 475. Mr. Marrin 
Reader interest surveys. Application of underatandabilltt formulas. Public opinion 
polls. Measuring in1luence. 
516. Public Relations. (0·3·0) Or. 8. 
Pf'erequirite: 226. 
P. 
Mr. Fox 
public information for promotion of apeclflc ob-Utilization of various mediums of 
jectlves . . 
525, Presentation of Economic Information. (Ee. 626) (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prereqm.ite: 225. Ee. 507. Mr. Marrin 
Sources and channels of economic information; mediums, language and Interpretation 
of economic analysis, writing skills. · 
528. Advanced Tecbnlcal Writing and Editing. (O·S·O) Or. 1 to 5. S. 
Pref'equirite : 42 7. MlllS Goeppb1ger 
Writing and editing of technical material for magazlnce, journals, special publlca· 
tions and books. 
576. Broadcasting for Special Audiences. (0·2·3) Or. a. 8. 
Prersqufait1: 228 ·or 225 Sp. 802. Mr. Hull 
Study of farm, home, and industrial radio audiences with regional and area differ· 
ences; speciatized types of information, and their presentation. Advanced lnatruc· 
tion in scripting and broadcasting. Enrollment limited •. 
590. Special Topics. Credit as arra11ged. 
Min. Goeppinger, Kesera. Hull, Marvin 
oonsn ~B ORADUAT~ STUDKNTS 
660. Seminar. Required. 
€190. Beaearcb. 
Measr1. Fox, Marvin 
Messrs. Fox, Marvin 
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TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
RoSALIE RATHBONE, M.A., Head of Department 
Professor Iva L. Brandt, M.S .. 
Associate Professors Fannie Potgieter, M.A.; 0. Settles, B.S.; Marie Stephens, B.S. 
Assistant Professors Karlyne Alice Anspach, M.A.; Irene Haynes Buchanan, M.S.; 
Norma R. HoJien, M.S.; Harriet Tilden ~cJimsey, M.A.; Jane Saddler, M.S. 
Instructors Anderson, Burton, Day, ] ess, Lewis, Moseman 
Fellow Holt 
Extension Workers Fredell, Rea, Williams 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in textiles and clothing and in textiles and related 
science leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 138. 
The department offers courses designed to furnish such knowledge and training 
as is essential to the consumer for satisfactorily providing clothing and house-
hold fabrics for the individual, the family, and the home. 
Advanced work is also offered to provide fundamental information and training 
in textiles and clothing for those who wish to go into merchandising or other 
commercial positions which involve work in textiles, clothing, costume design, 
or fashion. · 
The curriculum in textiles and related science is designed for those who wish 
to prepare to work in textile laboratories or to do research in textiles. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of one year's work each 
in history, economics, chemistry (including inorganic, organic, and textile), 
household physics, applied art (including composition, design and drawing). 
and textiles and clothing (including general textiles, clothing construction, and 
costume design). Additional prerequisites will be required, depending upon the 
nature of the work the student wishes to pursue. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may hr 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 444, 464, 466. .. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOURSRB PBIYARU..Y FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
145. OOBt'!llJle Design and Selection.. (1-0·6) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
Eaaentaals of designing and selection of costumes for becomingnesa to types of people 
and to Individuals. 
204. General Textiles. co 0·6) Cr. 3. F.W.8. 
PrMequirite: Chem. 105 or 10 l. 
Fundamental weaves, yarns, fibers, color and finishes with reference to selection of 
fabrics for clothing and house. 
224. Elementar7 Clothing Construction. (0·0·9) Or. s. F.W.S. 
Prer~quiaite: 145. 
Use of .commercial pattern: basi.c garment construct!oni fabrics in relation to pattern 
designs, constructions for specific fabries and des1gns. Students will be sectioned 
according t~ ablllty as Indicated In a pre test In sewing skills. 
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225. Independent Work. 
Prer1quiaite : 224. 
Students required to plan nnd complete n clothing problem and pnss examination 
before registering In 824. 
324. Advanced Clothing. (0·0·9) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
Pr1requl8it1: 226. 
DeveloJ>ment of foundation pattern; ftnt rnttern designing; making patte-rn for se· 
lccted dress design nnd developing in woo material. 
444. Costume Design. (0·0·6) Or. s. F.S. 
Prerequisit1: 224, A.A. 108. 
Creative problems based on source mnterinl commonly used in designing clothing. 
464. Textile Purchasing. (0·2·0) Or. 2. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 204 Efc. 218. 
Problems of production and distribution of textile nnd clothing commodities which 
directly or indirectly affect consumers. 
466. Betalllnj{. (Econ. 466) (0·8·0) Or. 8. • S. 
Prerequiaife: ~c. 213 or equivalent in 288. For home economic students. 
Retailing functions in relation to production and consumption; the store and its or-
. ganizatlon; merchandising policies; store operation and personnel; and retailing 
control. 
490. Special Problems. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 824. 
OOURSKS J'OR ADVANOICD UNDERORADUATK AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
504. Advanced Textiles. (0·0·6) Or. B. F.S. 
Prerequi8it1: 204, Chem. 268. Mies Hollen 
New developments affecting characteristic behavior of old and new fibers as reported 
in current literatures. 
514. mstorlc Textiles. (0·0·6) Or. B. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 604, Hist. 218. Mies Settles 
Development of textiles from ancient times; existing sources: comparison with modem 
<'ommercial products. 
F.W. 524. Applied Dress Design. (0·0·9) Cr. B. 
Prerequisite: 824. 
Draping and modeling dresses, with emphasis 
finishing techniques. 
Miss Potgieter 
upon handling different fabrics and 
526. Advanced Applied Dress Design. (0·0·9) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 524. 
Pattern requirements of designs in different mnterials; different 
526. Children's Clothing. (0·0·6) Or. 8. 
w.s. 
Miss Potgieter 
types of costumes. 
s. 
Prerequisite: 824. 
Patterns. selection, and construction of suitable clothing for children. 
Mias Potgieter 
527. Tailoring. (0·0·12) Or. 4. 
Prerequiaite: 824. 
Tailonng construction applied in making coats nod suits. 
F.W.S. 
Miss Stephens 
544. Costume Design. (0·0·6) Cr. 8. 
Prere9ui8ite: 444, A.A. 222. 
Selection and creative problems, with emphasis upon detail. 
w. 
Miss Rathbone 
554. History of Costume. (3·0·0) Cr. 8. F.W. 
Prerequirite: Hist. 218. MiBS Potgieter 
565. Producing and Distrlbutlng U'nits of Textile Commodities. (2·0·0) Or. 2. W. 
Prerequisite: 464. Miss Brandt 
Organizations promoting consumer interests; textiles and cloth in~ mills; factories, 
institut.es and retnil outlets; their organization and personnel; nnalys1s of opportunities 
open to women. • 
590. Special Topics. 
Prerequisite: 824. 
F.W.S. 
Misses Brandt, Potgieter, Rathbone. Settles, Stephens 
COURSES J'OB ORADUATZ STUDENTS 
610. Seminar. Or. as arranged. F.W.S. 
Misses Brandt, Rathbone, Settles 
614. Research. F.W.S. 
Misses Brandt, Rathbone, Settles 
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THEORETICAL AND APPLIBD MECHANICS 
HERBERT J. GILXEY, M.S., Sc.D., Head of Department 
Professor Glenn Murphy, Ph.D., C.E. 
Associate Professors Stephen Johnes Chamberlin, M.S.; Archie Higdon, Ph.D.; 
Edward Henry Ohlsen, B.S., C.E.; Wm. Barnard Stiles, Ph.D. 
AssiStant Professors David Ray Boylan, Jr., B.S.; Arthur William Davis, Ph.D.; 
Arnold Rufus Livingston, B.S.; Elmer Lewis Munger, M.S.; Richard Thomas 
Othmer, M.S.j Aldor Cornelius Peter.;on, M.S.; Herbert 9rdell Ustrud, M.S.; 
Herbert Lloyd Webster, M.S. 
Instructors Bishop, Clingman, Dagefoerde, Elizondo, Fleming, Fuller, Hermann, 
Larson, Riley, Rowe, Uhrig, Westervelt, Winkleman 
OPPOR'tt1NITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The courses in mechanics are intermediate between those in phy~ics and mathe-
matics and the professional and design courses of the several engineering curricula. 
In the work of this department the student is expected to acquire an elementary 
conception of the principles underlying the technique of analysis and a knowledge 
of those properties of materials which influence the manner and extent of their 
use for engineering purposes. He is e."tpected to gain some insight into the back-
ground of purchase and design specifications. Physical properties of engineering 
materials are studied in the classroom and are evaluated in the laboratory. General 
laws, such as those of Newton, are given mathematical expression and are made 
suitable for use in the solution of specific problems in machine and structural 
design and in the fiow and measurement of fluids. 
'OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
of Doctor of Philosophy hr the theoretical and applied mechanics, and minor work 
to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum substan-
tially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in engineering at this 
institution. This should include the undergraduate courses necessary for the par-
ticular field chosen. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 324, 327, 337, 344, 354, 358, 378, 498. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
0011RSE2 PBIVARU·Y l'OR 17NDEBGRADUAT» STtrDENTS 
2N. Statlca of ~e~. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F.W.8. 
PrerequVfl•: Math. 212, credit or classification in Math. 213. 
Force systems, resultants, equiliirium, friction, controls, moments of inertia. 
324. MecJJanlca of Materials. (0·5·0) Or. 5. F.W.S. 
Prlf'equVUe: 214. . 
Elements of stress anal:ysfa applied to pressure vessels, riveted and welded joints 
beam~ ahafta.,. springs, columns. including simple stress, combined stresses, deftection: 
eccen"uc loawug, repeated loading, and impact. 
327.* Materials L&boratoey. (O·O·S) Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Prerequ(rit,: Credit or claBSUlcation in 824. 
Experimental determinntlon of physical properties of steel, cast-iron timber concrete 
and/or other engineering matena18. Preparation of reports. ' ' 
337.* Jlaterlall L&bor&to17. (0·0·6) Or. 2. F W s 
Prlf'equVUe: Credit or clasalfication in 824. • • • 
Dfeterminatlon of physical ~ropertiea of en'1neering materials· studies and calibrations 
oth teattlr ngllequlpment and o_f strain measurmg devices; speciflcationa for materials and 
e app cation; preparation of reports. ---
*827, 387, 868. A student who is not present for the first laboratory· meeting of his 
o1 wnb section may qualify for continuation in the course only by attending the first a oratory meeting of 1ome other eection of any of these three courses. 
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844. DJ118.D1l,ca of Engineering. (O·-l·O) Cr. 4.. F.W.8. 
PrnequViu: 274. 
Momenta of inertia of maasee. Kinematics; motions of particles and of rigid bodies. 
Kinetics; force, mass, acceleration; work and energr: impulse and momentum. · 
354. Englneerlng Materials. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F.W. 
PrerequiriU: OredU or classification in 824. 
Properties, uses and manufacture of metals, tlniber, stone, cla7 J>roductl, cementa, 
concrete and other engineering materials. 
858.* EnglneerlDg Materials. (0·3·6) Or. 5. F.W. 
Pr.e'req~daUe: Credit or classification In 824. 
Essentially a combination of 854 and 887 but with added emphaala on concrete. One· 
day Inspection trip. 
378. Mechanics of Flulda. {0·8·2) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
Prerequfaite: 84'. · 
Elements of engineering applications of the laws of 1luld behavior; statics, kinematics 
and kinetics of fiulds. 
444. Aircraft Vlbra.tlon and Flutter. (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prereqtdaiu : 844:. 
Elementaey vibration analysis with application to aircraft problems. Two-dimensional 
flutter theoey. 
498. Construction Materlals. (0·1·6) Cr. S. F. 
Pf'ef'equirite: 824, 827 or 887 and 864: or 868 ol' equivalent. 
Field inspection, sampling, testing methods; advanced atudles relating to structural 
use of auCh materials as timber, concrete, clay ptoducta, and metals. One-day lnspec· 
tion trip. 
OOVBSBS J'O& ADVANCED l7NDBROBADUA.TE AND ORADUATB 8Tl1DBNT8 
500. Special Topics. Or. 2 to 5 each time elected. As arranged. 
Messrs. Ohamberlln, Gilkey, Murphy 
514:. Advanceil Mechanlcs of Materials. (0·3· or 4·0) Or. 8 or 4. .F.W.S. 
PrerequiaiU: 824:. Messrs. GU.key, Murphy 
Special problems met in engineering. Limitations of fiexure and torsion formulas, 
unsymmetrical bending, curved beams. combined stresses, thin tubes, thick hollow 
cylinders, 11at plates. 
515. Development of Mechanics. (0·2 to 4·0) Or. 2 to 4. W. 
Pnrequ®e: 824:, 844. Messrs. Ohamberlln, Gilkey, Murph)' 
Historical study of development of principles of mechanics. 
516, Advanced Properties of Engineering Materials. 
(0·2 to 4·0) Or. 2 to 4. 
Pf'erequVUe: 824: and 854 or 368. 
Properties in relation to use; factors which induence 
standard specifications. 
Aa. arr. 
Messrs. Chamberlin. Gilkey 
working streaaes; baala of 
517. Advanced Mechantc11 of Materials Laboratory. (0·0·8 to 6) Or. 1 or 2. F.W.S. 
Pf'erequirittJ: Oredi~ or classlflcation in 514. Mr. Murphy 
Expenmental techniques of stress evaluation; strain measuring equipment, brittle 
varnish, photoelaetic atudles. Analogies. 
524. Advanced Technical Statics. (0·8 or 4·0) 
Pref'equUite: 824. 
Principle of virtual work; moment distribution ; 
nearing problems. • 
Or. S or 4. W. 
Mr. Murph[. 
column analogy; appllcatfona to eng • 
544. Mechanical Vibrations. (0·2 to 4·2) Or. 8 to 6. F.S. 
Prerequi.riU: 844, Math. 814. Mr. Murphy 
' Kinematics of vibrations, equations of motion applied to B)'Btema with freo and forced 
'Vibrations, resonance, viscous and Coulomb damping multiple degreea of freedom, 
mobllities, Rayleigh's method. Isolation and absorption of vibrations. Application 
to engines and rotating machlneey, vibration of propellers, aerod1'Jlamlc fiutter. 
564. E1ast1c Stablllty. (0·8·0) Cr. 8. W. 
Prere.quVite: 514, Math. 814. Yr. Murt>h)' 
Stabili~ of columns, beam-columns and panels. Auumptio111 and limitations. 
Lateral buckling of beams. Torsion of thin-walled members. 
568. Applied Plastlclty. (0·2 or 8·8) Or. 8 or 4. 
Prereqtdrite: 514. 
The plastic state of engineering ma;terials, types of 1low, creep 
distribution of 11train and stress. Engineering appllcatlom. 
s. 
?di'. Murphy 
and relaxation, re· 
*327, 337, 858. A studen~ who la not present for the first laboratory meetlng of bis 
own section may qualify for continuation ln the course only by attending the ftnt 
laboratoey meeting of some other sedion of any of these three courses. 
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584, 585, 586. SlmUltude 111 Englneerlng. t O 2 to 3·3 to 6). Or. 8 to 6 each. Yr. 
58,. Prerequirite: 324 and permission of instructor. Mr. Murphy 
586. Prdrequiaite: 818, 684. 
586. Prerequllite: 584. . f • • 1 l · (68•> Use of modelB aa aids to engineering design. Principles o d1mens1ona ana ys1s. 
Design and testing of models; interpretation of data. Application to beams an~ shafts 
under stntJc and dynamic loading. ( 585) Af plication to problems of fimd flow. 
Hydraulic structures under various conditions o operation. Distorted models. (586) 
Application to advanced problems In tnechanlcs of elastic solids. Dissimilar models. 
PhotoelBStic models. 
594 ..... 695. AP.plied Elastlclt7. (0·2 to 4·0) Cr. 2 to 4 each. Mr. ~!raph,.: 
rrerequf8tte: 824. . •"' 
Fundamental relationa of eh1sticil)'; uniform and non-uniform states of stress; Airy s 
function: applications to t>ngineeriug problems. 
COURSES FOB ORADUATB STUDENTS 
ooo. Bese&reh. Messrs. Ohamberlin, Gilkey, Holl, Murphy, Schlick 
014. AnalJtlcal Stud.¥ of Experimental Work in Concrete. 
(0·2 to 4·0) Cr. 2 to 4. 
Prerequ(rite: SSS, O.E. SBl. 
Interpretative survey of backgronnd of present concrete practice. 
As arr. 
Mr. Gilkey 
620. Seminar. (l·O·O) Cr. 1. 
Messrs. Ohamberlin, Gilkey, Murphy 
661. 662, 668. Mathematics of Elasticity. ~Math. 661, 662, 668) Bee Mathematics. 
666, 667, 668. Static and DJ"Damic Problems of Plates and Shella. 
(Math. 666, 667, 668) See Mathematics. 
VETERINARY ANATOMY 
HARRY LEWIS FousT, D.V .M., Head of Department 
~tant Professors Robert Getty, D.V.M., M.S.; Frank K. Ramsey, M.A., D.V.M. 
Instructor Rydell 
Assistant Dougan 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see page 146. 
Through courses in this department, veterinary students acquire a detailed 
knowledge of the anatomy of the domestic animals which is necessary for a proper 
understanding of physiology, pathology, diagnosis, surgery, and medicine. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in microscopic and gross anatomy ; and minor work to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum substantially equivalent to that in veterinary medicine. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOURS1'S PRIMARILY FOR UND£BORADUATE STUDENTS 
101. 102, 108. !rlicroscoplc Anatomy. Yr. 
101. (2·0·9) Cr. 5; 102. (2·0·6) Cr. 4; 103. (1·0·12) Or. 6. 
PrtJrequirite: One year of college biology. 
Cells. Uasuea, orgnna, histogeneeis. embryogeny, organogenesis, and structure. 
111, 112, 118. Grosa Anatom7. Yr. 
P 
. 
0 
111. (0·0·15) Cr. 6; 112. (0·0·18) Or. 6; 118. (0·0·12) Or. 4. 
r1requ{61.'t1: ne year of college biology. 
SYl!tematic and tot>ographlc study and dissection of horse, ox, sheep pig dog chicken, 
and laboratory animals. • • • 
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217. Anatomy of Domestic Antma.ls. (O·B·O) Or. B. F. 
For students in agriculture and others desiring fundamental knowledge of anatomy. 
Skeleton, muscles~ and visceral organs of the horso nnd ox, including common un· 
soundness of the norse. 
401. Advanced Anatomy. (0·0·9) Or. 8 to 5 each time taken. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 102, 112 or equivalent. 
A. Regional systematic and topographic dissections as related to practice of veteTlnary 
medicine. 
B. Microscopic anatomy and its techniques as applied to oTgans and systems. 
402. Applied Anatomy. ( 0·0·9) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: Fourth year classification in Vet. Med. 
Topographic study and dissection of principal surgical and obstetrical regions oC 
the domestic animals. 
COURSE FOlt AD\"ANO&D UNDER6RADUATR AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
502. Systematic Anatomy. (1·0·6 or 12) Or. 3 or 5. F.W.S. 
Prl'rl'qtt~ite: One year of college biology. Mr. Foust 
Dissc<'tion of dog, chicken, laboratory animals. 
COURSES FOB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
601, 602, 608. Advanced Wcroscoplc Anatomy. Yr. 
601. (2·0·9) Or. 5; 602. (2·0·6) Or. 4; 608. (1·0·12) Or. 6. 
Prerequisite: One year of college biology. Mr. Foust 
Oytology, embryology, and miscoscopic organology of the animal body. 
604. Seminar. Or. 1. 
610. Anatoml of the Endocrine Organs. (O 2·3) Or. a. 
Pt·l'requiaite: 103 or 603. 
Embryology and structure of the endocrine organs of domestic animals. 
611. Neuroanatomy. (0·2·6 or (0·2·0) Or. 2 to 4. 
Prerequirite: Permission of instructor. 
Central and peripheral nervous system including the organs of special 
690. Research. 
A. Gross Anatomy. 
B. Microscopic Anatomy. 
VETERINARY CLINICS 
See page 327 
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F.W.S. 
:Mr. Foust 
F. 
Mr. Foust 
s. 
Mr. Foust 
sense. 
Mr. Foust 
lvAL ARTHUR MERCHANT, D.V.M., Ph.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor R. Allen Packer, D.V.M., Ph.D. 
Instructor Ruebke 
Assistant Dappen 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see page 146. 
The Veterinary Hygiene Department offers instruc~ion in bacteriology, immu-
nology, food hygiene, and in the ·diagnosis and control of the infectious diseases. 
The department administers the sanitary control of the milk supply to the city 
of Ames which furnishes a teaching laboratory in the course in dairy hygiene. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in vet-
erinary bacteriology and veterinary hygiene; major work for the degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy in veterinary bacteriology; and minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. 
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The research facilities of the Veterinary Research Institute are available to 
approved and qualified students. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate cur-
riculum substantially equivalent to that in veterinary medicine. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES FOB .NONOOLLEGJATB STUDENTS 
a. Farm Sanltt.tion and Communicable Diseases. (2·.0·0) Or_. 2. 
General consideration of the causes and spread of disease; disinfectants 
ap_plication;_ pneral hygiene and sanitation. 
1. l'oultry 1:1amtatton. (2·0·0) Or. 2. 
Housing and feeding of poultry as it pertains to health nnd disease. 
OOURSEB PBlllARILY Jr<>R UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
224. General and l'athogenlc Bacteriology. (Bact. 224) (8-0·9) Or. 6. 
w. 
and thei1· 
s. 
F. 
Prtr1~1: Ohem. 874, 875 or equivalent. 
Morphology, classification, and p~siologicnl characteristics of l;)athogenlc bacteria; 
princlples of infection and immunity. 
226. P&tho4enlc Bacterloloa. (Bact. 225) (3·0-6) Or. 5. 
Pr8r8qu'l8its: 224. or Bact. 804, Vet. Path. 254. 
Detailed study of bacteria associated with animal diseases. 
w. 
226. Virology. (8·0·8) Or. 4. s. 
Prertqtdaite: 225, Vet. Path. 254, 255. 
Tho general properties of viruses and characteristics of virus diseases of animals. 
420. DahT Hygiene. (2·0·6) Or. 4.. F.W.S. 
PrtrequUUs: First 8 years of veterinary curriculum. 
Study of effect of bovine diseases and snnitation on safety and quality of milk and 
milk products. 
421 422, 4.23. Infectious Diseases. \4·0·0) Or. 4. each. F.W.8. 
Pt'erequirite: Fint 8 -y:ears of vetennary curriculum. 
History, etiology, epidemiology, symptomotology, pathology, diagnosis, control and 
public health relationships of infectious diseases . 
.S:!G. Meat B7glene. (S·O·O) Or. 3. S. 
Prertqiiirite : First 8 years of veterinary curriculum. 
Orgnnlzntion of federal division of mel\t inspection, slaughter of meat producing ani· 
malR, ,methods of inspection, and rules for disposition of abnormal meat. 
427. Livestock Sanitation. ~8-0-0) Or. s. Alt. S. Offered 1949·50 
Prtrequlaite: Bact. 304. 
8tudy of principles of sanitation and methods of controlling common animal in· 
£ections. Designed tor students of animal husbandry and vocational agriculture. 
428. l'oultry Sanitation. (2·0·0) Cr. 2. Alt. S. Not offered 1949·50 
Prllrequiaite: Bact. 804. 
Study of principles of sanitation and methods of controlling common poultey diseases. 
Designed for poultry husbandry students. 
OOURSEB YOU. ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
629. Immunology. (8·0·0 or 6) Or. S or 5. s 
Prerequirite: 224, 226, Vet. Path. 265, 256. Mr. Merchant 
Detailed study of immunity and use of immunizing products in controlling animal 
diseases. 
590. Speclal Topics. Or. 1 to 5. 
Prerequmte: 226. F.W.S. Messrs. Merchant, Packer 
COURSES J'OB OB.ADU.A.Tiii STUDENTS 
604. Seminar. (0·1·0) Or. 1. • F.W.S. 
Mr. Merchant 
625. Pathoge~c Bacteriology. (8-0·6) Or. 6. w. 
Prer•quUµe: 224. Mr Packer 
Pathogenic bacterla and the relationship of their metabolism to animal diseases. 
626. Vlrolo~. (S·O·S) Or. 4. s. 
PrerequUiu: 225, Vet. Pa~. 255. Hr. Packer 
~ncral characteriatics of viruses, technical pro<'edures and specific viruses causing 
disease in animals. 
690. Research. 
A. General and Food Hygiene. . 
B. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Bact. '690B). Mr. Merchant Messrs. Biester, Merchant,. Schwarte 
VETERINARY OBSTETRICS 
' VETERINARY MEDICINE 
CLARENCE HARTLEY CovAlJLT, D.V .M., Head of Department 
Professor Dwight Albert Smith, D.V .M . 
Instructor Baker • 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
299 
For Undergraduate curricuium in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see page 146. 
The study of medicine summarizes and shows the appliqition in practice of 
the training previously received in anatomy, physiology, pathology, bacteriology, 
and therapeutics. On completion of the senior year the student has not only 
the theoretical knowledge, but some of the most practical methods of applying 
such knowledge. The transition from the student to the practitioner presents little 
difficulty after such training. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSE! PRDfARU•Y J'OB 'UNDEBGRADUAT» STVDBNTS 
331, 382, 888. Mecllcble. Or. 5 each. Yr. 
881. (4·0·8) Or. 6· 882. (5·0·0) Or. 6; 888. (6·0-0) Or. 5. 
Prereq_ui•ite: Vet.Anat. 118, Vet.Hyg. 225, Vet.Fath. 256. 
Methods employed in diagnosis of animal diseases and consideration of diseases noi 
widely spread. 
386. Small Animal Medicine. (5·0·0) Or. 5. w. 
Prersqufrite: Vet.Anat. 118, Vet. liyg. 225. • 
Treatment and prevention of diseases of small domestic and furbearing animals. 
887. Sm&ll Animal Medicine. (5·0·0) Or. 5. S. 
Prsrequfaite: Vet.Burg. 872. 
Surgical diseases of dog, cat, small pet animals, and of furbearers. 
381, 882, 888. Olinlcs. ( 0·0·12) Or. R. Yr. 
Ooncurrent with Vet.Obst. arid Vet.Burg. 881, 882, 888. 
488 .. Professlon&l Orientation. (2·0·0) Or. 2. 8. 
Prerequiaite: Fourth year classUlcatlon in Vet. Med. 
Professional ethiCiJ and other problems of the professi~nal 'man. 
481, 482, 488. Clinlca. (0·0·18) Or. 8 each, including Obst. and Burg. • Yr. 
Concurrent with Vet.Obst. ·and Vet.Burg. 481, 488. 
484. CJllnlcal Conference. (0·0-6) Or. 2. F. 
Prerequialts: Oredit in 888, 88'1, 888, Vet.Obst. 846, and Vet.Burg. 878. 
Special study of problems in diagnosis and treatment of selected cases. 
VETERINARY OBSTETRICS 
MAcx ALLEN EMMERSON, D.V.M., M.S., Head of Department 
Instructor Jones 
OPPORTUNITIES :POR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see page 146. 
The significance of a thorough knowledge of the structure, function and disease 
processes of the reproductive organs is becoming increasingly apparent. The effi-
ciency of herds and flocks depends upon their ability to reproduce at regular 
and definite intervals. The Department of Obstetrics presents not only the work 
in obstetrics but considers the whole reproductive life of dome5tiC animals and 
emphaSizes the cause and prevention of disease processes pertaining thereto. 
• OPPORTUNlTIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers 111ajor work for the degree of Master of Science in veter-
inary obstetrics with special emphasis on the diseases of reproduction of domestic 
animals. 
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- ----- -----
Prerequisite to major graduate work is graduation from an approved college of 
veterinary medicine. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COUBBKB PIUMARIJ.1Y FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
345. Prlnclples and Practice or Obstetrics. (4·0·8). Or. 5. F. 
Prerequuite: First seven quarters of veterinary curriculum. 
Care of pregnant animals. Onuses and treatment of sterility. 
381, 382, 888. Ollnlcs. (0·0·12) Or. R. Yr. 
Prerequi8Ue: Olassiflcntion in Vet.Med. 831, Vet.Obst. 345, and Vet.Surg. 871. 
Concurrent with Vet.Med. and Vet.Burg. 881, 882, 888. 
440. Bacllolop. (S·O·O-) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequlaite: First ten quarters of the veterinary curriculum. 
Essentials of radiography and fluoroscopy with particular emphasis on protection 
from irradiation and on interpretation of radiographs. 
444. Disturbances or Reproduction and Diseases or the Newborn. (8·0·8) Or. 4. S. 
PrerequiriU: 845. 
Diseases of the generative organs, their causes, control and treatment. 
481, 482, 483. Ollnlcs. (0·0·18) Total Cr. 3 each, includin~ Med. and Burg. Yr. 
Prerequiaite: Fourth year classification in Veterinary Medicine. 
Concurrent with Vet.Med. and Vet.Burg. 481, 482, 488. 
COURSES rOB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
604. Seminar. Or. 1. 
Mr. 
644. Advanced Obstetrics. (1·1·8 or 9) Or. 3 or 5. 
Prerequi8Ue : 444. 
Diseases of reproductive organs of the male. 
Mr. 
645. Advanced Obstetrics. (1·1·8 or 9) Cr. 3 or 5. 
Prerequiaite: 444. 
Diseases of reproductive organs of the female. 
Mr. 
690. Research. 
Mr. 
A. Diseases of Reproduction in the male domestic animal. 
B. Diseases of Reproduction in the female domestic animal. 
C. Diseases of the newborn domestic animal. 
• VETERINARY PATHOLOGY 
EDWARD ANTONY BENBROOK, V.M.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Hilton Atmore Smith, D.V.M., M.S. 
Assistant Professor Margaret W. Sloss, M.S., D.V.M. 
Assistant Macheak 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
F.W.S. 
Emmerson 
F.W.S. 
Emmerson 
F.W.S. 
Emmerson 
F.W.S. 
Emmerson 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see page 146. 
The Department of Veterinary Pathology offers a systematic study ~of the causes 
of disease and the manner in which these causes bring about alterations in the 
anatomical structure and chemical and physiological activities of animal cells, 
tissues, organs, and systems of organs. The application of these studies makes 
diagnosis more accurate and forms a foundation for the control of livestock diseases . 
• 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in veterinary pathology, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
The research facilities of the Veterinary Research Institute are available to quali-
fied and approved students. 
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Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum leading to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
Minor work is recommended in bacteriology, veterinary hygiene, chemistry, 
"zoology, entomology, physics, botany, or genetics. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOURSEB I•RIMARILY 1''0R UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
254, 255. General Pathologt. F.W. 
254. (8·0·0) Or. 8; 255. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
254. PrerequiaiU: Vet.Anat. 103, 118. 
255. Prerequisite: 254. Vet.Anat. 108, 118; Vet.Hyg. 224, Vet.Phys. 16.£. 
Onuses and effects of disease a1>plying to the body as a whole. 
256. Special Pathology. (5·0·6) Cr. 7. s. 
PrerequiBite : 255. 
Etiology, pathogenesis, lesions, and termination of disease in organs or systems oC 
organs and in specific infectious diseases. 
257, 258. Veterinary Parasitology. 
257. (3·0-2) Cr. 4; 258. (3·0·8) Or. 4. 
w.s. 
Prere'luisite: 255. , 
Parasites and parasitic diseases of animals and the principles of their control. 
-150. Applied Avian Pathology. (3·0·0) Or. 8. Jo' 
l'rerequi8ite: 256, 268, Vet.Hyg. 224, 225. 
Problems of disease and resistance encountered in poultry. 
455. Post Mortem and Olinlcal Pathology. (0·0-9) Or. 8. A. 
Prt>requi8ite: 256, 258. 
Post mortem and laboratory technlcs applied to diagnosis of veterlnaey hospital and 
field cases. 
OOURSES ~OR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
604. Seminar. Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Mr. Benbrook 
651, 662. General Pathology. F.W. 
651. (S·O·O) Or. 8; 652. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. 
PrerequiBite: (651) Vet.Anat. 103, 113; (652) Vet.Hyg. 225; Vet.Phy@. 266. 
M'l'. Benbrook 
Fundamentals of disease with emphasis on disease in animals. 
653. Special Pathology. (4·0 6) Cr. 7. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: 652. Mr. Smith 
General pathologic fundamentals np11lying to organs or systems of organs and to 
specific infectious diseases of animals. 
656. Advanced Veterinary Pathology. (O·l-a to 12) Or. 2 to 5. F.W.8. 
Prerequialle: 256 or 662. Messrs. Benbrook. Bicster, Schwarte, Miss Sloss, Mr. Smith 
Introduction to research in animnl disease 
657, 658. Veterina.17 Parasitology. 
667. (2·0·2) Or. 3; 658. (8·0·3) 
Prerequisite: 652. 
Cr. 4. 
W.8. 
Mr. Benbrook 
Problems of parasitism in relation to animals. 
659. Advanced Veterinary Parasitology. (O·l·B to 12) Or. 2 to 6. F.W.8. 
Prerequisite: 256, 268 or 658. Mesrrs. Benbrook, Bleater 
Introduction to research in anhnnl parasitology. 
690. Research. 
A. Veterinary Pathology 
B. Veterinary Parasitology. 
Messrs. Benbrook, Bleater, Schwarte, Smith 
Messrs. Benbrook, Bleater 
... 
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VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY 
HENRY DALE BERGMAN, D.V.M., Head of Department 
Professors Earl Albon Hewitt, D.V.M., PhD.; L. Meyer Jones, D.V.M., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Loyal Cobb Payne, D.V.M., M.S. 
Assistants Anderson, Dale 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor ()f Veterinary Medicine, see page 146. 
B.efore acquiring a proper concept of disease it is necessary to understand the 
normal functions of the body structures. In the -courses in physiology the stud~ts 
make a detailed study Qf the normal functions and activities of the cells, tissues, 
organs, and systems constituting the animal body. 
Pharmacology in its broad sense is the science that investigates drugs, and for 
convenience of study is often subdivided into pharmacognosy, pharmacy, pbarma-
codynaniics, and toxicology. Each of these is given proper consideration in ··the 
coul'$es in pharmacology, with special emphasis on drugs and therapeutic practices 
important in veterinary medicine. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in vet-
erinary physiology, and minor work to students taking major work in other de-
partments. 
The research facilities of the Veterinary Research Institute are available to 
approved and qualified students. 
Students expecting to do major work should have fundamental knowledge of 
physiology, zoology, anatomy, histology, and chemistry. The exact requirements 
will depend upon the field of work the student expects to pursue. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 366, 661, 662, 663, 66?. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIKA&ILY FOR UNDEROBADUATJ!I STUDENTS 
164. Comparative M&mmallan PhJ'sloloa. (8·1·6) Or. 6. s 
Pr.r1quUU~: Vet.Anat. 108, 118. · 
Phlraloloa of the nervous system. special senses, muscular system and circulating 
ftufM of the body • . 
265, 266. Comparative Mammalian Physiology. F.W. 
265 (8·1·6) Cr. 6; 266 (8·1·6) Or. 6. 
Pf'erequUU1: Vet.Phys. 164. 
Ph:yalolog:y of the organs of circulation, respiration, digestion, urinary system. 
nutrition, animal heat, endocrinology and reproduction, 
267. Oenori.l Pharmacology: (3·0·0) Or. s. s 
Prn1quiaUu 265. · 
Pharmaceutical principles and processes: metrology, prescriptions• general properties 
and claBBi1lcat1on of drugs; therapeutic methods. ' 
364. Ph71lology of Domestic Animals. ( s ·O·O) Or. s. F 
Pr1r1qu_C.iU: Vet.Anat. 217. • 
For airicultural students. Blood, lymph; clraulator:y and reaptratoey systems orrav.a 
· of dlgenlon. and absorption. • . ' 
366. PhJBlolo11 of Domestic l"owla. {3·0·0) Or. a. w 
Prer1qu,UU1: 864 or 8flulvalent. • 
For pouUq huabanclr1, poultTy industry, animal huaban..i- and dal- hus'-and-
mdenta. Byatematlc survey of ph:yafologlcal processes In i>~la. .., u ·" 
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867, sos. 869. Pharmaooloa and ~herapeutlca. · Yr. 
867. (2-0~8) Or. 8; 868, 869. (8·0·0) Cr. S each. 
PrerequUiu: 266, 26'1. 
• Drugs important in veterlnaey medical practice, lncludln1 ~herapeutlc lndlcatlona. 
administration. posoloa · and pharmacodynamlca. 
465. Animal Nutrition. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 266. 
A practical approach to animal nutrition and nutritional therapy for v~rlnarr 
students. 
COtmSEB ~OB GRADUATE BTlTDBNTB 
604. Seminar. Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Mr. Hewit\ 
661. Comparative Mammalian Physloloa. (8·0·0 or 6) Or. 3 or 5. 8. 
" Messrs. Bergman, Hewitt 
Especially adapted for graduate students as minor work in fields of animal dairy or 
poultry husbandry; in biological sciences, chemistry and home economics. Physiology 
of the nervous system, special senses, muscle nnd circulating 1luids of the body. 
662, 668. Comparative Mammalian Ph)'sloloa. (8·0·0 or 6) Or. 8 or 6 each.: F.W. 
Mesara. Bergman Howitt 
Oontinuatlon of 661. Physioloa of the organs of circulation, respiration, digestion, 
urinary system, animal heat, endocrinology and reproduction. • 
66'1. Advanced Ph)'sloloa. (0·1 te> 5-0) Or. 1 to 5. F.W.8. 
Prerequirite: 668. .. Mr. Hewitt 
Methods of appl'oach to the specific phase of physiological research In which the indl· 
vidual is interested. 
669. Physiology of the Endocrine SJ"Btem. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prtjrequiaite: Vet.Anat. 610. Mr. Hewitt 
Survey of the functions of the endocrine organs and their fnterrelntionsblp. 
690. Research. 
Physiology. Mr. Hewltt 
VETERINARY SURGERY 
GEOROE R. FOWLER, D.V .M., Head of Department 
Assistant Professor Walter Harris Chivers, D.V.M. 
Instructor 
OPPORTUNn,:IES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see page 146. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The departmeQ.t offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in veter-
inary surgery, and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is graduation from an approved college of 
veterinary medicine. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSKS PRIKABILY FOB UNDERGRADUATE 8TUD~NT8 
371. Surgeey. (5·0·0) Or. 5. 
Prerequiirite: First two years of veterinary curriculum. 
Fun.damental principles. 
872, 878. Surgery. 
872. (5·0·3) Cr. O; 378. (4·0·0) Cr. 4. " 
Pl'erequUUe: 871. 
Surgical dlsea!lN of horses, catUe, sheep, and swine. 
881, 882, 888. OUD1cs. {0·0·12) Or. R. 
Ooncurrent with Vet.Med. and Vet.Obst. 881, 382, 888. 
481, 482, 483. Ollnlcs. (0·0·18) ·Total Or. 3 ea<'h, lnrludlng Med. and Obst. 
Ooncurre.nt with Vet.lied. and Vet.Obist. 481, 482, 483~ 
'g. 
w.s. 
Yr. 
y,.. 
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COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Fowler 
604. Seminar. Cr. 1. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. Fowler 
671. Advanced General Surgery. (l·l·S or 9) Or. S or 5. 
Prerequuite: 878. . 
Detailed principles of veterinary surgery and anesthesin. 
672. Advanced Spectal Surgery. (l·l·S or 9) Or. S or 5. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 873. Mr. Fowler 
Tcchnica of the various operations and manipulations in veterinary surgery. 
690. Research. 
Mr. Fowler 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
BARTON MORGAN, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Thomas August -Hippaka, Ph.D.'·; William Henry Lancelot1 D.Ed.; 
John Barnhart McClelland, PhD.; Vilas Jay Morford, M.S.; James Abel 
Starrak, D.Ed.; James Edwin Wert, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Ray James Bryan, Ph.D.; Lowell L. Carver, M.S.; Martelle 
Loreen Cushman, Ph.D.; John Wa11ace Litherland, Ph.D.; T. E. Sexauer, 
Ph1D. 
Assistant Professor Clarence Everett Bundy, M.S. 
Instructors Dean, Wiener 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in agricultural education and in industrial education 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see pages 90 and 102. 
Professional courses for teachers are offered at the Iowa State College by the 
Departments of Vocational Education, Home Economics Education, Psychology, 
and the Division of Science. These are designed especially to prepare teachers for 
the following fields; vocational and general agriculture, vocational and general home 
economics, industrial arts, trades and industry, the sciences, and mathematics 
Students majoring in the several fields of education meet the requirements for 
the Standard Secondary Certificate in Iowa and similar certificates in most other 
states. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADVATE STVDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in vocational education, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. The following fields in which research is being 
carried on by the department are appropriate for research by graduate students: 
agricultural education, home economics education, industrial education, and rural 
education. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in vocational education is preparation 
~ubstantially equivalent to the completion of one of the undergraduate curricula 
in education offered at the Iowa State College and adequate proof that the student 
ranks above average in scholastic ability and vocational competency. Students 
should not complete plans for enrollment in the Graduate College with a view of 
becoming candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in vocational educa-
tion without the approval of the head of the department. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: V.Ed. 426, 466, 467. 
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PROFESSIONAL COURSES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
Home economics education. H.Ec.Ed. 405, 406, 407, 504, 508, 517, 605, 606, 
607, 608, 610, 612, 614. (For course descriptions see pages 244 and 245.) 
Physical education (men). Phys.Ed. for Men 318, 411, 412, 413, 491, 492, 493, 
494. (For course descriptions see page 271.) 
Physical education (women) . Phys.Ed. for \Vo men 326, 330, 336, 338, V .£d. 
590H. (For course descriptions, see pages 273, 274 and 307.) · 
Psychology. Psych. 204, 315, 334, 414, 433, 434, 536, 538, 634. (For course 
descriptions see pages 281-283.) 
Science. Sci. 41'7, 486, 496. (For course descriptions see page 285); Engl. 394. 
(For course description see page 224) ; Math. 497. (For course description sec 
page 260.) 
TEAOHER OERTIFIOATION 
The Iowa Standard Secondary Certificate will be issued to a person who holds 
a diploma from an accredited Iowa coiiege certifying the completion of a four-
year course; who has taken a minimum of 22~ credits (15 semester hours) in 
one subject matter field, with at least 15 credits (lo semester hours) in each of 
two additional fields; who has taken three credits in principles of American 
government; and who has taken a minimum of 2
1
2~ credits (15 semester hours) 
of professional subjects di§tributed as follows: 
(a) Introduction to, history of, or principles of education, 4~ credits (3 semes-
ter hours). 
(b) Psychology and its application to education, 9 credits (6 semester hours). 
( c) Methods of teaching, 4~ credits (3 semester hours). 
( d) Directed observation and supervised student teaching, 4~ credits (3 semes-
ter hours). ' 
Note: Educational measurements shall be given under (b) or (c). 
The advanced secondary certificate will be issued to a person who has met the 
above requirements for the standard secondary certificate and who is the bolder 
of a standard master's degree. 
Persons interested in types of certificates not described above, or who wish to 
know what courses meet the specific requirements of any certificate, should com-
municate with the head of the Department of Vocational Education or write to the 
executive secretary of the State Board of Education Examiners, Des Moines, Iowa. 
TEAOHER PLACEMENT 
A Teacher Placement Office is maintaLt?ed for those who are interested in educa-
tional positions. The services of this office are available to anyone who has been 
registered as a resident student of the Iowa State College. These services arc 
extended gratuitously to both candidate and employer, except for an annual regis-
tration fee of $3 to cover, in part, the cost of postage and the preparing of 
credentials. Requests for information should be addressed to the Teacher Place-
ment Office, 220 Curtiss H'.al11 The Iowa State Coilege, Ames, Iowa. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
• CouRSEs IN GENERAL VocATIO,.AL EouCATIO~ 
<'OURSBS PRilCARILY FOR UNDERORADUATE RTUDENTS 
304. Principles of Education. (0-8·0) Or. a. F.W.S. 
Prerequirite: Quality point average 2.1. 
Place of education in democracy; .American {'ublic school system; modern objectives 
of education: legal and other qualUlcations o successful teaclters. 
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306. Methocla or TeachlDg. <O·B·O) Or. s. F.w.s. 
Prereq_uCrit1: 80' and quality polnt average 2.1. 
Methoct. of realizing such teaching objecUves aa interests, ideals, understandings and 
abllltles with special emphasis on problem, project, and unit teaching. 
409. Principles and Practices or Conservation Education. (0·3·0) Or. 3. S.S. 
PrerequUiu: Suftlclent credit in education and conservation to satisfy instructor. 
Objectives, subject matter, materials and techniques of effective instruction on the 
conservation of our more important natural reso.urces. 
41 'I. Directed Observation and Supervised Teaching in the Sciences. F.W.S. 
(Science 417) Or. 5. 
PrerequWte: 806 or equivalent, special methods, and 20 credits in subject matter 
field. To be arranged in advance. 
Observation, evaluation of instruction, lesson planning, and teaching in the 
scJences. 
426. Prtnclples of second.an" Education. (0·8·0) Or. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequ'8it1: 804 or equfvalent. 
Problems of teacher relatlomhi_ps i pupil management and guidance; the curriculum; 
• extracurricular activities; trends in secondary education. 
484. Sup.emsed Practice in Guidance. (0·0·9) Or. 8. 
Pr1r1quirite: Permission of instructor. 
Su_pervfsed participation ln a public school guidance program. 
F.W.S. 
490. Spec1al Problems. Or. 1 to 6. F.W.S. 
Prerfqu.WU~: Senior college classification, quality point average of 2.5 or more for 
preceding two quarters. 
A. Amcultural Education. 
B. VOcatfonal and Educational Guidance. 
O. Ourriculum Construction. 
D. Prln~iples of Education. 
E. Methods of Teaching. 
COURSKS ~OB ADVANOED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
538. Ooun1elln1 of High School Students. (0·8·0) Or. s. 
PrarequUfU: 15 credit.a in education. 
Basic principles and techniques of counseling in vocational, educational, 
guidance. 
s. 
Mr. Bryan 
and personal 
58,, Admtnlstration of the Guidance Program. (0·8·0) Or. 3. W. 
Proraquuit1: 15 credits in education. Mr. Bryan 
Principles and practices in aiding studenta to make educational and vocational ad· 
JuBtments; occupational studies; testing and records; group guidance and follow-up. 
536. EvalU&tion of Educational Outcomes. (0·2 or S·O) Cr. 2 or s. S. 
Prateqttirite: 15 credits in education. Mr. Wert. 
Methods of evaluating educational outcomes i types of tests and their construction; 
ns~ and interpretation of educational measures in teaching. 
5:16. Adult Education. (0·4 or 6·0) Or. 2 or 8. SS. Sat. Cl. 
Prereq11irite: 16 credit.a in education. Messrs. Bundy, Sexauer 
Survey of current trends and present activities in adult education field, special prob· 
lams and practices in organizing adult education programs. 
550. Aucllo-Vlsual Methods in Education. (0·2·8) Or. 8. 
Prer1qui1ite: 805 or equivalent. 
Sources, selection, preparation, and use of sound and 
Review of scientific studies, 
w.s. 
Messrs. Kooser. Litherland 
visual instruction materials. 
551. Occupational Informatlon. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequirit1: 16 credits in psychology and education. Mr. Bryan 
Growth and development of important industries; statistics nnd trends in industry. 
1-'or teacher, counselor, and guide of adolescent pupils. 
552, 558. Educational Stattstlc& (O·B or 4·0) Or. B or 4 each. F.W. 
Prerttqulrite: 16 credits in education. Mr. Wert 
Statistical concepts and procedures for teachers, school administrators, and re.search 
workers. 
561. Ket.hods of College Teacblng. (0·2 or 8·0) Or. 2 or 8. F. 
Preroquirittt: 806 or equivalent. Messrs. Lancelot, Sexauer, Starrak 
Basic principles and ptocedurea in college teaching i skills eBSential to -effective 
teaching. . 
580. Broadcuthur for School vae·. (0·6·0) Or. 8. BS. 
Prartqulrite: "l'.r.Jl. 4'16 or 15 credits in education. Mr. Griffith 
Use of radio material in educational activities in the classroom and in the com· 
munity: preparation of education materials for broadcnsting; problems of admin· 
lstratora and aupervlaors of radio progrnms in the school. 
590. Speclal Toplca. Or. 1 to 6. 
Prer1quUU•: 16 credlta in education. 
A. AJtricultural Education. Messra. Bundy, McOlellnnd, "Sexauer 
B. AClult Education. Messrt1. Bundy McClelland, Sexauer 
0. Rural 8cconda!7 Education. Messrs. 'Bryan, Bundy, Oushma_?_, Starrak 
D. Vocational and Educational· Guidance. Alr. Bryan 
E. Administration of Rural and Vocational Education. ,,,, 
Messrs. Btyan, Cushmnn, Morgan 
F.W.S. 
i 
'• 
VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION 
F. Supervision of Rural and Vocational Educatlon. Means. Morgan, 
G. Techni9ues of Research in Education. -
H. .A:dmimstratlon and Superviaion of Ph11tcal Education. 
I. Radio Education. · 
J. Conservation Education. 
X. Audio-Viau.al Education. 
598. Workshop. Or. 1 to 5. 
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Sexauer, Wert 
Kr. Wart 
Miss Gulot 
Kr. GriJllth 
Mr. Starrak 
Kr. Litherland 
SS., Sat. 01. 
Pr1r1~'8iti: 15 credits in education. 
• A. Aliricultural Education. 
B. Aault- Education. 
O. Rural Secondaey Education. 
D. Industrial Education. 
E. Vocational and Educational Guidance. 
Meaare. Bun47, Mc0lellan4. Sexauer 
Messrs. Buncll'LltcCleUand; Sexauer 
Hesara. Dunay, Cushman. Stanak 
l!eaara. Carver, mppalca 
Mr. Bryan 
Vocational Education. F. Administration and Supervision of Rural and 
G. Techniques of Research ln Education. 
Keaara. Oushman1 .. Jlo~gan Mr. Wert 
COURSES J'OR ~'1.&n~ATK STUDENTS 
001. PhllosopJ17 of Education. (O·S·O) Or. 3. F. 
Mr. Morgan 
Historical and philosophical foundations of modern educational theories, objectives, 
c~rricula, and practices; confticting educational theories. 
602. Current Educational Movements. (0·2 or 8·0) Or. 2 or a. w . 
• Mr. Starrak 
Surver of major trends in modem education. 
615. Seminar. (O·l to 8·0) Or. l to a. • F.W.S. 
Messrs. Cushman, Morgan, Starrak, Wert 
624. Research Methods ln Education. Or. 2 or 8. F. (0·2 or 8·0) 
Adaptation of research techniques to problems in education. 
preparing to write theses. 
Mr. Wert 
Primarily tor students 
664. Problems of College Admtntatratlon. (0·8·0) Or. s. S. 
. Hr. Friley 
Lectures and discussions relating to college and university adminlatratlon for general 
information of graduate students expecting to enter teaching profession. 
690. Research. 
Messrs. Beyan, Cushman, Lancelot. McOlelland, Horgan. Sexauer, Btarrak, Wert 
COURSES IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
COURSRB PRIJIARILY FOB UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
110. Freshman Problems. (O·l·O) Required. 8. 
Itow to study, personal development, reading habits. Required of freshmen majoring 
In department. 
·211. Observation· a.nd Survq of Agricultural Education. (0·0·8) Or. 1. l!'. 
Visitation of high school departments of agriculturei observation and diacuaalon of 
day school, young-farmer, and adult-farmer programs. 
821. Speclal Methods in .Agricultural Education. (0·2·8) Or. a. - F. W. 
PrerequUUe: 805 or equivalent. 
Objectives, curricula, and methods in vocational education in agriculture, 
424. Young :Parmer and Adult Education ln Agrlculture. (0·2·8) Or. 8. Jf.W. 
Prerequf.rite : 804. or equivalent. 
Part-time and evening claBBea In vocational education in agriculture for young 
farmers and adults. Departments are visited for the purpose of evaluating program.a 
and results. 
425. Supervised Teaching ln Aalculture. Or. 3 to 8. 
Prere~te: 821 or eQUivalent. . 
Six weeks of full-time supervised teaching In public schools. 
"as arranged" courses and special sections. 
F.w.s. 
To be scheduled with 
466. Admtntstratton a.nd Organlzatlon of Extension Education. (0·8·0) Or. s. F. 
Prertqui.aite: Permission of instructor. 
Histoey and. philosophy of extension educaUon ln amculture and home economlca: 
plans of organization; extenalon }>rogram.a i relaUonafilpa with other agencies: aelec· 
lion and training of extension personnel. 
467. Methocls ot1 Extenaloa Education. (0·8·0) Or. 8. · 
Prera<I'!lriU: PenJliasion of instructor. • 
Principles and procedures of lnatructlon and evaluation in extension educaU9n. 
w. 
490A. Specl&l Problems In Agricultural BdUC&tlon. P.W.S 
For deacripUon of course, see counes In General Vocational Education, page 80!>. 
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UOURSKS FOR ADVANCED UNDEROB.ADUATK AND GRADUATE STUDRNTS 
515. Teac~ Farm Mechanics. (A.E. 515) (0·2·3) Or. 3. M M f Sci 
Pr"r"'J.u'6ite: A.E. 254 or e~uivnlent. . . r. or or 
Objectives and methods; equipment and management of. shop; orgamzation of s~op 
programs. Students will plnn and present d<>monstrat1ons of methods of teaching 
mechanical skills. 
587. Methods of Teaching Adults. (0·2 or S·O) Or. 2 or 8. S. 
Pr«requiaite: U05 or equivalent. Messrs. Bund7, Sexaue1· 
Principles and best practices; conducting forums, leading group discussions, using 
visual aids, and teaching short unit courses. 
588. Part-time Education ln .Agriculture. (0·2 or S·O) Or. 2 or 8. S. 
Prerel{Uiltits: 4~4 or equivalent. . Mr. McOlella!!d 
Organization
1 
teaching materials, and techniques of conducting part-time classes m 
ugriculturo 1or out·of·school farm youth. 
590. Special Topics ln Agricultural Educat.lon. 
For description of course. see courses in General Vocational 
593A. Workshop in Agricultural Education. 
For description of course, see courses in General Vocational 
COURSES FOR URADUATE STUDENTS 
004. The Secondary School Program of Agricultural Education. 
(0·4 or 6·0) Or. 2 or 3. 
Place of vocational agriculture in high school; curricula 
projects and project records, student activities, evnluation of 
600. Research ln Agricultural Education. 
F.W.S. 
Education, page 806. 
SS., Sat. Cl. 
Education, page 306. 
S.S.:i.. Sat. Cl. 
Mr. .oo.cClelland 
methods of teaching, 
results. 
F.W.S. 
Mr. McClelland 
COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
For description of courses, see Department of Home Economics Education, 
page 244. 
COURSES IN RURAL EDUCATION 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATB STUDENTS 
541. Reorganization of Rural School Districts. (0·2 to 4·0) Or. 2 to 4. W. 
Prereguiaite: 15 credits of education or permission of instructor. Mr. Cushman 
Principles and procedures in reorganizing satisfactory units of attendance and admin· 
istration in country and village areas; technique for making county·wide surveys; 
legislative and financial problems of reorganization. 
542. Admlnlstratlon of Small High Schools. (0·2 or B·O) Or. 2 or a. F. 
PrersquiBite: 426 or equivalent. Mr. Cushman 
Organization and administration of curriculum, extracurricular activities, teaching 
staff, pupil personnel, program of studies, and daily schedule. 
5,4. Admlnlstr&tion of Vlllage and Consolidated Schools. (0·2 or 3·0) Or. 2 or 8. S. 
Prerequi8it1: 15 credits in education. Mr. Cushman 
General administrntion of smaller school systems located in rural communities; 
organization of school systems, management of buildings and grounds, transportation, 
· community relations. 
545. Supervlslon of Rural Elementary Education. 
(0·4 to 8·0) Or. 2 to 4. 
Prerequi8ite: 805 or equivalent. 
Principles and general techniques of supervision; 
health, and physical education. 
Sf?"J Sat. 01. 
.oo.r. Bryan 
supervision of arit~metic, science, 
547. Supervlalon of Rural Secondaey Education. (0·6·0) Or. a. 
Prerequiaite: 805 or equivalent. 
SS., Sat. 01. 
Supervision of instructional program in smaller secondary schools. 
Mr~ Bundy 
590. 0, E, F. Speclal Topics ln Rural Education. 
For description of course, see courses in General Vocational 
F.W.S. 
Education, page 806. 
593. o. F. Workshops in Rural Education. 
For description of course, see courses in General Vocational 
BS., Sat. 01. 
Education, page 806. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
644. l'lnanclal Aclmlnlstratlon of Rural Education. (0·4 to 8·0) Or. 2 to 4. SS., Sat. 01. 
Mr. Cushman 
Fiscal administration of local school systems; state and federal aid; units of adminis· 
tration and attendance. 
Or. 2 or 8. SS. 676. Supervision of Rural EJementary School Subjects. (0·4 to 6·0) 
Mr. Bryan 
Courses of study and methods of instruction in reading, language, spelling, writing. 
and social studies. 
690. Research ln Rural Education. F.W.S. 
Messrs. Cushman, Morgan 
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COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
COUBSKS l'RI!U.BILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDKNTS 
104. Ornamental Metalwork. (0·1·6) Or. 8. W. 
Use of metal in construction of useful projects; peening, twisting, forming, bending, 
riveting, spinning and etching. 
105. Wood1llllahlng. (0·1·6) Or. 8. F. 
Enameling, fillfng, painting, staining, varnishing, waxing; reftnlahlng of furniture. 
106. Woodwork L (0·1·6) Or. s. F. 
Oare and use of hand tools; basic tool operations and their application to pattern 
making and woodworking. ' 
107. Plastics and Crafts. (0·0·6) Or. 2. S. 
Plastic materials and their application to industrial arts shopwork; principles and 
techniques of crafts suitable for industrial arts craft classes. 
150. Introduction to the Teaching of Industrlal Arts. (0·3·0) Or. 8. s. 
ObjectiYes, methods, and projects furnishing foundation for teaching industrial arts. 
154. Drawing for ~eachers of Agriculture. (0-0·6) Or. 2. F.W. 
Basic techniques and skills in drawing and their application to the problems of 
agricultural teachers. 
205. Woodwork II. (0·1·6) Or. 8. W. 
PrerequUrit6: 105, 106. 
Basic principles and p1actices involved in the use of power machines and their 
application to cabinet making. 
250. Industrlal Arts Design. (0·8·0) Or. a. W. 
Application of fundamental principles of design in planning of shop projects. 
251. Practical Electricity L C0·1·6) Or. B. W. 
Fundamental principles underlying electrical construction and construction of shop 
projects. 
252. Practical Electricity II. (0·1·6) Or. a. S. 
Prerequi8it6: 261. 
Fundamentals in motor. generator, and transformer construction and repair. 
264. Bench Metalwork. (0·1·6) Or. 8. • F. 
Principles and practices ot bench metnl\W>rk; layout, sawing, chiseling, filing, 
polishing, drilling, threading, construction of useful projects. 
255. Sheet Metalwork. (0·1·6) Or. 8. 8. 
Principles and practices involved in the use of sheet metal tools, equipment and 
materials, forming and fabrication, layout techniques. 
258. Woodwork m. (0·1·6) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequi8it6: 105, 205. 
Designing and constructing useful projects employing advanced hand and machino 
operations and techniques. 
309. Sho:\) Plannlng and Organization. (0-8-0) Or. 8. S. 
Planning of school shops; selection and location of equipment; estimate of cost. 
Trips to secondary schools. 
317. Social SlgniJlcance of Industrial Education. ( 0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Social infiuences bearing on industrial education and effects of thla form of educa• 
ti on on society. " 
325. Pla7 E«J.ulpment. (0·0·6) Or. 2. 
Prer6quiait11: O.D. 885. For home economics students. 
Construction of devices and apparatus for children. 
858. Oare of Equipment. (0·0·6) Or. 2. 
F.W.S. 
w. 
Prerequi8it6: I.Ed. major or permission of instructor. 
Techniques and methods involved in maintenance and repair of shop tools and 
machinery. 
354. Teaching Secondary Drawing. (0·1·6) Cr. 3. w.s. 
Pr6r6qui8it6: Six credits of draWing. 
Organization of subject matter, methods, teaching aide, and evaluation, as applled to 
the teaching of drawing in high schools. 
357. lllementarJ' Badlo Construction and Service. (0·1·6) Or. s. F.W. 
Prt1r6quUit6 :- Permission of instructor. 
Radio construction, servico and repair as applied to the secondary school industrial 
arts program. 
415. :Methods of Teachlng Industrial Arts. (O·S·O) Or. a. Jr.W.S. 
Prerequi.8it6: 150. 
Methods common to industrial arts teaching: objectives, relationships, and techniques; 
visitation of high school departments of lnaustrial arta. 
416. Supervised Student Teachtng in Industrial Arts. Or. 3 to 8. F.W.S. 
Prerequiaite: 415. 
Observation, evaluation of instruction, lesson planning,. and cla111room teaching ln 
public schools. 
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454. Hiltol'f of Jn4utri&l B4uoatlon. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
Pr1rtqtririta 1 Senior college classiflcatlon. 
Historical backrronnd of developmen' of lndnatrial education essential to an under· 
atandlnr and appreciation of present day trends. . 
490. Speolal· Problems. In. In4utrl&l Education. Or. 1 to &. F.W.S. 
Pr1r1quWt•: Senior college claul1lcation, quality point average of 2.5 or more for 
&wo procedln1 quarters. 
001JB8E8 J'Oa ADVANCED VNDKBOB.ADVATB AND GB.AD17.ATB STVDBNTS 
510. Tecbique ·Of 'reaching Trades. (0·6·0) Or. 8. 88. 
Pr1r1quWU1: Permission of insh'uctor. Mesan. Baird, Twogood 
'roaching proceasea, methods of presentation and testing, lesson planning, organization 
of instruction. -
514.. l'oundatlona of Induatri&l Education. (0·8·0) Or. s. W. 
Pr1r1qu'6iu: Permission of instructor. Messrs. Baird, Twogood 
Development of movement: Smitb·Hughea Act, state plnns, and laws relating to Indus· 
trial education. · 
515. !'eachln&' Industrial Educatton. (0·8·0) Or. s. S. 
Prar1qulrit1: 415 or equivalent. Messrs. Carver, Hippaka 
Curricula, observation, demonstrations, claBB organization, shop management and 
control. Trips to sChoola ond lnduBtrles. 
518, Problem• ID Induatrlal Bdu~on. (0·6·0) Or. s. SS. 
Prn-1quirit1: PermlBBlon of instructor. Messrs. Baird Twogood 
.Administration and supervision of industrial education programs in public schools. 
610. Trade Ana!Jals, (0·6·0) Or. 9. SS. 
Pr1r1quUUe: PermiSBion of lnatructor. Messrs. Baird. Twogood 
Baste types of analyses. Preparation of instruction sheets for teaching trade subjects. 
524. Jnduatrlal Conference M:ethocla. C0·6·0) Or. 8. SS. 
Prn1quiriC1 t Industrial or industrial teaching experience. Messrs. Baird, Twogood 
Use of conference method in instruction. Study and practice of conference procedure, 
devlcea. and technique. 
525, Oo-orcUnatlon ID Part-time Industrial Education. (0·6·0) Or. 8. SS. 
Pr1r1quWIC1 : Permission of instructor. Messrs. B·a~ Twogood 
Demands upon supervisors, princlpala. teachers, and co-ordinators working In- part. 
time industrial 1chools for employed mlnors. 
551. Jn4uatrlal O~ona. (O·S·Ol Or. 9. · F. 
Pr1r•qulliU.: 15 credlta in education or psychology. Mr. Hlppaka 
Growth and development of im_portant occupa'1ons, statistics ond trends. _ 
For teacher, counselor, and guide of adolescent pupils. Trips to school and indnatrles. 
555. Aclmlnlatntlon and Supenlalon of Induatrlal Education. (0·9·0) Or. 9. 8. 
Prer~qulrite: '15. lleBBl'B. Oarver, IDppaka 
Administration, aupervlaion, curriculum development, selection of staif, and public 
relations. Trips to schools and industries. 
590. Speclal 'J!oploa ID Induatrlal Education. Or. 1 to 5. F.W.S. 
Prertquirite: 15 credits in education. 
A. Indus\rlal Arts. Messrs. Carver, Hlppaka 
B. Tra~ea and Industry. Mesars. Baird, TWogood 
593D. Wortahop Sn IndUltrlal Education. SS., Sat. 01. 
For course description, see courses ln General Vocational Education, page 906. 
OOUBSRS l'OR GRADUATE. STUDENTS . 
852. Bftluatlon ID Induatrlal Educat.ton. (0·2 or 8·0) Or. 2 or a. 
Speclal application of measurement techniques to lnduatrial arts. 
w. 
Mr. Hlppaka 
05,.' Pioblema 111 Orpllllatlon of Induatrlal Education. (0·9·0) Or. s. S. 
Mr. Hlppaka 
~lcal problems ln shop layouta and curricula for industrial education in representa· 
tlve communltieR. Purpoao and organization of general shop. 
056, An&lJal• and Orpnlaatlon of Xmtruction. (O·B·O) Or. s. s. 
Mr. Hlppaka 
Job sheeta. instruction shoots. demonmatlons. project methoct. manuals, exhiblta, 
Tecltatlon, Clata 4lscu.aslon, and use of 'Other teaching aids and devices. 
65'1. Ourrloulum Duildlnl In !nduatrlal Edue&tlou. (0·8·0) Or. a. F. 
· Hr. f:!g~ra Organlaatlon of curricula for ahop and related technical Instruction in trade cal 
schoola or cluaea. · 
890. Boaearoh Sn Indumtal Education. Hr. Wppab 
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ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 
!JALBERT MARION HAluus, Ph.D., Head of Department 
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Professors Elery Ronald Becker, D.Sc.; Paul Lester Errington, Ph.D.; Barry 
Hazelton Knight, Ph.D.; John H. Lilly, Ph.D.; Floyd B. Paddock, M.S.; 
Oscar Wallace Park, Ph.D.; Charles Howard Richardson, Ph.D.; Oscar Ernst 
Tauber, Ph.D.; Walter Housley Wellhouse, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Kenneth Dixon Carlander, Ph.D.; Howard Laverne Hamil .. 
ton, Ph.D.; George Oscar Hendrickson, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Harvey August Feyerberm, M.S.; Ellis ·A. Hicks, Ph.D.; T. 
Wayne Porter, Ph.D.; George Sprugel, Jr., M.S. 
Instructors Baum, Blickenstaff, Ives, Laffoon, Lysenko, Radke, Saul, Slater 
Graduate Assistants Barker, Froeschner, Stephen, Swenson 
Fellows Batson; Brown, Clinker, Scoggin, Wingo 
Biologist, U. S. Department of Interior Kozicky 
Assistant State Entomologist, Iowa Department of Agriculture Hagen 
Extension Workers Gunderson, Moorman, Paddock, Raun, Shipton 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, majpr in zoology, leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 142. 
The department offers courses which· are fundamental to specialization in 
medicine and dentistry, agriculture, forestry, veterinary science, and home eco-
nomics, as well as in the various branches of biology. The et,µTiculum in science, 
with major in zoology, is flexible and adaptable to the needs of the individual 
student. 
Special training is offered in parasitology, protozoology, physiology, embryology, . 
wildlife conservation, fishery management, general and applied entomology, med-
ical entomology, and apiculture. Graduates find profitable employment as biol-
ogists, aides, technicians and tecbnologists, conservationists, entomologists, teachers 
and research and extension specialists with federal, state and municipal agencies 
or industrial and private organizations. The d~nd for men and womel\ pro-
ficient in these fields has always been greater than the supply. 
OPPORTUNmES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in the fields of zoology, morphology, ecology, taxono~y, 
embryology, physiology. (comparative and insect), protozoology, ~tology 
entomology . (general, taxonomic, economic, and medical)' apicultµre; wildlife . 
management, and fishery management; and tnino·r work to students taking major 
work in other departments. · 
Prereqtiisite to major graduate work is the completion of at least two years of 
zoological courses, for part of which credit in other biological sciences may be· 
substituted. Comprehmnve courses in general zoology and general. chemistry 
(and in most cases also organic chemistry} are required of all students. S~c 
cowie req~ments for the advanced degrees depend upon previous training and 
experience and upon major field of specialization. 
Open to graduate s.tudeJ1ts for minor only: 424, 457, 458, 472, 474. 
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COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
* 101, 102, 108. General Zoology. (2·0·6) Or. 4 each. . . . Yr. 
Observations on form and activities of representative ammals an.d d1scuss1ons of 
fundamental principles. For majors in zoology, and those preparing for study of 
medicine. 
*104, 105. General· Biology. (2·0·8) Or. 3 each. 104 F.W.S.; 105 W.S. 
105. Prerequlsiu: 104. · . 
(104) Introduction to the fundamental principles of biology with bnef study of some 
representative organisms. (105) Introducing embryonic development, heredity, 
homology, evolution, and development of animal societies. 
*106, 107. Animal Biology. (2·0·8) Or. 8 each. W.S. 
107. Prsr11quiait11: 106. 
106. Principles as shown in structure1 functions, and habits of invertebrates, with emphasis on their economic relations with man. 
(107) Continuation of 106 but dealing with vertebrates. 
109. Animal Biology. (8·0·8) Or. 4. F.S. 
For Animal Husbandry and Farm Operation students. Basic facts and prin<'iples 
with applications to farm life. 
155. Ph:yalology for Home Economics Students. {3·0·6) Or. 5. F.W.S. 
Functions of human organ systems. For non-zoology majors who have not had college 
biology. 
203. Human Biology. (0·8·0) Or. 3. S. 
Prer11quitrito: 108, 105, or 107. 
Outline of evolution from sub-human to human, evidences from fossil record, anatomy 
nnd embryonic development of the body. 
224. Comparative Anatom:y. (2·0 6) Or. 4. F.W.S. 
l;rer11quiaito: 108, 104, or 107. 
Study of selected vertebrate typPs with emplmsis on those not examined in general 
c·oursea 
:?B4. Vertebrate Embr:yology. ( 2·0·6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequiaitti: 224. 
<form cell~ formation, fertilization, cleavage, tissue nnd organ development, foetal mem· 
hrnnes nnd their uses. For science majors. 
274. Elementary Entomology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. F.S. 
Structure, life history, habits and recognition of common insects, with interesting facts 
nbout their relations with man. 
325. Mammalian Anatomy. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 224. 
Advanced study and dissection of cat, rabbit or other mammals. Designed for zoology 
mnjors nnd those preparing for study of medicine. 
:J34. Embryology. (2·0·8) Cr. 8. F. 
Prrrequiaite: 109. For animal husbandry students. 
Elements of vertebrate embryology including summary of principles of mammalian 
del'clopment. 
a.so. Bird Stud:y. ( 1 ·0·S) Cr. 2. s. 
Recognition m field and laboratory; habits, songs, values of birds. 
:J51. Buman Ph:yslology. - (2·0·6) Or. 4. W. 
Pr11reqttiait11: 105, Ohem. 102 or 106. 
Essentials of human physiology for majors in Zoology nnd related sciem·es. 
3i4. Farm Insects. (2·0·6) Or. 4. W.S. 
Life history, recognition and control of principal insectt1 nnd other arthropods attack 
ing plnnts and animals. 
:Ji5. Insects Meeting Horticulture. (8·0·6) Or. 6. 8. 
Pr~requuitti: 274 or 874. 
Identification, life history, and methods of control of more important orchard, garden 
and greenhouse insect pests. 
3i7. Forest Insects. (2·0·8) Or. 8. F. 
I..ife histories and habits of insects injurious to forests, forest products and orna· 
men ta ls. 
3rifl. The Hone1 Bee. (2·0·0) Or. 2. F. 
The honeybee, its socinl organization and Its usefulness in pollination and honey 
11roduction. 
384. Elementar7 Aplcnlture. ( 0·2·0 or a) Or. 2 or 8. S. 
General principles necessary to successful operation of colonies of bees . 
.&24. mstological Technique. (1·0·6) Or. B. F.W.S. 
Pr11reqm'iltt: 108, 105 or 107. 
Methods of fixing, sectioning, mounting, and staining tissues for microscopic study. 
*A student may receive a maximum of 12 credits toward graduation for these general 
hiology courses. Only one of the following will count toward graduation: Zool. 101 104. 
106; the same rule applies lo 105 nnd 107. If he has taken 106 and 107, or 104 and 
105, he will receive only 2 credits for 102 If taken subsequently, and mny take 103 for 
4 credits, 
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457. Ph7alology of Muscular Activlt,-. (2·0·6) Or • .i. S. 
Pr.erequiaite: 224 or 851. 
Explanations of muscle contraction with fRctore involved in mueclo Cntigue. Essentials 
of kinesiology. 
458. Ohlld Ph7siology. (2·0·3) Cr. 3. F.W.S. 
Prerequisite: 156. 
Growth and development of human body. 
4 72. Insect Morpholog,-. t 0·0·9) Or. S. F. 
PrerequiBite: 27 4. 
Grose morphology of typical insects, with special attention to structures cmphnslzcd 
in systematic and applied entomology. 
-174. Field Entomolog,-. (0·4·12) Or. 4. SS. 
J>rerequiaite: 103, 105 or 107. 
Survey of insect world, including classification, life histories, literature, nnd ecology. 
Emphasis on ~eld observation.a, making and naming peraonal colloctlon of insects. 
490. Special Pro-blems. Or. 2 to 5. F.W.S. 
PrerequiBite: 15 credits in zoology. 
Individual problems for beginners in research. 
COURSES ~OB ADVANCED DNDEROlU.DUATE AND OB.ADUATE STUDENTS 
500. Seminar. Or. 1. F.W.S. 
Mr, Barria Prerequi8ite: 15 credits in zoology. 
Reports of original investigations, current literature, special features. 
501. Animal Ecolog,-. (8·0·8) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequirite: 103 or 107, 274. Mr. Knight 
Relation of animals to environmentlm· geographical distribution, climatic factors, 
ecological succession. Field and exper ental work. 
508. Evolution of Animals. (2·0·0) Or. 2. S. 
Prerequisite: 108, 106, or 107. Mr. Wellhouse 
Problems nnd factors in orgnnic evolution, variation, origin, and distribution of life. 
505. Limnology. (2-0·8) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 108, 105, or 107. Ml'. Oarlander 
Lakes and streams as an environment for fish, fauna and ecological relationships. 
511. Parasitology I. (2·0·6) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 108, 105, or 107, nnd 851. Mr. Becker 
Survey of the free·living and pnrasitic protozoa; identificatlon1 life cycles, nnd host. parasite relationships of forms important to agriculture. wildlbe and man. 
512. Parasitology ll. (2·0·6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 108, 105, or 107, and 851. Mr. Becker 
Survey of the cestodes, trematodes, nnd nematodea J>arasitic In wildlife, laboratory 
animals, and man i study of selected vectors; identification, life histories, and host.-
parasite relationships emphasized. 
517. Invertebrate Zoolog,-. (2-0-6) Or. 4. Alt. S. Not offered 1949·50 
Prerequisite: 108, 105, or 107. 
Advanced stu'1y of invertebrates 
economi" relationships. 
Mr. Becker 
stressing classification, morphology, life history, and 
w. 527. Normal Hlstolog,-. (2-0·6) Or. 4. 
Mr. Hamilton 
and organs of vertebrates in relntlon to function. 
Prerequisite : 108, 105, or 107. 
Microscopic structure· of the tiBBues 
528. OytolOJf.• (2·0·8) Or. 8. Alt. 8. Not offered 1960 
Prerequisite: 424. 
Structure and function of cells in development, inheritance, 
logical conditions. 
534. Embr,-olog,-. ( 2·0·6) Cr. 4. 
Prere9"-!isite: 224. 
Principles and processes of development in vertebrates. 
588. Experimental Embr,-olog,-. (2·0·6) Or. 4. ; 
Prerequisite: 284 or 584. 
Physiology of germ·cellsi' parthenogenesis; marking nnd 
living embryos, tissue cu ture techniques. 
Hr. Hamilton 
histogeneais, and patbo· 
w. 
Mr. Hamilton 
s. 
Mr. Hamilton 
grnftlng experiments on 
541. Game Birds. (2·0·8) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequirite: 107, 840 nnd Bot. 206 or equivalent. Mr. Bendrickaon 
Recognition, life histories, habit.a, predators and economic relationships of game birds. 
542. Game Mammals. (2·0·8) Or. 8. W. 
PrerequiriU: 1081 105 or 107, and Bot. 206 or equlvnlent. Mr. Hendrickaon Recognition, life nistories, habits, predators, and economic lmportnnce of game and 
fur produciDg mammals. 
544. Techniques 1n Wlldllft? Management. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequiaite: 541, 542. 
Spootmen preparation; food habits analysis; fur trapping and 
surveys; data collection; repon preparation; cover mapping; job 
8. 
Mr. Hendrickson 
grading; wlldllfe 
analyai1. 
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F. 545, Wi14W'e Admtnlstratlon. (2·0-B) Or. a. 
PrtTequirite: 64,. 
Orgarilzatfon, financing, personnel nnd super"Vision 
wildlife programs. 
Mr. Hendrickson 
or federal, state, and private 
55111.,,.552, 553. Advanced PQ'Biology. (2·0·S) Or. s each. 
.rrerequiaUe: 224, 851 and organic chemistry. 
(651) Blood1 circulatton, and respiration. (552) Digestion, excretion; .memboUam. (653) Nervous system and sense organs. 
11'.W.S. 
Mr. Tauber 
assimilation, and 
555. General P"'1ology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. F. 
Prwequialte: Organic Ohemlstey. Mr. Tauber 
Principles of a~lmal physiology from study of isolated cells and cell groups. 
561. l"Uhes. (2·0·8) Or. s. , W. 
Prerequ£8'te: 108, 105 or 107. Mr. Oarlander 
Oom.mon 4shea of North America; recognition, life histories and habits. 
562. l'labeey Management. (8·0·8) Or. 4. ' S. 
Prerequirite: 605 561, Mr. Oarlander 
Management pollclea and practices relating to maintenance and improve111ent of fishery 
resources • . 
568. l'llh Propagation and Pond Management. {2·0·3) Or. 3. 
Praregu!rite: 662, 
Flab propagation. methods, hatchery management, control of :ftsh 
concerne.d. with management of farm ponds. 
Alt. W. 
Offered 1949·50 
Mr. Oarlander 
diseases; problems 
56'1. Amphibians and Beptlles. (2·0·6) Or. 4. Alt. S. 01fered 1949·50 
P,.eraqu(rite: 108, 105, or 107, Mr. Oarlander 
Ola8811lc'atlon, distribution, ecology, and habits of amphibians and reptiles of the 
world. Laboratory' einp~asis upon local species. 
574. Medical and SauJtar7 Bntomoton. (2·0·6) Or. 4. S. 
Prereq_tdrite: 103, 106 'or 107. Mr. Knight 
ldentlftcatfon, life histories and control of insects and near relatives attacking man, 
particularly thoao forms serving as vectors of diseases. 
576. Insect ·To:dcology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. s. 
Prirequllitf: 565. Mr. Richardson 
Hfsto1'7. and literature: poisons and their nature; action of poisons on insects; 
·evaluation of inaectlcidea, attractants, and l'epe11en18. 
576, 57'1. S)'ltematlo Entomology. (0-0·9) Or. 3 each. 
676. Prerequulte: 274, 472. 
w.s. 
Mr. Knight 
577. Prere~!rite: 576. 
(576) Olasalftcatlon, nomenclature, and faxonomlc practices. (577) E111phaels on 
making collection, special groups. 
590. Specf&l Topics. Or. 2 to 5 ... F.W.S. 
Prn-equlrit•: 15 credits in Zool. and permission of instructor. 
A. Zooloa. Messrs. Becker, Hamilton 
B. Physiology. · Messrs. Fe:rerherm Tauber 
0. Entomology. Messrs. Harrie, Knight, Lill7, Porter, Rlc1ia;rdaon,,_ Wellhouse 
D. AJ?lculture. Messrs. Paadock. Park 
E. Wildlife. Messrs. Errington, Henctricbon, IDcks, K02i~ 
F. Fishery Manage111ent. · Mr. Oarlander 
0011BSB8 FOB ORADUAT~ 8T11DBNT8 
601. Literature. (8·0·0) Or. 8, Alt. W. Not offered 1949·50 
Prnequirite: 108 or 107 274, 87,, ..... ...,..., Mr. Knight 
Review of literature and classical authors of zoology and"entomology.; nomenclators 
and rulei of zoological nomenclature. 
312. Paraaltolou m. (8·0·0) Or. s. Alt. s. Offered 1949·50 
Prereq'!liftle: 611, 612. 'Mr. Becker 
Special phaaea ln host-parasite relationships of parasitic protozoa, worms and•arthro· 
pods. .. 
645. Wll4Ufo Oonaervatlon. .(8·0·3) Or. 4. . w. 
PrerequWU.1 645, Mr. Hendrickson 
Theories and principles of wildlife eonaervatlon, management practices, and .special 
topics. 
665. Insect PhJllology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
PrerequlriU: 4'12, 555. 
Llfe proceaaea of lnaecta.. 
<;:, 
w. 
Mr. Tauber 
868. Plah917_ Boaourcea of North Amerlc&. (3·0·0) Or. s. Alt. W. No& offer«Sd 1949·50 
PrerequVf_te: 662. • Mr. Oarlander 
Surver. of ilsllery resources; analysis of problems concerned with comme-rclal and 
sport ftsheriea and their management. .. 
672.. Advanced Insect Morphology. (3·0·0) Or. s. F. 
Prn19uirite: 412. Mr. Wellhouse 
Princlplea of structure- ancl development of lnsecta. 
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674.. Applied Entomology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. • W.S. 
Prer1qufritl: 10"8, 105, or 107; 274., 874. Hr. Barria 
Identification, et.holoS)', and geograpb7 of lnaed pea~. Prlnclplea and methods of 
• chemical and natul'.al control. _ 
676. Advanced Insect Toxtcoton. (2·0·'8) Or. •· W. 
Pr1r1qidrit1: 575 655, 674. Hr. Richardson 
Developments and trends In research on lnaectlcldea, attractants, and npellenta. 
690. Beaearcb. o 
A.. Zoology. Meara. Becker.,,. Hamilton 
B. Phyaiolog)'. .inr. ·Tauber 
O. EntomoloS)'. Messrs. Barria, Knight, LW;y, Richardton, Wellhouae 
D. _A.plculture. Mr. Park 
E. "Wildlife. • Messrs. Errington, HendrlcksonJ. KozlCq 
F. Fisheey Management. Mr. varlander 
• 
Sho·rt Courses 
R. M. VIFQUAIN, M.S., Chairman 
Iowa State College's short courses are open to everyone interested in the infor-
mation they offer. They are conducted for two purposes: To enable men and 
women in the same field to meet for a discussioq of mutual problems, and to give 
them an opportunity to discuss and study their problems with college specialists 
in the light of most recent research findings. Since each course is limited in scope 
and time, they all deal directly aria practically with the field indicated. 
A few weeks before the opening of each course, detailed information regarding 
rooms, registration, location of meeting, study program and speakers may be 
obtained. 
The short course bulletin illustrating and giving a descriptive write-up of each 
·.course is printed October 1 each year. A_ copy may be had upon request by 
writing to the chairman. 
Experiment Stations and Research 
Institutes 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF1 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, B.$., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
HENRY HERBERT KlLDEE, D.Agr., Director 
GEORGE F. STEWART, Ph.D., Associate Director 
W. H. STEVENSON, B.S.A., D.Sc., Vice-Director, Emeritus 
PEARL P. SWANSON, Ph.D., Assistant Director in Charge of Home Economics 
Research o 
RESIDENT COLLABORATORS 
GERALD L. BARGER, Weather Bureau, U.S.D.C. 
Ross V. BAUMAN, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
MAXINE H. BRITTON, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U.S.D.A 
G. M. BROWNING, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
H. G. Bucx, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U.S.D.A. 
MARIE BuDOLFSON, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U.S.D.A. 
E .. G. CHAMPAGNE, Forestry Service, U.S.D.A. 
lsABEL CHRISTENSON, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U.S.D.A. 
FRANCIS E. CLARK, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
W. A. CRAFT, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S.D.A. 
GORDON E. DICKERSON, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S.D.A. 
NANCY EBERSOLE, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U .S.D.A. 
E. A. ELLISON, Commodity Credit Corporation 
A. H. HAGGE, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, U.S.D.A. 
Vmcn. HAwx, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
W. V. HUKILL, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
VmGIL L. HURLBURT, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
PAUL J. ]EHLIK, Bureau of j\.gricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
L. F. KELLOGG, Forestry Service, U.S.D.A. 
G. L. KLINE, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
EDWARD L. Koz1cKY, Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.D.A. 
1The Agricultural Experiment Station stafl consists of the president, director, aaso· 
ciate director, vice-director emeritus, the staff of the Bulletin Office, the heads of alJ 
sections and subsections, and all individuals who are included In the personnel of approved 
active projects. A col1aborator is a person listed in the approved personnel of an 
active Experiment Station project whose salary ls paid directly by some agencf other 
than the Iowa State College. 
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T. E. KRA,JICEE, Forestry Service, U.5.D.A. 
F. R.' LoNowooD, Forestry Service, U.S.D.A. 
PAULINE McMAHON, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U.S.D.A. 
ROBERT.HA MATrESON, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U .S.D.A. 
F. H. MENDELL; Soil Consertatio~ Service, U.S.D.A. 
H. C. MURPBY, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
R. A. NORTON, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
' ELINOR PEARSON, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U.S.D.A. 
CLINTON E. PETERSON, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engi-
neering, U .S.D.A. 
LEE ROSEBROOK, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economi~, U.S.D.A. 
C. K. SHEDD, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineerin~, 
U.S.J).A. 
J. L. SC'llMD>T, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
VAL SILKETT, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
GUY O. SYITH, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils ~d Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
JANE SMITH, Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, U.S.D.A. 
GEORGE F. SPRAGUE, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
B. M. STAHL, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
u~s.n.A. 
GEORGE STANFORD, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
CLYDE STEWART, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
J. R. WALLIN, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
C. R. WEBER, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering 
U.S.D.A. 
The remainder of the staff will be found in the list of Officers of Instruction. 
See page 7. 
Investigations relating to agriculture were begun practically with the opening 
of Iowa State College in 1869. The pas.5age of the Ha~ch Act by the Federal 
Congress in 1887 led to the prompt acceptance of the provisions by the State of 
Iowa and the establishment and recognition of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment 
Station as an integral part of the College. The statement of functions Is fonnuw 
lated in the Hatch Act as follows: 
"In order to aid in acquiring and diftusing among the people of the United 
States useful and practical information on subjects connected with agriculture, 
and to promote scientific investigations and experiments respecting the principles 
and applications of agricultural science." ; 
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The federal Adams Act of 1906 increased the funds available for the Experiment 
Station, at the same time limiting somewhat more narrowly the utilization or 
the Adams funds. 
This was followed by the federal Purnell Act of 1925, the Bankhead-Jones Act 
of 1935, and the Research and Marketing Act of 1946. 
The Secretary of Agriculture is also authorized and directed to "encourage re-
search into laws and principles underlying basic _problems of agriculture in its 
br9adest aspect; rese,rch relating to the improvement of the quality· of, and the 
development of new and imp~ved methods of production of, distribution oft 
and new and extended lises and markets for, agricultural commodities and by-
products and manufactures thereof; and research relating to the conservation, 
development, and use of land and water resources for agricultural purposes." 
The State of Iowa through legislative appropriations has supplemented the 
federal grants, and has supplied land, buildings and equipment for carrying on 
the research program adequately. 
FuNCTioNs OF THE STATION. It is the definite function of the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station to utilize all of the facilities and techniques developed by 
the arts and sciences in the solution of the problems relating primarily to agricul-
ture and rural life. Specifically it must: 
1. Increase knowledge concerning the best practices of agriculture in order that 
the information may be used by the Agricultural Extension Service and 
other agencies for dissemination to all who may be interested. 
2. Increase knowledge basic to the proper teaching of agriculture and the re-
lated sdences in schools and colleges. · 
3. Contribute to the developmen~ of fundamental research in agriculture ~d 
in the arts and sciences basic to it. 
ORGANIZATION. Tbe Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station is organized into 
two OFFICES having executive or' administrative responsibilities relating to all 
phases of the work of the Station, twenty SECTIONS, which are entrusted with · 
the research in special fields. The. Sections in the Agricultural EXpGl'hnent Station 
are analogous to the Departments in the College. In several instances Sections 
are subdivided into Subsections corresponding to collegiate subdepartme·nts. The 
Offices, Sections, and Subsections at present recognized are: 
A.OFFICES 
1. Office of the Director 
2. Office of the Bulletin Editor 
B. SEC'UONS AND 5UJJSECTIONS 
1. Agricultural Engineering Section . 
2. Agronomy Section, including Climatology, Farm Crops and Soils Sub-
sections 
3. Animal Husba!].dry Section, including Animal Breeding, Animal Produc-
tio~ Dairy Husbandry, and Meats Subsections .. 
4. · Animal Pathology Section 
5. Bacteriology Section 
6. Botany and Plant Pathology Section 
7. Chemistry Section 
8. Dairy Industry Section 
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9. Economics and Sociology Section, including Agricultural Economics, 
Consumption Economics, and Sociology Subsections 
10. Entomology and Economic ZooloJ!Y Section 
11. Foods and Nutrition Section 
12. Forestry Section 
13. Genetics Seetion 
14. Home Management Section 
15. Horticulture Section, including Floriculture, Food Processing, Pomology, 
and ..Vegetable Crops Subsections 
16. Household Equipment Section 
11. Poultry Husbandry Section 
18. Statistics Section 
19. Textiles and Clothing Section 
20. Vocational Educ~tion Section 
FACILITIES. .Most of the laboratories, greenhouses, and controlled temperature 
rooms for carrying on research in Agriculture and Home Economics are housed 
in buildings on the main campus of Iowa State College. 
Land areas operated by the Agricultural Experiment Station for research pur-
poses total about 5,685 acres. Certain areas of this total acreage are used jointly 
by the Experiment Station and College departments. 
WORK OF STATION. The work of the various sections is organized under projects. 
Three hundred and eighteen projects were approved for the year 1947-48. The 
results of these studies are published in station bulletins, in technical and scientific 
journals; and in more popular form in a series of popular bulletins, in the Iowa 
Farm Science (monthly) published jointly by the Agricultural Experiment Station 
and Agricultural Extension Service. During 1947-48 the following publications 
were issued: Seven bulletins in the research series, six bulletins in the popular 
series, one annual report, and six miscellaneous publications. Seventy articles 
were approved for publication in scientific and technical journals. 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
J. F. DoWNIE SMITH, Sc.D., Director 
J. D. RYDER, Ph.D., Assistant Director and Research Professor of Electrical En-
gineering 
The Iowa Engineering Experiment Station at Iowa State College was organized 
in 1904 for the purpose of providing organized research of the character needed 
to foster and develop the industries of the state. 
Since its organization the Station has completed research projects intended to 
encourage the development of the raw materials and natural resources of the 
Stale, to increase the utilization of agricultural products and by-products, to aid 
in establishment of additional industry within the State, and to solve engineering 
problems arising in municipal, county, and state administrations. The latter prob-
lems have included research in purification of industrial wastes, sanitation, and 
highway and roadway construction. 
Special emphasis has been placed on research to develop increased industrial use 
of agricultural products and by-products or waste materials, to foster an industrial 
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base for the agriculture of the State, and to utilize in new products those waste 
materials which are Qf little practical value in present agricultural production. 
The Station is prepared to undertake basic and applied research in the fields 
of architecture, aeronautics, ceramics, highways, materials, and in civil, electrical, 
industrial, mechanical, agricultural, and chemical engineering. ·studies in valuation 
and depreciation methods· may also be undertaken. 
The results of the studies are published in research bulletins and papers, or other-
wise made readily available to those interested. 
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
CHARLES EDWIN F'RI:r.EY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
HAR.or.D V. GASKILL,, Ph.D., Director 
The Division of Science, through its staff in co-operation with other research 
organizations of the College, sponsors a comprehensive program of research .in 
the sciences. The primary purpose of the program is to aid in the solution of 
the agricultural and industrial problems of Iowa through the application to 
these problems of the prindples, the techniques, and the improved proces5es 
developed in the Departments of Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Geology, 
Economics and Sociology, Mathematics, Physics, Psychology, and Zoology and 
Entomology and in Food ·Technology. "The research work is co-ordinated with 
that of the Agricultural Experiment Station, the Engineering Experiment Station, 
and the Veterinary .Research Institute. 
INSTITUTE FOR ATOMIC RESEARCH 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LLD., Sc.D., President 
FRANK H. SPEDDING,, Ph.D., LLD., Director 
HARLEY A. Wnmu.x, Ph.D., Associate Director 
Et.LIS I. FULMER, Ph.D., D.Sc., Asmstant to the Director. 
During World War II Iowa State College played a leading part in the basic 
research which resulted in the large scale release of atomic energy. 
In order that the program of the Cotlege in this field might be carried forward 
in peace-time, the Iowa State College Institute for Atomic Research was author-
ized by the Iowa State Board of Education on November 1, 1945. Its purposes are: 
To build up and maintain a strong group of scientists working in the funda-
mental phases of physics and chemistry as they apply to. nuclear processes and 
to develop the aspects of physics, chemistry, metallurgy, and engineering which 
are naturally associated with these fields. 
To b~ve available on the campus a group of experts in these newer developments 
so that other members of the faculty can consult them concerning the applica-
tion of these new tools to their own problems. 
To encourage cooperation and coordination in this type of research work on 
the campus on a voluntary basis. Particular emphasis will be placed on border-
·Iine fields between the several sciences where expert advice is needed from several 
different fields. 
To serve as a central agency for contacts with the govemmeJit in the obbilil-
ing of speda1 materials such as isotopes, radioactive tracers, special counting .. 
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instruments, and similar materials, and to serve as a clearing house for the 
special information which the government has at its disposat as a result of war 
research. 
To act for the College as the cooperating agency with the Argonne National 
Laboratory and the 30 cooperating mid-western universities. 
To carry out research in the nuclear and associated fields for the government 
when authorized by contract with the College. 
To carry out research whereby graduate students may obtain the specialized 
knowledge and skills which they will need in order to do independent research in 
these fields. It is obvious that a great many men will have to be trained to use 
these tools in the interest of national welfare and security since there is an acute 
shortage of such personnel. The formal course work will be given and degrees 
awarded through the several departments and divisions. The research training 
will be given in the Institute. 
In general, the objective of the Institute will be to develop the peace-time uses 
of atomic energy and the by-products from it. 
AMES LABORATORY OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
FRANK H. SPEDDING, Ph.D., LL.D., Director 
HARLEY A. Wn.HELM, Ph.D., Associate Director 
ELLIS I. FULMER, Ph.D., D.Sc., Assistant to the Director 
WOODROW E. DREESZEN, M.A., Administrative Aide to the Director 
ALEXANDER E. EDWARDS, B.S., Administrative Aide to the Director 
RAY W. FISHER, B.S., Administrative Aid to the Director 
Due to the outstanding record of achievement made by the Iowa State College 
Project during the war years, the Atomic Energy Commission decided to con-
tinue this program of research in the nuclear and associated fields at Iowa State 
College in the post war period. Accordingly, it has established on the campus 
one of its major laboratories to be known as the Ames Laboratory of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. This Laboratory specialiZes in the basic and pioneering 
types of researches that are necessary to the development of the fields associated 
with atomic energy. 
The College has leased to the Atomic Energy Commission, an area on the 
campus on which the Commission is erecting the Metallurgy and Research Build-
ings. The work carried out in these buildings will be classified due to the require-
ments of the Atomic Energy Act. However, since the major part of the work 
done here is of a fundamental and basic nature, much of the material is soon 
released for publication in the scientific journals. 
VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
CHARLES Eowm FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
H. D. BERGMAN, D.V .M., Director 
HARRY E. BIESTER, V .M.D., Assistant Director 
The Veterinary. Research Institute, located one mile south of the campus on 
Beech Avenue, has excellent laboratory and housing facilities for research work 
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in .animal diseases. The object of the department is to investigate those diseas~ 
of food-producing animals whose cause or control is not well understood, thereby 
developing methods by which they may be controlled or eradicated. Close co-
operation is maintained with the veterinary diagnostic laboratory and other 
departments. 
Staff members of the institute participate in the advanced undergraduate teaching 
program by presenting material from fields in which they are conducting re-
search. The results of research by the institute staff are made available for 
general instructional purposes. The Veterinary Research Institute staff also actively 
supports the graduate program by providing research direction and guidance as 
well as facilities for graduate study. 
See Veterinary Hygiene 590 and 690. 
See Veterinary Pathology 656 and 690. 
IOWA VETERINARY DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY 
PAUL C .. BENNETT, M.S., D.V.M., Supervisor 
For many years, laboratory diagnostic service to the livestock industry o.f Iowa 
has been provided by the Division of Veterinary Medicine, Iowa State College, 
through its Department of Veterinary Pathology. Recently, through a joint ar-
rangement with the Division of Animal Industry, Iowa Department of Agriculture, 
the diagnostic laborafory has been reorganized and established within the Veterinary 
Division as the Iowa Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. Plans are in preparation 
for a new building to provide for the expanded laboratory facilities and personnel 
necessary to serve adequately the Iowa livestock industry in disease control prob-
lems, involving all species of animals, including poultry. 
The laboratory receives from all parts of Iowa thousands: of specimens for exam-
ination. While the laboratory is maintained primarily to provide technical service 
to veterinarians and others within the state in the diagnosis of animal diseases, 
much of the specimen material received for diagnosis is also valuable for use in the 
instruction of veterinary students. 
STATISTICAL LABORATORY 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
RAYMOND J. ]ESSEN, Ph.D., Acting Director 
The Statistical Laboratory was organized in l 933 for the purposes of promoting 
and fostering the use <ff statistical methods in the researches of the College and of 
conducting research in statistical theory and methodology. It was the first statistical 
center of its kind in the United Stites, organized on an interdivisional basis. Al-
though there is hardly a field of investigation in which statistical methods cannot 
be used witli advantage, rarely in colleges and universities have the persons 
trained in those methods been brought together into a single organized group. 
In order to facilitate the development and use of better methods, the Sta~Ucal 
Laboratory cooperates closely with and offers its services to research workers 
in all departments of the College and the several experiment stations and re-
search institutes. 
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VETERINARY CLINICS 
C. H. CovAULT, Director 
Veterinary Clinics include medical, obstetrical, and surgical clinics for large and 
small animals. The hospital building accommodates 77 large animals and 94 small 
animals. Stall and kennels are constructed of steel and concrete, thus affording 
the best of sanitary conditions. Thirty-three of the stalls are designed for cattle. 
Thirty commodious box stalls for horses serve also as quarters for sheep and swine. 
Isolation quarters are provided for the care of animals suffering from communicable 
diseases. Clinic rooms and operating rooms are well equipped with stocks, mats, 
operating tables and other modern equipment. Dispensaries and instrument rooms 
are conveniently located to serve the clinic and operating rooms and are adequately 
provided with sterilizers, surgical and diagnostic instruments. Complete Roentgen 
ray equipment is available for radiography, ftuoroscopy and therapy in large and 
small animals. 
Two automobiles are maintained so that students can be taken to the farms to 
assist in the care of patients that cannot be brought to the hospital. This enables 
the student to obtain experience in the diagnosis and treatment of various diseases 
under actual field conditions. The rich livestock producing area near the college 
provides an abundance of clinical material of a variety usually found in the veter-
inarian's practice. 
Junior and senior students are required to spend several hours each day in the 
clinics. The junior students assist the seniors in the supervised care of sick and 
injured animals. Scholastic credit in clinical practice, including the junior year, is 
awarded in each of three quarters of the senior year. The combined judgment 
of all staff members of three departments actively contributing to the clinics deter-
mines the final quarter marks of each student. 
Clinical conferences are held in the senior year involving detailed discussions of 
selected clinical cases by student groups, the regular clinic staff, and staff members 
from the basic departments of anatomy, hygiene, physiology, and pathology. At 
these conferences the special technics used in diagnostic tests, in administering 
biologics, collecting blood samples, and other clinical practices are discussed and 
demonstrated and then practiced by the senior students. 
See Departments of Medicine, Obstetrics, and Surgery for description of the 
clinical courses. 
Extension Services 
EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE 
AND HOME ECONOMICS 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., SC.D., President 
HENRY HERBERT Kn.DEE, M.S., D.Agr., Director 
MURL McDONALD, B.S.A., Assistant Director 
PAUL CLIFFORD TAFF, B.S.A., Assistant Director, Rural Youth Leader 
LOUISE MARIE ROSENFELD, B.S., Assistant Director for Home Economics. 
HENRY L. EicHLING, B.S.A., Assistant to the Director 
Extension teaching is recognized as a function of the College, along with resident 
teaching and research. It was established as a branch of the College by an act 
of the Thirty-first General Assembly which became effective on April 10, 1906. 
Since that time a system has been developed which carries information on every 
important subject relating to agriculture and rural life from the College to the 
people. 
Extension work is financed jointly by the State of Iowa and by appropriations 
of Congress to the United States Department of Agriculture which in turn is 
required to allot funds to the states. Also under a state statute a co-operative 
relationship is maintained with the county farm bureaus as the farm aid asso-
ciations, which sponsor educational projects offered by the Extension Service. 
The Extension Service works with many different organizations, agencies and 
institutions and furnishes educational services to all farm people. 
In order to accomplish the purposes of the Extension Service a staff of workers 
representing departments of the Divisions of Agriculture and Home Economics 
and certain phases of the Divisions of Veterinary Medicine, Science, and Engi-
neering is maintained at the College. These workers are available to the people 
of the state for lectures, demonstrations and conferences. 
The College and the county farm bureaus jointly employ extension directors, 
home economists and associates in youth activities when needed. Their educa-
tional programs are developed and carried out co-operatively with the College. 
Training for Extension Personnel, see page 107. 
A staff of workers is maintained by the Service in the following fields: 
ANIMAL INDUSTRY 
Animal Husbandry 
Dairy Husbandry 
Dairy Industry 
Poultry Husbandry 
Veterinary Medicine 
PLANT INDUSTRY 
Agricultural Engineering 
Agronomy 
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Botany and Plant Pathology 
Forestry 
Horticulture 
Landscape Architecture 
Zoology and Entomology 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Outlook and Economic Information 
Farm Management and Labor 
Eftidency 
Marketing and Distribution 
Public Economics and Sodal 
Problems 
CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAMS 
Soil Conservation 
Foundation Farms 
Livestock Marketing (RMA) 
Rural Sociology 
FAMILY ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Applied Arts 
Child Development and Family 
Relations 
Foods and Nutrition 
Home Management 
Household Equipment and Housing 
Textiles and Clothing 
TRAINING IN AGRICULTURE WITH SPECIAL OBJECTIVES 
Attractive opportunities are open each year in extension education in agriculture 
to properly qualified graduates of the division. 
The preparation required for success£ ul performance in this field varies con-
siderably. For field workers a rather broad training in technical agriculture and 
in related sciences, plus systematic education, is highly desirable. For subject 
matter specialists the training required is more concentrated in one of the various 
areas of agricultural instruction. For both groups the special training suggested 
above should be supplemented by appropriate courses in psychology, speech, 
sociology, technical journalism and vocational education. 
Students who desire to prepare for employment in extension education should, 
not later than their sophomore year, seek the advice of their counselors and the 
personnel officers of the Division of Agriculture and of the Extension Service. 
Junior and senior students may gain experience by working as an assistant 
to the County Extension Director during the summer. 
Recommended courses are Vocational Education 466-467. Suggested electives 
include Psychology 204, 334, 464; Speech 311, 312; Sociology 200, 464; Technical 
Journalism 225, 335; Vocational Education 305, 537, 550. 
STAFF SERVICES 
In addition by arrangement or state statute, services are given in the following 
fields: Dairy testing, soil testing, seed laboratory, vaccination schools, soil con-
servation, music, drama, library, visual aids and Extension studies. 
The service prepares and produces many radio programs and publishes and dis-
tributes large amounts of printed materials. 
For more complete information about Extension programs send request to 
H. H. Kildee, Director, Morrill Hall, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
EXTENSION SERVICES 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
J. F. DOWNIE SMITH, Sc.D., Director 
... D. C. FABER, E.E., Assistant Director . 
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The Engineering Extension Service of Iowa State College is maintained to 
serve the people of the state along engineering and industrial lines. 
EXTENSION CLASSES. Extension classes in engineering and industrial subjects 
are conducted wherever enough persons are interested in one subject to make such 
classes possible. Courses in foremanship are offered in extension classes to groups 
of foremen and others in executive positions in industry. 
The following courses are offered in extension classes for graduate or under-
graduate credit to those having the required preparation for admission: 
I. Ed. 510. Technique of Teaching Trades .........•.•.•...•••..••.•• 3 credits 
I. Ed. 514. Foundations of Industrial Education ....•••.••.........•• 3 credits 
I. Ed. 5 l8. Problems of Industrial Education .......••.•.•.••.•.•.••• 3 credits 
I. Ed. S 19. Trade Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........•.. 3 credits 
I. Ed. 524.' Industrial Conference Methods ..•...•..•••.......•...... 3 credits 
I. Ed. 525. Co-ordination in Part-time Industrial Education ........... 3 credits 
For description of these courses, see Department of Vocational Education. 
Courses in Industrial Education, pages 297 and 298. 
INDUSTRIAL SHORT COURSES. In co-operation with educational, trade and indus-
trial organizations, Engineering Extension conducts short courses of instruction 
at the College and at various points throughout the state. These courses vary in 
length from one day to a week, depending upon the nature of the work. The 
instruction in these courses is intensely practical and consists of lectures, demon-
strations, and laboratory work. 
The following courses are offered by correspondence: I.Ed. 510, 514, 518, 519. 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION. Technical information is made available to the 
various interests of Iowa through the collection of information, investigations, 
conferences, lectures, exhibits, bulletins, and answers to inquiries. 
Full particulars concerning any of the work mentioned will be given on appli-
cation to the Engineering Extension Service, The Iowa State ColJege, Ames, Iowa. 
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"SHORT COURSES 
May 22, 1947 to May 21, 1948 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTI:RE 
Agricultural Short Cour!ie for Bankers ...............•..•.•........... · ·.....• 45 
Agronomy Field Days on Campus .......................•...•.•...........•.. 1,225 
Artificial Breeding • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 19 
Beekeepers . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • 132 
Commercial Florist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 
Community Traffic (Safety Education) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 
Dairy Industry \Veek • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 620 
Farm and Home \Veek . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ................................. 1,400 
Fertilizer Merchants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 413 
Fertilizer Manufacturers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
Farm Operation Achievement Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 
Greenkeepers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 
Guidance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 81 
Guidance Workshop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 18 
Hatchery Flock Inspection and Pullorum Testmg School . 142 
Horticultural Groups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 420 
4-H Boys . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 801 
4-H Girls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1,051 
Industrial Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 
Iowa Industrial Editors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Iowa Farm Service Dealers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Lamb Feeders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 
Livestock Judging . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
Newspapermen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 98 
Nurser)'men Summer Conft'rence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 
Nutrition School • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 267 
Pest Control • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Plant Industry for County Extension Directors . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
Raw Products (Canners) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102 
Rose Growers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154 
Rural School District Reor~anization C'onft'rence . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 
Rural Young People (with Farm and Home Wt'ek). . . . . . . . . . . . 432 
Seed Analysts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Soil Conservation for District Commissioners . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128 
Soil Management and Land Valuation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
State Board of Control Supervisors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 
Tile Drainage Contractors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Town Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 
Tractor School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 7 2 
Total ................. . 
DI\"I~IO~ OF ENGINEERING 
Count)' Engineers .......... . 
Custodians School . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Fire Dt'partment Drillmasters Conference 
Fire Inspectors Conference . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ht'ating and Air Conditioning . . . ............. . 
Mid·\Vest Gas School . . ........... . 
1\lotor Vehicle Fleet Supervisors ...... . 
R EA. l\lett'rmen . . . . . . . 
School Bus Supervisors 
State Fire School . . . . ...... . 
Total ........................................................... 
DIVISION OF HO~IE ECO~O~IICS 
115 
254 
10 
18 
168 
229 
41 
39 
89 
494 
Farm and Home \Veek . . .............•...........•.......• ,., ....••.....•.• 700 
Total ....................................... 
Grand Total Enrollment for Short Courses ............•.........••.•• 
9,546 
1,457 
700 
11,703 
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ENGINEERING EXTENSION (OFF CAMPUS) 
May 22, 1947 to May 21, 1948 
Extension Classes: Enrollment 
R~ral Electri~ .Saft-ty and Job Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 944 
Fireman Train1n~ ..................................................• 2,007 
Industrial Supervision and Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317 
Industrial Teacher Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 255 
Supervised Programs: 
Industrial Plant Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • 2,433 
Total Enrollment .....................•......................... 
Correspondence Students ..........................................•.. 48 
S,956 
Total .......................................................... 48 
Grand Total Enrollment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,Q04 
Summary of Degrees C.onferred 
Total 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 1872-1948 
PRESENT Cuwucuu 
Aeronautical Engineering, 1942-1948 ................................. · 
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 1922-1948 . . . . . . . . .. .•. 
Agiicultural Education, 1913-1948 ........•.......................... • 
Agricultural Engineering, 1910-1948 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ............... · 
.Agricultural Journalism, 1922-1948 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
Agronomf.t 1905-1948 • . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ·. · · 
Animal Husbandry, 1904 .. 1948 •.....................................• 
Architectural Engineering, 1916-1948 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................• 
Architecture, 1945-1948 • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . 
Ceramic Engineering, 1910-1948 .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . ............... .. 
Chemical Engineering, 1910-1948 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Chemical Tecbnology, 1929-1948 .................................. .. 
Civil Engineering, 1872-1948 •.••.•••................................ 
Dairy Industry, 1904-1948 • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 
DafrY Industry and Chemistry, 1932-1948 ...........................• 
Dairy Industry and Economics, 1937-1948 .......................... .. 
Electrical Engineering, 1892-1948 .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . ................... . 
Farm Operation, 1944-1948 .••••....................................• 
General Agriculture, 1937-1948 . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. ......... .. 
General Engineering, 1927-1948 .............•.......................• 
Home Economics, 1907-1948 .••....••.•.••....•.....................• 
Horticulture and Forestry, 1904-1948 ............................... .. 
Industrial Education, 1922-1948 ...•....•....•...•..•..••............. 
Landscape Architect•re, 1921-1948 .•....•••........................... 
Mechanical Engineering, 1872-1948 •.••••..............•.•............ 
Mining Engineering, 1907-1948 •..••...•...•.....................•...• 
Poultry Husbandry, 1911-1948 ...................................... . 
Science, 1875-1948 •••••••••••••.•••.•.•.................•...•.....•• 
Veterinary Medicine, 1880-1948 ••••••••••••••••••••.••.•............. 
DISCONTINUED CURIUCULA 
Agricultural Course, leading to degree of B.S.1 1870-1880 ............. . Airfcultural Cou~ leadiJ!g ~ degree o( B.S.J\., 1883-1888 and 1894-1904 
Airicultural and Manual Training, leading to degree of B.S., 1922-1933 .. 
Agriculture and Science, 1929-1940 •.•.••••••...••.•...•.............. 
AgronomY- Course, leading to degree of B.Ag., 1891•1898 .•.............. 
General Science, 1932-1939 •••..••••••••••••••••....•................ 
General Science Course for Ladies, 1872-1880 and 1904 ............... . 
General and Domestic Science Course, leading to degree of B.L., 1887-1899 
General and Domestic Science Course, leadlng to degree of B.Ph., 1899-1900 
General and Domestic Science Course, leadfng to degree of B.S., 1901-1908 
Home Economics and Agriculture, leading to degree of B.S., 1917-1930 ..• 
Ornamental Ceramics, leadtng to degree o( B.S., 1932-1937 ............. . 
Science and Agricultural Course, leading lo degree of B.S., 1889-1900 and 
1909-1914 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••.••••...• 
Baccataureate Degrees Conferred, 1872-1949 ••••••.••••••.••••.......•• 
HIGHER DEGREES 1872-1948 
Including 
Year 
1947 
1948 
132 
339 
486 
388 
94 
677 
2,057 
388 
3 
126 
999 
245 
1,646 
524 
21 
37 
1,931 
21 
18 
749 
6,498 
844 
105 
195 
1,736 
90 
79 
2,333 
1,434 
102 
86 
25 
54 
so 
113 
48 
93 
21 
78 
37 
s 
48 
24,955 
Doctor of Philosophy • • • • • . • . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . • • 94_, 
?.laster of Landscape Architecture • • • • . • • • • . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Master of Science • • . • • • . • • . . • . . • • • . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,792 
(Discontinued 1906-Master of Philosophy, 7; Master of Domestic Econ-
omy, 2) • • • • . . • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • . . • 9 
Professional Degrees: 
la Engineering • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . • • 336 
Master of Agriculture • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • . • • • • • 58 
Master of Forestry • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • 12 
Master of Landscllpe Architecture • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • 1 
Bono~ Degrees: 
DoCtor of ~cultu.re • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • S 
Doctor of Engineering • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • 11 
Doctor of ~ws • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • S 
Doctor of Science • . • . • . • • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 33 
(Discontinued 1908-Master of Philosophy, 6; Master of Science, 9) .. .. 15 
---Blgher Degrees Conferred, 1872-1948 • .. .. • .. • • .. • . • .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. 5,226 
All Degrees Conferred, 1872-1948 .................................... 30,181 
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Year 
1947 
1948 
28 
18 
34 
24 
s 
33 
57 
26 
2 
10 
87 
14 
80 
24 
109 
10 
87 
317 
54 
9 
5 
140 
7 
142 
2 
l,324 
58 
l 
2ll 
l 
l 
3 
278 
l,602 
Summary of Enrollment by Grades 
1947-1948 
For students whose status changed within the period from July 1, 1947 to June 30, 1948, the latest classification within the year is 
used as the basis for these enrollment statistics . 
. Graduate, En~-
Graduate Undergraduate Collegiate Student.a Non- Coll • te, neenng Short Grand 
College Collegiate and Ton. Extension ·Courses Total 
Student.a Student.a Collegiate (olf Cam· 
Seniors Juniors Sophomores J.'reshmen Specials Total Stu den ta pus) 
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AgriFUlt~ ••••••••••• 313 268 40S 367 256 417 521 248 629 Sil 218 856 616 38 628 182 69 239 2527 829 2669 61 .... 61 2901 1087 3135 . ....... 9546 12681 
E~ ...•.•...• 204 H3 236 791 673 907 1221 671 1232 1259 318 1299 703 6' 731 " 11 62 4018 1527 '221 .... .... . . . . 4222 1670 4451 6004 HM 
11918 
Home F.eonomics .••.•. 116 173 264 387 226 442 360 77 365 418 65 427 466 27 483 46 93 128 1667 418 1845 .... . . . . . . . . 1782 651 2099 .......... 700 2799 
~ence ••••.•......••. 396 263 443 206 133 226 349 134 363 396 80 412 347 24 367 49 41 82 1347 412 1440 116 92 155 1859 767 2038 ........... . . . . . . . . . . 2038 
Veterinuy Medicine ••. 13 10 15 2 2 2 66 10 66 73 26 74 73 4 73 . . . . .... . . . . 214 42 215 . . . . .... . . . . 227 52 230 ········· . .......... 230 - - - r- - - - -
Total ••••••..•••• 10'1 847 18S3 1763 1190 1994 2507 lOfO 2665 2988 697 3068 2204 147 2272 321 214 501 9773 3288 10390 177 92 216 10991 4227 11959 6004 11703 29668 
Duplicatm~ 
• 
cUltural .) ....... 40 80 " 33 23 35 50 23 61 67 7 67 37 .. .. 37 28 l 281 215 63 218.... . • • • . • • • 255 83 
262 ·········· .......... 262 - - 10172 177 '92i 21611073614144 Net Total ........ 1001 811
1
1309
1
1120 1161
1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
2235 ""ii2ii -m,gsss,3235 11697 6004 11703 .29404 
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DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
Graduate 
College 
Students 
Seniors 
Undergraduate Collegiate Students 
Juniors Sophomores Freshmen Specials Total 
.. 
8 
8 
=' co 
Non-
Collegiatc 
Students 
Graduate, 
Coll • tc, 
and'Won-
Collegiatc 
Students 
-------------------!·---_,_ __ ------1--.i-- __ ._ ____ - - -----
~ Agriculture, Unassigned .......••... 
~ Agricultural Economics ... . 
Agricultural Education .. . 
Industrial Education ... . 
Vocational Education 
Agricultural Engineering 
Rural Builders. . . . . .. 
Agricultural Journalism. 
Agronomy .•......... 
Animal Husbandry ... . 
Dairy Husbandry ... . 
Daiey Industry ...... . 
Dairy Plant Operation. 
Farm Operation ....... . 
Forestry ...•........ 
Genetics ..••............ 
Herdsmen.................. . .... 
Horticulture. . . . ....... . 
Landscape Architecture .. . 
Poultry Husbandry ..... . 
1 1 ... .. ... 5 3 6 5 4 7.. .. 5 4 7 
44 28 54 22 17 25 17 6 17 30 12 32 14 14 2.... 2 85 35 90 .. 129 63 144 
44 35 51 48. 21 48 88 24 89 44 I 44 35 49 79 259 130 311 . . 259 130 311 
~ ~ ~~. 15 18 19 45j 22 45 .. ~8 14 48 .. 11 .... 11 .. 2 .. 8 .. 91.121 62 132 ... I 1~~ ~ 1~~ 
40 30 44 33 23 35 50, 22 51 67 7 67 37 .. . 37 g 1 9 196 53 109 236 83 243 
I . : : : . 1 ... 8 ... 6 9 14 .. 9 .. i4 20 5 21 15 1 . 
0
15 l~ .. .. l~I ~~ 21 ~1 , ~~ 21 ~~ 
67 45 79 34 28 38 54 32 56 67 18 69 34 9 36 2 2 4, 191 89 203 258 134 282 
29 22 36 60 49 73 83 26 83 107 17 109 112 2 113 10 2 11 372 06 3891 .. 401 118 425 
7 7 9 12 9 14 11 2 11 14 1 14 14 4 16 2·.. I 2 53 16 57 60 23 66 
10 8 11 31 13 36 36 13 37 25 5 26 18 1 18 Ii . I 111 32 118' 121 40 129 
.. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 86 21 86 86 2 86 . . 86 2 86 
I .. 1 14 7 14 29 10 31 144 20 146 205 10 209 . .. . .. . .. . 392 47 400 .. 393 47 401 
3 2 3 60 28 64 85 63 86 158 74 161 66 6 70 . . . 369 171 381 372 173 384 
12 11 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '· . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . 12 11 14 
.. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. '· . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .• .. 61 i 61 61 . .. • 61 
4 1 4 8 4 8° 211 11 27 33 9 33'1 12 2 12' 3 .. 3 83 26 83 .. . 87 27 87 
6 4 8 20 12 21 12· 6j 13 25 81 25 19 2 19, 1 2 3 77 30 81 . . I I . . 83 34 89 
7 7 8 6 6 91 101 5) 10 16 4 16
1 
141 . ! 14; lj .. . 1 47 15 50
1
• I . 54 22 58 
-------------------··-----------------i-----------
Total... 313 258 405 367, 256' 4171521 \
1 
248I 529 842, 218'I 856 615!
1 
38' 628' 1s2
1
' 69\ 239 2527 829 2669\ 61 I 61 2901 1087 3135 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING 
Graduate 
College 
Students 
U ndergraduatc Collegiate Students 
, _____ ------ -----··-----·------·-----· 
Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen Spl'cials Total 
Non-
Collegiate 
Students 
Graduate, 
Collegiate, 
and Non-
Collegiate 
Students 
! ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ c 
.~ 5 a a ] a .~ a i 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
! l i ! l i ! l i ! i i ! i i ! i i i i i i l i i i i 
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w < m ~ < ~ ~ < w E"" < ~ ~ < oo ~ < ~ ~ w ~ < oo ~ < w ~ 
~ _A_ero_na-uti-.cal-~-·.-eenng-.-.-. -. - .. -.-------.. -. -1--5-l--5-8 ~ ---;;-4 ~ ~~--;; ~--;;,- - - - ~~ 154 ~ 159 -.. - --~ 159 ~ 167 
::l~=~~~: : . :: : . . . . .. 4: .. ~~ .. ~ . :: :: :: 50 22 51 67 7 : : ~J : ~~ 3~ . 1~ : : : ~ . ~g lu .. : 1!8 : ::- : : : : 18 .. : 2n 
Architecture.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 6
81 
12 95 40 96 113 31 118 2 1 3 221 78 229 .. . . . .. . 221 78 229 
Ceramic Engineering... . . 1 . . . . 1 8 I 10 17 7 17 16 2 16 . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . 41 17 43 42 17 44 
Chemical and MJninf{ Engineering 
Cl!e~cal ~~.... . 39 27 43 94 76 110 120 64 123 115 31 118.... . . .. 1 1 329 172 352 ... 368 199 395 
Muung Enghieenng.... . . .. 1 1 1 2 . I 2 3 1 3 6 2 6 . . . . 1 . . . . 1 12 3 12 . . . 13 4 13 
Civil Eniineeri.ng......... 33 29 41 100 73 114 150 71 152 147 32 148 4 1 5 401 177 419 . . . . . .. 434 206 460 
Eletttri~ Engineering.... . . . . . 39 26 46 163 123
1
182, 298 143 300 279 87 2971: : : : . . . 1 1 1 741 354 780 . . . . 780 380 826 
T~.... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . 1 1 1 21 6 24 666 54 694 1 2 a 689 63 122 . .. 689 63 122 
Gen~eering..... 13 7 13 137 82 150 180 83 181 167 35 170.... . . 2 1 3 486 201 5041 .. . . 499 208 517 
Ind ' ~eering. . . 1 . . 1 21 2 2j 6 2 6 12 4 13 . .. . . ............. , :~ 8 21' 
1
, . . . . . 21 8 22 
Th_M_~_u_::f_~_°f._A_n~-pl-·i~_?._fec_h_an_i_c:S_.:_:_: _____ ._:. 2~ 1~ 2~1"~~,_1ao 1 ·~! ~~ .~~~ .2~6 -~~ .. ~~ .~~ :::: _. _._·_ .... ~ ... ~ ... :~ .~~~ .~~,-~~ 6~ 3~ 748 
Total........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 204! 143
1 
236
1 
79lj 573
1 
001
1
1221j 011;1232
1
t259 318
1
1299 703
1 
541 '1311 44 11 52
1
to1s
1
1521
1
4221: I . . ... 42221670 4457 
~ w 
DMSION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Graduate 
College 
Studeiita 
Senf on 
Undergraduate Collegiate Students 
Junio.-s Sophomores Freshmen Specials Total 
Non-
Collegiate 
Students 
-----------------i--1--1---1-- --1---1--1---1-1--1--11--1--t--1--1--+--1--1---1--1---- - --
~ ~ied An....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 9 11 30 19 34 41 7 42 M 8 M .. • • . • • . . • • • 9 9 16 134 38 146 . . . . . . . . . • . . 138 47 157 
d Development. . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 13 8 18 20 10 24 21 3 21 38 6 39 . . • . . . . . . . . • 1 6 7 80 25 91 . . . . . . • . . . • . 93 33 109 
Foods and Nutrition... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 12 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 16 12 25 
Dietetics............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . 50 27 57 37 10 37 25 3 25 . . • . · . . . . 1 3 4 113 43 123 . . . . . .. . . . • . 113 43 123 
Ex~ental Cookery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 8 20 19 2 20 12 1 12 . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 50 11 62 .. . . . . . . . • 50 11 62 
FoOds.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 12 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • 10 12 18 
Nutrition....... . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 12 24 6 5 6 2 . . . . 2 2 . . . . 2 .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 2 2 10 7 12 .... · : ...• : • 28 19 36 
Related Science........ . . . . .. • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2 6 2 . . . . 2 1 . .. . 1 . • • . . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • • 9 2 9 • • • . • • • . 9 2 9 
Unaasigned.......... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 2 2 3 14 . . . . 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 17 2 18 • • . . . . . . . 17 2 18 
Home EcOnomics 
Major Technical Journalism. • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 
4 
..• ~ 14 9 15 10 1 10 20 5 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • • • • • 44 15 45 .. • • . . . . .. .. 44 15 45 
U~ed................................... . . . .. 1 l 2 l . . 1 76 14 80 466 27 483 16 38 61 560 80 617 • • . . . . . . . • . . 560 Sf 621 
Hom.e EConomio Education. . • . . • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 64 80 89 52 101 83 22 00 63 6 66 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 25 30 243 105 287 . • . . . . . . 264 169 367 
Home M~-ment.......... .............. . . . . . . . . . 6
1 
9 13 48 37 57 49 9 51 36 6 37.... . . . . . . . . 1 2 2 134 54 147.... . . . ... 140 63 160 
Household uipment..................... . . . . 6 5 8 31 15 35 12 3 12 12 2 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 56 21 61 .. . . . . . . . . . . 62 26 69 
Institution ~ment. . . • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13: 13 21 24 16 30 28 1 28 8 2 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 3 61 22 69 . . . . . . . . . .. . 74 35 00 
Textiles and Qlothing.... . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . 8 2~ 32 481 25 54 43 17 46 55 7 55 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 4 11 154 63 166 . • . . . . . . . . . 162 78 198 
Textiles and Related Science.. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 . . . • 2 . • • . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • . . . • . . . . 2 • • • • 2 • • . . . . . . . . . . 2 • • • . 2 
Total ...................................... · l 1151 173j 2541 387j 226 {421350 n 365 418 55 427466 27483 46 ea 12800 4781845 = = =
1
1782 651
1
2099 
Gradaate. 
. 
Graduate Undergraduate Collegiate Student.a Non-
=~ College Coll~iate Students Student.a Coll~te 
• Seniors Juniors Sophomom Freshmen Specials Total Students -
I J I J I I J t ! DIVISION OF SCIENCE g =I 5 :.a. = :a :::I :.a. :a Q, Q, .g ::s Cl .g ~ ~ Cl ~ ~ 
t 
og 
t 
og 
t t 
og 
t ! t :i ! :i ~ :i ~ :i ! I :i ! J ~ i l l :! l t :9 = Cl ;.. = ;.. = :I Cl ;.. ::s Cl i 0 1 0 ] l ] 
0 ~ 0 
f:I' ] 0 ] 0 f:I' 1 0 1 G l I :a I t I I CD ·a t ·a i l J i 
'1 i I 1 C> - ~ ! l i 9 ! 1 ~ ] m ! ] . 1 ~ < m £-4 <, m m < w E"' < CD < CD f'-1 < ~ < en < m ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Chemical Technology ..........••••.•. ................. .... . . . . . . . . 21 15 22 25 6 25 27 6 27 14 ... . 14 .. . ... .... 87 27 88 . ... . .. 87 27 88 
MtlSio. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... ............ .... . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . .... .... .... .... . ... .... . ... . ... . . . . . ... . ... .... . ... . ... . ... 116 92 155 116 92 155 
Science............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 1 1 .... .... .... .... . . . . . . . . . ... .... .... . ... . ... . ... . ... . . . . . ... . ... . ... . ... 1 1 
Mator Bac~ology. . . • . ...... , . . . . . . . . ........ 17 12 22 10 8 10 12 5 12 . ... .... . ... . .. . . ... 1 .... 1 23 13 23 . ... . ... 40 25 45 
MaiorB~ .............•••.•.................... 38 
1f A 
« 4 2 5 1 1 2 .... ... . ... . .... . ... ... . 1 .... 1 6 3 8 •••. . .. . ... 44 34 52 
Mll{or Chemistry. • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 150 161 24 11 24 30 11 30 .... . .. . ... . .... .. . ... 2 .••. 2 56 22 56 . ,. " . . ... . ... 206 132 217 
M~or Economics... . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 19 10 23 42 28 48 84 37 86 .... . ... . ... ... . . ... . ... .... .... .... 126 65 134 .... . ... 145 75 157 
M or Food Technology. . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•• 7 7 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 ... . ... . .. . .... . ... ... . .... .... . . . . 4 4 4 •••• . .. . ... 11 11 12 
t.1-ior Genet.ics. . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . .... 3 .... 3 .... .... ... . .... . ... .... .... .... . ... 3 •••• 3 •••. . ... . ... 3 ••.• 3 
Mll{or Geology. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . .......•... 4 1 4 9 7 11 10 5 10 .... . ... .... .... . ... . ... . . . . .... '"'i 19 12 21 .... .... . .. 23 13 25 M~or History and Government ••••.•................•. 2 3 5 6 • 7 15 7 15 ... . ... .... .... . ... .... .... 1 21 12 23 ...... . ... 23 15 28 M or Mat.hematics ..........•••.................... 20 13 22 15 11 17 31 11 33 . .. . . ... .... . . . . .... .... . . 1 l 1 41 23 51 .... ... . .... 67 36 73 
~or ~cal Education for Men... . . . . ............ 1 1 3 3 4 6 1 6 .... .... . ... .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g 4 10 . ... . ... . ... 9 5 11 
orP~cs ..............•..•.................... 40 18 42 13 9 H 31 11 32 ... . .... ... . .... .... I ••• 2, 1 2 46 21 48 .... .... .... 86 39 90 
or~ology ..•.••...••••.•.•..••.......•....... 15 • 16 2 1 2 2 •••• 2 .... .... .... . . . . . ... . ... 3 .... a 7 1 7 .... . ... . ... 22 5 23 M~or BoCiology ..••••••••••••••••••..•.••...••••••••. 7 5 8 20 10 20 14 3 H .... .... .... ... . . . . . . ... .... 1 1 34 14 35 .... .... . . . . 41 19 43 
M or Statistics •...•. , • . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .....•..... 24 . 12 25 .... . . . . .... 5 1 5 .•.. . . . . . . . . .... . ... .... .. . .... '"'2 5 1 s .... . ... . ... 29 13 30 =Technical Journalism .•••••..................... 3 1 3 2 2 2 15 6 15 ... . . ... .... .... . ... . . . . 1 1 18 9 19 .... . . . . 21 10 22 
ZoolOI)' ........................................ so 34 58 33 20 38 49 17 63 ... . . ... .... ' ... l .... 1 83 37 92 .... . ... .... 133 71 160 u ed. ............................................ 14 10 18 369 14 385 333 24 343 37 36 61 753 144 813 . 753 lf.f 813 .... .... . . . . . ... . ... . . . . - - - - - - - - - -TotU ••••.•....•..•••••••.•••.••...•...•••.. 396 263 44.1 206 133 226 349 134 363 396 80 412 347 24 3S7 49 41 82 1347 412 1440 116 92 1551859 767 2038 
DMSION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
V eterinarJ' Medicine . .....•....•...•.................... 13 10 15 2 2 2 66 10 66 73 26 14 73 4 73 .... . . . . . . . . 214 42 215 .... .... . ... 227 52 230 - - - -Total •.•....••.....•••...................... 13 10 15 2 2 2 66 10 66 73 26 74 73 f 73 .... .... .... 214 42 215 .... .... . . . . :m 52 230 
• 
Enrollment 1947-1948 Distributed by Sex and by Veterans and Non-
Veterans (ln~ludes graduate and undergraduate collegiate students and 
non-collegiate students) 
Veterans 
Divisions Under P.L. 16 
Under P.L. 346 (Vocational 
(G.I.) Rehabilitation) 
Non-
Veterans 
Total 
--·1---1--
Grand 
Total 
Men Women Men Women .Men Women Men Women 
Agri}lult~ ....•............... 
Enguieenng .•................. 
Home Economics .............. . 
Science..... . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Veterinary Medicine ........... . 
1825 
3228 
1 
897 
162 
Total ...............•..... 6113 
Duplicates (Agricultural Engi-
104 
13 
117 
neering) ................... . 158 ....... . 
Net Total................. 5955 117 
165 ........ 1054 
163 ........ 1054 
2 .• 
37 . .. . . .. 650 
25 . . 42 
91 
12 
1992 
441 
1 
3044 
4445 
1 
1584 
229 
91 
12 
2098 
454 
1 
3135 
4457 
2099 
2038 
230 
390 2 2800 2537 9303 2656 11959 
7 ........ 97 262 262 
383 2 2703 2537 9041 I 2656 11697 
Summer Quarter Students, 1947 
Students 
First Second Twelve Attending Students 
Divisions Term Term Weeks Total Summer Attending 
Only Only and Summer 
Academic Only 
• Year 
Agri.oult~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162 49 876 1087 853 234 
Engineering......... . . . . . . . . . .. 54 26 1590 1670 1435 235 
Home Economics.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 324 60 267 651 334 317 
Science .••.•........ .......... . ... 156 34 577 767 588 179 
Veterinary Medicine ... 29 4 19 52 49 3 
Total ...........•............. 725 173 3329 4227 3259 968 
Duplicates (Agricultural Engineering) ... 5 1 77 83 76 7 
Net Tot.al ..................... 720 172 3252 4144 3183 961 
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Index 
A. A. U. W. Fellowship ................. 81 
Administration 
Officers of • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • S 
Admission • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....•. 73 
Advanced Standing •............... 76 
Engineering • • • . • • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . •. 111 
From Other Colleges. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 7 6 
Graduate College .................... 147 
Procedure ........•...•............. 74 
Non-Collegiate Programs ..•........... 106 
Units Required • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74 
Advanced Degrees • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .149 
Advanced Standing .................. 76 
Aeronautical Engineering-Curriculum ... 113 
Description of Courses.......... .157 
Agricultural Climatology (See Agronomy) .168 
Agricultural Economics--Curriculum . . . . 89 
Description of Courses...... . . ,,_ .. 208 
Agricultural Education-Curriculum . . . 90 
Description of Courses. . . . . . . . . . ... 307 
Agricultural Enp"neering-Curriculum .. 114 
Description o Courses. . . . . . . . . 1 59 
Agricultural Extension . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 3 24 
Training for • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 107 
Agricultural Journalism-Curriculum .... 91 
Description of Courses. . . . . . . 2 89 
Scholarship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
Agricultural Scholarships . . . . . . . . 85 
Agriculture 
Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Clubs and Organizations.. . 85 
Curricula • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 88 to 109 
Department of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .162 
D~~r.iption of Courses . . . . 163 
D1v1s1on of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
Experiment Station . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 7 
Extension Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 324 
Training for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .107 
Honorary fraternities . . . . . . . . . . . ... 85 
Non-Collegiate Programs . . . . . . . .. 106 
Personnel Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
Practical Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 163 
Prizes . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. 87 
Programs 
Dairy Plant Operation... . . . . . . . .106 
Farm Operation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Herdsmen . . . • . . . . . . . ............ 106 
Publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 
Rural Religious Leaders, Training for. .107 
Scholarships .•.•................. 86, 87 
Short Courses ....................... 316 
Training with Special Objectives ....... 107 
Agronomy-Curriculum ............... 93 
Description of Courses.... . . . . . . . . . .. 165 
Alpha ,Zeta P_ri7~ ...................... 87 
Al umm Association • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 
Anatomy, Veterinary • . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 296 
Animal Husbandry 
Curricula 
Animal Husbandry • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
Dairy Husbandry • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • 96 
Description of Courses ••..•.•......... 170 
Apiculture (See Zoology).. .. . . .. . . . . . . . J 11 
Ap_plied Art-Curriculum •............. 128 
Description of Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . 174 
Architectural Engineering--Curriculum ... 116 
Description of Courses .•..•........... 1 77 
Architecture-Curriculum • . . . • . . . ...... 115 
Description of Courses ................ 176 
Art (See Applied ·Art)............... . .173 
Atomic Research Institute .•......•..•...• 321 
Back Work, Examinations in. . . . . . . . . . . . 84 
Bacteriolo~, Major in ................•. 141 
Description of Courses .•••.....•...... 178 
337 
Board and Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • 79 
Borden Agricultural Scholarship. . . . . . . . • • 86 
Borden Veterinary Medicine Scholarship .•. 144 
Botany, Major tn .••............•••.••• 141 
Description of Courses. . . . . ..... 181 
Bowers Prize ......................... 110 
Buildings, College . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Calendar, College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4 
Ceramic Engineering-Curriculum ....... 116 
Description of Courses ............... 185 
Certificate, Teachers' ...•..............• 305 
Chanl{ing Curriculum . . . . . ........... 82 
Chemical and Mining Engineering-Curric-
ula ........................... 117, 123 
Description of Courses .............•.. 18 7 
Chemical Technolo~-Curriculum ....... 143 
Chemistry. Major m .................•.. 141 
Description of Courses..... . ......•.• 191 
Child Development-Curriculum .......•. 129 
Description of Courses ..........•.•... 197 
Civil .Engineering-Curriculum .....•.••• 118 
Description of Courses ••............•. 198 
Classification and Standing. . . . • . . . . . . . • . • 82 
Classification in Absentia .....•........•• 149 
Climatologr & Meteorology, Major in .141, 202 
Description of Courses (See Agronomy, 
Geology, Physics) ........ 168, 238, 275 
Clubs and Societies 
Agriculture ...•....................• 85 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 110 
Home Economics ...................• 12 5 
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 139 
Veterinary Medicine . . . . . . . ...... 145 
Concerts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
Conservation (See Agronomy. Fort>stry) 94, 100 
Cookery, Experimental, :\lajor in ..•.•.... 131 
Co-operative Agreements with Other Col-
leges . . . . . ......................• 65 
Course Numbers ..........•.••••...•••• 156 
Credits 
Definition •................••....••. l 56 
For Advancrd Standing ...........•• 76 
From Other Colleges and Universities ••• 76 
Curricula in 
Agriculture ..••................ 88 to l 08 
Engineering . . ............... 111 to 124 
Home Economics ...........•. 127 lo 138 
Science ...................... 140 to 143 
Veterinary Medicine . . . . ......•..... 146 
Dairy Husbandry-Curriculum . . . • . . • . • . 96 
Dairy Industry-Curriculum ............ 97 
Description of Courses. . . . . . . . . . ..... 204 
l\1ajors in . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Program in Dairy Plant Operation ..... l 06 
Dairy Industry and Chemistry . . . . . . . . . 97 
Dairy Industrr and Economics. . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Deans and Directors. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 5 
Degrees ..........•.....•............. 65 
Bachelor . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 65 
Doctor of Philosophy ...............•• 151 
Master of Science .................... 149 
Professional •.••..••...•....••.•.•.•• 109 
Doctor of Veterinary Mediclnt. . • • . . . • • 65 
Departments of Instruction 
Collegiate .................... 156 to 315 
Graduate .........•............••••• 1 SS 
Dietetics, Major in ..................... 130 
Divisions 
Agriculture . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • SS 
Engineering •.•..•.........•.......•. 109 
Home Economics • . . . . ......••••••••• U 5 
Science .•..•...............•..••.••• 139 
Veterinary Medicine .......•......••• 144 
Doctor's Degree .....•........••••••••• 151 
338 INDEX 
Dormitories (See Board and Room). • • • • • 79 
Drawing, Engineering ••••.•.•••..•••••• 221 
Economics and Sociology, Major in ..•.•.• 141 
Description of Courses .•••.••••••.•••• 208 
Education (See Vocational Education) •.•• 304 
Electrical Engineering--Curricul um ••.•.• 119 
Description of Courses ••••••••.....•.• 217 
Employment for Students .••.••••....•.•• 68 
Enliineering 
Jluildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Council .•••••....•.•••..•••........ 110 
Curricula .................... 111 to 124 
Degrees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 
Department of .....••.....•..•...... 221 
Description of Courses .............. 2 21 
Division of ••.•.•••..............•.. 109 
Experiment Station ••.••............. 320 
Extension Service •..•.....•.....•... 326 
General Courses ..••..•..•........•.. 221 
Honorary Societies ................... 110 
Objectives •••.••....•••.•.•.•.•...•• 111 
PCJSOnnel Service •....•.•..•....•.•.• 109 
Prize ••••..••••..•.•.•.••••.....•.. 110 
Professional Degrees ....•..........•. 109 
Publication ••••••.•...............•. 110 
Short Courses •••••••.•..•••....••••. 316 
Societies •••••••••................... 11 O 
Engineering and Law (See Engineering De-
grees) .............................. 65 
Enldneering Drawing 
Description of courses ••.••........... 2 21 
Enrdisb and Speech 
Description of Courses .....•..••..••.. 2 2 3 
Requirement for Graduation. . . . . . . . . . • 83 
Enrollment Restrictions in Veterinary Medi-
dne .............................. . 145 
Entomology (See Zoology and Entomology) 311 
Entrance Requirements for Admission. • • • • 74 
Examinations in Back Work. . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 
~ •••··•••••···•••···•·•·••···· 77 Ex:Deriment Stations 
Agricultural •••.......... ~ ........... 317 
En~neering .•...................•.•. 320 
~enmental Cookery, Major in ......... 131 
Extension Service 
Agriculture .....•....•...•..••.•.•••. 325 
Engineering ........•.••.......••..•• 327 
Home Economics ..••..••.......••... 325 
Training for ...•...••.•••.........•. 107 
Faculty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Farm Crops (See Agronomy) ............ 165 
Fann Operation-Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Fees and Expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 7 
Refunds •.•...................•..... 83 
Fellowships 
Graduate ..••...•........•••........ 154 
Fifth Year Major In Forestry ............ 100 
Florlculture (See Horticulture) .•........ 101 
Foods and Nutrition-Curriculum ........ 130 
Description of Courses .......••....... 2 2 8 
Food Teclinolop, Major in ...•..... 141. 2 2 S 
Forestry--Cumculum . . • . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . 99 
Description of Courses .•.............. 230 
F :t.fajors. . ......••••................•• 100 
ratem1tJes . . • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
~rench (See Modem Languages) ......... 268 
Freshman Days • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • 7 6 
G 'reshman Expenses • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • 80 
Geamma Sigma Delta Prize •......•...... 87 
neral Engineering-Curriculum ......•. 120 
Industrial Engineering Option .......... 121 
Descri1>tion of Courses ..••............ 234 
General lnfonnation .•................. 64 
Genetics, Major in •........•........... 141 
Desai~tion of Courses .•••.....•...... 236 
Geneva Scholarship .. .. • .. • • • . . . . . . . . . . 81 
Geology, Major iri ...................... 141 
Dcscnption of Courses •...•........... 238 
German (See Modem Languages) ...•.... 268 
Glee Clubs ....•....................... 2 69 
Government (See History and Government) 240 
Government, College . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 64 
Grading System (See Marking· System) . . • 82 
Graduate College 
Admission ....•.•........•.......... 14 7 
Assistantships •....•......••.•....••. 154 
Classification in Absentia .............. 149 
Interim ...••••.........•..•..•.•• 149 
Degees 
Doctor of Philosophy .......•.••... 151 
Master of Science .................. 149 
Departments Offering Instruction ...... 1 SS 
Fees and Expenses ..........•......... 77 
Fellowships ••.•.......•...•..•...... 154 
Registration and Classification ......... 148 
"Stu<IY by Staff Members .....•.....•••• 154 
Graduation 
English R~uirement ....•.•....••..•• 83 
Quality Pomts Requirement. . • . • • . . . . • 82 
Gniham Prizes .••.••.•............•••. 14 5 
Gund Scholarship • . • . . • • . • . . . . . • . • . • • • • 87 
Health Service • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 68 
Herdsmen's Program ••••.........•••... 107 
History and Government 
Description of Courses .•.......••••... 240 
Economic History, Major in ..•..•••... 106 
History.:.. Colle~ • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
Home .r..conom1cs 
Buildings • • . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . . • . • . • 66 
Curricula ..........•....••..• 127 to 138 
Department of ...........••......... 243 
Description of Courses ......•.•..... 243 
Division of . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .... 12 5 
Extension Service ...•.....•..•.•.•.•. 324 
Extension, Training for ..•....••...... 107 
Honorary Societies .••.•.•••..••...... 125 
Loan Funds .....•.................. 12 6 
Major in Technical Journalism ......... 133 
Placement Service ....•....•......... 125 
Publication ..•••••.•..•••.••.•.....• 12 6 
Short Courses ••.•...•..•.........••• 316 
Home Economics Education-Curriculum .. 134 
Description of Courses .•.......••..... 245 
Home Economics Extension, Training for .• 234 
Home Management-Curriculum .•...... 135 
Description of Courses .......•...•.... 246 
Horticulture-Curriculum .......•.....•. 101 
Description of Courses •••.....••..•... 248 
Majors ....•.••..••................. 102 
Hospital Colle~e (See Health Service).... 68 
Household Equipment-Curriculum ...... 136 
Description of Courses •.......•....... 251 
Hygiene 
Description of Courses ..••.•..••.••... 2 52 
Veterinary ..•••......••••••..••..•.. 297 
In Absentia, Classification .••••..••.....• 149 
Industrial Education-Curriculum ••••.... 102 
Description of Courses .••...••.••..... 309 
Industrial Engineering, Option in .•...•.. 121 
Industrial Science ReSearch Institute .•.... 321 
Institution Management-Curriculum .... 137 
Description of Courses ................ 2 53 
Interim Classification ••.•.•.••••....... 149 
Iowa Diagnostic Laboratory ..••..••..•.. 323 
~
umalism (See Technical Journalism) .••. 289 
disch Prize ..••••••.••.•••••.••••... 144 
ulia McCulloch Smith Award .••...••..• 81 
nior College • • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . 82 
opp Memorial Prize ••••.....••.•••••. 87 
Landscape Architecture-Curriculum ..••. 104 
Descnption of Courses •••••••.•••••••• 255 
Late Registration Charge. . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • 78 
Laverne Noyes ScholarShip ...•.......... 81 
Lectures • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • 69 
Library ..............•••••........•.. 66 
Descrjption of Courses ••.••••..•...... 2 5 7 
Light Classification Fee. • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Literature (See English and Speech) ••..•. 222 
Loa.n Funds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 
Location, College • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • . . • . • 66 
Marking System • • . . . • . • • . • . . . • . • • • . . . . 82 
Master's Degree •••...•.•.••...••••••.. 149 
Mathematics, Major in ...•.•.....•••.... 141 
Description of Courses .....•.......... 258 
Mechanical Engineering-Curriculum .... 122 
D<;seription of Courses ....•........•.. 2 63 
INDEX 339 
Mechanics (See Th. & Appl. Mechanics) •• 294 
Medicine, Veterinary 
Department of . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 299 
Division of ....................••..• 144 
Preparation for ...................... 145 
Restricted Enrollment .....•.......... 145 
Memorial Union . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 70 
Meteorology & Climatology ...••..•.•••.. 202 
Description or Courses (See Agronomy, 
Geology, Physics) ••..•••••.••.•••• 
Military Science and Tactics 
Advanced Courses .........•...•.••••. 2 66 
Description of Courses ..••••..•••••••. 2 66 
l\finin~ Engineering (See Chemical and 
Minmg Engineering)-Curriculum ..... 123 
Description or Courses .•.•.••.•....... 189 
Modem Languages 
Description of Courses ................ 268 
Music--Department or .................. 269 
Description of Courses ................ 2 69 
Private Lessons . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . 79 
Naval Science .................... 141, 270 
Non-Collegiate Instruction 
Admission ................••.•••.•. . 106 
Program in Dairy Plant Operation ••.... 106 
Program for Herdsmen ..•............. 107 
Fees and Expenses .................... 77 
Nonresident Tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 
Noyes, La Verne, Scholarship.. • . . • . • • . . . . 81 
Nursery Management (See Horticulture) .. 102 
Nutrition, Major in. . . . . . . . . . ......... 130 
Obstetrics, Veterinary . . . . . . ....... 299 
Officers or Administration. . . . . . . . . . 5 
Officers of Instruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Pack Prize . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 7 
Pathology, Veterinary .................. 300 
Personnel Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 67 
Pharmacology, Veterinary ...........•... 302 
Phi 7..t>ta ..............••••.•.•••••••• 145 
Physical Education for Men, Major In •••• 141 
Description or Courses .•••..••••••.•.. 2 72 
Physical Education for Women 
Description of Courses •..•............ 274 
Physics, Major in .•••.••••••••••••••••• 142 
Description of Courses ................ 2 7 S 
Physiology (See Zoology) ••••........... 311 
Physi9logy. Veterinary ••.•••....•..•... 302 
Plannmg Courses .....•.••••••........• 108 
Pomology (See Horticulture) •••.•....•... 248 
Poultry Husbandry-Curriculum ......... 105 
Description of Courses .......•........ 2 79 
Practical Work in Agriculture .....•...... 163 
Pre-Medical Program .................. 143 
Pre-Veterinary Program ...........•.... 143 
Private Music Lessons .............•...• 79 
Prizes, Agricultural . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 
Professional Degrees, Engineering ••...... 109 
Programs in Agriculture 
Dairy Plant Operation ................ 106 
Farm Operation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Herdsn1en ................•.......•. 106 
Rural Builders ..............•.... • .. 124 
Psychology-Description of Courses ...•.. 281 
Pullman Loan Fund .................... 87 
Quality Points . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
Radio Education . . ...........••....•. 284 
Description or Courses {See Electrical 
En~neering, Speech, Technical Jour-
nalism) .....•.......••.. 218, 224. 291 
Range Management {See Forestry) •••••••• 232 
Rausch Scholarship ......•••.......••.. 126 
Record, Transcript of •••.••••.••••••••••• 83 
Registration Fee • • • • . • • . . • . • . . . . . . • • . • • 77 
Refunds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Related Science, Major in .••............ 132 
Religious Education 
Description of Courses •••••••••....... 284 
Religious Leaders, Training for ••.•....... 107 
Religious Life at the College •••••••••.... 69 
Requirements for Graduation •••••••••..• 8Z 
Reserve Officers Training Corps ••••••..... .265 
Residence Halls • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 79 
Restricted Enrollment, Veterinary Medk:lne 145 
Room and Board. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
Rural Builders, Pr;ogram for ............. 124 
Rural Sociology {See Economics and Soci-
ology) ••..•............•.•••....•.. 207 
Russian (See Modem Languages) .•••..... 268 
Scandinavian (See Modem Languages) .... 268 
Scholarships and Fellowships 
Agricultural ..•••.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 86 
Graduate ........................... l 54 
Undergraduate ...................... 81 
Science 
Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Curricula .................... 140 to 143 
Department of ...................•.• 285 
Description or Courses ...............• 285 
Division of ......................... 139 
Honorary Societies ................... 139 
l\lajors ............................. 141 
Personnel Service .................... 139 
Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 321 
Sears, Roebuck Scholarship. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 
Senior College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 82 
Short Courses ........•.•......•..•.•.. 316 
Sociology (See Economics and Sociology) .. 207 
Soils (See Agronomy) •••••...••.••...... 166 
Sororities . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
Spanish (See Modem Languages) .......•. 268 
Special Students, Admission ... , .......... 76 
Speech (See English and Speecn) ....... , .224 
Clinic ..................•....... 83, 222 
Staff, Graduate Study ...•............... 154 
Statistical Laboratory ................... 323 
Statisticsi.., Major in ................ 142, 286 
Student .r.mployment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
Student Health Service. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
Summer Quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 65 
Surgery, Veterinary .................... 303 
Teacher Placement ..................... 305 
Teachers' Certificates ..•............... 305 
Technical Journalism 
Curriculum in Agricultural Journalism .. 91 
Description of Courses ................ 290 
Maior, Home Economics Curriculum .... 133 
MaJor r.. Science ....••................ 14 2 
Testing .tSureau ......•................. 67 
Textiles and Clothing-Curriculum. . . . . . 138 
Description of Courses .•.............. 292 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics ....... 294 
Theses • 
Graduate ...................... 151, 152 
Training for Extension Service 
Agricwture ......... , ....•.......... 107 
Home Economics . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244 
Training for Rural Religious Leaders •..... 107 
Transfer Students (See Advanced Standing) 
Transcript of Record. . . . . . • . • • • • . . • • . . . . 83 
Tuition .............•..........•..... 77 
Vegetable Crops (See Horticulture) ....... 102 
Veterinary Anatomr 
Description of Courses ................ 296 
Veterinary Hygiene 
Description of Courses ••.............. 298 
Veterinary Medicine 
• Builidngs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 66 
Curriculum ...............•......... 146 
De_partment of ...••....•............ 299 
Description of Courses ••..•••••.•••. 299 
Division of. . ........................ 144 
Entrance Requirements •............•. 14S 
Honor Societies ..................... 145 
Prizes •.•••••••••.•..••••••••....•.. 144 
Readmission .......•.•.•............ 146 
Restricted Enrollment ••...•......••.. 145 
Veterinary Obstetrics 
Description of Courses •..•.....•.•.... 300 
Veterinary Pathology 
Description of Courses ................ 301 
Veterinary Physlol~ and Pharmacology 
Description of Courses ••••••••.••••••• 302 
Veterinary Research .................... 322 
Veterinary Surgery 
Description of Courses .••••••••••••••• 303 
340 INDEX 
V0cational Education 
Curricula ••••••••••••••••••...•• 90, 102 
Description of Courses .•••• ~ •••••••••• 309 
Teacher 
Certification •...•..•..••••..•.•••• 305 
Placement .•.....••....•.••.••••.• 305 
Walker Prize • • • • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • • • • . • 87 
Ward Pr-ize ..••••.••••••.•••.•••• , • • . • 71 
Wildlife Management (See Forestry) ..... 101 
Winter Short Course (See Short Courses) .316 
Withdrawal from Col!ege. . • • . . . . . • . . . • . • 83 
WNAX Agricultural Scholarship. • . . . • . . • • 86 
World War Veterans, Scholarships ........ 81 
WOI ••••....•..•....•....•.•••...... 284 
Writing Clinic •.....•..•.......•... 83, 222 
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A ................. 69 
Zimmerman Memorial Prize. . . . • . . . • • • • • • 8 7 
Zoology and Entomology, Major in .•••••. 142 
Description of Courses .............•.. 311 
\ 
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THE IOWA STATE COLLEGE OP AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
ACADEMIC CURRICULA AND PROGRAMS 
Special announcements of the different branches of the work are supplied free 
of charge on application. Address THE REGISTRAR, The Iowa State College, 
Ames, Iowa. 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
CvJUUCULA LEADING TO nm DEOm m 
BACHELOR OP SCIENCE 
Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology 
Agricultural Education 
Agricultural Engineering 
Agricultural Journalism 
Agronomy 
Animal Husbandry 
Dairy Husbandry 
Dairy Industry 
Dairy Industry with Major In 
Chemistry (Five-year) 
Dairy Industry with Major in 
Economics 
Farm Operation 
Forestry 
Forestry (Five-year) Majors in 
Conservation 
Forest Utilization 
Range Management 
Wildlife Manaf{ement 
Horticulture, MaJors in 
Fl oricul t ure 
Nursery Management 
Pomology 
Vegetable Crops 
Industrial Education 
Landscape Architecture 
Poultry Husbandry 
NoN-DEGREE AGRICULTURAL PRooJZAK 
Dairy Plant Operation (Four quarters) 
Farm Operation (Six quarters) 
Rural Builders (Two quarters) 
NoNcOLLEGIATE PROGRAMS 
Herdsmen (Two quarters) 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING 
CURRICULA LEADING TO THE DEGm O~ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Agricultural Engineering 
Architectural EngfneerlDg 
Ceramic Engineering 
Chemical Engiµeeririg 
Civil Engitieering 
Electrical Engineering 
General Engineering 
Ootion in Industrial Engineering 
Mecbanical Engineering 
Mining Engineering 
CuutctJLA LEADING TO TJJB DEOm m 
BACHELOR OP ARCHITECTtJD 
Architecture (Five-year) 
NoN-DEOREE ENGINEEJllNG PRooa.uu 
Rural Builders (Two quarters) 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
CumtlCULA LEADING TO TtlE DEORD 01' 
BACHELOR OP SCIENCE 
APP.lied Art 
Child Development 
Foods and Nutrition, Majors In 
Dietetics 
Nutritio.n 
Experimental Cookery 
Related Science 
Home Economics with Major In 
Technical Journalism 
Home Economics Education 
Home Management 
Household EQuipment 
Institution ~fanagement 
Textiles and Clothing 
Textiles and Textile Chemistry 
DIVISION OF SCIENCE 
CURRICULA LEADING TO nm DEGREE OJ' 
BACHELOR OJ' ScmNCE 
Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociolo~ 
Chemical Technology 
Science with Majors In 
Bacteriology 
Botany 
Chemistry 
Climatology and Meteorology 
Economics and Sociology 
Food Technology 
Genetics 
General Science 
Geology 
History and Government 
Industrial Psychology 
Mathematics 
Naval Science 
Physical Education for Men 
Physics 
Statistics 
Technical Journalism 
Zoology and Entomology 
PaEPAJtATION POR HUKAN MEDICID 
(Two or three years) 
PREPAJtATtON POR VETERINARY MEmCIMB 
(Two years) 
DIVISION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
CU11RICULU11 LEADING TO nm DBOm m 
DOCTOR oP VETBllINAJlY Mmncuor 
Veterinary Medicine 
The College 
The Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts conducts work in 
five major fields: 
AGRICULTURE 
ENGINEERING 
HOME ECONOMICS 
SCIENCE 
VETERINARY MEDICJNE 
The Graduate College conducts research and instruction in all these fields. 
Four-year and five-year collegiate curricula are offered in the different divisions 
of the College. Non-degree programs are offered in agriculture and engineering. 
Summer sessions include graduate and collegiate work. Short courses are offered 
In the winter. 
Extension courses are conducted at various points throughout the state. 
Six .special ·research institutes have been organized: the Agricultural and Engineer-
ing Experiment Stations, the Veterinary and Industrial Science Research Institutes, 
the Guatemala Tropical Research Center, and the Institute for Atomic Research. 
Special announcements of the different branches of the work are supplied, free 
of charge, on application. 
Address, THE REGISTRAR, THE IOWA STATE COLLEGE, 
Ames, Iowa. 
